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PREFACE

The Eleventh Space Simulation Conference, held at the NASA Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center (JSC), September 23 to 25, 1980, was sponsored
jointly by the Institute of Environmental Sciences (IES) and the Johnson
Space Center and supported by the Amerlcen Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and the American Society for Testing and Materials. This
series of symposia has been especially useful and effective over the past
two decades in bringing together national and international scientists and
engineers for technical discussions and exchanges relating to findings and
advances in space simulation and aerospace testing technology.

The Eleventh Space Simulation Conference program was favored with a
wide spectrum of interesting and important subject areas ranging from spe-
cialized issues dealing with space and entry environments to the environ-
mental testing of systems and complete spacecraft. The program included
papers concerned with integrated testing of Space Shuttle systems and com-
plete satellites, space contamination, thermal protection, sensor develop-
ment, and other related subject areas of current interest to the scientific
and technical coununlties. The subject area of test facilities is veil
represented with pakers that describe several new and unique facilities
developed to meet the demanding requirements for high fidelity simulation
of test environments.

The Johnson Space Center was pleased to host this conference since it
offered a continuing opportunity for maintaining direct rapport and inter-
action with the technical co_unity in an area that is vitally important
to our space flight programs. Additionally, with the approaching fllght
test phase of the Space Shuttle, it provided for the timely reporting on
the test and development of a number of key systems of the Orbiter vehlcle.

This document is a compilation of papers presented at the conference:
It is a product that represents the efforts of many individuals. In this
regard, I wish to thank the authors for the fine quality of the papers,
the General Conference Cousnittee including the Technical Program Committee
for the review and selection of papers and for developing the overall pro-
gram, as well as the numerous other individuals who provided active sup-
port in the various facets of the symposium preparations. I particularly
wish to acknowledge and thank George F. Wright, Technical Program Chairman,
Sandia Laboratories; James S. Moore, Operations Chairman, JSC; and Viljar
So_a, JSC, for their dedicated and expert handling of their respective
areas of responsibility and for their invaluable aid and assistance
throughout the planning and conduct of this conference. Likewise, I wish
to extend my thanks and gratitude to Betty L. Petersou, Executive Director,
IES, and Janet A. Ehmann, Assistant to the Director, IES, for their fine
handling of many of the administrative details of the conference, and to
John D. Campbell, IES Meeting Manager, for advice and counsel on many
conference matters.

:" Aleck C. Bond
General Chairman
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COMPREHENSIVE TESTING OF A DEFenSE SYSTEMS COMIMUNICATIONS SATELLITE

Nell K. Shirk

Stafford J. Keer

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the system level testing of the Defense Satellite

Communications System III program concentrating on the results of the systems

tests of the DSCS III Development Test Model (DTM). The DSCS III Development
Test Model consisted of engineering components interconnected in an open bench

layout. The DTM tests wer_ performed to demonstrate satellite electrical per-

formance characteristics, and to uncover design deficiencies and interface

problems. The availability of the DTM test results prior to the fabrication

of the flight model hardware permitted the incorporation of necessary design
changes with a minimum impact on program costs and schedules.

DSCS III SATELLITE

" Mission Description

The goal of the DSCS III program is to provide a network of four opera-
tional co,_unication satellites and two on-orbit spares in synchronous orbit.

Each satellite is designed to have a life expectancy of ten years and the

capability of being launched from a Titan booster or the Space Shuttle.

The six channel communications payload has anti-Jam capability and nu-
clear survivability provisions. The primary system utilizes SHF (X-Band)

frequencies to serve the Departmen= of Defense World Wide Military Command
and Control Communications System (WWMCCS), the ground mobile forces, the

Defense Communications System (DSC), Navy Fleet Communications, the White

House Communications Agency, and Allied Communications Network such as NATO.

A secondary communications payload is an Air Force Satellite Communications

Single Channel Transponder which provides service to Air Force elements.
Figure 1 illustrates typical satellite system operation.
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A secondary communications payload is an Ai~ Force Satellite Communications 
Single Channel Transponder which provides service to Air Force elements. 
Figure 1 illustrates typical satellite system operation. 
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The satellite weighs approximately 1870 pounds, with additional pro-
pellant load up to 600 Ibs. The attitude control subsystem provides three
axis stabilization and maintains pointing of the communications antennas to-
wards the earth. Power to operate the satellite is collected by two uni-
directional drive solar arrays. Command control and performance monitoring
are accomplished by either S-Band or X-Band Telemetry Tracking and Command
subsystems. Key satellite design and performance characteristics are listed
in Figure 2.
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Figure 1 

The satellite weighs approximately 1870 pounds, with additional pro
pellant load up to 600 lbs. The attitude control subsystem provides three 
axis stabilization and maintains pointing of the communications antennas to
wards the earth. Power to operate the satellite is collected by two uni
directional drive solar arrays. Command control and performance monitoring 
are accomplished by either S-Band or X-Band Telemetry Tracking and Command 
subsystems. Key satellite design and performance characteristics are listed 
in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2

SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

E]ectrlcal Power and Distribution

The Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem (EPDS) provides for the

conversion of solar energy to electric power, the regulation and distribution

of power to the satellite subsystems (loads), and the storage of electrical

energy in three nickel-cadmlum batteries for use during eclipse periods.

The generation, regulation and storage of power is accomplished in the

i following component-.":• Two Solar Arrays (2 solar panels per array)

• One Power Regulation Unit
• Two Shunt Dissipators +_
• Three Nickel Cadmium Batteries

Power distribution is accomplished by:

• South Power Controll,:r

• North Power Controller

• Ordnance Controller
• Zlectric_l Harnesc

omo.At. PAG m.
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SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 

Electrical Power and Distribution 

The Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem (EPDS) provides for the 
conversion of solar energy to electric power, the regulation and distr.ibution 
of power to the satellite subsystems (loads), and the storage of electrical 
energy in three nickel-cadmium batteries for use during eclipse ?eriods. 

The generation, regulation and storage of power is accomplished in the 
following component~: 

• Two Solar Arrays (2 solar panels per array) 
• One Po~"er Regulat ion Unit 
• Two Shunt Dissipators 
• Three Nickel Cadmium Batteries 

Power distribution is accomplished by: 

• South Power Controll,;!r 
• North Power Controller 
• Ordnance Controller 
• ~lectri~~l Harnese 
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Telemetry, Trackin_ and Command

The Telemetry., Tracking and Command Subsystem provides for the reception,

decryption and decoding of commands; reception, filtering and transmission of

the ranging signal; and formatting, encryption and transmission of satellite
telemetry.

Attitude Contrc_ Subsystem /

The Attitude Control Subsystem provides the function of attitude sensing,
signal processing, drive signals for control actuation, control of Solar Array

positioning, BFN reconfiguration and GDA positioning. The ACS also processes

commands for mode switching and command data storage, and outputs telemetry
to the CTU.

Communications Transponder Subsystem

The Communications Transponder Subsystem provided six SHF communications
channels, each powered by its own TWT amplifier. Signals are received and

transmitted through an interconnected set of antennas which includes:

• Two earth coverage receive horns

• Two earth coverage transmit horns
• One 61 beam receive antenna for selective coverage

• Two 19 beam transmit antennas for selective coverage

• One high-gain gimballed dish transmit antenna for adjustable coverage.

DSCS III TEST PROGRAM

Test Philoso_

The General Electric approach to the development of long life satellites

is based on the concept that on-orblt failures which result in misslon failure 1
or degradation of performance can be eliminated from flight systems by three

major techniques:

i. Failure prevention by thorough design
2. Failure removal by proper inspection and establishment of test

screens

3. Failure protection by adequate redundancy and backup operational
modes.

Strong emphasis is placed on comprehensive performance and environmental
tests to provide effective screens to eliminate design deficiencies, inferior

material and poor workmanship. These tests are progressive in nature, start-

ing with the piece part level, followed by development tests of components,

subsystems and development models, and continuing through the qualification

and acceptance test at each level of assembly, and culminating with the final

acceptance and certification of the flight satellite.
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Telemetry, Tracking and Command 

The Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem provides for the reception, 
decryption and decoding of commands; reception, filtering and transmission of 
the ranging signal; and formatting, encryption and transmission of satellite 
telemetry. 

Attitude Contrc_ Subsystem 

The Attitude Control Subsystem providp.s the function of attitude sensing, 
signal processing, drive signals for control actuation, control of Solar Array 
positioning, BFN reconfiguration and GDA ~ositioni~g. The ACS also processes 
commands for mode switching and command data storage, and outputs telemetry 
to the CTU. 

Communicati.ons Transponder Subsystem 

The Communications Transponder Subsystem provided six SHF communications 
channels, each powered by ita own TWT amplifier. Signals are received and 
transmitted through an interconnected set of antennas which includes: 

• Two earth coverage receive horns 
• Two earth coverage transmit horns 
• One 61 beam receive antenna for selective coverage 
• Two 19 beam transmit antennas for selective coverage 
• One high-gain gimballed dish transmit antenna for adjustable coverage. 

DSCS III TEST PROGRAM 

Test Philos~ 

The General Electric approach to the development of long life satellites 
is based on the concept that on-orbit failures which result in mission failure 
or degradation of performance can be e1iminat~d from flight systems by three 
major techniques: 

1. Fai1ur~ pr~vention by thorough design 
2. Failure removal by proper inspection and establishment of test 

screens 
3. Failure protection by adequate redundancy and backup operational 

modes. 

Strong emphasis is placed on comprehensive performance and environmental 
tests to provide effective screens to eliminate design deficiencies, inferior 
material and poor workmanship. These tests are progressive in nature, start
ing with the piece part level, followed by development tests of components, 
subsystem~ and cevelopment models, and continuing through the qualification 
and acceptance test at each level of assembly, and culminating with the final 
acceptance and ce~tification of the flight satellite. 
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Maximum emphasis is placed on the comprehensive testing at the component

and lower levels of assembly where defects are most easily detected and rework

has a minimum impact on cost and schedule. Testing at the subsystem level of

assembly is applied on certain subsystems which require unique performance
characteristics to be verified that are impractical, or too costly, to verify

at the satellite level of integration. Major emphasis is also applicable at

the satellite level where the system is fully configured for flight verlfica-
tion of system compatibility and performance under environmental conditions
representative of the mission.

DSCS III Test Program

i. Development Testing

Develupment tests were used to verify critical design areas prior to the

design freeze and to prove the adequacy of the system design with respect to
performance requirements. The development program included material and speci-

men evaluations, breadboard tests of circuits and subassemblies and integrated

systems tests employing Structural, Thermal and Electrical Development Test
Models.

2. Qualification Testing

Qualification testing provided verification of hardware design by sub-

Jecting parts, components, and critical subsystems to environmental levels

and durations in excess of what they are expected to experience during
flight. The assembled Qualification Satellite in tur_ undergoes a complete

program of environmental tests.

3. Acceptance Testing

The components, subsystems and satellite which comprise the flight sat-

ellites follow the same test program as the qualification units, except

that the environmental test stress levels are lower in magnitude and shorter
in duration.

DEVELOPMENT TEST MODEL

The DSCS III Development Test (DTM) provided an electrical systems

representation of the satellite by interconnecting engineering model compon-

ents in an open bench layout. This configuration served as a systems level

test screen for the early detection of system incompatibilities and design
problems.

Test Objectives

The primary objectives of the DSCS III Development Test Model tests
were:

#
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Maximum emphasis is placed on the comprehensive testing at the component 
and lower levels of assembly where defects are most easily detected and rework 
has a minimum impact on cost and schedule. Testing at the subsystem level of 
assembly is applied on certain subsystems which require unique performance 
characteristics to be verified that are impractical, or too costly, to verify 
at the satellite level of integration. Major emphasis is also applicable at 
the satellite level where the system is fully configured for flight verifica
tion of system compatibility and performance under environmental conditions 
representative of the mission. 

DSCS III Test Program 

1. Development Testing 

Deve1upment tests were used to verify critical design areas prior to the 
design freeze and to prove the adequacy of the system design with respect to 
performance requirements. The development program included material and speci
men evaluations, breadboard tests of circuits and subassemblies and integrated 
systems tests employing Structural, Thermal and Electrical Development Test 
Nodels. 

2. Qualification Testing 

Qualification testing provided verification of hardware design by sub
jecting parts, components, and critical subsystems to environmental levels 
and durations in exces:; of what they are expected to experience during 
flight. The assembled Qualification Satellite in tUI'T' undergoes a complete 
program of environmental tests. 

3. Acceptance Testing 

The components, subsystems and satellite which comprise the flight sat
ellites follow the same test program as the qualification units, except 
that the environmental test stress levels are lower in magnitude and shorter 
in duration. 

DEVELOPMENT TEST HODEL 

The DSCS III Development Test (DT~I) provided an electrical systems 
representation of the satellite by interconnecting engineering model compon
ents in an open bench layout. This configuration served as a systems level 
test screen for the early detection of system incompatibilities and design 
pr l b1ems. 

Test Objectives 

The primary ohjectiv~s of the DSCS III Development Test ~lode1 tests 
were: 
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• To validate electrical systems compatibility at the satellite systems
level.

• To demonstrate ground software/satellite compatibility.

Some of the secondary objectives that were also accomplished during DTM
testing are as follows:

• To develop electrical integration and performance procedures for the

qualification and flight satellites.

!

• To demonstrate electrical auxiliary ground equipment/satellite com-
patibility.

• To train test personnel.

• To obtain engineering test data for preliminary design evaluation.

Test Configuration

The DTM system tests were performed in the open bench layout as depicted
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Development Test Model (DTM)
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• To validate electrical systems compatibility at the satellite systems 
level. 

• To demonstra~e ground software/satellite compatibility. 

Some of the secondary objectives that were also accomplished during DTM 
testing are as follows: 

• To develop electrical integration and performance procedures for the 
qualification and flight satellites. 

• To demonstrate electrical auxiliary ground equipment/satellite com
patibility. 

• To train test personnel. 

• To obtain engineering test data for preliminary design e""a1uation. 

Test Configuration 

The DTM system tests were performed in the open bench layout as depicted 
in Figure 3. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TEST lIT 

Figure 3. Development Test Model (DTM) 
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Test Sequence

The sequence of tests established for the DTM correspond to the inte-

gratlon and ambient functional tests that the qualification and flight sat-

ellites would undergo. The only addltlcmal environment to which the DTM was

exposed was the EMC environment. Figure 4 illustrates the DTM test sequence

and duration. During all powered testing the command and telemetry software
were employed.

/

Test anomalies are documented by means of a problem report system. In

this system all potential problems, or unexplained occurrences relating to
test procedures, electrical AGE, software, hardware, drawings and test data

are reported. The problem report is addressed to the responsible engineer,

or analyst, to investigate. Once the cause of the problem is diagnosed,

corrective action is defined. The problem report remains open until the cor-

rective action is completed. Upon successful resolution of the problem, the
Problem Report Review Board will concur in closing the problem report. For

the DTM testing, the Problem Report Review Board consisted of representatives
from Systems Test, Engineering and Product Assurance.

In the performance of the DSCS DTM tests, a total of 249 problem reports

were written. The problem report breakdown per failure types, and subsystem
occurrence are presented in Table I. Currently the Qualification satellite

is in the integration phase of testing. To date, 249 problem reports have

been written, and Table II presents the same breakdown for the Qualification

satellite problem reports. It should be noted that the Qualification satel-
lite includes more actual hardware than the DTM, as well as a complete set of

operational software, much of which was not available for DTM.

Test Results

The DTM tests provided verification of 85% of the spacecraft system

level electrical performance requirements as delineated in the prime item
specification. These results were limited primarily by the test configuration
and the available hardware.

Summary

The DTM test program served its purpose well, in that several hardware
problems which required redesigns were uncovered. In addition, those portions
of the Operations Software which were available at the time were exercised
and necessary redesigns incorporated.

Hardware Redesigns

tlardware redesigns generated by the DTM test program are herein sun_narized
by subsystem.

r
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Test Sequence 

The sequence of tests established for the DTH correspond to the inte
gration and ambient functional tests that the qualification and flight sat
ellites would undergo. The only additional environment to which the DTM was 
exposed was the EKC environment. Figure 4 illustrates the DTM test sequence 
and duration. During all powered testing the command and telemetry software 
were employed. 

Test anomalies are documented by means of a problem report system. In 
this syste~ all potential problems, or unexplained occurrences relating to 
test procedures, electrical AGE, software, hardware, drawings and test data 
are reported. The problem report is addressed to the responsible engineer, 
or analyst, to investigate. Once the cause of the problem is diagnosed, 
corrective action is defined. The problem report remains open until the cor
rective action is completed. Upon successful resolution of the problem, the 
Problem Report Review Board will concur in closing the prohlem report. For 
the DTM testing, the Problem Report Review Board consisted of representatives 
from Systems Test, Engineering and Product Assurance. 

In the performance of the DSCS DTM tests, a total of 249 problem reports 
were written. The problem report breakdown per failure types, and subsystem 
occurrence are presented in Table I. Currently the Qualification satellite 
is in the integration phase of testing. To date, 249 problem reports have 
been written, and Table II presents the same breakdown for the Qualification 
satellite problem reports. It should be noted that the Qualification satel
lite includes more actual hardware than the DTM, as well as a complete set of 
operational software, much of which was not available for DTM. 

Test Results 

The DTM tests provided verification of 85% of the spacecraft system 
level electrical performance requirements as delineated in the prime item 
specification. These results were limited primarily by the test configuration 
and the available hardware. 

SummarY 

The DTM test program served fts purpose well, 
problems which required redesigns were uncovered. 
of the Operations Software which were available at 
and necessary redesigns' incorporated. 

Hardware Redesigns 

in that several hardware 
In addition, those portions 
the time were exercised 

Hardware redesigns generated by the DTM test program are herein summarized 
by subsystem. 
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TABLE I

DTDIPROBLEM REPORTS

!

Cares°r7 Nature of Problem quantity % of Total

Satellite Hardware

Design 27
Failure 14

Workmanship 17

58 23.3

Ground Station

Design 3
Failure 15

Workmanship 6

24 9.6

Software

Design 27 10.8

Documentation
SW Data Base 9

Procedures ii

Drawings & Specs 23
Duplication of Problem

Report 32

75 30.1

Test Related

Test Errors 31

Test Configuration Limi-
tation 14

45 18.1

Unresolved 20 8.1
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TABLE I 

DTH PROBLEM REPORTS 

Category Nature of Problem Quantity % of Total 

Satellite Hardware 
Design 27 
Failure 14 
Worlananship 17 

58 23.3 

Ground Station 
Design 3 
Failure 15 
Workmanship 6 

24 9.6 

Software 
Design 27 10.8 

Documentation 
SW Data Base 9 
Procedures 11 
Drawings & Specs 23 
Duplication of Problem 

Report 32 

75 30.1 

Test Related 
Test Errors 31 
Test Configurat ion Limi-

tation 14 

45 18.1 

Unresolved 20 8.1 
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TABLE II

QUAL PROBLEMREPORTS

Category Nature of Problem Quantity % of Total

Satellite Hardware

Design 3
Failure 3

Workmanship ii

17 6.8

Ground Station

Design 4
Failure 25

Fabrication 7
Documentation 7

43 17.3

Software

Design 25
Documentation 2

Operation 2

29 11.6

Documentation
SW Data Base 40

Procedures 52

Drawings & Specs 23 i
Duplication of P.R. 13 I

128 51.4

Test Related
Test Errors 14

Test Config/Limitations 6

Test Equip. Failures 2

22 8.8

Unresolved i0 4.1
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TABLE II 

QUAL PROBLEH REPORTS 

Categor,x: Nature of Problem guantit,x: % of Total 

Satellite Hardware 
Design 3 
Failure 3 
Worla!lanship 11 

17 6.8 

Ground Station 
Design 4 
Failure 25 
Fabrication 7 
Documentation 7 

43 17.3 

Software 
Design 25 
Documentation 2 
Operation 2 

29 11.6 

Documentation 
SW Data Base 40 
Procedures 52 
Drawings & Specs 23 
Duplication of P.R. 13 

128 51.4 

Test Related 
Test Errors 14 
Test Config/Limitations 6 
Test Equip. Failures 2 

22 8.8 

Unresolved 10 4.1 
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Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem

• Oscillations on the regulated voltage bus traced to marginal capaci-

tance value in the power regulator feedback loop.

Attitude Cpntrol Subsystem

• Incorrect phasing of the reaction wheel tachometer signals.

• Incorrect phasing of the gimbal!ed dish antenna motor drives.

• Several logic and timing signal problems associated with the imbedded
software in the attitude control electronics.

S-Band Telemetry, Trackin_ and Command

• Logic circuitry in command, telemetry unit disabled telemetry unit

when both X-band decryptor imlts were powered off.

• Command counter bit stream presented to telemetry processor in re-
verse order,

• Several logic and timing signal problems in association with other
hardware units.

X-Band Telemetry, Tracklng and Command

• Phasing of clock t_ming signal inverted.

• Interface problem in ground encryptlon equipment.

• Faulty cross-strapplng design with two groups of redundant equipment.

SHF Communications Transponder

• Improper loading of ferrlte switches in command interface unit.

• Improper phasing of digital timing signals in command interface unit.

Software Redesigns

During the development testing of the hardware the majority of software
modules were in the development phase themselves° Sufficient software was

available to provide S-band and X-band co,mland generation and telemetry proces-

sing of the normal housekeeping functions and to provide a limited capability

for antenna reconflgurati_s. Since the software is primarily designed for an

orbit operation, some design modifications were required to accommodate in-house

testing, However, the c_mmand and telemetry software modules were tested and
several design modifications defined.

11
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Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem 

• Oscillations on the regulated voltage bus traced to marginal capaci
tance value in the power regulator feedback loop. 

Attitude Control Subsystem 

• Incorrect phasing of the reaction wheel tachometer signals. 
• Incorre('.t phasing of the gimbaUed dish antenna motor drives. 
• Several logic and timing signal problems associated with the imbedded 

software in the attitude control electronics. 

S-Band Telemetry, Tracking and Command 

• Logic circuitry in commRnd, telemetry unit disabled telemetry unit 
,yhen both X-band decryptor 1!nitS were powered off. 

• Command counter bit stream presented to telemetry processor in re
verse order. 

• Several logic and timing signal problems in association with other 
hardware units. 

X-Band Telemetry, Tracking and Command 

• Phasing of clock t~ming signal inverted. 

• Interface problem in ground encryption equipment. 

• Faulty cross-strapping design with two groups of redundant equipment. 

SHV Communications Transponder 

• Improper loading of ferrite switches in command interface unit. 

• Improper phasing of digit31 ttming signals in command interface unit. 

Software Redesigns 

During the development testing of the hardware the majority of software 
modules were in the development phase themselves. Sufficient software was 
available to provide S-band and X-band cow~and generation and telemetry proces
sing or the normal housekeeping functions and to provide a limited capability 
for antenna reconfigurations. Since the software is primarily designed for an 
orbit operation, some design modifications were required to accommodate in-house 
testing. However, the cmnmand and telemetry software modules were tested and 
several design modifications defined. 
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CONCLUSIONS

Satellite hardware problems have been reduced - by a factor of three -

between the DTM and the qualification satellite integration tests and sat-

ellite design problems have been reduced by a factor of nine.

Testing and troubleshooting at the DTM level was less expe_.slve since

the number of people in a DTM test crew was fewer than the number of people

in a Qual or Flight test crew.

The rework of qualification hardware to incorporate design changes im-

pacts program costs in two ways, vlz.:

(i) Cost for requallflcatlon tests of hardware

(2) Cost for down time and schedule sllp at systems test level.

The 27 design problems in DTM effected nine different components which

would have required (if not detected in DTM) requaliflcatlon of each of these

components at the qualification satellite test level.

The cost cf down time and schedule slips at _he system test level which

would impact the launch date, etc. is unmeasurable.

The substantial complexity of the DSCS III satellite necessitates the

use of systems level development tests such as the DTM tests in order to ac-

complish verification of electrical systems compatibility and system design

with minimum impact on program costs and schedules.
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CONCLUSIONS 

Satellite hardware problems have been reduced - by a factor of three -
between the DTM and the qualification satellite integration tests and sat
ellite design problems have been reduced by a factor of nine. 

Testing and troubleshooting at the D1l1 level was less expex.sive since 
the number of people in a DTM test crew was fewer than the number of people 
in a Qual or Flight test crew. 

The rework of qualification hardware to incorporate design changes im
pacts program costs in two ways, viz.: 

(1) Cost for requa1ification tests of hardware 
(2) Cost for down time and schedule slip at systems test level. 

The 27 design problems in DTM effected nine different components which 
would have required (if not detected in DTM) requa1ification of each of these 
components at the qualification satellite test level. 

The cost of down time and schedule slips at ~he system test level which 
would impact the launch date, etc. is unmeasurable. 

The substantial complexity of the DSCS III satellite necessitates the 
use of systems level development tests such as the D1l1 tests in order to ac
complish verification of electrical systems compatibility and system design 
with minimum impact on program costs and schedules. 
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EFFECTIVENESSOF SPACECRAFTTESTINGPROGRAMS

Dr. A. Krausz

ABSTRACT
/

This paper departs from the usual subject of the Space Simulation Conference
and concerns itself with the need for testing under simulated mission oper-
ational conditions and reviews the results of such tests from the point of
view of the user. It presents a brief overview of the usual test sequences
for high reliability, long life spacecraft and will analyze the effectiveness
of the testing program in terms of the defects which are discovered by such
tests. The need for automation, innovative mechanical test procedures and
design for testability will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

As our spacecraft have becomeprogressively more complex and their
missions have becomemore sophisticated and of longer duration, it has be-
come increasingly important to improve the methods for verifying design and
workmanship prior to making the decision to launch. Such verification is
based on an extensive testing program which duplicates operation over a range
of worst case mission scenarios and simulates exposure to launch, boost and
space flight environments.

Since a typical spacecraft may cost $40 million, contain 60,000
electronic piece parts and must last 7 to 10 years in orbit, it clearly is
wise to learn as much as possible about how well it can be expected to per-
form in space. A comprehensive test program must progress in a logical
manner from development testing, through qualification and acceptance
testing to flight readiness checkout at the launch site. In addition, the
test program must include development, qualification and dcceptance tests at
progressively higher levels of assembly starting with parts and continuing
th,'ough unit level (i.e., component, black box or assembly) to subsystem,
spacecraft and system level tests. The real challenge lies in choosing the
most perceptive and cost effective test procedures and environmental exposures
at each assembly level. These must be tailored to the specific spacecraft
and missiona_ hand but can be summarizedfor purposesof this paperas
describedbelow.

PARTSTESTING

Currentproceduresfor piece-parttestingare basedon a largebody
of engineering'dataand variousanalysesof the physicsof failurefor
the differentkindsof parts. Standardizationof test procedureshas been
fosteredby the governmentand the electronicparts industry. For example,
MIL-STD-883definesscreeningtestsfor micro-electronicdevicesand is
intendedto yield an in-equipmentfailurerateof less than .004%per
thousandhours for high reliability(ClassS) parts. Detailedscreening,
samplingand lot qualificationtestsare specified,includingtemperature
cycling,burn-in,particleimpactnoisedetection(PIND),radiographic
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EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACECRAFT TESTING PROGRAMS 

Dr. A. Krausz 

ABSTRACT 

This paper departs from the usual subject of the Space Simulation Conference 
and concerns itself with the need for testing under simulated mission oper
ational conditions and reviews the results of such tests from the point of 
view of the ~ser. It presents a brief overview of the usual test sequences 
for high reliability, long life spacecraft and will analyze the effectiveness 
of the testing program in terms of the defects which are discovered by such 
tests. The need for automation, innovative mechanical test procedures and 
design for testability will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

As our spacecraft have become progressively more complex and their 
missions have become more sophisticated and of longer duration, it has be
come increasingly important to improve the methods for verifying design and 
workmanship prior to making the decision to launch. Such verification is 
based on an extensive testing program which duplicates operation over a range 
of worst case mission scenarios and simulates exposure to launch, boost and 
space flight environments. 

Since a typical spacecraft may cost $40 million, contain 60,000 
electronic piece parts and must last 7 to 10 years in orbit, it clearly is 
wise to learn as much as possible about how well it can be expected to per
form in space. A comprehensive test program must progress in a logical 
manner from development testi ng, through qual i f·j cat j on and acceptance 
testing to flight readiness checkout at the launch site. In addition, the 
test program must include development, qualification and dcceptance tests at 
progressively higher levels of assembly starting with parts and continuing 
thl'ough unit level (i .e., component, black box or assembly) to subsystem, 
spacecraft and system level tests. The real challenge lies in choosing the 
most perceptive and cost effective test procedures and environmental exposures 
at each assembly level. These must be tailored to the specific spacecraft 
and mission a~ hand but can be summarized for purpo3es of this paper as 
described below. 

PARTS TEST! NG 

Current procedur~s for piece-part testing are based on a lar9~ body 
of engineering'data and various analyses of the physics of failure for 
the different kinds of parts. Standardization of test procedures has been 
fostered by the government and the electronic parts indu~try. For examplp., 
MIL-STD-883 defines screening tests fot micro-electronic devices and is 
intended to yield an in-equipment failure rate of less than .004% per 
thousand ho~rs for high reliability (Class S) parts. Detailed screening, 
sampling and lot qualification tests are specified, including temperature 
cycling, burn-in, particle impact noise detection (PIND), radiographic 
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inspectionand lifetests,amongothers. Comparablespecificationsand
procurementstandardsexist for other electronicpartsand are reflected
in the designmanualsand proceduresused by individualaerospacecontractors.
These procedureshave resultedin a significantdrop in part failuresduring
subsequentunit leveltesting.

COMPONENTTESTS

Unitor component-leveltest proceduresare designedto verifyall
functionalperformancerequirementsover a rangeof environmentalexposures
withoutdisassemblyor changein the configurationof the componentas
installedin the spacecraft. For electroniccomponentsthisusually
requiresthat test pointsbe broughtout to a specialtestconnector;this
makes it possibleto injecttestsignalsand observethe resulting
responoe,waveforms,logic levels,etc. Computercontrolledspecialtest
equipmentis requiredfor functionalcheckoutof digitalcomponentsand
complicatedelectroniccomponentswhich haveseveralmodesof operation
and processa varietyof signals. Mechanicaland electromechanical
compoHentsalso requirespecialpurposetestequipmentand test fixtures
for functionalcheckoutbut generallydo not requireautomatedtesting.

The environmentaltestsfor component-levelqualificationand acceptance
are specifiedin MIL-STD-1540A"TestRequirementsfor Space Vehicles". The
newerspacecraftprojects,especiallythosefor importantmilitarymissions,
use the approachspelledout by thisdocument. It involvesfunctionaltesting
before,duringand after exposureto pyroshock,randomvibrationor acoustics,
thermalcycling,vacuumand EMI. Dependingon the natureof the component,
thermalcyclingis performedat ambientpressureor in a vacuumchamber. In

eithercaseat leasteight temperaturecyclesshouldbe appliedto expose
any workmanshipor designdefectsbeforeacceptance.Test levelsand duration
vary fromunit to unit but shouldbe selectedto acceleratedetectionof
inherentdefectswithoutinducingdamageor degradationof goodequipment.

SPACECRAFTTESTS

A simplifiedversionof a typicalspacecraft-leveltestflow is shown
in Figure1. Thereare threeseparatephases,namelyan integrationphase,
an environmentalqualificationor acceptancephaseand a prelaunchverifi-
cationphase. Duringthe integrationphasethe variouscomponents,
subassembliesand harnesseswhich have undergonetestingat the componentand
part levelare installedon the spacecraftstructureand interconnectedto
formsubsystemsand relatedequipmentgroups. Physicalinspectionand
functionaltestsare performedunder ambientconditionsto verifyinterfaces
and correctnessof the assemblyprocedures.The environmentalqualification
or acceptancephaseconsistsof functionalperformancetestsunder various
environmentalconditionsto demonstratethat the full rangeof performance
requirementsis met. The usual approachis to conductend-to-endtests
which closelysimulatethe actualin-orbitmission. Largedeployable
appendagessuchas solararraysand antennasare usuallytestedseparately
and may be removedduringvariouselectricalfunctionaltests. The prelaunch
verificationtestsare performedat the launchsiteand varyoreatlyfrom
programto program. On some spacecrafta fullfunctionaltest is performed
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inspection and life tests, among others. Comparable specifications and 
procurement standards exist for other electronic parts and are reflected 
in the design manuals and procedures used by individual aerospace contractors. 
These procedures have resulted in a significant drop in p.lrt failures during 
subsequent unit level testing. 

COMPONENT TESTS 

Unit or component-level test procedures are designed to verify all 
functional performance requirements over a range of environmental exposures 
with0ut dis~ssembly or change in the configuration of the component as 
installed in the spacecraft. For electronic components this usually 
requires that test points be brought out to a special test connector; this 
makes it possible to inject test signals and observe the resulting 
respor,~~, waveforms, logic levels, etc. Computer controlled special test 
equipment is required fo}' functional checkout of digital components and 
complicated electronic components which have several modes of operation 
and process a variety of signals. ~'echanical and electromechanical 
compollents also require special purpose test equipnent and test fixtures 
for functional checkout but generally do not require automated testing. 

The environmental tests for component-level qualification and acceptance 
are specified in MIL-STD-lS40A "Test Requirements for Space Vehicles". The 
newer spacecraft projects, especially those for i~portant military missions, 
use the approach spelled out by this document. It ir.volves functional testing 
before, during and after exposure to pyroshock, random vibration or acoustics, 
thermal cycling, vacuum and EMI. Depending on the nature of the component, 
thermal cycling is performed at ambient pressure or in a vacuum chamber. In 
either case at least eight temperature cycles should be applied to expose 
any workmanship or design defects before acceptance. Test levels and duration 
vary from unit to unit but should be selected to accelerate detection of 
inherent defects without inducing damage or degradation of good equipment. 

SPACECRAFT TESTS 

A simplified version of a typical spacecraft-level test flow is shown 
in Figure 1. There are three separate phases, namely an integration phase, 
an environmental qualification or acceptance phase and a prelaunch verifi
cation phase. During the integration phase the various component~, 
subassemblies and harnesses which have underg~r.e testing at the component and 
part level are installed on the spacecraft structure and interconnected to 
form subsystems and related equipment groups. Physical inspection and 
functional tests are pel'formed under ambient conditions to verify interfaces 
and correctness of the assembly procedures. The environmental qualification 
or acceptance phase consists of functional performance te~ts under various 
environmental conditions to demonstrate that the full range of performance 
requirements is met. The usual approach is to conduct end-to-end tests 
which closely simulate the actual in-orbit mission. Large deployable 
appendages such as solar arrays and antennas are usually tested separately 
and may be removed during various electrical functional tests. The p~'elaunch 
verification tests are performed at the launch site and vary areatly from 
program to program. On some spacecraft a full functional test is performed 
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priorto installingthe spacecrafton the booster. In other casesonly
on-standinterfaceand Cn_landcompatibilitytestsare conductedin addition
to ordnancecircuitcheckoutand fuelingoperations.

! ! PHASE I - INTEGRATION

PRESS.&
LEAK TEST /

CABLES & CONTINUITY ELEC. F INCTIONAL SUB ALIGNMENTTEST TETrs TEST

I MECHAN. I

FUNCT.

TESTS l

SE II - ENVIRONMENTAL ACCEPTANCE

A"OREV.'IIAcoO&cq/ !1 Fo,, /

PHASE III - PRELAUNCH VERIFICATIONFUNCT. INTERFACE FUNCT,TEST VE RIFICATION
TEST

:igure1 - SpacecraftTest Flow

EVALUATIONOF TEST RESULTS

The ultimateobjectiveis to launchspacecraftwhichwill operate
flawlesslyin orbitfor theirspecifiedlifetimeor longer. We therefore
strivefor failure-freeacceptancetestingunderconditionswhich closely
simulateorbitalconditions. Discrepancieswhichare discoveredduring
acceptancetestingare correctedpriorto launch. In Figures2 and 3 we
haveattemptedto correlateorbitalperformanceto performanceduring
acceptancetestingpriorto launch. The averagenumberof on-orbitand
acceptancetest discrepanciesfor fourdifferentprojectsrepresentinga
totalof 25 spacecraftwas normalizedwith respectto spacecraftcomplexity
as measuredin termsof part countand the averagenumberof defectsper
1000partswas plottedfor each project. Notethat lowerdefectrates
duringacceptancetestingyield betterun-orbitperformance.This is
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prior to installing the spc:'.cecraft on the booster. In otht:!r cas.es only 
on-stand interface and cO~land compatibility tests are conducted in addition 
to ordnance circuit c~leckout and fueling operations. 
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EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS 
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The ultimate objective is to launch spacecraft which will operate 
flawlessly in orbit for their specified lifetime or longer. We therefore 
strive for failure-free acceptance testing under conditions which closely 
simulate orbital conditions. Uiscrepancie~ which are discovered during 
acceptance testing are corrected prior to launch. In Figures 2 and 3 we 
have attempted to correlate orbital performance to perfo\~~~ce durin~ 
acceptance testing prim' to launch. The average num~er of on-orbit and 
acceptance test discrepancips for four different projects representing a 
total of 25 spacecraft was normalized with respect to spac~craft complexity 
as measured in terms of part count and the average number of defects per 
1000 parts was plotted for each project. Note that lower defect rates 
during acceptance testing yield better on-orbit performance. This is 
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also borne oJt by Figure 3 which plots normalized on-orbit discrepancies
against spacecraft level acceptance test discrepancies fo 12 individual ,
spacecraft comprising three separate projects.
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Figure 2 - Orbital Performance Correlation by Project

ANALYSIS OF TEST PROGRAM

In order to determine whether the current approach of duplicating antici-
pated operating modes and simulating space environments during the qualifica-
tion and acceptance test program is really effective in locating all potential
defects, we reviewed the actual test history for two recent spacecraft projects
in more detail. Tables iar 2 give the number and type of discrepai.:ies
which were found during successive phases of the testing program and during
orbital operation. Project A consists of a qualification test spacecraft and
three identical flight spacecraft all of which are currently operating in
orbit. Each satellite contaiblsapproximately 58,000 electronic parts
including &bout 5500 ,ntegratedcircuits. Project B consists of three
scientific satellites, all of which have been launched. The first of the
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also borne out by Fi~ure 3 which plots normalized on-orbit discrepancies 
against spacecraft level acceptance test discrepancies fo' 12 individu3l 
spacecraft comprising three separate projects . 
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ANALYSIS OF TEST PROGRAM 

In order to determine whether the current approach of duplicating anti~i
pated operating modes and simulating space environments doring the qualifica
tion and acceptance test program is really effective in locating all potential 
defects, we reviewed the actual test history for two recent spacecraft projects 
in more detan. Tables 1 ar 2 give the number and type of discrepal.:ies 
which were found during sucressive phases of the testing program and during 
orbital operation. Project A consists of a qualification test spacecraft and 
three identical fl ight spacecraft al'l of which are currently operating in 
orbit. Each satellite contai~s approximately 58,000 electronic parts 
including about 5500 Integrated circuits. Project B consists of three 
scientific satellites, all of which have been launched. The first of the 
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threespacecraftservedas botha prototypeand flightvehiclesince there
w_s no separatequal spacecraft.Not includingthe scientificpayload,each
satellitecontainsapproximately30,000electronicparts. The data of Table 2
does not includediscrepanciesfound in the scientificinstrumentspayloads
sincethesewere GFE.
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SPACECRAFT TEST DEFECTS PER 1000 PARTS

Figure3 - OrbitalPerformancevs. SystemTest Results

BothTablesi and 2 providethe numberof testdiscrepanciesdue to
defectsin the equipmentundertest, due to defectsin test proceduresand
due to causeswhich are not relatedto any defect. Note that367 and 174
productdefectsrespectivelywere foundduringcomponentlevelqualification
and acceptancetestingwhichwere correctedprior to startof spacecraftlevel
testing. Additionalcomponentdefectswere foundduringspacecraftlevel
testingin the factoryand at the launchsite and duringon-orbitoperation.
Theseadditionaldiscrepanciesare called"escapes"becausetheyescaped
detectionduringcomponentqualor acceptancetesting. The escaperatioEc
is simplythe ratioof componenttest escapesto tota_componentdefects.
Similarly,the on-orbitdiscrepanciesor performanceanomaliesare escapes
fromthe groundtestprogramif it is assumedthat thereare no spontaneous
failuresdue to wearoutor other causesduringthe missionlifeof the space-
craft. The escaperatioEo then is the ratioof on-orbitdiscrepanciesto
totaldiscrepancies.The purposeof theseratiosand the data of TablesI
and 2 is to providea broadoverviewof what resultscan be expectedfrom

. typicaltestingprograms.
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three spacecraft served as both a prototype and flight vehicle since there 
wcs no separate qual spacecraft. Not including the scientific ~ayloadt each 
satellite contains approximately 30,000 electronic parts. The data of Table 2 
does not include discrepancies found in the scientific instruments payloads 
since these were GFE . 
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Figure 3 - Orbital Performance vs. System Test Results 

Both Tables 1 and 2 provide the number of test discrepancies due to 
defects in the equipment under test, due to defects in test procedures and 
due to causes which are nat related to any defect. Note that 367 and 174 
product defects respectively were found during component level qualification 
and acceptance testing which were corrected prior to start of spacecraft l~vel 
testing. Additional component defects were found during spacecraft level 
testing in the factory and at the launch site and during on-orbit operation. 
These additional discrepancies are called "escapes" because they escaped 
detection during component qual or acceptance testing. The escape ratio Ec 
is simply the ratio of component test escapes to total component defects. 
Similarly, the on-orbit discrepancies or performance anomalies are escapes 
from the ground test program if it is assumed that there are no spontaneous 
failures due to wearout or other causes during the mission life of the space
craft. The escape ratio Eo then is the ratio of on-orbit discrepancies to 
total discrepancies. The purpose of these ratios and the data of Tables 1 
and 2 is to provide a broad overview of what results Cdn be expected from 
typical testing programs. 
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Table 1. PROJECTA - CAUSEOF TEST DISCREPANCIES

. , ' TEST LEVEL ..... (SCAP[ RATi'_ "

DEFECT/CAUSEOF OISCREPANCY ...COHPON[NT SPACECRAFT LAUNCH BASE ON"ORBIT Ec [c

PRODUCT DEFECTS

PART FAILURE 68 lO I 13.9
C_IPONENTF_NUFACTURING IT2 IQ 1 14.5 0.7
COFIPONENTDESIGN 174 28 |3.B
SPACECRAFTASSEF_LY 14
SPACECI_FTDESIGN ]6 [ 3 15
TEST INDUCED ]3 5
UNDETERMINED [!

TOTAL 367 103 2 4 14.3% 0.84%

PROCEDUREDEFECTS

DOCUMENTATION 110 34
TESTEQUIPNENT 4] 23 ]
OPERATORERROR 35. 16 |
TEST SETUP |B 3 !

TOTAL 204 16 3

NON-DEFECTS

_ITHIN TOLERANCE/WAIVER 78 ?I 2 4
UNABLE TO REPEAT PROBLEM 29 ]3 1

TOTAL 107 34 2 6

NOTES: 4 spacecraft,3 in orbit, 3 years of orbital performance

To gain furtherinsightintothe effectivenessof environmentalsimulation
for spacecraftleveltestingwe have brokendown the productdefectdiscre-
panciesas shown in Tables3 and 4 for ProjectsA and B respectively.Note
that in bothprojectsabout40% of the spacecraftacceptancetestdefects
were foundduringthe integrationphase (Figure1). ProjectA spacecraft
receiveda temperaturecyclingtest in a thermalchamberat ambientpressure
duringwhich 15 discrepancieswere observed. Duringthe subsequentT/V test
fourcomponentfailuresoccurred,all on the qualificationspacecraft.These
failuresmost likelywerenot inducedby the vacuumenvlr_nmentsinceeach of
the failedcomponentshad previouslypasseda T/V test as partof the compo-
nentacceptancesequence. Alsonote thaton ProjectB only one component
discrepancywas foundduringspacecraftT/V whos_discoverycannotbe credited
to vacuumexposure. It appearsthereforethatexposureto vacuumas part of
spacecraftlevelacceptancetestingis not as profitableas testingover the
widestpossibletemperaturerangein a thermalchamber. The merit of temper-
aturecyclingat the spacecraftlevelhas alsobeen demonstratedon a classi-
fiedprojectas describedin ReferenceI.

Carefulanalysisof the discrepancydata for ProjectsA and B and several
otherprojectsleadsto the followingadditionalconclusions:

a) A majorityof on-orbitdiscrepanciesa_e due to subtledesign
defec1:swhichwere not or couldnot be discoveredduringthe
qualificationand acceptancetest program.

b) Repetitiveroomambienttestingover a varietyof missionscenarios
and usingdifferenttestmethodswill disclosemore defectsthan
simpleenvironmentc_1exposurewithoutelectricalstress.
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Table 1. PROJECT A • CAUSE OF TEST DISCREPANCIES 

DEfECT/CAUSE Of OISCR(PANCY TEST .EYEl ESCAPE RATIO 
COf1PON£NT SPACECRAFT LAUNCH BASE ONORBlT Ec Eo 

PRODUCT DEfECTS 

PART FAILURE 68 10 1 13.9 
C~IPONENT ~1ANUFACTURIIIG 112 III 1 14.5 0.7 
C()IPONENT OES IGN 174 28 13.8 
SPACECRAFT ASSE~~lY 14 
SPACECRAFT OESIGN 16 1 3 15 
TEST INDUCED 13 5 
UNDETERMINED 11 

TOTAL 367 103 2 4 14.3% O.OU 

PROCEDURE OEfECTS 

DOCU~TENTATlON 110 34 
TEST EQUIPf.IHH 41 23 1 
OPERATOR ERROR 35 . 16 1 
TEST SETUP 18 3 1 

TOTAL 204 76 3 

NON-DEFECTS 

UITHIN TOLERANCE/WAIVER 78 21 2 4 
UNABLE TO REPEAT PR08LEM 29 13 1 

TOTAL 1(17 34 2 6 

NOTES: 4 spacecraft. 3 In orbit. 3 years of orbital performance 

To gain further inSight into the effecti~eness of environmental simulation 
for spacecraft level testing we have broken down the product defect discre
pancies as shown in Tables 3 and 4 for Projects A and B respectively. Note 
that in both projects about 40% of the spacecraft ac~eptance test defects 
were found during the integration phase (Figure 1). Proj~ct A spacecraft 
received a temperature cycling test in a thennal chamber at ambient pre,sl.lre 
during which 15 discrepancies were observed. During the subsequent T/V test 
four component failurps occurred. all on the qualification spacecraft. These 
failures most likely were not induced by the vacuum envll~r,nment since each of 
the failed components had previously passed a T/V test as part of the compo
nent acceptance sequence. Also note that on Project B only one component 
discrepan~y was found during spacecraft T/V whos} discovery cannot be credited 
to vacuum exposure. It appears therefore that exposure to vacuum as part of 
spacecraft level acceptance testing is not as profitable as testing over the 
widest possible temperature range in a thermal chamber. The merit of temper
ature cycling at the spacecraft lev~l has also been demonstratec. on a classi
fied project as described in Reference 1. 

Careful analysis of the discrepancy data for Projects A and B and several 
other projects leads to the following additional conclusions: 

a) A lnajority of on-orbit discrepancies are due to subtle design 
defects which we.'Po not or could not be discovered during the 
qualification and acceptance test program. 

b) Repetitive room ambient testing over a variety of mission scenarios 
and using diffet'p.nt test methods will disclose more defects than 
simple environmt:ntCl1 exposure without electrical stress. 
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Althoughit is impossibleto achievereliableoperationin orbitby testing
alone,it seemsaxiomaticthat the more testingand themore variationin
testingwhich is conducted,the betterthe orbitalperformance.This
justifiesthe use of automatedtestequipmentand requiresdesignof space-
craftfor testabilityas describedbelow.

Table 2. PROJECTB - C_USEOF TEST DISCREPANCIES
I

T_ST EV{L ESCA#E RATIQ

DEFECT/CAUSEOF DISCREPANCY CO_IPONENTL SPACECRAFT ' LAUNCIIBASE ] ON 'ORBIT E{ Eo

PRODUCTDEFECTS

F_RT FAILURE 38 4 1 13.6 2.3
COMPONENTMANUFACTURING 79 5 1 - 17.0 -
COMPONENTDESIGN 45 19 4 5 38.3 6.8
SPACECRAFTASSE_IBLY IB -
SPACECRAFTDESIGN II 2 I
TEST INDUCED 6 - 2
UNDETERNINED 6 4 ]

TOTAL 174 G1 11 7 _9,B 2.9%

PROCEDUREDEFFCTS

DOCUMENTATION 55 23 I
TEST EQUIPNENT 62 4 I
OPERATORERROR 50 13
TEST SETUP 35 ,T 3

TOTAL 202 47 5

NON-DEFECTS

WITHIN TOLERANCE/WAIVER 2] 21 2
UNABLE TO REPEAt PROBLEM 35 7 I I

TOTAL 56 28 3 I

NOTES: _ spacecraft,3 on orbit, 4 year_ of orbital performance
ExperimentTDRs not included

AUTOMATEDTESTING

An objectiveof the spacecraftacceptancetest sequenceis to exercise
all equipmentand verifyall the operatingmodes whlch the spacecraftwill
encounterduringits spacemission. To get an ideaof the complexityof such
a comprehensivespacecrafttest (CST)considerthe Trackingand Data Relay
Satellite(TDRS)shownin Figure4, which is currentlyunderdevelopmentat
TRW. The TDRS systemprovidestwo-waycommunicationswith a large ground
stationfor up to 20 spacecraftusers in low earth orbitsincludingthe
shuttleorbiter. In additlon,it providestwelve18 MHz repeaterchannels
at C band for commercialcommunicationsatelliteservice. Altogether,there
aremore than60 switchableRF communicationslinks. EachTDRS contains172
activeelectronicunitswhich containapproximately55,000parts of which
4500 are integratedcircuits. One thousandseventy-sixdiscreteand 58 serial
groundcommandsare availablefor configurationcontrol,redundancyswitching
and powermanagementduringon-orbitoperation. One thousandtwo hundred
eighty-eightperformanceand statusparametersare telemeteredto the ground.
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Although it is impossible to achieve reliable operation in orbit by testing 
alone, it s~ems axiomatic that the more testing and the more variation in 
testing which is conducted. the better the orbital performance. This 
justifies the use of automated test equipment and requires design of space
craft for tpstability as described below. 

Tablre 2. PROJECT B - Cf'USE OF TEST DISCREPANCIES 

DEFECT/CAUSE OF DISCREPANCY TfST EVEl 
COI-IPONENT SPACECRAn LAUIICII BASE 

PROOUCT DEFECTS 

FAAT FAILURE 33 4 
COMPONENT MANUFACTURING 79 5 1 
COf.iPONENT DESIGN 45 19 4 
SPACECRAFT ASSHllL Y - 18 . 
SPACECRAFT DESIGtl 11 2 
TEST INDUCED 6 - 2 
UNDETWIINEO 6 4 I 

TOTAL 174 61 

PROCEDURE DEFFCTS 

DOCUMENTATION S5 23 I 
TEST EQUIP~IENT 62 4 1 
OPERATOR ERROR 50 13 
TEST SETUP 35 .' 3 

-
TOTAl 202 47 

NON· DEFECTS 

WITHIN TOLERANCE/WAIVER 21 21 2 
UNABLE TO REPEAf PROIlLEH 35 7 1 

TOT~L 56 28 

NOTES: ; spacecraft. 3 on orbit, 4 year~ of orbital performance 
Experiment TORs not included 

AUTOMATED TESTING 

ON ORBIT 

1 
-

5 . 
1 

11 
., 
I 

5 

1 

3 1 

ESCA"E RAT! 0 
E,. Eo 

13.6 2.3 
17.0 -
38.3 6.8 

19.8 2.9~ 

An objective of the spacecraft acceptance test sequence is to exercise 
all equi pment and veri fy all the operating modes Whl ch the spacecraft will 
encounter during its space mission. To get an idea of the complexity of such 
a comprehensive spacecraft test (CST) consider the Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite (TORS) shown in Figure 4, which is currently under development at 
TR\~. The TORS system provides two-way corrrnunications with a large ground 
station for up to 20 spacecraft users in low earth orbits including the 
shutt'le orbiter. In additlon, it provides twelve 18 MHz repeater channels 
at C band for corrrnercial communication satellite service. Altogether, thel'e 
are more than 60 switchable RF communications links. Each TORS contains 172 
active electronic units which contain approximately 55,000 parts of which 
4500 are integrated circuits. One thousand seventy-six discrete and 58 serial 
ground commands are available for configuration control, redundancy switching 
and power management during on-orbit operation. One thousand two hundred 
e~ghty-eight performance and status parameters are telemetered to the ground. 
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Table 3. PROJECTA - LOCATIONOF TEST DISCREPANCIES

ELECTRON_ICCOMPONENTS PROPULSION(STRUCTURE HARNESS

!Workman- Nork_lan- Workman- TOTAL

lEST/DEFECT Part I, ship Design Part ship Design ship Design DEFECTS

UNIT ACCEPTANCE 68 100 167 12 7 354

SPACECRAFT
ACCEPTANCE "11 15 25 2 23 2 7 2, 87

Integration (3) (6) (12) (I) (11) (I) (3) (I) (38)

First Functional (3) (2) (5) (I0)

Temperature (2) (21 (7) (l) (2) (I) (15)

E_/IV, (1) (I) (I) (4} (I) (3)
Dynamics

Post Dynamics (4) (I) (S)

T/V Test (2) (2) (4)

Preship (2) (3) (I) (6)
Functional

Launch Base (1) (1)
w IJl

ON ORBIT ] I 2 4

Table4. PROJECTB - LOCATIONOF TEST DISCREPANCIES

ELECTRONICCO_IPONENTS PROPULSIUN/STRUCTURE HARNESS

Workman- Worknk_n- Workman- TOTAL

TEST/DEFECT Part ship Design Part ship Design ship DesignDEFECTS

UNIT ACCEPTANCE 35 79 43 3 2 162

SPACECRAFT 5 6 23 7 ] 11 12 65
ACCEP[ANCE

Integration (9) (5) (I) (2) (9) (26)

EMC (2) (I) (I) (I) (S)

First Functional (I) (2) (4) (I) (3) (11)

Dynamic (I) (I) (I) (I) (4)
Environment

Post Dynamic (1) (2) (2) (5)
Functional

T/V Environment (1) (1)

PreshipFunctional (i) (I) (1) (2) (5)

ETR (I) (I) (4) (Z) (8)

roll m l "....

ON ORBIT l 5 I 7
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Table 3. PROJECT A - LOCATION OF TEST DISCREPANCIES 

ELECTRONIC CmlPQNENTS PROPUlS ION/STRUCTURE HARNESS 

, Workman- l-Iorkr.lc1n- I~orkman- TOTAL 
lEST/DEFECT Part ~hiJl Des i gn Part ship Design ship Design DEFECTS 

UNIT ACCEPTANCE 68 100 167 12 7 354 

SPACECRAFT 
ACCEPTANCE ·11 15 25 2 23 2 7 2 87 

Integra t i on (3) (6) (12) (1) (11 ) (1) (3) (1) (38) 
First Functional (3) (2) (5) (10) 

Temperature (2) (2} (7) (1) (2) (1) (15) 

HlC/lM (1) (1) (1) (4) (1) (3) 

Dynilmics 

Pos t Dynami cs (4) (1) (5) 
TIV Test (2) (2) (4) 
Preship (2) (3) (1) (6) 
Functional 

launch Base (1) (1) 

ON ORBIT ) 1 ... 4 , 

Table 4. PROJECT B - LOCATION OF TEST DISCREPANCIES 

ELECTRONIC C~lPONENTS PROPULSluN/STRUCTURE HARNESS 

TEST IDEFECT 
Workmall- Workman- Workman- TOTAL 

Part ship DeSign Part ship DeSign ship DeSign DEFECTS 

urm ACCEPTANCE 35 79 43 3 2 162 

SPACECRAFT 5 6 23 7 1 11 12 65 ACCEPrANCE 

Integration (9) (5) (1) (2) ( 9) (26) 
EMC (2) (1) (1) (1) (5) 
First Functional (1) ( 2) (4) (1) (3) (11 ) 
Dynamic (1) (1) (1) (1) (4) 
Environment 

Post Dynamic (l) (2) (2) (5) 
Functional 

T/V Environment (1) (1) 
Preship Functional (1) (1) ( 1 ) (2) (5) 
ETI\ (1) (1) (4) (2) (8) 

ON ORBIT 1 5 1 7 
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Figure 4. TDRSSpacecraft Configuration

Becauseof this complexity,a computeris requiredfor generatingcommand
sequences,processingof telemetrydata, conversionof RF measurementsto
performanceparametersappearingin requirementsspecificationsand for
recordingtest results. In addition,a computeris neededto controlthe test
equipmentwhich suppliesthe RF signals,sensorstimuliand electricalpower
which are requiredfor operationof the spacecraft.

The significanceof computerbased automatedtestingmust be recognized
by programmanagersand test facilitymanagers. Althoughcomputerswith
sufficientspeedand memorycapacityto handlealmostany spacecraftsystem
testrequirementare readilyavailable,the softwareneededfor conducting
the testand processingthe datamust be designedfor the specificspacecraft
and costssignificantlymore than the computerhardware. Standardizedsoftware
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F;gure 4. TORS Spacecraft Configuration 

Because of this complexity, a computer is required for generating command 
sequences, processing of telpmetry data, conversion of RF measurements to 
performance parameters appearing in requirements specifications and for 
recording test results. In addition, a computer is needed to control the test 
equipment which supplies the RF signals, sensor stimuli and electrical power 
which are required for operation of the spacecraft. 

The significance of computer based automated testing must be recognized 
by program managers and test facility managers. Although computers with 
sufficient speed and memory capacity to handle almost any spacecraft system 
test requirement are readily available, the software nee~ed for conducting 
the test and processing the data must be designed for the specific spacecraft 
and costs significantl~' more than the computer hardware. Standardized software 
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and distributed processors are being used wherever possible to reduce this
high cost, but a lot more effort and innovation is required to arrive at
optimized automated test systems.

TESTABILITY

Another issue which is of major concern to system test organizations is
the basic testability of complex spacecraft. Over the last 10 to 15 years we
have seen a change in the characteristicsof spacecraft so that today we have
more and more digital equipment using LSI and on-board processing and much
larger and more complicated mechanical structures. In addition, the cross-
strapping and reconfigurationcapability of the electronic equipment is so
great that it is very difficult to validate all anticipated operating modes
prior to flight. It is, therefore, very important for test people to partici-
pate in the design of a spacecraft from the start in order to influence the
following design features:

• selection of test points and location of test connectors

• equipment layout and clearances to enable replacement of
faulty units

• provision of accelerated cc:._andcapability for automated
testing

• selection of telemetry measurements

• design of on-board computers for reprogrammabilityand
interfacingwith ground test equipment

• accessability for x-ray and visual inspection of
critical connectors

• mechanical design which enables functional testing of mechanisms

• location of hard points to allow safe support during testing
and transportation

• use of test-only sensors vs. flight telemetry

Several of these points may appear trivial or obvious, but experience has
shown that their importance must not be underestimated. Another observation
which should influence future activities is the fact that through automation
and improved test equipment we have kept pace with the increasing complexity
of electronic and electrical equipment aboard a spacecraft. On the other
hand, our mechanical and structural test procedures have not changed signifi-
cantly during the last 10 years. Acoustic and vibration test facilities are
available but methods for conducting deployment tests under simulated zero
gravity conditions are still relatively crude. On-orbit testing using the
shuttle as a base may prove to be a viable option in the future and deserves
further study.
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and distributed processors are being used wherever possible to reduce this 
high cost, but a lot more effort and innovation is required to arrive at 
optimized automated test systems. 

TESTABILITY 

Another issue which is of major concern to system test organizations is 
the basic testability of complex spacecraft. Over the last 10 to 15 years we 
have seen a change in the characteristics of spacecraft so that today we have 
more and mon~ dig; tal equipment using LSI and on-board process ing and much 
larger and more complicated mechanical structures. In addition, the cross
strapping and reconfiguration capability of the electronic equipment is so 
great t~at it is very difficult to validate all anticipated operating modes 
prior to flight. It is, theref~re, very important for test people to partici
pate in the design of a spacecraft from the start in order to ~nfluence the 
following design features: 

• selection of test pOints and location of test connectors 
• equipment layout and clearances to enable replacement of 

faulty uni ts 
• provi sion of acc.elerated cc;.~lland capabil ity for automated 

testing 
• selection of telemetry measurements 
• design of on-board computers for reprogrammability and 

interfacing with ground test equipment 
• accessability for x-ray and visual inspection of 

critical connectors 
• mechanical design which enables functional testing of mechanisms 
• location of hard points to allow safe support during testing 

and transportation 
• use of test-only sensors vs. flight telemetry 

Several of these points may appear trivial or obvious, but experience has 
shown that their importance must not be underestimated. Another observation 
which should influence future activities is the fact that through automation 
and improved test equipment we have kept pace with the increasing complexity 
of electronic an.d electrical equipment aboard a spacecraft. On the other 
hand, our mechanical and structural test procedures have not changed signifi
cantly during the last 10 years. Acoustic and vibration test fadl ities are 
available but methods for conducting deployment tests under simulated zero 
gravity conditions are still relatively crude. On-orbit testing using the 
shuttle as a base may prove to be a viable option in the future and deserves 
further study. 
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CONCLUSIONSAND RECOI_ENDATIONS

Performanceduringacceptancetestingaffectsperformancein orbit.
Comprehensivetestingover a wide rangeof usageand environmentalconditions
has beena major contributorto the excellentsuccessrecordof spacecraft
which havebeen launched.

Severethermalthermalcyclingover the maximumallowabletemperature
rangeratherthanextendedthermalvacuumexposureshouldbe used to detect
workmanshipand designdefectsat the spacecraftlevel.

Test engineersand projectmanagersmust be awareof the large costand
schedulerequirementsfor generatingthe softwarewhich controlsthe automated
test procedures.

Methodsfor testingthe deploymentof appendagesand/orverifying
mechanicalcharacteristicsof large structureswill have to be improvedas
structuresbecomelargerand more flexibleand dynamicinteractionswhich
influencealignmentand pointingaccuraciesbecomemore critical.

Test engineersmust participatein early spacecraftdesigndecisionsand
exertgreaterinfluenceto insurethattestabilityis achieved.

REFERENCES

1. C. E. Nelson,"SystemLevelReliabilityThermalCycling",Proceedingsof
the 5th AerospaceTestingSeminar,Instituteof EnvironmentalSciences,
19-21September1979,p. 69.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Performance during acceptance testing affects performance in orbit. 
Comprehensive testing over a wide range of usage and environmental conditions 
has been a major contributor to the excellent success record of spacecraft 
which have been launched. 

Severe thermal thermal cycling over the maximum allowable temperature 
range rather than extended thermal vacuum exposure should be used to detect 
workmanship and design defects at the spacecraft level. 

Test engineers and project managers must be aware of the large cost and 
schedule requirements for generating the software which controls the automated 
test procedures. 

Methods for testing the deployment of appendages and/or verifying 
mechanical characteristics of large structures will have to be improved as 
structures become larger and more flexible and dynamic interactions which 
influence alignment and pointing accuracies become more critical. 

Test engineers must participate in early spacecraft design decisions and 
exert greater influence to insure that testability is achieved. 

REFERENCES 

1. C. E. Ne 1 son, "5ys ter.J Level Re 1 i abil i ty Therma 1 Cyc 1 i ng ", Proceedi ngs of 
the 5th Aerospace Testing Seminar, Institute of Environmental Sciences, 
19-21 September 1979, p. 69. 
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R. F. TESTING OF THE THIRD GENERATION DEFENSE COmmUNICATION SATELLITE

John Sargent *
Dr. Michael Massaro **

Abstract

This paper will describe the approach ta_n to test, on a system level, /
a completed DSCS Communicat_¢ns Satellite. Areas to be described are meas-

uring RF isolation of separate communicati_is subsystems and a test method

which insures that one RF subsystem does not interfere with another. In

addition, the method of complying with MIL-STD-1541 in the area of demonstra:-

ing safety of electroezploslve devices in an RF field will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In January of 1977 a contract for the third generation Defense Satellite

,. Communication System was awarded to the General Electric Space Division.

This newer generation satellite is unique compared to earlier generations in

that it has a six channel transponder designed for both frequency and time

domain access operation and real-time commandable uplink and downlink multi-
beam antennas. On the satellite the six SHF channels can be received via one

of two earth coverage horns, or a 61 element, switchable multibeam antenna

(MBA) and transmitted via one of two earth coverage horns, a gimballed high-

gain reflector antenna (GDA), or one of two 19 element switchable multibeam

antennas. In addition, there are two omnidirectional S-Band antennas for TT&C

operation, and a Single Channel Transponder operating at UHF and SHF. Thus,

there are a total of twelve antennas, two SHF earth coverage Transmit horns,

two earth coverage Receive horns, one 61MBA Receive antenna, a CDA Transmit

antenna, a UHF Transmit and Receive Antenna, and finally, two S-Land omnl
antennas.

The RF testing of the DSCS III satellite represents a unique challenge

from a technical standpoint, as well as from an implementation standpoint re-

garding needed facilities and test equipment.

This paper presents the test philosophy, test approach and test acceptance

criteria and expected test results of the DSCS III satellite RF tests. In par-

ticular, the following tests will be discussed:

• Antenna Isolation

• RF Self Compatibility Performance

• Radiated Electro Magnetic Susceptibility
• Intermodulatlon Product Generation

All of the above satellite tests will be performed in a large anechoic room

which wa_ designed to absorb most of the RF energy radiated from the spacecraft

in order to closely duplicate free space. The above tests are being conducted

to verify basic program design performance parameters or to determine compliance

* System Test Engineer ** EMC Engineer

General Electric Space Division

Valley Forge, Pc.
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R. F. TESTING OF THE THIRD GENERATION DEFENSE CO~n1UNICATION SATELLITE 

John Sargent * 
Dr. Michael ?-fassaro ** 

Abstract 

This paper will describe the approach tay~~ to test, on a system level, 
a completed DSCS Communicaticas Satellite. Areas to be described are meas
uring RF isolation of separate communicatimls subsystems and a test method 
which insures that one RF subsystem does not interfere with another. In 
addition, the method of complying with MIL-STD-154l in the area of demonstra:
ing safety of electroexplosive devices in an RF field will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In January of 1977 a contract for the third generation Defense Satellite 
Communication System was awarded to the General Electric Space Division. 
This newer generation satellite is unique cvmpared to earlier generations in 
that it has a six channel transponder designed for both frequency and time 
domain access operation and real-time commandable uplink and downlink multi
beam antennas. On the satellite the six SHF channels can be received via one 
of two earth coverage horns, or a 61 element, switchable multibeam antenna 
(MBA) and transmitted via one of two earth coverage horns, a gimballed high
gain reflector antenna (GDA), or one of two 19 element switchable multibeam 
antennas. In addition, there are two omnidirectional S-Band antennas for TT&C 
operation, and a Single Channel Transponder operating at UHF and SHF. Thus, 
there are a total of twelve antennas, two SHF earth coverage Transmit horns, 
two earth coverage Receive horns, one 61 MBA Receive antenna, a rDA Transmit 
antenna, a UHF Transmit and Receive Antenna, and finally, two S-l.and omni 
antennas. 

The RF testing of the DSCS III satelLite represents a unique challenge 
from a technical standpoint, as well as from an implementation standpoint re
garding needed facilities and test equipment. 

This paper presents the test philosophy, test approach and test acceptance 
criteria and expected test results of the DSCS III satellite RF tests. In par
ticular, the following tests will be discussed: 

• Antenna Isolation 
• RF Self Compatibility Performance 
• Radiated Ele~tro Magnetic Susceptibility 
• Intermodulation Product Generation 

All of the above satellite tests will be performed in a large anechoic room 
which wa~ designed to absorb most of the RF energy radiated from the spacecraft 
in order to closely deplicate free space. The above tests are being conducted 
to verify basic program design performance parameters or to determine compliance 
* System Test Engineer ** EMC Engineer 

General Electric Space Division 
Valley Forge, Pa. 
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with the design and test requirements of MIL-STD-1541, which has been applied
to the program. The antenna isolation test and the RF self compatibility

performance rest are performed to satisfy both requirements; whereas, the

Radiated EMISM test satisfies only the latter, and the IMP test the _ormer.

Figure i - DSCS Satellite

DSCS III Satellite Description

The Defense Communications Satellite, due for launch early _n 1981, is

a third generation communication satellite which, during its i0 year design

llfe, will act as a repeater in space for our defense forces. The satellite,

which is presented _n Figure i, is a three-axis stabilized synchronous orbit

satellite whose body size measures 6 1/2 feet wide (38 feet including solar

array), 6.75 feet long and 6.5 feet high, weighing 2200 founds. Ten communi-
cation antennas are mounted on its earth viewing face. Antenne - operating at

X-band consist of two receive earth coverage horns, two transmit earth cov-

erage horns, two 19 beam transmitter antennas, one 61 beam receive antenna and

one gimball dish. At UHF there are separate receive and transmit antennas.

At S-band there are two antennas, one on earth viewing and one on space facing

side used for telemetry and command functions. The north face o_ he satel-
lite contains the communications and the south panel, which contains the power

controller and regulation unit, attitude control, command decoder, telemetry

unit, data encrypters, decrypters and batteries. All subsystems are fully re-

dundant and may be cross strapped. Frequency spectrum covered by the communi-

cations payload is 7900 to 8400 _z for X-band receive, 7250 to 7750 M_z for
X-band transmit. This transmit band is divided into 6 bands or channels whose

downlink transmit power is provided by two 40 watt and four i0 watt TWT's.
There are two standard SGLS channels number 12 and 16 for S-band TT&C control.

OR O' VALPAG,
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with the design and test requirements of MIL-STD-l54l, which has been applied 
to the program. The antenna isolation test and the RF self compatibility 
performance test are performed to satisfy both requb:ements; whereas, the 
Radiated EMISM test sati~fies only the latter, and the IMP test the tormer. 

Figure 1 - DSCS Satellite 

DSCS III Satellite Description 

The Defense Conununications Satellite, due for launch early in 1981, is 
a third generation communication satellite which, during its 10 year design 
lif,e ~ will act as a repeate'": in space for our defense forces. The satellite, 
which is presented ;n Figure 1, is a three-axis stabilized synchronous orbit 
satellite whose body size measures 6 1/2 feet wide (38 feet including solar 
array), 6.75 feet long and 6.5 fe~t high, weighing 2200 tvunds. Ten communi
cation antennas are mounted on its earth viewing fac~. Antenn?~ operating at 
X-band consist of two receive earth coverage horns, t'JO transmit earth cov
erage horns, two 19 beam transmitter antennas, one 61 beam receive antenna and 
one gimba1l dish. At UHF there are separate receive and transmit antennas. 
At S-band there are two antennas, one on earth viewing and one on space facing 
side used for telemetry and command functions. The north face o~ 'he satel
lite contains the communications and the south panel, which contains the power 
controller and regulation unit, attitude control, conunand decoder, telemetry 
unit, data encrypters, decrypters and batteries. All subsystems are fully re
dundant and may be cross strapped. Frequency spectrum covered by the conununi
cations pay lOud is 7900 to 8400 ~rnz for X-band receive, 7250 to 7750 MHz for 
X-band transmit. This transmit band is divided into 6 bands or channels whose 
downlink transmit power is provided by two 40 watt and four 10 watt TWT's. 
There are two standard SGLS channels number 12 and 16 for S-band TT&C control. 
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In addition, there is a single channel transponder whose UHF downlink
communicates to all AFSATCOM equipped force elements. Access to AFSATCOM

transponder is via UHF; X-band direct, X or S-band TT&C. DSCS III has two

beacons operating with identical simultaneous modulation. Telemetry is im-

pressed on the beacon modulation using an interplex modulation of two tel-

emetry streams modulated on two subcarriers. One telemetry stream is time
shared between a PN code and SCT telemetry data. Main telemetry is 61K bits

in length with a i K BPS rate. The Transmit and Receive frequencies are in-

dicated in Figure 2.

Designation of Tests /

Early in the program ground rules were agreed to which determine which
tests were to be automated and which were to be manual. These ground rules
were:

a) Are the measurements of a repetitive nature, such as transponder

power output across the band?

b) Will the automation reduce overall test time?

c) Will the test be used repetitively on ea'_h satellite, or is it just

for qualification of one satellite?

d) Will the additional complexity of the test which includes computer

operators and software programmers be recoverable in shortened test time?

Thus, a five-hour manual test shortened to one hour through automation may

not be cost effective if it takes 4 times the number of people to run the test.

SATELLITE SYSTEM RF TESTS

Antenna Isolat fon

I_l l 7280 l0 _ $ IIM 75

$ ?o,67 75 4 8285 t0

S 0"_70 60
H1MJ _ 7365 60

t 7560 10 _ 1 8005 60
2 nOlO 30

_ 7510 60 6 7925 50
6 7725 50

IEACQI( 7605 _ | m(_S 60
IOSO 60

tC_l $ ?aJ57 75 $ |17_ ?$
$ 76¢3 60 4 8,285 60

|y.._c_¢ ?600
US_ I 360 g0

nt_. 1 7580 6O 1' l_? 20

1 7560 60 8 I 1007 1813
T 225? 2277

Figure 2
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In addition, there is a single channel transponder whose UHF downlink 
communicates to all AFSATCOM equipped force elements. Access to AFSATCOM 
transponder is via UHF; X-band direct, X or S-band TT&C. DSCS III has two 
beacons operating with identical simultaneous mod~latian. Telemetry is im
pressed on the beacon modulation using an interplex modulation of two tel
emetry streams modulated on two subcarriers. One telemetry stream is time 
shared between a PN code and SCT telemetry data. MRin telemetry is 61 K bits 
in length with a 1 K BPS rate. The Transmit and Receive frequencies are in
dicated in Figure 2. 

Designation of Tests 

Ea~ly in thp. program ground rules were agreed to which determine which 
tests were to be automated and which were to be manual. These ground rules 
were: 

a) Are the measurements of a repetitive nature, such as transponder 
power output across the band? 

b) Will the automation reduce overall test time? 

c) Will the test be used repetitively on ea":h satellite, or is it just 
for qualification of one satellite? 

d) lvill the additional complexity of the test which includes computer 
operators and soft,.,rar~ programmers be recoverable in shortened test: time? 
Thus, a five-hour manual test shortened to one hour through automation may 
not be cost effective if it takes 4 times the number of people to run the test. 

SATELLITE SYSTEM RF TESTS 

Antenna Isolation 

"", C1I ICIIo IV Me CII ICIIo IV 
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Since the spectrum of frequencies of the satellite is so broad band,

there exist many possibilities for one subsystem to interfere wlth another

by means of spurious responses, intermodulatlon products, or adjacent channel

noise. To prevent thls from happening, the harmonic content of each trans-

mitter is minimized by careful design. By measuring the satelllte's receiver

thresholds - that is - the minimum signal necessary to operate the s)stem and

a tt=nsmitter's fundamental and harmonic output at a specific frequency, the
magnitude of isolation which must exist between the two on-board RF subsystems

to prevent intrasystem interference can be determined.

/

On the DSCS satellite there exist high field strengths from all trans-

mit antennas, and therefore large isolation values were required of the an-

tenna systems. It was decided to measure isolation across the antenna's

entire operating band to insure that any peaks in the antenna's coupling
from one antenna to another would not be overlooked.

There are many ways to make isolation measurements - phase lock re-

ceivers, network analyzers, and tracking generators. Each system was eval-

uated for ease of use and minimization of set up time. It was decided that

because of the wide band of frequencies to be covered, the sweep generator

and spectrum analyzer approach would be employed. There are over 50 combin-
ations of pairs of antenna measurements to be made. Since the sweep generator

power source had to be coupled to many antenna ports, and since there would

be frequent connection changes, the use of waveguide as the test signal path

was impractical. Therefore, all antenna ports using wavoguide are transl-

tioned to coax for connection to the test equipment. To prevent the sensi-

tive spectrum analyzer from measuring the leakage from coax used for the
tests and misLaking it for antenna leakage, solid shield short length hellax

cable will be used for interconnectlon. Reflected energy from the walls of

the facility are expected to be low and in the order of -70 dBc, as shown in

Table I. Being so low in amplitude, they will not interfere with the isola-
tion measurement.

[ 1
BAND PATH ANT. SIDE LOBE ABSORBER TOTAL ATT.

UHF 30 32 I0 70

S 42 6 25 73

X 45 50 30 125

TABLE I - RF ISOLATION FROM FACILITY

Although the test Is repetitive In nature and thereby qualifies for

automation, it wlll be performed manually because the test will only be done

on the Qual vehicle. Antenna isolation is affected by antenna position, type

of antenna geometric layout, operating frequencies and load matching networks.
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Since the spectrum of frequencies of the satellite is so broad band, 
there exist many po~sibilities for one subsystem to interfere with another 
by means of spurious responses, inter.modulation products, or adjacent channel 
noise. To prevent this from happening, the harmonic content of each trans
mitter is ntinimized by careful design. By measuring the satellite's receiver 
thresholds - that is - the minimum signal necessary to operate the sjstem and 
a tlansmitter's fundamental and harmonic output at a specific frequency, the 
magnitude of isolation which must exist between the two on-board RF subsystems 
to prevent intrasystem interference can be determined. 

On the DSCS satellite there exist high field strengths from all trans
mit antennas, and therefore large isolation values werE required of the an
tenna systems. It was decided to measure isolation across the antenna's 
entire operating band to insure that any peaks in the antenna's coupling 
from one antenna to another would not be overlooked. 

There are many ways to make isolation measurements - phase lock re
ceivers, network analyzers, and tracking generators. Each system was eval
uated for ease of use and minimization of set up time. It was decided that 
because of the wid~ band of frequencies to be r.overed, the sweep generator 
and spectrum analyzer approach would be employed. There are over 50 combin
ations of pairs of antenna measu~ements to be made. Since the sweep generator 
power source had to be coupled to many antenna ports, and since there would 
be frequent connection changes, the use of waveguide as the test signal path 
was impractical. Therefore, all antenna ports using wav~guide are transi
tioned to coax for connection to the test equipment. To prevent the sensi
tive spectrum analyzer from measuring the leakage from coax used for the 
tests and misLaking it for antenna leakage, solid shield short length heliax 
cable will be used ror interconnection. Reflected energy from the walls of 
the facility are expected to be low and in the order of -70 dBc, as shown in 
Table I. Being so low in amplitude, they will not interfere with the isola
tion measurement. 

BAND PATH i ANT. SIDF. LOBE ABSORBER TOTAL ATT. I 

UHF 30 32 10 70 

S 42 6 25 73 

X 45 SO 30 125 

TABLE I - RF ISOLATION FROM FACILITY 

J 

Although the t~st is repetitive in nature and thereby qualifies for 
automation, it will be performed manually because the test will only be done 
on the Qual vehicle. Antenna isolation is affected by antenna position. type 
of antenna geometric layout, operating frequencies and load matching networks. 
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These relationships should not change from satellite to satellite. Prelim-

inary design data indicates that isolation is i0 dB better than acceptance

levels, and therefore there is little chance of risk in performing this test

on only one satellite.

RF SELF COI_ATIBILITY PERFO_LNCE

Up to the point in time where this test is performed, the satellite has

been tested in a hard wire configuration where antennas were not connected /

to operating subsystems. During this test the satellite will radiate through

its antennas and system performance tests via air link for the first time.

The purpose of the test is a) to insure there is no mutual RF interference

between two subsystems - that is - satellite receivers listening to their own

on-board transmitters, and b) the RF field around the satellite does not leak
into a performing subsystem and effect its operation. The first is detected

by spectrum analysis of the transmitted signal. The second is measured by

offsets in telemetry from those values recorded in a baseline measurement.

An optimistic test plan would exercise the spacecraft in every possible

configuration in all modes and insure proper operation, but considering the
fact that the 6-channel comm transponder alone has 155,000 possible operating

modes, this is impractical. Therefore, we must scope our tests to only those

configurations which can realistically be affected. A study was performed

and ground rules made to simplify the tasks necessary for an uncompromising

compatibility test. A summary of this study was as follows:

a) Attitude control system is affected by RF because the sensitive
sun and earth sensors measuring satellite attitude are withi: the radiation
field of the antennas.

b) The Single Channel Transponder's receiver may incorrectly AGC due

to RF leakage entering the X or UHF receivers.

c) The X-band co_aunicatlons channels may be affected by RF leakage

into their mixer stages and cause spurious outputs within their channels.

d) Power subsystem may incorrectly regular= due to RF leakage onto

power controller sense lines.

To test for these effects and others, the satellite i_ configured by air

link to a minimum po_er configuration and each subsystem is powered up by
itself, and baseline measurements recorded. As an example, the attitude

control system is initialized to a stable null condition and all sensor out-

puts recorded. The single channel transponder is configured by UHF and is

placed in a bypass mode where it operates as a true transponder. In this

configuration the uplink power is varied and a bit error rate curve is gener-

ated. Comm transponder outputs in each channel are monitored by spectrum

analyzer under no uplink and noise power measurements made. Command thresh-
old measurements are made on the command system and minimum uplink power

points are established for S-band and X-band commanding. Beacon modulation
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These relationships should not change from satellite to satellite. Prelim
inary design data indicates that isolation is 10 dB better than acceptance 
levels, and therefore there is little chance of risk in performing this te8t 
on only one satellite. 

RF SELF COHPATIBILITY PERFOJU.1ANCE 

Up to the point in time where this test is performed, the satellite has 
been tested in a hard wire configuration where anten~as were not connected 
to operating subsystems. During this test the satellite will radiate through 
its antennas and system performance tests via air link for the first time. 
The purpose of the test is a) to insure there is no mutual RF interferen~e 
between two subsystems - that is - satellite receivers listening to their own 
on-board transmitters, and b) th~ RF field around the satellite does not leak 
into a performing subsystem and effect its operation. The first is detected 
by spectrum analysis of the transmitted signal. The second is measured by 
offsets in telemetry from those values recorded in a baseline measurement. 

An optimistic test plan woule exercise the spacecraft in every possible 
canfiguration in all modes and insure proper operation, but considering the 
fact that the 6-chaanel comm transponder alone has 155,000 possible operating 
modes, this is impractical. Therefore, we must scope our tests to only those 
configurations which can realistically be affected. A study was performed 
and ground rules made to simplify the tasks necessary for an uncompromising 
compatibility test. A summary of thid study was as follows: 

a) Atcitude control system is affected by RF because the sensitive 
sun and earth sensors measuring satellite attitude are withi-:-. the radiation 
field of the antennas. 

b) The Single Channel. Transponder's receiver may incorrectly AGC due 
to RF leakage entering the X or UHF receivers. 

c) The X-band comMunications channels may he affected by RF leakage 
into their mixer stages and cause spurious outputs within their channels. 

d) Power subsystem may incorrectly regulat~ due to RF leakage onto 
power controller sense lines. 

To test for these effects and others, the satellite i~ configured by air 
link to a minimum pvwer configuration and each subsystem is powered up by 
itself, and baseline meas~rements recorded. As an example, the attitude 
control system is initialized to a stable null condition and all sensor out
puts recorded. The single channel transponder is configured by UHF and is 
placed in a bypass mode where i~ operates as a true transponder. In this 
configuration the uplink power is varied and a bit error rate curve is gener
ated. Cornm transponder outputs in each channel ar~ monitored by spectrum 
analyzer under no uplink and noise power measurements made. Command thresh
old measurements are made on the command system and minimum uplink power 
points are established for S-band and X-band commanding. Beacon modulation 
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spectrum measurements are made and center frequency is accurately established.

These tests are the_. repeated on _ach subsyste_ _ile all.other systems

are fully on. If there is any interference, it will show up on that subsystem
by a delta in performance as measured either directly on a spectrum analyzer

or on telemetry by changes from baseline, values previously recorded.

Radiated EMISM Spray Test - Figure 3

The RF Radiated Spray Test must demonstrate that the various subsystems

of the vehicle could operate within their sp(cified performance limits if

the environmental field-strength_ were increased 6 dB above their nominal

levels. That is, electromagnetic radiated interference safety margins,

(EMISM) must be established for the various subsystems of the spacecraft.

An EMISH must be demonstrated for the following coupling modes:

(I) Transmit antenna-to-component case radiated field coupling.

(2) Transmit antenna-to-wire bundle and cable radiated field coupling.

(3) Transmit antenna-to-electroexplosive device case and wire harness

radiated field coupling.
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spectrum measurements are made and center frequency is accurately established. 

These tests are ther.. repeated on Lach subsystetr Ihile all other systeus 
are fully o~. If there i5 any interference, it will show up on that subsystem 
by a delta in performance as measured either directly on a spectrum analyzer 
or on telemetry by changes from base lim' values previously recorded. 

Radiated EHISM Spray Test - Figu-:e 3 

The RF Radiated Spray Test must demonstrate that the vario11s subsystems 
of the vehicle couln operate within their specified perfor'lIance limits if 
the environmental field-strengtlls were increased 6 dB above their nominal 
levels. That is, electromagnetic radiated interference safety margins, 
(EMISM) must be established fo= the various subsystems of the spacecraft. 
An EMISH must be demonstrated for the following coupling modes: 

(1) Transmit antenna-to-component case radiated field coupling. 

(2) Transmit antenna-to-wire bundle anu ~ab1e radiated field roupling. 

(3) Transmit antenna-to-electroexplosive device case and wire harness 
radiated field coupling. 
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This test is accomplished by first measuring the ambient fields around
the vehicle at the transmitter fundamental frequencies and large harmonics.

It was decided to use a Radiation Hazard probe (RADHAZ) type instrument to

measure the ambient fields. RADHAZ probes are ty_tcally broadband, omnidi-

rectional and polarization independent, and are thus ideal for probing unknown
field distributions, iiowever, RADHAZ probes have low sensitivity with mini-
mum discernible fields on the order of about 2.0 V/m. Consequently, this

limit was used to establish the lower limit of the intensity of the spray

field at a level of 5 V/m.

After establishing the ambient field levels, the S/C is then sprayed a J

leve! that is 6 dB greater in intensity at each of the measured frequencies.

During the spray test at each frequency, selected critical performance par-
ameters are monitored to determine if acceptance limits have been exceeded.

For example, for the £HF transponders, spurious sideband levels are measured.
For the TT&C system X-Band and S-Band downlink telemetry is monitored for up-

sets and changes. For the Single Channel Transponder system, a Bit error

rate test is performed.

The test is performed for the Electro-explosive device system (EED) by
first detemining the largest environmental field strength that the EED

system, EED device, case and control cable will experience. The environ-

ment _n this case refers to the fields that exist at the launch pad, the

fields produced by pre-launch tests, or the fields produced by the launch
vehicle. The test is performed to ensure that the RF environment does not

cause a false firing of the EED. A 20 dB safety margin must be established,
i.e., the EED must be sprayed with an effective field that is a numerical

factor of i0 higher than the maximum ambient environmental field. For DSCS

Iii the maximum overage environmental field strength was a level of 60 V/m

produced by the launch vehicle. Since the test field strength for this case
(600 V/m) was enormous, an effective field strength of 600 V/m can be pro-

duced bF removing the shield from the EED harnesses and spraying at a field

strength of 6 V/m. This reduction in the spray intensity is based on the

fact that the shields can produce 40 dB of attenuation to external fields.

The harness is sprayed at this level for 2 months and a non firing of the EED
is the pass criteria.

Internal Product (I_ Testing)

_en a non linear electrical device on the satellite is simultaneously

sprayed with RF at two different frequencies, doubling and mixing actions
take place which can produce and self generate a third frequency. If this

self generated signal lies within a satellite's receive pass band, and is

strong enough to be "seen" by the satellite's receive antenna, the satellite

will amplify this signal and rebroadcast it on the downlink. This extra sig-

nal is capable of saturating the transponder's power and rendering - in
extreme cases - the channel useless. Examples of elements which cause IMP

generation are loose waveguide points, dissimilar metals in waveguide switches,

and antenna elements poorly joined. They are usually parts which are exposed
to high power.
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This test is accomplished by first measuring the ambient fields around 
thE: vehicle at the transmitter fu~damental frequencies and large harmonics. 
It was decided to use a Radiation Hazard probe (RADHAZ) type instrument to 
measure the ambient fields. RADHAZ prohp.s are tY"i.cally broadband, omnidi
rectional and polarization independent, and are thus ideal for probing unknown 
field distributions. However, RADHAZ probes have low sensitivity with mini
mu~ discernible fields on the order of about 2.0 VIm. Consequently, this 
limit was used to establish the lower limit of the intensity of the spray 
field at a level of 5 VIm. 

After establishing the ambient field levels, the SiC is then sprayed a 
level that is 6 dB greater in intensity at each of the ~easured frequencies. 
During lhe spray test at each frequency, selected critical performance par
amet«~rs are monitored to determine if acceptance limits have been exceeded. 
For example, for the SHI-' transponders, spurioas sideband levels are measured. 
For the TT&C system X-Band and S-Band downlink telemetry is monitored for up
sets and changes. For the Single Channel Transponder system, a Bit error 
rate test is perfo~ed. 

The test is per~ormed for the Electro-explosive device system (EED) by 
first detemining the largest environmental held strength that the EED 
system, EED device, case and control cable will experience. ThE: environ
ment in this case refers to the fields that exist at the launch pad, the 
fields produced by pre-Iaun<.h tests, or the fields produced by the launch 
vehicle. The test is ?erformed to ensure that the RF environment does not 
causp. a false firing of the EED. A 20 dB safety mar8in must be established, 
Le., the EED must be sprayed with an effective field that is a numerical 
factor of 10 higher than the maximum ambient environmental field. For DSCS 
III thE: maximum overage environmental field strength was a level of 60 VIm 
produced by the launch vehicle. Since the test field strength for this case 
(600 VIm) was enormous, an effective field strength of 600 VIm can be pro
ducec by removing the shield from the EED harnesses and spraying at a field 
8tren5ti1 of 6 V 1m. This reduction in the spray intensity is based on the 
fact that the ship-Ids can produce 40 dB of attenuation to external fields. 
T:1C harness is sprayed at this level for 2 months and a non firing of the EED 
is the pass criteria. 

Internal Product (IHP Testing) 

lofuen a non linear electrical device on the satellite is simultaneously 
sprayed '"ith RF at two different frequencies. dmlbling and mixing actions 
~ake plaee which can produce and self generate a third frequency. If this 
self gen(!rat.:!d signal lies within a satellite's receive pass band, and is 
strong enough to be "seen" by the satellite's receive antenna, the satellite 
will amplify this signal and rebroadcast it on the downlink. This extra sig
nal is capable of saturating the transponder's power and rendering - in 
extreme cases - the channel useless. Examples of elements which cause IMP 
genelat ion are loose waveguide poi.nts, dissimilar metals in waveguide switches, 
and antenna elements poorly joined. They are usually parts which are exposed 
to high power. 
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Recognizing the importance of this test, it is planned to be performed
three t_mes in the sat=illte test cycle. First, after initial sateilSte as-

sembly in order to prove workmanship quality. Second, after acoustic noi=e

exposure to prove structural integrity, and a third time after pyro shock ex-
posure. Since this test is so discretely repetitive and must be performed

on every satellite, it is a prime candidate for automation.

To perform this test a "full up" satellite is required. The test must
be air linked in order to allow the I_ to ring around into a receive an-

tenna port.

The test philosophy is as follows. An intermod measurement pair is se-

lected, such as those shown in Figure 4.

Xmit Xmit Rec Rec.

Ant. Freq. Ant. Freq.

Dish 7335 Earth Horn 8060

Earth Horn 7750 Earth Horn 7950

I_ IMP/R D_/Xmit Imp

Rec. Ant. Freq. Freq. Ant

M Beam 8165 7440 Earth Horn i

Figure 4

Two uplink signal generators are progran_ed to 8060 and 7950 CHz and

the signals sent to the satellite are received on earth horn #I. The sig-
nals are translated 7_0 MHz down in frequency, amplified and transmitted from
the satellite dish and earth horn #I antennas. If there is a non linear Ib_

generator, it will mix the two transmit frequencies and the resultant third

order internal product will fall at 8165 MHz. This is a receive frequency
IMP which will be translated down 750 _{z, amplified and rebroadcast on 7440

CHz. It is to this frequency the spectrum analyzer is tuned. Baseline noise

power measurements out of the satellite are made at this flequency at a band-
width of i0 KHz to determine amplitude of pure noise with no uplink established.

Once this noise power is quantized, the two uplink signals are sent and power

again measured at the IMP frequency. If power increases 8 dB w_th uplink sig-

nals present, there is an indication of an intermod product signal.

Considerable care in the selection of test equipment has been exercised

to insure that the uplink signal path does not in itself generate IMP products.

Two separate uplink antennas will be used to keep the two uplink test sig-

nals separate until they ultimately mix within the satellite. Low power from

the uplink signal generators - in the order of -30 dBM - will be used for the
test signals to prevent IM products from being generated on the uplink and
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Recognizing the importance of this test, it is planned to b~ performed 
three tines in the sat..,llite test cycle. First, after initial satelBte as
sembly in order to prove workmanship quality. Second, after acoustic noice 
exposure to prove structural integrity, and a thirti time after pyro shock ex
posure. Since this test is so discretely r~petitive and must be performed 
on every satellite, it is a prime candidate for automation. 

To perform this test a "full up" satellite is required. The test r.lUst 
be air linked in oI"der to allow the HIP to ring around into a receive an
tenna port. 

The test philosophy is as follows. An intermod measurement pair is se
lected, such as those shown in Figure 4. 

Xmit Xmit Rec Rec. 
Ant. Freq. Ant. Freq. 

Dish 7335 Earth Horn 8060 
Earth Horn 7750 Earth Horn 7950 

HIP UIP/R UIP/Xmit Imp 
Rec. Ant. Freq. Freq. Ant 

H BE-am 8165 7440 Earth Horn 1 

Figure 4 

Two uplink signal generators are programmed to 8060 and 7950 GHz and 
the signals sent to the satellite are received on earth horn tIl. The sig-
nals .:lre translated 7~(l HHz dO\m in freqt.:ency, amplified and transmitted from 
the satellite dish and earth horn 111 antennas. If there is a non linear IHP 
generator, it will mix the two transmit frequencies and the resultant third 
order internal prc-duct will fa11 at 8165 Hi-lz. This is a receive frequency 
IHP which will be trans1ateJ down 7'50 r-mz, amplified and rebroadcast on 7440 
GHz. It is to this frequency the spectrum analyzer is tuned. Baseline noise 
power measurements out of the satellite are made at this ftequency at a band
width of 10 KHz to determine amplitude of pure noise with no uplink established. 
Once this noise power is quantized, the t\.o uplink signals are sent and power 
again measured at the HIP frequency. If power increases 8 dB with uplink sig
nals present, there is an indication of an intermod product signal. 

Co~siderab1e care in the selection of test equipment has been exercised 
to insure that the uplink signal path does not in itself generate HIP prodt!cts. 
Two separate uplink antennas will be used to keep the two uplink test sig
nals sE'parate until they ultimately mix within the satellite. Low power from 
the uplink signal generators - in the order of -30 dBH - will be used for the 
test signals to prevent ni products from bcin3 generated on the uplink and 
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close coupling to the receive antennas will 3chieve immunity to generating

IM products on the uplink.

By testing all possible pairs of transmit and recei,e ports across all

possible IMP frequencies, we will eliminate any "surprise" signals from being

self generated by the satellite after launch.

CONCLUSIONS

As in every s_itellite test program there exists a myriad of component

and subsystem tests which prcve proper subsystem design. However, it is only
at the system level test where proper satellite operation is proven. This

is accomplished by verifying test parameters under true orbit simulation.

In this DSCS program, w_th regard tc RF system test parameters, we

have attempted to assume nothing. We have replaced "test by analysis" with

analysis then test. By completely testing a satellite in a mode which dupli-

cates its operation in orbit, then linking this with testing for a proper

margin of proper system operation. _ high level of confidence for correct sys-
tem operation is achieved.
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close coupling to the receive antennas will 3chieve imr.lUnity to generating 
nt products on the uplink. 

By testing all possible pairs of transmit and recei',e ports across all 
possible IMP frequencies, we will eliminate any "surprise" signals from being 
self generated by the satellite after launch. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As in every s'ltellite test program there exists a myriad of component 
and subsyste~ tests which prcve proper subsystem design. However, it is only 
at the systcln level test \"here proper satellite operation is proven. This 
is accomplished by verifying test parameters under true orbit simulation. 

In this DSr.S program, w:ith regard t(' RF system test par:uneters, we 
h"ve attempted to assume nothing. \~e have replaced "te!"t by analysis" with 
analysis then test. By completely testing a satellite in a mode which dupli
cates its operation in orbit, then linking this \"ith testing for a proper 
margin of rr(lr~~r system operation. ~l high level of confidence for correct sys
tem operation is achieved. 
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PYROTECHNIC SHOCK AT THE ORBITER/EXTERNAL TANK FORWARD ATTACHMENT

William F. Rogers, David 5. Grissom, and Larry R. Rhodes*

ABSTRACT

)
During the initial certification test of the forward structural attach-

ment of the Space Shuttle Orbiter to the External Tank, pyrotechnic shock
from actuation of the separation device resulted in structural failure of
the thermal protec:ion tiles surrounding the attachment. Because of the
high shock associated with the separation bolt, the development of alter-

native low-shock separation designs was initiated. Two concepts that in-
corporate a 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut as the release device
have been developed and tested at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.

INTRODUCTION

Pyrotechnic-actuated devices are used to release the External Tank
(ET) (fig. 1) during separation of the Space Shuttle Orbiter from the ET.
These devices must meet the system design requirements to sustain the flight
loads and to separate cleanly at the moment of release. At the forward
structural attachment, the device must also meet close-tolerance aerother-

modynamic smoothness requirements for the Orbiter outer mold line following
separation.

During the initial certification test of the forward attachment, pyro-

technic shock from actuation of the separation device resulted in structural

failure of the thermal protection tiles surrounding the attachment. The
test data also indicated that shock levels transmitted to the forward avi-

onics bay of the Orbiter would exceed the qualification levels of some of

the equipment.

To meet these diverse design requirements and to quickly obtain test

data on alternative low--shock separation designs at the NASA Lyndon B. John-

so_ Space Center (JSC) and at the prime contractor facility, two designs

incorporating a 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut were investigated.

The 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut wa_ chosen for this application
because (I) it could withstand the structural flight loads at the Orbiter

forward attachment, (2) the pyrotechnic shock from this device would be low

compared to that of the baseline separation bolt design_ and (3) hardware
to perform development tests was readily available. These designs were inves-
tigated as possible substitutes for the baseline separation bolt in the event
that baseline modifications were not satisfactory.

*NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space C_nter, Houston, Texas.
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PYROTECHNIC SHOCK AT THE ORBITER/EXTERNAL TANK FORWARD ATTACHMENT 

William F. Rogers, David &. Grissom, and Larry R. Rhodes* 

ABSTRACT 

During the initial certification test of the forward structural attach
ment of the Space Shuttle Orbiter to the External Tank, pyrotechnic shock 
from actuation of the separation device resulted in structural failure of 
the thermal pr~tec~ion tiles surrounding the attachment. Because of the 
high shock associated with the separation boit, the development of alter
native low-shock separation designs was initiated. Two concepts that in
corporate a S.OS-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut as the release device 
have been developed and tested at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pyrotechnic-actuated devices are used to release the External Tank 
(ET) (fig. 1) during separation of the Space Shuttle Orbiter from the ET. 
These devices must meet the system design requirements to sustain the flight 
loads and to separate cleanly at the moment of release. At the forward 
structural attachment, the device must also meet close-tolerance aerother
modynamic smoothness requirements for the Orbiter outer mold line following 
separation. 

During the initial certification test of the forward attachment, pyro
technic shock from actuation of the separation device resulted in structural 
failure of the thermal protection tiles surrounding the attachment. The 
test data also indicated that shock levels transmitted to the forward avi
onics bay of the Orbiter would exceed the qualification levels of some of 
the equipment. 

To meet these diverse design requirements and to quickly obtain test 
data on alternative low··shock separation designs at the NASA Lyndon B. John
SOd Space Center (JSC) and at the prime contractor facility, two designs 
incorporating a S.OS-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut were investigated. 
The S.OS-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut wa£ chosen for this application 
because (1) it could withstand the structural flight loads at the Orbiter 
for~ard attachment, (2) the pyrotechnic shock from this device wou1d be low 
compared to that of the baseline separation bolt design, and (3) hardware 
to perform development tests was readily available. These designs were inves
tigated as possible substitutes for the baseline separation bolt in the event 
that baseline modifications were not satisfactory. 

*NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Cr·nter, Houston, Texas. 
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The separation system design requirements can be divided into two
general categories: structural and mechanical. The separation hardware
is the primary structural load path between the Orbiter and the ET; hence,
the hardware must satisfy the overall structural design requirements of
the spacecraft for the prelaunch, launch, and boost environments. For
separation, the system acts as a mechanical device and must satisfy the
design requirements to ensure a safe separation.

The mechanical design requirements for the Orbiter/ET separation are

I. To provide release of the Orbiter from the ET for normal and

abort separation

2. To preclude degradation of Orbiter functional systems after

separation

3. To satisfy aerothermal smoothness criteria after separation

4. To separate without releasing debris

5. To incorporate acceptable assembly and mating procedures

To satisfy these design requirements and to develop a separation system
with low-shock characteristics, the 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut

was chosen. This nut was selected because it has the strength to withstand

the structural flight loads at the forward attachment, data indicate that

pyrotechnic shock would be low compared to that of the baseline design, and

the hardware is readily available to perform development tests.

Selection of a design to meet specific requirements generally involves
some compromises. For example, the baseline shear-b,_It design meets the

requirements for a clean separation and a smooth outer mold fine exceed-

ingly well with a relatively simple device. The piston ejec!:s thc severed

stud with a high force so that the potential for hangup is virtually non-

existent. The stud has to move only about 2.54 centimeters (l inch> to

clear the Orbiter outer mold line and, even under side-load conditions for

a separation during an abort, separation is positive. Unfortunately, the

pyrotechnic shock associated with this device damages tiles adjacent to

the attach point and may adversely affect the operation of avionics equip-

ment located nearby.

The low-shock devices that have been investigated by JSC and the prime

contractor have a potential to hang up under the side-load conditions as-

sociated with an abort separation. This problem has become a significant

challenge in developing a low-shock system and is receiving emphasis in an
ongoing design and test effort.
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

The separation system design requirements can be divided into two 
general categories: structural and mechanical. The separation hardware 
is the primary structural load path between the Orbiter and the ~T; hence, 
the hardware must satisfy the overall structural design requirements of 
the spacecraft for the prelaunch, launch, and boost environments. For 
separation, the system acts as a mechanical device and must satisfy the 
design requirements to ensure a safe separation. 

The mechanical design requirements for the Orbiter/ET separation are 

1. To provide release of the Orbiter from the ET for normal and 
abort separation 

2. To preclude degradation of Orbiter functional systems after 
separation 

3. To satisfy aerothermal smoothness criteria after separation 

4. To separate without releasing debris 

5. To incorporate acceptable assembly and mating procedures 

To satisfy these design requirements and to develop a separation syste~ 
with low-shock characteristics, the S.OS-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut 
was chosen. This nut was selected because it has the strength to withstand 
the structural flight loads at the forward attachment. data indicate that 
pyrotechnic shock would be low compared to that of the baseline design, and 
the hardware is readily available to perform development tests. 

Selection of a design to meet specific requirements generally involves 
some compromises. For example, the baseline shear-b"lt design meets the 
requirements for a clean separation and a smooth outer mold line exceed
ingly well with a relatively simple device. The piston ejects the severed 
stud with a high force so that the potential for hangup is vi.rtually non
existent. The stud has to move only about 2.54 centimeters (1 inch} to 
clear the Orbiter outer mold line and, even under side-load c,onditions for 
a separation during an abort, separation is positive. UnfortlJnately, the 
pyrotechnic shock associated with this dev\ce damages tiles adjacent to 
the attach point and may adversely affect the operation of avionics equip
ment located nearby. 

The low-shock devices that have been investigated by JSC and the prime 
contractor have a potential to hang up under the side-load conditions as
sociated with an abort separation. This problem has become a significant 
challenge in developing a low-shock system and is receiving emphasis in an 
ongoing design and test effort. 
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BASELINE SEPARATION SYSTEM

The major components for separation of the Orbiter from the ET are

shown in figure 1. At the forward attachment, release is accomplished
by the shear-type separation bolt (fig. 2). After the piston shears the
bolt shank, it pushes the lower section of the shank free of the spheri-
cal bearing and the bottom of the piston stops flush with the outer sur-
face of the bearing. This design results in a dual-shock effect. As the
pyrotechnic cartridge pressurizes the vol,--e above the piston, there is
a recoil effect. The primary shock, however, is caused by the piston
shearing the bolt shank and then stopping as it impacts the shoulder of
the shank. At the two aft attachments, a 6.35-centimeter (2.5-inch)
frangible nut is used as the release device. After the Orbiter is sepa-
rated from the ET, doors close to cover the cavities that remain after
structural release.

FRANGIBLE NUT - ORBITER SIDE

A primary objective in quickly developing an alt.rnate separation con-
cept was to minimize the impact to the system in terms of design changes
to the Orbiter and the ET. To develop, prove, and implement a new separa-
tion system, there would have to be virtually no structural changes or sig-
nificant redesign to either vehicle. By locating the frangible nut on the
Orbiter side and providing blast-containment and bolt-reaction capabilities
within the existing volume, no changes would be required on the ET side of
the separation plane.

The initial focus of attention was to develop a means of blast con-
tainment. With increased Orbiter weight being highly undesirable and with
a restricted volume to work in, the goal was to develop a relatively light-
weight cloth bag container fabricated from Kevlar, a registered DuPont
trademark for a family of aromatic polyamide fibers characterized by high
tensile strength. The bag was cylindrically constructed with one end
closed and the other end secured to a mounting structure by a compressive
V-clamp. Figure 3 shows the test configuration and indicates how the bag
completely contains the frangible nut and any debris resulting from an
explosion.

Initial test objectives were to determine the capability of the fabri-
cated Kevlar material to withstand the explosive elements and to verify
the bag retention design. As these tests were being planned and con_ cted,
a design effort to provide a bolt retraction mechanism compatible :,;: ._e
Kevlar blast container was initiated. A series of tests (discussed in the

section on test results) was conducted and proved the lightweight Kevlar

bag tm be very successful; however, the concept was abandoned in favor of
a design using the explosive elements on the ET side and the design of the

bolt retraction mechanism was stopped.
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BASELINE SEPARATION SYSTEM 

The major component3 for separation of the Orbiter from the ET are 
shown in figure 1. At the forward attachment, release is accomplished 
by the shear-type separation bolt (fig. 2). After the piston shears the 
bolt shank, it pushes the lover section of the shank free of the spheri
cal bearing and the bottom of the piston stops flush with the outer sur
face of the bearing. This design results in a dual-shock effect. As the 
pyrotechnic cartridge pressurizes the volume above the piston, there is 
a recoil effect. The primary shock, however, is caused by the piston 
shearing the bolt shank and then stopping as it impacts the shoulder of 
the shank. At the two aft attachments, a 6.35-centimeter (2.5-inch) 
frangible nut is used as the release device. After the Orbiter is sepa
rated from the ET, doors close to cover the cavities that remain after 
structural release. 

FRANGIBLE NUT - ORBITER SIDE 

A primary objective in quickly developing an alt,rnate separation con
cept was to minimize the impact to the system in terms of design changes 
to the Orbiter and the ET. To develop, prove, and implement a new separa
tion system, there would have to be virtually no structural changt~s or sig
nificant redesign to either vehicle. By locating the frangible n!lt on the 
Orbiter side and providing blast-containment and bolt-reaction ca;)abilities 
within the existing volume, no changes would be required on the ET side of 
the separation plane. 

The initial focus of attention was to develop a means of blast c~n
tainment. With increased Orbiter weight being highly undesirable and with 
a restrict-ed volume to work in, the goal was to develop a relatively light
wei6ht cloth bag container fabricated from Kevlar, a registered DuPont 
trademark for a family of aromatic polyamide fibers characterized by high 
tensile strength. The bag was cylindrically constructed with one end 
closed and the other end secured to a mounting structure by a compressive 
V-clamp. Figure 3 shows the test configuration and indicates how the bag 
completely contains the frangible nut and any debris resulting from an 
explosion. 

Initial test objectives were to determine the capability of the fa~ri
cated Kevlar material to withstand the explosive elements and to verify 
the bag retention design. As these tests were being planned and con; cted, 
a design effort to provide a bolt retraction mechanism compatible ~.;.: > "e 
Kevlar blast container was initiated. A series of tests (discussed in t}~ 
section on test result3} was conducted and proved the lightweight Kevlar 
bag t~ be very successful; however, the concept was abandoned in favor of 
a des~gn using the explosive elements on the ET side and the design of the 
bolt retrac~ion mechanism was stopped. 
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FRANGIBLE NUT - ET SIDE

A design that relocated the pyrotechnics to the ET side of the sepa-

ration plane (fig. 4) was chosen as the preferred approach. The primary
reasons for this change wece to completely remove the explosive shock con-

dition from the Orbiter structure and to provide the allocated Orbiter

separation volume for a bolt retracL{on mechanism. It had become evident

in earlier efforts that an acceptabl_ bolt retraction mechanism would re-

quire considerable volume and that this would probably be the main design
driver. By relocating the frangible nut to the L£ side, the bolt could

be shortened to a length compatible with retraction into the existing
Orbiter volume.

The basic design approach was to machine a slot in the ET yoke fit-

ting for locating the frangible nut. Pyrotechnic ignition wires are
routed through a hole in the main attachment bolt from the Orbiter to the

frangible nut. An appropriate potting compound is used to secure the

wires and to fill the void remaining at the bottom surface. The bottom

of the retracted bolt acts as a closeout at the separation plane. A

wire-cutting feature was added to the system; this device, upon actuation

of the nut p/rotechnics, severs the wires at the bottom of the bolt and

results in a smooth closeout surface. A rugged, all-metal blast container

lined with an energy-absorbing material to dampen the explosive effects

is attach=d to the yoke fitting and encloses the frangible nut. The bolt

is spring-loaded on the underside of the head to provide retract energy.

The initial objectives were to detew_ine the modifications required
to the ET yoke fitting and to develop means for blast containment. The
test obiectives for the first phase were to evaluate the blast container

integrity and to obtain engineering data on bolt energy due to release of

the 445-kilonewton (I00 O00-pound) preload. In the second phase of de-

velopment, 3 wire-cutting mechanism and a bolt-retract system were added.
Both phases of testing were developmental and did not include side loads

or other specific conditions existing during flight separation.

TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION

Testing was conducted in the Pyrotechnics Test Facility of the Thermo-

chemical Test Area at JSC. The primary purpose of the Thermochemical Test

Area is to support the development, evaluation, and qualification of space-

craft electrical power, hydraulic, propulsion, and pyrotechnic subsystems.

The Protechnics Test Facility includes the electronics and mechanical

shops, an explosives handling and loading room, and four test cells that

are used for testing pyrotechnics ranging from a few milligrams of explo-

sive charge to small rocket motors. Ready storage for pyrotechnic igniters
and charges is provided by two magazettes. One of the test cells is shown
in figure 5.
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FRANGIBLE NUT - ET SIDE 

A design that rdocat~d the pyrotechnics to the ET side of the sepa
ration plane (fig. 4) was chosen as the prefe:7red approach. The primary 
reasons (Ol' this change wele to completely relilove the explosive shock con
dition from the Orbiter structure and to provide the allocated Orbiter 
separation volume for a bolt retracl10n m~chanism. It had become evident 
in earlier efforts that an acceptabl p bolt retraction mechanism would re
quire considerable volume and that this would probpbly be the main design 
driver. By relocating the frangible nut to the f.f side, the bolt could 
be shortened to a length compatible with retraction into the existing 
Orbiter volume. 

The basic design approach was to machine a slot in the ET yoke fit
ting for locating the frangible nut. pyrotechnic ignition wires are 
routed through a hole in the main attachment bolt from the Orbiter to the 
frangible nut. An appropriate potting compound is used to secure the 
wires and to fill the void remaining at the botcom surface. The bottom 
of the r~L(~cted bolt acts as a closeout at the separation plane. A 
wire-cutting feature was added to the system; this device, upon actuation 
of the nut p:rotechnics, severs the wires at the bottom of the bolt and 
results in a shlooth closeout surface. A rugged, all-metal blast container 
lined with an energy-absorbing material to dampen the explosive effects 
1S attachpd to the yoke fitting and encloses the frangible nut. The bolt 
is spring-loaded on the underside of the head to provide retract energy. 

The initial objectives were to detenJine the modifications required 
to the ET yoke fitting and to develop means for blast containment. The 
test objectives for the first phase were to ev~luate the blast container 
integrity ana to obtain engineering data on bolt energy due to ~elease of 
the 445-kilonewton (100 OOO-pound) prelop.d. In the second phase of de
velopment, 3 wire-cutting mechanism a •• d a bolt-retract system ~lere added. 
Both phas~s of testing were d~velopmental and did not include side loads 
or other specific conditions existing during flight sep~r8tion. 

TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

Testing was conducted in the Pyrotechnics Test Facility of the Thermo
chemical Test Area at JSC. The primary purpose of the Thermochemical Test 
Area iR to support the development, evaluation, and qua~ification of space
craft electrical power, hydraulic, propulsion, and pyrotechnic subsystems. 

The Protechnics Test Facility includes the electronics and mechanical 
shops, an explosives handling anc! loading room, and four test cells that 
are used for testing pyrotechnics ranging from a few milligrams of explo
sive charge to small rocket motors. Ready storage for pyrotechnic igniters 
and charges ;,8 provided by two magazettes. One of the test cells is shown 
in figure 5. 
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TEST RESULTS

Frangible Nut - Orbiter Side

The first test of the Kevlar blast container used a 1.91-centimeter

(0.75-inch) cut with two NASA standard detonators (NSD's). The bag was

secured to the test fixture with two hose clamps. In this test_ the bag

failed where the top was sewn to the cylindrical sleeve. The next bag /

was reinforced with straps that cross over the top of the bag. A second

test used the two NSD's with boosters but without a nut. This bag was
secured to the test fixture with a 1.27-centimeter (0.5-inch) stainless

steel band using a banding tool. Small penetrations were found in the

bag but were not considered an issue because a nut would have absorbed

much of the energy of the pyrotechnic fragments.

For the next test, a 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) pyrotechnic-actuated

frangible nut was used to test a third bag. This bag was secured to the
test fixture with a 1.91-centimeter (0.75-inch) stainless steel band. The

bag successfully contained all particles and, at this point, confidence in
the bag was high. However, it was determined that the banding tool could
not be used for the Shuttle because of access constraints.

A series of four tests using 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) nuts was con-

ducted to develop a three-piece clamp for holding the bag. In the first

test, the 0.79-centimeter (0.31-inch) bolts holding the clamp segments

failed. High-speed motion pictures indicated two primary dynamics: the

pressure wave from the blast loads the entire bag, and the nut halves are
propelled radially and strike the clamp. One-centimeter (0.38-inch) bolts

were used for the next test. The bag and clamp assembly blew off the fix-
ture because the clamp did not have enough interference with the fixture.

A tighter clamp was made and two demonstration tests conf_rmed the design

adequacy. This final configuration is shown in figure 6.

Frangible Nut - ET Side

Two tests of the frangible-nut ET-side configuration have been con-

ducted. The primary objective of the first test was to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the steel blast-containment device. A secondary objective

was to measure the velocity of the bolt resulting from the release of strain

energy. Two carbon rods were placed in the path of the bolt and spaced at

a prescribed distance. Electrical current passing through the rods was
recorded on high-speed analog tape. Interruption of the signal would sig-

nify rod breakage due to bolt travel and provide displacement and time

information for calculating velocity. High-speed motion r[ctures also
recorded the motion of the bolt. The test setup is shown in figure 5.

After the nut was separated, the bolt began to spring upward. The

first carbon rod was broken; however, the bolt only traveled approxiuately
3.81 centimeters (1.5 inches). From the motion pictures, it could be seen

that the yoke fitting was falling and rotating, possibly binding the bolt.
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TEST RESULTS 

Frangible Nut - Orbiter Side 

The first test of the Kevlar blast container used a 1.9l-centimeter 
(O.7S-inch) nut with two NASA standard detonators (NSD's). The bag was 
secured to the test fixture with two hose clamps. In this test, the bag 
failed where the top was sewn to the cylindrical sleeve. The next bag 
was reinforced with straps that cross over the top of the bag. A second 
test used the two NSD's with boosters but without a nut. This bag was 
secured to the test fixture with a l.27-centimeter (O.S-inch) stainless 
steel band using a banding tool. Small penetrations were found in the 
bag but were not considered an issue because a nut would have abvorbed 
much of the energy of the pyrotechnic fragments. 

For the n~xt test, a S.08-centimeter (2-inch) pyrotechnic-actuated 
frangible nut was used to test a third bag. This bag was secur~d to the 
test fixture with a 1.91-centimeter (O.7S-inch) stainless steel band. The 
bag successfully contained all particles and, at this point, confidence in 
the bag was high. However, it was determined that the banding tool could 
not be useJ for the Shuttle because of access constraints. 

A series of four tests using S.08-centimeter (2-inch) nuts was con
ducted to develop a three-piece clamp for holding the bag. In the first 
test, the O.79-centimeter (O.3l-inch) bolts holding the clamp segments 
failed. High-sp~ed motion pictures indicated two primary dynamics: the 
pressure wave from the blast loads the entire bag, and the nut halves are 
propelled radially and strike the clamp. Une-centimeter (O.38-inch) bolts 
were used for the next test. The bag and clamp assembly blew off the fix
ture because the clamp did not have enough interference with the fixture. 
A tighter clamp was made and two demonstration tests confirmed the design 
adequacy. This final configuration is shown in figure 6. 

Frangible Nut - ET Side 

Two tests of the frangible-nut ET-side configuration have been con
ducted. The primary objective of tr.e first test was to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the steel blast-containment device. A secondary objective 
was to measure the velocity of the bolt resulting from the release of strain 
energy. Two carbon rods were placed in the path of the bolt and spaceJ at 
a prescribed distance. Electrical current passing throug~ the rods was 
recorded on high-speed analog tape. Interruption of the signal would sig
nify rod breakage due to bolt travel and provide displacement and time 
information for calculating velocity. High-speed motion rlctures also 
recorded the motion of the bolt. The test setup is shown in figure 5. 

After the nut was separated, the bolt began to spring upward. The 
first carbon rod was brcken; however, the bolt only traveled approxi~ately 
3.81 centimeters (1.5 inches). From the motion pictures, it could be seen 
that the yoke fitting was falling and rotating, possibly binding the bolt. 
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Inspection of the bolt threads indicated that the nut fragments may have

interfered with bolt movement. The blast-containment device was completely
effective.

The primary objective of the second test was to determine the perform-

ance of the guillotine used to cut the pyrotechnic lead wires. The second-
ary objective was to determine the effectiveness of the bolt-retracting

spring and the bolt catcher. The lead wires were cleanly severed by the

guillotine, and the bolt retracted and locked as designed.
/

SHOCK DATA COMPARISON

Shock-response spectra for the baseline shear bolt and for the fran-
gibie-nut ET-side configuration are shown in figure 7. These data were

obtained from tests conducted at the prime contractor facility. The test
article included a complete forward structural attachment and a represent-

ative portion of the Orbiter forward fuselage structure. Also shown in

figure 7 is an apparent'structural limit for the thermal protection system

(TPS) obtained from component tests of TPS tiles. It is evident that the
frangible-nut ET-side configuration produces shock levels that are well

within the TPS capability boundary. A test of the frangible-nut Orbiter-
side configuration had also been planned using this structural representa-
tive test article. This test was canceled when the decision was made to

minimize the number of mechanical concepts under consideration to reduce

shock levels. Modifications to the baseline shear bolt were also tested,

and =he results are summarized in figure 7.

CONCLUDING Rb_ARKS

Because of pyrotechuic shock generated at the Orbiter forward struc-

tural attachment by the baseline pyrotechnic separation bolt, the develop-
ment of alternative low-shock separation designs was initiated. Two de-

signs, which used a 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut as the release
device, were tested at JSC. The results of these tests have demonstrated

the feasibility of these designs for application to the Orbiter forward

attachment. Data from a test of one of the designs at the prime contractor

facility have shown that shock levels are substantially reduced and well

within the capability of the TPS tiles and the Orbiter avionics equipment

located nearby. Additional testing of the frangible-nut ET-side configu-
ra=ion is planned at JSC. This series of tests will include the effects

of externally applied loads at separation and will provide additional confi-

dence in this system as a potential substitute for the baseline separation

system.
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Inspection of the bolt threads indicated that the nut iragments may have 
interfered with bolt movement. The blast-containment device was completely 
effective. 

The primary objectiv~ of the second test was to determine the perform
ance of the guillotine used to cut the pyrotechnic lead wires. The second
ary objective was to determine the effectiveness of the bolt-retracting 
spring and the bolt catcher. The lead wires were cleanly severed by th~ 
guillotine, and the bolt retracted and locked as designed. 

SHOCK DATA COMPARISON 

Shock-response spectra for the baseline shear bolt and for the fran
gible-nut ET-side configuration are shown in figure 7. These data were 
obtained from tests conducted at the prime contractor facility. The test 
article included a complete forward structural attachment and a represent
ative portion of the Orbiter forward fuselage structure. Also shown in 
figure 7 is an apparent" structural limit for the thermal protection system 
(TPS) obtained from component tests of TPS tiles. It is evident that the 
frangible-nut ET-side configuration produces shock levels that are well 
within the TPS capability boundary. A test of the frangible-nut Orbiter
side configuration had also been planned using this structural representa
tive test article. This test was canceled when the dp.cision was made to 
minimize the number of mechanical concepts under consideration to reduce 
shock levels. Modifications to the baseline shear bolt were also tested, 
and the results are summarized in figure 7. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Because of pyro~echllic shock generated at the Orbiter forward struc
tural attachment by the baseline pyrotechnic separation bolt, the develop
ment of alternative low-shock separation designs was initiated. Two de
signs, which used a S.08-centimeter (2-inch) frangible nut as the release 
device, were tested at JSC. The results of these tests have demonstrated 
the feasibility of these designs for application to the Orbiter forward 
attachment. Data from a test of one of the designs at the prime contractor 
facility have shown that shock levels are substantially reduced and well 
within the capability of the TPS tiles and the Orbiter avionics equipment 
located nearby. Additional testing of the frangible-nut ET-side configu
ration is planned at JSC. This series of tests will include the effects 
of externally applied loads at separation and will provide additional confi
dence in this system as n potential substitute for the baseline separation 
system. 
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Figure 5.- Frangible-nut ET-side test configuration.

Figure 6.- Frangibie--nut0r_iter-side test configuration.
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THERMODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE TESTING OF THE ORBITER FLASH EVAPORATOR SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

System level testing of the Space Shuttle Orbiter's Development Flash

Evaporator S#stem (FES) was conducted at the Johnson Space Centez during

May/June 1978, and January/February 1979. Testing was performed in a ther-

mal vacuum chamber capable of simulating ambient ascent, orbital, and entry

temperature and pressure profiles. The test article included the evaporator
assembly, high load and topping e-haust duct and nozzle assemblies, and feed-

water supply assembly. Steady stLce and transient heat load, water pressure/

temperature and ambient pressure/temperature profiles were imposed by specially
designed supporting test hardware. Testing in 1978 verified evaporator and

duct heater thermal design, determined FES performance boundaries and assessed

topping evaporator plume characteristics. Testing in 1979 combined the FES

with the other systems in the Orbiter active thermal control subsystem (ATCS).

The FES met or exceeded all nominal and contingency performance requirenents
during operation with the integrated ATCS. During both tests stability

problems were encountered during steady state operations which resulted in

subsequent design changes to the water spray nozzle and valve plate assemblies.

INTRODUCTION

Successful performance by the FES is dependent upon the combined opera-

tion of its 4 major assemblies: evaporator core, feedwater nozzles and con-

trollers assembly; feedwater lines, accumulators and heaters assembly; ex-

haust ducts and heaters assembly, and exhaust duct nozzles assembly. Exten-
sive component level testing of the evaporator assembly had been completed

but with simulators for the other assemblies due to the large chamber volume

required. Chamber A of the Space Environment Simulation Laboratory at the

Johnson Space Center offered the space environment simulation and physical

volume necessary for layout of the duct, nozzle and feedwater assemblies of

the FES. Special support equipment capable of simulating transient heat

load and feedwater pressure and temperature profiles were needed. Hardware
to fully assemble and test the FES was obtained. Special structures were

provided for assessing orientation and vehicle surface effects. Instrumen-

tation, displays and controls for engineering data and flight performance

evaluation were significant drivers on the development of the test facility's

data management system. Test conduct followed the tect plans allowing

deviations to work around hardware and support equipment malfunctions.

*NASA, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058
**Hamilton Standard, Division of United Technologies Corporation, Houston, Texas
+Rockwell International, Houston, Texas 77058
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ABSTRACT 

System level testing of the Space Shuttle Orbiter's Development Flash 
Evaporator System (FES) wae conducted at the Johnson Space Centet during 
May/June 1978, and January/February 1975. Testing was performed in a ther-
mal vacuum chamber capable of simulating ambient ascent, orbital, and entry 
temperature and pressure profiles. The test article included the evaporator 
assembly, high load and topping e'haust duct and nozzle assemblies, and feed
water supply assembly. Steady stLce and transient heat load, water pressure/ 
temperature and ambient pressure/temperature profiles were imposed by specially 
de~igned supporting test hardware. Testing in 1978 verified evaporator and 
duct heater thermal design, determined FES performance boundaries and assessed 
topping evaporator plume characteristics. Testing in 1979 combined the FES 
with the other sy~tems in the Orbiter active thermal control subsystem (ATCS). 
The FES met or exceeded all nominal and contingency performance requireeents 
during operation with the integrated ATCS. During both tests stability 
problems were encountered during steady state operations which resulted in 
subsequent design changes to the water spray nozzle and valve plate assemblies. 

INTRODUCTION 

Successful performance by the FES is dependent upon the co~bined opera
tion of its 4 major assemblies: evaporator corp., feedwater nozzles and con
trollers assembly; feedwater lines, accumulators and heaters assembly; ex
haust ducts and heaters assembly, and exhaust duct nozzles assembly. Exten
sive component level testing of the evaporator assembly had been completed 
but with simulators for the other assemblies due to the large chamber volume 
required. Chamber A of the Space Environment Simulation Laboratory at the 
Johnson Space Center offered the space environment simulation and physical 
volume necessary for layout of the duct, nozzle and feedwater assemblies of 
the FES. Special support ~quipment capable of simulating transient heat 
load and feedwater pressure and temperature profiles were needed. Hardware 
to fully assemble and test th~ fES was obtained. Special structures were 
provided for assessing orientation and vehicle eurface effects. Instrumen
tation, displays and controls for engineering data and flight perfo~ance 
evsluation were significant drivers on the development of the test facility's 
data management system. Test conduct followed the tett plans allowing 
deviations to work around hardware and support equipment malfunctions. 

*NASA, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058 
**Hamilton Standard, Division of United Technologies Corpo~ation, Houston, Texas 
+Rockwell International, Houston, Texas 77058 
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FLIGHT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The FES is the Orbiter's sole heat sink during ascent and down to

30,480m (I00,000 feet) altitude during entry on a nominal mission. During

orbital operations the FES supplements the radiator system to provide a

constant coolant temperature to the Orbiter. The FES removes heat from the

Orbiter coolant loops by evaporating in a heat exchanger at low ambient

pressure expendable water generated as a byproduct of the fuel cells in the

Orbiter electrical power system. The FES is designed to be automatically

activated and deactivated as a function of altitude and radiator system

performance. Manual control override capability is provided. Water vapor

produced during FES operation is discharged overboard through 3 sonic noz-

zles. Two nozzles are located at positions on the aft fuselage which

minimize both the propulsive effects and the particle and gas contamination

of the space environment viewed by the payload bay. The FES components are

located in the midbody and aft sections of the Orbiter as shown in Figure I.

The high load and topping evaporators al= _dentical in design. The

evaporator, shown schematically in Figure 2, consists of three basic parts;

the evaporator core, the water valve/nozzle mounting plate, and the anti-
carryover device. The core is a cylindrical dual passage heat exchanger

consisting of three concentric cylinders separated by two ruffled finned

passages. Evaporant water is sprayed on the inner surface of the core to

cool the dual freon loops flowing in the separated finned passages. The

water valve/nozzle mounting plate is a pin fin heat e_¢hanger for passing
hot freon through to keep the water spray nozzles warm and thereby prevent

ice buildup. The anti-carryover plate is a pin fin heat exchanger for

passing hot freon through to allow the evaporation of water particles that

did not impinge on, or rebound from, the cylindrical wall. The surfaces of

the core and anti-carryover device exposed to the water spray are grooved
to increase the surface area available for water evaporation. Freon flow

through the core is longitudinal from the steam outlet end to the water

spray nozzle end of the evaporator. The freon loop having the inside passage

(ne_t to the inner cylinder) in one evaporator core has the outside passage

in the other evaporator core. On the _,ater valve/nozzle mounting plate are

two identical water valve/nozzle assemblies. One assembly consisting of the

pulser valves and spray nozzles is dedicated to the primary feedwater supply,

and the other is dedicated to the secondary feedwater supply. The feedwater

valves are pulsed open at a variable frequency, dependent upon heat load, to

meter feedwater to the spray nozzle. The spray nozzles have swirl slots and
a swirl chamber to distribute feedwater over the interior surfaces of the

evaporators. There are two nozzle sizes: 23 kb/hr (50 Ib/hr) installed in

the topping evaporator and 61 kg/hr (135 Ib/hr) installed in the high load

evaporator. Three electronic controllers are used to perform the temperature

control function for both the high load and topping evaporators.

_e overboard venting of the steam generated by the FES is accomplished

by two insulated and electrically heated ducts as shown schematically in
Figure 3. The high load evaporator has a nominal 0.15m (6 in) diameter,

2.2om (90 in) long duct with two 90-degree bends. The topping evaporator

has a non-propulsive exhaust duct system composed of a O.15m (6 in) diameter,
2.08m (82 in) long section with one qO-degree bend and two O.Im (4 in)
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FLIGHT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The FES is the Orbiter's sole heat sink during ascent and down to 
30,480m (100,000 feet) altitude during entry on a nominal mission. During 
orbital operations the FES supplements the radiator system to provide a 
constant coolant temperature to the Orbiter. The FES removes heat from the 
Orbiter l.oolant loops by evaporating in a heat exchanger at low ambj.ent 
pressure expendable water generated as a byproduct of the fuel cells in the 
Orbiter electrical power system. Th~ FES is designed to be automatically 
activated and deactivated as a function of altitude and radiator system 
performance. l~anual control override capability is provided. Water vapor 
produced dl.Jring FES operation is discharged overboard through 3 sonic noz
zles. Two nozzles are located at positions on the aft fuselage which 
minimize both the propulsive effects and the particle and gas contaruination 
of the space environment viewed by the payload bay. The FES components are 
located in the midbody and aft sections of the Orbiter as shown in Figure 1. 

The high load and topping evaporators al~ identical in design. The 
evaporator, shown sChematically in Figure 2, consists of three basic parts; 
the evaporator core, the water valve/nozzle mounting plate, and the anti
Cal"ryover device. The core is a cylindrical dual passage heat exchanger 
consisting of three concentric cylinders separated by two ruffled finned 
passages. Evapcrant water is sprayed on the inner surface of the core to 
cool the dual freon loops flowing in the separated fi~~ed passages. The 
water valve/nozzle mounting plate is a pin fin heat e~~hanger for passing 
hot freon through to keep the water spray nozzles warm and thereby prevent 
ice buildup. The anti-carryover plate is a pin fin heat exchanger for 
passing hot freon through to allow the evaporation of water particles that 
did not impinge on, or rebound from, the cylindrical wall. The surfaces of 
the core and anti-carryover device exposed to the water spray are grooved 
to increase the ~urface area available for water evaporation. Freon flow 
through the core is longitudinal from the stpam outlet end to the water 
spray nozzle end of the evaporator. The freon loop having the inside passage 
(ne);t to the inner cylinder> in one evaporalor core has the outside passage 
in the other evarorator core. On the ~'ater valve/nozzle mounting plate are 
two identical water valve/nozzle assemblies. One assem~ly consisting of the 
pulser valves and spray nozzles is dedicated to the primary feed"'Ater supply, 
and the other is dedicated to the secondary feedwater supply. The feedwater 
valves are pulsed ~pen at a variable frequency, dependent upon heat loao, to 
meter feedwater to the spray nozzle. The spray nozzles have swirl slots and 
/1 swirl chamber to distribute feedwater over the interior surfaces of the 
evaporators. There are two nozzle sizes: 23 kb/hr (SO lb/hr) installed in 
the topping evaporator and 61 kg/hr (135 lu/hr) installed in the high load 
evaporator. 'Three electronic controllers are used to pprform the temperature 
control function for both the high load and topping evaporators. 

The overboard venting of the steam generated by the FES is accomplished 
by two insulated and electrically heated ducts GS shown schematically in 
Figure 3. The high load evaporator has a nominal O.lsm (6 in) diameter, 
2.2~ (90 in) long duct with two 90-degree bends. The topping evaporator 
has 8 non-propulsive exhaust duct system composed of a O.lsm (6 in) diameter. 
2.0Sm (82 in) long section with ~ne QO-degree bend and two O.lm (4 in) 
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diameter, 4.32 m (170 in) long sections with three 90-degrec bends; both of
which terminate with sonic nozzles. Water that is not evaporated in the

evaporator is called carryover. It results from the spray nozzle dribble

volume, steam drag effects on tho main water spray, deflection of water
particles, and inefficiency of the evaporator process. The exhaust duct

heaters are sized to handle up to 3 percent water carryover. The exhaust

duct heaters are divided into zones with individual zone configurations and

power requirements. The ducts are insulated to minimize environmental heat
losses.

The FES feedwater supply system contains the primary and secondary

feedwater lines and accumulators. A detailed description of the FES is

provided in Reference I.

TEST FACILITY

Both tests were conducted in Chamber A of the Space Environment

Simulation Laboratory. A schematic representation of the test article

layout for the 1978 test is shown in Figure 4. A similar layout, without

the equipment for plume distribution assessment, was used in the 1979 test.
Test article elements were mounted at floor level elevation inside the

chamber as shown in Figure 5. Special test support elements supporting the
test article were located on the first and third levels around the chamber.

Roughing, cryogenic and diffusion pumping wa_ used to obtain 1.3 x 10-4 N/M 2

(10-5 torr) chambPr pressure. Up to ii diffusion pumps were activated to

handle the water vapor load during FES operation. The chamber's entire

liquid nitrogen shroud was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature to obtain
the required environment for FES plume measurements, duct heater assessment

and FES water vapor collection. One zone of helium was used to maintain

chamber pressure. Ten controlled partial chamber repressurlzations down to

200 N/M 2 (15 tort) were conducted simulating the ambient pressure environ-

ment during a typical Orbiter entry profile. A slower (12 hour) method,

sublimation repressur_zation, using dry nitrogen and heaters to minimize
water condensation in the thermal blankets of the test article, was used to

bring the chamber to sea level conditions. During repressurization tele-

vision operation was prohibited to prevent corona effected damage. Facility

chilled water_ hot water, cooling water and compressed air were supplied to

elements of the test support equipment. Special user AC and DC power reqaire-

ments were supplied by a 400 Hertz motor-generator set and regulated power

supplies.

TEST ARTICLE

For both tests development, and inhouse FES hardware were assembled in

a test configuration which represented the total flight system.

The development evaporator assembly contained flight-type hlgh-load and

topping cores, feedwater valves and nozzles and electronic controllers.
Between tests a modified design of the topping feedwater nozzles was installed
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diameter, 4.32 m (170 in) long sections with three 90-degrec bends; both of 
which terminate with sonic nozzles. Water that is not evaporated in the 
evaporator is caJled carryover. It results from the spray nozzle dribble 
volume, steam drag effects on th~ main water spray, deflection of water 
particles, and inefficiency of the evaporator process. The exhaust duct 
heaters are sized to handle up to 3 percent water carryover. The exhaust 
duct heaters are divided into zones with individual zone configurations and 
power requirements. The ducts are insulated to minimize environmental heat 
losses. 

The FES feedwater supply system contains the primary and secondary 
feedwater lines and accumulators. A detailed description of the FES is 
provided in Ref.erence 1. 

TEST FACILITY 

Both tests were conducted in Chamber A of the Space Environment 
Simulation Laboratory. A schematic representation of the test article 
layout for the 1978 t~st is shown in Figure 4. A similar layout, without 
the equipment for plume distribution assessment, was used in the 1979 test. 
Test ar~icle elements were mounted at floor level elevation inside the 
chamber as shown in Figure 5. Special test support elements supporting the 
test article were located on the first and third levels around the chamber. 
Roughing, cryogenic and diffusion pumping wa~ used to obtain 1.3 x 10-4 N/M2 
(10- 5 torr) chamhpr pressure. Pp to 11 diffusion pumps were activated to 
handle the water vapor load during FES operation. The chamber's entire 
liquid nitrogen shroud was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature to obtain 
the required environment for FES plume measurements, duct heater assessment 
and FES water vapor collection. One zone of helium was used to maintain 
chamber pressure. Ten controlled partial chamber repressuriz8tions down to 
200 N/M2 (15 torr) were conducted simulating the ambient pres~ure environ
ment during a typical Orbiter entry profile. A slower (12 hour) method, 
sublimation repressurization, using dry nitrogen and h~aters t~ minimize 
water condensation in the thermal blankets of the test article, was used to 
bring the chamber to sea level conditions. During repressurizaticn tele
vision operation was prohibited to ~revent corona effected damage. Facility 
chilled water) hot water, cooling water and compressed air were supplied to 
elements of the test support equipmer.t. Special user AC and DC power req~ire
ments were supplied by a 400 He~tz motor-generator set and regulated power 
supplies. 

TEST ARTICLE 

For both tests development, and inhouse FES hardware were assembled in 
a test configuration which represented the total flight system. 

The development evaporator assembly contained flight-type high-load and 
topping cores, feedwater valves and nozzles and electronic controllers. 
Between tests a modified design of the topping feedwater nozzles was installed 
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to obtain a better water spray distribution for improving low control temp-
erature performance. During the i979 test the topping feedwater nozzles
were coated with thermal grease and an insert (shim) _ich recessed the
water nozzles to be flush with the valve plate was installed to obtain bet-

ter thermal conductivity and minimize possible icing nucleation sites within
the core. A thermal blanket of multilayer insulation protected the assembly
from the chamber environment.

A feedwater supply assembly duplicating the dual 30.48m (100 feet)
stainless steel lines of the flight configuration was provided. Accumulators
simulating the function of the flight accumulators were included in both
tests. Thermal conditioning of the water in the feedwater lines, simulating
orbltal conditions, was provided by multilayer insulation, electric heaters
and a counterflow concentric tube heat exchanger. A combination of computer

and set point controlled heater circuits protected the feedwater system
during nonflowlng periods.

The exhaust duct heater assembly was installed such that steam flow
would never be opposed to gravity (vertical upward), only horizontal and
vertical down. Both the high load and topping ducts were equipped with
heaters subdivided into discrete zones. Each heater circuit was individually
powered by a computer controlled power supply. During the 1979 test heater
density and temperature control bands were preset at the levels planned for
the early Shuttle flights. A special 20 watt heater blanket was wrapped
around the high load duct system to replace the function of heaters failed

during the 1978 test.

During the 1978 test one topping nozzle was oriented to exhaust into

the main chamber volume for plume measurements. The other nozzles in the
1978 tests and all nozzles in the 1979 test were oriented to exhaust behind

the chamber cold walls. In addition, in the 1979 test four liquid nitrogen

panels were installed between the FES ducts and the center of the chamber to

ensure that the water vapor plumes impinged directly upon the cold walls.

TEST SUPPORT HARDWARE

Several independently controlled support systems were provided to

simulate the variou_ Orbiter fluid, thermal, electrical and structural
interfaces with the FES.

The Orbiter Coolant Thermal Simulator delivered Freon-21 at rates up to

1361 kg/hr (3000 Ib/hr) per loop at temperature ranges of -1 to 66°C (30 to

150°F) to simulate the full spectrum of Orbiter ATCS operating conditions

and heat loads. Manual and automatic (drum recorder) temperature control
capable of introducing FES inlet temperature ramps of 1.7UC (3°F) per

second was provided. Two coolant loops were provided, with provision to

stop flow in either loop.

The Flash Evaporator Feedwater Supply simulator delivered deion£zed

water from two 0.04m 3 (10 gallon) tanks at pressures up to 10.4 x 105 N/M 2

gage (150 psig) and rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 ib/hr) to the FES. Manual
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to obtain a better water spray distribution for improving low control temp
erature performance. During the 1979 test the topping feedwater nozzles 
were coated with thermal grease and an insert (shim) which recessed the 
water nozzles to be flush with the valve plate was installed to obtain bet
ter thermal conductivity and minimize possible icing nucleation sites within 
the core. A thermal blanket of multilayer insulation protected the assembly 
from the chamber environment. 

A feedwater supply assembly dupli~ating the dual 30.48m (100 feet) 
stainless steel lines of the flight configuration was provided. Accumulators 
simulating the function of the flight accumulators were included in both 
tests. Thermal conditioning of the water in the feedwater lines, simulating 
orbital conditions, was provided by multilayer insulation, electric heaters 
and a counterflow concentric tube heat ~xchanger. A combination of computer 
and set point controlled heater circuits protected the feedwater system 
during nonflowing periods. 

The exhaust duct hellter assembly was installed such that steam flow 
would never be opposed to gravity (vertical upward), only horizontal and 
vertical down. Both the high load and topping ducts were equipped with 
heaters subdiviced into discrete zones. Each heater circuit was individually 
powered by a computer controlled power supply. During the 1979 test heater 
density and temperature control bands were preset at thp. levels planned for 
the early Sh~ttle flights. A sp£cial 20 watt heater blanket was wrapped 
around the high load duct ~ystem to replace the function of heaters failed 
during the 1978 test. 

During the 1978 test one topping nozzle was oriented to exhaust into 
the main chamber volume for plume measurements. The other nozzles in the 
1978 tests and all nozzles in the 1979 test were oriented to exhaust behind 
the chamber cold walls. In addition, in the 1979 test four liquid nitr0~cn 
panels were installed between the FES ducts and the center of the chamber to 
ensure that the water vapor plumes impinged directly upon the cold walls. 

TEST SUPPORT HARDWARF. 

Several independently controllec support systems were provided to 
simulate the varioub Orbiter fluid, thermal, electrical and structural 
interfaces with the FES. 

Tne Orbiter Coolant Thermal Simulator delivered Freon-2l at rates up to 
1361 kg/hr (3000 lb/hr) per loop at temperature ranges of -1 to 660 C (30 to 
1500 F) to simulate the full spectrum of Orbiter ATCS operating conditions 
and heat loads. Manual and automatic (drum recorder) temgerature control 
capable of introducing FES inlet temperature ramps of 1.7 C (3 0 F) per 
second was provided. ~o coolant loops were provided, with provision to 
stop flow in either loop. 

The Flash Evaporator Feedwater Supply simulator delivered deionized 
water from two 0.04m3 (10 gallon) tanks at pressures up to 10.4 x 10' N/M2 
gage (150 psig) and rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 lb/hr) to the FES. Manual 
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controls capable of simulating the ascent and entry pressure transients and

electronic weight scales for measuring water consumption rates were provided.

Both primary and secondary water systems were provided.

A Feedwater Thermal Conditioning System conditioned the feedwa_er to
provide 7.2°C (45°F) to 66°C (150°F) delivered water to the FES at demand

rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 lb/hr). Computer and set point controllers were

used to introduce ramps up to 5.6°C (10°F) per minute, multilayer insulation

blankets and 21 electrical heaters provided freeze protection for the feed-

water llnes during no-flow test periods. A 9 kW heater and a liquid nitrogen
heat exchanger were available to trim the water temperature.

A FES power and control console provided electrlcal and control inter-

faces to the FES. This console provided the normal Orbiter control functions,

special test control functions, specific failure mode operations and special

monitoring equipment for FES operation and evaluatlon.

The FES was mounted on a multi-orientatlon support stand. Ths aluminum

structure permitted configuration of the FES evaporators in three different
orientations: vertical up, vertical down, and horizontal. This permitted

the study of gravity effects on evaporator performance. The stand was

thermally isolated from the evaporator, exhaust ducts, and chamber floor by
teflon pads.

Two adjustable Orbiter fuselage surface simulators were provided in the

chamber adjacent to one of the topping evaporator exhaust duct nozzles to

study the effect of plume characteristics on Orbiter structure and payloads.

During buildup, servicing, and operation of the FES test, additional

test support equipment was provided.

a. In chamber closed circuit television coverage by 6 cameras of the
3 FES exhaust nozzles and Orbiter surface slmulators.

b. Vacuum pump _ith cryo trap and micro gage for servicing the freon
and water loops.

c. _elium leak check test equipment.

d. Gas analyzer, first aid, and protective equipment for handling

leaks or spills of Freon-21.

e. Heaters and temperature controllers to maintain FES exhaust du_c

pressure instrumentation lines above 50°F.

f. Wang 2200 Mini-Computer system for off-line processing of test

data for anomoly investigations and FES water carryover determination.

DATA MANAGEMENT

The test facility's Flexible Data System (FLEX) Hewlett Packard 2117

computer provided the real time control and data acquisltion/process/display

services for both tests. Raw data from temperature, pressure, flow ate,

frequency, current and voltage instrumentation was simulataneously displayed,
used in calculations and stored.
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controls capable of simulating the ascent and entry pressure transients and 
electronic weight scales for measuring water consumption rates were provided. 
Both ,rimary and secondary water systems were provided. 

A Feedwater Thermal Conditioning System conditioned the feedwater to 
provide 7.20 C (45°F) to 66°C (150°F) delivered water to the FES at demand 
rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 Ib/hr). Computer and set point controllers were 
used to introduce ramps up to 5.60 C (10°F) per minute, multilayer insulation 
blankets and 21 electrical heaters provided freeze protection for the feed
water lines during no-flow test periods. A 9 kW heater and a liquid nitrogen 
heat exchanger were hvailable to trim the water temperature. 

A FES power snd control console provided electrical and control inter
faces to the FES. This console provided the normal Orbiter control functions, 
special test control functions, specific failure mode operations and special 
monitoring equipment for FES operation and evaluation. 

The FES was mounted on a multi-orientation support stand. Th~ aluminum 
structure permitted configuration of the FES evaporators in three different 
orientations: vertical up, vertical down, and horizontal. This permitted 
the study of gravity effects on evaporator performance. The stand was 
thermally isolated from the evaporator, exhaust ducts, and chamber floor by 
teflon pads. 

TWo adj'Jstable Orbite~ fuselage surface simulators were provided in the 
chamber adjacent to one of the topping evaporator exhaust duct nozzles to 
study the effect of plume characteristics on Orbiter structure and payloads. 

During buildup, servicing, and operation of the FES test, additional 
test support equipment was provided. 

a. In chamber closed circuit television coverage by 6 cameras of the 
3 FES exhaust noz~les and Orbiter surface simulators. 

b. Vacuum pump ~ith cryo trap and micro gage for servicing the freon 
and water loops. 

c. Felium leak check test equipment. 
d. Gas analyzer, first aid, and protective equipment for handling 

leaks or spills of Freon-2I. 
e. Featers and temperature controllers to maintain YES exhaust due, 

pressure instrumentation lines above 500 F. 
f. Wang 2200 Mini-Computer system for off-line processing of test 

data for anomoly in~estiRations and FES water carryover determination. 

DATA MANAGEMENT 

The test facility's Flexible Data System (FLEX) Hewlett Packard 2117 
computer provided the real time control and data acquisition/process/display 
services for both tests. Raw data from temperature, pressure, flow ate, 
frequency, current and voltage instrumentation was simulataneously displayed, 
used in calculations and stored. 
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Instrumentation

Extensive engineering test instrumentation was installed for the 1978

tests to obtain performance data on the evaporator core, duct heater system
and water vapor plume. Much of this instrumentation was removed for the 1979

test as the test program matured from detailed component performance assess-

ment to system interaction with other ATCS systems assessment. The 1979 test

instrumentation was used to obtain detailed oystem performance data and eval-

uate the timeliness and meaningfulness of fl ght data. The following is a

summary of the thermal performance instrumentation required for the test

article and support equipment for both tests.

1978 Test 1979

Surface Thermocouples 200 48
Immersion Platinum Probe 6 24

Current transducers 71 25

Voltage transducers 21 17
Turbine flowmeters 5 2

Baratron pressure sensors 6 6
Pressure transducers 25 6

Frequency i 1

Thermal performance test instrumentation was sampled at 2, 3, 5, I0, 15, or

30 seconds intervals depending on the dynamic response required from the

measurements. Special high response pressure transducers monitored by high
speed stripchart recorders were included to detect feedwater and steam pres-
sure transients in both tests.

Plume performance instrumentation included 2 particle spectrometers to

detect ice particle formation in the chamber, 9 quality crystal oscillators
to measure surface contamination, 4 ionization gages to detecmine plume flow

field characteristics and 3 baratron pressure transudcers to measure low
pressures In the 1.3 x I0 2N/M_ (i x I0TM torr) range.

Real Time Processing

FLEX software for the 1978 test was configured to acquire and process

896 real measurements, calculate 156 pseudo measurements and compute stimuli

for 100 control channels for the test article, support equipment and facility
systems. Formats for 37 pages were defined and available for display at 12

interactive terminals with CRT's. Data displays could be made into hard copy

through "instantaneous" system SCOOPS (upon keyboard command). A similar

software capability was provided for the 1979 test.

During both tests team members maintained data logs, recording real
time observations and impressions of test article performance. FLEX made a

permanent record of real and pseudo measurements on test history magnetic
tapes for post-test point data evaluation. During the test, 24-hour proces-
sing of selected portions of the test history tapes was provided by the IDSD

(Institutional Data Systems Division) on the UNIVAC 1110 and 1108 EXEC 8

computer systems. Post-test time history plots of key parameters for assess-
ing selected component performance were prepared by IDSD from the FLEX test

history tape for selected test points. Microfilm and hard copy were provided

of each plot.
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Instrumentation 

Extensive engineering test instruu-entation was installed for the 1978 
tests to obtain performance data on the evaporator core, duct heater system 
and water vapor plume. Much of this instrumentation was removed for the 1979 
test as the test program matured from detailed component performance assess
ment to system interaction with other ATCS systems assessment. The 1979 test 
instruDlentatior. was used to obtain detailed "ystem performance data and eval
uate the tiIr.elinp.ss and meaningfulness of fLght data. The following is a 
summary of the thermal performance instrumentation required for the test 
article and support equipment for both tests. 

Surface Thermocouples 
Immersion Platinum Probe 
Current transducers 
Voltage transducers 
Turbine flowllleters 
Baratron pressure senSors 
Pressure transducers 
Frequency 

1978 Test 
200 

6 
71 
21 

5 
6 

25 
1 

1979 
48 
24 
25 
17 

2 
6 
6 
1 

Thermal performance test instrumentation was sampled at 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, or 
30 seconds intervals depending on the dynamic response required from the 
measurements. Special high response pressure transducers monitored by high 
speed stripchart recorders were included to detect feedwater and steam pres
sure transients in both tests. 

Plume performance instrumentation included 2 particle sp~ctrometers to 
detect ice particle formation in the chamber, 9 quality crystal oscillators 
to measure surface contamination, 4 ionization gages to dete,inine plume flow 
field characteristics and 3 baratron pre$sure transudcers to measure low 
pressures in the 1.3 x 10-2N/ M2 (1 x 10-4 torr) range. 

Real Time Processing 

FLEX software for the 1978 test was configured to acquire and process 
896 real measurements, calculate 156 pseudo measurements and compute stimuli 
for 100 control channels for the test article, support equipment and facility 
systems. Formats for 37 pages were defined and available for display at 12 
interactive terminals with CRT's. Data displays could be made into hard copy 
through "instantaneous" system SCOOPS (upon keyboard command). A similar 
software capability was provided for the 1979 test. 

During both tests team members maintained data logs, recording real 
time observations and impressions of test article performance. FLEX made a 
permanent record of real and pseudo measurements on test history magnetic 
tapes for post-test point data evaluation. During the test, 24-hour proces
sing of selected portions of the test history tapes was provided by the IDSD 
(Institutional Data Systems Division) on the UNIVAC 1110 and 1108 EXEC 8 
computer systems. Post-test time history plots of key parameters for assess
ing selected component performance were J.,repared by IDSD from the FLEX test 
history tape for selected test points. ~~icrofilm and hard copy were provided 
of each plot. 
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TEST CONDUCT

T

Chamber occupancy for the 197e test began iu August 1977, and ended in
June 1978 after & weeks of testing. Test article fluid charging began in
March 1978 followed by 1 week of ambient checkout and 4 weeks of vacuum
checkout testing. The test article and stand was removed in June then re-
installed in August in Chamber A for the 1979 test buildup, lest article
fluid charging for the 1979 test began in late December 1978 followed by
2 weeks of ambient checkout testing and 2 days of vacuum checkout testing. /

FES performance testing was completed during the 3 week "open loop" test
period. The test article was recoufigured for "closed loop" testing. A

3 day vacuum checkout test preceded the 4 days of "closed loop" testing where

YES performance as part of the integrated ATCS was assessed.

The 60 members of the 1978 test team manned 15 stations, providing 24

hour coverage with three 8 hour shifts. The control room had 6 stations

including the test director responsible for the conduct of the test, technical

supervision and control of the systems within the test article, operation of

the test support and facility systems and real time assessment of the test
article's performance. A similar layout of staticns and responsibilities

for FES operations was maintained for the 1979 test. During both tests

standard hardline communication network protocol was observed by all test

team members and a voice record tape of all co_unlcation channels was
obtained.

During the 1978 test one control room CRT station displayed FES "flight"
data in addition to engineering test information. _is concept was expanded

for the 1979 test, whereby at one CRT station, flight measurements identical

to the flight data fozlratwere used by a "flight controller" test team member
to monitor ATCS performance, i_cludlng the FES, during mission sin_lations.

Steady state and transient heat load profiles _ased on pretest analytical

predictions were used to assess FES capacity, water carryover, controller

response, heater design, flight instrumentation adequacy, and plume charac-

teristics (1978 test only). Timelining of the 224 steady state and 42

transient test points in the 1975 test followed the _uldelines that test
points requiring similar conditions shall be grouped in priority order and

that proceeding from one group to another shall take the path of minimum

change in existing conditions. All vertical YES assembly orientation testing
was grouped into the first test week. Weekend reconfiguration allowed

horizontal orientation to start the following week. Chamber pressure, char,bet
temperature, feedwater temperature and "ice free" duct pressure were the _ost

time consuming parameters to establish. Using "drum plotters" to input

transient heat load profiles for the YES provided uniform re_eatable stimuli

for the transient test points. High risk test points which "stressed" the

test article or were predicted to result in ice buildup were conducted at

the end of each test week. During each test point selected parameters were

monitored continuously to minimize ice buildup in the test article. Te_'

article hardware performance problems required almost daily assessment of
the test timeli_e as diagnostic and problem solving test conditions were

integrated into the test conduct.
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TEST CONDUCT 

Chamber occupancy tor the 197e test began in August 1977, and ended in 
June 1978 after 4 weeks of testing. Test article fluid charging began in 
March 1978 followed by 1 week of ambient checkout and ~ weeks of vacuure 
checko~t testing. The test article and stand was removed in June then re
installed in August in Chamber A for the 1979 test buildUp. lest article 
fluid charging for the 1979 test began in late December 1978 followed by 
2 weeks of ambient checkout testing and 2 days of vacuum checkout testing. 
FES performance testing was completed during the 3 week "open loop" test 
period. The test article was recor.figured for "closed loop" testing. A 
3 day vacuum checkout test preceded the 4 days of "closed loop" testing where 
FES performance as part of the integrated ATCS was assessed. 

The 60 members of the 1978 test team manned 15 station~, providing 24 
hour coverage with three 8 hour shifts. The control room had 6 stations 
including the test director responsible for the conduct of the test, technical 
supervision and control of the systems within the test article, operation of 
the test support and facility systems and real time assessment of the test 
article's performance. A similar layout of stations and responsibilities 
for FES operations was maintained for the 1979 test. During both tests 
standard hardline communication network protocol was observed by all test 
tea~ members and a voice record tape of all communication channels was 
obtained. 

During the 1978 test one control room CRT station displayed FES "flight" 
data in addition to engineering test information. TIlis concept was expanded 
for the 1979 test, whereby at one CRT station, flight measurements identical 
to the flight data fomat Here used by a "fl\ght controller" test team member 
to monitor ATCS performance, ir.cluding the FES, during mission simulations. 

Steady state and transient heat load profiles based on pret2st analytical 
predictions were used to assess FES capacity, water carryover, controller 
response, heater design, fligr.t instrumentation acequacy, and plurr.e charac
teristics (1978 test only). Timelining of the 224 steady state and 42 
transient test points in the 1978 test followed the ~uiclelines that test 
points requiring similar conditions shall be grouped in priority oreer and 
that proceeding from one group to another shall take the path of mir.imum 
change in existing conditions. All vertical FES assembly orientation testing 
was grouped into the firs t tes t week. Weekend reconfigur8 t ion allowed 
horizontal orientation to start the following week. Chamber pressure, chamber 
temperature, feedwater tem~erature and "ice free" duct pressure were the r.IOSt 
time consuming parameters to establit;h. Using "drum plo tters" to inp'lt 
transier.t heat load profiles for the FES provided uniform rereatable stimuli 
for the transient test points. High risk test points which "stressed" the 
test article or were predicted to result in ice buildur were conducted at 
the end of each test week. During each test point sele<..ted pllrameter~ were 
monitored continuously to minimize ice buildup in the test article. Tc~' 
article hardware performance problems required almost daily 8sse~srnent of 
the test timelir.e as diagnostic and problem solving test ~~~ditions were 
integrated into the test conduct. 
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The 1979 test included 21 open loop test points for performanc_ mapping
and constraint definition and 30 closed loop test points for assessment of

FES operation with the integrated ATCS. Timelining guidelines were simila:_

to those used in the previous test. All tests were conducted with the FES

in the horizontal position.

TEST RESULTS

The system level tests of the FES achieved all planned test objectives,

demonstrated that the FES meets or exceeds most performance requirements,

and demonstrated the full compatibility of the FES hardware and controls

within the Orbiter ATCS. During the conduct of both tests, hardware and
procedure deficiencies were identified which have resulted in design and

operation changes that improve FES performance and recommendations for

reducing FES weight, power and volume requirements and are described in
Reference 2.

Testing in 1978 concentrated on verifying the system design and deter-

mining the FES operating boundaries. Steam backpressure (boiler pressure)

is a critical parameter in the operation of the FES. Initial testing provided

the data for determining and verifying the topping exhaust nozzles throat
diameter for obtaining the design on-orbit backpressure in the evaporator

core, The remainder of the testing was dedicated to determining the thermo-
dynamic performance of the FES during all planned and contingency FES operat-

ing modes, verifying topping evaporator plume characteristics. The topping
evaporator performed successfully in both vertical and horlzontei orienta-

tions. Instabiiities in feedwater pressure (water hamme_during FES opera-

tion were confirmed and the effectlvene_s of an accumulator in reducing this

effect verified. Maximum performance capability for all operating modes

exceeded design requirements. However, significant problems were encountered

during orbital simulations at moderate heat loads which subsequently resulted

in a design change to the topping evaporator water spray nozzles. Unstable

FES performance was observed during extended operation with feedwater temp-

eratures above 38°C (100°F). Although many FES shutdowns occurred and ice
verified to be in the core and ducts, each FES restart was successful when

feedwater was below 38°C (100°F). Flight instrumentation was found adequate

for monitoring FES status but inadequate for early detection (before FES

shutdown) of an icing condition in the cores and ducts. Exhaust ducts and

nozzle beaters thermal design was determined to be conservative and power
density redistribution, fewer heaters and lower control temperatures were

reco_ended. Topping evaporator plume characteristics were compatible with
Orbiter design requirements. Periodic solar orientation of the Orbiter shoulJ

prevent buildup o/ frost (particles less than I micron) observed on the fuse-
lage simulator. Minlmsl thrust imbalance from the ducts was noted during

topping evaporator operation.

For the 1979 test the FES was included with flight-type and functionally

simulated portions of all systems within the Orbiter ATCS. Maximum thermo-

dyzmmic performance test _oints verified that FES performance with the new
topping evaporator woter spray nozzles still exceeded design requirements.

The FES met or exceeded all p_rformance requirements during operation with

the integrated ATCS. Testing verified with few identified shortcomings the
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The 1979 test included 21 open loop test points for performanc~ mapping 
and constraint definition and 30 closed loop test points for assessment of 
FES operation with the integrated ATCS. Timelining guidelines were simila:~ 
to those used in the previous test. All tests were conducted with the FES 
in the horizontal position. 

TEST RESULTS 

The system level tests of the FES achieved all planned test objectives, 
demonstrated that the FES meets or exceeds most performance requirements, 
and demonstrated the full compatibility of the FES hardware and controls 
within the Orbiter ATCS. During the conduct of both teRts, hardware and 
procedure deficiencies were identified which have resulted in design and 
operation changes that improve FES performance and recommendations for 
reducing FES weight, power and volume requirements and are described in 
Re ference 2. 

Testing in 1978 concentrated on verifying the system design and deter
mining the FES operating boundaries. Steam backpressure (boiler pressure) 
is a critical parameter in the operation of the FES. Initial testing provided 
the data for determining and verifying the topping exhaust nozzles throat 
dia~~ter for obtaining the design on-orbit backpressure in the evaporator 
co~e. The rereainder of tte testing was dedicated to determining the thermo
Jyna.nic performance of the FES during all planned and contingency FES operat
ing modes, verifying topping evaporator plume characteristics. The topping 
evaporator performed successfully in both vertical and horizont.1't orienta
tions. Instabilities in feedwater pressure {water h8mme~ during FES opera
tion were confirmed and the effectivene,9 of an accumulator in reducing tois 
effect verified. ?-faximum performance capability for all operating modes 
exceeded design requirements. However. significant problems were encountered 
during orbital simulations at moderate heat loads which subsequently resulted 
in a design change to the topping evaporator water spray nozzles. Unstable 
FES performance was observed during extended operation with feedwater temp
eratures above 380 C (lOOOF). Although many FES shutdowns occurred and ice 
verified to be in the core and ducts, each FES restart was successful when 
feedwater was below 38°C (1000 F). Flight instrumentation was found adequate 
for monitoring FES status but ir.adequate for early detection (before FES 
shutdown) of an icing condition in the cores and ducts. Expaust ducts and 
nozzle heaters thermal design was d('termined to be conservative and power 
density redistribution, fewer heaters and lower control tewperatures were 
recommended. Topping evaporator plume characteristics were compatible '~ith 
Orbiter design requirements. Periodic solar orientation of the Orbiter shou~J 
prevent buildup 0.: frost (particles less than 1 micron) observed on the fuse
lage si~ulator. Minimal thrust imbalance from the ducts was noted during 
topping pvaporator operation. 

For the 1979 test the FES was included with flight-type and functionally 
simulated portions of all systems within the Orbiter ATCS. Maximum thermo
dynamic performance test points verified that FES performance wi th the new 
topping evaporator wster spray nozzles still exceeded design r~quirements. 
The FES met or exceeded all performance requirements during operation with 
the integrated ATCS. Testing verified with few identified shortcomings the 
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adequacy of proposed flight procedures, instrumentation, displays and
controls for nominal and contingency operations. Coolant temperature

instabilities encountered during high load evaporator operation at low
heat loads resulted in a design change to the water spray nozzle and valve

plate. Procedures were successfully developed and demonstrated for clearing
ice out of the topping evaporator core and startup of the topping evaporator
after inhibiting on orbit. Exhaust ducts and nozzle heater performance
using the OV102 Orbiter power density was adequate but inefficient. A
redistribution of the topping evaporator heaters would prevent non-lced
heater zones from exceeding 177oc (350°F) after FES shutdown should ice
collect at a thermostat location.

CONCLUSIONS

The FES development test program provided the data necessary for design

verification and operational certification of the Orbiter FES. The successes,

limitations, and shortcomings identified during the tests have resulted in a

safer design with much greater understanding and confidence in the FES during

normal and contingency operations. Through the daily coordination and coopera-

tion by user and test facility personnel both tests were successfully planned
and conducted with minimal in_act on technical obejctlves and within financial
constraints.

REFERENCES

I. Jaax, J. R., "Orbiter Active Thermal Control Subsystem Description and

Test _istory," Crew Systems Division CSD-SH-126, Johnson Space Center

JSC 11295, July 20, 1978.

2. Jaax, J. R., "Integrated Active Thermal Control Subsystem Test Final

Report," Crew Systems Division CSD-SH-143, Johnson Space Center

JSC 14182, August 24, ]979.
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adequacy of proposed flight procedures, instrumentation, displays and 
controls for nominal and contingency operations. Coolant temperature 
instabilities encountered during higr load evaporator operation at low 
heat loads resulted in a design change to the water spray noz~le and valve 
plate. Procedures wete successfully developed and demonstrated for clearing 
ice out of the topping evaporator core and startup of the topping evaporator 
after inhibiting on orbit. Exhaust ducts and nozzle heater performance 
using the OV102 Orbiter power density was adequate but inefficient. A 
redistribution of the topping evaporator heaters would prevent non-iced 
heater zones from exceeding l770 C (3500 F) after FES shutdown should ice 
collect at a thermostat location. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The FES development test program provid£d the data necessary for design 
verification and operational certification of the Orbiter FES. The successes, 
limitations, and shortcomings identified during the tests have resulted in a 
safer design with much greater understanding and confiden~e in the FES during 
normal and contingency operations. Through the daily cocrdination and coopera
tion by user and test facility personnel both tests were successfully planned 
and conducted with minimal impact on technical obejctives and within financial 
constraints. 
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ORBITER INTEGRATED ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TEST

James R. Jaax*

f

ABSTRACT

Integrated subsystem level testing of the systems within the Orbiter

Active Thermal Control Subsystem (ATCS) was conducted at the Johnson Space

. Center during January-February 1979. Testing wa_ Terforn_ed in a thermal

vacuum chamber capable of simulating ground, orbital, and entry temperature
: and pressure profiles. The test article was in a clo_ed loop configuration

that included flight-type and functionally simulated portions of all ATCS
components for collecting, transporting and rejecting orbiter waste heat.

Specially designed independently operating equipment simulated the transient

thermal input from the zabin, payload, fuel cells, freon :old plates, hydraulic

system and space environment. Test team members using data, controls and
procedures available to a flight crew controlled the operation of the ATCS.

ATCS performance met or exceeded all thermal and operational reouirements

for planned and contingency mission support.

INTRODUCTION

Most components within the ATCS had successfully completed development

testing. However, ,ecause of the complex heat load sharing, manual and

automatic control and sequencing of ATCS heat sinks, multiple transient

heat loads imposed by the heat sources, and high degree of crew involvement

in ATCS operations, an integrated test for design verification data was

required to complete operational certification of the ATCS. Chamber A of

the Space Envlronmeut Simulation Laboratory at the Johnson Space Center

offered the space environment simulation and physical volume necessary for

layout and thermal isolation of the systems in the ATCS. Special support

equipment capable of simulating the thermal response of four major Orbiter
subsystems and the transient orbital environments were needed. Within the

ATCS, hardware to fu]ly assemble and test one of the two coolant loops was

obtained; however, for closure of both coolant loops simulators for Orbiter

coldplate and radiator functions were needed. Instrumentation, displays

and controls duplicating flight configuration and data processing in addition
to engineering evaluation data were drivers on the develo[ment of the test

data managemeut system. Test conduct followed established scenarios for

nominal and contingency activities allowing for real time development of

flight procedures and contro_ functions.

FLIGHT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The ATCS ccllects, transports and rejects waste heat from Orbiter sub-

systems, equipment, and payloads from prelaunch through post-landing for

*NASA, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058
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AB~TRACT 

Integrated subsystem level testing of the systems within the Orbiter 
Active Thermal Control Subsystem (ATCS) was conducted at thE' Johnson Space 
Center during January-February 1979. Tes ting WS$ ~ erforl'!;ed in a therma I 
vacuum chamber capable of simulating grouni, orbital, snd entry temperdture 
and pressure profiles. The test article WhS in a cl(Jsed loop configuration 
that included flight-type and functionally simulated portions of all ATCS 
components' for collecting, transpor~ing and rejecting vrbiter waste heat. 
Specially designed independently operdting equip:nent simuhted the transient 
thermal input from the :abin, payload, fuel cells, freon ~old plates, hydraulic 
system and space environment. Test team members using data, controls and 
procedures available to a flight cret" controlled the operation of the ATCS. 
ATCS performan~e met or exceeded all thermal and operational reouirements 
for planned and contingency mission support. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most components within t~e ATCS had successfully completed develupment 
testing. However, lecause of the complex heat load sharing, manual and 
automatic co~trol an~ sequencing of ATCS heat sinks, multiple transient 
heat loads imposed by the heat sources, and high degree of crew involvement 
in ATCS operations, an integrated test for design verification data was 
required to complrte operational certification of the ATCS. Chamber A of 
the Spac~ Environment Simulation Laboratory at the Johnson Space Center 
offered the space ~nvironment simulation and physical volume necessary for 
layout and thermal isolation 0f the systems in the ATCS. Special support 
equ;,pment capable of simulating the thermal response of four major Orbiter 
subsystems and the transient orbital environments were needed. Within the 
ATCS, hardware to flJl1y assemble and test one of the two coolant loops was 
obtained; however, for closure of both coolant loops simulators for Orbiter 
coldplate and radiat~r functions were needed. Instrumentation, displays 
and controls duplicating flight configuration and data processing in addition 
to engineer~ng evaluation data were drivers on the develor~ent of the test 
data managemetlt system. Test conduct followLd established scenarios for 
nominal and ccntingency activities allowing for real time development of 
flight procedures and contr~1 functions. 

FLIGHT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The ATCS ccllects, transports and rejects waste heat from Orbiter sub
systems, equipment, and payloads from prelaunch through post-landing for 
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each mission. Heat transport fluid (Freon-21) is pumped through twenty-

seven centralized heat collection devices (liquid to liquid heat exchangers

and pin-fln coldplates) and twelve expendable and radiative heat sinks.

Two separate but parallel routed coolant loops are required to perform the

ATCS thermal management function. The ATCS components are loeated in the

midbody and aft sections of the Orbiter as shown in Figure i. A simplified

fluid sche_mtic containing external views of the major ATCS components is

shown in Figure 2. Displays on Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT), meters and con-

trois for the ATCS are located on the Orbiter flight deck.

Systems within the ATCS providing heat rejection include the Ground

Support Equipment (GSE) heat exchanger, flash evaporator system, radiator

system and annnonia boiler system. During ground operations (prelaunch and

within 15 minutes after landing) the Orbiter heat load is rejected through
the GSE heat exchanger to a ground coolant unit. The Flash Eraporat_r

System (FES) is the Orbiter's sole heat sink during ascent until the payload

bay doors are opened and during entry down to 30,480m (lO0,000 feet) altituSe.

During orbital operations the FES supplements the radiator system to provide

a constant coolant temperature to the Orbiter. The FES removes heat by

evaporating in a heat exchanger at low ambient pressure water generated as

a byproduct by the fuel cells in the Orbiter's electrical power system.
The radiator system includes 8 radiator panels attached to the inside of the

payload bay doors. Four of the panels can be deployed away from the doors

to allow radiation from both sides of a panel. The ammonia boiler system

(ABS) is the Orbiter's heat sink during entry, below 36,576m (120,000 feet),

and post-landing until ground cooling is provided through the GSE heat

exchanger. _e ABS removes heat by boiling liquid anhydrous ammonia and
venting the vapor overboard. A detailed description of the ATCS is provided
in reference I.

TEST FACILITY

The test was conducted ir Chamber A of the Space Environment Simulation

Laboratory. The working volum,, n¢ the Chamber is 16.8m (55 feet) in diameter

and 27.4m (90 feet) in height. A rchematic representation of the test

article layout is shown in Figure 3. Test article elements were _cunted at
floor level elevation inside the chamber as shown in Figure 4. Special

test support elements supporting the test article were located on the f:_t

level around the chamber. Roughing cryogenic and diffusion pumping was
used to obtain 1.3 x 10-4 N/M 2 (I0-5 tort) chamber pressure. One zone of
helium with occasional use of an additional zone when test article fluid

leaks were encountered was able to maintain chamber pressure. The chamber's

entire liquid nitrogen shroud was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures
to obtain the required environment for radiator performance evaluation and

handle the water vapor load during FES operation. Six controlled partial

chamber repressurlzatlons down to 266.6 N/M _ (20 tort) using dry nitrogen
were conducted which simulated the ambient pressure environment during

Orbiter entry. A slower (12 hour) method, sublimation repressurization,

using dry nitrogen and heaters to minimize water condensation on the

radiator panels and insulated surfaces, was used to bzing the chamber to
sea level conditions. During repressurization television and high voltage
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each mission. Heat transport fluid (Freon-~l) is pumped through twenty
seven centralized heat collection devices (liquid to liquid heat exchangers 
and pin-fin coldplates) and twelve expendable an~ radiative heat sinks. 
Two separate but parallel routed coolant loops are required to perform the 
ATCS thermal management function. The ATCS components are located in the 
midbody and aft sections of the Orbiter as shown in Figure 1. A simplified 
fluid scherr~tic containing external views of the major ATCS components is 
shewn in Figure 2. Displays on Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT), meters and con
trols for the ATCS are located on the Orbiter flight deck. 

Systems within the ATCS providing heat rejection include the Ground 
Support Equipment (GSE) heat exchanger, flash evaporator system, radiator 
system and ammonia boiler system. During ground operations (prelaunch and 
within 15 minutes after landing) the Orbiter heat load i~ rejected through 
the GSE heat exchanger to a ground coolant uni t. The Flash E'"aporat.0r 
System (FES) is the Orbiter's sole heat sink during ascent until the pay~oad 
bay doors are opened and during entry down to 30,480m (100,000 feet) altitu~e. 
During orbital operations the FES supplements the radiator system to ?rovide 
a constant coolant temperature to the Orbiter. The FES removes heat by 
evaporating in a heat exchanger at low ambient pressure water generated as 
a byproduct by the fuel cells in the Orbiter's electrical power system. 
The radiator system includes e radiator panels attached to the inside of the 
payload bRY doors. Four of the panels can be deployed away from the doors 
to allow r~diation from both sides of a panel. The ammonia boiler system 
(ABS) is the Orbiter's heat sink during entry, below 36,576m (120,OO~ feed, 
and post-landing until ground cooling is provided through the GSE heat 
exchanger. TIle ABS removes hea t by boi ling liquid anhydrous ammonia and 
venting the vapor overboard. A detailed description 0: the ATCS is provided 
in reference 1. 

TEST FACILITY 

The test was conducted ir Chamber A of the Space Environment Simulation 
Laboratory. The working volum.> ('Of the Chamber is 16.8m (55 feet) in dianeter 
and 27.4m (90 feet) in height. A rchematic representation of the test 
article layout is shown in Figure 3. Test article elements were ~cuntpd at 
floor level elevation inside the chamber as shown in Figure 4. Sp~cial 
test support elements supporting the test article were located on th~ f:r~t 
level around the chaw-ber. Roughing cryogenic and diffusion pumpin~ was 
used to obtain 1.3 x 10-4 N/M2 (10-5 tvrr) chamber pressure. One ZOlle of 
helium with ocrasional use of an addition~l zone when test article fluid 
leaks were encountered was able to maintain char1ber pre.ssure. The chamber's 
entire liquid nitrogen shroud was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures 
to obtain the required environrr.ent for radiator performance evaluation and 
handle the water vapor load during FES oper~tion. Six controlled partial 
chamber repressurizations down to 266.6 N/M (20 torr) using dry nitrogen 
were conducted which simulated the ambient pressure environment during 
Orbiter entry. A slower (12 hour) method, sublimation repressurization, 
using dry nitrogen and heaters to minimize water condensation on the 
radiator panels and inRulated surfaces, was used to bting the chamber to 
sea level conditions. During repr-E'Ssurization television and high voltage 
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equipment (infrared simulators) operation was prohibited to prevent corona

effected damage. Facility chilled water, hot water, steam, gaseous nitrogen,
liquid nitrogen and compressed air were supplied to elements of the test
support equipment. Special user AC and DC power requirements were supplied
by a 400-Hertz motor-generator set, regulated power supplies and special
support hardware.

TEST ARTICLE

Development, qualification, flight and inhouse ATCS hardware were assem-
bled in a test configuration which represented one (loop 2) of the Orbiter's
two coolant loops. The other loop was simulated to provide proper conditions
at the points in the ATCS where the two loops have common thermal interfaces.
A summary li_t of the test article components and their source is shown in
Table I.

Radiator System

Four radiator panels were installed in the configuration shown in
figures 3 and 4. To minimize gravity effects the aft panels were aligned
with the plane formed by the panel edges tilted at an angle of 0.!5 radians
(8.75 degrees) with respect to the horizontal with the outboard edge above
the inboard edge. The forward panels were placed behind the aft panels with
the plane formed by the panel edges in a horlzontal position. A liquid
nitrogen shroud was installed between the forward and aft panels to prevent
radiant interchange between the upward tilted aft panels and the forward

panels. The radiator panels were suspended by cables attach(d to the envircn-
ment sim_lator structure. Payload bay door slmulators were znstalled below
the two forward panels forming an angle of 0.62 radians (35.5 degrees) be-
tween the planes of the upper surfaces of the panels and doors representing
the deployed position of the panels during on-orbit operations. Heaters on
the door simulators, simulating the infrared flux originating from the doors,
were controlled from a power console located outside the test chamber. The
back side of the aft panels ahd the door simulators were insulated with
multilayer insulation to minimize heat leak from these surfaces. Guard
heaters were installed beneath the hack side insulation of the aft radiator

(panel 4) to prevent freezing during test points that required isolation of

panel 4 from the coolant loop.

Earth and solar environment simulation was provided by infrared lamps

capable of simulating both skewed and orbital cycle flux environments.
Flux from the lamps was input through the upper surface of the radiators

by an array ef nine rows of lamps each under separate computer control.

Radiometers to measure heat flux were mounted flush with the upper surface

of the radiators in the plane of the radiator. Two radiometers were placed

in the opening of the cavity, formed by the forward radiators and the door
simulators, directed into the chamber to determine chamber background flux.

Structure holding the environment simulator was designed to minimize blockage

thereby maximizing radiator panels view to chamber. Shutoff valves and a
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equipment (infrared simulators) operation was prohibited to prevent corona 
effected damage. Facility chilled water, hot water, steam, gaseous nitrogen, 
liquid nitrogen and compressed air were supplied to elements of the test 
support equipment. Special user AC and DC power requirements were supplied 
by a 400-Hertz motor-generator set. regulated power supplies and special 
support hardware. 

TE~T ARTICLE 

Development. qualification. flight and inhouse ATCS hardware were assem
bled in a test configuration which represented one (loop 2) of the Orbiter's 
two coolant loops. The other loop was simulated to provide proper conditions 
at the points in the ATCS where the two loops have common thermal interfaces. 
A summary li~t of the test article components and their source is shown in 
Table 1. 

Radiator System 

Four radiator panels were installed in the configuration shown ~n 
figures 3 and 4. To minimize gravity effects the aft panels were aligned 
with the plane formed by the panel edges tiltec at an angle of 0.15 radians 
(8.75 degrees) with respect to the horizontal with the outboard edge above 
the inboard edge. The forward panels were placed behind the aft panels with 
the plane formed by the panel edges in a horizontal position. A liquid 
nitrogen shroud was installed between the forward and aft panels to prevent 
radiant interchange betw~en the upward tilted aft panels and the fo~ward 
pan~ls. The radiator panels were suspended by cables attachEd to the envircn
ment sim~lator structure. Payload bay door simulators were 1nstalled below 
the two forward panels forming an angle of n.62 radians (35.5 degrees) be
tween the planes of the upper surfaces of the panels and doors representing 
the deployed position of the panels during on-orbit operations. Heaters on 
the door simulators. simulating the infrared flux originating from the doors. 
were controlled from a power console located outside the test chamher. The 
back side of the aft panels at.~ the door simulators were insulated with 
multilayer insulation to minimize heat leak from these surfaces. Guard 
heaters were installed beneath the back side insulation of the aft radiator 
(panel 4) to prevent freezing during test points that required isolation of 
panel 4 from the coolant loop. 

Earth and solar environment simulation was provided by infrared lamps 
capable of simulating both skewed and orbital cycle flux environments. 
Flux from the lamps was input through the upper surface of the radiators 
by an array cf nine rows of lamps each under separate computer contrel. 
Radiometers to measure heat flux were mounted flush with the upper surface 
of the radiators in the plane of the radiator. ~o radiometers were placed 
in the opening of the cavity, fo~ed by the forward radiators and the door 
simulators, directed into the chamber to determine chamber background flux. 
Structure holding the environment simulator was designed to minimize blockage 
thereby maximizing radiator panels view to chamber. Shutoff valves and a 
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modified flight type adapt_r tube to bypass the aft radiator panel were

installed to allow 3-panel radiator system tescing. Selection of either

the 3- or 4-panel configuration was made from a control panel in the facility
control room.

The radiator panels were plumbed into coolant loop 2. An Orbiter design

interchanger heat exchanger was plumbed into loop i to simulate its radiator

heat rejection capacity by either providing a constant "set point" outlet
tempe-ature of 3.3°C (38°F) or tracking the loop 2 radiator outlet tempera-

ture. Special valvlng allowed simulation of the 3 and 4 radiator flow
characteristics.

Pwo radiator flow control assemblies (FCA) were installed to control

flow to the radiator panels and simulator. Remote controlled motors allowed

selection of 3 or 4 panel configuration for the two FCA mode control valves

while at vacuum conditions. Activation and mode selection for FCA operation

during testing was provided by a control panel located in the facility

control room. A detailed description of the configuration and performance
of the radiator system during this test is provided in references 2 and 3.

Flash Evaporator System

A special support stand as shown in Figure 4 housed the FES test article.

The evaporator assembly was mounted in the horizontal position to minimize

gravity effects on both evaporators. A thermal blanket of multilayer insula-

tion protected the assembly from the chamber environment. A feedwater sup-
ply system duplicating the dual 30.48m (100 feet) llnes of the flight config-

uration was provided. Thermal conditioning of the water in the feedwater

supply lines, simulating orbital conditions, was provided by a counterflow

concentric tube heat exchanger. A combination of computer and set point

controlled heater circuits protected the feedwater system during nonflowing

periods. The three exhaust duct nozzles were oriented to direct water'vapor

at the chamber cold walls. Four 1.8m by 3.7m (6 fee_ 5v 12 feet) liquid
nitrogen panels were installed between the duct nozzler ct the radiator

panels to ensure that the water vapor plumes impinged d :tlv upon the cold

walls. Both the high load and topping evaporator ducts a.; nozzles were

equipped with heaters subdivided into discrete zones. Each heater circuit

was independently powered by a computer controlled power supply having the

preset heat density and temperature control bands specified for the early

Sl,uttle flights. Activation and controls for FES operation during testing

was provided _y an evaporator power and control console located in the

facility control room. A detailed description of the configuration and

performance of the FES _uring this test is provided in references 3 and 4.

Ammonia Boiler System

The impact of the extensive facility modifications identified for

handling ammonia vapor prior to release into the local atmosphere exceeded

the benefits foreseen by including a functiondl ammonia boiler system in the

test. Thus, only the boiler heat e:_changer was included in the test planning.
During installation activities this passive device was found to have
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m~dified flight type adapt~r tube to bypass the aft radiator panel were 
inst3lled to allow 3-pan~1 radiator system testing. Selection of either 
the 3- or 4-panel configuration was made from a control panel in the facility 
control room. 

The radiator par.els were plumbed into coolant loop 2. An O!:'biter design 
interchanger heat exchanger was plumbed into loop 1 to simulate its radiator 
heat rejection capacity by either providing a constant "set point" outlet 
temp~·ature of 3.30 r (38 0,) or tracking the loop 2 radiator outlet tempera
ture. Special valv::ng allcwed simulation of the 3 and 4 radiator flow 
characteristics. 

Two radiator flow control assemblies (FCA) were installed to control 
flow to the radiator panels and simulator. Remote controlled motors allowed 
selection of 3 or 4 panel configuration for the two FCA mode control valves 
while at vacuum conditions. Activation and mode selection fer FCA operation 
during testing was provided by a control panel located in the facility 
control room. A detailed description of the configuration and performance 
0f the radiator system during this test is provided in references 2 and 3. 

Flash Evaporator System 

A special support stand as shown in rlgure 4 housed the FES test article. 
The evaporator assembly was mounted in the hori~ontal position to minimize 
gravity effects on both evaporators. A thermal blanket of multilayer insula
tion protected the assembly from the chamber environment. A feedwater sup
ply system duplicating the dual JO.48m (100 feet) lines of the flight config
uration was provided. Thermal conditioning of the water in the feedwater 
supply lines, simulating orbital conditions, was provided by a counterflow 
concentric tube heat exchanger. A combination of computer and set peint 
controlled heater circuits protected the feedwater system during nonflowing 
periods. The three exhaust duct nozzles were oriented to direct water'vapor 
at the chamber cold walls. FOltr 1.8m by 3.7m (6 feE:l. ~v 12 feet) liquid 
ni trogen panels were ins talled between the duct nozzler '(1 the radiator 
panels to ensure that the water vapcr plumes impinged d :tly upon the cold 
walls. Both the high load and topping evaporator ducts a ... : nozzles were 
equipped with heaters subdivided into discrete zones. Each heater circuit 
was independently powered by a computer controlled power supply having the 
preset heat density and temperature control hands specified for the early 
Sl.uttle flights. Activation and controls for FES operation during testing 
was provided ~y an evaporator power and control cor-sole located in the 
facility control room. A detailed description of the configuration and 
performance of the FES "uring this test is provided in references 3 and 4. 

Ammonia Boiler System 

The impact of the extensive facility modifications identified for 
handling ammonia vapor prior to release into the local atmosphere exceeded 
the benefits foreseen by including a function&l ammonia boiler system in the 
test. Thus, only the boiler heat e:[changer was included in the test planning. 
During installation activities this pass:ve device was found to have 
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unrepairable internal leaks and was deleted from the test configuration.
The heat removal function of the ammonia boiler was simulated by the CSE
heat exchanger based on analytical correlation with prior test experience.

Freon Coolant Loop

The five ATCS heat exchangers (£nterchanger, payload, fuel cell, hydrau-

lics and GSE) were mounted on special support stands of aluminum unistrut /

and teflon blocks to provide accesslbility, common elevation (reduce gravity
effects) and thermal isolation from the structure of the test chamber.

Special actuation motors and televlslon cameras were installed to allow remote

changing of the two flow proportioning module configuration during testing.

Indivldual controls for both flow proportioning modules were provided on a
control panel located in the facility control room.

Orbiter coldplates were unavailablej thus four simulators representing

the c mulative coldplate fluid volume and thermal _nput for each coolant
loop in the aft and mldbody sections of the Orbiter was provided. Each

slmulator contained a low wattage heater element submerged in a cylinder

with baffles to obtain turbulent fluid flow. The simulators used high

voltage (220 volt) power_ thus were located outside the test chamber, satis-

fying safety concerns about possible corona discharge from high voltage

components in a vacuum. The simulators were located as a lumped mass at the

position of the last coldplate in the fllght configuration of each coolant

loop. A thermal cutout attachcd to each heater element monitored fluid/

element temperature to prevent flashing and fluid decomposition. Variable

power setting controls were provided on a control panel located outside the
test chamber.

Both freon pump packages were mounted on special support, thermal isola-

tion stands. A control panel was provided in the facility control room for

activating and deactivating the pump packages.

All plumblng between A_CS components used flight design stainless steel

(CRES 21-6-9) thin wall tubing, O.O004m (0.016 inch) thickness, covered _ith

a minimum of seven layers of multilayer insulation. Line lengths between

components were identical to the Orbiter except for the radiator simulator

portion of loop 1. Approximately 290m (950 feet) of 0.019m (0.75 inch)
diameter and 130m (425 feet) of 0.0095m (0.375 inch) diameter tubing was

installed. Speclal structural supports were used for routing line lengths
longer than the available distance between components. Flared 0.65 radian

(37.5 degree) "AN" fittings specially modified (bored to tubing internal

diameter) to reduce pressure drop were used to connect the tubing. All

system components were cleane_ or verified to level 300. All lines were
leak tested at 1.38 x 106 n/m gag_ pressure (200 psig) with hellum gas and

proof pressure tested at 1.72 x 106 n/m 2 gage pressure (250 psig).

The number and types of line bends did not duplicate the Orbiter configu-

ration. Therefore_ remote controlled air actuated metering valves were

installed Fear each pump inlet for adjusting total system flow. Hanual

metering valves were located in both loops upstream of the interchanger,
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unrepairable internal leaks and was deleted from the test configuration. 
The heat removal function of the ammonia boiler was lIimulated by the GSE 
heat exchanger based on analytical correlation with prior test experience. 

Freon Coolant Loop 

The five ATCS heat exchangers (interchanger, payload, fuel cell, hydrau
lics and GSE) were mounted on special sup~crt stands of aluminum unistrut 
and teflon blocks to provide accessibility, common elevation (reduce gravity 
effects) and thermal isolation from the structure of the test chAmber. 
Special actuation motors and television cameras were installed to allow remote 
changing of the two flow proportioning module configuration during testing. 
Individual controls for both flow proportioning modules were provided on a 
control panel located in the facility control room. 

Orbiter coldplates were unavailable, thus four simulators representing 
the c .mulative coldplate fluid volume and thermal ;.nput for each coolant 
loop in the aft and midbody sections of the Orbiter was provided. Each 
simulator contained a low wattage heater element submerged in a cylinder 
with baffles to obtain turbulent fluid flow. The simulators used high 
voltage (220 volt) power, thus were located outside the test chamber, satis
fying safety concerns about possible corona discharge from high voltage 
components in a vacuum. The sirr.ulators were located as a lumped mass at the 
position of the last coldplate in the flight configuration of each coolant 
loop. A thermal cutout attached to each heater element monitored fluidl 
element temperature to prevent flashing and fluid decomposition. Variable 
power setting controls were provided on a control panel located outside the 
test chamber. 

Both freon pump packages were mounted on special support, thermal isola
tion stands. A control panel was provided in the facility control room for 
activating and deactivating the pump packages. 

All plumbing between Ales components used flight design stainless steel 
(eRES 21-6-9) thin wall tubing, 0.0004m (0.016 inch) thickness, covereri .. ·ith 
a minimum of seven layers of multilayer insulation. Line lengths between 
components were identical to the Orbiter except for the radiator simulator 
portion of loop 1. Approximately 290m (950 feet) of 0.019m (0.75 inch) 
diameter and 130m (425 feet) of 0.0095m (0.375 inch) diameter tubing was 
installed. Special structural supports were used for routing line lengths 
longer than the available distance between components. Flared 0.65 radian 
07.5 degree) "AN" fittings specially modified (bored to tubing internal 
diameter) to reduce pressure drop were used to connect the tubing. All 
system components were cleane~ or verified to level 300. All lines were 
leak tested at 1.38 x 106 nlm gage pressure (200 psig) with helium gas and 
proof pressure tested at 1.72 x 106 n/m2 ~age pressure (250 psig). 

The number and types of li ne bends dicl not duplicate the Orbi ter configu
ratj~n. Therefore, remote controlled air actuated metering valves were 
installed r.ear each pump inlet for adjusting total system flow. Manual 
metering valves were located in both loops upstream of the interchanger, 
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payload heat exchangers aft coldplate simulator and midbody coldplate

simulator for pretest adjustment of flow distribution to obtain flight

flowrates for the baseline flow configuration. Ball type shutoff valves

(selected for low flow resistance when fully opened) were installed to

permit open loop testing of the portion of the ATCS loops containing the

heat rejection devices. A "jumper" line connected the remaining components

permitting closed loop circulation by thp pump packages for preventing

coolant freezing during open loop testing. An additional shutoff valve was
installed in loop I to isolate the coolant accumulators in the two loops

from the small intercoolant loop leakage occurring in the FES during single

coolant loop testing. During thermal vacuum testing several Jamesbury ball

type shutoff valves developed internal leaks. Inspection of the valves

following the test revealed the leaks were at the teflon seals which were

deformed when coolant trapped in the valve body froze. To prevent this

from reoccurring in future tests a hole will be drilled in the valve ball

that allows the trapped fluid to "see" the upstream fluid.

Fully charged the test article contained approxlmately 272kg (600
pounds) of coolant (Freon-21). Special dryer filters were used to reduce

the moisture level in the coolant to less than 10 parts per million prior

to servicing. Coolant loop service ports were located outside the test

chamber near the coldplate simulators. This easy accessibility allowed

real time "topping off" of the coolant loops between test points for leakage
makeup.

Duplication of flight thermal environment at each component location

in the Orbiter was not required. Therefore, all nonradiator test article

components were wrapped in multilayer insulation blankets to minimize heat
leaks.

Prior to entering the test chamber after each chamber repressurization

air samples were taken to measure Freon-21 concentration. The chamber was
vented with ambient air until an acceptable concentration level (less than

I0 parts per million) was obtained. Daily air samples were also taken out-

side the chamber at the test support equipment operators' stations.

TEST SUPPORT HARDWARE

Eight independently controlled support systems located outside the test

chamber provided the thermal, pressure and consummable profiles required to
simulate the operation of the Orbiter interfaces with the ATCS. Copper and

stainless steel tubing insulated with 6 wraps of mylar inside the chamber
and O.013m (0.5 inch) thick armaflex outside the chamber provided the supply

and return lines to the test article components. Pressure relief valves were

provided in each line.

The Cabin Thermal Simulator delivered deionized water at 431 kg/hr

(950 Ib/hr) to the interchanger conditioned from 7.2°C (45°F) to simulate

cabin heat loads up to 14,078 joule/see (48,000 Btu/hr). Manual and auto-

matic (drum recorder) temperature control capable of introducing ramps up
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payload heat exchanger; aft coldplate simulator and midbody coldplate 
simulator for pretest adjustment of flow distribution to obtain flight 
flowrates for the baseline flow configuration. Ball type shutoff valves 
(selected for low flow resist~ncc wh~n fully opened) were installed to 
permit open loop testing of the portion of the ATCS loops containing the 
heat rejection devices. A "jumper" line connected the ren:aining components 
permitting closed loop circulation by thp plJmp packages for preventing 
coolant freezing during open loop testing. An additional shutoff valve was 
installed in loop I to isolate the coolant accumulators in the two loops 
fro~ the small intercoolant loop leakage occurring in the FES during single 
coolant loop testing. During thermal vacuum testing several Jamesbury ball 
type shutoff valves developed i~ternal leaks. Inspection of the valves 
following the test revealed the leaks were at the teflon seals which were 
deformed when coolant trapped in the valve body froze. To prevent this 
from reoccurring in future tests a hole will be drille~ in the valve ball 
that allows the trapped fluid to "see" the upstrearr. fLuid. 

Fully charged the test article contained approximately 272kg (600 
pounds) of coolant (Freon-2l). Special dryer filters werp used to reduce 
the moi.sture level in the coolant to less than 10 parts per million prior 
to servicing. Coolant loop service ports were located outside the test 
chamber near the coldplate simulators. This easy accessibility allowed 
real time "topping off" of the coolant loops between test points for leakage 
makeup. 

Duplication of flight thermal environment at each component location 
in the Orbiter was not required. Therefore, all nonradiator test article 
cowponents were wrapped in multilayer insulation blankets to minimize heat 
leaks. 

Prior to entering the test chamber after ~ach chamber repressurization 
air samples were taken to measure Freon-2l concentration. The chamber was 
vented with ambient air until an acceptable concentration level (less than 
10 parts per million) was obtained. Daily air samples were also tak~n out
side the chamber at the test support equipment operators' stations. 

TEST SUPPORT HARDWARE 

Eight independently controlled support systems located outside the test 
chamber provided the thermal, pressure and consummable profiles required to 
simulate the operation of the Orbiter inter~aces with the ATCS. Copper and 
stainless steel tubing insulated with 6 wraps of mylar inside the chamber 
and O.013m (0.5 inch) thick armaflex outside the chamber provided the supply 
and return lines to the test article components. Pressure relief valves were 
provided in each line. 

The Cabin Thermal Simulator delivered deionized water at 431 kg/hr 
(950 lb/hr) to the interchanger conditioned from 7.2oC (450 F) to simulate 
cabin heat loads up to 14,078 joule/sec (4B,OOO Btu/hr). Manual and auto
matic (drum recorder> temperature control capable of introducing ramps up 
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to 5.6°C (10°F) per minute was provided. Manual valves outside the chamber

permitted selection of either or both of the supply lines to the interchanger.

The Payload Thermal Simulator delivered Freon-21 at rates up to 907 kg/
hr (2000 ib/hr) to the payload heat exchanger conditioned from 7.2°C (45OF) to
simulate payload heat loads up to 8,505 joule/sec (29,000 Btu/hr). Manual and

automatic (drum recorder) temperature control capable of _ntroducing ramps
up to 5.6°C (lO°F) per minute was provided. _nual valves outside the

chamber permitted selection of either or both supply lines to the payload

heat exchanger. Facility support requirements included water at 0.15 m3/
minute (40 gal/minute) and 29UC (85°F), liquid nitrogen and gaseous nitrogen.

Hamilton Standard, the fuel cell heat exchanger vendor, provided, on

loan, the test rig used to simulate the fuel cell subsystem thermal inter-

face. The test rig was capable of delivering fuel cell fluid (fluorinent
FC40) at flow rates of 181 to 1089 kg/hr (400 to 2411 ibs/hr) in each of 3

loops to the fuel cell heat exchanger at temperatures up to 121°C (250°F)

to simulate fuel cell heat loads up to 14,078 joule/sec (48,000 Btu/hr).

Manual valves outside the chamber controlling flowrate were capable of

introducing ramps equivalent to a 11,732 joule/sec (40,000 Btu/hr) change

within I minute. Facilit_ supRort requirements included steam at 23 kg/hr
(50 ibs/hr) and 1.2 x I0-° n/mz gage pressure (175 pslg) and gaseous nitrogen.

Hamilton Standard, the hydraulics heat exchanger vendor, provided, on

loan, the test rig used to simulate the hydraulic subsystem thermal inter-
face. The test rig was capable of delivering Orbiter hydraulic fluid flow-

rates from 0 to 907 kg/hr (0 to 2000 ib/hr) in each of 3 loops to the

hydraulics heat exchanger over a temperature range of -18 to 21°C (0 to 70°F)
to simulate heat removal by the hydraulic loops of up to 5866 joule/sec
(20,000 Btu/hr). Manual valves outside the chamber controlled flowrate.

Remote controlled bypass valves next to the test article allowed tP= hydrau-

lic fluid to be conditioned prior to "shocking" the heat exchanger with an

"instantaneous" heat load. Facility support requirements included ethylene

glycol at 0.03 m3/minute (8 gallon/minute) and -26°C (-15°F), Freon-ll

2.268 kg/hr (5000 Ib/hr) at -I to 85°C (30 to 185°F) and gaseous nitrogen.

The Radiator Thermal Simulator delivered Freon-21 at rates up to 1361
kg/hr (3000 Ib/hr) to the loop i radiator system simulator conditioned from

-l°C (30°F) to 21°C (70°F) for simulating radiator heat removal rates up to

16,131 joule/sec (55,000 Btu/hr). Manual and automatic (tracking) temperature

control capable of introducing ramps up to 3°C (5OF) per minute was provided.
A thermal cutout attached to each heater element monitored fluid/element

temperature. Manual valves outside the chamber permitted selection of either

or both supply lines to the radiator simulator heat exchanger. Facility

suppoct requirements were the same as required for the Payload Thermal
Simulator.

The Ground Cooling Simulator delivered Freon-21 at 4,535 kg/hr (10,000

Ib/hr) to the CSE heat exchanger conditioned from -12°C (lO°F) to -l°C (30OF)

for simulating ground cooling rates up to 43,995 joule/sec (150,000 Btu/hr).

The flight method of manual temperature control by tracking test article

response was used. Manual valves outside the chamber p_rmitted selection of
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to 5.6 C (10 F) per minute was provided. Manual valves outside the chamber 
permitted selection of either or both of the supply lines to the interchanger. 

The Payload Thermal Simulator delivered Freon-2l at rates up to 907 kg/ 
hr (2000 lb/hr) to the payload heat exchanger conditioned from 7.20C (450 F) to 
simulate payload heat loads up t .. ' 8,505 joule/sec (29,000 Btu/hrL Manual and 
automatic (drum recorder) temperature control capable of introducing ramps 
up to 5.6oC (lOOF) per minute was provided. }~nual valves Outside the 
chamber permitted selection of either or both supply lines to the payload 
heat exchanger. Facility supgort requirements included water at 0.15 m3/ 
minute (40 gal/minute) and 29 C (85 0 r), liquid nitrogen and gaseous nitrogen. 

Hamilton Standard, the fuel cell heat exchanger vendor, provided, on 
loan, the test rig used to simulate the fuel cell subsystem thermal inter
face. The test rig was capable of delivering fuel cell fluid (fluorinent 
FC40) at flow rates of 181 to 1089 kg/hr (400 to 2411 lbs/hr) in each of 3 
loops to the fuel cell heat exchanger at temperatures up to l2loC (250oF) 
to simulate fuel cell heat loads up to 14,078 joule/sec (48,000 B~u/hr). 
~fanual valves outside the chamber controlling flowrate were capable of 
introducing ramps equivalent to a 11,73'2 jouleisec (40,000 Btu/hr) change 
within 1 minute. Facility sup~ort requirements included steam at 23 kg/hr 
(50 lbs/hr) and 1.2 x 10-6 n/m gage pressure (175 psig) and gaseous nitrogen. 

Hamilton Standard, the hydraulics heat exchanger vendor, provided, on 
loan, the test rig used to simulate the hydraulic subsystem thermal inter
face. The test rig was capable of delivering Orbiter hydraulic fluid flow
rates from a to 907 kg/hr (0 to 2000 lb/hr) in each of 3 loops to the 
hydraulics heat exchanger over a temperature range of -18 to 2loC (0 to 700 F) 
to simulate heat removal hy the hydraulic loops of up to 5866 joule/sec 
(20,000 Btu/hr). Hanual valves outside the chamber controlled flowrate. 
Remote controlled bypass valves next to the test article allowed tr~ hydrau
lic fluid to be conditioned prior to "shocking" the heat exchanger with an 
"instam:aneous" heat load. Facility support requirements included ethylene 
glycol at 0.03 m3/minute (8 gallon/minute) and -260 C (-lSOF), Freon-II 
2.268 kg/hr (5000 lb/hr) at -1 to 8SoC (30 to l85 0 F) and gaseous nitrogen. 

The Radiator Thermal Simulator delivered Freon-2l at rates up to 1361 
kg/hr (3000 lb/hr) to the loop 1 radiator system simulator conditioned from 
-loC (30°F) to 2loC (70°F) for simulating radiator heat removal rates up to 
16,131 joule/sec (55,000 Btu/hr). ~far.ual and automatic (tracking) temperature 
control capable of introducing ramps up to 30 C (SOF) p~r minute was provided. 
A thermal cutout attache~ to each heater element monitored fluid/element 
temprrature. Manual valves outside the chamber permitted selection of either 
or both supply lines to the radiator simulator heat exchanger. Facility 
suppo~t requirements were the same as required for the Payload Thermal 
Simulator. 

The Ground Cooling Simulator delivered Freon-2l at 4,535 kg/hr (10,000 
lb/hr) to the GSE heat exchanger cor.ditioned from -12°r, (10°F) to -loC (300 F) 
for simulating ground cooling rates up to 43,995 joule/sec (150,000 Btu/hr). 
The flight method of manual temperature control by tracking test article 
response was used. ~~ar.ual valves outside the chamber p~rmitted selection of 
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either or both supply lines to the GSE heat exchanger. Remote controlled

bypass valves next to the test article allowed the ground coolant to be

conditioned pzior to "shocking" the heat exchanger with an instantaneous
heatsink. Facility support requirements included water at 0.19 ma/minute

(50 gallon/mlnute) and 30°C (86°F) and gaseous nitrogen.

Tb.eFlash Evaporator Feedwater Supply Cart delivered deionized water

from two 0.04 m3 (10 gallon) tanks at pressures up to 10.4 x 105 n/m 2 gage
(]50 _sig) and rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 Ib/hr) to the flash evaporator.

Manual controls capable of simulating the ascent pressure transients and

electronic weight scales for measuring water consumption rate were provided.

Facility support requirements included gaseous nitrogen and deionized water.

The feedwater thermal conditioning system conditioned the feedwater to
obtain 7.2°C (45OF) to 66°C (150°F) delivered water to the FES at demand

rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 Ib/hr). Computer and set point controllers were

used to introduce ramps _p to 5.6°C (lO°F) per minute. Multilayer insula-

tion blankets and heaters provided freeze protection for the feedwater lines
during no-flow test periods.

During buildup, servicing and operation of the ATCS test additional

test support equipment was provided.

a. In-chamber closed circuit television coverage by 8 cameras of the
3 FES exhaust nozzles, 2 flow proportioning valves position indicators,

2 FCA mode control valve position indicators, fox_ard and aft radiator panels

coatings, environment simulator configuration and overall test configuration.

b. Vacuum pump with cryo trap and micro gage for servicing the freon,

water, FC-40 and hydrau1{,:s loops.

c. Helium leak check test equipment.

d. Pneumatic pressure control system for automatic valve positioning

e. Gas analyzer, first aid and protective equipment for handling leaks
or spills of Freon-21 or FC-40.

f. Heaters and temperature controllers to maintain FES exhaust duct

pressure instrumentation lines above 10oc (50°F)

g. Digital meters for the critical parameters that monitor health of

test article and support equipment during test facility power or data system

outages.

h. Wang 2200 and Hewlett-Packard 9830 mini-computer systems for off-

line processing of test data for anomaly investigations and FE$ water carry-
over determination.

DATA MANAGEMENT

Spacp Environment Test Division's Flexible Data System (FLEX) using
Hewlett-Packard 2112 a_d 2117 computers was the primary real time processor

of ATCS test data. Raw data from temperature, pressure, flow rate, frequency,
current and voltage itLstrumentation was simultaneously displayed, used in
calculations and stored.
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either or both supply lines to the GSE heat exchanger. Remote controlled 
bypass valves next to the test article allowed the ground coolant to be 
conditioned p1:ior to "shocking" the heat exchanger with an instan~aneous 
heatsink. Facility support requirements included water at 0.19 m /minute 
(50 gallon/minute) and 300C (860F) and gaseous nitrogen. 

The Flash Evaporator Feedwater Supply Cart delivered deionized water 
from two 0.04 m3 (10 gallon) tanks at pressures up to 10.4 x 105 n/m2 gage 
(ISO ~sig) and rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 lb/hr) to the flash evaporator. 
Manual controls capable of simulating the ascent pressure transients and 
electronic weight scales for measuring water consumption rate were provided. 
Facility support requirements included gaseous nitLogen and deionized water. 

The feedwater thermal conditioning system conditioned the feedwater to 
obtain 7.20C (450F) to 660C (1500F) delivered water to the FES at demand 
rates up to 91 kg/hr (200 lb/hr). Computer and set point controllers were 
used to introduce ramps ~p to S.6°C (lOOF) per minute. Multilayer insula
tion blankets and heaters provided freeze protection for the feedwater lines 
during no-flow test periods. 

During buildup, servicing and operation of the ATCS test additional 
test support equip~ent was provided. 

a. In-chamber closed circuit television coverage by 8 cameras of the 
3 FES exhau:~t nozzles, 2 flow proportioning valves position indicators, 
2 FCA mode control valve position indicators, fOl~ard and aft radiator panels 
coatings, environment simulator configuration and overall test configuration. 

b. Vacuum pump with cryo trap and micro gage for servicing the freon, 
water, FC-40 and hydraulL~s loops. 

c. Helium leak check test equipment. 
d. Pneumatic pressure control system for automatic valve positioning 
e. Gas analyzer, first aid and protective equipment for handling leaks 

or spills of Freon-2l or FC-40. 
f. Heaters and temperature controllers to maintain FES exhaust duct 

pressure instrumentation lines above 100C (SOOF) 
g. Digital meters for the critical parameters that monitor health of 

test article and support equipment during test facility power or data s)stem 
outages. 

h. Wang 2200 and Hewlett-Packard 9830 mini-computer systems for off
line processing of test data for anomaly investigations and FES water carry
over determination. 

DATA MANAGEMENT 

Spacp Environment Test Division's Flexible Data System (FLEX) using 
Hewlett-Packard 2112 a~d 2117 computers was the primary real time processor 
of ATCS test data. Raw data from temperature, pressure, flow rate, frequency, 
current and voltage it.strumentation was simultaneously displayed, used in 
calculations and stored. 
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Instrumentation

Within the test article flight and engineering test instrumentation

were co-located for evaluation of response, recovery, and amplitude of

changed change during transient operations. Additlonal engineering test

instrumentation were selected and installed to obtain detailed system

performance data and evaluate the timelines and meaningfulness of flight

data. The following is a summary of the instrumentation required for the

test article and support equipment:

440 Surface Thermocouples 7 Pressure transducers
114 Immersion Platinum Probes 6 Baratron Pressure Sensors

73 Current transducers 2 Wattmeters

61 Voltage transducers 2 Quantity sensors
' 30 Radiometers 2 Thermlsters

21 Turbine flowmeters 1 Frequency meter

Data system sample rate of the 26 flight measurements was set at the

flight level of 2 seconds. The remaining test instrumentation was sampled

at 2, 3, 5_ ]0, 15 or 30 second intervals depending on the dynamic response

required fron: that measurement.

Real Time Processing

FLEX software was configured to acquire and process 1068 real measure-

ments, calculate 424 pseudo measurements and compute stimuli for 116 control

channels for the test article, support equipment and facility systems.

Formats for 162 pages were defined and available for display on 12 CRT's in

the control rooms. Additional pages could be constructed real time. Data

displays could be made into hard copy through "instantaneous" system or

single page SCOOPS (upon keyboard command). Two TV cameras monitored a

FLEX terminal display for retransmission of 2 FLEX data displays to several

TVmonitors installed at operator stations near the test support hardware.

Data logs, maintained by test team members, were used to record real

time observations and impressions of test article performance FLEX made a

permanent record of the processed meas-_ements on test history magnetic tapes

for post-test point data evaluation. During the test, 24-hour processing of

selected portions of the test history tapes was provided by the IDSD (Instit-

utional Data Systems Division) on the UNIVAC 1110 and 1108 EXEC 8 computer

systems. Post-test time history plots of key parameters for assessiug

selected component and subsystem performance were prepared by IDSD from the

FLEX test history tape for each test point. Up to 6 measurements were put
on a plot, 217 plots were formatted and combined into 25 performance evalua-

tion groups. Microfilm and hard copy were provided of each plot.
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Instrumentation 

Within· the test article flight and engineering test instrumentation 
were co-located for evaluation of response l recovery, and amplitude ol 
changed change during transient operations. Additional engineering test 
instrumentation were s~lected and installed to obtain detailed system 
performance data and evaluate the time lines and meaningfulness of flight 
data. The following is a summary of the instrumentation required for the 
test article and support equipment: 

440 Surface Thermocouples 7 Pressure transducers 
114 Immersion Platinum Probes 6 Baratron Pressure Sensors 

73 Current transducers 2 Wattn:eters 
61 Voltage transducers 2 Quantity sensors 
30 Radiometers 2 Thermisters 
21 Turbir.e flowmeter. 1 Frequency meter 

Data sys~em sample rate of the 26 flight measurements was set at the 
flight level of 2 seconds. The remalnlng test instrumentation was sampled 
at 2, 3, 5._ 10, 15 or 30 second intervals depending on the dynamic response 
required fron: that measurement. 

Real Time Processing 

FLEX software was configured to acquire and process 1068 real measure
ments, calculate 424 pseudo measurements and compute stimuli for 116 control 
channels for the test article, support equipment and facility systems. 
Formats for 162 pages were defined and available for display on 12 CRT's in 
the control rooms. Additional pages could be constructed real time. Data 
displays could be made into hard copy through "in~tantaneous" system or 
single page SCOOPS (upon keyboard command). Two TV cameras monitored a 
FLEX terminal display for retransmission of 2 FLEX data displays to several 
TV monitors installed at operator stations near the test support hardware. 

Data logs, maintained by test team members, were used to record real 
time observations and impressions of test article performance. FLEX made a 
permanent record of the processed meas,,~ements on test history magnetic tapes 
for post-test point data evaluation. During the test, 24-hour processing of 
selected portions of the test history tapes was provided by the IDSD (Instit
utional Data Systems Division) on the UNIVAC 1110 and 1108 EXEC 8 computer 
systems. Post-test time history plots of key parameters for assessing 
selected component and subsystem pp.rformance were prepared by IDSD from the 
FLEX test histo~y tape for each test point. Up to 6 measurements were put 
on a plot, 217 plots were formatted and combined into 25 perf~rmance evalua
tion groups. Microfilm and hard copy were provided of ellch plot. 
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TEST CONDUCT

Test chamber occupancy began in June 1978, and ended in March 1979

after 4 weeks of testing which included four 24-hour days of integrated

closed loop testing. Test article fluid charging began in late December

1978 followed by 2 weeks of ambient checkout testing and 2 days of vacuum

checkout testing. A 3 week "open loop" test of portions of the ATCS was /

completed prior to configuring the test article for "closed loop" testing.

A 3 day vacuum checkout teat preceded the "closed loop" test.

The 130 members of the test team manned 40 stations, providing 24-hour
coverage with three 8-hour shifts. The test team included two control

groups located in separate control rooms. The 15 stations of the test

control group included the test director and were responsible for the

conduct of the test, technical supervision and control of the systems

within the test article and the operation of the test support and facility

systems. The 5 stations of the data analysis control group were responsible

for the test procedures, test sequencing, data collection and eva],,ation and

success/failure assessment for each test point. Standard hardline communi-

cation network protocol was observed by all test team members. A voice
record tape of all communication channels was obtained.

One CRT display in the test control room was dedicated for a "flight/
test control" test team member to monitor ATCS performance. Flight measure-

ments on a page identical to flight data format and ATCS controls similar

to onboard controls were used by the "flight controller" to configure and

control the ATCS. Pretest analytical predicitlons of the transient heat
loads seen at the AECS interfaces with other Orbiter systems were used to

simulate the ascent, on-orbit and entry portions of a typical mission.

Credible failures cf selected components within the ATCS and of subsystems

that interface ith the ATCS that may occur during ascent, on-orbit and

: entry mission phases were simulated. During each situation the "flight
controller" used current flight procedures, instrumentation and displays

to assess the situation, rcconfigure and stablize the ATCS. When necessary
during the conduct of the test special procedures were developed to assist

in diagnostic activity, problem resolution and timeline constraints.

Timelining of the 30 closed loop test points followed the guidelines

that test points requiring similar conditions shall be grouped in priority

order and that proceeding from one group to another shall take the path of
minimum change in existing conditions. Radiator environment and chamber

pressure were the most time consuming parameters to establish. Using

"drum plotters" to input transient heat load profiles at the various Orbiter

interfaces to ATCS _rovided uniformity, repeatability and "first time"

success for the majority of the test points. The successfulness of the

simultaneous independent operation of the 8 heat sources was due largely
to the time oaken by the test team to understand the interrelationship

(e.g., llne lag, heat loss, etc.) of each supporting system with the test

article during the checkout pcricds.
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TEST CONDUCT 

Test chamber occupancy began in June 1978, and ended in March 1979 
after 4 weeks of testing which included four 24-hour days of integrated 
closed loop testing. Test article fluid charging began in late December 
1978 followed by 2 weekR of ambient checkout testing and 2 days of vacuum 
checkout testing. A 3 week "open loop" test of portions of the ATCS was 
completed prior to configuring the test article for "closec loop" testing. 
A 3 (Jay vacuum checko\Jt test preceded the "closed loop" test. 

The 130 membe~s of the test team manned 40 stations, providing 24-hour 
coverage with three 8-hour shifts. The test team included two control 
groups located in separate control rooms. The 15 stations of the test 
control group included the test director and were responsible for the 
conduct of the test, technical supervision and control of the systems 
within the test article and the operation of the test support and facility 
systems. The 5 stations of the data analysis control group were responsible 
for the test procedures, test sequencing, data collection and evall1Rticm and 
success/failure assessment for each test point. Standard hardline communi
cation network protocol was observed by all test team members. A voice 
record tape of all communication channels was obtained. 

One CRT display in the test control room was dedicated for a "flight/ 
test control" test team member to monitor ATCS performance. Flight measure
ments on a page identical to flight data format and ATCS controls similar 
to onboard controls were used by the "flight controller" to configure and 
control the ATCS. Pretest analytical predicitions of the transient heat 
loads seen at the ATCS interfaces with other Orbiter systems were used to 
simulate the ascent, on-orbit and entry portions of a typical missior.. 
Credible failures cf selected components within the ATCS and of subsystems 
that interface ith the ATCS that may occur during ascent, on-orbit and 
entry mission phases ,,,ere simulated. During each situation the "flight 
controller" used current flight procedures, instrumentation and displays 
to assess the situation, reconfigure and stablize the ATCS. Wh~n n~cessary 

during the conduct of the test special procedures were devEloped to assist 
in diagnostic activity, problem resolution and timeline constraints. 

Timelining of the 30 closed loop test points followed the gui~elines 
that test points requiring similar conditione shall be grouped in priority 
order and that proceeding from one group to another shall take the path of 
minimum change in existing conditions. Radiator environment and cha~ber 
pressure were the most ti~e consuming para~eters to establish. Using 
"drum plotters" to input transient heat load profiles at the various Orbiter 
interfaces to A'!'CS Frovided uniformity, repeatabili ty and "first time" 
SUCCf"SS for the majority of the test points. The successfulness of the 
simultaneous independent operation of the 8 heat sources was due largely 
to the time caken by the test team to understand the interrelationship 
(e.g., line lag, h~at loss, etc.) of each supporting system with the test 
artir.le during the ch~ckout periods. 
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TEST RESULTS

The integrated ATCS achieved all planned test objectives, demonstrated

the full compatibility of the integrated ATCS hardware and controls and

demonstrated that the ATCS can meet or exceed all perfo-mance requirements.

During the conduct of the test hardware, instrumentation and procedure changes

which would improve subsystem performance, reduce crew involvement, stream-

line subsystem operation and reduce weight, power and volume requirements /
were noted and are described in reference 3.

The ATCS successfully supported the prelaunch, ascent, on-orbit, entry
and post-landing portions of a typical Shuttle mission. All ATCS fluid

systems and mechanical hardware were functional throughout the test. No

evidence of subsystem or component performance degradation with 6 cycles

between sea level conditions and thermal vacuum exposure was found. The
scheme for heat load sharing and manual/automatic control and sequencing

of ATCS heat sinks met all requirements. ATCS thermal capacity and response

during all mission phases met or exceeded require-ants. All normal and

failure related transients caused by interfacing Orbiter and payload sub-

systems were accommodated without requiring configuration changes or

special procedures. T_e test demonstrated that the current flight controls

and procedures are satisfactory (with minor changes) for properly sequencing,

monitoring and controlling the ATCS during normal mission and si, lated

failure operations. However, several "system transients" found to occur

during normal ATCS operation will require both procedural and crew warning

limit value changes. Several special procedures developed during the test

to assist diagnostic activity, problem resolution and timeline constraints
are recommended for inflight use. The test demonstrated that the current

ATCS flight instrumentation, displays and warning limits are adequate for

flight crew and real time ground controller _onitor_ng of subsystem status.

Routine and contingency activities were found in which crew time would be

significantly reduced by making minor changes to existing instrumentation.

The flight instrumentation was also verified to be adequate for satisfying

flight te_t objectives and post-flight data evaluation. ATCS thermal charac-
teristics during transient operation and flight test configurations were

obtained for flight verification and math model correlation.

CONCLUSIONS

The integrated ATCS test program reaffirmed the value of system level
testing under thermal vacuum conditions. The tangible benefits are the

improvements to the hardware and procedures cited in the test report.

Equally important are the intangible benefits derived from the confldenc

and experience gained in the understanding of the signature of the _kCS b)

the personnel who will train the flight crews and monitor ATCS per.or,_a_,.

during the Shuttle missions. Daily coordination and cooperation .y _embeL_

of the user and service organizations made possible the successful l_l_n,_n,_,

buildup, integration, checkout, operation and timely completlcn of che ATCS

test without compromising either the technical objectives o: financial
constraints of the test.
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TEST RESULTS 

The integrated ATCS achieved all planned test objectives, demol~strated 
the full compatibility of the integrated ATCS hardware and contTols and 
demonstrated that the ATCS can meet or exceed all perfo-mance requ~=ements. 
During the conduct of the test hardware, instrumentation and procedure ~~~nges 
which would improve subsystem performance, reducp. crew involvement, stream
line subsystem operation and reduce weight, power and volume requirements 
were noted and are described in reference 3. 

The ATCS successfully supported the prelaunch, ascent, on-orbit, entry 
and post-landing portions of a typical Shuttle mission. All ATCS fluid 
systems and mechanical hardware were functional throughout the test. No 
evidence of subsystem or component performance degradation with 6 cycles 
between sea level conditions and thermal vacuum exposure was found. The 
scheme for heat load sharing and manual/automatic control and sequencing 
of ATCS heat sinks met all requirements. ATCS thermal capacity and response 
during all miss ion phases met or exceeded require' ~nts. All normal and 
failure related transients caused by interfacing Orbiter and payload sub
systems were accommodated without requiring cClnfiguration changes or 
special procedures. TI-e test demonstrated that the current flight controls 
ar.d procedures are satisfactory (with minor changes) for properly sequencing, 
monitoring and controlling the ATCS during normal mission and si . lated 
failure operations. However, several "system transients" found to occur 
during normal ATCS operation will require both procedural and crew warning 
limit value changes. SeverAl special procedures developed during the test 
to assist diagnostic activity, problem resolution and timeline constraints 
are recommended for inflight use. The test demonstrated that the current 
ATCS flight instrumentation, displays and warning limits are adequate for 
flight creu and real time ground controller rr.onitoring of subsystem status. 
Routine and contingency activities were found in which crew time would be 
significantly reduced by makir.g minor changes to existing instrumentation. 
The flight instrumentation was also verified to be adequate for satisfying 
flight teEt objectiv~s and post-flight data evaluation. ATCS thermal charac
teristics during transient operation and flight test configurations were 
obtained for flight verification and math model correlation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The integrated ATCS test program reaffirmed the value of system level 
testing under thermal vacuum conditions. Th~ tangibl~ benefits are the 
improvements to tIle hardware and procedures cited in the test report. 
Equally important are the intangible benefits derived f~om the con~id~n( 
and experience gained in the understanding of the signature of the ~~CS ~) 
the personn~l who will train the flight crevs and monitor ATCS peT.orl<:.:l~', ~ 
during the Shuttle missions. Daily coordination and cooperation. y .nmb(>l J 

of the user and service organizations made possible the successf\ll plQn·.ln.~, 
buildup, integration, checkout, operation and timely completicn of che AlCS 
test without corupromis~ng either the technical objectives 0: financial 
constraints of the test. 
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Figure 2 Orbiter Active 1_ermal Control Subsystem Schematic
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Figure 3 Layout of £r,tegrated ATCS in Test Chamber A
J
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Table I Integrated ATCS Test Hardware

NASA-S-80- |52/3

• RADIATOR SYSTEM • FREON COOLANTLOOP
_LOW CONTROLASSEMBLIES (DEVELOP- • FLIGHT TYPE FLOW PROPORTIONINGMODULES(QUAL

MENT AND QUALIFICATION) AND TEST UNITS)
• FLIGHT TYPE RADIATORPANELS (RIGHT SIDE-LOOP 2) • FLIGHT TYPE 1NTERCHANGER(RSECS UNIT) - REDUCED

- TWO "FLIGHT/TEST" PAI_ELS (FORWARDAND AFT) PERFORMANCECAPABILITY
- TWO DEVELOPMENT PANELS (MIDFORWARDAND • FLIGHT TYPE PAYLOADH-X (RSECS UNIT)

MIDAFT) • FLIGH[ TYPE FREON PUMP PACKAGES- ONEPUMP PER
• FLIGHT TYPE INTERPANEL PLUMBING PACKAGE(RSECS PUMPS, OV101 ACCUMULATORS)
• SIMULATED LEFTSIDE LOOP 1 RADIAYORSYSTEM • FLIGHT TYPE FUEL CELL H-X (OV101 UNIT)

*(RSECS INTERCHANGER) • FLIGHT TYPE HYDRAULICS H-X (RSECS UNIT)
• FLASH EVAPORATORSYSTEM • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED AFT COLDPLATES (HEAT,

• FES PACKAGE(DEVELOPMENT UNIT) FLUID VOLUME AND_P)
- FLIGHT T'fPE HIGH LOAD ANDTOPPING CORES • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED _IIOBODYCOLDPLATES
- FLIGHT TYPE VALVE/NOZZLE ASSEMBLIES (HEAT, FLUID VOLUME AND_P)
- FLIGHT TYPE CONTROLLERS • FLIGHT TYPE GSE H-X (RSECS UNIT)

• EXHAUS1 DUCT�NOZZLE SYSTEM • FLIGHT TYPE PLUMBING (LINE SIZE AND LENGTH)
- FLIGHT TYPE STRUCTURE/BELL(THS u FLIGHT TYPE INSTRUMENTATIONEXCEPT FLOWnATE
- FLIGHT TYPE EXHAUST NOZZLES • INTERFACINGORBITER SYSTEMS
- FLIGHT TYPE HEATERS (REDUCEDREDUNDANCY) • FUNCTIONALLY 51MULATEDcABIN WATER LOOP (HEAT,
- FUNCTIONAl LY SIMULATED HEATER CONTROL FLUID VOLUME, FLOW, FLUID)

• FEEDWATER SYSTEM • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED PAYLOADCOOLANTLOOP
- FLIGHT TYPE PLUMBING LINE (SIZE AND LENGTH) (HEAT, FLOW, FLUID)
- FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED THERMAL CONTROL • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED FUEL CELL COOLANTLOOPS
- FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED ACCUMULATORS (HEAT, FLOW FLUID)

• AMMONIABOILER SYSTEM • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED HYDRAULICS COOLANT
-Q NOT INCLUDEI) b LOOPS(HEAT, FLOW, FLUID)

• FUNCTIONALLY S;MULATEO GSE COOLANTLOOP (HEAT,
FLOW, FLUID)

-'RSEC_- REPRESENTAI eVES'rlUTTLF.ENVIRONMENTAl CONTROl. SYSTEM (CREW SYSTEMS DIVISIO_IHARDWARE
DEVELOPMENT, TEST ANDEVALUATION PROGRAM)
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Table I Integrated ATCS Test Hardware 

NASA-S-80-IS211 

• RADIATOR SYSTEM • FREON COOLANT LOOP 
• FUGHT TYPE rLOW CONTROL ASSEMBLIfS (DEVELOP- • FLIGHT TYPE F[l7JI PROPORTIONING MODULES (QUAL 

MENT AND QUALIFICATION) AND TEST UNITS) 
• FLIGHT TYPE RADIATOR PANELS <RIGHT SIDE-LOOP 2) • FLIGHT TYPE INTERCHANGER (RSECS UNIT!- REDUCED 

- TWO "FLIGHT /TEST" PAAELS <FORWARD AND AFT> PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY 
- TWO DEVELOPME~T PANELS (MIDFORWARD AND • FLIGHT TYPE PAYLOAD H-X (RSECS UNIT! 

MIDAFT) • FLIGHf TYPE FREON PUMP PACKAGES - ONE PUMP PER 
• FLIGHT TYPE INTERPANEL PLUMBING PACKAGE (RSECS PUMPS, OVIOI ACCUMULATORS) 
• SIMULATED LEFTSIDE LOOP I RADIA"iOR SYSTEM • FLIGHT TYPE FUEL CELL H-X (OVIOI UNIT! 

*<RSECS INTERCHANGER) • FLIGHT TYPE HYD~AlILICS H-X (RSECS UNIT! 
• FLASH EVAPORATOR SYSTEM • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED AFT COLDPLATES (HEAT, 

• FES PACKAGE (DEVELOPMENT UNIT) FLUID VOLUME AND6P) 
- FLIGHT T'!PE HIGH LOAD AND TOPPING CORES • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED ... IDBJDY COLDPLATES 
- FLIGHT TYPE VALVEINOZZLE ASSEMBLIES (HEAT, FLUID VOLUM::: AND6P) 
- FLIGHT TYPE CONTROLLERS • FLIGHT TYPE GSE H-X (RSECS UNIT) 

• EXHAUSl DUCT INOZZLE SYSTEM • FLIGHT TYPE PLUMBING (LINE SIZE AND LENGTH) 
- FLIGHT TYPE STRUCTUREIBELLOWS Of FLIGHT TYPE I~STRUMENTATION EXCEPT FLOW"ATE 
- FLIGHT TYPE EXHAUST NOZZLES • INTERFACING ORBITER SYSTEMS 
- FLIGHT TYPE HEATERS (REDUCED REDUNDANCY) • FUNCtioNALLY SiMULATED CABIN WATER LOOP (HEAT, 
- FUNCTIONAl LY SIMULATED HEATER CONT~OL FLUID VOLUME, FLOW, FLUID) 

• FEEDWATER SYSTEM • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED PAYLOAD COOLANT LOOP 
- FLIGHT TYPE PLUMBING LINE (SIZE AND LENGTH) (HEAT, FLOW, FLUID) 
- FUNr.TlONALLY SIMULATED THERMAL CONTROL • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED FUEL CELL COOLANT LOOPS 
- FUNCTIONALLV SIMULATED ACCUMULATORS (HEAT. FLOW FLUID) 

• AMMO .. IA BOILER SYSTEM • FUNCTIONALLY SIMULATED HYDRAULICS COOLANT 
• NOT INCLUDED LOOPS (HEAT. FLOW. FLUID) 

• FUNCTIONALLY S;MULATED GSE COOLANT LOOP (HEAT. 
FLOW. FLUID) 

"'RSEC~ - REPRESENTA lIVE SrWTTU: ENVIRONMENTAl CONTRIJI. SYSTEM (CREW SYSTEMS DIVISIO~ HAROWARE 
IlEVELOPMENT. TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM) 

• 
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USE OF CRYOPUMPS ON LARGE

SPACE SIMULATION SYSTEMS

L.E. McCrary

ABSTRACT

The need for clean, oil-free space simulation systems has demanded the

development of large, clean p,_ping systems. The assurance of optically dense /

liquid nitrogen baffles over diffusion pumps prevents backstreaming to a large

extent, but does not preclude contamination from accidents or a control fail-

ure. Turbomolecular pumps or ion pumps achieve oil-free systems but are only

practical for relatively small chambers. Large cryopumps have been developed

and checked out which do achieve clean pumping of very large chambers. These

pumps can be used as the original pumping system or can be retrofitted as a

replacement for existing diffusion pumps.

INTRODUCTION

As spacecraft become more complicated, the need for simulation systems

which more closely duplicate the space environment and prevent contamination

to the spacecraft are needed. Cryogenically refrigerated surfaces have been

used extensively for thermal sinks and for the creation of the vacuum environ-

ment. Hardgrove (i) discussed several existing vacuum chambers 4n 1972 and

Wanq, Collins, and Haygood (2) discussed general cryopumping in a paper in

1961. More recently, Wilson and Watts (3) evaluated the design and operational

characteristics of a cryopumping system for a 2500 liter cham%er.

Several other chambers at various facilities extensively use cryopumping

to achieve an oil-free vacuum. However, extensive work is still being done

in space simulation chambers evacuated by oil diffusion pumps which are well-

trapped.

This paper discusses the Jew, lc _r,t of a large 1.2 meter (48") diameter

cryopump which has been devel_ped to evacdate larqe space chambers. These

pumps were designed to have high pumping speeds for all gases, including

hydrogen and helium. They provide a vacuum environment which is oil-free and

not subject to contamination from the pumping system.

The refrigeration system in the pump is supplemented by a liquid nitrogen

(LN?)-cooled shroud to prevent thermal radiation to the 15°K surface.

TYPES OF CRYOPUMPS

The common LN2-cooled or refrigerated baffle above diffusion pumps is used
to pump wate_ and to prevent backstreaming of the oil. This is, in effect, a

cryopump for water vapor.

Liquid nitrogen-cooled shrouds used in chambers for cold walls are useful

for pumpinq water and condensibles such as solvents and plasticizers, and to

provide a thermal simulation of the space environment.

*High Vacuum Equipmen _ c'orF., Hiuqham, Massachusetts
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USE OF CRYOPUMPS ON LARGE 
SPACE SIMULATION SYSTEMS 

* L.E. McCrary 

ABSTRACT 

-~-~ 

The need for clean, oil-free space simulation systems has demanded the 
development of large, clean p.unping systems. The assurance of optically dense 
liquid nitrogen baffles over diffusion pumps prevents backstreanling to a large 
extent, but does not preclude contamination from accidents or a control fail
ure. Turbomolecular pumps or ion pumps achieve oil-free systems but are only 
practical for relatively small chambers. Larg~ cryopumps have been developed 
and checked out which do achieve clean pumping of very large chambers. These 
pumps can be used as the original pumping system or can be retrofitted as a 
replacement for existing diffusion pumps. 

INTRODUCTION 

As spacecraft become more complicated, the need for simulation systems 
which more closely duplicate the space environment and prevent contamination 
to the spacecraft are needed. Cryogenically refrigerated surfaces have been 
used extensively for thermal sinks and for the creation of the vacuum environ
ment. Hardgrove (1) discussed several existing vacuum chambe~s in 1972 and 
Wanq, Collins, and Haygood (2) discussed general cryopumping in a paper in 
1961. More recently, Wilson and Watts (3) evaluated the design and operational 
characteristics of a cryopumping system for a 2500 liter cham'-,er. 

Several other chambers at various facilities extensively use cryopumping 
to achieve an oil-free vacuum. However, extensive work is still being done 
in space simulation chambers evacuated by oil diffusion pumps which are well
trapped. 

This paper discusses thp jev~lc 'm~~t of a large 1.2 meter (48") diameter 
cryopump which has been deve~.Jped to evacuate large space chambers. These 
pumps were designed to have high pllmping speeds for all gases, including 
hydrogen and helium. They provide a vacuum environment which is oil-free and 
not subject to contamination from the pumping system. 

The refrigeration system in the pump is supplem8nted by a liquid nitrogen 
(LN~)-cooled shroud ~o prevent thermal radiation to the 150 K surface. 

TYPES or' CRYOPUMPS 

The conunon LN2-cooled or refrigerated baffle above diffusion pumps is used 
to pump wate~ and to prevent backstreaming of the oil. This is, in effect, a 
cryopump for water vapor. 

Liquid nitrogen-cooled shrouds Ilsed i.n chambers for cold walls are useful 
for pumpin4 watpr and conde~sibles such as solvents and plasticizers, and to 
provide il th~rmal simul~tion of the space environment. 

*Hiyh VuclIum Equipm('r:+- (·oq:., Ilillqham, Massachusetts 
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The third type of cryopump is the 20°K helium shrouds which are sometimes

used in conjunction with the LN 2 shroud. These temperatures are obtained with
a helium refrigerator and can be used with or without charcoal to supplement

the pumping of H2 and He. These cold panel pumps require large He refrigera-
tors and are expensive to operate.

Another type of cryopump is one using liquid helium (LHe) as a refriger-

ant and is used most commonly in a research-size chamber.

The fifth kind of cryopump is the commercially a%.*ilebie pump which bolts

onto a flange and is used to replac,_ or supplement other types of pumping such

as diffusion pumps or turbomolecular pumps. These cryopumps have been avail-

able in sizes to 250mm (i0") diameter and are now commercially available up to

500mm (20") diameter.

There is, however, a requirement for cryopumps larger than 500mm (20").

in the process of specifying and fabric,]ring large space simulation chambers,

High Vacuum Equipment Corp. has found it impractical to use many smaller cryo-

pumps and has designed a 1.2m (48") diameter pump.

Since cryopumps normally are valved c,ff from the system, and a multipli-

city of valves and pumps add significant cost to the pumping system, it is

highly desirable to use large cryopumps. If the pumps are separated from the

chamber by a valve, they can be regenerated individually during long tests and

can be placed back on-stream a a fresh pump.

Gate v_ives which seal in both directions (will hold vacuum with atmos-

pheric press,_re on either side) are preferable to poppet valves which will

seal in only one direction. Poppet valves will not allow regeneration durinq

re. _, but will allow evacuation and preconditioning of the pumps before the

chamber is evacuated for testing.

Neither gate valves nor poppet valves are required if the cryopumps do

not require regeneration during testing. However, if the pumps should mal-

function and warm up during the test, the gas which has cryocondensed onto the

cold surface will be released from the pump and will return to the space

chamber and possibly contaminate the test article. Therefore, valves are recom-

mended which are automatically interlocked to close when the cryopump warms

up above 25°K or if the pressure in the chamber should rise to above a few
microns.

4. DESIGN OF 1.2m CRYOPUMP

Smaller cryopumps which are commercially available us_, the first stage

refriqerator to cool the radiation shield to 70-125°K to di_inish the h,,at

load on the 15°K pumpin_ surface. For larger pumps, this becomes impractical

without the use of multiple refrigerators and compressors. High Vacuum Equip-

ment opted to cool thu radiation shield (shroud) with LN 2 since LN2 is readily
available at larger space chambers to cool the shrouds, and the additional use

of a few liters per day is not detrimental. For smaller cryopumps, the use of

a refrigerated radiation shield is cost effective. The elimination of LN 2 is

a big selling factor for cryopumps, but elimination of LN 2 at space chambers

Is not i_ssible, so therefore it is cost-effecti',e for very large cryopumps to
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The third ty[Je of cryopump is the 200 K helium shrouds which are sometimes 
used in conjunction with the LN2 shroud. These temperatures are obtained with 
a helium refrigerator and can be used with or without charcoal to sup?lement 
the pumping of H2 and He. These cold panel pumps require large He refrigera
tors and are expensivp to operate. 

Another type of cryopump is one using liquid helium (LHe) as a refriger
ant and is ~sed most commonly in a research-size chamber. 

The fifth kind of cryopump is the commercially av_'~12ble pump which bolts 
onto a flange and is used to replac,~ or supplement other types of pumping such 
as diffusion pumps or turbomolecular pumps. These cryopumps have been avail
able in sizes to 2SOmm (10") diameter and are now commercially available up to 
sOOmm (20") diameter. 

There is, however, a requirement for cryopumps larger than SOOmm (20"). 
In the process of specifying and fabric,lting large space simulation chambers, 
High Vacuum Equipment Corp. has found it impractical to use many smaller cryo
pumps and has designed a 1.2m (48") diampter pump. 

Since cryopumps normally are valved (.'ff from the system, and a mul tipli
city of valves and pumps add significant cost to the pumping syst-:m, it is 
highly desirable to use large cryopumps. If the pumps are separated from the 
chamber by a valve, they can be regenerated individually during long tests and 
can be placed back on-stream a a fresh pump. 

Gate veo'lves which seal in both directions (will hold vacuum with atmos
pheric press,Ire on ei ther side) are preferable to poppet valves which will 
seal in only one direcLion. Poppet valves will no~ allow regeneration durinq 
t~ __ , but will allow evacuation and preconditioning of the pumps before the 
chamber is evacuated for ~esting. 

Neither gate valves nor poppet valves are req'.1ircd if the cryopumps do 
not require regeneration duri ng testing. However, if the pUlllpS should mal
function and warm up during the test, the gas which has cryocondensed onto the 
cold surface will be released from the pump and will return to the space 
chamber and possibly contaminate the test article. Therefore, valves are recom
mended which are automatically interlocked to close ,",'hen the cryopump warms 
up above 2SoK or if the pressure in the chamber should rise to above il few 
microns. 

4. DESIGN OF 1.2m CRY()P1.lMP 

Smaller cryopuml's which are commercially ava ilable USt' the first stdge 
refriqerator to cool the radiation shield to 70-12SoK to di11inish the hl'at 
load on the lSoK pumping surface. For larger pumps, this t'ecomes impractical 
wi thout the use of mlilt iple refrige:-ators and compn.'sscl:s. High Vacuum Equip
ment opted to cool th~ rildiation shield (shroud) with LN2 since LN2 is readily 
available at larger space chambers to cool th~ shrouds, and the additional use 
of a few liters per day is not detrimental. For smaller cryopumps, the use of 
a rpfrig~rated radiation shield is cost effe~tive. The elimination of LN2 is 
a big selling factor for cryopumps, but elimination of LN2 at space chambers 
1S n0t possible, so thereforl' it is cost-effecti"e for very large cryopumps to 
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use LN 2 .

Hiqh Vacuum Equipment developed a cryopump 1.2m (48") diameter, shown in

Figure i This size was selected to optimize size, pum;)ing speed, and standar-

dization. The pump uses a LN2-cooled entrance chevron radiation baffle, LN 2-

cooled cylindrical walls, and an LN2-cooled rear head shroud, wilich mates with

the shield on the back head cooled by the first stage of the refrigerator.

These cold surfaces completely surround the 15°K surfaces. The LN 2 surfaces
pump the water in the chamber and all readily-condensible gases. The 15°K

surfaces are used to pumn the atmospheric gases, such as N 2, 02 , and Argon.

The only gases not pumped by either the 77°K or the 15°K surfaces are the "non-

condensible gases", Neon, H2, and He. These gases are pumped by the 15°K

charcoal surface which is thermally isolated behind a 15°K chevron. The char-

coal covers a 250 x 650mm (I0 x 25 inch) surface.

A silicon diode temperature sensor is used to monitor the temperature of

the second stage sail and charcoal "box". The temperature sensor is normally

attached to the Jail to ensu_'e that the thermal joint is sound between the

second stage flange and the copper cold surfaces.

Eight of these pumps have been fabricated to date. One has been installed

oll a stainless steel, internally polished 2.1m (8' x 12') diameter x 3.7m long

chamber at Rockwell International's Seal Beach facility. This chamber is the

subject of another paper at this conference. One pump with a speed of approxi-

mately 38,000 i/sec has achieved an ultimate pressure in the unbaked stainless

steel chamber in the mid 10-9 torr range with a room-temperature aluminum

shroud. With a baked chamber and a 77°K shroud, it may be possible to evacuate

the chamber to the i0-I0 torr range. The shroud is a standard tube-nn-_hee_

shroud with a chevron baffle pumping port in the vicinity of the 1.3m (52")

diameter horizontal poppet valve.

Three of these cryopumps are installed on the Canadian Communications

Research Centre space simulation chamber at Shirley Bay, Ottawa, Ontario,

scheduled for completion in December 1980. This system is schematically shown

in Fiqure 2. Each cryopump is isolated from the chamber with a 1.2m (48") gate

valve capable of sealing with atmospheric pressure in either direction. The

CRC chamber is a vertical top-loading 7.3m (24') diameter, lO.7m (35') high

stainless steel chambe_ which is internally polished. A LN 2 shroud encloses

a working space of 6.7m (22') diameter by 10.7m (35') hiqh. Ultimate pressures

and pumpdown curves are not available at this time, but an ultimate of 5 x 10-9

torr with a cold shroud is anticipated.

In both of the above applications, the requirement for an oil-free chambe_

with no possibility of contamination was the driving factor for the specifi-

cation of cryopumps instead of diffusion pumps. L_kewise, in existinq large

ch0mbers, the decision is either being made or considered, to replace the d_f-

fusinn p_m_s wiLh c_yo_m,_,_. This retrotit zs being done for the 8.8m (_9')
diameter x 19.8m (65') Martin-Marletta, Denver chamber. Four 1.2m (48") oil

diffusion pumps are being replaced with an improved version of the pump dis-

cussed above. The four cryopumps for Martin a£e larger in diameter-l.3m (52"),

but will still mate with the 1.2m (48") diameter standard flange. The

increased diameter and increased spacing on the entrance chevron has increased

the pumpinq speed to ppr)ximately 48,000 I/sec. This pumpinq speed has not
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use LN2 . 

High VaC-JUIT' Equipment developed a cryopuml' 1. 2m (48") diameter, shown in 
Figure 1 This size was selected to optimize size, pumping speed, and standar
dization. The pump uses a LN2-cooled entrance chevron radiation baffle, LN2-
cooled cylindrical walls, and an LN2-cooled rear head shroud, which mates with 
the shield on the back head cooled by the first stage of the refrigerator. 
These cold surfaces completely surround the lSoK surfaces. The LN2 surfaces 
pump the w.J.ter in the chamber and all readily-condensible gases. The lSoK 
surfaces are used to pumn the atmospheric gases, such as N2' 02' and Argon. 
The only gases not pumped by either the 770 K or the lSoK surfaces are the "non
condensible gases", Neon, H2 , and He. These gases are pumped by the lSoK 
charcoal surface which is thermally isolated behind a lSoK chevron. The char
coal covers a 2S0 x 6SOmm (10 x 2S inch) surface. 

A silicon diode temperature sensor is used to monitor the temperature of 
the second stage sail and charcoal "box". The temperature sensor is normally 
attached to the .-;ail to ensu_"e that the thermal joint is sound between the 
second stage flange and th€ copper cold surfaces. 

Eight of these pumps have been fabricated to date. One r.as been installed 
on a stainless steel, internally polished 2.1m (8' x 12') diameter x 3.7m long 
chamber at Rockwell International's Seal Beach facility. This chamber is the 
subject of another paper at this conference. One pump with a speed of approxi
mately 38,000 l/sec has achieved an ultimate pressure in the unbaked stainless 
steel chamber in the mid 10-9 torr range with a room-temperature aluminum 
shroud. With a ba~ed chamber and a 770 K shroud, it may be possible to evacuate 
the chamber to the 10-10 torr range. The shroud is a stanrlaru tUDe-nn-~h2et 
shroud with a chevron baffle pumping port in the vicinity of the 1.3m (S2") 
diameter horizontal poppet valve. 

Three of tr.2se cryopumps are installed on the Canadian Communications 
Rpsearch Centre space simulation chamber at Shirley Bay, Ottawa, Ontario, 
~cheduled for completion in December 1980. This system is schematically shown 
in Figure 2. Each cryopump is isolated from the chamber with a 102m (48") gate 
valve capable of sealing with atmospheric pressure in either direction. The 
CRC chamber is a vertical top-loading 7.3m (24') diamet.er, 10.7m (35') higb 
stainless steel chambp_ which is internally polished. A LN2 shroud encloses 
a workinll space of 6.7m (22') diameter by 10.7m (3S') high. Ultimate pressurps 
and l'umpdown curves are not available at this time, but an ultimate of S x 10-~ 
torr with a ~old shroud is anticipated. 

In both of the above applications, the requirement for an oil-free chambeL 
with no possibility of contamination was the driving factor for the specifi
cation of cryopumps instead of di':fl1sion pumps. Li kewise, in exL,ting large 
ch0mbcrs, the decision is either being made or considered, to replace the dif
fnsinl) rllm;--s ..... ith cryol'llilleS. This retrotit 1S being done for the 8.8m ("'9') 
diameter x 19.8m (G5') Martin-Mar1etta, Denver chamber. Four 1.2m (48") u~l 

di.ffusion pumps are being replaced with an improved version of the pump dis
cclssed <lbove. The four cryopumps for Martin a .. ·~ largpr in diameter-l.3m (52"), 
but wi.ll still mate with the 1.2m (48") diameter standard flange. The 
increased diameter and increased spacing on the entrance cr.evron has increased 
the pumpinq speed to . ?pr)ximately 48,000 l/sec. This pumpinq sreed hac:; not 
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yet been measured, but conductance calculations indicate this substantial in-

crease in pumping speed.

5. PUMPING SPEED MEASUREMENTS

The pumping speed of the pumps was measured using the AVS Standard Method

4.8, "Procedure for Meas'ring Speed of Pumps Without Working Fluid." An

inclined manometer with silicone oil for the displacement fluid was used.

(orrections were applied as defined by Stevenson (4) for the inclined

manometer tube. Ion gauge corrections were made for the various gases. The

pumping speed measurements are shown in Table I.

More extensive pumping speed tests are in process using the constant

pressure gas flow measurement method used here and the partial pressure decay

with time using a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA). The pumping speed measurements

illustrate the high pumping speeds achievable with cryopumps.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of large commercially available cryopumps is the most reliable

means of achieving a vacuum environment which is assured of being free of

contamination from the pumping system. To paraphrase Yarwood (5) the pump of

the future is the cryopump. Cryopumps will be used instead of diffusion pumps

in future systems and diffusion pumps will be replaced by cryopumps on

existin_ systems to ensure the elimination of oil contamination.
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yet been measured, but conductance calculations indicate this substantial in
crease in pumping speed. 

5. PUMPING SPEED MEASU~EMENTS 

The pumping speed of the pumps was measured usinq the AVS Standard Method 
4.8, "Procedure for Meas'ring Speed of Pumps Without Working Fluid." An 
inclined manometer with silicone oil for ths displacement fluid was uS8d. 
Corrections were applied as defined by Stevenson (4) for the inclined 
manometer tube. Ion gauge corrections were made for the various gases. The 
pumping speed measurements are shown in Table I. 

More extensive pumping speed tests are in process using the constant 
pressure gas flow measurement method used here and the partial pressure decay 
with time using a Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA). The pumping speed measurements 
illustrate the high pumping speeds achievable with cryopumps. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of large commercially available cryopumps is the most reliable 
means of achieving a vacuum environment which is assured of being free of 
contamination from the pumping system. To paraphrase Yarwood (5) the pump of 
the future is the cryopump. Cryopumps will be used instead of diffusion pumps 
in future systems and diffusion pumps will be replaced by cryopuml's on 
~xistin~ systems to ensure the elimination of oil contamination. 
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TABLE I

Gas Pumping Speed i/sec.

Nitrogen 39,278 (Avg. of " meas.)

Argon 30,575 (Avg. of 3 meas.)

Helium 5,729 (Avg. of 2 meas.) !
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Gas 

Nitrogen 
Argon 
Helium 

TABLE I 
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SHUTTLE REMOTE MANIPULATOR

SYSTEM HARDWARE TEST FACILITY

C.G. Wagner-Bartak*
J.A. Mlddleton*
J.A. Hunter**

ABSTRACT

The Shuttle Remote Manipulator (RMS) is designed and built for opera-

tions in a zero gravity environment. As such, the ground test facility for

the integrated RMS must simulate conditions which will support verlflcstlon
of the overall system performance.

In order to allow ground test operations, a test facility was con-

structed with an area of 60 ft. x 120 ft. and extremely t{ght tolerances on

floor flatness and slope. An air bearing support structure (Systems Test

Rig - STR) was designed for the RMS to operate with 4 degrees of freedom.

This paper describes the RMS syst :m test fac_llty and systems tests
conducteo to date.

INTRODUCTION

The Spac_ Shuttle Remote ManIFulator (RMS) is an anthropomorphic,

man-machlne sys*em primarily used for deploying and retrieving of payloads
(satellites) in crblt. The National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) is

funding the des{gn, development, testing and evaluation of the first flight

system. Detailed system requirements Jointly formulated by NASA, NRCC and
Spar Aerospace Linited, the prime contractor, defln_ that the RMS shall be

capable of deploying a 65,000 lb. payload and retrieving a 32,000 Ibs. pay-

load. The Manipulator Arm (MA) is 601 in. long add consists of a Shoulder
(2 DOF), Elbow (I DOF) and a Wrist (3 DOF) connected by upper and lower arm

booms and a payload grappling devlce called the End Effector.(1)(2) The
RMS system is illustrated in Figure I.

Since the RMS is designed to operate in space environment, test and

verification of expected performanc- require special facilltles. In

addlt_on to ground tests, two simulation models are used to provlde in

aepth analysis of performance under varying conditions.

* Spar Aerospace Lim{ted, RMS Division, Toronto, Canada

** National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada
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Thp. Shuttle Remote Manipulator (RMS) is designed and built for opera
tions in a zero gravity environment. As such, the ground test facilit~' for 
the integrated RMS must simulate conditions which will support verification 
of the overall system performance. 

In order to allow ground test operations, a test facility was con
structed with an area of 60 ft. x 120 ft. and extremely t~ght tolerances on 
floor flatness and slope. An air bearing support structure (Systems Test 
Rig - STR) was designed for the RMS to operate with 4 degrees of freedom. 

This paper describes the RMS syst :m test facility and systems tests 
conductea to date. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Spac~ Shuttle Remote Manir~lator (RMS) is an anthropomor~hic, 
man-machine sys~em pr1marily used for deploying and retrieving of payloads 
(satellites) i~ ~rbit. The National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) is 
funding the design, development, testing and ev .. lluation of the first flight 
uystem. Detailed system requirements jointly formulated by NASA, NkCC and 
Spar Aerospace Li~ited, the prime contractor, defin~ that the RMS shall be 
capable of deploying a 65,000 lb. payload and retri~ving a 32,000 lbs. pay
load. The Manipulator Arm (MA) is 601 in. long a~d consists of a Shoulder 
(2 ilOF). Elbow (1 DOF) and a Wrist (3 DOF) cv~nected hy upper and lower arm 
booms and a payload grcppling device called the End Effector.(I)(2) The 
RMS system is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Since fi'le RMS is designed to oper?te in spact;: environment, teot and 
verification of expected performancp require special facilities. In 
adc1t1on to ground tests, two simulation models are used to provIde 1n 
~epth analYSis of performance under varying conditions. 

* Spar Aerospace Limtted, RMS Division, Toronto, Canada 
** National Re~earch Council, Ottawa. Canada 
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SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The RMS is comprised of four major subsystems:

(a) Mechanical Arm Subsystem
(b) Display and Control (D&C) Subsystem
(c) Electrical Subsystem
(d) Software Subsys L

Canada is responsible for the production of the first three subsyste_,s
and the requirements definition of the fcurth. The software zubsystem is
implemented within tPe Orbiter General Purpose Computer (GPC) which
provides a2tomated and semi-automated control of the RMS

Control of the RMS is provided by the D&C Subsyr:;em. Tills subsystem
contains a Display and Control Panel, Translational Hand Ccntrol]er (TqC)

and Rotational Hand Controller (RHC) These provide the Orb_t__ crew _lith
control of "_e tIechan4_.al Arm.

The D&C Subsystem interfaces with the _tqnipulator Control]er interface
Unit (MCIU) which in turn provides the _nterface to both the GPC and the
Electrical Subsystem within the Manipulator Arm. Both the D&C eubsystem
and the MCIU form part of =he Orbiter cabin equipment, The Mechanical Aim
contains the balance of the electrical subsystem which provide_ control of
each of the degrees of freedom as well as the Ena Effector.

RMS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROCESS

The verification prccess of Lne I_S is undertaken through non-real-
time and real-time simulation analysis component rests systen_ tests and
orbital flight tests. Primary means of verification of ove-_]l _erformance
prior to flight is through simulation and system_ test. Th, benchmark
simulation model of the RMS is the ron-real-_i_? modei "ASAE". ASAD

incorporates up to thirty selectable flexible modes and is u=ed to provide
complete confirmation regarding the 4vnamics ot operar{on such as
d 71oy_ent and retrieval of payloa¢ singularity managemert, automatic _
trajectories and ,rm pos_tioning capability.

In order to evaluate operator interaction with the RHS a real-time
simulation facility "SIdFAC" is used. The SIHFAC m_del is based on ASAD

but is restructured _o permit rea_-time processing.(3)

The requirements ;or the RMS _w_ems Test Rig (STR) were established
a_ part o + the verification proces: ot simulation, _nalysis and test. Tt
was recognized that an attempt to perform a completely representative t:st
on the RMS woul_ be extremely com?lc× and expensive, A _rade-off _tudy
addressed _he following global requirements:
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SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

The RMS is comprised of four major sub~ystems: 

(a) Mechanical Arm Subsvstem 
(b) Display and Control (D&C) Subsystem 
(c) Ele~trical Subsystem 
(d) Software Subsys _,,\ 

Canada is responsible for the production of tne first ~hree subsysterr.s 
and the requirements definition of the fGurth. The softwurE cubsystpm is 
implemented within tt-~ Orbi ter Genera.'. Purpose COll';Juter (GPe) which 
provides altomated and semi-automated ~ontrol of the RMS, 

Control of the RMS is provided by the D&C Subsy~:·.C!m. Tilis subsyst"em 
contains a Display and CNltrol Panel, Translational Hand Cent roller (J':-1C~ 
and Rotntional Hand Controller (RHC). These provide the r,rb; tee Cl'ew Hi th 
control of ·~e P~chanf~al Arm. 

The D&C Subsystem interfaces wlth tr,e Na'1ipulator Controller Interface 
Unit (MCIU) which in turD provides the ~nterface to both the CPC and the 
F.lectrical Subsystem within the Manipulator Arm. Both the D~~ Cubsyst~~ 
and the MelU form part of d-.~ Grbi ter cabin ~quipment. The l-1echanlCij] Alm 
contains the balanc~ of the electrical subsystem which provi~~3 control of 
each vf the degrees of freedom as well as the Eno Effec~or. 

RMS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROCESS 

The verifil:ati0n precess of lne ~iS is undertaken through non-real
time and real-time simulation analysis component te&ts systen~ ~ests and 
orbital flight tests. Primary means of verification of ove·11l nerforffid'1ce 
prior to flight is through simulation and system~ test. TIl. benchmark 
simulation model of the RMS is the ron-re31-tirr~ model "ASAlJ". ASi.D 
incorporates up to thirty selectable flexihle mcdes and is u~ed to provide 
complete cunfirmation regarding the ~vna~ics ot operation such as 
d ;,loyment a.,d retri~val of payloa" singularity managl;!m~r t. automatic 
trajectories and .'rm pos~ tioning capablli cy. 

In order to evaluate operator interaction with the RHS a re:ll-time 
simulation facility "SIrfFAC" is used. The SIMFAC m1del is basee' on ASAD 
but i~ restructured to permit rea~-time processing.(3) 

Th~ requirements ~.)r the RNS ~v,,",tems Test Rig (STR) were established 
ap part o· the verification ~roces~ 01 simulation, ~,alysis and test. Tt 
was re.:o~nizE>d th.;t an attempt to perform a complp.tely representative L"st 
on the RMS WQuU be extrer.\ely com;,lclC and expensi v€. A .. rade-off ~tudy 

addressed the foilo~1ng global requireruents: 
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(a) The exercise of a fully assembled RMS in a l-g laboratory environment.

(b) Test two models; _n Engineering Model _EM), and a Fllght Model (FM).

(c) The verification RMS performance.

(d) Provide hardware performance data in support of the computer /
simulation programs.

The mo_: complicated STR appeared to be a true tbree-dlmenslonal rig

"qd the slmr est was a two dimensional horizontal plane rig. Construction

of the system integration and test floor area was based on the probability

t|a a single olane system would be required. A 60' x 120' area was

_z._Ided. As a result of the initial studies conducted, it wa_ determined
that a system based on planar motions would provide the best overall

compromise between cost, schedule and performance.

The following requirements were an outgrowth of the study and provided

the design drivers for the STR:

(a) Provide a qualitative assessment of system operation.

(b) Verify or substantiate those elements of the Contract End Item

Spec_flcatlon which could only be done by an integrated system test.

(c) Support develo£_ent testing; Primary Design Drivers were:

i) Design to accommodate pitch and yaw coupled mo_lons (serially).

ll) Accommodate arms with _arying weights from 600 lbs. to 1,000 ibs.

Ill) Friction .003.

iv) Failsafe such that any failure within the support system would
not damage the RMS.

v) Accommodate the floor fluctuations up to .25 inches over 3 feet.

vl) Minimum interaction with mechanical arm dynamics.

vii) Permit Joint to travel over the full operational range.

viii) Permit the arm to float on the STR such that d_nami¢ or parasitic

coupling from the STR would be minimized.

The requirements for payload operations In the integratlon area with

the RMS were based on limitations that cou]d be expected with • coefficient

of friction of approximately .0025. The minimum force capability require-

ment from a straight arm is appr_xlmately 12 lbs. The maximum _ayload size
that can be driven on air bearJags would be in the order of 4,06U Ibs.,
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(a) The exercise of a fully assembled RMS in a I-g laboratory environment. 

(b) Test two models; "'.n Engineering Model ~EM), and a Flight Model (FM). 

(c) The verification RMS performance. 

(d) Provide hardware performance data in support of the computer 
simulation programs. 

The mo~: complicated STR appeared to be a true three-dimensional rig 
.~,.d the simr ~st was a two dimensional horizontal plane rig. Construction 
of the system integration and test floor area was based on the probability 
tl a a singJ.e olane system would be required. A 60' x 120' area was 
~l,'~ided. As a result of the initial studies conducted, it wa~ determined 
that a system based on planar motions would prov~de the best overall 
cvmpromise between cost, schedule and performance. 

The following requirements were an outgrowth of the study and provided 
th~ design drivers for the STR: 

(a) Provide a qualitative assessment of system operation. 

(b) Verify or substantiate those elements of the Co~tract End Item 
Specification which could only be done by an integrated system test. 

(c) Support develorment testing; Primary Design Drivers were: 

i) Design to accommodate pitch and yaw coupled m0t10ns (serially). 

11) Accommodate arms with "arying weights from 600 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. 

i 11 ) Fr i c t i on .003. 

iv) Failsafe such that any failure within the support system would 
not damage the RMS. 

v) Accommodate the floor fluctuations up to .25 inches over 3 feet. 

vi) Minimum interaction with mechanical arm dynamics. 

vii) Permit joint to travel over the full oper.ational range. 

viii) Permit the arm to float on the STR such that dynamic or parasitic 
coupling from the STR would be minimized. 

The requirements for payload operations in the i~tegration ared with 
the RMS were based on limitations th3t could be expected with, coefficient 
of friction of approximately .0025. The minimum force capability require
ment from a st raight arm is approx.imately 12 I bs. The maximum r'iiyload si ze 
that can be driven on air bearings would be in the ord~r of 4,or;\,.: lbs., 
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ass_ing 20% loss in torque capability of the arm due to STR friction, On
the basis of information which would be gained frum loaded am tests, it
was decided not to use a large mass payload for the Engineering Hodel arm
tests and restrict operations to the unloaded arm with a low mass payload
( 50 Ibs). This would permit evaluation of system stability during track

and capture of a payload.

THE SYSTEMS TEST RIG

The STR is shown in Figure 2. The Shoulder Joint is anchored on a
fixed base (plinth). The shoulder can be attached to the plinth In either

the pitch coupled or yaw coupled mode. The upper arm boom is supported at

the shoulder ano elbo_ interface flanges by the upper arm STR. This

section provides a single 8" air bearing pad at the Shoulder interface and

two 8" pads at the Elbow.- Spacing between the Elbow pads is designed to

counteract stay pad flutter instability and any tendency to tip during arm
acceleration or braking.

The lower arm is supported in the same manner at the upper arm Elbow

flange and Wrist electronics compartment interface flange. One air pad is

provided at the Elbow and two at the Wrist interface (Figure 3).

The Wrist and End Effector are supported on three air pads as shown in

Figure 2 such thac loading is balanced between the pads.

CRITICAL DESIGN AREAS OF THE STR

Since the STR is used to assess performance of flight hand-are, undue

loading of the system must be avoided. In order to meet this 7equlrement,

operational loads greater than 50Z of the endurance limit must be avoided.
Drivers to the design of the STR become:

(a) Joint Acc_le-ations.

(b) Static and l)>namlc Stability of the STR.

(c) Braking of the _ under normal and Joint seizure conditions.

(d) Failure of th_ air supply or air bearing pads.

(e) Variation_ in floor slope and lift off of the air bearings.

In order to meet the static loads requirements with an arm stiffness

of lO Ibs. per inch deflection of the End Effector, the allowable variation

in support height at the Elbow and Wrist is _O. lO inches. Since the total

height variation could be as high as 0.5 inches due to air bearing lift off

and floor varlaclons, a support mechanism that accommodates these chanRes

becomes essential. In order to meet these requirements a constant force

device was chosen to interface between _ support flanges and the air
bearing system.
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assuming 20% loss in torque capability of the arm due to STR friction. On 
the basis of information which would be gained frum loaded al~ tests, it 
was d'~cided not to use a large mass payload for the Engineering r-todel arm 
tests and restrict operations to the unloaded arm with a low mass payload 
( 50 lbs). This would permit evaluation of system stability during track 
and capture of a payload. 

THE SYSTEMS TEST RIG 

The STR is shown in Figure 2. The Shoulder joint is anchored on a 
fixed base (plinth). The shoulder can be attached to the plinth in either 
the pitch coupled or yaw coupled mode. The upper arm boom is supported at 
the shoulder ana elbo,., interface flanges by the up.p~r arm STR. This 
section provides a ~ingle 8" air bearing pad at the Shoulder interface and 
two 8" pads at the Elbow •. Spacing between the Elbow pads is designed to 
counteract any pad flutter instability and any tendency to tip during arm 
acceleration or braking. 

The lower arm is supported in the same manner at the upper arm Elbow 
flange and Wrist electronics compartment interface flange. One air pad is 
provided at the Elbow and two at the Wrist interface (Figure 3). 

The Wrist and End Effector are supported on three air pads as shown in 
Figure 2 such that loading is balanced bt:'tween the pads. 

CRITICAL DESIGN AREAS OF THE STR 

Since the STR is used ~o assess performance of flight hardware, undue 
loading of the system must be avoided. In order to meet this. 'I:!quirement, 
operational loads greater than 50% of the endurance limit must be avoided. 
Drivers to the design of the STR become: 

(a) Joint Accde"at ions. 
(b) Static anI.! l~Jnamic Stability of the STR. 
(c) Braking of the HA under normal and joint seizure conditions. 
(d) Failure of the air supply or air bearing pads. 
(e) VariationG in floor slope and lift off of the air bearings. 

In order to meet the static loads requirements with an arm stiffness 
of 10 lbs. per inch deflection of the End Effector, the allowable variation 
in support height at the Elbow and Wrist is *0.10 inches. Since the total 
height variation could be as high as 0.5 inches due to air bearing lift off 
and floor variations, a support mecha.1ism that accommodates these chan~es 
becomes essential. In order to meet th~se requirements a constant force 
device was chosen to interface between ~~ support flanges and th~ air 
bearing system. 



THE PLIntH (Figure 2)

The plinth is a rigid support to which the Shoulder is attached. The
mounting arrangement provide for the MA Shoulder vertical center llne to be

held either parallel or perpendicular to the floor (depending on whether
the arm is in pitch coupled or yaw coupled mode.

In order to cater for the worst case failure of a Shoulder seizure at

maxlmu_n arm rate, a torque limiting breakout clutch is incorporated between

the plinth and the Shoulder interface. The clutch is designed to slip

between l,O00 and 1,500 foot-pounds and is adjustable.

UPPER AND LONER ARId SUPPORT MODULES

The configuration of the support modules is shown in Figure 3. Five
point support is provided to the MA in order to meet arm stress load

requirements. The three air bearing pads are provided on each module for
static and dynamic stability.

The main structural _ember is a 6 inch diameter thin wall aluminum

tube which also acts as a plenum for the air supply system. The plenum is
used as an additional supply of air in the event of failure of the air

supply system. Castors are also provided as a backup support system in the
event of failure of the primary air bearing system.

WRIST AND END EFFECTOR SUPPORT MODULE

The Wrist and End Effector module duplicates the support mechanisms of

the upper and lower arm sectiorls. The air pads are displaced about the

center of gravity of the support weight. The support flange locatlo., is

chosen to minimize the static _oments on all three of the wrist Joints.

FLEXIBLE SUPPORT MECHANISM

The flexible support mechanism arrangement as shown in Figure 4

minimizes moment and torsion transfer to the MA support flange while
maintaining the support force constant. Vertical motion of ±2 inches is

provided. This motion is balanced by a beam linkage which acts against the
constant force device.

The constant force device is a double spring system which provides for

a "constant" reaction load over a prescribed linear movement by equating

load moments with spring moments through a linkage system. A low spring
rate is attained (l pound/Inch) at a nominal 150 pounds-feet. By providing
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THE PLUlTH (Figure 2) 

The plinth is a rigid support to which the Shoulder is attached. The 
mounting arrangement provide for the MA Shoulder vertical center line to be 
held either parallel or perpendicular to the floor (depending on whether 
the arm is in pitch coupled or yaw coupled mode. 

In order to cater for the worst case failure of a Shoulder seizure at 
maximum arm rate, a torque limiting breakout clutch is incorporated between 
the plinth and the Shoulder interface. The clutch is designed to slip 
between 1,000 and 1,500 foot-pounds and is adjustable. 

UPPER AND LOWER ARM SUPPORT MODULES 

The configuration of the support modules is shown in Figure 3. Five 
point support is provided to the MA in order to meet arm stress load 
requirements. The three air bearing pads are provided on each module for 
static and dynamic stability. 

The main structural ~ember is a 6 inch diameter thin wall aluminum 
tube which also acts as a plenum for the air supply system. The pl~num Is 
used as an additional supply of air in the event of failure of the air 
supply system. castors are also provided as a backup support system in the 
event of failure of the primary air bearing system. 

WRIST AND END EFFECTOR SUPPORT MODULE 

The Wrist and End Effector module duplicates the support mechanisms of 
the upper and lower arm sections. The air pads are displaced about the 
center of gravity of the suppo'rt weight. The support flange locatio .• is 
chosen to minimize the static moments on all thrp.e of the wrist joints. 

FLEXIBLE SUPPORT M~CHANISM 

The flexible support mechanism arra~gement as shown in Figure 4 
minimizes mo,nent and torsion transfer to the MA support flange while 
maintaining the support force constant. Vertical motion of ±2 inches is 
provided. This motion is balanced by a beam linkage which acts against the 
constant force device. 

The constant force device is a double spring system which provides for 
a "constant" reaction load over a prescribed linear movement by equating 
load moments with spring moments through a linkage system. A low spring 
rate is attained (1 pound/inch) at a nominal 150 pounds-feet. By providing 
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adjustment of the lever ratio, a linear relationship is attained over _10%
variation of nominal load setting. Total load variation is less than ±2%

over the full range of travel and ±1% over a _2 inch travel.

Dynamic characteristics were measured for the linkage/constant force
device over the velocity range of zero to 0.65 feet/second with a range of
movement equivalent to 5 inches at the STP support paint. Test results

indicated that, dynamically, the device opt,ares within the _2% load
variation and showed no resonance conditiovg within the system bandwidth.

AIR BEARING SYSTEM

The air bearing system is based on an air pad of 8" diameter.

This pad was chosen on the basis of static and dynamic stability over
the load range of 130 to 500 lbs. with a friction coefficient between 0.001
and 0.003.

Development testing indicated that the operating band of the air

bearing system had a fairly narrow stabillty range as shown in Figure 5 and

is sensitive to low load. In order to avoid this condition, each air pad

incorporates its own separate plenum with the air supply enterlr_ through a

choked nozzle. Because the main air supply is carried at a higher pressure
than that of the pad operating pressure, failure of the air supply will

cause gradual failure of each pad. Adequate time is therefore available to

allow the control and safety system to sense a change in vertical dlsplace-

ment and initiate an orderly shutdown of the flA.

In order to evaluate the characteristics of the air bearing system a

development setup was constructed consisting of three air pads, a static

and dynamic load and safety castors. Tests were conducted on the task area

floor which is made up of linoleum strips approxlmately three feet wide by
60 feet long.

Results of the friction tests verified the linoleum's friction

coefficient of between .001 and °003. Static and dynamic friction are

approximately identical since the internal fluid velocity is high compared

with the imposed relatlve velocity between the bearing pad and the floor
surface.

The relationshlp between drag force and support load was found to be
essentially constant within the llmits of intended load variation.

Tests were also conducted with a support load offset to slmulate the

effects of inertia forces causing an overturning moment about the air
pads. To slmulate the effect of floor slope, tests were carried out with

pad slopes between l degree and 4 degrees relative to the floor. Results

of these tests indicate that overturnlz_g moments end floor slopes which

would be encountered would have negligible effect on the friction drag.
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adjustment of the lever ratio, a linear relationship is attained over :10% 
variation of nominal load setting. Total load variation is less than ±2% 
over the full range of travel and *1% over a :2 inch travel. 

Dynamic characteristics were measured for the linkage/constant force 
device over the velocity range of zero to 0.65 feet/second with a range of 
movement equivalent to 5 inches at the STP support paint. Test results 
indicated that, dynamically, the device opt~ates within the ±2% load 
variation and showed no resonance conditions within the system bandwidth. 

AIR BEARING SYSTEM 

The air bearing system is based on an air pad of 8" diameter. 

This pad was chosen on the basis of static and dynamic stability over 
the load range of 130 to 500 lbs. with a friction coefficient between 0.001 
and 0.003. 

Development testing indicated that the operating band of the air 
bearing system had a fairly narrow stability range as shown in Figure 5 and 
is sen~itive to low load. In order to avoid this condition, each air pad 
incorporates its own separate plenum with the air supply enterir~ through a 
choked nozzle. Because the main air supply is carried at a higher pressure 
than that of the pad operating pressure, failure of the air supply will 
cause gradual failure of each pad. Adequate time is therefore available to 
allow the control and safety ~ystem to sense a change in vertical displace
ment and ini tiate an orderly shutdown of the MA. 

In order to evaluate the characteristics of the air bearing system a 
development setup was constructed consisting of three air pads, a static 
and dynamiC load and safety castors. Tests were conducted on the task ar~a 
floor which is made up of linoleum strips approximately three feet wide by 
60 feet long. 

Results of the friction tests verified the linoleum's friction 
coefficient of between .001 and .003. Static and dynamic friction are 
approximately identical since the internal fluid velocity is high compared 
with the imposed relative velocity between ti'c bearing pad and the floor 
surface. 

The relationship between drag force and support load was found to be 
essentially constant within the limits of intended load variation. 

Tests were also conducted with a support load offset to simulate the 
effects of inertia forces causing an overturning moment about the air 
pads. To si'11ulate the et'fect of floor slope, tests were carried out with 
pad slopes between 1 degree and 4 degrees relative to the floor. R~sults 

of t~ese tests indicate that overturning moments 2nd floor slopes which 
would be encountered would have negligible effect on the friction drag. 
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Measurement of pad liftoff was taken during the friction test.
Liftoff was found to be 0.375 inches. Tests with the castors in place !

indicated that the pad would reinflat _ with 1/16" of clearance. !

With a support weight load of 280 ibs. applied to the air pad the _

pressure and flow were set at 5.5 pslg and 8.8 SCFtlrespectively. Tests
over the entire floor surface produced a nominal friction of between 0.0015

and 0.002.

The total requirement based on stability requirements established the
air supply requirement as 60 SCFM at 40 psig.

Tests indicated the natural frequency of the air pad system under
unstable operation as 11.5 Hz @ 280 lbs. and 9.0 Hz @ 380 lbs. The system
also indicated heavy damping with a peak amplitude of 0.05 inches.

HA/STR DYNAMICS ANALYSIS

The unloaded arm has a natural frequency of 0.5 Hz. Analysis using

computer model and a total STR weight of 890 Ibs. showed the first two

natural frequencies to be 0.5 and 3.5 Hz. Laboratory tests indicated a

natural frequency for an unloaded STR to be about II Hz. It is concluded

that the two systems do not couple through the action of the small friction

force passed through the constant force device.

CONTROL AND SAFETY SYSTEM

The control and safety console provides monitoring of the followln 8,

(a) Supply air pressure.

(b) Floor clearance of each of the inflated air pads.

(c) Support loads at each of the five interface stations.

(d) Vertical support positions of the five interface stations.

(e) Plinth sllp clutch.

Should any of the monitored status indicators fall outside prescribed
limits, an alarm is sounded and the failure 1ocatlon is annunciated. A

signal is also fed to the P,MS control computer which brings the arm to

rest. The signals also provide an interlock to ensure the HA cannot be
functioned until the STR is in full operational status.

I
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Measurement of pad liftoff was taken during the friction test. 
Liftoff was found to be 0.375 inches. Tests with the castors in place 
indicated that the pad would reinflat~ with 1/16" of clearance. 

With a support weight load of 280 lbs. applied to the air pad the 
pressure and flow were set at 5.5 psig and 8.8 Scnt respectively. Tests 
over the entire floor surface produced d nominal friction of between 0.0015 
and 0.002. 

The total requirement based on stability requirements established the 
air supply requirement as 60 SCFM at 40 psig. 

Tests indicated the natural frequency of the air pad system under 
unstable operation as 11.5 Hz @ 280 lbs. and 9.0 Hz @ 380 lbs. The system 
also indicated heavy damping with a peak amplitude of 0.05 inches. 

HA/STR DYNAMICS ANALYSIS 

The unloaded arm has a natural frequency of 0.5 Hz. Analysis using 
computer model and a total STR weight of 890 lbs. showed the first two 
natural frequencies to be 0.5 and 3.5 Hz. Laboratory tests indicated a 
natural frequency for an unloaded STR to be about 11 Hz. It is concluded 
that the two syctems do not couple through the action of the small friction 
force passed through the constant force device. 

CONTROL AND SAFETY SYSTEM 

The control and safety console provides monitoring of the following. 

(a) Supply air pressure. 

(b) Floor clearance of each of the inflated air pads. 

(c) Support loads at each of the five interface stations. 

(d) Vertical support positions of the five interface stations. 

(e) Plinth slip clutch. 

Should any of the monitored status indicators fall outside prescribed 
limits. an alarm is sounded and the failure location is annunciated. A 
signal is also fed to the RMS control computer which brings the arm to 
rest. The signals also provide an interlock to ensure the MA cannot be 
functioned until the STR is in full operational status. 
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SETUP OF THE STR

Based on development test results for the air pads and constant forces
devices the STR was set up prior to delivery. When tested on the flat
floor, the only adjustments required were the height and level of the five
arm interfaces. Dynamic tests with simulated loads applied to the five
interfaces indicated no tendency towards instability as well and the load
variation w_ll within the _2Z limits.

ENGINEERING MODEL RMS SYSTEMS TESTS

Systems tests of the Engineering Model (EM) RMS occurred in late 1978
and during 1979. The setup is shown in Figure 6. A Hewlltt Packard HP21MX
was used as the system c6mputer with software which represented the orbiter
RHS software. The EMMA differs from the flight model in that aluminum a_m
booms are used instead of the light weight graphite epoxy booms, Althou_h
the EM boom stiffness is representative of flight, there is an addltlo_al
weight of approximately 300 pounds. The purpose of the EM systems tePc was
to provide data In the following areas:

(a) System stability and controllability.

(b) Software/hardware compatlbillty.

(c) System stiffness.

(d) Operation in the different control modes.

(e) Payload operations limited to the use of a small dolly.

(f) Stopping distance from maxlmu_n rate.

(g) Maximum tip force.

Initial tests conducted driving the Shoulder showed the STR friction
to be about 122 foot-pounds; well within design predictions. Examination
of Joint motor current traces were used for evaluation of floor slope and
fluctuation. Again, the floor shoved minimal effects on overall system
performance. Track and capture tasks were performed using a commercial
television system with the small payload drawn along the floor at typical
payload rates. Operators familiar with SIMFAC simulations were used for

the above tasks. Generally, the operators felt that the EN system tended
to show more dsmpln& and less amplitude excursions during step inputs.

Part of this is believed to be caused by the loss of the cross axis degrees
of freedom and floxlbillty but generall_ the system performed well within
the anticipated performance domain.

Another test conducted was to command the arm at very low rates in a
straight trajectory. Results ivdlcated that an End Effector rate of
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SETUP OF THE STR 

Based on development test results for the air pads and constant forces 
devices the STR was set up prior to delivery. When tested on the flat 
floor. the only adjustments required were the hei8ht and level of the five 
arm interfaces. Dynamic tests with simulated loads applied to the five 
interfaces indicated no tendency towards instability as well and the load 
variation ~ll within the *2% limits. 

ENGINEERING MODEL RMS SYSTEMS TESTS 

Systems tests of the En8ineerin8 Model (EM) RMS occurred in late 1978 
and during 1979. The setup is shown in Fi8ure 6. A Hewlitt Packard HP21HX 
was used as the system computer with software which represented the orbiteT 
RHS software. The EM MA differs from the fli8ht model in that aluminum a~m 
booms are used instead of the li8ht wei8ht 8raphite epoxy booms. Althou~h 
the EM boom stiffness is representative of fli8ht. there is an additionAl 
wei8ht of approximately 300 pounds. The purpose of the EM systems teFe was 
to provide data in the followin8 areas: 

(a) System stability and ~ontrollehiljty. 

(b) Software/hardware compatibility. 

(c) System stiffness. 

(d) Operation in the different control modes. 

(e) Payload operations limited to the use of a small dolly. 

(f) StoPpin8 distance from maximum rate. 

(g) Maxi~um tip force. 

Initial tests conducted driving the Shoulder showed the STR friction 
to be about 122 foot-pounds: well within desi8n predictions. Examination 
of joint motor current traces were used for evaluation of floor slope and 
fluctuation. Again. the floor s~,o~ad minimal effects on overall system 
performance. Track and capture tasks were performed usin8 a commercial 
television system with the small payload drawn along the floor at typical 
payload ratas. Operators familiar with SIMFAC simulations were used for 
the above tasks. Generally. the operators felt that the EM system tended 
to show more dampin& and less amplitude excursions during step inputs. 
Part of thls is believed to be caused by the loss of the cross axis de8rees 
of freedom and fl'~x1bil1ty but 8enerally the system performed well within 
the anticipated performance domain. 

Another test conducted was to command the arm at very low rates in a 
strai8ht trajectory. Results irdicated that an End Effector rate of 
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approximately 0.035 feet/second could be attained. This is very close to
the lower limit of the design capability and indicates excellent charac-

teristics of floor slope and waviness as well as action of the air bearings
and constant force devices. Deviations from the straight line trajectory
were approximately 4 inches in 20 feet. Based on a specified Joint rate
accuracy of 30.7 radians/second at the motor and taking into effect the
expected floor friction, the results were well _r/thin specification.

A comparison run was made between the simulation program ASAD and the
RMS. The typical plot of results for the shoulder and elbow pitch Joints
is shown in Figure 7. As a general observation the EN arm appears to
follow the input commands more closely than the ASAD program in spite of
the higher EM arm inertia (factor-of two higher).

CONCLUSION

Results of Engineering Model system tests of the RMS have indicated
that the system test faclllty has exceeded expectations in the use for

evaluating pertormanee of the RMS in a zero -g environment, b_ a result,

more rigorous testing will be perfoc_ed 3n the flight model than had been

orlginally planned. Also, tests using a payload for evaluatlon of

partially and fully constrained motions will be performed. This gives
confidence in the I_S abillties to deploy and stow payloads in the orbiter

retention system prior to the use of the Payload Deployment and Retrieval
System in flight.
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approximately 0.035 feet/second could be attained. This is very close to 
the lower limit of the design capability and indi,ates excellent charac
teristics of floor slope and waviness as well as action of the air beal-ings 
and constant f~rce devices. Deviations from the straight line trajectory 
were approximately 4 inches in 20 feet. Based on a specified joint rate 
accuracy of ±0.7 radians/second at the motor and taking into effect the 
expected floor friction, the results were well within speciflcation. 

A comparison run was made between the simulation program ASAD and the 
RMS. The typical plot of result6 for the shoulder and elbow pitch joints 
is shown in Figure 7. As a general observation the EM arm appears to 
follow the input commands more closely than the ASAD program in spite of 
the higher EM arm inertia (factor-of two higher). 

CONCLUSION 

Results of Engineering Model system tests of the RMS have indicated 
that the system test facility has exceeded expectations in the use for 
evaluati~g pertormance of the RMS in Q zero -g environment. ~~ a result, 
more rigorous testing will be perfo(m~c ~n the flight model than had been 
originally planned. Also, tests using a payload for evaluation of 
partially and fully constrained motions will be performed. This gives 
confidence in the RMS abilities to deploy and stow payloads in thE orbiter 
retention system prior to the use of the Payload Deployment and Retrieval 
System in flight. 
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THE ROLE OF THE REAL-TIME SIMULATION_FACILI..TYj SIMFACj

IN THE DESIGNa DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION OF THE

SHUTTLE REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (SRMS_ WITH MAN-IN-THE-LOOP

J.g. McCullough and A. Sharpe
Spar Aerospace Limited

Toronto, Ontario

K.H. Doetsch

National Research Council of Canada

Ottawa, Ontario

ABSTRACT

The Real-Time Simulation Facility, SIMFAC, is a powerful and adaptable

engineering tool for the conduct of studies relating to man-ln-the-loop

manipulator systems. SIMFAC has played a vital role in the design, development

and performance ,:erlflcatlon of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) to
be installed in the NASA Space Shuttle Orbiter. The facility provides for

realistic man-ln-the-loop operation of the SRMS by an operator in the Operator
Complex, a fllght-llke crew station patterned after the Orbiter aft flight deck

with all necessary man-machine interface elements, including SRMS displays and
controls and simulated out-of-the-wlndow and CCTV scenes. The characteristics

of the manipulator system, including arm and joint servo dynamics and control
algorithms, are simulated by a comprehensive mathematical model within the

Simulation Subsystem of the facility.

Major studies carried out using SIHFAC include SRMS parameter sensitivity

evaluations; the development, evaluation, and verification of operating

procedures; and malfunction simulation and analysis of malfunction performance.

Amongst the most important and comprehensive man-in-the-loop simulations

carried out to date on SIMFAC are those which support SRMS performance
verification and certification when the SRMS is part of the integrated
Or_ iter-Manlpulato_ System.

1 INTRODUCTION

The development of a general purpose, real-tlme Remo_e Manipulator

Simulation Facllty, SIMFAC, was initiated in 1974. The first application for

this facility was created as a consequence of an agreement, reached between the

Government of Canada and the U.S.A., that the eemote Maoipulator System (RMS)

for the National Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) Space Transportation
System (STS) would be developed by a Canadian industrial team under contract to

the National Research Council of Canada (NRCC), with Spar Aerospace Limited as
the prinv_contractor.

The Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) is intended for operation in

space in a zero gravity (O-g) environment and as such, cannot be operated or

fully tested in a l-g, on-earth e,avironment. SIMFAC provides evaluations of -
and operator familiarization with - the SRMS performance characteristics that

would be exhibited in the on-orbit environment and inputs to the design and
development of the S_S itself.
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ABSTRACT 

The Real-Time Simulation Facility. SIMFAC. is a powerful and adaptable 
engineering tool for the conduct of studies relating to man-in-the-loop 
manipulator systems. SlMFAC has played a vital role in the design. development 
and performance '!~rificatfon of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRHS) to 
bt' installed in the NASA SpaC'e Shuttle Orbiter. The facili ty provides for 
realistiC' man-in-the-loop operation of the SRMS by an operator in the Operator 
Complex. a flight-like crew station patterned after the Orb.i..t.er aft flight deck 
with all necessary man-machine interface elements, including SRMS displays and 
controls and simulated out-of-the-window and CCTV scenes. Tt\e characteristics 
of the manipulator system, including al'Ul and joint servo dynamics and control 
algorithms. are simulated by a comprehensive mathematical model within the 
SimulAtion Su~system of the facUity. 

Major studies C'arried out using SIM~'AC indude SRMS pa::'ameter sensitivity 
evaluations; the development, evaluation, and verification of operating 
procedures; al~ malfunC'tion simulation and analysis of malfunction performance. 

Amongst the most important and comprehensive man-in-the-loop simulations 
rarrled out to date on SIMFAC are those which support SRMS performance 
verif iea t::'on and certification when tht' SRMS is part of the integrated 
Or~iter-Manipulato( System. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The develop~ent of a general purpose, real-time Remo~e Manipulator 
Simulation Faciity, SIMFAC, was initiated in 1974. The first appliration for 
this fariHty was created as a consequenre of an agreement, reached between the 
liovernment of Canada al~ the U.S.A., that the ~emote Manipulator SystPI'Q (RMS) 
for the National Aeronautic and Spare Administration (NASA) Space Transportation 
System (STS) would be developed by a Canadian industrial team under contract to 
the National Researrh Coundl of Cannda (NRCe), with Spar Aerospare Limited as 
the pri~ contractor. 

The Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) is inten~ed for operation in 
spaC'e in a zero gravity (O-g) environment and as surh, canne/t be operated or 
fully tested in a I-g. on-earth e'.lvironment. SlMl-'AC provides evaluations of -
and operator familiarization with - the SRHS performance characteristiC's that 
would bt' exhibited 1n the on-orbit environment and inputs to the design and 
development of the SRHS itself. 
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S/_FAC came into service in support of the SRMS Program early in 197Y and
has since then been playing a most important role in the deslgn developmant and

performance verification of the S_S. In addition, it has provided valuable
data in support of the development of SI_S operating e,roceaures prior to actual
orbital operations.

1I THE SHVTTLE REMOTEMANIPULATOR SYSTF2_ (SRMS_

The SlOIS is an anthropomorphic man/machine system with six control
degrees-of-freedom for use on the Shuttle Orbiter in deployir_, manipulating and
retrieving a wide range of payloadq (small to volumnous and massive) in space

(Figure If-l).

The SRMS is operated in both automatic and manual mode_ from the a_c port

window location of the Orbiter crew compartment by an SRMS specialist using

dedicated SRM$ controls and wlth the aid of direct viewing and closed circuit
television.

It is required that the ma_.Ipulator be capable of safely deploying and

retrlelvng a 32,000 lb. cylindrical payload of diameter 15 feet and length
bO feet ands further, of deploying a bS,000 lb. payload of the same size.

Failsafe operation is a basic requirement of the S_S design and a I0 year,

100 mission life is specified for the system.

The manipulator arm mechanical assembly comprises ". series of six active
Joints and seven structural llnk_, as shown in Figure 11-2. These provide a

glmbal order of shoulder yaws shoulder pitch, elbow pitch, wrist pitch, wrist

yaw and wrist roll. Each active Joint of the manlpulalor arm is driven by a

servo whose output, provided by a brushless DC motorp is transmitted to the arm
via a high reduction gearbox.

A standard end effector is attached to the wrist for grappling and applying

loads or motions to the payload or for releasing payloads into orbit. Mounted

at the wrist roll joint is a wrist CCTV camera and viewing light assembly and

near the elbow pitch Joint there is provision for an elbow CCTV camera and pan
and tilt unit assembly. These cameras, together with cameras in th_ Shuttle
Orbiter cargo bays provide specific and selectable views for the operator via
the television monitors mounted In the I_S operating station in the crew
compartment

Tim arm, when fully extended, has a reach of approximately 50 feet and the

arm booms are approximately 13 inches in diameter.

SRMS CONTROL

The manipulator arm is controlled from a Display and Controls (DbC) system

using SRMS software resident in the Orbiter General Purpose Computer (GPC)
through a Manipulator Controller interfa,'e Unit OdClU), all mouuted within the

Orbiter cabin. The MCIU supplies the data interface between the DbC system,
SRMS software in the GPC and the manipulator arm.

The SRMS is a man-ln-the-loop system, the operator forming an integral part

of the control and monitoring ,_ystem. Operator interaction and control, are

effected by means of the following:
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SlHFAC came into service in support of the SRHS Program early in 1977 and 
has since then been playing a most important role in the design development and 
performance verification of the SRMS. In addition, it has provided valuable 
data in support of the development of SRH~ oper&ting froceaures prior to actual 
orbital operations. 

11 TtlE SHUTTL1~ REt10TE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (SRMS) 

The SRMS is an anthropo~orphic man/machine system with six control 
d~6rees-of-freedom for u&e on the Shuttle Orbiter in deployir~, man~pulating and 
retrieving a wide range of payload!; (small to volurunous and massive) in space 
(l"igure 11-1). 

The SRMS is operated in both automatiC' and llAanual modes from the a~c port 
window location of the Orbiter cr/dW compartment by an SRfoIS specialist using 
dedicated SRMS controls and With the aid of direct viewing and closeJ circuit 
television. 

It is required that t~e ma •• ipulator be capable of safely deployi~ and 
retrieivng a 32,000 lb. cylindrical payload of diameter 15 feet and length 
60 feet and. further, of deploying a 65.000 lb. payload of the same size. 

Failsafe operation is a basi,- requiremt:nt of the S~S design and a 10 year, 
100 mission life is sperified for the system. 

The manipulator arm mechanical assembly comprises ~ series of six active 
Joints and seven strurtural link;. as shown in Figure 11-2. These provide a 
gimbal order of shoulder yaw, shoulder pitch, elbow pitch, wrist pitch. wrist 
yaw and wrist roll. Each artive joint of the manipuIal')r arm is driven by a 
servo whose output. provided by a brushless DC Illotor, is transmitted to the arm 
via a high redur tion gearbox. 

A standard end effertor is attarhed to the wrist for grappling and applying 
loads or motions to the payload or for releaSing paylodds into orbit. Mounted 
at the wrist roll joint is a wrist eeTV camera and viewing light assembly and 
near the elbow pi tch joint there is provision for an elbow CCTV camera and pan 
and tilt unit assembly. These cameras. together with rameras in th~ Shuttle 
Orbiter cargo bay, provide specific and selectable views for the operator via 
the television monitors mounted in the ltoIS operating station in the crew 
compartment. 

The arm, when fully extended. has a reach of approximately 50 feet and the 
arm booms are approximately 13 inrhes in d!.ameter. 

SRMS CONTROL 

The manipulator arm is controlled from a Display and Controls (D&C) systt!l1l 
using SNMS software resident in the Ort,)iter (;eneral Purpose Computer «;PC) 
through a Manipulator Controller Interfa,'e Unit (MCIU). all moullted within the 
OrLiter ~abin. The MCIU supplies the dAta interfa~e between the D&C system. 
SRMS software in the (;~C and the manipulator arm. 

The SNMS is a man-in-the-loop system, the operator forming an integral part 
of the control and monitoring ,)ystem. Operator interaction and control, are 
effected by means of the following: 
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- Rotational and Translational Hand Controllers (RHCs THC) for Manual

Aug',_entedDiode Operation, which provide end effector translational and
rotational velocity commands to the control algorithms _rlthin the SP_._
software resident in the Orbiter GPC.

- The Display and Controls (D&C) panel (and electronics), which provides
arm status data to the operator and performs secondary control
functlons.

- The mission keyboards which provides operator access to the orbiter
GFC.

- A GPC CRT which presents detailed SI_S status and health data to the
operator.

The primary source of composite am position and attitude data is the
operator's own direct vision through the crew compartment aft bulkhead and
overhead windows, augmented by CCTV vie_s from t_Le arm and payload bay-mounted
camera. Figure II-3 shows the locations of the SPaS controls in the orbiter
crew compartment.

CONTROLALGORITHMS

The primary function of the SRMS control algorithms is to convert tl_e
various input drive commands into a resolved output rate domand for each Joint
of the arm so that the end effector or payload follow the commanded trajectory.
The algorithms output these rate demands within limits defined according to arm
and individual Joint loading conditions present at the time of computation, The
rate demands are passed to the Joint servos via GPC-to-MCIU and NCIU-to-Arm
Based Electronics (ABE) data busses.

The control algorithms supply the Joint rate demands necessary to control

either end effector translational and rotational rates or end efFector position

(rate or position control). The control algorithms obtain feedback on Joint

angle_ from high precision position encoders within the Joint drive trains.

SERVO CONTROL

Classical servo loop compensation techniques are employed to ensure good

stability over _ wide dynamic operating ranges as well as good steady state

system performance. Feedback is obtained from digital and analogue tachometer
data combined in a complementary fashion s and from high precision encoders

providing Joist position datas as shown in Figure II-4.

SRMS CONTR06 MODES

The SRNS may be controlled in the following modes:

Nanual Augmented Control Mode
- Automatic biode

- Single Joint Control Mode
- Direct Drive Control Mode

• - ltackup Drive
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Rotational and Translational Kand Controllers (RKC, THC) for Manual 
Aug'oIlented t-lode Operation, which provide end effector translational and 
rot.ational velocity cOlDllUlnds to the control algorithms within the SP.:!~ 
software resident in the Orbiter GPC. 

The Display and Controls (D&C) panel (and electronics), which provides 
arm status data to the operator and performs secondary control 
functio:1s. 

The mission k~yboard, which provides operatol' access to the orbiter 
GFC. 

A GPC CRT which presents detailed SKMS status and health data to the 
operator. 

The primary source of composite arm position and attitude data is the 
operator's own direct vis~.on through the crew compartmt'nt aft bulkhead and 
overhead winuows, augmented by CCTV vit:1-'S from t.L~ arm and payload bay-mounted 
cam~ra. Figure 1I-3 shows the locations of the SRMS controls in the orbiter 
crew compartment. 

CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

The primary function of the SRMS control algorithms is to convert tile 
various input drive commands into a resolved output rate d~mand for each joi~t 
of the arm so that the end effector or payl0ad follow the commanded trajectory. 
The algorithms output these rate demanus within 11IDits defined according to arm 
and individual joint loading conditions present at the time of computation. The 
rate demands are passed to the joint servos via GPC-to-MCIU and MCIU-to-Arm 
Based Electronics (A8E) data busses. 

The control algorithms supply the joint rate demands neceslJary to control 
either end effector translati.onal and rotational rates or end effector position 
(rate or position (~ontrol). The control algorithms obtain feedback :m joint 
angieF from high precision position encoders within the joint dr~.ve trains. 

SERVO CONTROL 

Classical servo loop compensation techniques are employed to ensure good 
stability over .1 wide dynamiC operating range, as well as good steady state 
system performance. Feedback is obtai.neu from digital and analogue tachometer 
data ~ombined in a complementary fashion, and from high preciSion encoders 
providing joiQt position data, as shown in Figure 11-4. 

SRMS CONTRO~ HODES 

The SRMS may be cont rolled in the following I1kldes: 

Manual Augmented Control Mode 
Au t oma t ic t-lode 
Single Joint Control Mode 
Direct Drive Control Mode 
8ackup Drive 
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The Manual Augmented mode of control enables the Operator to direct the
end-point of the manipulator arm (or point of resolution in the payload) using

the two three-degrees-of-freedom hand controllers to provide end effector (or !
payload) translation and rotation rate demands, The control algorithms process
the hand controller signals into a rate demand to each Joint of the system.

The a_-=matic mode of control enables the operator to move the end point of
the manipulator arm using a mission-keyboard entered trajectory (operator
commanded auto-trajectory) or a pre-programmed trajectory. Any four pre-
programmed automatic trajectories out of a total of twenty loaded in software
may be active on the DbC panel. Storage is provided for up to two hundred
positions and orientations in these automatic sequences.

The Single Joint Drive Mode enables the opcrator to move the arm on a
joint-by-Joint basis with full GPC support. The operator supplies s fixed drive

signal to the control algorithms via a toggle switch on the D&C panel. In

response, the algorithms supply Joint rate demands to drive the selected Joint

while maintaining Joint position on the remaining, unselected Joints.

Direct Drive is a contingency drive mode, by-passing the MCIU, GPC and d_ta

busses and servo control loop by enabling the operator to provide a direct drive

command to the MDA via hardwires. During operation in Direct Drive, brakes are

automatically applied to all uncommanded Jolts. SRMS status informatton may be

available to the operator via the D&C subsystem in this mode.

The Backup Drive Mode is a contingency drive mode used when no prime

channel drive modes are available, enabling joint-by-Joint performance. Backup

drive is designed to fulfill the failsafe requirement of the SRMS by using only

the electro-mechanical drive train of the selected Joints, by-passing the rest

of the system. No status information is available to the Operator through the
D&C subsystem in this mode.

OPERATOR COORDINATE SYSTEMS

There are four Manual Augmented control operating modes available to the

operator and selectable via a mode switch on the D&C panel, each of which refers
point of resolution control to one (or more) of four different operator

coordinate systems. The operating modes and associated operator coordinate

systems are identified below.

Operating Mode Point of

(Manual Augmented Resolution

Control) _POR) Control Action Referred To

Orbiter Unloaded Tip of End Effector Orbiter Body Axis System for
POittranslations, rbiter

Rotation Axis System for POR
rotations.

End Effector Tip of End Effector End Effector Operating System.
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The Manual Augmented IIIOde of control enables the Operator to direct the 
end-point of the manipulator ann (or point of resolution in the payload) using 
the two three-degrees-of-freedom hand controllers to provide end effector (or 
payload) translation and rotation rate demands. The control algorithms process 
the hand controller signals into a rate demand to each joint of the system. 

The a~t~ruatic mode of control enables the operator to move the end point of 
the manipulator ann using a mission-keyboard entered trajectory (operator 
comm~nded auto-trajectory) or a pre-programmed trajectory. Any four pre
programmed automatic trajectories out of a total of twenty loaded i~ software 
may be active on the D&C panel. Storage is provided for up to two hundred 
positions and orientations in these automatic sequences. 

The Single Joint Drive Mode enables the operator to move the arm on a 
joint-by-joint basis with full GPC support. The operator supplies 8 fixed drive 
signal to the control algorithms via a toggle switch on the D&C panel. In 
response, the algorithms supply joint rate demands to drive the selected joint 
while maintaining joint position on the remaining, unsel€cted joints. 

Direct Drive is a contingency drive mode, by-passing the MCIU, GPC and d~ta 
busses and servo control loop by enabling the operator to provide a direct drive 
command to the MDA via hardwires. During operation in Direct Drive, brakes are 
automatically applied to all uncommanded joits. SRMS status information may be 
available to the operator via the D&C subsystem in this mode. 

The Bac~up Drive Mode is a contingency drive mode used when no prime 
channel drive IIIOdes are available, enabling joint-by-joint p£rfonnan~e. Backup 
drive is designed to fulfill the failsafe requirement of the SRMS by using only 
t~e electro-~echanical drive train of the selected joints, by-passing the rest 
of the system. No status information is available to the Operator through the 
D&C subsystem in this mode. 

OPERATOR COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

There are four Manual Augmented control operating modes available to the 
operator and selectable via a mode switch on the D&C panel, each of which r~fers 
point of resolution control to one (or more) of four different operatolt' 
coordinate systems. The operating modes and associated operator coordtnate 
systems are identified below. 

Operatir.g Mode Point of 
(Manual Augmented Resolution 
__ ~C~o~n~t~r~o~l~) __________________ ~(~PO~~R~) ____________ ~C~o~n~tr~o~l:~A~c~t~ion Referred To 

Orbiter Unloaded Tip of End Effector 

End Effec tor Tip of End Effector 
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Orbiter Body Axis System for 
POI translations. rbiter 
Rotation Axis System for POR 
rotations. 

End Effector Operating System. 
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Operating Mode Point of
(Manual Augmented Resolution

Control) _POR) Control Action Referred To

Orbiter Loaded Pre-determined point Orbiter Body Axis System for
within payload POR translations. Orbiter

Rotation Axis System for POR
rotations.

/

Payload Poe-determined point Payload Operating System.

within payload

Details of the coordinate systems are given in Figure II-5.

The operating modes and associated coordinate systems are chosen on the
basis of providing for the Operator the most natural response to his controls
during various critical task phasesp so as to reduce his workload in making
mental transformations as the SRMS takes on different configurations.

Ill THE SIMFAC FACILITY

Figure III-I is a block diagram of SIMFAC showing the modular approach

adopted in the design of the facility. The major subsystems are:

- the Simulation Subsystem

- the Scene Generation Subsyst,m
- the Operator Complex

- the Master Control Complex

THE SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM

The Simulation Subsystem is a self-contained computer complex for the

manipulator mathematical model, control algorithms, servo software modules and

data update to the Scene Generation Subsystem.

The Simulation Subsystem cocaputer complex is shown in Figure III-2. .Two
TI-980B minicomputers, each with an associated floating point processor, are

used in a master-slave configuration. Tl_ computers are augmented by an array
processor in which the matrix calculations are performed.

Software is divided into three categories: the operating system, applica-
tions and service software.

The operating system software capabilities include:

- a real-ti_ executive to perform synchronous and asynchronous task
scheduling,

- interrupt processing and data transfer,
- foreground/backgroun_ operation

- comprehensive disc fi!_ management_
- _nteractive operator communications,
- diagnostics
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Ope ra t ing Mode 
(Manual Augmented 

Control) 

Orbiter Loaded 

Payload 

Point of 
Resolution 

(POR) 

Pre-determined point 
within payload 

Pee-determined point 
within payload 

Control Action Referred To 

Orbiter Hody Axis System for 
POR translations. Orbit£r 
Rotation Axis System for POR 
rotations. 

Payload Operating System. 

Details of the coordinate systems are given in Figure 11-5. 

The operating modes and associated coordinate systems are chosen on the 
basis of providing for the Operator the most natural response to his controls 
during various critical task phases, so as to reduce his workload in making 
mental transformations as the SRMS takes on different configurations. 

III THE SlMFAC FACiLITY 

Figure 111-1 is a block diagram of SlMFAC showing the modular approach 
adopted in the design of the facility. The major subsystems are: 

the Simulation Subsystem 
the Scene Generation Subsyst,~ 
the Operator Complex 
the Master Control Complex 

THE SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM 

The Simulation Subsystem is a self-contained computer complex for the 
manipulator mathematical model, control algorithms, servo software modules and 
data update to the Scene Generation Subsystem. 

The Simulation Subsystem computer compl~A is shown in figure 111-2. .Two 
TI-9~OB minicomputers, each with an associated floating point processor, are 
used in a master-slave cont iguration. The computers are augmented by an array 
processor in which the matrix calculations are performed. 

Software is divided into three categories: the operating system, applica
tions and service 6oft~are. 

The operating system software capabilities include: 

a real-,ti~ executive to perform synchronous and asynchronous task 
sc hed u11 ng , 
interrupt processing and data transfer, 
foreground/backgrounJ operation 
comprehensive disc fil~ management, 
interactive operator communications, 
diagnostics 
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The Applications Software includes the models of the S_4S, payload and the
orbiter.

The orbiter model includes mass properties and rotational dynamics (pitch,
yaw and roll degrees-of-freedom). Orbiter stabilization can be established in
either the inertial attitude mode, or earth pointing mode.

A number of payload model options have been configured, including the

m_ximum envelope payload (a 15 ft. diameter, bO ft. long cylinder) with weights

32,000 lb. (design case) and 65,000 lb. (design maximum). Each payload is
fitted with a simulated grapple fixture and a sighting target to aid the

operator in the tracking and "capturing" of payloads using the television camera
on the SRMS wrist.

The S_S model is subdivided into:

o configuration and mass properties,
o am dynamics,

o Joint servo_ gearbox and drive modelsp
o am control laws

The configuration and mass r.roperties of the SRNC established during design
and development testing provide the basic software data bas_ used in the arm
dynamics software.

The dynamics of the manipulator system are represented by a complex set of
non-llnear equations whose characteristic modes of motion exhibit wide varia-
tions by virtue of the large range of mass properties of the payloads handled
and the various geometric configurations of the manipulator arm attainable
within the reach envelope. As an example, the period of the fundamental
structural bending mode for the straight arm configuration varies from

approximately 2 seconds for the unloaded arm to about 50 seconds when a
bS,OO0 lb. payload is attached. Similarly, the characteristic frequencies
change by about I00% when the elbow moves through its range with a _assive
payload attached. In view of these wide dynamic ranges and of the fact that
fine tuning of the integration step size to each condition (to maintain accuracy
and avoid numerical instabilities) is not possible with a real-tlme slmulation
facility, a compromise between accuracy and speed of solution is necessary. In
the case of SIMFAC, the compromioe is affected by modelling the manipulator arm

as a 23 degree-of-freedom system which includes the first six structural flexi-

bility modes of motion (Table III-I) and by partitioning the equations into
various loops which have solution update intervals of 2, lO or 50 milliseconds.

The servo-mechanlsme for the six SRMS Joints are similar in configuration
and, therefore, since they are not coupled (except through arm/payload
dynamics), are simulated using the same basic software modules. Each module is
made up of the models wh_-ch represent the main servo hardware and electronic
units, such as the motor, tachometer (analogue/digital) brakes, gearbox and

position encoder.

The control algorithms provide the operator with control of the End
Effector trajectory. They also r_.spond to the attainment of limits of travel
(reach limits) of any Joint and to the occurance of predetermined computational

singulttritles, where a controlled degree-of-freedom is lost through the
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The Applications ~oftware includes the models of the SRHS, payload and the 
orbiter. 

The orbiter model includes mass properties and rotational dynamics (pitch, 
yaw and roll degrees-~f-freedom). Orbiter stabilization can be established in 
either the inertial attitude mode, or earth pointing mode. 

A number of payload model options have been configured, including the 
meximum envelope payload (a 15 ft. diameter, bO ft. long cylinder) with we~hts 
32,000 lb. (design case) and 65,000 lb. (design maximum). Each payload is 
fitted with a simulated grapple fixture and a sighting target to aid tht> 
oyerator in the tracking and "capturing" of payloads using the television camera 
on the SRHS wrist. 

The SRHS model is subdivided into: 

o configuration and mass properties, 
o arm dynamics, 
o joint servo, gearbox and drive models, 
o arm control laws 

The configuration and mass r-roperties of the SRH~ established during design 
and development testing provide the basic software data bas~ used in the arm 
dynamics software. 

The dynamics of the manipulator system are represented by a complex set of 
non-linear equations whose characteristic modes of motion exhibit wide varia
tions by virtue of the large range of mass properties of the payloads handled 
and the various geometric configurations of the manipulator arm attainable 
within the reach envelope. As an example, the period of the fundamental 
structural bending mode for the straight arm configuration varies from 
approximately 2 seconds for the unloaded arm to about 50 seconds when a 
b5,000 lb. payload is attached. Similarly, the characteristic frequencies 
change by about 100% when the elbow moves through its range with a ruassive 
payload attached. In view of these wide dynami~ ranges and of the fact that 
fine tuning of the integration step size to each condition (to maintain accuracy 
and avoid numerical instabilities) is not possible with a real-time simulation 
facility, a compromise between accuracy and speed of solution is necessary. In 
the case of SlMFAC, the compromioe is affected by mod€lling the manipulator arm 
as a l3 degree-of-freedom system which includes the first six structural flexi
bility modes of motion (Ta~le 111-1) and by partitioning the equations into 
various loops which have solution update intervals of 2, 10 or 50 milliseconds. 

The servo-mechanisms for the six SRMS joints are similar in configuration 
and, therefore, since they are not coupled (except through arm/payload 
dynamics), are simulated using the same basic software modules. Each module is 
made up of the models wh~ch represent the main servo hardware and electronic 
units, such as the motor, tachometer (analogue/digital) brakes, gearbox and 
posit1on encoder. 

The control algorithms provide the operator with control of the End 
Effector trajectory. They also NSpOnd to the attainment of limits of travel 
(reach limit~) of any joint and to the occurance of predetermined computational 
singulurities, where a controlled degree-of-freedom is lost through the 
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particular reldtive alignments of certain Joints. These S_S control elgorithms
are reproduced in the SIMFAC Applications Software, as are all of the SRMS
control modes av.,llable to the Operator in the real system •

The service software processes all displays and control inputs and
output_. It also communicates with the Application Software via a data base
comprislng action flags, inter-module communications, invariant parameters and
initialization parameters.

THE SCENE GENERATION SUBSYJTEM

The Scene Generation Sabsystem is a three-computer complex augmented by an
array processor which receives updated data from the simulation subsystem and,
through a series of transformations, produces the four visual images that are
used by the operator. Figure 111-3 is a block diagram of the Scene Generation
Subsystem showing the interconnections between the major units.

Two identical IDIIOM graphics generators are used, each generating two of

the images. Graphics _I produces direct (window view) Images and #2 produces

CCTV images. The graphics systems are of the vector type in which the images

are formed by line drawings. Up to 2000 vectors per graphics systpm can be
generated, of which 1300 are dynamic.

THE OPERATOR COMPLEX

The Operator Complex is an enclosed flight-like crew station patterned

after the Orbiter aft fligLltdeck, with all necessary man-machine interface
elements including"

o Displays and Controls Panel,

o _and controllers,

o Systems monitors and keyboard for englnee_l_g data and parameter

changes,
o CCTV camera controls, and

o Four monitors, providing the window and CCTV views

The Displays and Controls Panel enables the operator to select the control

modes. Displays on the panel provide for warnings and for the status of

_. selec ted parameters.

The two direct view images look aft (into cargo bay) and upwards, the
monitor CRT faces being placed against the windows. The direct view perspective
is adjusted to a specified viewpoint in the Operator Complex and a lens system
is incorporated which effectively places the image at infinity, thereby creating

the illusion of depth to the Operator.

THE MASTER CONTROL COMPLEX

The Master Control Complex includes work stations for the Test Conductor

and Systems Engineer and provides for full interactive control and monitoring of

tests and communication with the Operator Complex.

The Test Conductor Panel, contains timers, CCTV controls, recorder controls

and communications, and the the Systems Engineers ariel contains a duplicate

set of operation controls, arm parameter displays and system monitors,
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particular reldtive alignments of certain joints. These SRHS control elgorithms 
are reproduced in the SlMFAC Applications Software, as are all of the SRMS 
control modes av~ilable to the Operator in the real system • 

The service software processes all displays and control inputs and 
outputB. It also communicates with the Application Software via a data base 
comprisIng action flags, inter-module communications, invariant parameters and 
initialization parameters. 

THE SCENE GENERATION SUBSYJTEM 

The Scene Generation SJbsystem is a three-computer complex augmented by an 
array processor which receives updated data from the simulation subsystem and, 
through a series of transformations, produces the four visual images that are 
used by the operator. Figure 111-3 is a block diagram of the Scene Generation 
Subsystem showing the interconnections between the major units. 

Two identical IDIIOM graphics generators are used, each generating two of 
the images. Graphics HI produces direct (window view) images and 12 produces 
CCTV images. The graphics systems are of the vector type in which the images 
are formed by line dra.wings. Up to 2000 vec tors per graphics sys tem can be 
generated, of which 1300 are dynamic. 

THE OPERATOR COMPLEX 

The Operator Complex is an enclosed flight-like crew station patterned 
after the Orbiter aft fligut deck, with all ,1ecessary man-machine interface 
elements including-

o Displays and Controls Panel, 
o Hand controllers, 
o Systems monitors and keyboard for engineel!~g data and parameter 

changes, 
o CCT" camera controls, and 
o Four monitors, providing the window and CCTV views 

The Displays and Controls Panel enables the operator to select t.he control 
modes. Displays on the panel provide for warnings and for the status of 
selected parameters. 

The two direct view images look aft (into cargo bay) and upwards, the 
monitor CRT faces being placed against the windows. The direct view perspective 
is adjusted to a specified viewpoint in the Uperator Complex and a lens system 
is incorporated which effectively places the image at infinity, thereby creating 
the illusion of depth to the Operator. 

THE MASTER CONTROL COMPLEX 

The Master Control Complex includes work stations for the Test Conductor 
and Systems Engineer and provides for full interactive control and monitoring of 
tests and communication with the Operator Complex. 

The Test Conductor Panel, contains timers, CCTV controls, recorder controls 
and communications, and the the Systems Engineers anel contains a duplicate 
set of operation controls, arm paraceter displays and system monitors, 
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A portable interactive terminal and a CRT monitor and keyboard are included

in the complex.

Tasks may be frozen and restarted, or, if desired, re-initiallzed.

The Test Conductor can monitor engineering data on a CRT display system, by

calling specified CRT "pages". Hard copy of a displayed page is available.

Simulated malfunctions may be inserted by the Test Conductor and/or cleared

by keylng-ln an appropriate "malfunction number". Recording devices, selectable /

from the Master Control station, include 24 channels of pen recorders, audio

(voice communication) recorder, video recorder, 9-track magnetic tape and a llne
printer.

IV VALIDATION OF SIMFAC

Validation of the SIMFAC simulation model is achievea via an extensive set

of performance comparisons with the comprehensive non-real-time SRMS simulation

model, &BAD, developed by Spar for In-depth technical evaluations. AS_ is the

most detailed and versatile model of the Orblter-SRMS-Payload system currently

available and, as such, is used as the Master Simulation model against which all
other SRMS models are validated.

The ASAD program is modular in design, the principal modules being the SRMS

Control Algorithms, Joint Servo and Gearbox, Manipulator Arm Dynamics and

Orbiter Attitude Control System (ACS) modules. The program can accept an

unlimited number of SRMS and Orbiter crew commands and can be used to analyze

the effects on S_S performance of up to seventy-six degrees-of-freedom.

Parameter changes in ASAD prior to a particular run may be implemented by

the user to satisfy specific requirements. In particular, the integration step

size, number of flexible modes retained when integratir_ the system differential

equations, the updating period of system variables and "grid vector" used to

suppress undesired degrees of freedom may be preselected as necessary to

maximize simulation acuracy, minimize run time/cost, or achieve an acceptable
compromise.

ASAD runs on a Control Data Computer system - a CDC bbO0 - and operates
typically at 30 times real time.

In view of the importance of ASAD as a detailed SRMS design, development
and performance verification tool and as a basis for the validation of SIMFAC

J (and other SRMS simulation models), it has been necessary to apply considerable

, and detailed effort to the task of validating - and reconfirming the validity of

- ASAO throughout the SRMS Program. This on-going work has involved:

o validation by analysis;

o validation by comparisons with SRMS unit and subsystem test

performance (breadboard, engineering model, qualification and flight
hardware );

o validation by comparisons with other analysis and simulation programs

- including SRMS applications of finite element programs, such as
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A portable interactive terminal and a CRT monitor and keyboard are included 
in the complex. 

Tasks may be frozen and restarted, or, if desired, re-initialized. 

The Test Conductor can monitor engineering data on a CRT display system, by 
calling specified CRT "pages". Hard copy ~f a displayed page is available. 

Simulated malfunctions may be inserted by the Test Conductor and/or cleared 
by keying-in an appropriate "malfunction number". Recording devices, selectable 
from the Master Control station, include 24 channels of pen recorders, audio 
(voice communication) recorder, video recorder, 9-track magnetic tape and a line 
printer. 

IV VALIDATION OF SLMFAC 

Validation of the SlMFAC simulation model is achieved via an extensive set 
of performance comparisons with the comprehensive non-real-time SRMS simulation 
model, ASAD, developed by Spar for in-depth technical evaluations. ASAD is the 
most detailed and versatile model of the Orbiter-SRMS-Payload system currently 
available and, as such, is used as the Master Simulation model against which all 
other SRMS models are validated. 

The ASAD program is modular in d~sign, the principal modules being the SRMS 
Control Algorithms, Joint Servo and Gearbox, Manipu1.ator Arm Dynamics and 
Orbiter Attitude Control System (ACS) modules. The program can accept an 
unlimited number of SRMS and Orbiter crew commands a,~d can be used to analyze 
the effects on SNMS performance of up to seventy-six degrees-of-freedom. 

Parameter changes in ASAD prior to a particular run may be implemented by 
the user to satisfy specific requirements. In particular, the integration step 
size, number of flexible modes retained when integrati~~ the system differential 
equations, the updating period of system variables and "grid vector" used to 
suppress undesired degrees of freedom may be preselected as necessary to 
maximize simulation acuracy, minimize run time/cost, or achieve an acceptable 
compromise. 

ASAD runs on a Control Data Computer system - a CDC 6600 - and operates 
typically at 30 times real time. 

In view of the importance of ASAD as a detailed SRMS design, development 
p.r,d performance verification tool and as a basis for the validation of SIMFAC 
(and other SRMS simulation models), it has been necessary to apply considerable 
and detailed effort to the task of validating - and reconfi~ing the validity of 
- ASAD throughout the SRMS Program. This on-going work has involved: 

o validation by analysis; 

o validation by comparisons with SRMS unit and subsystem test 
performance (breadboard, engineering model, qualification and flight 
hardware) ; 

o validation by comparisons with other analysis and simulation programs 
- including SRMS applications of finite element programs, such as 
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"NASTRAN", "STARDYNE", together with other independent SI_S simulation
models •

The primary alto of the SIMFAC validation against ASAD is to ensure that
SIMFAC behaviour is consistent with that of ._SAD within specified bounds.

Emphasis is placed on validating the control algorithms and the arm dynamics
model to establish the adequacy of SIMFAC to perform Its primary function -" to
provide an accurate visual representation of arm performance and behaviour to an
operator such that the operator reactions to these displays will, in turn, be
realistic.

Although the ASAD results have reflected the presence of the higher
frequency flexible modes modelled, excellent correlation has been demonstrated
at the lower frequencies which are controllable by the operator. The SIMFAC
mathematical model is thus validated for the SRMS application.

V PRINCIPAL SlMFAC STUDIES PER_'ORMED

Some of the major tasks carried out using SIMFAC are:

o S_S Parameter Sensitivity Evaluations,

The Evaluation, Development and Verification of SRMS Operating
Procedures,

o Malfunction Simulations and Analysis of Malfunction Performance, and

o Formal Simulations in Support of SRMS Performance Verification.

SRMS PARAMETER SENSITIVITY EVALUATIONS

A considerable number of parameter sensitivity studies have been performed

throughout the SRMS Program. Based on the results of these studies, a "short

llst" of SRMS parameters which, under worst case tolerance conditions, might

significantly influence the ability of the SRMS to meet performance requirements
has been generated.

The SIMFAC parameter sensitivity study has addressed each of these
parameters in turn, selected runs having been performed with the parameter value

varied over a suitable range. A final set of sensitive SRMS parameters has thus
been selected from which worst case combinations have been derived as a basis

for system veriflcation/certlflcation slmulations.

The sensitive parameters and the worst case combinations established from

the SIMFAC parameter sensitivity study are Iden_ifled in Table V-i.

It is significant to note that even through greater than expected sensitive

parameter tolerances were used in these worst ease combinations and quantitative
differen, es between nominal and off-nomlnal performance were noted on ASAD, the

operators were unable to detect any significant different in performance.

EVALUATION a DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF OPERATING PROCEDURES

The development, evaluation and verlf_catlon of SgMS _peratlng guidelines,

procedures and constraints has been achieved through a large number and range of
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"NASTRAN", "STARDYNE", together with other indepp.ndent SRHS simulation 
models. 

The primary aim of the SIMFAC validation against ASAD is to ensure that 
SLMFAC behaviour is consistent with that of .\sAD within specified bounds. 
Emphasis is placed on validating the control algorithms and the arm dynamics 
model to establish the adequacy of SLMFAC to perform its primary function •. to 
provide an accurate visual representation of arm performance and behaviour to an 
operator such that the operator reactions to these displays will, in turn, be 
realistic. 

Although the ASAD results have reflected the presence of the higher 
frequency flexible modes modelled, excellent correlation has been demonstrated 
at the lower frequencies which are controllable by the operator. The SIMFAC 
mathematical model is thus validated for the SRMS application. 

V PRINCIPAL SIMFAC STUDIES PERr'ORMED 

Some of the major tasks carried out using SlMFAC are: 

o SNMS Parameter Sensitivity Evaluations, 

The Evaluation, Development and Verification of SRMS Operating 
Procedures, 

o Malfunction Simulations and Analysis of Malfunction Performance, and 

o Formal Simulations in Support of SRMS Performance Verif ication. 

SRMS PARAMETER SENSITIVITY EVALUATlONS 

A considerable number of parameter sensitivity studies have been performed 
throughout the SRMS Program. Based on the results of these studies, a "short 
list" of SRMS parameters which, under worst case tolerance conditions, might 
signiiicantly influence the ability of the SNMS to meet performance requirements 
has been generated. 

The SIMfAC parameter sensitivity study has addressed each of these 
parameters in turn, selectp.d runs having been performed with the parameter value 
varied over a s\1itable range. A final set of sensitive SRMS panmeters has thus 
been selected from which worst case combinations have been derived as a ba!:»is 
for system verification/certification simulations. 

The sensitive parameters and the worst case combinations established from 
the SlMFAC parameter !:»ensitivity study are identified in Table V-I. 

It is slonificant to note that even through greater than expected sensitive 
parameter tolerances Were used in these worst case combinations and quantitative 
differen~~s between nominal and off-nominal p~rformance were noted on ASAU, the 
operators were unable to detect dny signlficElnt different in performance. 

eVALUATION I Ol::VELOPMl::NT AND VERIFICATION OF OPERATIN<i PROCEUURES 

The development, evaluation and verification of SRMS uperating guidelines, 
procedures and constraint!:» has been achieved through a large number and range of 
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studies which have addressed all aspects of the SI_S design (mechanical,

electrical, thermal, software and interfaces) and have examined the integrated

Orblter/SRMS mission requirements. From the results of the studies, operational

requirements and limitations compatible with the SRMS design capability and
anticipated on-orblt tasks have been identified and subsequently interpreted in

terms of the appropriate SRMS operating procedures and constraints.

The purpose of the operating procedures and constraints is to p_rovide the

Operator with clear, detailed operating instructions for on-orbit preparation,
checkout, operation, system management and shutdown of the SRMS, including SFMS

software activation and initialization. Major SIMFAC studies have been

conducted in which on-orblt tasks h_ve been defined and carried out by NASA

operators. Acceptability (and, ultimately, verification) of the procedures and

appropriate constraints developed has been judged on the b,sls of:

o task (or subtask) success,

o operator workload,

o time to completion
o the operator's assessment of (and responses to) the characteristics

encountered

The on-orbit tasks defined for the studies have all been carried out by the

test operators under the control of a test conductor and have comprised:

o full end-to-end payload deployments and retrievals.

o automatic mode operation (addressing operator procedures for auto mode

entry., monitoring, interrupt and exit).

o Special subtasks for specific evaluations, involving, for example,

maneuvering of the arm in the neighbourhood of singularities and reach

limits, maneuvering of the arm in SINGLE JOINT, DIRECT DRIVE and
BACKUF DRIVE modes.

These SIMFAC studies have confirmed that the SRMS operating procedures and

constraints developed are realistlc under fllght-like conditions and that they
provide for acceptable on-orbit task times and operator workload.

MALFUNCTION SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF MALFUNCTION PERFORMANCE

Extensive malfunction simulations and evaluations of malfunction

performance have been carried out on SIMFAC. In one major study over
five hundred dat_ runs with malfunction insertion, were performed with the

participation of nine test operators. Payload deployment and retrieval tasks

were performed with payloads rangli_ from I000 lb. to b5,000 lb. Malfunctions

modelled in SIMFAC and evaluated in this study included the following:

o Single axis and all-axls failure of the translational hand controller

resulting in a sustained "hardover" maximum command,
0

o Single and multl-jolnt worst-case runaway failures,

o _elzed, sluggish and joint free failures,

o Joint position encoder failure_
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studies which have addressed all aspects of the SRHS design (mechanical, 
electrical, thermal, software and interfaces) and have examined the integrated 
Orbiter/SRHS mission requirements. From the results of the studies, operational 
requirements and limitations compatible with the SRMS design capability and 
anticipated on-orbit tasks have been identified and subsequently interpreted in 
terms of the appropriate SRMS operating procedures and constraints. 

The purpose of the operating procedures and constraints is to pw;)vide the 
Operator with clear, detailed operating instructions for on-orbit preYaration, 
checkout, operation, system management and shutdown of the SRMS, in~luding SRMS 
software activation and initialization. Major SIMFAC studies have been 
cond~cted in which on-orbit tasks h~ve been defined and carried out by NASA 
operators. Acceptability (and, ultimately, verification) of the procedures and 
appropriate constraints developed has been judged on the h~sis of: 

o task (or subtask) success, 
o operator workload, 
o time to completion 
o the operator's ass~ssment of (and responses to) the characteristics 

encountered 

The on-orbit tasks defined for the studies have all been carried out by the 
test operators under the control of a tp.st conductor and have comprised: 

o full end-to-end payload deployments and retrievals. 
n automatic mode operation (addressing operator procedures for auto mode 

entry: monitoring, interrupt and exit). 

o Special subtasks for specific evaluations, involving, for example, 
maneuvering of the arm in the neighbourhood of singularities and reach 
limits, maneuvering of the arm in SINGLE JOINT, DIRECT DRIVE and 
BACKUP DRIVE modes. 

These SlMFAC studies have confirmed that the SRMS operating procedures and 
constraints developed are realistic under flight-like conditions and that they 
provide for acceptable on-orbit task times and operator workload. 

MALFUNCTION SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF MALFUNCTiON PERFORMANCE 

Extensive malfunction simulations and evaluations of malfunction 
performance have beeo carried out on SIMFAC. In one major study over 
five hundred data runs with malfunction insertion, Were performed with the 
participation of nine test operators. Payload deployment and retrieval tasks 
w~re performed with payloads rangil\6 from 100U lb. to b5,OOU lb. Malfunctions 
modelled in SlMFAC and evaluated in this study included the follOWing: 

o Si~le axis and all-axis failure of the translational hand controller 
resulting in a sustained "hardover" maximum command, 

o Single and multi-joint worst-case runaway failures, 

o ~eized, sluggish and joint free failures, 

o Joint position encoder failure, 
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All malfunctions were activated by the Test t_nductor to coincide with high
operator workload conditions and, where possible, difficult fault det¢_-ction
conditions during the S_S task. Operators were not able to predict when in a
run the malfunction would occur.

All of the malfunction studies carried out on SIMFAC have invol_ed the

accumulation and evaluation of comprehensive qualitative and quantitative data

on the malfunction effects, in terms of SRMS uncommanded motions induced (and

resuiting hazard created), operator observations and responses and (where
applicable) stopping distance following brake application.

Any loaded arm runs involving indicated contacts between the payload and
the cargo bay have been analyzed using an off-line contact detection program
which provides confirmation that a contact occurred and quantitative data on the
contact velocity and kinetic energy.

The data from these SIMFAC malfunction studies have provided valuable

insight into the effects of failures on ma_-in-the-loop performance and have

provided major inputs for the development of formal SRMS malfunction proce-
dures. In addition, the studies have identified clearly instances when, for a

partlcular malfunction, occuring under worst case conditions, human operator

responses (however fast) tc the fault annunciations, alarm and/or visual cues

were ineffective in preventing a payload/orbiter contact. Under such circum-

stances a design change (hardware ano/or software) has been necessary to
maintain fallsafe SRM$ performance. Confirmation that the design cha_ge has

achieved this objective has been established from the results of repeat

malfunction runs on SIMFAC with the design change incorporated.

A further major role played by SIMFAC has been in the evaluat[oil of Sg_13

operational capabilities in the Irect Drive and Backup Drive modes after a
malfunction has occurred. Studies have confirmed that the manipulator arm (with

or without payload attached) can be safely and accurateJy maneuvered in these

modes, demonstrating compliance with the SRMS fat]safe requirement.

SRMS PERFOR_tANCE VERIFICATION

Amongst the most important and comprehensive man-in-the-loop simulations

carried out to date on 51MFAC are those which support integrated S_MS

performance verification and certification.

These indepth simulations take account of the effects of tolerances on

"'sensitive" system parameters by using chosen combinations which give worst case
effects relative to specific performance characteristics (Referen^e Table V-t).

The objective of the simulations on SIMFAC is to verify SliMS compliance
with specific performance requirements detailed in the SI_MSContact End ltem
(CEI) Specification. Each CEi specification requirement so addressed may be
catagorized as either quantitative or qualitative.

Quantitative requirements specify numerlcal upper limits for either the

magnitude of a variable of interest, or the magnitude of departure of a variable

of interest from a specified command, or datum.
(
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All malfunctions were activated by the Test Uonductor to coincide with high 
operator workload conditions and, wh4'!re possible, difficult fault det(:ction 
conditions during the SBMS task. Operators were not able to predict when in a 
run the malfunction would occur. 

All of the malfunction studies carried out on SlMFAC have involved the 
accumul~tion and evaluation of comprehensive qualitative and quantitative data 
on the malfunction effects, in terms of SRMS uncommanded motions induced (and 
resulting hazard created), operator observations and responses and (where 
applicable) stopping distance following brake application. 

Any loaJed arm runs involving indicated contacts between the payload and 
the cargo bay have been analyzed using an off-line contact detection progr~m 
which provides confirmation that a contact occurred and quantitative data on the 
contact velocity and kinetic energy. 

The data from these SlMFAC malfun~tiun studies have provided valuable 
insight into the effects of failures on man-in-the-loop performance and have 
provided major inputs for the development of formal SKMS malfunction proce
dures. In addition, the studies have identified clearly instances when, for a 
particular malfunction, occuring under worst case conditions, human operator 
responses (however fast) tc the fault annunciations, alarm and/or visual cues 
were ineffective in preventing a payload/orbiter contact. Under such circum
stances a design change (hardware an%r software) has been ~ecessary to 
maintain failsafe SRMS performance. Confirmation that the design change has 
achieved this objective has been established from the results of repe~t 
malfunction runs on SIMFAC with the design change incorporated. 

A further major role pl.:1yed by SlMl"AC has been in the evaluat lOil of SN.'1S 
operational capabilities in th~ irect Urive and Backup Drive modes aft~r a 
malfunction has occurred. StudiE:s have confirmed that the manipulator arm (with 
or without payload attached) can bE: safely and accurately maneuvered in these 
modes, demonstrating compliance with the SRMS failsafe requirement. 

SRMS PERfORNANCE VERlHCATl0N 

Amongst the most important and comprehensive man-in-the-loop simulat ions 
carried out to date on SlMFAC dre those which support integrated S&~S 
performance verification and certification. 

These indepth simulations take account of the effects of tolerances on 
"sensitive" system parameters by using chosen combinations which give worst case 
effects relative to specific performance characteristics (Referen~e Table V-I). 

The objective of the simulations on SlMl"AC is to verify SRMS compliance 
with specific performance requirements detailed in the SNMS Contact End Item 
(CEl) Specification. Each CEl specification requirement so a~dressed may be 
catagorized as either quantitative or qualitative. 

Quantitative requirements specify numerical upper limits for either the 
magnitude of a variable of interest. or the magnitude of departure of a variable 
of interest from a spe~ified command. or datum. 
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The verification criterion applicable to a quantitative CEI specification

requirement is, therfore as follows:

Compliance is considered to be demonstrated - and verification with respect

to the requirement achieved - when, under simulated worst-case conditions, the
magnitude of the variable of interest, or its departure from the referenced

command/datum, does not exceed the specified numerical upper limit.

Qualitative requirements are those which call up specific SRMS functional -

or operational - capabilities, or design features not expressable in numerical
tells.

The verification criterion applicable to a qualitative CEI specification

requirement is dependent on the specific quality (SRM$ functlonal/operational
capabiity, or design feature) called up.

In general, it is necessary to establish, on the basis of worst-case

simulation data, that the $RMS capability - or design feature - identified

exists and adequately fulfills the objectlve(s) specified in the requirement.

Adequacy in fulfilling the specified objective(s) is judged on the basis of
factors which include speed and accuracy of task performance, safety and

operator workload.

S_MS performance verification using SIMFAC involves the following steps:

o Validate SIMFAC against the non-real-time simulation model ASAD

o Prepare operating procedures and operating checklists for the
verlflcatloa runs

o Pecform complete checkout of all verification runs under data r.n

conditions, including off-nomlnal parameter and malfunction runs

o Conduct verification simulation readiness review

o Carry out operator briefing and familiarization runs

o Conduct verification data runs

o Analyze results and generate verification report

A great many "flying" hours have been conducted on SIMFAC in support of

SRMS performance verification and eact, CEI performance requirement has been

rigorously addressed, the runs carried out having been selected to cover the

impact of both off-nominal SRMS parameters and worst case configuration and

maneuvering conditions.

By this means it has been possible to demonstrate convlnclnBly that the
SRMS design fulfill the performance objectives specified, which include"

- full end-to-end payload deployment and retrieval capability,

- fail-safe capability,
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The verification criterion applicable to a quantitative CEI specification 
requirement is, therfore as follows: 

Compliance is considered to be demonstrated - and verification with respect 
to the requirement achieved - when, under simulated worst-case conditions, the 
magnitude of the variable of interest, or its departure from the referenced 
commandi datum, does not exceed the specified numerical upper limit. 

Qualitative requirements are those which call up specific SRMS functional -
or operational - c~pabilities, or design features not expressable in numerical 
terms. 

The verification criterion applicable to a qualitative CEI specification 
requirement is dependent on the specific quality (SRMS functional/operational 
capabiity, or design feature) called up. 

In general, it is necessary to establish, on the basis of worst-case 
simulation data, that the SRMS capability - or design feature - identified 
exists and adequately fulfills the objective(s) specified in the requirement. 
Adequacy in fulfilling the specified objective(s) is judged on the basis of 
factors which include speed and accuracy of task performance, safety and 
operator workload. 

S&~S performance verification using SlMFAC involves the following steps; 

o Validate SIMFAC against the non-real-tifue ~imulation model ASAD 

o Prepare operating pro~edures and operating checklists for the 
verif lcatio.l runs 

o Pedorm complete cheo:-kout of all verification runs under data cn 
conditions, including off-nominal parameter and malfunction runs 

o Conduct verification simulation readiness review 

o Carry out operator briefing and familiarization runs 

o Conduct verification data runs 

o Analyze results and generate verification report 

A great many "flying" hours have been conducted on SlMFAC in support of 
SRMS performance verification and eac\. CEI performance requirement has been 
rigorously addressed, the runs carried out having been selected to cover the 
impact of both off-nominal SRMS parameters and worst case configuration and 
mane~vering conditions. 

By this means it has been possible to demonstrate convinrinqly that the 
SRMS design fulfill the performance objectives specified, which includ~· 

full. end-to-end payload deployment and retrieval capability, 

fail-safe capability, 
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- operation in all control modes,

- rate and positioning accuracies for joints, end effector, payload

point of resolution, and

- management of singularities and reach limits.

In performing this verification su?l,,,rtrole, SIMFAC has made (and is

continuing to n_ke) a major contribution _ _he process of formally establishing /

that the SRMS meets all design, performance and safety requirements.

Vl CONCLUSIONS

The many major 3imulatlon studies performed on S!MFAC since the facility
came into service in 1977 have demonstated repeatedly the importance of its r,.le

as a design, development and verification tool for the SRMS. SD_AC has

provided for the development of man-nmchlne interfaces _perator's primary hatLd
controllers and displays and controls panel) and manipulator control software,

the developme ,t of fllghtlike operating procedures, operating constraints and

malfunctions procedures, an the verification of the SRMS performance with man-

in-the-loop.

SIMFAC has shown clearly that the SPblS is capable of safely carrying out

all of the on-orbit tasks for which it was designed and, as a result, has

provided early confidence that the S_IS will perform successfully during tne
forthcoming orbital flight tests.

SIMFAC is not, however, limited =o studies wlrhin the SRMS program; the

facility is, by design, extremely versatile and is capable of _upportlng the

design and development of manipulator systems for non-space environments which

are of high technical complexity.
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operation in all control modes, 

rate and positioning accuracies for joints, end effector, payload 
point of resolution, and 

management of singulariti~s and reach limits. 

In performing this verification Su?:,,'rt role, SIMFAC hae made (and is 
continuing to make) a major contribution ; n the process of formal.!] establishing 
that the SRNS meets all design, performance and safety requirements. 

VI CONCLUSIONS 

The many major simulation studies performed on SHIFAC since the facility 
came into service in 1977 have demonstated repeatedly the importance of its r"le 
as a design, development and verification tool for theo SRt-IS. SlllFAC has 
provided f<:>r the development of man-machine interf aces "ipe rator I s primary hahd 
controllers and displays and controls panel) and manipulator control software, 
the developme.t of flightlike operating procedures, operating constraints and 
malfunctions procedures, an the verification of thp SRI-IS performance with man
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SINFAC has shown clearly that the SlUlS is capable of safely carrying out 
all of the on-arbit tasks for which it was designed and, as a result, has 
provided early confidence that the SIUoIS will perform successfully during tne 
forthcoming orbital flight tests. 

SUIFAC is not, however, limited to studies within the SRl'IS program; the 
facility is, by design, ext~emely versatile and is capable of ','upporting the 
design and development of manipulator systems for non-space envitonments which 
are of hjgh technical complexity. 
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TABLE V- 1 WORST CASE COMBINATIONS (1F SENSITIVE PARAMETERS

COMBINATION
PARAMETER

1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b

GEARBOXEFFICIENCY lu hi hi Io hi Io

JOINT SERVOOUTERLOOPGAIN In hi Io hI

INTEGRALTRIMLIMIT I_ h Io hi

MOTORCURRENT(TORQUE)LIMITS Io hi Io hi

JOINT FRICTION hi Io Io hi Io hi

MOTORFRICTION hi In Io hi Io hi

BRAKESLIPTORQUE Io hi

GEARBOXFULL RANGESTIFFNESS Io Io Io Io Io Io

SYSTEMCHARACTERISTICS

COMBINATIONla GIVES - low drive torque/speed, sluggish response

lb GIVES - high drive torque/speed, ramd response

2a GIVES - low backdr=veresLstance

2b GIVES - high backdrive resistance

3a GIVES - low braking torque

3b GIVES - high braking torque.
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TAEl.E V - 1 WORST CASE COMBINATIONS C'F SENSITIVE PARAMETERS 

- , 

PARAMETER 
COMBINATION 

1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 

GEARBOX EFFICIENCY lu hi hi 10 hi to 

JOINT SERVO OUTER LOOP GAIN 10 hi 10 hi 

INTEGRAL TRIM LIMIT 10 h, 10 hi 

MOTOR CURRENT (TORQ~E) LIMITS 10 hi 10 hi 

JOINT FRICTION hi 10 10 hi to hi 

MOTOR FRICTION hi 10 10 hi 10 hi 

BRAKE SLIP TORQUE 10 hi 

GEARBOX FULL RANGE STIFFNESS 10 10 10 10 10 10 

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

COMBINATION 1 a GIVES 

1b GIVES 

2a GIVES 

2b GIVES 

3a GIVES 

3b GIVES 

low drive torque/speed, sluggish response 

high drive torque/speed, rapid response 

low backdrlve reSistance 

high backdrive resistance 

low braking torque 

high braking torque. 
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Charles 01asky

Abstract

The Shuttle Mission Simulator, located in Building 5 at the Johnson Space

Center, is the primary training device for both Shuttle flight crew and Shuttle

flight control personnel. The simulator was designed to provide real time simu-

lation capability for all phases of the Shuttle Transportation System orbital

missions including prelaunch, ascent, on-c,rbit operations, deorbit, entry,

approach/landing, and roll-out. Full mission continuity is provided in transi-

tion between these mission phases. Dual fixed and motion base crew stations, !
instructor/operator stations, and computer systems allow parallel, simultaneous
crew training with either complex capable of being individually integrated with

the Mission Control Center. This integrated training capability allows flight I

control F_rsonnel training in the air/ground interface areas of tracking, telem-

etry (vehicle systems monitoring), uplink cormmand control, and communications. .

With the exception of the simulated Data Processing System, _:ich utilizes
actual flight computers and associated flight software, all orbiter onboard

systems are functionally simulated with extensive simulated malfunction capabil-

ities. Additionally, Shuttle propulsion systems, vehicle dynamics, atmospheric/
orbital environment, crew out-the-window visual scenes, and aural cues are

rigorously simulated. The Motion Base Crew Station has the added feature of _'

being mounted to a six-degree-of-freedom motion system that provides on-set and _

acceleration cues for launch and deorbit through landing training. The total SMS
facility represents a major growth in simulator fidelity, sophistication, and
capability over previous NASA mission simulators in support of manned spaceflight
programs.

Introduction

Since the beginning of the Mercury Program the need of a spacecraft systems

and mission procedures crew training device has been recognized by the NASA. Past

program requirements have been satisfied by the Mercury Procedures Trainer, Gemini
Mission Simulator, Apollo Co,and and Lunar Module Simulators, Skylab Simulator,

and Orbiter Aeroflight Simulator. Today, in BuildinR 5 at the Johnson Space Center,
the Shuttle Mission Simulator (SMS) is operational and heavily involved in crew and

flight control training for the first Shuttle Transportation System (STS) orbital

flight.

After an extensive study and requirements definition phase, the SMS develop-

ment contract was awarded to the Singer Company, Link Division, in January 1976.

The contractual schedule article calRed for a phased/incremental delivery plan

reflecting the following build-up in capabilities:

Fixed Base Crew Station (FSCS) operational - May 1978
Network Simulation System (NSS) operational - June {978

Motion Base Crew Station (MBCS) operational - August 1978
Fixed Base Crew Station Update complete I - March 1980

iThis deliverable consisted of the Orbiter Clo_ed Circuit T-levision (CCTV)

simulation, the Remote Manipulator System (RMS), and Payload Accommodation System
(P_S) simulatioa, and the crew station aft and overhead window visual simulation.
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Abstract 

The Shuttle liission Simulator, located in Building 5 at the Johnson Space 
Center, is the primary training device for both Shuttle flight crew and Shuttle 
flight control personnel. The simulator was designed to provide real time simu
lation capability for all phases of the Sh~ttle Transportation System orbital 
missions including prelaunch, ascent, on-c,rbit operations, deorbit, entry, 
approach/landing, and roll-out. Full mission continuity is provided in transi
tion between these mission phases. Dual fixed and motion base crew stations, 
instructor/operator stations, and computer systems allow parallel, simultaneous 
crew training with either complex capable of being individually integrated with 
the Mission Control Center. This integrated training capability allows flight 
control rErsonnel training in the air/ground interface areas of tracking, telem
etry (vehicle systems monitoring), uplink command control, and communications. 
With the exception of the simulated Data Processing System, ~:ich utilizes 
actual flight computers and associated flight software, all orblter onboard 
systems are functionally simulated with extensive simulated malfunction capabil
ities. Additionally, Shuttle propulsion systems, vehicle dynamics, atmospheric/ 
orbital environment, crew out-the-window visual scenes, and aural cues are 
rigorously simulated. The Motion Base Crew Station has the added feature of 
being mounted to a six-degree-of-freedom motion system that provides on-set and 
acceleration cues for launch and deorbit through landing training. The total SMS 
facility represents a major growth in simulator fidelity, sophistication, and 
capability over previous NASA mission simulators in support of manned spaceflight 
pr.ograms. 

Introduction 

Since the beginning of the Mercury Program the need of a spacecraft systems 
and mission procedures crew training device has been recognized by the NASA. Past 
program requirements have been satisfied by the Mercury Procedures Tr~iner, Gemini 
Mission Simulator, Apollo Corrunand and Lunar Module Simulators, Skylab Simulator, 
and Orbiter Aeroflight Simulator. Today, in Building 5 at the Johnson Space Center, 
the Shuttle Mission Simulator (SMS) is operational and heavily involved in crew and 
flight control training for the first Shuttle Transportation Systerr. (STS) orbital 
flight. 

After an extensive study and requirements definition phase, the SHS develop
ment contract was awarded to the Singer Company, Link Division, in January 1976. 
The contraLtual schedule article called for a phased/incremental delivery plan 
reflecting the following build-up in capabilities: 

Fixed Base Crew Station (FBCS) operational 
Network Simu\ation System (NSS) operational 
Motion Base Crew Station (MBCS) operational 
Fixed Base Crew Station Update complete l -

Mav 1978 
J~ne 1978 
August 1978 

Marc:, 1980 

lTh~s deliverable consisted of the Orbiter Clo1ed Circuit T~levision (CeTV) 
simulation, the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) I and Payload Acc0:>lmodation Systl'tn 
(po\S) simulatio.l, and the crew station aft and overhead window visual si,nulation. 
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The composite capability of these deliverables resulted in two separate

standalone systems, the fixed and motion base =rew station simulations and

the simulation of the Ground Spaceflight Tracking and qata Network (GSTDN)
interface to the Mission Control Center (MCC). Both crew station simulations

can be run independently and simultaneously with capability for either to be

integrated with the control center through the switchable NSS. These _eal

time simulations provide generic and flight specific:

• Familiarization with Orbiter flight deck controls, displays,

and related onboard systems.

• Training in nomi,_al, contingency, and emergency crew and ground /
interface procedures.

• Familiarization of Orbiter handling characteristics supplemented
with dynamic out-the-window visual scenes and vehicle motion cues.

• Training in the use of actual flight software and hardware for
guidance, navigation, and redundancy management functions,

• Training for "end-to--end" infllght mission procedures and

timelines including support of mission control center operations.

The FBCS is the larger of the two crew stations in that all flight deck
work stations are simulated. These include:

• Forward conunander work station

• Forward pilot work station

• Aft mission specialist work station

• Aft payload specialist work station
• Z-axis rendezvous work station

• Payload handling/RMS operator work station

The MBCS contains conraander and pilot work stations with a "jump seat"

instructor capability. This crew station is mounted to a six-degree-of-freedom
•otion system for acceleration and onset motion cues. The training emphasis for

this crew station is directed toward ascent, entry, approach and landing mission

phases.

The present STS mission schedule calls for the first manned orbital flight

in late 1980 with follow-on flights increasing in frequency from several months
interval to several weeks interval after the orbital flight test p_ase. The

remaining sections of this paper will describe in more detail the in-place

architecture and capabilities of the SMS that is fulfilling a major and demand-

ing role in the preparation and execution of Shuttle program objectives.

Simulator Computer Complex

The SMS digital computer complex consists of: a Univac II00 multiprocessor,

functioning as a host computer; two strings (three minicomputers per string) of

Perkin Elmer 8/32 computers, functioning as input-output intelligent controllers

(IC's), six 8/32's within the Digital Image Generation (DIG) systems, and three
8/32's associated with the Network Simulation System (NSS). Additionally,

there are five flight type General Purpose Computers (GPCVs) assigned to each
crew station simulation. Figure I diagrams the top level functional interfaces

between these computers.
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The composite capability of these deliverables resulted in two separate 
standalone systems, the fixed and motion base ~rew station simulations and 
the simulation of the Ground Spaceflight Tracking and ryata Network (GSTDN) 
interface to the Mission Control Center (MCC). Both crew station simulations 
can be run independently and simultaneously with capability for either to be 
integrated with the control center through the switchable NSS. These real 
time simulations provid~ generic and flight specific: 

• Familiarization with Orbiter flight deck controls, displays, 
and related onboard systems. 

• Training in nomi.lal, contingency, and emergency crew and ground 
interface procedures. 

• Familiarization of Orbiter handling characteristics supplemented 
with dynamic out-the-window visual scenes and vehicle motion cues. 

• Training in the use of actual flight software and hardware for 
guidance, navigation, and redundancy management functions. 

• Training for "end-to·-end" inflight mission procedures and 
timelines including support of mission control center operations. 

The FBCS is the larger of the two crew stations in that all flight deck 
work stations are simulated. These include: 

• Forward commander work station 
• Forward pilot work station 
• Aft mission specialist work station 
• Aft payload specialist work station 
• Z-axis rendezvous work station 
• Payload handling/RMS operator work station 

The MBCS contains commander and pilot work stations with a "jump seat" 
instructor capability. This crew station is mounted to a six-degree-of-freedom 
~otion system for acceleration and onset motion cues. The training emphasis for 
this crew station is directed toward ascent, entry, approach and landing mission 
phases. 

The present STS mission schedule calls for the first manned ;rbital flight 
in late 1980 with follow-on flights increasing in frequenc.y from several months 
interval to several weeks interval after the orbital flight test plase. The 
remaining sections of this paper will describe in more detail the in-place 
architecture and capabilities of the SMS that is fulfilling a major and demand
ing role in the pre~aration and execution of Shuttle program objectivef-. 

Simulator Computer Complex 

The SMS digital computer complex consists of: a Univac 1100 multiprocessor. 
functioning as a host computer; two strings (three minicomputers per string) of 
Perkin Elmer 8/32 computers. functioning as input-output intelligent controllers 
(IC's), six 8/32's within the Digital Image Generation (DIG) systems, and three 
8/32's associated with the Network Simulation System (NSS). Additionally. 
there are five fHght type General Purpose Computers (GPC's) assigned to each 
crew station simulation. Figure 1 diagrams the top level functional interfaces 
between these computers. 
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The Univac host computer complex is split into two separate systems, one

each for the fixed and motion base simulations. One system is configured with

6 Command Arithmetic Units (CAU's) and 3 Input Output Arithmetic Units (IOAU's)

while the other is configured with 4 CAU's and 2 IOAU's. A T.-bdr switching

network allows either system to operate with either fixed or motion base

simulation. Since each of the real time simulations are capable of running

within a 4x2 configuration, the additional resources of the 6x3 configuration
are applied to background/batch processing. Each of the host systems communi-

cate with their respective intelligent controllers via data channels and special

logic that interfaces the Univac 36 bit work format to the IC 32 bit work for-

mat. Both host computer real time simulation loads reside in seven 65K work

memory modules of primary memory and two 131K word modules of extended memory.

There are additional single 65K word primary and two 131K word extended memory
modules available within one complex that are _pplled to background batch pro-

cessing. Both local and remote terminals are available to initiate background

processing.

Each of the fixed and motion base simulations contain three Perkin Elmer

8/32 computers that function as in_elligent controllers which interface,
format, control, and route data to and from the host and the major, functional,

hardware elements of the SMS. These are categorized as the Crew/Instructor/
Operator Station (CIOS) interface, the Visual System interface, and the Simu-

lation Interface Device (SID)/Flight Computer interface. The primary means

of Intracommunication within each set of associated IC's is through a common

shared memory interface. All of the SMS 8/32 computers contain double pre-

cision floating point capability and have memory configurations that range

in size from 25K bit to 512K bit (local memory) and 64K bit to 320K bit

(shared memory). The capability to switch the NSS between fixed and motion
base simulations is through shared memory.

Most of the SMS application software (Shuttle systems simulations) reside
in the Univac host complex. Each real time simulation is structured into 13

frame jobs which are dispatched and executed in prescribed sequences. The basic

frame time of each simulation is 40 milliseconds which allows the highest real

time execution rate to be 25 iterations per second. Gen_rally, this execution

rate is applied to time critical (flight dynamics, flight software interfaces,

(etc.) areas of the simulation. Other portions of the simulation are executed
at lower execution rates. Dependencies between simulated vehicle systems are

satisfied by ordering within frame jobs and by specifyln_ the sequence of

execution of specific frame jobs. Time critical simulation areas are synchronized

and controlled through appropriate interfaces to the simulator Central Timi_B

Equipment (CTE).

Crew Stations and Motion Syst_

As previously mentioned, the FBCS contains all work positions of the

Orbiter flight deck while the MBCS is limited to commander and pilot positions.
Within this constraint both crew stations provide an accurate interior replica-

tion of the vehicle in all areas visible and accessible to fl_ght crews. Both

cockpits are presently in STS-I_ Ortlter 102, mission configuration.
I

Ingress/egress for the FBCS is through flight deck floor hatch openings as
in the actual Orbiter vehicle. Acces_ to the MBCS is through a conventional door

mounted at the aft bulkhead allowing a walk-ln capability when the crew station
is in a level attitude.
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The Univac host computer complex is split into two separate systems, one 
each for the fixed and motion base simulations. One system is configured with 
6 Command Arithmetic Units (CAU's) and 3 Input Output Arithmetic Units (IOAU's) 
while the other is configured w1.th 4 CAU' c and 2 IOAU' s. A T··bdr switching 
network allows either system to operate with either fixed or motion base 
simulation. Since each of the re.al time simulations are capable of running 
within a 4x2 configuration, the additional resources of the 6x3 configuration 
..lre applied to background/batch processing. Each of the host systems communi
cate with their respective intelligent controllers via data channels and special 
logic that interfaces the Univac 36 bit work format to the IC 32 bit work for
mat. Both host computer real time simulation loads reside in seven 65K work 
memory modules of primary memory and two 13lK word modules of extended memory. 
There are additional single 65K word primary and two l3lK word extended memory 
modules available within one complex that are ~pplied to background batch pro
cessing. Both local and remote terminals are available to initiate background 
processing. 

Each of the fixed and motion base simulations contain three Perkin Elmer 
8/32 computers that function as intelligent controllers which interface, 
format, control, and route data to and from the host ~nd the major, functional, 
hardware elements of the SMS. These are categorized as the Crew/~nstructor/ 
Operator Station (CIOS) interface, the Visual System interface, and the Simu
lation Interface Device (SID)/Flight Computer interface. The primary means 
of intracommunication within each set of associated IC's is through a common 
shared memory interface. All of the SMS 8/32 computers contain double pre
cision floating point capability and have memory configuratt~ns that range 
in size from 2SK bit to S12K bit (local memory) and 64K bit to 320K bit 
(shared memory). The capability to switch the NSS between fixed and motion 
base simulations is through shared memory. 

Most of the SMS application software (Shuttle systelDs simulations) reside 
in the Univac host complex. Each real timt: simulation is structured into 13 
frame jobs which are dispatched and executed in prescribed sequences. The basic 
frame time of each simulation is 40 milliseconds which allows the highest real 
time execution rate to be 25 iterations per second. Gen~rally, this execution 
rate is applied to time critical (flight dynamics, flight software interfaces, 
(etc.) areas of the simulation. Other portions of the simulation are executed 
at lower execution rates. Dependencies between simulated vehicle systems are 
satisfied by ordering within frame jobs and by specifyin; the sequence of 
execution of specific frame jobs. Time critical simulation areas are synchronized 
and controlled through appropriate interfaces to the simulator Central Timi~~ 
Equipment (CTE). 

Crew Stations and Motion Syst~'1\ 

As previously mentioned, the FBCS contains all work positions of the 
Orbiter flight deck while the MBCS is limited to commander and pilot positions. 
Within this constraint both crew stations provide an accurate interior replica
tion of the vehicle in all areas visible and accessible to f1:fght c"(ews. Both 
cockpits are presently in STS-l, Orliter 102, mission configuration. 
t 

Ingress/egress for the FBCS is through flight deck floor hatch openings as 
in the actual Orbiter vehicle. Acces~: to the MBCS is through a conventional door 
mounted at the aft bulkhead allowing a walk-in ~apability when the crew station 
is in a level attitude. 
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Both crew stations are supported by an aural cue system simulation. Sounds
produced by the Shuttle vehicle that normally would be audible within the crew

compartment, and characteristic of vehicle operational performance, are synthe-

sized. Control of this simulation is from each respective instructor/operator
station.

All FBCS and MBCS controls and displays, except for flight computer display
and keyboard units, are interfaced through appropriate simulator signal conversion

equipment (SCE), master controllers, and Crew/Instructor/Operator Station

Intelligent Controllers, to the Univac host computing system--where the bulk of

the onboard system simulations reside. Remaining simulated system sensor inputs/
outputs are made available via the IC shared memory interface. The host to CIOS
IC data channel interface also allows control for the MBCS motion system.

The MBCS motion system was specifically adapted for SMS use and features

a unique tilt system in addition to the six-degree-of-freedom motion platform.

These systems allow a composite 108 degree pitch-up hardware capability. For
the normal liftoff, boost, and ascent mission phase an excursion to 90 degrees

in pitch (80 degrees from the tilt mechanism and i0 degrees from the motion

platform) has been programmed for the MBCS. lllis allows a sustained longitu-

dinal acceleration cue by means of directable l-g gravity vector through the

backs of crew members. A maximum of 3-g real world axial acceleration is

scaled and simulated for the launch/ascent phase. The motion system also

provides acceleration cues for on-orbit, aeroflight and transition phases of
orbital insertion, de-orbit, and abort. These onset cues are obtained through

software filters for each of the six-degrees-of-freedom. Inputs to these

filters are scaled vehicle translational accelerations and angular velocities

which are output as proportional platform displacement commands in both position

and attitude. Additional outputs by the motion software are vibration and

buffet cues, for appropriate mission phases, as well as the necessary wash-out
compensation to avoid reaching platform excursion limits (and to re-direct the

earth's gravity vector to prevent its effect from result'.ig in false cues).

Performance limits of the motion system are as shown in £able I.

Instructor Operator Stations

Two basic instructor overator stations (lOS's) are associated with the

SMS. One station operates with the FBCS simulation and the other with the

MBCS simulation with each functioning as the central controlling point for

each respective simulation. In addition, there is an in-cockpit instructor/
observer station within the aft section of the MBCS. Each of the two basic

IOS's permit monitoring of all simulated vehicle systems, crew station panels

and controls, and cockpit out-th.o.-windowvisual scenes. Control and _oding

over all aspects of simulator operation is also provided for both Lcalning
and checkout sessions. Procedurally, the operator stations are u_ed to pre-

pare the simulator for a training session and operate the simulation during

the session. The instructor stations are manned to execute a specific training
exercise including the, monitoring of simulated subsystem behavior, co_unica-

tion with the crew, and initiation of specific simulated malfunction cases or

off nominal conditions. The primary interfacing medium at the IOS's are

interactive alphanumeric CRT systems. Each station has CRT readout capability

and keyboard/lightpen input capability. An extensive voice con_nunications Q

system allows coordination among all major elements of the SMS (crew stations,

lOS's, NSS area, computer area, et cetera) as well as to the mission control

c-_nter. The following console hardware exists at fixed and motion base lOS's:
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Both crew stations are supported by an aural cue system simulation. Sounds 
produced by the Shuttle vehicle that normally would be audible within the crew 
compartment, and characteristic of vehicle operational performance, are synthe
sized. Control of this simulation is from each respective instructor/operator 
station. 

All FBCS and MBCS controls and displays, except for flight computer display 
and keyboard units, are interfaced through appropriate simulator signal conversion 
equipment (SCE), master controllers, and Crew/Instructor/Operator Station 
Intelligent Controllers, to the Univac host computing system--where the bulk of 
the onboard system simulations reside. Remaining simulated syst.em sensor inputs/ 
outputs are made available via the Ie shared memory interface. The host to cros 
IC data channel interface also allows control for the MBCS motion system. 

The MBCS motion system was spe~ifically adapted for SMS use and features 
a unique tilt system in addition to the six-degree-of-freedom motion platform. 
These systems allow a composite 108 degree pitch-up hardware capability. For 
the normal liftoff, boost, and ascent mission phase an excursion to 90 degrees 
in pitch (80 degrees from the tilt mechanism and 10 degrees from the motion 
platform) has been programmed for the MBCS. 1bis allows a susta~ned longitu
dinal acceleration cue by means of directable 1-g &ravity vector through the 
backs of crew members. A maximum of 3-g real world axial acceleration is 
scaled and simulated for the launch/~scent phQs~. The motion system also 
provides ~cceleration cues for on-orbit, aeroflight and transition phases of 
orbital insertion, de-orbit, and abort. These onset cues are obtained through 
software filters for each of the six-degrees-of-freedom. Inputs to these 
filters are scaled vehicle translational accelerations and angular velocities 
which are output as proportional platform displacement commands in both position 
and attitude. Additional outputs by the motion software are vibration and 
buffet cues, for appropriate mission phases, as well as the necessary wash-out 
compensation to avoid reaching platform excursion limits (and to re-direct the 
earth's gravity vt:!ctor to pr .. vent its effect from result' .1g in false cues). 
Performance limits of the motion system are as shown in fable I. 

Instructor Operator Stations 

Two basic instructor o..,erator stations (Ios's) are associated with the 
SMS. One station operates with the FBCS simulation and the other with the 
MBCS simulation with each functioning as the central controlling point for 
each respective simulation. In addition, there is an in-cockpit inst1"uctor/ 
observer station within the aft section of the MBCS. Each of the two basic 
lOS's permit monitoring of all siT.ul~ted vehicle systems, crew station panels 
and controls, and cockpit out-tt.~-window vi~ual scenes. Control and 1110ding 
over all aspects of simulator operation is also provided for both Lcalning 
and chec~out sessions. Procedurally, the operator stations are used to pre
pare the simulator for a training session and operate the simulation ~urir.g 
the session. The instructor stations are manned to execute a specific training 
exercise including the, monitoring of simulated subsystem behavior, communica
tion wi.th the crew, and initiation of specific simulated malfunction cases or 
off nominal conditions. The primary interfacing medium at the lOS's are 
interactive alphanumeric CRT systems. Each station has CRT readout capability 
and keyboard/lightpen input capabilit). An exte~sive voice communications 
system allows coordination among all major elements of the SMS (crew stations, 
lOS's, NSS area, computer area, et cet.era) as well as to the mission control 
,'\'nter. The following console hardw,qre exists at fixed and motion base lOS's: 
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Operator Station Instructor Station

s Two alphanumeric CRT displays • Nine alphanumeric CRT displays
s Two keyboard/lightpen units • Four keyboard/lightpen units

• Two graphic CRT displays • Five graphic CRT displays
• Two visual monitors (CRTs) • Two visual monitors (CRTs)

• Two communication control panels • Four flight computer display
units

Shared Station Equipment • One flight computer keyboard
unit

• Three 8-channel X-T recorders • Six communication control /

• Two 2-channel X-Y recorders panels

• Two CRT hardcopy units

The motion base in-cockpit instructor/observer station is equipped with a

single alphanumeric CRT and keyboard unit.

Visual System

The SMS visual system consists of two major functional areas, the image

generation function and the image display function. Both SMS crew stations
have identical forward window image generation and display configurations and

capabilities. The FBCS has the additional Orbiter closed circuit television
(CCTV) and aft/overhead window visual systems. Table II summarizes the visual

scene content for each simulated mission phase of the SMS.

Each crew station simulation utilizes digital image generation (01G)

systems. The MBCS has a single system (forward windows) while the FBCS has

three systems (forward windows, aft/overhead windows, and CCTV). All four

DIG's are of the same basic configuration and differ only in data base (scene)
content and in occlusion processing sophistication. Figure 2 illustrates a

representative visual (single DIG) system interface for the SMS. The DIG
controller 8/32 functions as the major data control center for a DIG. It

receives simulated orbiter specific attitude, position, and dynamics data

that is collected in the host computer then formatted and transmitted to

visual shared memury by the visual intelligent controller. Relevant data base
information is retrieved from disc storage by the DIG controller in response

to these inputs from the intelligent controller. Formatted data and commands
are then transmitted to the frame calculator.

The frame calculator performs coordinate transformations of received

position and illumination vectors to an object coordinate system, accesses

objects stored in the active data base via the DIG controller, and performs

testing for visibility Data is then translated/rotated into a crew station
window coordinate system reference where calculations of in_ensities as a

function of illumination source and direction are performed. Data is limited

(clipped) to only allow further processing cf objects within the window field-

of-view and converted into projected edges with associated display parameters
in two dimensional coordinate form, for transmission to the scan line computer.

The scan line computer has double buffered memory that allows simultaneous

writing of the present frame _d reading of the next frame. An edge list func-

tion within the scan line computer, converts adjacent potygon boundaries to dis-

play edges, eliminates con_mon edges, and sorts display edges by scan line.
Occlusion calculations are performed to determine if the intersection of an
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Operator Station 

• Two alphanumeric CRT displays 

• Two keyboard/lightpen units 

• Two graphic CRT displays 

• Two visual monitors (CRTs) 

• Two communication control panels 

Shared Station Equipment 

• Three 8-channel X-T recorders 
• Two 2-channel X-Y recorders 
• Two CRT hardcopy units 

Instructor Station 

• Nine alphanumeric CRT displays 
• Four keyboard/light pen units 
• Five graphic CRT displays 
• Two visual monitors (CRTs) 
• Four flight computer display 

Wlits 
• One flight computer keyboard 

unit 
• Six communication control 

panels 

The motion base in-cockpit instructor/observer station is equip~ed with 3 

single alphanumeric CRT and keyboard unit. 

Visual System 

The SMS visual system consists of two major functional areas, the image 
generation function and the image display functi~n. Both SMS crew stations 
have identical forward window image generation and display configurations and 
capabilities. The FBCS has the additional Orbiter closed circuit television 
(CCTV) and aft/overhead window visual systems. Table II summarizes the visual 
scene content for each simulated mission phase of the SMS. 

Each crew station simulation utilizes digital image generation (OIG) 
systems. The MBCS has a single system (forward windows) while the FBCS has 
three systems (forward windows, aft/overhead windows, and CCTV). All four 
DIG's are of the same basic configuration and differ only in d&ta base (scene) 
content and in occlusion processing sophistication. Figure 2 illustrates a 
representative visual (single DIG) system interface for the SMS. The DIG 
controller 8/32 functions as the major data control center for a DIG. It 
receives simulated orbiter specific attitude, position, and dynamics data 
that is collected in the host computer then formatted and transmitted to 
visual shared mentllry by the visual intelligent controller. Relevant data base 
information is retrieved from disc storage by the DIG controller in response 
to these inputs from the intelligent controller. Formatted data and command~ 
.'ire then transmitted to the frame calculator. 

The frame calculator performs coordinate transformations of received 
position and illumination vectors to an object coordinate system, accesses 
object& stored in the active data base via the DIG controller, and performs 
testing for visibility Data is then translated/rotated into a crew station 
window coordinate system reference where calculations of inLensities as a 
function of illumination source and direction are performed. Data is limited 
(~lipped) to only allow further processing ~f objects within the window field
of-view and conve~ted into projected edges with associated display parameters 
in two dimensional coordinate form, for transmission to the scan line computer. 

The scan line computer has double buffered memory that allows simultaneous 
wdting of the present frame 'Aild reading of the next frame. An edge list func
tion within the scan line computer, converts adjacent polygon boundaries to dis
play edges, eliminates co~~on edges, and sorts display edges by scan line. 
Occlusion calculations ar~ performed to determine if the intersectio~ of an 
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edo,e with a scan line is visible or occluded. Intensity, color, shading, and

edge smoothing calculations are done for each visible intersection. This data

is output to the appropriate video generator where digital to analog signal

conversion provides signals suitable to drive the SMS display system.

Do to the potentially large number of real world moving objects associated

with the Shuttle RMS and payload bay operations, the SMS CCTV and aft DIGS

both contain a sophisticated occlusion system. This system processes defined

lists of objects, within view from a specific eyepoint, and continuously /

calculates and provides ordering of occlusion priorities for these objects.

There are three different image display systems used on the SMS. Both
crew stations contain a direct view TV, wide angle collimated light, forward

window display system. This system allows simultaneous color presentations

on any four o2 the six Orbiter forwsrd windows. Field-of-view for each win-

dow is 40 degrees vertical by 45 degrees horizontal with 9 arc minutes of
resolution. The fixed base crew station contains the orbiter 525 line CCTV

simulation. This system contains two split screen monitors with a capability
of viewing three different scenes simultaneously. Presentation is in black
and white as finthe real world vehicle. Video from the CCTV is available

for downlink transmission to the mission control center as in actual Shuttle

flight. The aft/overhead window displays for the FBCS consist of four liquid

crystal light valve projection systems coupled with four tilted pancake window
optical assemblies. Resultant field-of-view for each window is 70 degrees

vertical by 93 degrees horizontal with 9.6 arc minutes of resolution. These

windows presently provide monochromatic presentations. SMS interface and

special effects electronics generate alphanumeric data to be displayed on the

CCTV displays, and provide horizon layer, terminator effects, and cloud

simulation for forward window displays.

Flight Computer Interface

Each of the two SMS real time simulations is interfaced to five flight-

type Shuttle General Purpose Computers (GPC's) which use actual flight software.

Figure 3 illustrate the SM£ to GPC hardware interfaces which exist for both the

FBCS and MBCS. These interfaces, consisting of the GPC's, Simulation I._terface
Device (SID), and SID Intelligent Controller, allow a s._mulation of the Shuttle

Data Processing System (DPS). Functionally, this simulation includes Guidance,
Navigation, and Control, Air-to-Ground Telemetry and Command Interface, Displays

and Controls, Sh,lttle Systems Monitoring and Management, Payload Handling and
Management, and Systems Sequencing. The SID IC facilities communication be-

tween the GPC's/SID and vehicle system modeling in the r_mainder of the SMS.

An individual GPC consists of a central processing unit: a memory, and
m input/output processor (IOP). The IOP provides 24 buses (out of a total

of 25) for interfacing to I0 types of Bus Terminal Units (BTU's). These

BTU's are functionally categorized as:

• Mult iplexer/Demul tiplexer

• Mission Event Seo,_encing and Control

• Main Engine Interface Unit

• Mass Memory Unit
• Multifunction Crew Display System (consists of Display Electronics

Unit, CRT display, and keyboard)
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edJe with a scan line is visible or occluded. IntenRity, color, shading, and 
edge smoothing calculations are done for each visible intersection. This data 
is output to the appropriate video generator where digital to analog signal 
conversion provides signals suitable to drive the SMS display system. 

Do to the potenti&lly large number of real world moving objects associated 
with the Shuttle RMS and payload bay operations, the SMS CCTV and aft DIGS 
both contain a sophisticated occlusion system. This system processes defined 
lists of objects, within view from a specific eyepoint, and continuously 
calculates and provides ordering of occlusion priorities for these objects .. 

There are three different image display systems used on the SMS. Both 
crew stations contain a direct view TV, wide angle collimated light, forward 
window display system. This system allows simultaneous color presentations 
on any four o~ the six Orbiter forw!rd windows. Field-of-view for eacn win
dow is 40 degrees vertical by 45 degrees horizontal with 9 arc minutes of 
resolution. The fixed base crew station contains the orbiter 525 line CCTV 
simulat:on. This system contains two split screen monitors with a capability 
of viewing three different scenes simultaneously. Pr£sentation is in black 
and white as in the real w~rld vehicle. Video from the CCTV is available 
for downlink transmission to the mission control cent~r as in actual Shuttl~ 
fl ight. The aft/overhead window displays for the FBCS consist of four liquid 
crystai light valve projection systems coupled with four tilted pancake window 
optical assemblies. Resultant field-of-view for each window is 70 degrees 
vertical by 93 degrees horizontal with 9.6 .:Irc minutes of resolution. These 
windows presently provide monochromatic presentations. SMS interface and 
special effects electronics generate alphanumeric data to be displayed on the 
CCTV displays, and provide horizon layer, terminator effects, and cloud 
simulation for forward window displays. 

Flight Computer Interface 

Each of the two SMS real time simulations is interfaced to five flight
type Shuttle General Purpose Computers (GPCls) which use actual flight software. 
Figure 3 illustrate the SMS to GPC hardware interfaces which exist for both the 
FBCS and MBCS. These interfaces, consisting of the GPC I s, Simulation I.lterface 
Device (SID), and SID Intelligent Controller, allow a simulation of the Shuttle 
Data Processing System (DPS). Functionally, this simulation includes Gui«ance, 
Navigation, and Control, Air-to-Ground Telemetry and Command Interface, Displays 
and Controls, Sh.,ttle Systems Monitoring and Management, Payload Handl ing and 
Management, and Systems Sequencing. The SID IC facilities communication be
tween the GPCls/SID and vehicle system modeling in the r~mainder of the SMS. 

An individual GPC consists of a central processing unit, a memory, and 
an input/output processor (lOP). The lOP provides 24 buses (out of a total 
of 25) for interfacing to 10 types of Bus Terminal Units (BTUls). These 
BTUls are functionally categorized as: 

• Multiplexer/Demultiplexer 
• Mission Event Seo.;.encing and Control 
• Main Engine Int~rface Unit 
• Mass Memory Unit 
• Multifunction Crew Display System (consists of Display Electronics 

Unit, CRT display, and keyboard) 
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• Solid Rocket Boosters

• Launch Processing Unit

• Dedicated Display Unit ,

The remaining bus is for inter-computer communicat ns and is connected

directly to the IOP's of each GPC.

The SMS SID was designed and developed specifically to interface the GPC's

to Perkin Elmer 8/32 computers. T_ contains IOP interfacing hardware that
emulates the front half (IOP side) of the BTU's. The remainder of the BTU's

are functionally simulated on the SMS side of the SID interface. The SID also

contains a modified IBM System 7 computer that functions as the Air/Ground
Equipment (AGE) controller. It is programmed to interface with the GPC ACE
connector interface and with the SID IC. It allows the SID IC to colmnand GPC

moding control functions, the processing of GPC in/out discretes, and the

support of equipment real time synchronization. The AGE controller performs

SID IC commanded functions and transmits appropriate feedback responses to the
SID IC. Many of the AGE discrete interfaces are to the SMS crew station (via

SCE) for panel switches and controls which have a direct GPC function.

Non-AGE, GPC input data fl>w consists of data collected from SMS subsystem

progcams (mainly residing in the host computer), processed to proper units and
format by the SID IC, and placed on an GPC/IOP bus >y the SID via tne appropriate

BTU mcdel. GPC output data is commanded through an lOP data bus to the appropriate

BTU simulation (SID), then to the SID IC for processing to proper units, and

finally stored for access by the using SMS system programs.

There are a category of S_4S crew station iisplays that are driven directly

by GPC commands througb the Dedicated Display Unit BTU. These are the Attitude

Direction Indicator, Hori:ontal Situation Indicator, Alpha/Mac,l Indicator, Alti-

tude/Vertical Velocity Indicator, and Surface Position Indicator. Additionally,

the Multifuf_ction Crew Display System has a direct czew station _o GPC interface.
This system of Display Electronic Units, CRT displays, and keyb_sards are the

primary means of crew interaction and communication with the GPC's.

The SMS flight computer interface supports flight Mass Memory Units (MMU'e)

(tied to the SID via BTU simulated i:_terface) as well as the capebility of

interfacing with simulated MMU's through the SID IC.

Shuttle Systems Simulation

The SMS contains mathematical modeling that simulates all Shuttle onboard

systems that have crew and flight control (MCC) irterfaces. Both of the FBCS

and _BCS software loads execute in real time. Individual onboard systems are

simulated to sufficient fidelity that crew station display and control responses

and inputs are indistinguishable from those of the actual vehicle. Actual flight

software is used end interfaced to simulated vehicle systems. Both hardware and

software redundancy management features of the GPC/flight software are exercised.

Reset/initialization points are provi_'.J throughout the various Shuttle mission
phases that allow the simulation to be brought up with all systems fully synch-
ronized relative to time. Over 3,800 individual simulated malfunctions have

been preprogrammed within the application software and are menu selectable for
_.ccivation from the instructor operator stations. Table 111 tabulates the

major vehicle subsystems, as well as the environmental, visual, and MCC inter-
face capabilities simulated within the SMS.
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• Solid Rocket Boosters 
• Launch Processing Unit 
• Dedicated Display Unit .. 

The remaining bus is fo!" inter-computer cormnunicat os and '.s connected 
directly to the lOP's of e&ch GPC. 

The SMS SID was designed and developed specifically to interface the GPC's 
to Perkin Elmer 8/32 com~uters. J~ contains lOP inte~facing hardware that 
emulates the front half (lOP side) of the BTU's. The remainder of the BTU's 
are functionally simulated on th~ SMS side of the SID interface. The SID al~o 
contains a modified IBM System 7 computer that functions as the Air/Ground 
Equipment (AGE) controller. It is prograrmned to interface with the GPC ACE 
connector interface and with the SID IC. It allows the SID Ie to cOhlll\and GPC 
moding control functions, the processing of GPC in/out discretes, and the 
support of equipment real time synchronization. The AGE controller performs 
SID IC commanded functions and trdnsmit3 appropriate feedback responses to the 
SID IC. Many of the AGE discrete inte.faces are to the SMS crew station (via 
SCE) for panel switches and controls which have a direct GPC function. 

Non-AGE, GPC input data fl)w consists of data collected from SMS subsystem 
progLams (mainly residing in the host computer), processed to proper units and 
forn.at by the SID IC, and placed on an GPC/rop bus ,y the SID via tne appropriate 
BTU medel. GPC output data is commanded through an lOP data bus to the appropriate 
BTU simulation (SID), then to the SID IC for processing to pr0per units, and 
finally stored for access by the using SMS system programs. 

There are a category of SHS crew station ,iisplays that are driven directly 
by GPC commands through the Dedicated Display Unit BTU. These are the Attitude 
Direct ion Ind icator. Hori~ontal Si tuat ion Ind ieator, Alphs./Mac,\ Ind icator, Alti
tudp/Vertical Velocity Indicator, and SUlface Position Indicator. Additionally, 
the Multifunction Cr~w Display Sy~tem has a direct Clew station t~ GPC interface. 
This syste'll of Display Electronic Units, CRT displays, and keyb\JJrds are the 
primary means of crew interaction and communication with the GPC's. 

The SMS flight computer interfac~ supports flight Mass Memory Units (MMU'e) 
(tied to the SID via BTU simulated i:~terface) as well dS the cllpability of 
interfacing with simulated MMU's through the SID IC. 

Shuttle Systems Simulation 

The SMS contains mathemAtical modeling that simulates all Shuttle onboard 
systems that have crew and flight control (MCC) irterf~ces. Both of the FBCS 
and MBCS software loads execute in r~al time. Individual onboard systems are 
simulated to sufficient fidelity that crew station display and control responseg 
and inputs are indistinguishable from those of the actual vehicle. Actual flight 
software is used and interfaced to simulated ~ehicle systems. Both hardware and 
software redundancy management features of the GPC/flight software are exercis~d. 
Reset/initialization points are provi(i'.J throuiShout the various Shuttle miuiun 
phases that allow the simulation to be brought up with all systems fully synch
ronized relative to time. Over 3,800 individual ~i.mulated mal functions have 
been preprogrammed within the application software And are menu selectable for 
~ccivation from the instructor operator stations. Table III tabulat~s the 
major vehicle subsystems, as well as the environmental, visual, and ~CC inter
face capabilities simulated with:n the SMS. 
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Network Simulation Syst,'m

The Network Simulation System (NSS) siv,ul.'tes the real world Ground Space-

flight Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN) a'_ its associated interface with the

Mission Control Center (MCC). The GSTDN i_ a world-wide network of stations,

tied to the MCC through Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), which provides

telemetry, tracking, and communication capability for manned s-.acecraft--

including the Shuttle. These stations provide the RF links _,ecessary i_ the
reception of downlink telemetry data (incuding the stripping, conversion, and

/

shipping of digitized voice data) the transmission of uplink command data, and

the acquisition/computation of tracking data.

Figure 4 illustrates the NSS il,terfaces within the SMS. The NSS =onsists

ef three Perkin Elmer 8/32 computers, an instructor opezator station, wideband

and flight type recording equipment, special purpose synchronization and chan-

nelization equipment, and modem input/output interlace devices. The NS3 can

be switched to either FBCS or MBCS simulation and communicates through the !C

shared memory interface that is accessable by the CIOS IC, the Visual IC, and
the SID IC.

Shuttle downlink data consists of Operational Instrumentation (O1) data

merged with GPC downlist and digiti-_ea vrice data. The SMS simulates this

process and the resultant simulated downlink stream is the same as the actual

vehicle output. The NSS downlink system accounts for the transmission of telem-

etry (real time and recorded) from the vehicle to the tracking sites, to GSFC,
and then to the MCC. NSS downlink simulation tunctions include reception of

formatted air-to-ground data; voice data stri_,ing; remote site formatting,
_ddition of header information, recording, site status message generation/

routing, GSFC multiplexing_ and routing to MCC. SMS CCTV video is also made

available to the MCC i_.analog form.

Th_ Shuttle uplink stream is used to send command and telemetry data to the

Shuttle as well as acquisition data to the remote tracking sites. The NSS

uplink function accoun+s for the GSFC reception of data from MCC and the con-

version and routing of same to the sites. Simulated uplink site functions

include data reception, validation, reformatting, recording, and transmission
to the SMS via SMS IC shared memory.

The remaining NSS major function, Groundtrack, receives SMS generated

Orbiter position, velocity, and communications systems status data to simulate

the site function of vehicle trackin_ relative to site location. This includes

calculations of Acauisition-of-Signal (AOS) and Loss-of-Signal (LOS) and signal

strength as appropriate for the C-band and S-band site simulations. Formatters,

upon proper simulated site moding control, place tracking data into an HCC com-
patable format fo- transmission.

The NSS complex contains its own independent instructor operator _tation

with both analog displays and ._,_trolsas well as an interactive alphanumeric
CRT system, CRT displays are _cnstructed using both SMS available data snd

NSS internally generated data. Capability for simulation set-up, moding,

systems monitoring, malfunr.tion insertion, and voice communications are provided.
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Network Simulation Systl"A 

The Network Simulation System (NSS) sil'.ul.'tes the real world Ground Space
flight Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN) a~,' its associat€,d interface with the 
Mission Control Center (MCC). The GSTDN iu a world-wide network of stations, 
tied to the MCC through Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), ~ich provides 
telemetry, tracking, and communication capability for manned s~acecraft-
including the Shuttle. These stations provide the RF links "lecessary i ... 1 the 
reception of downlink telemetry data (incuding th2 stripping, conversion, and 
shipping of digitized voice data) the transmission of uplink command dat4, and 
the acquisition/computation of tracking data. 

Figure 4 iliustriites the NSS it.terfaces within the SMS. The :-lSS ;::onsists 
of th~ee Perkin Elmer 8/32 computers, an instructor operator station, wideband 
and flight type recording equipment, special purpose synchronization and chan
nelization equipment, and modem input/output interrace devices. The N53 can 
be switched to either FBCS or MBCS simulation and communicates through the Ie 
shared memory interface that is accessable by the eIOS IC, the Visual IC, and 
the SID IC. 

Shuttle do~link data consists of Operatiunal Instrume~tation (or) data 
merged with GPC downlist aue digiti~~ vrice data. The SMS simulates this 
process and the resultant simulated downlink stream is the same as the actual 
vehicl~ output. The NSS downlink system accounts for the transmission of telem
etry (real timf! and record~d) from the vehicle to the tracking sites, to GSFC, 
and then to the MCC. NSS ~ownlink simulation tunctions include reception of 
formatted air-to-ground data; voice data strir.)ing; remote site formatting, 
<!Jdition of header infonna~io\l, recording, site statu3 message generation/ 
routin[., GSFC multiplexing, and routing to MCC. SMS CCTV video is also made 
available to the Mec it. analog form. 

Thl: Shuttle uplink strt-am is used to send command and telemetry data to the 
Shutt~e as well as acquisition data to the remote tracking sites. The NSS 
uplink function accoun~~ for the GSFC reception of data from MCC and the con
version and routing of same to the sites. Simulated uplink site functions 
~nclude data reception, validation, reformatting, recording, and transmission 
to the SMS via SMS IC shared memory. 

:~e remaining NSS major function, Ground~~ack, receives SMS generated 
Orbiter position, velocity, and r.ommunications systems status data to simulate 
the site function of vehicle tracking relative tv site location. This includes 
calculations of ACQuisition-of-Signal (ADS) and Loss-or-Signal (LOS) and signal 
strength as appropriate for the C-band and S-band site simulations. Formatters, 
upon proper simulated site moding control, pl4ce tracking data into an MCr. com
patable forml1.t fo_" transmission. 

The NSS complex contains its own independent instructor operator .:ltlJtion 
with both analog displays and" :.ltrols as well as an interactive alphanumeric 
CRT system. CRT displays are ~~nstructed using both SMS avail~ble data ~nd 
NSS internally generated data. Capability for simulation set-up, moding, 
systems monitoring, malfunr.tion insertion, and voice cOllDUunic .. tions are provided. 
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Conclusion

The SMS exemplifies numerous real time simulation advancements within one
complex for flight crew training. Advancements have been realized in, utiliza-

tion of computer image generation, interfacing of flight computers and

associated software, completeness and sophistication of simulated systems,

and computer system interfaces and software structuring. This facility will

play a major role in execution uf Space Shuttle program objectives for the
remainder of the decade. /
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Conclusion 

The SliS exemplifies numerous real time simulation advancements within one 
complex for flight crew training. Advancements have been realized in, utiliza
tion of computer image generation, intp.rfacing of flight cOrJputers and 
associated software, co~pletcness and sophistication of simulated systems, 
and computer system in~erfaces and Roftwar~ structuring. This facility will 
playa major role in execution uf Space Shuttle program objectives for the 
remainder of the decade. 
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Table I

MBCS Motion System Dynamic Performance Units

ROTAT ION EXCURS IUN (DEG) VELOCITY (DEC-/SEC)

PLATFORM PITCH _28.0

-26.5 15.0

ADD ITIVE EXTENDEr)

PITCH +0 to 80 42.1 LIP
43.0 DOWN

ROLL +18.5 15.G

YAW +23.0 15.0

DISPLACEMENT EXCURSION (M) VELOCITY (M/SEC) ONSET ACCEL (G/SEC)

LONGITUDINAL 1.I .61 +3

LATERAL l'.1 .61 ¥3

VERT ICAL O.9 .61 _3

Table II

SMS Visual Scene Content

FBCS and MBCS Forward Windows..............................

o La_mch and Ascent Mission Phase
o La_mch site area detail

o Low altitude earth Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM) and landing
area scene

o Solid rocket booster separation effects

o High altitude earth scene with horizon
o Star field

o On-Orbit Mission Phase

o Day and niqht high altitdde earth scene
o Star field, sun, and moon

o Rendezvous vehicle (mission dependent)

o Entry and Landing Mission Phase
o Low altitude detailed earth sc_me

o Primary and contingency landing sites
Runways, rerrain features, landing site detail

o On-Orbit Mission Phase
o Simplified earth
o Starfiold, sun, and moon
o Orbiter ownship features
o Payload bay including door,:, radiator panels, liqhls, and CUTV

cameras with pan/tilt units

o Remote Manipulator System (RMS) arm including attached cameras and lights

o Payloads (nliss!on dependent)
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Table I 

~1f3CS Motion Syste:n Dynamic Performance Units 

ROTATION EXCURS IUN (UEG) VELOCITY (DEG/SEC) -------- ~-----

PLATFORM P ITD-i "28.0 
-26.5 15.0 

ADDITIVE EXTENDal 
PITCH ~ to 80 42.1 LP 

43.0 DOWN 
ROLL +18.5 15.0 
YAW +23.0 15.0 

D I SPLACE~1ENT EXCURSION (M) VELOCITY (M/SEC) ONSET ACCEL (G/SEC) 
- - --- -- -~- ~-- ---- ---- . - --- --- ----.--- ----

LONGI TUD I NAL 1 • 1 .61 +3 
LATERAL r.l .61 +3 
VERT I Cl\L 0.9 .61 +3 

--

Table II 

SMS V i Sll~ I Scene C.-:~n tent 

FBCS ~nd MBCS Forward Windows 

o Launch and Ascent Mis!', i on Phase 
o L.3IJnch site area deta i I 
o Low a It i tude ca!"t h Term i na I l\rea Enerqv ividnaqemen t (TAEM) and I and i n!l 

area scene 
o Sci id rocket booster separation effects 
o High altitude earth scene with horizon 
o Star f i 0 I d 

o On-Orbit Mission Phase 
o Day and niqht hiqh altitude earth scene 
o Star field, sun, and moon 
o Rendezvous vohicle (mission ~ependent) 

o Entry and Landinq Mission Phase 
o Low a It i t'Jde deta i led Aarth SCf.lne 
o PriMary and contin~ency landing sites 
o Runways. terrain f~atures. landinq site detai I 

o On-Orbit Mission Phase 
o Simplified earth 
o Starfield. sun. and moon 
o Orbiter ow~ship fo~turas 

o Payload bay includinq livor'-,. radiator paMls. I i'J~~s. a:1d Cc:TV 
cameras with panlti It units 

o Remote ~1anipulator System m~1S) arm including attached Cd'neras and lights 
o Pavloads (misslon dependent) 
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Table III

Shuttle Systems Simulation Content

• C'_4MJNICATIONo TPACKINC AND • MECHANICAL_¥."TI_S
1N.TI'Rm<k_TATl(MI

,.. SF.£_RATION LOGIC

- OPk._TIONAL JN'_'RUNk_TATIOI ,-. LANDING, ImAKl_, GHOUND CONTACT
SYST.D4 _ )_OECTION _;E_T

- N£1q4OSK-r,ICNAL PROCkTJS08 - UMBILICAL D00/_
- MIICO_AVELANDII_.. yI'STIg4
- RADAR ALTIIO._FR

- J4_Tk.,_ TI141NG UNIT • PAYLOAD ACCOf4J4ODATIONSYSTD48
PULSE CODE1431_LATION UNIT

PAYLOADINST_._NTATION SYSTJM - R_ MAfllPULATOR sY_Tllq KINEHATI
I_ .JUIDUlf,F _ICATIONS ._lOD]l_
S-RA/_ SYSTEM . I_D D')_ AND SESVO SI_PJLAT!ON
TACAN - _ ATI'ACI_O_T I_'ACE AND PYEO
FLIGIIT RECOIqDDqS ,. PAYLOADRETENTION 5¥STkM

- CAUTION AND b_._NING L¥STD4 . P_TLOAD BAY IX)ORS

- Pk tOAD BAY LIGIrrlNG AND CC'+'V
8EL_'TIDN AND CO/elq_L

• DATA PBOCES_IMG S_ST_

- OP_TION&L INSTRt34_C_TION • PRO._J7 _ION
INTI_FAC[

- FLIGWP CC_.rl'l_ IMI_Y/OJ'I'I_ - MAIN I_GINE S¥STD4
PROCESSING . MAIN _Id£ COJCFROU,J_

- _ EVi]¢I'5 CONTROLLER . _OLID ROCKET BGOb_k_ S¥STI_

- LAUIlCN PROCLSSING INT_@ACE . REACTION _"OW1qtOL8YST_4
- PRI.NA_ AIf_, BAClO._ FLIOlt_ . ORBITI_ PlAqEIJVERnlG SYSTI_

- MAIN ENGI]_ I:rrMACI

. lOtS MA_rT_ CONTI_L TI_D_IeACP • ¥1DflCLE DYNAMICS
UNIT

- FLIGI4T C(_P_'T_ ARD FLIGHT ORBITER AND TARGET E_JATIONS OF MOTION
_0_ . AI_ODYNAMICS AND RCS/AI_O INTD(ACTION

- BODY BD(1)ING AND _ SLOSH

• I_J_"tqlCAL POV_

- POVDt DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL
- FUEL C_J_ . 8KUTFLI[ EMVIRONM_IT
- , POW_ P,EACT_,_TS -c.TOR_.E

- EPHD4ER1S
CONTROL - ATMOSP_E_ E/GRAVITT/WI _.q_

- AURAL CUE_
- NOTION

• ENV1RO_tl_TkL CON.'_OL AND LI'FI_
St_POST

ATI40_PI_E CIRCULATION AND • VvSUAL SYSTt_4S

PURIFICATION .- F(,Rwk_D _ DIGITAL IMAGE

- SPACE RADIA'I_RS 0_T:ON

- FREON AND WATLR COOLART - CLOSED CIRCUIT _ DIGITAL IMAGE
- 0A_b_0US SUFPLY GL_4k._qTION

- AFT/oVk_HEA.D W_NDOW DIGITAL

• C_JIDA_CE,NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL D4AGE GD4FRATION
- VISUAL I,IODING,CONTROL AND

. ""_"1' VECTORCONTROL FOP34ATTING
,. GI_C COiITI_OLSAND DISPLAYS - VISUAL SPL't.'_AL F/FECT_

A_RO EPORFACECOIffROL - FORWARD VlNDOWS DISPLAY SVS"D4
•. INerTIAL HEASURDO..'N_UNIT - CLOSED CIRCUIT TV DISPLAY
. STAR TNACKI_ STSTD4

RATE GYROSM(D ACC_ - AI_/OVI_HF-.AD t(INDO_ PROJECTION
,. AIR t'ATA S_STEM AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

• k&ERA_ICAL _ , N'J_I'_RK SIMULATION SYST_(

• AUXILIARY POWER UNIT - _PLINK AND DO_q_LIONKTELIXETRY
- R_qAULIC POWERSYS_I_4 - TRACKING

- DATA PROCESSING, FON4ATTING,
MODING, _ RECORDING

- C0444JN ICATIONS
- _ISSION CONTROL CIOIT_ INTERFAC|
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TablE! III 

Shuttle Systems Simulation Content 

• C ..... IINICATIOI. T'It\CIClIIC AR 
11S'T11UtQl1TATIOI 

_ OI'DlATlO11AL IIIll'l'IIJMDT".'l'IOI 
S!S':"DI 

- l~rwoRK SICIAL PROC!!~ 
- Ml~AVE ~Dlnr, ~iSTDI 

- IWlAII ALTlIU."!"fll 
- MAS'lPi TJM1I~ UIIT 
- I'\It.SE CJDE K1WLATI0I UIIIT 
_ PAYlDAD IU~nQlITATIOII SYSTDC 
- II1Tf]1COM AIIP UlIF COtM/lI I CAT I OIS 
- S-IWID SYSTUC 
- TACAN 
_ rLIGl1T RECORDDIS 
- CAUTION AJ(I) lIA..'lIIl1C :. YSTDC 

• DAtA PROCESSI.C SlSTD4 

- OPD\ATIOMoU. IJIS'I'III.tCEM"'TIOI 
JIft'lN'ACI: 

- P'LICIIT CCMl'l.ITER IJIPU'l'/CU'I'I'UT 
PROCISSIIIC 

- MASTER EVDITS COJmIOLLER 
- LAUIICN l'IIOCt.SSlJIG IITDI'ACE 
_ PR1MAIIY AIIII BACIM' rLJOIIT 

SOF'I'I/AIIJ: 
- MAlW EllCllf! J:ITDlFACI 
.. IIMS 1CA..""'!':Ii COJlTROl. lnlRJ'ACI 

UIIT 
_ rLICIIT COl.1'\. 'TDIS AID FLICIIT 

9OF'I'I/AIIJ: 

• ELIC"II1CAL POVER 

- rollDl DISTIIIIlfI'IOI AJ(I) C(lNTIIOL 
- FUEL cru,s 
- • POVER r.EACT~ !.'rORAGE AlO 

CONTROL 

• DlVIROICMIln'AL COII':1l0L AJID LIFI 
SUPPORT 

_ An«lSPJmI£ CIRCULATIoN AIID 
PUlUI ICAT 1011 

- $PACt: RADIATORS 
- rJllX)" AlfD IIATtli COOLAJIT 
- OU!X)US SUfI'LY 

• CUIDAlfCE. "AVICATIO:', AIID CONTROL 

~ ""'IIVS'I' VICTOR CONTROL 
.. C",C COIITROLS AlfD DISPLAYS 

AERO SURFACE COIITllOL 
IIIERT IAL HEASURDUlIT UI IT 

~ STAR TRAC/CIlI 
IlAn GYIIOS AJfI) ACCELDIOMl'I'ERS 

.. AIR OATA SYS'TUC 

• MU:IWIICAL POIID 

AUlI L WY POWER UII IT 
~ IIYll11AULIC' POWER SYSTDI 

~ . ..-.... __ ... _ .. -y_.~'""- . 

• JUrHAJIlCAJ. S y::'I'DtS 

~ SrrtRATIOM LOCIC 
~ LAllDI JIG, IJIIAK IIIC, CIIOUIfD COIITACT 
~ t~ ECr I 011 !;t;AT 
- UMBILICAL IQlI\S 

• PAYLOAD ACCOMHDDATIOII SYSTEMS 
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_ RDOT'! MAHII'\IUTOR SY~DI KIIIDIATI 
l40DEL 

~ DID EFt'fX:TOP. AJID SERVO SOOLATION 
_ IUCS ATTACIIIO:JI1' IJITIlUo'ACE AIID pmo 
.. PAYLOAD RrJ'Dn'lOI SYSTUC 
~ P'YlA\D lAY DOOItS 
~ PA. t.OAD lAY LICIITIIIC AIID C~.'V 

8ELd:TION AJ(I) COtITROL 

- MAIlI !!ICJNI SYS'TDI 
_ MAJM !!ICJII£ COIl'nlOLLDI 
.. SOLI!> ROCKET IJOOSTDI SYSTDI 
.. IU'.ACTIOI ::OIl'nlOL 8YSTDC 
_ ORiITaI MA'IE1IVERIlIC SYSTD4 

• VEHICLI DYKAMICS 

_ ORBITER AJro 'l'IJIGET EQUATIONS or NOTIOJf 
_ ADQDYIlAMICS AIID ReS/ AERO JHTUtAC'I'IOJf 
_ IIODY BDlDnc AND nIEL SLOSH 
- MASS I'IIOPlln'11S 

• 8HU'1"ll.1 EJfV 11I0JlJC!llT 

- El'HDfEIIIS 
- A'noIOSI'HE!tE/CI\AVITY 11fl::ns 
- Al'RAL ;:UES 
- MOTtON 

• V' SUAL SYSTDCS 

•. ,C,RVAJU) vrtmOw DICITAL IMACE 
Ot:NtlI":ON 
CLOS.~ CIRCUIT TV DICITAL IMACE 
C DlU\AT ION 

- .u'T,OVtlIHEAD IITNOOW DICITAL 
DCAGE GDlmATION 

- VISUAL I()DINC, CONTROL AJ(I) 

FORMATTINC 
.. VISUAL SPt.\.::AI. D'FD:TS 
- FORWARD WIIlDOWS DISPLAY SYS"'OC 
- CLOSED CIRCUIT TV DISPLAY 

SYSTDC 
.. Al'T/OVDlKEAD WI"DOW PAOJD:TIOII 

AJfI) DISPLAY SYSTDI 

• If1"nIORK SIMULATION S'tSTDC 

- UPLINK AIID DO\/IILDIK TELDCE'l'RY 
- TRACKING 
~ DATA I"ROCESSIMC, FOftMA'M'ING. 

MODINO, AIID RECOIUlING 
- COMNUNIC:ATIONS 
- MISSION CONTROL carrER IHTDIFACI: 
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CCIV '

imi,.+,.l[,,_+,,;[,<,,!_,_]
| SIMu .AltONI

I''E'_AC[I _lSi_"_ l l]
I OlVlI i INTI[IFACEMID SPECIAL

iFFECISELECTRONICS II

s,+.+is,o.I'T-T--I
C_ O_R_AO

I I IEOUIF %IENII 'WINDOW *
.... J_ .i_.. 0_;

IClllw- I _
I INSTRUCTOR-f

r ....... • i I- ...... 1 _/imfllrHI I IOPERAIOR I i Flies m
.mC;_PUIER' _STATION ! I VISUAl ! CIRCUIT
; ,,,,.R,ACr II i INTERFACE : i IN'EEl:ACE IV
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FORWARO eASE

_t"LIGHT i : CREW- : ,_MBCS I-I WINDOW STATIONSIMULATION
t,co'a LITER: , INSTRUCTOR-ti VISUAL ._ OIG
LINt[FAC[j :OPERATOR ! LLI,__.R_FAC__j

--- mSTATION i --

IIN'IiRFACE .I I INIERFACEANDSPECIAL ]

MISSIONCONTR.__CINIIRINTERFACE " .... [" "]''-i SIGNAL ] , EFTECTSEIlCTRONICS%
__ CON_RSI_ l I IIFm ARV

sP_ A_ _ imuiPtmTI , I iOiSPb_'l

t'_' . b,,oTIONo,_IIs,'_'mI

,.v,,: [ II i : CREWSTATION ---- *

FIg. | SMSloplelil IWodtdilirim.

IOCCLUSION

PROCESSORml
!

OCCLUSION DOWNLINK
CONTROLLER 41) APPLICABLETOCCTVAND ..,..VIDEO
8/3Z A) AFT/OVERHEADWINDOWSYSTEMS TOMCC(2'

l ONLY

IDIGDATABASEI r--SHARED I (21 APPLICABETOCCTVSYSTEMONLY!INTERFACE,t MEMORY AND
I t SPECIAL

DIGITAL. I I I I
VISUAL IMAGE IIFRAME II SCAN __ ELECTRONICS--HOST INTELLIGEP;T _..i.lV IDEOI__l, CABINET

, , ,'COI_PUTER_ CONTROLLER !!_T_O_[?_H CALCULATOR_LINECOMPUTER_C,EN__ __

iz'°°/'+_/'+<'lI_'_ ._lll li ICcTv IISYMBOLI
(' SH)RED SHARED I I._(2)IiM.+R M MO, Yi

t H ,

I.L_BC/REW/INSI/OPRl i ' , ",

STATION I ISIGN^L _Tl_ GREWSTATION,
INTELLIGENT I..,.IICONV[RSIONi _-- ISPLAYSYS

CONtrOLLeR I ImuP,,m,__, ,
Fig, l SMSvisual ly,_leminlerface,
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FlX£D BASE CREW Hosr COI'.IPUTER 
STATION SI\I\JLAfI{IN U';IVAC lICO/~rv~q 
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OPERATOR 
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DIG 
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DOWNLINK CONTROLLER ij) APPLICABLE TO CCTV AND 

r VIDEO 

HOST 
COMPUTER f-
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DATA~ MEMORY 
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VISUAL 
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CONTROLLER 
8132 
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MEMORY , 
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STATION 
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8132 
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Fig. 2 SMS visual sysll'm interface. 
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3Y_KC I'SMSMASIER_ SYNC TOMISSION

1 I ITIMINGUNITj _ = CONTROLI , , ,GPcIsID- , 1 ,.....CENTER

INTERFACE I I ,
DS_AhII:_l CONTROLLER1SEN,OROUTPUTS 1 COMPUTL3S

I COMPUTERSIM _,_r,_._ 16RBITERSIM Iutv(_.t . GPC s

DEVICE

DOWNLIST D_';SL_IiSIMULATEDIl SHAREDMEMORY _ ASS
TOV,SUAL F_ASs I''_ TELEMETRYIff.__ORYI
INTELLIGENT JMEMORYI |
CONTROLLER iUNITS J i

CREVVINSTRII I

OPERATOR| TOHOST VISUALCOMPUTER INTELLIGENT

_TATION 1 = :CONTROLLER
81)2 I _

IINSTRUCTORIS_GNAL L___DISCRETES
OPERATION I ICONVERSIONEQJ -T0/rR0!;GFC'S
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DATA

Fig. _ _;M.SIFlicjhtcomputerinterface.
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MOTIONBASE/SIMULATION I SYSTEM

DEVICE __ ORBITER
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STATION J FROM
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Fiq.4 SMS,netwo_i:simulationsysteminterface.
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A .:_DIANT HEATING I_ST FACILITY FOK

SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM CERTIFICATION

William D. Sherborne and James D. Milhoan*

ABSTRACT

/

A large-scale Radi_,c Heating Test Facility has been constructed at
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center so that thermal certification tests

can be performed on the new generation of thermal protecti_ _ystems devel-
oped for the Space Shuttle Orbiter. This facility simulates surface ther-

mal gradients, onorbit cold-soak temperatures down to 200 K (-lOo_ F),

entry heating temperatures to 1710 K (2620° F) in an oxidizing environment,
and the dynamic entry pressure environment. The capabilities of the facii-

ity and the development of new test equipment are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle Orbiter has a lightweight reusaLle thermal protec-
tion system (TPS) that was developed to withstand the dynamic acoustic,

thermal, and load environments associated with launch, orbit, and atmos-

pheric entry. Although several thecmal protection systems are ase_ on the

Orbiter, the most demanding requirements apply to the leading edge struc-

tural subsystems (LESS), where maximum heating and the most severe th_zmal

gradients occur in the stagnation regions of the leading edges. A test
program is in progress at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Ccn_er (JSC)

to certify the LESS by subjecting full-scale test articles _f the nose cap
and the wing leading edge (WLE), which make u_ the LESS, to sequential

tests that simulate launch acoustics, air loads, and entry heating. The
entry heating simulatior_, scheduled to begin in July 1980, are being

performed to verify ther_,_l enalyses used to design the LESS, to demon-

strate the LESS structural integrity under thermally induced stress, and

to evaluate the effects of oxidation on the LESS performaace.

J Because a new facility was required to accept items as large as the

LESS test articles, a large-scale Radiant Heating Test Facility (_HTF) was
constructed at JSC. The entry environments simulated in the RHTF include

peak temperatures to 1710 K (2620° F) in an oxidizing environment, severe
surface thermal gradients, cold-soak temperatures to 200 K (-I00o F), and

dynamic pressure. The concurrent simulation of temperature and pressure
in an oxidizing environment is important because the LESS have reinforced

carbon-carbon (RCC) components whose oxidation characteristics, and there-

fore mission llfe, are sensitive to these factors. _le RCC fonr,s the

exterior surface of the LESS; simulation of severe surface _hermal gradi-
ents on RCC is important to the structural behavior of the RCC and to the

indepth temperature rePponse of the test article, which is dependent on

*NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
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A iADIANT HEATING l~ST FACILITY FO~ 
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTE~ CERTIFICATION 

William D. Sherborne and James D. Milhoan* 

ABSTRACT 

A large-scale Radiduc Heating Test Facility has been constructed at 
the NASA Lyndon B. John~on Space Center so that thermal cp.rtification tests 
can be performed on the new generation of thermal protecti .. · !':istems devel
oped for the Space Shuttle Orbiter. This facility simulates surface ther
mal gradients, onorbit cold-soak tempera.tu!"e~ down to 200 K (-!iiu~ F), 
entry heating temperatures to 1710 K (26200 F) :.n 1m oxidiz-tng envirollDi~nt, 
and the dynamic entry pressure environment. The capabilities of the facii
ity and the development of new test equipment are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Space Shuttle Orbiter has a lightweight reusahle therm~l protec
tion system (TPS) that was de~eloped to withstand the dynamic aC0ustic, 
thermal, and load environments associated ~ith laudcn, orbit, and atmos
pheric entry. Although several thecmal protection systems are ,1sed on the 
Orbiter, the most demanding requirements apply to the leading edge sl~uc
tural subsystems (LESS), where I1l8ximum heating and the most severe th'!l'11al 
gradients occur in the stagnation regions of the lea~ing edges. A test 
program is in progress at the NASA Lynrlon B. Johnson Space C~!!t-~:- (.!$C) 
to certify the LESS by subjecting full-sca'e test articles ~f the nose cap 
and the ~ing leading edge (WLE), which make ~p the LESS, to sequential 
tests that simulate launch ~coustics, air i0ads, and entry heating. The 
en~ry heating simulatio~~, scheduled to begin in July 1980, are being 
performed to verify theo.''ll enalyses used to design the LESS, to demon
strate the LESS structural integrity under thermally induced stress, and 
to evaluate the effects of oxidation on the LESS performa.lce. 

Because a new facility was required to accept items as large as the 
LESS test articles, a large-scale Radiant Heating Test Facility (RHTF) was 
constructed at JSC. The entry environments simulated in the RHTF include 
peak temperatures to 1710 K (26200 F) in an oxidi~ing environment, severe 
surface thermal gradients, cold-soak temperatures to 200 K (-1000 F), and 
dynamic pressure. The concurrent simulation of temperatui:"'_ and pressure 
in an oxidizing environment is important becau~e the LESS have reinforced 
carbon-carbon (RCC) components whose oxidation characteristics, and there
fore mission life, are sensitive to these factors. TIle RCC forms the 
exterior surface of the LESS; simulation of severe surface thermal gradi
ents on RCC is important to the structural behavior of the RCC and to the 
indepth temperature re~ponse of the test article, which is dep~ndent on 

*NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, HO'Jston, Texas. 
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ccos_ radiation from the RCC. Simulation of cold-soak conditions that

result fcom the orbital attitude of the vehicle relative to the Sun are

required to demonstrate that the attach fittings have adequate allowance
for thermal contraction and to _,reco_dition the test article_ before oeat-

[ng because the thermal stresses are increased by th_s effect.

To accomplish the test objectives _ssociated with simulation of oxida- L

tion effects and surface thermal gradients, the RHTF incorporates tw_ unu-

sual technical features: a new type of multizone lazge-scalc heater that

operates at tigh temperatures in an oxidizing environment over a wide pres-

sure range, and a multichannel fiber optic pyrometer syst.om that, in combi-

nation with a digital computer, contrcls the power to the heater.

Because =he LESS test requirements dictated the design of _he RHTF 9

these requirements are described in detail _d used throughout the paper
to ilT-strate the functions of the facility sys=e_s. However, the RHTF

test capabilities are not restricted to _he LESS tests because another ob-
jective was to construct a facility that could, with tittl_ or no modifica-

tion, test other areas of the Orbiter TPS. The design and development of

the RHTF to perform com_,lex large-scale entry simulation tests on the

Orbiter LESS is the subject of this paper.

TEST ARTICLES

The nose cap ana WL_ test articles (fig. I) were fabricated from a

variety of specialized components to form a strong lightweight assembly

capable of withstanding the severe entry heating conditions in the Orbiter
stagnation cegions while !imit_ng aluminum stzucture temperatures to less

than 450 K (350° F). The higher temperature regions of the LESS are fabri-

cated from RCC, a laminate of car?_on cloth that is molded to the required

shape and c_ated with silicon carbiao to inhibit oxidation. The RCC is
attached to the Orbiter primnry structure with a complex set of high-

temperature linkages that performs three important functions: (I) attaches
the RCC to the structure, (2) allo_ differential expansion of the RCC com-

ponents over a wide temperature range, and (3) thermally isolates the RCC
from the primary structure. The attachment fittings are covered with flex-
ible insulation to shield the structure from radiant heating at the attach-

ment points. The area aft of the RCC is covered with high-temperature
reusable surface ins,,1ation (HRSI), a lightweight silica insulation with a

silicon tetraboride thermal emissivity coating that is bonded to the vehi-

cle with a flexible strain isolation pad (SIP) and silicon rubber adhesive.

A large section of the Orbiter primary structure (the forward fuselage area
and bulkhead or the nose cap) and a portion of the wing spar and wing boz

(the WLE) are incorporated in both test articles to mount the RCC and HRSI

and to ensure proper test boundary conditions.
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ccos~' radiation from the RCC. Simulation of cold-soak conditions that 
result f~om the orbital attitudp. of the vehicle relative to the Sun are 
reGuired to demonstrat~ that the attar.tl fittings have ade~uate allowance 
for thermal contraction and to ~'!"'~col'dition th.a test article~ before '.leat
ing because the ther.nal str~sses are inc:'!:!ased by th:i.s effect. 

To accomplish the test objectives :1ssociateci witl". simulat;ion I)f oxida
tion eff~cts a~d ~ur!ace thermdl gradients, the RHTF incorpor~tes tw~ unu
sual technical fe&tures: a new type "f multizone lat ge-scalc. heater t~lat 
ope~ate~ at tigh temper~tures in an oxidizing environment uver a wide pres
~'ure range, and a mul tic.hannel fiber c.plic pyrometer system that, in combi
n~tion with a digital ~omputer, contrcls the power to the hea~er. 

Because the LESS test requirements dictated thp. design of the RHTF, 
these requirem~nts are described in detail ~~d used throughout the paper 
to il~"strate the functi.ons of the facility systems. However, the RHTF 
test capabilities are not restricted t" the LESS tests be~ause another ob
jective w~s to construct a facility that could, with littl~ or no modifica
tion, test other areas of the Orbiter TPS. The design and development of 
tho:> RHTF to perfonn cCAll~'lex large-scale entry simulation tes~s on the 
Orbiter I.ESS is the subject of this paper. 

T~5T ARrICLES 

The nose cap ana WL~ test ~rticles (fig. 1) were fabrj~ated from a 
variety of specialized components to fonn a strong lightweight assemb~y 
capable of withst~nding the severe entry heating conditions in the Orbiter 
stagnation cegions while !imitjng aluminum sttucture temperatures to lees 
than *50 K (3500 F). The higher temperature regione of the LESS are fabri
cated from RCC, a laminate of car:~on cloth that is molded to the requi:--ed 
shape and coated with siLicon carbiao to inhigit oxidation. The RCC is 
attached to the Orbiter pri"'~ry struct\.'re with a complex set of high
temperature linkages that yprforms three important functions: (1) attaches 
the RCC to the structure, (2) allow~ differential expansion of the RCC com
ponents over a wide temperature range, snd (3) thermally isolates the RCC 
frOOl the primary structure. The attachment fittings are covered with flex
ible insulation to shield the structure from radiant heating at the attar.h
ment points. The area aft of the RCC is covered with high-temperature 
reusable surface iOfllll.qtion (HRSI), a li.ghtweight silica insulation with a 
silicon tetraboride thermal emissivity coating that is bonded to the vehi
cle with a flexible strain isolation pad (SIP) and silicon rubber adhesive. 
A large section of the Orbiter primary structure (the forward fuselage area 
and bulkhead or the nose cap) and a portion of the wing spar and wing box 
(the WLE) are incorporated in both test articles to mount the RCC anc HRSI 
and to ensure proper test boundary conditions. 
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TEST ENVIRONMENTS

To meet the objectives for LESS certification, the nose cap and WLE

test articles must be subjected to environments that sim'late critical
flight conditions. These environments are as follows.

I. Temperatures ranging from 240 to 200 K (-30° to -100 ° F) to simu-
late onorbit thermal conditions and the thermal gradients resulting from

eatry heating of the cold-soaked TPS.

2. Heating at specified rates f_om 200 to 1730 K (-I00° to 2650° F)
and cooling to near-mnbient conditions over a period of 2000 seconds to

simulate entry heating conditions from a 61-kilometer (200 O00-foot) alti-
tude to touchdown. Typical entry heating profiles are shown in figure 2.

3. Surface temperature gradients representative of the entry environ-
ments to avail.ate the effects of thermally induced stresses within the

nose c,p and WLE systems. Gradients are produced by dividing che radiant
heaters into i number of zones, then independently controlling each zone

to a specified temperature profile. Several _f these profiles for the

nose cap are shown in figure 2 and the corresponding isotherms ale shown
in figure 3.

4. Control of the test article _=Lient pressure over 6 dynamic range

from 0.013 to 10!.3 kilopascals (0.I to _0 tort) to simulatL the entry
altitude pressure envirom_ent. Degradation of RCC strength is expected
to result from s_bsarf_e oxidstien that occurs when mic-ocracKs in the

protective silicon c_rbide coating of the RCC admit air. Because RCC

oxidation effects and the thermal conductivity of LESS insulation depend

on temperature and pressure, control of the pressure profile to within

±267 pascals (±2 tort) over the entire dynamic range and synchronization
• of the temperature and p_essure profiles are esset_ial.

TEST SEQUENCE

A typical test sequence begins by evacuating the chamber and repres-

surizing it to about 50 kilopascals (380 tort) to prevent condensation

from forming during the cold soak of the test article. The test article
is radiantly cooled in front of a cold shroud that is cooled by chilled

methanol. When the cold-soak conditions have been achieved, the test

article is moved to a position in front of the radiant heater, the nitro-
gen is pumped out of the chamber, and coordinated repressurization and

heating profiles are begun. After peak temperature is achieved, progres-

sively less power is applied to the heaters until they are no longer

active. The test article is then returned to the cooling shroud so that
heat stored _n the heater eleaents will not delay the prescribed test

article cool down. Before the test article is moved from the heater posi-
tion, the cooling fluid circulating through the cold shroud is switched
over to the coolinK water circuit. The operation of these systems is
described in more detail later.
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TEST ENVIRONMENTS 

To meet the objectives for LESS certification, the nose cap and WLE 
test articles must be subjected to environments that sim'late critical 
flight conditions. These environments are as follows. 

1. Temperatures ranging from 240 to 200 K (-300 to -100 0 F) to simu
late onorbit thermal conditions and the thermal gradients resulting from 
e.ltry heating of the cold-soaked TPS. 

2. Heating at sp~cified rAtes ftom 200 to 1730 K (-1000 to 2650 0 F) 
and cooling to near-mnbient conditionq over a period of 2000 seconds to 
simulate entry heating conditions from a 6l-kilometer (200 OOO-foot) alti
tude tu touchdown. Typical entry heating profiles are shown in figure 2. 

3. Surface temperaturt' gradients representative of the entry enviton
ments 1;0 evall.ate the effect~ of thermally induced stresses within the 
nose erlp aud ~ILE systems. GrAdients are produced by dividing che radi.llnt 
he3ter~ into i number of zones, then independ0ntly controlling each zon~ 
to d sp~cifi~d temperature profile. Several ~f these profiles for the 
noqe cap are shown in figure 2 and the corresp~nciing isotherms aL~ shown 
in figure 3. 

4. Control of the tl~Rt article L~.:.ient t>rf>ssure over {, dynamic range 
from 0.013 L0 101.3 kilopascals <0.1 to I~O tOLr~ to simuldtl the entry 
altitude pressut'e ~rwi'con.'lent. Degradation of Rce strength is expected 
to result from s\!bs"..lri: "",t'! oxid'lti.:m that occurs when mic"ocracKs in the 
protective silicon c~rbide coating or the RCe admit ail. Because RCC 
oxidation effects and ~he thermal conductivity of LESS insulation depend 
on temperature and pressure, control of the pressure profile to within 
±267 pascals (±2 torr) over the ent.i.re dynamic range and synchronization 
of the temperature and p.essure profiles are essen~ial. 

TEST SEQUENCE 

A typical test sequence begins by eva('uating the Chatolber and repres
surizing it to about 50 kilopascals (J80 torr) to prevent condensation 
from forming during the cold soak of the test article. The test article 
is radiantly cooled in front of a cold shroud that is cooled by chilled 
methanol. When the cold-soak conditions have been achieved, the test 
article is moved to a position in front of the radiant heater, the nitro
gen is pumped out of the chamber, and coordinated repressurization and 
heating pr:'lfiles are begun. After peak temperature is achieved, progres
sively less power is applied to the heaters un~il they are n~ longer 
active. The test article is then returned to the cooling bhroud so that 
heat stored in the heater el~Qents will not delay the prescribed test 
article cool down. Before the test article is moved from th~ heater posi
tion, the cooling fluid circulating through the cold shroud is switched 
over to the coo1inl, water circuit. The operation of these systems is 
described in more detail later. 
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RHTF SYSTENS

The RHTF (fig. 4) is composed of several primary and support systems
that provide the desired environments. The altitude simulation system con-

sists of an altitude chamber, vacuum pumps, and a vacuum/repressurization
control system. This system is central to the facility since all tests
are conducted within the chamber. Figure 5 shows the altitud_ chamber

with the WLE test article, the heater, and the cooling shroud installed. J

Because the altitude chamber can accommodate only one heatec and one test
article at a time, individua) heaters for the nose cap and the WLE are
assembled on carriages that roll on rails inside the chamber to facilitate

rapid installation and removal. The heaters are controlled by a computer-
ized feedback control system.

The coolant system is subdivided into several subsystems. The test

coolant subsystem provides closed-loop water cooling for the heater reflec-
tors and auxiliary shrouds to prevent overheating of the altitude chamber

walls and instrumentation wiring. The refrigerated coolav': subsystem cir-
culates refrlgerated methanol through the cold shrouds to simulate onorbit

cold soak. A test article positioning subsystem with rail_ and an air-

motor-powered chain Jrive is used to move the test article from the cold

shroud to the heater position. A cryogenic subsystem st,pplies dry gaseous
nitrogen to the altitude chamber to prevent condensation of atmospheric

moisture on the surface of the test article and the cooling shroud during
cold soak. The instrumentation and computer systems are used for tesL
data acquisition and control and for critical measurement limit cbecks and

automatic aborts. The computer provides real-time data output through

cathode ray t_be (C_T) terminals and a plotter for monitoring and quick-
lo_k evaluation of test data.

Heater System

The heaters have the most stringent requirements _f any system in the

RHTF; consequently, they received the most extensive design and development
effort. These heaters must operate repeatedly at temperatures up to 1810 K

(2800° F) in a low-pressure oxidizing envirot,ment without arcing while pro-
viding thermal gradients oh the surface of the test articles.

Several heater concepts were considered, but the most promising used
a resistance-heated graphite bar or pl_re as a heater element. Graphite

heater elements can operate at high temperatures and can be readily ma-
chined to complex heater element geometries, thereby simplifying the as-

sembly ot compound curved arrays. The operating voltage of graphite heater
elements can be limited to prevent arcing at low pressures by adjusting the

cross-sectional area and selecting a graphite with the appropriate electri-
cal resistivity.

WLE heater.- The WLE heater (fig. 6) is composed of 19 heater modules,
11.4 centimeters (4.5 inche_) wide by 185 centimeters (73 inches) long,
configured in a WLE array by a support structure that also serves as a

manifold for supply and return of coolant to the heater modules. Each

module (fig. 7) con_xi:,s two "hairpin" graphite elements supported by power
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RHTF SYSTEMS 

The RHTF (fig. 4) is composed of several primary and support systems 
that provide the desired environments. The altitude simulation system con
sists of an altitude chambe~, vacuum pumps, and a vacuum/repressurization 
control system. This system is central to the facility since all tests 
are conducted within the chamber. Figure 5 shows the altitu~~ chamber 
with the WLE test arcicle, the heate., and the cooling shroud installed. 
Because the altitude chamber can a~commodate only one heateL and one test 
article at a time, individual heaters for the nose cap and the WLE are 
assembled on carriages that roll on rails inside the chamber to facilitate 
rapid installation and removal. The heaters are controlled by a comput~r
ized feedback control system. 

The coolant system is subdivided into severdl subsystems. The tes, 
coolant subsystem provides clos~d-Ioop water cooling for the heater reflec
tors and auxiliary shrouds to prevent overheating of the altitude chamber 
walls and :.nstrumentation wiring. The refrigerated cool an': subsystem cir
(;ulates refCl. 6erated methanol through the cold shrouds to simulate ollorbit 
cold soak. A test article positioning subsyst~l with rail~ and an air
motor-powered ch~;n Jrive is used to ruov~ the test art.icle frnm the cold 
shroud to the heater position. A cryogenic subsystem sl'pplies dry gaseous 
nitr(,~en t.., the altitude chamber to prevent condensation of atmospheric 
moisture on thl'! surface of the test article and the cooling shroud dur;,ng 
cold soak. The instrumentation and computer systems are used for test 
data ac.::J.uisition and control and for critical measurement limit checks a~d 
automatic aborts. The computer provides real-time data output through 
cathode ray tube (C~T) terminals and a plotter for monitoring and quick
I01k evaluation of test data. 

Hellter System 

The heaters have the most stringent requirements ~f any system in the 
RHTF; consequently, they received the most extensive o~sign and developm~"t 
effort. These heaters must operate repeatedly at temperatures up to 1810 K 
(2800 0 F) in a low-pressure oxidizing envirol.:nent without arcing wh ile pro
viding thermal gradients 01& the surface of the test articles. 

Several heater concepts were considered, but the most promising used 
a resistance-heated graphite bar or plete as a heater element. Graphite 
heater elements can operate at high t~~eratures and can be readily ma
chined to complex heater element geometries, thereby simplifying the as
sembly ot compound curved arrays. The operating voltage of graphite heater 
elements can be limited to prevent arcing at low pressures by adjusting the 
cross-sectional area and selecting a graphite with the appropriate electri
cal resistivity. 

WLE heater.- The WLE heater (fig. 6) is composed of 19 heater modules, 
11.4 centimeters (4.5 inchep) wide by 185 centimeters (73 inches) long, 
configured in a WLE array by a support structure that also serve! as a 
manifold for ~uppty and return of coolant to the heater modules. Each 
module (fig. 7) : . .,n.,Ii:.8 two "hairpin" graphite elements supported by power 
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electrodes at one end and a pivoted graphite support post at the other.
This pivoted post allows the 1 centimeter (0.4 inch) of thermal expansion
that the element experiences between 295 and 2035 K (70 ° and 3200 ° F)
without overstressing the elements. The electrodes are water cooled and

are supported by two rectangular tubes that also serve as the coolant mani-
folds for the module. Gold-plated base, side, and end reflectors are
installed for maximum thermal efficiency and to limit the view factor of
each module.

The modular construction serves two functions: each msdule can be

independently controlled and the heater modules can be mounted on an alter-

nate support to test flat articles up to 1.8 by 2.4 meters (6 by 8 feet)
with 22 heater zones. If required, the center section of each module can

be removed to make an array 1.2 meters (4 feet) wide for testing smaller
articles.

The WLE heater was originally fabricated with bare graphite elements

capable of reliable long-term operation at temperatures of 2035 K (3200° F)

in a nitrogen atmosphere." However, because of the need to determine the

effects of subsurface oxidation on the RCC, oxidation-inhibitlng coatings

were developed for the heater elements so that the heater could also be
operated in an air environment. These coated heater elements were fabzl-

cated from graphites compatible with the coating but with relatively high
electrical resistance. The increase in electrical resistance was compen-

sated for by redesigning the heater element from a two-pass hairpin con-

figurntion to a shorter single-pass configuration. Four single-pass
coated elements are installed in each heater module on new water-cooled

electrodes. The electrodes at one end of the healer are fixed; those at

the other end are mounted on electrically isolated ball bearing sli_s to

accommodate the thermal expansion of the _lements. The single-pass config-

uration offers another operational advanta%e by eliminating the high elec-

tr{cal potentials across the narrow gap at the electrode end of the double-

pass elements, thereby reducing the probabitity ef electrical arcing.

No_e cap heater.- The nose cap heater (fig. 8) forms a paraboloid of
revolution that approximates the exterior surface contour of the nose cap
test article. The heater is composed of 96 triangular and trapezoidal

graphite elements arranged in 22 independent heating zones (fig. 9). The
zones are arranged and s_zed to provide the de$lred gradients on the test

article surface and to match the power capabilities of the heater control

syste_ as closely as possible.

The nose cap heater elements have serpentine current paths (fig. I0)
to provide the proper resistance and evenly distribute the power over the
surfaces of the elements. Element thickness is sized to provide the proper

resistance and a wide current path so that a high ratio of heated-to-

unheated surface area (approximately 70 percent) is maintained. This high

ratio allows the heaters to operate only 83 K (150° F) hotter than the
test article under peak temperature steady-state conditions. Also shown

in figure I0 are the large-diameter electrodes that are capable of conduct-

ing high ct_rrents without encountering electrical contact problems result-
ing from excessive resistive heating.
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electrode, at one end and a pivoted graphite support post at the other. 
This pivoted post allows the 1 centimeter (0.4 inch) of thermal expansion 
that the element experiences between 295 and 2035 K (700 and 32000 F) 
without overstressing the elements. The electrodes are water cooled and 
are supported by two rectangular tubes that also serve as the coolant mani
folds for the module. Gold-plated base, side, and end reflectors are 
installed for maximum thermal efficiency and to limit the view factor of 
each module. 

The modular construction serv~s two functions: each m~dule can be 
independently controlled and the heater modules can be mou~ted on an alter
nate support to test flat articles up to 1.8 by 2.4 meters (6 by 8 feet) 
with 22 heater zones. If required, the center section of each module can 
be removed to make an array 1.2 meters (4 feet) wide for testing smaller 
articles. 

The WLE heater was originally fabricated with bare graphite elements 
capable of reliable long-term operation at temperatures of 2035 K (3200 0 F) 
in a nitrogen atmosphere •. Howev~r, because of the need to determine the 
effects of subsurface oxidation on the RCC, oxidation-inhibiting coatings 
were developed for the heater elements so that the heater could also be 
~per8ted in an air. environment. These coated heater elemp.nts were fabti
cated from graphitp.s compatible with the coating but with relatively high 
electrical resistance. The increase in electrical resistance was compen
sated for by redesigning the heater element from a two-pass hairpin con
figur~tion to a shorter single-pass configuration. FouT" single-pass 
coateci elements are installed in each heater modu~e on new water-cooled 
electrodes. The electrodes at one end of the hea~er are fixeJ; those at 
the other end are mounted on electrically isolated ball bearing sli~~s to 
accommodate the thermal e~pansion of the ~lements. The single-pass config
uration offers another oyerational advanta~e by eliminating the high elec
trical potentials across the narrow gap at the electrode end of the double
pass elements, thereby reducing the probability of electrical arcing. 

Noee cap heater.- The nose cap heater (fig. 8) forms a paraboloid of 
revolution that approximates the exterior surface contour of the nose cap 
test article. The heater is composed of 96 trianbular and trapezoidal 
graphite elements arranged in 22 independent heating zones (fig. 9). The 
zones are arranged and s~zed to provide the desired gradients on the test 
article surface and to mateo the power capabilities of the heater control 
system as closely as possible. 

The nose cap heater elements have serpentine current paths (fig. 10) 
to provide the proper resistance and evenly distribute the power over the 
surfaces of the elements. Element thickness is sized to provide the proper 
resistance and a wide current path so that a high ratio of heated-to
unheated surface area (approximately 70 percent) is maintained. This high 
ratio Gllows the heaters to operate only 83 K (1500 F) hotter than the 
test article under peak temperature steady-state conditions. Also shown 
in fi3ure 10 are the large-diameter electrodes that are capable of conduct
ing high currents without encountering electrical contact problems result
ing from excessive resistive heating. 
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A water-cooled stainless steel reflector is lo,:ated approximately
15 centimeters (6 inches) behind the element surface to improve the effi-
ciency of the heater and to shield the associated electrical connections
and coolant hoses from excessive heat. The reflector and heater elec-

trodes are mounted on a large sL_{nless steel s_cucture suspended from
carriage installed on rails in the ch_ber. Th_ r_lectrodes for the nose
cap heater are rigidly mounted and thermal _xp_nsiou is accommodated by

element flexing.

Coated heater elements.- Concern over the eff,_ts of _CC subsurface

oxidation led to the requirement to perform 100 _ission sim,,l_ti_r_ iL_ an
oxidizing environment. Studies conducted at JSC showed that bare graphite

elements were capable of surviving a number of test cycles before becoming
severely degraded but that they would compromise te_t results by depleting
the oxygen available to the test article. An effort was therefore under-

taken to develop an oxidation-inhibitiug coating for graphite heater ele-
ments. Initial attempts at coating graphite centered around a silicon

carbide pack cementation process used to coat the nose cap and the WLE.
The results of these attempts were not encouraging because this coating
was extremely rou_ and porous and the graphite substrate appeared to be
eroded. The nex_ attempt used a chemical vapoc deposition (CVD) process
that produced a si_con carbide coating rather tL:an converting the surface

of the graphite to silico_ carbide as in the pack cementation process.
The CVD coating produced a _mooth dense uniform layer of silicon carbide.

P_eproductlon samples of CViY-coated heater elements have been evalu-
ated during development tests. Entry simulation profiles for zones _hat

have peak element temperatures below 1730 K (2650 ° F) can be repeated more
than 40 times before elements in thac zone exhibit coating loss. A transi-
tion to a higher coating loss rate occurs above 1785 K (27S0 ° F) and tem-

peratures approaching 1865 K (2900 ° F) reduce coatinb !ire to about four
entry simulations. Although the oxidation of CVD-coated heater elements
is fairly low (approximately equivalent to that of the te3t _rticles) for
the LESS tests, it was believed that oxygen-depleted air could be produced
withln the region between the heater and the test article and ingested into
the test article through gaps around the RCC components during repressuri-
zatlon of the chamber. This possible source of oxygen depletion is coun-
teracted by the injection of a small amount of makeup air between the
heater and the test article.

Heater Control System

The RHTF heater control system consists of (1) a et of temperature
sensors to measure the surface temperature of the test article, (2) a com-

puterized control subsystem that generates error signals proportional to
the difference between the measured and the desired temperatures, (3) a set
of 22 ignitron power controllers that control the voltage level at each

heater zone in proportion to the error signal, (4) one 4:1 stepdo_n trans-
former for each power controller to reduce peak vo]tdge from 480 to 120 V
ac to prevent heater arcing at low-altitude chamber pressure, and (5) a sec
of water-coole_ conductors that trans_ power to the heaters. This sys-
tem, when properly tuned and _ullbrated, is capable of controlling within
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A water-cooled stainless steel reflector is lo':ated approximately 
15 centimeters (6 inches) behind tne element 6urfa~e to Unprove the effi
ciency of the heater and to shield the associated electrical connections 
and coolant hoses from exce~sive heat. The refl~ctor and heater elec
trodes are mounted on a large s~=;nless steel st(ucture suspended from A 

carriage installed on rails in the cnc:otber. Th'~~lectrodes for the nose 
cap heater are rigidly mounted and thermal eoxptonsl.on is a-:commodated by 
element flexing. 

Coated heater elements.- Concern over the eff,:ts of P-CC subsurface 
oxidation led to the requirement to perform 100 mission !aim111I!ti~%'.a ill an 
oxidizing environment. Studies conrlucted at JSC showed that bare graphite 
elements were capable of surviving a number of test cycles before becoming 
severely degraded but that they would compromise te~t results by depleting 
the oxygen available to the test article. An effort was therefore under
taken to develop an oxidation-inhibiting coating for graphite heater ele
ments. Initial 4~tempts at coating graphite centered around a silicon 
carbide pack cementation process used to coat the nose cap and the WLE. 
The results of these attempts were not encouraging because this coating 
was extremely rough :tnd porous and the graphite substrate appeared to be 
eroded. The next attempt used a chemical vapo~ deposition (CVO) process 
that produced a sil. icon carbide coating rather tl:an converting the surface 
of the graphite to silicvn carbide as in the pack cementation process. 
The CVO coating produced a smoot.h dense uniform layer of silicon carbi.de. 

Preproduction samples of CV~'coated heater elements have been evalu
ated durinR development tests. Entry simulation profiles for zone~ that 
have peak element temperatures below 1730 K (26500 F) can be repeated more 
than 40 times before element~ in that zone exhibit coating 109s. A transi
tion to a higher coating loss rate occurs above 1785 K (27500 F) and tem
peratures approaching 1865 K (2900 0 F) reduce coatin& life to about four 
entry simulations. Although the oxidation of CVo-coated heater elements 
is fairly low (approximatp.ly equivalent to that of the te3t srticles) for 
the LESS tests, it was believed that oxygen-depleted air could be produced 
within the region between the heater and the test article and ingestt:d into 
the test article through gaps around the RCC components during repressuri
zation of the chamber. This possible source of oxygen depletion is coun
teracted by the injection of a small amount of makeup air between the 
heater and the test article. 

Heater Control System 

The RHTF heater control system consists of {l) a et of temperature 
sensors to measure the surface temperature of the test article, (2) a com
puterized control subsyst~m that generates error signals proportional to 
the difference between the measured and the desired temperatures, (3) a set 
of 22 ignitron poyer controllers that control the voltage lev~i at eaeh 
heater zone in proportion to the error signal, (4) one 4~1 stepdo~ trans
former for each power controller to reduce peak vol tdge from 480 to 120 V 
ac to prevent heater arcing at low-altitude r~~ber pressure, and (5) a sec 
of water-coole~ conductors that transmit power to the heaters. This sys
tem, when properly tuned and r:liDrated, is capable of controlling within 
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±5.6 K (±10 ° F) of a snecified temperature under steady-state conditions
and within ±27.8 K (±50° F) during transient conditions.

Infrared Pyrometers

Unique problems associated with the LESS test articles precluded the
use of thermocouples as control sensors. Basically, the problems were
threefold: (1) the silicon released frow the RCC tended to form a eutectic

with platinum/platinum-rhodium thermocouples, degrading them in a short
time; (2) alternate thermocouple matcci_is did not survive exposure in the

high-temperature zones; and (3) attempts to cse thermoco,,_les with high-

temperature inert sheaths resulted in a wide vari=b_iity of measured data
due to variations in thermal contact resistance where the thermocouples

were bonded to the RCC. In addition9 atl thermocouples displayed extremely

poor reliability after r_peated cyclic tests and replacement/refurbishment
was time consuming aud costly. Because of these problemst alternate tem-

perature sensors were researched.

The control sensors ultimately selected to replace the thermocouples

are fiber optic infrared pyrometers (fig. ll). These pyrometers _=¢ used

to monitor the temperatures of the control points on the test article oppo-

site each heater zone and the temperatures of the heater elements to keep
• the elements below the operational temperature limit of the CVD coating.

Each pyrometer is equipped with a lens assembly that gather9 infrared
energy over a very narrow view angle of 0.75o and focuses it on the end of

a flexible fiber bundle, 1.83 meters (6 feet) long. The fibers transmit

energy to a lead sulfide (PbS) detector cell located in a detector head as-

sembly with signal conditioning electronics that amplify the signal before
it is sent to the control room, where it is linearized and output to the

computer control syutem. The transmiss ....characteristics of the fibers
and the spoctral response of the lead sulfide cell make the pyrometer sen-

sitive to a narrow _avelength band center around 2.2 micrometers. The

narrow view angle permir_ the lens head to be mounted behind the hea':er
reflector where it views the test article through slots in the heater
elements. Use of the flexible fiber bundle allows the lens head to be

mounted n,ar heater electrodes, wiring buses, or the coolant line while

the _hye.c'..- larger detector head can be positioned in a more protected

location _ay from high-current fields that could induce electrical noise

_nto the sensitive electronic amplifiers.

These pyrometer3 provide a useful output from 645 to 1920 K (700° to

3000° F). The lower output threshold is limited by the detector sensi_iv-

• ity and the small _v.ount of energy that can be gathered by the narrow view
angle. This threshold is acceptable for control purposes because the

heaters are normally operating near full power level to achieve initial
element warmup duri,_g the time the profile temperature rises from starting

temperature to 645 K (700° F).

Initial trials of the pyrometers with RCC te_ articles produced poor

results. The problem was traced to a defect in the lens head that caused
the pyrometer to _ccept infrared radiatioll from a target area larger than
desired. The manufacturer corrected thp probl_m by adding additional light

stops to the lens a.sL_mblies to block ou_ l:ght from outside the design
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±5.6 K (±lOO F) of a snecified ~emperature under steady-state conditions 
and within !.?7.8 K (±500 F) during transient condit:ons. 

Inirared Pyrometers 

Unique problems associated with the LESS test articles precluded the 
use of thermocouples as control sensors. Basically, the problems were 
threefold: (1) the silicon released fr~ the RCC tended to form a eutectic 
with platinum/platinum-rhodium thermocouples, degrading them in a short 
tirue; (2) alternate the4mocouple matcci~l~ did not survive exposure in the 
high-temperature zones; and (3) attempts to I..:se thermoco,·;:l~s with hi~h
temperature inert sheaths result~d in a wide va~i~tility of measured data 
due to vat'iationp in tnermal contact resistance where the thermocouples 
were bonded to the RCC. In addition, all thermocouples displayed extremely 
poor reliability after r~peated cyclic tests arid replacement/refurbishment 
was time consuming aud costly. Because of tnese problems, alternate tem
perature sensors were researched. 

The control sensors ultimately selected to replace the thermocouples 
are fiber optic infrared pyrometers (fig. 11). These pyrometers ~:~ used 
to monltor the temperatures of the contr~l points on the test article oppo
site each heater zone and the temperatures of the heater elements to keep 
the ~lements Lelow the operational temperature limit of the CVD coating • 
Each pyrometer is equipped with a lens assembly that gathers infrared 
energy over a very narrow view angle of 0.75 0 and focuses it on the end of 
a flexible fiber bundle, 1.83 meters (6 feet) long. The fibers transmit 
energy to a lead sulfide (PbS) detector cell located in a detector head as
sembly with signal conditioning electronics that amplify the signal before 
it is sent to the control room, where it is linearized and output to thl~ 
computer control sytitem. The transmissJ..~-'" characteristiLs of the fibers 
and the s~p~t~31 response of the lead sulfide cell make the pyrom~ter sen
sitive to a narrow .:~velength band center around 2.2 micrometers. The 
narrow view angle permit .. ':he lens head to be mounted behind the hea';er 
reflector where it views the test article through slots in the heater 
elements. Use of the flexible fiber bundle allows the lens head to bl 
mounted .,. ar heater el~ctrodes, wiring buses, or the coolant line while 
the phy(oc' •. · larger d~tector head can be position~d in a more protected 
location ~\o3y from high-current fields that could induce electrical noise 
into the s~nsitive electronic amplifiers. 

These py-:ometer J provide a useful output from 645 to 1920 K (700 0 to 
30000 F). The lowe~ output threshold is lim'_~ed by the detector sensitiv
ity and the small am~unt of ene~gy that can be gathered by the narrow view 
angle. This thr~shold is acce~table for control purposes because the 
heaters are nor.nal ty operating near full power level to achieve initial 
element warmup du.i~ the time the profile temperature rises from starting 
temperature to ;'1.5 K (700 0 1"). 

Initial trials of the pyrometers with RCC te~t articl~s produced poor 
results. The problem was traced to a defect in the lens head that causp.d 
the pyrompter to :Accept infrared radiation from a t3rget area luger than 
desired. The manu~acturer corr~cted thp probl~~ by adding additional light 
stCIPS to the lens 3.'st.'11lblies to block ou~ l;ght from outside the design 
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view angle. Other inaccuracies were traced to small nonlinearities in the

linearization circuitry, which were corrected by performing a multipoin_
blackbody calibration.

Computer Control Subsystem

The output of the fiber optic pyrometers is fed into the RHTF com-
puter rontrol subsystem where it i= processed by a control algorithm in

the computer to provide an output error signal to the power controllers. /

The infrared pyrometer output is first converted to a temperature using
blackbody calibration data and the first derivative of the response temper-

ature. The response temperature is then algebraically summed with a tem-

perature profile point generated by the computer using linear interpc[a-

tic_ of a table of critical profile points. The resultant error signal is
integrated and the response derivative, basic error signal, and integrated

error signal are _Jltiplied by their respective gain factors, which have
been specified in a configuration card deck. The product_ of these three

slgnals and their gain factors are then summed to provide a composite

error signal.

Adding the response derivative to the basic error signal permits

greater dynamic control accuracy by anticipating test article response,
and adding the error signal integral results in an error signal to keep
the heaters energized even when the basic error is zero. This composite

error sign_l permits better steady-state control by compensating for test
article thermal losses. The composite error signal is then processed to

compensate for input nonlinearities in the ignitron power controllers,

which results in linear input-to-output characteristics for the system.

Computer control offers several advantages over equivalent analog

contro!_ers. The gains can be input or changed to a precise level with
the input of a computer card, whereas, with analog control, numerous

potentiometers must be adjusted and input/output gains confirmed by physi-
cal measurements. Also, the computer system does not require the frequent
realinement common to analog systems. The only potential disadvantages of

computer control are that the gains must be determined empirically and the

relatively short update interval can result in instabilities under rapidly
changing conditions. Control checkout tests indicate that neither of these

shortcomings is signficant.

Another advantage of computer control is the capability to select al-

ternate control sensors rapidly if a pLimary sensor fails. The control

algorithm automatically monitors control r_sponse and compares it to preset

temperature and control rate-of-change limits. If either limit is exceeded

for more than one compvter cycle (I second), the computer automatically

selects a backup sensor for control. T_,is sensor can be another infrared
pyrometer, a thermocouple, or the heater input elec?rical power. Each

backup sensor can be programed with its own profiles and gain factors to

ensure optimum control. If the secondary sensor fails, the computer can

be programed to select tertiary and then quaternary control sensors or to
abort at a predetermined point in the backup selection.
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view angle. Other inaccuracies were traced to small nonlinearities in the 
linearization circuitry, which were corrected by performing a multipoin~ 
blackbody calibration. 

Computer Control Subsystem 

The output ~f the fiber optic pyrometers is fed into the RHTF com
puter rontrol subsystem where it i3 processed by a control algorithm in 
the compute~ to provide an output error signal to the power controllers. 
The infrared pyrometer output is first converted to a temperature using 
hlackbody ralibration data and the first derivative of the response temper
ature. The response temperature is then algebraica~ly summed with a tem
perature profile point generated by the computer using linear interpcLa
ticil of a table of critical profile points. The resultant error signal is 
integrated and the response derivative, basic error signal, and integrated 
error signal are rJltiplied by their respective gain factors, which have 
been specified in a configuration card deck. The product~ of ttese three 
s1gnals and their gain factors are then summed to provide a composite 
error signal. 

Adding the response derivative to the basic error signal permits 
greater dynamic control acruracy by anticipating test article response, 
and adding the error signal integral results in an error signal to keep 
the heaters energizea even when the basic error is zero. This composite 
error sign~l permits better steady-state control by compensating for test 
article thermal losses. The composite error signal is then processed to 
compensate for input nonlinearities in the ignitron power controllers, 
which results in linear input-to-output characteristics for the system. 

Computer control offers several advantages O'ler equivalent analog 
contro~_' ers. The gains can be input or changed to a precisf'! level with 
the input of a computer card, whereas, with analog control, numerous 
potentiometers must be adjusted and input/output gains confirmed by physi
cal lQeaSur~.aents. Also, the computer system does not require the frequent 
realinement common to analog systems. The only potential disadvantages of 
computer control are that the gains must be determined empirically and the 
relatively short update interval can result in instabilities under rapidly 
changing conditions. Control checkout tests indicate that neither of these 
shortcomings is signficant. 

Another advantage of computer control is the capability to select al
ternate control sensors rapidly if a p~imary sensor fails. The control 
algo-rl_thm automatically monitors control r ~s(lonse and compares it to pre~et 
temperature and control rate-of-change limits. If either limit is exceeded 
for more than one comp~ter cycle (1 second), the computer automatically 
selects a backup sens~r for control. This sensor can be another infrared 
pyrometer, a thermocouple, or the heater input elec~rical pow~r. Each 
backup sens~r can be programed with its own profiles and gain factors to 
ensure optimum control. If the secondary sensor fails, the computer can 
be programed to select tertiary and then quaternary control sensors or to 
abort at a predetermined point in the back~p selection. 
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The RHTF computer control subsystem provides control of up to 5 meg-

awatts of power in 22 control zones with minimum operator input. It also
detects out-of-limit conditions rapidly and immediately follows predeter-
mined corrective actions or automatically aborts the test.

Altitude Simulation System

The altitude simulation system provides a controlled entry pressure

environment and consists of an altitude chamber, a vacuum pumping unit, an

altitude control subsystem, and an air replenishment subsystem. The stain-
less steel altitude chamber has penetrations for instrumentation and heater

power lines and has an internal diameter and length of 3 and 6.1 meters
(I0 and 20 feet), respectively. An end bell can be removed from the cham-

ber for installation and removal of test equipment, and four personnel
doors provide entry for test article inspection and checkout. The vacuum

pumping unit (a Stokes-type rough'ng vacuum pump in series with a
Rootes blower) evacuates the alti'ude chamber at a rate of 0.47 m3/sec

(i000 ft3/min) to an operational chamber pressure of 13.3 pascals
(0.I tort).

Altitude chamber pressure is controlled by modulating a ball valve
in the vacuum line between the Rootes blower and the chamber and a valve

in the repressurization line with a closed-loop feedback control system.

Pressure profiles are generated by a microprocessor-based programer, and

chamber pressure is measured with a capacitance manometer over a three- B

decade range from 1.3 to 133.3 kilopascals (I0 to I000 tort). Signals

from the programer and the manometer are scaled, algebraically summed,
and amplified to generate an error signal that drives the vacuum and

repressurization control valves. Overshoot at points of inflection in

the pressure profile is minimized by simultaneously operating these valves

in opposition (as one valve opens, the other closes). Vacuum and repres-
surization amplifier gains are adjusted to optimize system response for

different Altitude pressure profiles. Dynamic entry pressure environments
from 0.013 to 101.3 kilopascals (0.I to 760 tort) are controlled to an
accuracy ±267 pascals (±2 torr).

Cooling System •

A clo_led-loop coolant system provides 0.06 m3/sec (I000 gal/min) of
cooling water for distribution to heater reflector_, heater electrodes,

water-cooled conductors, auxiliary cooling shrouds used to protect instru-

mentation wiring and chambe_ wells, and other components that experience
significant heating. The coolant transfers heat to a water-to-air ex-

changer that lowers inlet water temperature by 12.8 K (23 ° F) with a
4.2-megawatt heat load.

An emergency coolant subsystem is also installea to meet minimum

cooling requirements in the event of a main pump failure. This subsystem
provides a waterflow of about 0.03 m3/sec (400 gal/min) from a potable
waterline and is automatically activated by a drop in coolant supply pres-
sure. A control panel and logic board permit manual activation and pre-
vent inadvertent triggering during noncritical operations.
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The RHTF computer control subsystem provides control of up to 5 meg
awatts ~f power in 22 control zones with minimum operator input. It also 
detects out-of-limit conditions rapidly and immediately follows predeter
mined corrective actions or automatically aborts the test. 

Altitude Simulation System 

The altitude simulation system provides a controlled entry pressure 
environment and consists of an altitude chamber, a vacuum pumping unit, an 
altitude control subsyst~m, and an air replenishment subsystem. The stain
less stee! altitude chamber has penetrations for instrumentation and heater 
power lines and has an internal dianeter and length of 3 and 6.1 &eters 
(10 and 20 feet), respectively. An end bell can be removed from the cham
ber for installation and removal of test equipment, and four personnel 
doors provide entry for test a=ticle inspection and checkout. The vacuum 
pumping unit (a Stokes-type rough'os vacuum pump in series with a 
Rootes blower) evacuates the altitude chamber at a rate of 0.47 m3/sec 
(1000 ft 3/rein) to an operational chamber pressure of 13.3 pascals 
(0.1 tord. 

Altitude chamber pressure is controlled by modulating a ball valve 
in the vacuum line between the Rootes blower and the chamber and a valve 
in the repressurization line with a closed-loop feedback control system. 
Pressure profiles are generated by a microprocessor-based programer, and 
chamber pressure is me3sured with a capacitance manometer over a three
decade range from 1.3 to 133.3 kilopascals (10 to 1000 torr). Signals 
from the programer and the manometer are scaled, algebraically summed, 
and amplified to generate an error signal that drives the vacuum and 
repressurization control valves. Overshoot at points of inflection in 
the pressure profile is minimized by simultaneously operating these valves 
in opposition (as one valve opens, the other closes). Vacuum and repres
surization amplifier gains are adjusted to optimize system response for 
different ~ltitude pressure profiles. Dynamic entry pressure environments 
from 0.013 to 101.3 kilopascals (0.1 to 760 torr) are controlled to an 
accuracy ±267 pascals (±2 torr). 

Cooling System 

A cloaed-Ioop coolant sy~tem provides 0.06 m3/sec (1000 gal/min) of 
cooling water for distribution to heater reflectorc, heater electrodes, 
water-cooled conductors, auxiliary cooling shrouds us~~ to protect instru
mentation wiring and chambet wells, and other components that experience 
significant heating. The coolant transfers heat to a water-to-air ex
changer that lo~ers iulet water temperature by 12.8 K (23 0 F) with a 
4.2-megawatt heat load. 

An emergency coolant subsystem is also installea to meet minimum 
cooling requirements in the event of a main pump failure. This subsystem 
provides a waterflow of about 0.03 m3/sec (400 gal/min) from a potable 
waterline and is automatically activated by a drop in .:oolant supply pres" 
sure. A control panel and logic board permit manual activation and pre
vent inadvertent triggering during noncritical operations. 
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RefrigecaCed Coolant Subsystem

For selected te_ts, the _est a title must first be cooled to tempera-
Cures between 240 and 220 K (-30 o and -I00 ° F) to simulate orbital cold-

soak conditions before entry heating s_mulation begins. The test article
is positioned in front of a cooling shroud contoured to the approximate
shape of the test article (for maximum cooling efficienc 7) and located at
the opposite _nd of the chamber from the heater. The ahroud is cooled by
recirculating m_thanol coolant chilled to temperatures as low as 195 K

(-I05° F) by an 82-_egajoule (78 000-Btu) refrigerat{on unit.

After orbital cold-soak and peak entry heating conditions have been

simulated, the test article is repositioned in front of the cooling shroud

to simulate cool-down rates between temperatures of 1030 and 295 K (1400°

and 70° F). To prevent a potential fire hazard resulting from a methanol
coolant leak in the vicinity of a hot test article, the shroud coolant is

switched to circulating _ater from the test coolant subsystem by air-

operated diverter valves before repositioning the test article in front

of the cooling shroud.

Test Article Positioning Subsystem

The test article is transported between the heater and the cold shroud

by a carriage drawn along a rail by an air-motor-driven chain. The nose
cap test article Is rotated 180° at a point mi3way between _he two test

positions by an air-motor-driven rotational drive incorporated in the test

article carriage. The air motor drives are operated by a control system
that senses the position of the test article within the altitude chamber

and uses solid-state logic to automatically start, stop, and change speeds,

theL_by providing rapid precise positioning of the test article.

Data Acquisition System

The RHTF data acquisition system acquires, conditions, processes,

records, and outputs in both tabul r and plot formats data from 200 test

article sensors and 56 facility sensors for engineering review and anal-

ysis. This system consists of an analog instrumentation and signal condi-

tioning subsystem for acquiring raw data and a digital computer subsystem

for processing and recording the data on magnetic tape.

The instrumentation subsystem acquires data from the sensors and per-

forms preliminary signal conditioning before sending the data to the com-
puter system for further processing. The system is prewired to accept

inputs from the following s_nsors: (I) type K (chr_ael/alumel), type R

(platinum/platinum-13-percent rhodium), and type T (copper/constantan)
zhermocouples; (2) bridge balance sensors, such as _traln gages, strain-

gage-based transducers, and resistance temperature devices; (3) fiber

optic pyrometers; (4) heater voltage; (5) heater current; (6) altitude
chamber pressure; and (7) other voltage output sensors, such as calnrira-

eters. The data cables are routed through environmental feedthroughs
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Refdge .. -a'.ed Coolallt Subsystem 

For selected tests, the test a ticle must first be cooled to tempera
tures between 240 and 220 K (-3VO and -1000 F) to simulate orbital cold
soak conditions before entry heating s'.ft\ulation begins. 'l",le test article 
is position-:d ir. front of a cooling Shl'oud contoured to the approximate 
shape of the test article (for maximum cooling ~fficienc1) and located at 
the opposite .. nd of the challlber from the heater. The ahroud is cooled by 
recirculating m~thanol coolant chilled to temperatur~a as low as 195 K 
(-1050 F) by an 82-~gajoule (78 OOO-Btu) refrigp.ration unit. 

After orbital cold-soak and peak entry heating conditions have been 
simulated, the test article is repositioned in front of the cooling shroud 
to simulate cool-down rates between temperatures of 1030 and 295 K (14000 

and 700 F). To prevent a potential fire hazard resulting from a methanol 
coolant leak in the vicinity of a hot test article, the shroud coolant is 
switched to circulating ~~ter from the test coolant subsystem by air
operated diverter valves before repositioning the test article in front 
of the cooling shroud. 

Test Article Positioning Subsystem 

The test article is transported between the heater and the cold shr~ud 
by a carriage drawn along a rail by an air-motor-driven chain. The nose 
cap test article is rotated 1800 at ~ point miJway between 'he two test 
positions by an air-motor-driven rotational drive incorporated in the test 
article carriage. The air motor drives are operated by a control system 
that senses the position of the test article within the altitude chamber 
and uses solid-state logic to automatically start, stop, and change speeds, 
thel~by providing rapid precise positioning of the te~t article. 

Data Acquisition System 

The RHTF data acquisition system acquires, conditions, processes, 
records, and outputs in both tabul ~ and plot formats d3ta from 200 test 
article sensors and 56 facility sensors for engineering review and anal
ysis. This system consists of an analog instrumentati~n and signal c~ndi
tioning subsystem for acquiring raw data and a digital computer subsystem 
for processing and recording the data on magnetic tape. 

The instrumentation subsystem acquires data from the sensors and per
forms preliminary signal conditioning before sending the data to the com
puter system for further processing. The system is prewired to Accept 
inputs from the following s~nsors: (1) type K (chr~nel/alumel), type R 
(platinum/platinum-13-percent rhodium), and type T (copper/constantan) 
~hermocouples; (2) bridge balance sensors, such as ~train gages, strain
gage-based transducers, and resistance temperature devices; (3) fiber 
optic pyrometers; (4) heater voltage; (5) heater current; (6) altitude 
chamber pressure; and (7) ot~er voltage output sensors, such as calori~ 
eters. The data cables are routed through envirorunental feedthroughs 
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in the altitude chamber to a programmable patch panel that allows rapid

instrumentation configuration changes between tests and facilitates fre-
quent system calibration.

The channels selected for processing are routed to the analog input

subsystem, which scans each channel I0 times per second, amplifies and
digitizes the signal, and outputs the coded data to the central processing

unit (CPU). The CPU performs aJ1 linearizations, zero offsets, and engi-
neering unit conversions on the basis of previously input data and pretest

calibration and displays the data on two CRT terminals in the RHTF control
room.

Post-test data processing of the test data tapes is also accomplished
with the computer subsystem. Tabular data can be retrieved in either sam-

pied or averaged form for any timespan and interval specified, and data
plots can be mad_ with up to 6 measurements per page for any rime interval

specified.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A large-scale Radiant Heating Test Facility has been constructed at

JSC to perform certification tests on the Space Shuttle Orbiter TPS. Simu-

lation of entry heating on full-scale test articles required development
of innovative test techniques. One of these innovations was the develop-

ment of silicon-carbide-coated graphite heater elements that make it possi-

ble to operate radiant heaters at temperatures up to about 1765 K (2750° F)

in an oxidizing environment. Another innovation was combining a multichan-

nel fiber optic pyrometer system with a digital computer system to control

the power to each heater zone. Although the principal certification tests
for which the facility was designed (the nose cap and wing leading edge

structural subsystems) have not been completed, extensive tests to demon-
strate the functional status of the facility systems have been performed.

Nose cap and wing leading edge tests supporting the first flight are sched-
uled to be completed by the fall of 1980.
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in the altitude chamber to a programmable patch panel that all~s rapid 
instrumentation confiJuration changes between tests and facilitates fre
quent system calihration. 

T~e channels selected for processing are routed to the analog input 
subsystem, Which scans each ch~nnel 10 times per second, amplifies and 
digitizes the signal, and outputs the coded data to the central processing 
unit (CPU). The CPU performs all linearizations, zero offsets, and engi
neering unit conversions on the basis of previously input data and pretest 
calibratio~ and displays the data on two CRT terminals in the RHTF control 
room. 

Post-test data processing of the test data tapes is also accomplished 
with the computer subsystem. Tabular data can be retrieved in either sam
pled or averaged form for any times pan and interval specified, and data 
plots can be ma~~ with up to 6 measurements per page for any time interval 
specified. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A large-scale Radiant Heating Test Facility has been constructed at 
JSG to perform certification tests on the Space Shuttle Orbiter TPS. Simu
lation of entry heating on full-scale test articles required development 
of innovative tp.st techniques. One of thp.se innovations was the develop
ment of silicon-carbide-coated graphite heater elements that make it possi
ble to operate radiant heaters at temperatures up to about 1765 K (2750 0 F) 
in an oxidizing environment. Another innovation was combining a multichan
nel fiber optic pyrometer system with a digital computer system to control 
the power to each heater zone. Although the principal certification tests 
for which the facility was designed (the nose cap and wing leading edge 
structural subsystems) have not been completed. extansive tests to demon
strate the functional status of the facility systems have been performed. 
Nose cap and wing leading edge tests supporting the first flight are sched
uled to be completed by the fall of 1980. 
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Figure I.- Leadiz_ edge structural subsystem test articles.
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Figure 2.- Typical nose cap isotherms.
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Figure 3.- Typical nose cap entry temperature profiles.
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Figure 4.- Radiant heati_ teat facility.
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1 - 1254 K (1800°F) 
2 - 1310 K (1900°F) 
3 - 1365 K (2000°F) 
4 - 1421 K (2100°",) 
5 - 1476 K (2200° F) 
6 - 1532 K (2300°F) 
7 - 1587 K (2400°F) 
8 - 1615 K (2450°F) 
9 - '.629 K (2475°F) 

10 - ~643 K (2500°F) 

Figure 3.- Typical nose cap entry temperature profiles. 
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Figure 4.- Radiant heating test facility. 
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Figure 5.- Wing leading edge test configuration. The test article
is shown in both the heater and the shroud positions for

illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 6.- View of wing leading edge heater during test article fit check.
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Figure 5.- Wing leading edge test configuration. The test article 
is shown in both the he~ter and the shroud positions for 

illustrative purposes only. 
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Figure 6.- View of wing leading edge heater during test ar"icle fit check. 
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Figure 7.- Wing leading edse heater module. 

Figure 8.- Nose cap heater. 
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Figure 9 - Control zones and element configurations for nj_e cap heater.
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Figure 9.- Control zones ~nd element configurations 
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AN EFFECTIVE CO_INED ENVIRONMENT TEST FACILITY

Allen Deitch

ABSTRACT

A critical missile _ent required operational verification while

subjected to combined enviror_.-_._tswithin and beyond flight parameters, i
The testing schedule nece_ssit_ted the._design and fabrication of a test

fac_l_y at the Re-entry Systems Division of the General Electric Company
in order to provide the specified temperatures combined with humidity,
altitude and vibration.

_LL_ION

A test facility was required that would provide the following environ-

ments in an established cyclic patte_; (See Figure I)

i. Relative ht_nidity up to 100%.

2. Cooling to-59°C (-75°F) and heating to 491°C (+195°v) at

a rate of 5°-i0"C (9°-18°F) per minute, aintain te_i0e_ra-
ture for four hours.

3. Altitudes up to 8.76 km (28,750 ft) during the cooling
cycle.

4. Four hours of random vibration, 9.7g rms 10-2000 Hz,

during the heating and cuoling/altitude cycle.

Since a facility was not available to provide the above combined environ-

ments within the testing schedule constraints, one was designed and fabricated
at the Re-entry Systems Division of the General Electric CompaDy, PhJ!adelphi_,

_ennsylvania. The facility became operatignal in October, 1979.

It was reoognized that two unique objectives had to be accomplished

concurrently;

i. Provide the capability of attaining cooling and heating rates
of 5°-I0°C (9°-18°F) per minute, and

2. Provide a vibration envir_t in co_junction with altitude
simulation.

A test equipment configuration was designed to meet these objoctives

as shown in Figure 2. In order to achieve the relatively extreme temperature
changes, it was determined that the heating and cooling sources should not

only be isolated but located outside the test chamber. In t_hismanner there
_uld be no interaction bet_leen the two environments.
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AN EFFECl'IVE mffiINED ENVIRrnMENr TEST FlICILITY 

Allen Deitch 

A critical missile COIt{xment required operational verification whila 
subjected to catbined enviror.m='nts within and beyond flight pararnet.ers. 
The testing schedule ne~Bsi t.at.ed the design and fabrication of a test 
facll;. ~y at the Re-entry Systems Division of the General Electric Crnpany 
in order to provide the spE·cified tenpe:catures catbined with hunidity, 
altitude and vi~atian. 

A test facility waf: required tha.t \\lC)uld provide the follcMing environ
nents in an estab1i::.i~ (,yclic pattem; (see Figure 1) 

1. Relative humidity up to 100%. 
2. Cooling to -59°C (-75°F) and heating to .an °C (+195°F) at 

a rate of 50 -10°C (9°-18°F) per minute. ·aintain te~"PE'ra
ture for four hours. 

3. Altitures up to 8.76 kIn (28,750 ft) during the cooling 
cycle. 

4. Four hours of random vibraticn, 9. 7g rms 10-2000 Hz, 
~uring the heating ane cuoling/altitude cycle. 

Since a facility was not available to provide the above carbined environ
nents within th.a testing schedule ccnstraints, one was designed and fabricated 
at the Re-entry Syst~TIS Division of the General Electric Coopa.ny, Phj lddelphi~, 
t'eI1Ilsylvania. The facility becane operati':)nal in October, 1979. 

It was reoognized that t\\lO unique objectives had to be aCC'a\{llished 
concurrently; 

1. Provide the capability of attaining cooling and heating rates 
of 50 -10°C (9°-18°F) per minute, and 

2. Provide a vibration environment in conjunction with altitude 
simulation • 

• lJ.,. test equiprent configuration was designed to neet these abjccti ves 
as shown in Figure 2. In order to achieve the relatively extreIre tenperaturld 
changes, it was determined that the heating and cooling sources should not 
only be i:30lated but located outside the test chaITber. In b'1is manner there 
would be no interaction beb/een the t\\lO envirorurents. 
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The only vibration exciter available for the test _ns an MB .Model

EL-250 which <_ not equipped for operation in a vacuum nor does 15 contain

self-centering control for the 25 mm (I in) displace/nent, double amplitude.

Therefore, a special seal was required for the chamber-exciter interface.

CKAMBER CONSTRUCT It_]

The square-shaped exterior of the chamber was constructed of i0 mm

(3/8-in) thick welded carbon steel plate and angle. The interior was
insulated with a 76 mm (3 in) min_ thickness of fiberglass and covered

with a protective liner of 3.2 mm (i/8-in) thick stainless steel sheet.

A 152 mm (6 in) diameter port was provided on each of the four sides

of the chair. One port furnishes the heat supply; the opposing port

serves as the heat return. The two remaining ports are capped with remov-
able penetration plates which contain electlical, pneumatic, hydraulic and

cryogenic feedthroughs.

The chamber liner is octagonal in shape so that each port wall easily

intersects the flat portion of the liner through a circular opening. The

liner, by being almost circular, effectively utilizes the air flow pattern

produced by the overhead cJzculat_qg fan.

The 178 mm (7 in) diameter multi-blade fan is operated from an AC

motor by means of a vertical ball bearing shaft assembly which penetrates

the top of the chamber. The shaft was permitted to float thereby minimizing

bearing loads due to changes in temperatttre. Quad rings which have a four-
lobed cross section, as manufactured by the Minnesota Rubber Company, seal

the rotating penetration for the altitude cycle which is accomplished by an
external vacuum pimp. The rings as well as the shaft bearings were lightly

coated with silicone grease prior to assembly.

A multi-turn 13 mm (i/2-in) diam6ter by 1.3 mm (.049 in) thick wall

copper coil supported from the liner encircles the test area. The coil

receives electrically heated air to maintain tenperature during the heat/

htmddity cycle and liquid nitrogen for maintaining the cold/altitude cycle.
The clear dimensions (workiqg volLm_) within the coil are 432 mm (17 in)

diameter by 305 mm (12 in) high.

CHAMBER- EXCITER INTF/IFACE

The chamber is supported above a vertically positioned vibration exci-

ter and sealed from room ambient and the exciter by means of a diaphragm

placed between the chamber floor opening and the base of the vibration fixture.

_it_hout self-centering, it was necessary r_,atthe maximum uplift of the

exciter interface, caused by the pressure differential of the altitude cycle,
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The only vibration exciter available for the test ~~s an MB ~el 

EL-::!50 which ~ '> not equipped for operation in a vacuum nor does it contain 
self-centeri'1g control for th= 25 rem (1 in) displacerrent, double anplitude. 
Therefore, a special seal was required for the chamt.er-exciter interface. 

CilZ\MBER CCNSl'Rl.Cl'Ictl 

The square-shaped exterior of thE' ch~r was constructed of 10 JT1TI 

(3/B-in) thick 'l.elded carron steel p1a\".e and angle. The interior was 
insulated with a 76 nm (3 in) minimum thickness of fiberglass and coverE'!d 
with a protective liner of 3.2 nm (l/B-in) thick stainless steel sheet. 

A 152 TIm (6 in) diarreter port was provided on each of the four sides 
of the charrber. Che port furnishes the heat supply; the opposing port 
serves as the heat return. The t\>'() remaining ports are capped with rerrov
able penetration plates which centain electl.'i.cal, pneUll'atic, hydraulic and 
cryogenic feedthroughs. 

The chamber liner is octagonal in shape so that each port wall easily 
intersects the flat portion of the liner through a circular opening. The 
liner, by being al.nost circular, effectively ntilizes the air fl<Jlr,1 pattern 
produced by the overhead cjrculat~:q fan. 

The 17B rem (7 in) diarreter multi-blade fan is operated from an N::. 
notor by rreans of a vertical ball bearing shaft assenbly which penetrates 
the top of the chanber. The shaft was pennitted to float thereby minimizing 
bearing loads dua to changes in teJ1lleratnre. Quad rings which have a four
lobed cross sectien, as nanufactured by the Minnesota Rubber Corrpany, seal 
the rotating penetration for the altitude cycle which is accomplished by an 
external vacuum PUlp. The rings as \\ell as the shaft l::earings we:t:e lightly 
coated \'Jith silicone grease prior to asserrbly. 

1\ multi-tum 13 nm (l/2-in) diaITf.ter by 1.3 nm (.049 in) thick wall 
copper coil supported from the liner encircles the test area. The coil 
recei ves electrically heated air to maintain terrperature during the heat/ 
humidity cycle and liquid nitrogen for maintaining the cold/altitude cycle. 
The clear dirrensicns (WJrking volurre) within the coil are 432 nm (17 in) 
diameter by 305 nm (12 in) high. 

CHAMBER - E.XC ITER INTERF:l\CE 

The charrber is supported al:ove a vertically p:>sitioned vibration exci
ter and sealed from room ambient and the exciter by neans of a diaphragm 
placed l:etween the chanber floor opening and the base of the vibration fixture. 

without self-centering, it was necessary cr.at the rraxinun uplift of the 
exciter interface, caused by the pressure differential of the altitude cycle, 
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be limited to insure sufficient displacement for vibration _esting. There-
fore, the diaphragm was sized so that a maximum uplift of 6.4 mm (.25 in)

occurred pelmitting the availability of + 6.4 mm (.25 in) displacement

for testing. In determining the diaphragm area, the weight of fixture,

conl_nent and exciter armature were incladed as resisting. _he uplift.

The diaphragm, having an outside diameter of 127 mm (5 in), was fabri-
t / •

cared from 3.2 _L _I_8-in) thick ethylene propglene ru_ber oompounded for
-68°C to +I'/7°C (-90°F to +350°F) service.

ENVI_AL SOURCFS

An existing portable heating unit containing a controller, blower and
electrical heaters with capability up to I0 kw was consigned for use as
the external heat so_._ce. The inlet and outlet of the unit were connected

t_ the chamber ports with the existing 3 m (i0 ft) long by 152 n_n (6 in)

diameter insulated flexible ducting. Valves were constru Yced to open and close
the ducted ports as required. This obviated the need to remove and reinstall

ducting during the test cycling. (Also capping and uncapping the ports. )

Two temperature controllers are used in the cycling process, the c,ne

included with the portable he_ting unit and one added for separate control

of the cooling cycle. This _aunitted a manually operated diverter branch

to be incorporated into the ddcting system to allow operation of the heating

_mit with the chamber ports closed..
i

For measurement and control of humidity, a wet/dr!, bulb sensor was con-

structed using copper-c_nstantan thermocouple wire. The _air of thermocouples

_ere connected for direct readout of differential voltage on a digital volt-
meter. Conversion to differential tenk_rature established the [elative

humidity.

Drying the ht_nidity cycle, the ports are closed in order to _dmimize

moisture demand. A distilled water vaporize£ furnishes humidity up to i00

per cent at 29°C (85°F). Heated air required during the humidity cycle is

directed fr_,_the di'erter to the chamber o_il Dy means of a temperature
control'Led solenoi !.

High t_._-_ratures are achieved by the flow of heated air from the external

heating unit directly through the d_zting to the chamber. The tenperature _
rise rate is controlled by switch selection of up to five heaters rated at

2 k_ each. Varying the opening of the port valves is an additional means
of control.

For rapid cool-down Liquid Carbon Dioxide (LCO2) is solenoicl injected
into the chamber with the ducted ports closed. The chilled gas displaces the

heated air and is vented outside the test area. ":ithouc access to bu]u bOO 2

22.7 kg (50 lb.) 5.5 MPa (800 psi) cylir_ers had to be used. To insure

a sufficient supply of I_ for meeting the cooling rate, two cylinders were

piped in with one serving as standby.
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be limited t-:> insure sufficient dis}!lacenent for vibration testing. There
fora, the diaphragm was sized so that a maxirnun uplift of 6.4 rnn (.25 in) 
occurred pellnitting the availability of + 6.4 nrn (.25 in) displacerrent 
for testing. In detennining the diaphragm area, the weight of fixture, 
~nent and exciter armature were incLrled c..S resist.i.ng t-he uplift. 

Th..~ diaphr?gm, having an outside diameter of 127 nrn (5 in), was fabri
cated frv:1'1 3.2 nm (VS-in) thick ethylene propylene ruH)E'r cornPJlU1cied for 
-68°C to +1'(7°C (-90°F to +350°F) service. 

ENVIRCNMENrAL SOUlO"S 

An existing p::>rtable heating unit contaming a controller, blCMer' and 
electrical hetlters T,.rith capability up to 10 kw was consigned for use as 
the external heat source. The inlet and outlet of the unit were cornected 
to the charrber ports wi th t.~e existing 3 m (10 ft) long by 152 rran (6 in) 
diameter insula.ted flexible ducting. Valves were constru"ted to Opel1 and close 
the ducted ports as required. This obviated the need to rerrove and reinstall 
ducting during the test cycling. (Also capping and uncapping the ports.) 

Two terrperature controllers are used in the cycling process, the nne 
included with the p::>rtable hE1.tir ,g unit and one added for separate control 
of the cooling cycle. This I: a:mitted a manually operated diverter branch 
to be incorporated into the oucting system to allew operation of the heating 
.mit with the chanber p::>rts closee. 

For rreasurerrent and control of humidity, a wet/CirJ bulb sensor was con
structed using copper-c'Onstantan t.l-}enrocouple wire. 'r!le plir of thermocouples 
~re connected for direct readout of dilferential volh.ge on a digital volt
rreter. Conversion to differential tem.:'€rature established the -relative 
humidity. 

During the humidity cycle, the p::>rts are closed in order to :ninimize 
moisture demand. A distilled water vap::>rizeL furnishes humidity up to 100 
per cent at 29°C (85°F). Heated air required Juring the humidity cycle is 
directed froll\ the di' erter to thE::! chamber o)il by means of a temperature 
controlLed solenoi 1. 

High ter:""~ratures are achieved by the fleM of heated air fran the external 
heating unit directly thro~h the ducting to the chamber. The te~rature 
rise rate is controlled by switch selection of up to five heaters rated at 
2 kw each. Varying the opening of the PJrt valves is an additional neans 
of control. 

For rapid cool-do.-m Liquid Carlon Dioxide (LOJ2) is solenoicl injected 
into the charrber with the ducted PJrts closed. The chilled g<3S di::;pldces the 
heated air and is vented outside the test area. H.t.rtouc access to iJul'-' l£O2 
22.7 kg (50 lb.) 5.5 MFa (800 psi) cylir.r1.ers had to be used. To insue 
a sufficient supply of IL'02 for rreetinq the COOling rate, t~ cylinders ~re 
piped in with one serving as standby. 
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Also, during the cool-d_ cycle, Liquid Nitrogen (I_2) is circulated

through the chamber coil and vibration fixture. _en the chamber reaches

the required low temperature, the LCO2 is switched off and temperature

control is shifted from the chamber to the test item. The LN2 oools the
test item to the specified temperature and then maintains the temperature

in ccnjLmction with the altitude-vibration cycle.

VIBRATION FIXTURE

The vibration fixture is basically a hollow cube constructed of 25 mm

(i in) thick aluminum walls. As shown in Fixate 3, the flow of LN2 through
Lhe vibration fixture is made possible by /]e use of 6 mm (i/4-in) Teflon hose
reinforced with stainless steel wire braid. The hose, rated at -212°C (-350°F)

and i0.3 MPa (1500 psi), adequately met the handling __uirements of LN2
while e_xposed to all the test environments.

The three components to be tested are mounted on the faces of the cube

in such a manner that vibration occ_irs in each of the three rm,tually per-
pendicular axes. With the teflon hose attached to the fixture cross-axis

vibration was verified at less than 100 per cent.

O3_/LUS ION

The facility performed the test successfully with over 200 hours of

almost continual _eration. In addition, no degradation of the selected
materials was noticeable.

Prior to testing the flight compDnents, the following design performance
capabilities were _rified by a systematic c!eckout of the facility:

temperature .Range -73 ° to +121°C (-100° to +250°F)

Temperature Rate up to + 20°C (35°F) per minute

Relative H_nidity up to 100%
Altitude 0 to i0 km (0 to 32,808 ft)

Vibration 5-2000 Hz, 12.5 n_ (.50 in) D.A.

13.34 kN (3000 ib foz=e) sine

28.05 kN (6300 ib force) random
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Also, during the cool-cb-m cycle, Liquid Nitrogen (182) is circulated 
through the charri:>er roil and vibration fixture. ~hen the chaItDer reaches 
the requi~ lew tertp:!rature, the l.J::02 is switched off and t.errq;:lerature 
control is shifted fran the charrber to the test i tern. The LN2 cools t.l1e 
test item to the specified tenperature and then maintains the terrperature 
in conjunction with the altitude-vibration cycle. 

VIBRA'l'T~ FIXl'URE 

The vibration fixture is t-asically a hollCM cube ronstructed of 25 mn 
(1 in) thick aluninun walJ.s. As shown in Fi~..l.Ce .), the fla.r of LN2 through 
the vibration fixture is rrade possible by ..he use of 6 rrm (l/4-in) T~flon hose 
reinforced with stainlees steel wire braid. The hose, rated at -212°C (-350°F) 
and 10.3 MPa (1500 psi), adequately met the handling . ~renents of LN2 
while e~sed to all the test environrrents. 

The three canponents to be tested are nounted on the faces of the cube 
in such a manner that vibration occurs in each of the three mutually per
pendicular axE'S. With the teflon rose attached to the fixture cross-axis 
vibration was verified at less than 100 per cent. 

CONCLlEION 

The facility performed the test successfully with over 200 hours of 
alm:>st continual, :eration. In ad:ii::.ion, no degradation of the selected 
materials Wi'iS not.1.ceable. 

Prior to te~ting the flight oamponents, the follCMLig design performance 
cap3.bilities were verified by a systematic c! .eckout of t!;e facility: 

·req:erature Jange 
Temperature Rate 
Relative Humidity 
Altitude 
VibratIon 

-73° to +12loC (-100 0 to +250 0 F) 
up to + 20°C (35°F) fer minute 
up to 100% 
o to 10 krn (0 to 32,808 ft) 
5-2000 Hz I 12.5 rom (.50 in) D.A. 
13.34 kN (3000 lb fOl~e) sine 
28.05 kN (6300 lb force) randan 
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Chamber interlo_" (top ."over removed) with three test
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AN INTE_AFIVE APPROACH TO SPACE-FLIGHT PHYSIOLOGY USING
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION

Joel I. Leonard*, Ronald J. White* and John A. Rummel**

ABSTRACT

An approach has been developed to aid in the integration of many of the
biomedical findi_gs of space flight, using systems analysis. The mathematical
tools used in accomplishing this task include an automated data base, a
biostatistical and data analysis system, and ,;wide variety of mathematical
simulation models of physiological systems. A keystone of thiR effort wds the
evaluation of physiological hypotheses using the si._uiationmodels and the
prediction of the consequences of these hypotheses on many physiological
....iti_s, some of which were net amenable to direct measurement. This
approach led to improvemPnt: in the model, refinenents of the hypotheses, a
tentative integrated hypothesis for adaptation to weightlessness, and specific
recommendations for new flight experiments.

INTRODUCTION

The most complete set of observ,tions on man's adaptation to
weightlessness collected by the U.S. to date was obtained during the 28-day,
59-day, and 84-daymissions of the Skylab program (Reference 1). The primary
goal of the Skylab medical experiments was to define the changes which took
p]ace in the human body .and,thus, achieve an understanding of the
physiological responses which occur during extended exposure to the space-
f|ight environment. Achieving a unified theory of adaptation to
weightlessne3s was difficult because it required integration of a voluminous
quantity of data obtained by many scientists from various disciplines. This
task was further confounded by the need to consider supplementary results from
a diverse spectrum of ground-based studies which mimic the hypogravic
environment of space flight, i_ was clear that proper interpretationof ai_
these data would require the unraveling of a complex network of feedback
regu]ators involving many individual physiological subsystems. Therefore, a
program was developed, based on an interdisciplinarysystems analysis
approach, to address this task. It was hoped that the systems analysis
approach would be l_articu]arlysuitable here because it would allow us to
ana|yze and assim_]ate vast quantities of informatlon, to understand the
behavior of complex homeostatic systems, and to test scientific hypotheses
explicltly and in as unambiguous a manner as possible.

Of the various techniques developed to satisfy these requirements, the
tool which has proven most useful is a set of mathematical models capable of
simulating a number of physiological systems. The benefits of using
mathematical models are well known among those physiologists who employ then
in their research studies. Formulating the model, when based on experimental
evidenc'_,and kno_m concepts, provides insight into the organization of the
system elements, the processes within the elements, and the multiple pathways

*_nagement and Technical Services (MATSCO), Houston, Texas
**Johnson b_ace Center, Houston, Texas
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AN I NTE mATI VE AP~ROACH TO SPACE -F LI GHT PH YS I 01. OGY US I NG 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION 

Joel I. Lconard*, Ronald J. White* and John A. Rummel** 

ABSTRACT 
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wei9htlessness collected by the U.S. to date was obtained during the 28-day, 
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goal of the Skyl c.b medical experiments was to define the changes which took 
place in the human body And, thus, achieve an understanding of the 
physiological responses which 0ccur during extended exposure to the space
flight environment. Achieving a unified theory of adaptation to 
weightlessne5s was difficult because it required integration of a voluminous 
quantity of data obtained by many scientists from various disciplines. This 
task was further confo unded by the need to cons ider suppl errentary resul ts from 
a diverse spectrlll1 of ground-based studies which mimic the hypogravic 
environment of space fl ight. !c was clear that proper interpretation of a11 
these data would require the unraveling of a complex network of feedback 
regulators involving many individual physiological subsystems. Therefore, a 
program was developed, based on an interdiSCiplinary systems analysis 
approach, to address this task. It was hoped that the systems analysis 
itpproach \'K)uld be particularly suitable here because it \'K)uld allow us to 
ani!lyze and assimilate vast quantities of informatlon, to understand the 
behavior of complex homeostatic systems, and to test scientific hypotheses 
expl iCltly and in as unambiguous a manner as possible. 

Of the various techniques developed to satisfy these requirements, the 
tool Which has proven most useful is a set of mathematical models capable of 
simulating a nlJnber of physiological systems. The benefits of using 
mathenatical models are well known among those physiologists who employ then 
in th(lir research studies. Formulating the model, when based on experimental 
evidenc~ and known concepts, provides insight into the organization of the 
system elements, the processes within the elements, and the multiple pathways 
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connecting these elements. During simulation, the dynamic interacticn between
various subsystems and the relative importance of each element becom,:more
apparent through variation of the system's parameters. Once a model is
validated, it is possible to predict quantitative responses of the human
system that can be subjected to experimental verification. When experimental
eviderlceis conflicting,difficult to interpret, or even difficult to obtain
(as in the case of dat_ obtained from space-flight studies), it is often
possible to test the plausibility of an hypothesis by using an appropriate
mathematical model. Also, models are an effective method of assembling
knowledge about a physiological system. As this knowledge is organized, areas
of missing information are revealed and the type of experiment needed to
gather these missing data is suggested. In summary then, the simulation model
can be considered a collection of integrated theories and empirical
relationships against which a large portion of the space-flight data can be
compared, evaluated, and tested for consistency.

Although mathematical modeling is now well established in the life
sciences, this is the first time that a IE_rgearray of models hG_ been applied
in a uniform manner to solve problems in (.pace-flightphysiology. This use of
mathematical mGdels was expected to compl,Jnencthe ongoing NASA program of
employing grouna-based experimental analogs of zero-g to provide additional
insight intoman'_ responses to weightl_ssness.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES AND APPROACH

An important objective of the systems analysis p.roject,at the outset, was
to develop the mathematical and statistical techniques required to support an
extensive integrative effort related to man's responses to weightlessness. It
aa= apparent that data from all the major flight experiments of Skylab _uld
need to be coupled with the ._ppropriateanalysis software in a single data
base. Toward this end, a medical data analysis system was created which
consisted of an automated data base, a software package of biostatistical and
special purpose programs, and a set of simulation models of physiological
systems (see Figure I). Data from a wide variety of investigative areas were
collected, including cardiopulmonary function, body fluids, biochemistry,
nutrition and energymetabolism, musculoskeletal function, body composition,
and hematology (see Table _). The total quantity of data contained in the
data base is quite large in _pite of the small number of astronaut subjects;
information for approximately 900 man-days of space-flight study is provided
by 80,000 measurement values representing over 900 independent parameters.
Algorithms were provided to perform routine statistical tests, multivariate
analysis, non-linear regression analysis, and autocorrelation analysis.
Special purpose programs were prepared for rank correlations, factor analysis,
and the integration of the metabolic balance data using models employing the
conservation of mass, water, and energy. Figure 2 illustrates the data
analysis system's for displaying data and visualizing computer generated model
responseso
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TABLE 1

BIOMEDICAL EXPERIMENTS OF SKYLAB IN DATA _Ab_

Cardiovascular S_,stem Muszuloskeletal Function

o Lower bedy negatxve pressure o Bone densxtometry

o Submaxtmal exercise response o Calcium balance

o Resting flows, pressures, o Strength tests
heart rate

o Anthropometrlc measure-
ments

o Lean body mass measure-
ments

Pulmonar_ Funct.on _ Fluid_ and Composition

o Respiratory functlc:, during o Body fluid volumes
rest a_5 exercise

o Composition of plasma,
o Mechanzcal _nd metaDollc urine, and feces

efflcxences d_rxng exercise o Hormones related to fluid-

electrolyte balance and
to stress

Nutrition and Bzochemical

Metabollsm Hematology

o Metabolic balances of water, o Red cell ma$_

nutr*ents and eleot, olytes o Blood volume

o Enerqy bdlance o Hemoglobin

o Body mass measurements o Indices of erythropoiesis
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TABLE 1 

olOMEDICAL EXPERIMENTS OF SKYI.AB IN DATA ~A~c 

CardloV3scular System 

o Lower body negat~ve pressure 

o 5ubmaxlmal exerc~se response 

o Restin~ Ilows. pressures. 
hcal·t rate 

Pulmonary Funct.on 

o Resp~ratory functl'::; . ..!ur~ng 
rest ~~~ ~xerClse 

o Mec~anlcal 3nd metabolic 
cfflclences during exercise 

Nutrlt~on and B:ochemical 
Metabollsm 

o Metabollc ~31ances of w~t~r. 
nutrlcn~s and elert,olytes 

o tnerqy ~~lance 

o Body mass measurements 
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Figure 2: Examples of Graphic Displays of Data Base Analysis 5ystBn

In order to simulate short-term and long-term events, five basic models
were employed in this project: a pulsatile cardiovascular model; a
respiratorymodel; a thennoregulatorymodel; a circulatory, fluid and
electrolyte balance model; and an erythroNiesis regulatory model (Figures 3
and 4), Amajor objective that was achieved early in the project was the
integration of these subsystem models into a common framework termed the
"whole-body algorithm." In addition to these six models, a model of calcium
regulation is currently under development. All of the subsystem models are
characterizedby an active controlling system which regulates a relatively
passive controlled system, and, taken together, these tv_ components function
as a negative feedback control system. _e feedback variables for these
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In order to simulate short-term and long-term events, five basic models 
were Employed in this project: a pulsatile cardiovascular model; a 
respiratory mCldel; a thennoregulatory model; a circulatory, fluid and 
electrolyte balance model; and an erythropoiesis regulatory model (Figures 3 
and 4). A major objective that was achieved early in the project was the 
i ntegrat i on of these subsysten models into a common frame\'Airk tenned the 
"whole-bodyalgorithn." In addition to these six models, a model of calciLm 
regulation is currently under developnent. All of the subsysten models are 
characterized by an active controlling systen which regulates a relatively 
passive controlled systen, and, taken together, these two components function 
as a negative feedback control system. The feedback variables for these 
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models include representationsof many of the actual sensors present in the
body, including temp_.raturesensors, chemoreceptors, baroreceptors, oxygen
sensors, and osmoreceptors. A majority of these models resulted from research
directly assoc'_ted with this project.

Exerc __elevel _ _ Blood flows
Blood volumes

LBNP level _ PULSATILE

Tilt angle _ CARDIOVASCULAR _ Blood pressures
MODEL _ Heart function

150 input
parameters 350 predicted

variables

Lung ventilation

Inspire,,,'0 2 and _ Acid-base status

CO2 levels _ _ Cardi _coutput
RESPIRATORY

Metabolic rate _ MODEL _ Arterial pO2

30 Input and pCO2
parameters _ _ 80 predicted

variables

Ambient Body temperature
temperature, _ distribution
pressure, and

Evaporative
humidity THERMOREGULATORY water loss

Metabolic rate _ MODEL _ Heat storage
Clothing factor ,..--_ _ Blood flows

.330 input _ _ 300 predicted
parameters variables

Figure 3: Models for Simulating Short-Term Events

Each of the models used in this project are deterministic and non-linear
and are implemented using finite difference formulations. All models operate
in an interactive time-sharing mode with the automated capability to display
responses graphically and to compare data and model responses simultaneously.
Most models were modified to include gravity dependent effects and to permit
silnulationof a human response to the stresses related to the space-flight
program. In some instances, an alternative version of a model was developed
to ro_resent an animal species. Some of the experimental and clinical
conditions for which the models were validated include hypogravic stresses,
orthostatic stresses, metabolic stresses, envirGnmental disturbances, and
fluid shifts (Table If). Multiple stresses and sequential degrees of stress
can be si:_ulatedjust Qs iy_a real experimental protocol. Many hypotheses can
be tested merely by adjusting the va_ue of one or more of the fixed system
parameters.
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models incl~e represnntations of many of the actual sensors present in the 
body, including temp~rature sensors, chemoreceptors, baroreceptors, oxygen 
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Each of the models used in this project are detenninistic and non-linear 
and are implemented using finite difference fonnulations. All models operate 
in an interactive time-sharing mode with the autOOlated capability to display 
responses graphically and to c~npare data and model responses sim~taneously. 
t-\)st models were modified to include gravity dependent effects and to pennit 
simulation of a hwnan response to the stresses related to the space-flight 
program. In sooe instances, an alternative version of a model was developed 
to r<.'l'1resent an animal species. Some of the experimenteil and clinical 
conditions for which the models were validated include hypogravic stresses, 
orthostatic stresses, metabolic stresses, envircnmental disturbances, and 
fluid shifts (Table II). Multiple stresses and sequential degrees of stress 
can be si:"'ul ated just ciS ina real experimental protocol. Many hypotheses can 
be tested merely by adjusting the value of one or more of the fixed system 
pa ramet ers • 
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Circulatory statusFluid intake
Renal status

Electrolyte intake _ _ E.-.docrinestatus
Metabolic rate _ CIRCULATORY, FLUID,

"_'_ Bodyfluid status
Tilt angle _ AND ELECTROLYTE MODEL -.-.--b. Autonomicstatus
150 input
parameters _ 350 predicted

variables

Plasmavolume _ _ Redcell mass
Hematocrit

Arterial pO2

0 2 uptake _ RED CELL MODEL _ Redcell production
Tissue pO2.30 input
.50 predictedpardmeters
variables

Bone
Calciumand _--"_ demineralization
phosphateintake

Hormonalstar.us
Vitamin D intake _m.-=,.. CALCIUM MODEL

Gravity vector _ _ Calcium
excretion

Figure 4: Models for Simulating Long-Term Events

The combinations of the data base analysis system with the group of

simulation model formed the basis of the hypothesis testing approach that was
used for integrating the Skylab findings (see Figure 5). The basic analysis

systems permitted large arrays of space-flight data to be scanned rapidly,
graphical visualization of correlations between variable_, and statistical

testing of hypotheses. This preliminary evaluation of space-flight data led

naturally to qualitative examination of the mechanism involved in producing

" the observed responses. This procedure drew heavily upon the theory of

physiological feedback regulating systems and often suggested hypotheses
capable of being tested by using the predictive capabilities of the simulation

models. The elements of the medical data analysis system (Figure I) were
designed to interact in either sequential or paralle1 fashion so that, for

example, results from a data analysis could be employed as input forcing
functions to a simulation model and the model's predicted responses could then

be compared to additional data from the data base. While good agreement
between model and data was desirable, it was not essential. The heuristic

value of modeling is such that important objectives are often realized even

when this agreement is poor. Such poor agreement often results in suggestions

for additional data analysis, refinements of the mathematical models, changes

in the hypothesis being considered, and suggestions for the design of new
m experiments to be performed either in space or on Earth. This is an

interative process, as suggested by Figure 5, and is the heart of the systems
analysis approach.
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The combinations of the data base analysis system with the group of 
simulation model- fonned the basis of the hypothesis testing approach that was 
used for integrating the Skylab findings (see Figure 5). The basic analysis 
systems pennitted large arrays of space-fl ight data to be scanned rapidly, 
graphical visualization of correlations between variable~. and statistical 
testing of hypotheses. This preliminary evaluation of space-fl ight data l~d 
naturally to qualitative exanination of the mechanism involved in producing 
the observed responses. This procedure drew heavily upon th~ theory of 
physiological feedback regulating systems and often sugges~ed hypotheses 
capable of being tested by using the predictive capabilities of the simulatio~ 
models. The elanents of the medical data analysis system (Figure 1) were 
designed to interact in either sequential or parallel fashion so that, for 
example, results from a data analysis could be employed as input forcing 
fund ions to a s imul at i on model and the model's pred icted responses coul d then 
be compared to ddditional data from the data base. While good agreanent 
between model and data was desirable, it was not essential. The heuristic 
value of modeling is such that important objectives are often realized even 
when this agreement is poor. Such poor agreem~lnt often resul ts in suggestions 
for additional dat~ analysis, refinenents of th,e mathanatical models, changes 
in the hypothesis being considered, and suggestions for the design of new 
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interative process, as suggested by Figure 5, and is the heart of the systems 
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Table "IT

STRESSES RELATED TO SPACE FLIGHT THAT WERE STUDIED

USING SIMULATION MODELS

o HYPOGRAVIC STRESS o ENVIRONMENTAL DISTURBANCES

- Supine Bed Rest - HypoxJa

- Head-down Bed Rest - Hypercapnia

- Water Immersion -- Temperature

- Space Flight - Ambient Pressure

o ORTHOSTATIC STRESS o FLUID SHIFTS

- LBNP - Hemorrhage

- Tilt Table - Infusion

- Postural Change - Water and Salt Loading

- Dehydration

o METABOLIC STRESS

- Exercise

- Diet Restriction

Qualitative
Processed data physiological
describing _ ....... _.

zero-g r_ _,......

se analysis

= describing

and analysis I o, riponse

system v mechanisms

."..... Quantitative

li_ dRael'_"_."_nts_°_ evaluation of J// _, .. Y ; = hypotheses w,th
/ / ,ypom, eses simulation

or mooe_s models
• Integrated hypothesis

for zero-g adaptation

• Design of new experiments
and new .,odels

Figure5: SystemsAnalysisApproach,for Evaluationof Space-flightDate,

Statisticaland modelingtechniquesnaturallycomplementeach other f_r t,
integratingand correlatingresultsfrommany differentinvestigative;,e','_'.
Predictingthe consequencesof hypotheseson unmeasuredvariablesfromn,_ny
subsystemsiswithinthe capabilityof modelssuch as the whole-body
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Table II 
STRESSES RELATED TO SPACE FLIGHT THAT WERE STUDIED 

USING SIMULATION MODELS 

o HYPOGRAVIC STRESS 

Supine Bed Rest 

Head-down Bed Rest 

Water Immersion 

Space Flight 

o ORTHOSTATIC STRESS 

LBNP 

Tilt Table 

Postural Change 

o ENV~RONMENTAL DISTURBANCES 

Hypoxia 

Hypercapnia 

T~mperature 

Ambient Pressure 

o FLUID SHIFTS 

Hemorr~ag~ 

Infusion 

Water and Salt Loading 

Dehydration 

o METABO!~IC STRESS 

Exercise 

Diet Restriction 

Qualitative 
Processed data 
describing 
zero-g response 

\ 
· ;:::~:t·, '\ 

Hypothesis 
formulation Automated 

data base 
and analysi s 
system 

... __ .... describing 
r.lechani sms 

"T"" 
Refinement of Quantitative / 

evaluation of 
data analyses; ........ _____ - hypotheses w.th 
hypotheses simulation 
or models 

• Integrated hypothesi s 
for zero-g adaptation 

• Design of new experiments 
and new roodels 

models 

Figure 5: Systems Analysis ~proactj for Eval uation of Space- fl ight Oat? 

Statisti~al and modeling techniques naturally complement each other fJr 
integrating and correlating results from many different investigative i!~·;';·. 
Predicting the consequp.nces "f hypotheses on unneasured variables from nldny 
subsystems is withi n the capabil ity of model s such as the whole- body 
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algorithm, but is impossible if the testing of hypotheses is performed by
traditional statistical approaches. As this simulation study progressed_ it
was possible to incorporate more and more dlverse kinds of experimental
results and hypotheses into a single model. While each hypothesis alone '_uuld
not support a generalized theory, all of them taken together should converge
toward a coherent picture of zero-g adaptation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

/

This project encompasses a nine-year time period, and it has fostered many
useful accomplishnents. Several of these are discussed below.

Integrative Analysis

Systems analysis was valuable in performing various organization and
integration functions that were not previously available to the space life
sciences program on a systematic basis, ll_esefunctions include:

a) integration of data from different investigativeareas into a conwnon
data base to provide an interoiscivlinarycross-correlation
capability;

b) intE ration of physiologicalmechanimns relating to homeostatiz
control of a single functional system within the framework of a
mathematical model;

" c) integration of observed phenomena (experimental data) with simulated
responses (theory) by simulating experimental conditions and comparing
model and real-world behavior;

d) integration of diverse types of stresses acting on the same system to
demonst:ate common features of the regulatory processes;

e) integration of acute and long-term stress responses to hypogravity by
systematic comparison of ground-based and space-flight studies;

f) integration of physiological subsystem models into a larger, more
complex model to study theoretical interactive effects; and

g) integration of subsystem hypotheses related to zero-g adaptation into
a unified theory showing overlapping and interactive effects between
subsystems.

The last several items are of unusual importance and are therefore
discussed in more detail below.

Whole-Body A1gorithm

The physiological interaction of major body subsystems has been a subject
of interest to researchers for some time. One objective in h_._ansystem
modeling is to produce not only reliable subsystem models but also an
integratedmodel with each subsystem acting in concert with other subsystems
to simulate the entire dynanic systL_nof the body. However, efforts in this
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direction have been quite lilnited. A contribution to this _rea was made with
the d.;velopnentof a "whole-body algorithm" (Figure 6), which is envisioned as
a nlathematicalmodel that can simulate the response of several major body
regulatory systems to diverse, but specified stresses related to the
space-flight environment (Table If). The approach selected for the
construction of this model combined existing subsystem models that describe
short-term stress responses (cardlovascular, respiratory, Lhennoregulatory
models) with a too'elwhich described appropriate long-term responses
(circulatory, fluid-electrol.vtr,endocrine, erythropoiesismodels). The
whole-body algorithm was designed so that the entire sequence of major
phys,Dloglcal events for long-duration space flight could be simulated. This
sequer;ceincluded preflight experiments, acute physiologica" responses to zero
g, changes in cabin environment, inflight responses to the experiments of
interest (lower body negative pressure and exercise), acute reentry to one q,
long duration readaptationto one g, anu postflight experianent£imulation.

Bloodfiw tohead Cardiacou[put
-I '"_--'--" Cardiovascularmodel I[ I I

Thermoregola_o- Cardaacoutput Resting0 2 requlrelnen_. _ I
model JI Functions: - I Respiratory model

Oxygen uptake • Exercise J Blood flowto head I Functions: I

Functmns" Muscle blood I[o_; •Tilt _rgometry I Oxygenut}take I| •CO 2 mh,dabon I

• Thermal Jr Trunk blood flow • LBNP Respiratory _equency I •Hypoxla I
environ.lent = II}Tdt J CO 2 and 02 art. pressures I

Skin blood flow I, L 1 I

I j w
_J

LOII(I term

CircLil_tor_ , _l_Hd, _nd

electrc.Iytc Control model

FllnctlOllS:

• Fluid t)al,lllCt2,111d k]lS[rl_,ll_lOll

• E lec'roly_e COflcerltrJth rl_

• Circui,l_or_ SL,ltUS

Figure 6: Whole-Body Algorithm

One advantage of using an approach which c_nbines existing subsyston
models is that each model considers various time lags, fast and slow
controllers, and integration step sizes appropriate for its respective
simulations. The model has a sufficiently flexible structure to permit
chaqqes to be made without totally disrupting the entire system. Such changes
even include adding new subsystems or modifying existing subsystens. A model
conprised of individual,well-defined subsystems also facilitates studying the
interaction between the subsystems, and studying Lotal system hypotheses, both
i,_portantsubjects in physiology today. An additional feature of the
whole-body algorith._is its capability to simulate multiple and sequential
stresses with little or no basic structural chaqges.
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Figure 6: Whole-Body Algorithm 

One advantage of using an approach which c~nbines existing subsysten 
models is that each model considers various time lags, fast and slow 
controllers, and i~tegrat10n step sizes appropr~ate for its respective 
simuldtions. The model has a sufficiently flexible structure to pennit 
cha!1Qes to b0 made w-;thout totally disr'upting the entire systen. Such chang~s 
even incl ude adding new subsystems or modifying existing subsystans. A model 
c~nprised of individual, well-defined subsystens also facilitates studying the 
interaction between the subsystans, and studying total system hypotheses, both 
-;,llportant subjects in physiology today. An additional feature of the 
whole-body algorithm is its capability to simulate multiple and sequential 
stresses with little or no bdsic structural chaqges. 
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Sufficient testing was perfnrmed with the whole-body algorithm to
demonstrate the basic capabilitles of the model. Validations were performed
for a number o_ single stresses as well as long-tern bed rest accompanied by
intennitten short-term stresses. Once model credibility was ascertained, it
was possibl_ to attempt simulations of entire space-_ ght missi^ns. Figure 7
illustrates or:esuch simulation of a composite Skylab flight and demonstrates

INFLIGHT
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Figure 7: Simulation of _.uid-Electrolyte Regulatory Behavior
During Composite Skylab Mission
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reasonable predictions for a variety of fluid volume, electrolyte, endocrine,
and renal responses. Nevertheless,many aspects and capabilities of the model
have yet to be tested. One reason for this is that much of the data required
to perform adequate validation of this large model have not yet been gathered.
The whole-body algorithm has _ell over 1000 independent system variables, most
of which correspond to physiological quantities. Unfortunately, in
physiological research it is rare that more than a dozen p.lrameterswill be
measured simultanecaslyduring a single experiment. Therefore, data from
multiple sources is required and, because identical biological conditions are
not likely to be achieved, there is a risk in this approach. For these same
reasons, the simulated responses to comblned stresses have not been investi-
gated, Tn a very real sease, this shortcoming is an opportunity to identify
critical research a-eas related tomeasurin_ whole-body responses to
combinations of environmental and mPtabolic disturbances. It should also be
recognizeG that a model of this _.z is somewhat unwieldly and simulations
take a relatively long tithetG _ fort, Therefore, most of the systems
analysis performed in this prog:at,,,was accomplished with tileindividual
subsystem models. The n,.. ph .e of application will be to incorporate into
the whole-body ale,citnm ne _._ndlJatehypotheses for each subsystem that have
shown p,-c_isein explainir,_tnc space-flight findings. When this is dnne, t_e
whole-body algorithm will serve its main function as a central repository of a
detailed integrate.dhypothesis of zero-g adaptation. In this way, the model
should h'ove useful for supgorting space-flightbiomedical research programs,
and for predicting indices of crew health.

Hypotheses of Zero-g .Adaptation

T,;emajor ippl- _ion of these mathenatical and data _roccssing tools was
direct-i t,:," act,eving a better understandingo; how ilumansadapt to
long-_ _, _ : o flight. A detailed discussion of results in this area is ouz
of the :cop: .;fthis paper, but such a discussion will soon be available in
book fo:_nat(Reference 2). In terms of the several physiological systems
studied, the following broad picture has emerged. Disturbances in the
cardiovascular,fl,qd-electro!)rce,erythropoietic,musculoskeletal, and
metabolic systems, which are fDund during and after flights of various
durati ,, appear _o bc attribLted to two major effects of we,ghtlessncss
(Figbre 8). These are, first the absence of hydrostatic forces, resulting in
seve-e fluld shifts within the,body, and second, the absence of deformation
forces, resulting in disuse atrophy of normally load-bearing tissues. The
first of these effect.:leads to a reductior,in body fluids, most importantly,
blood volume, llqeconsequences of the second factor are reductions in bone
and muscle mass. Whether disuse atrophy of musculoskelet_l tissue can be
prevented is stii1 unresolved. In addition, a third factor, a long-term
alteration of metabol_c state, reflecting changes in dietary "ntake and
exercise, was found to .nla_an important role in aggravating the _ero-g
"deconuitioning"processes of the space flioht crews. Howpver, it i_ doubtful
at this time that these latter factors are b_,yondhunan intervention and
correctlon on future missions. All uf these events have both acute dnd

long-term effE'ts in the major physiological systems which lead to loss of
_.;:ght and, upon,retdrn to a one-g environment,d_creased tolerance for
o .nostasisand work.
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Figure 8: Physiological Effects of Exposure to Weightlessness

Our studies have been based on the belief that within the time span over
which man has so far been studied in space, these responses to weightlessness
are not pathological in nature; rather, they can be explained in terms of
normal, although complex, feedback regulatory processes. Our simulation
studies have supported this premise. Adaptation to weightlessness is said to
occur when the body adjusts to these changes and reaches a new steady state
(Figure 9). Each physiological system appears to have its own time course of
adaptation. The rates of _egradation ar,d loss of such quantities as bone,
muscle, fat, red cells, and water are all quite d fferent, depending upon the
nature of the distu'bance and on the tlme constant of the correcting
honeostatic system. In Figure 9, the _eturr,to baseline reflect_ the
establishment of a new homeostatic level appropriate to weightlessness.

l_lecontribution of the simulation models was significant in developihg a
group of zero-g hypotheses. The utility of the models, however, extended
beyond their important predictive capabilities discussed earlier. A benefit
of the modeling process was related to the ways in which models shaped the
data analysis effort. Quantitativemodeling often required a new look at data
which had already been analyzed by more traditional metheds. The simulation
approach required certain patterns of data in _ery specifi_,forms. Satisfying
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Figure 9: Approach Toward Homeostasis of Physiological Systems
During Space Flight

these model requirements led, in one instance, to an exte,)sivemetabolic
balance analysis for describing body composition changes during space flight.
Another benefit of modeling, at this stage of its application to space
physiology, was in forcing the analyst to think systematically,
conprehensively, and quantitatively about the system of interest. The
c_nplexity of the models, reflecting the redundancy of the mechanisms in the
body, helped resolve some paradoxical findings by suggesting the involvenent
of one or more c(_npetingpathways. Also, it was not always possible to
explain the long-term adaptation phase of space flight in terms of regulatory
feedback mechanisns more suited to corrective action of acute disturbances.

This suggested a logical division of the spaLe-flight perioa into acute and
chronic seonents for purposes of systems analysis. As a result, a
comprehensive analysis of acute ground-based studies was undertaken to enhance
our understand,no of the imnediate period followin_,launch, an interval during
which few space-flight observations were made.
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these model requirements led, in one insta~ce, to an exte.tsive metabolic 
balance analysis for describing body composition changes during spiice flight. 
Another benefit of modeling. at this stage of its application to space 
physiology, was in forcing the analyst to think systematically, 
c~nprehensively, and quantitatively about the systen of interest. The 
cu.Rplexity of the models, reflecting the redundancy of the Inechani9TIs in the 
body, helped res')lve some paradoxical findings by suggesting the involvement 
of one or more conpeting pathways. Also, it was not always possible to 
ex pl ai n the 10ng- ternl adaptat i on phase of space fl ight in tenns of regul atory 
feedback mechan;gns more suited to corrective action of acute disturbances. 
This suggested a logical division of the spal.e-flight periOCl "into acute and 
chronic segRcnts for purposes of systans analysis. As a result, a 
conprehensive analysis of acute ground-based studies was undertaken to enhance 
our understanding of the imnediate p~riod followin~ launch, an interval during 
which few space-flight observations were made. 
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CONCLUSION

The effort described here has resulted in a more advanced analysis of
space-flight data than was previously available. The accomplishments
associated with this project include the follow!ng:

a) Establishmentof a more defini*ive data analysis based on a cmlposite
picture of the nine crewmen from all flights;

b) Allowing estimation of quantities which could not be measured directly
but could be d_rived from simple metabolic balance models or advanced
simulation models;

c) Integration ,fdata across disciplinary lines;

d) Quantitative evaluation of hypotheses by computer simulation and
interpretation_)fdata in terms of feedback control theory;

e) Reevaluation and reinterpretationof previously published Skylab data
in the light of more recent findings from ground-based studies and
Sovietmissions.

This is not to imply that a d2finitive theory of space-flight adaptation
was formulated. Rather, the fundanental contribution of the systens analysis
effort has been to organize many of the major biomedical findings fr_n space
flight and correlate these findings with the scientific concepts that describe
_he requisite organ systens. Out of this effort has come _n array of methods,
tools, and tech_liquesthat have been essential for the handJing, processing,
and interpretationof experimental data in general and space-flight data in
particular. Another benefit arising from this systBns analysis project was _n
improved understanding of the physiological events which occur during humarl
adaptation to weightlessness and the concomitant identificationof critical
areas ripe for future study. £ecc_nmendationsfor new experimencal approaches
generated by the current prvq:am _a,_ealready contributed to the design of
ground-based and future Spac_lab i.vcstigations. Full potential of the
systBns analysis method will be realized only by maintaining an interative
cycle between model developments and experimental research.
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A MULTIFREQUENCY EVALUATION OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
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ABSTRACT

During 1979, two major accidental oil spills occurred in the Gulf
of Mexico. On June 3, 1979, the PEMEX well, Ixtoc I, suffered a blow-
out and was not capped until the spring of 1980. On November I, 1979,
the freighter Mimosa collided with the tanker Burma-Agate at the en-
trance to the Po_ of Galveston. Five to six of the Burma-Ag_te:s tanks
were ruptured. Fire resulting from the collision prevented them from
being sealed, and several thousand barrels of crude oil were subsequently
spilled into the Gulf. These spills presented a major ecological threat
to the Texas Gulf Coast, but offored a unique opportunity to evaluate
multiple-frequencymicrowave sensor data for oil-spill detection and
assessment.

During the summer of 1979, the NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
was evaluating an X-band synthetic aperture radar (X-SAR) system on a
NASA WB-57 hlgh-altitude aircraft. Imagery of the Ixtoc I spill was ob-
tained on June 3, 1979, in a flight over the Gulf of Mexico, east of
Harlingen, Texas. In November, the NASA Earth Survey #2 C-130 aircraft
was being made ready for a data-gathering mission. As part of the pre-
r:issionsensor evaluation, several runs were made over the Burma-Agate
spill gathering active/passive microwave and multispectral scanner data.
In January 1980, an additional C-130 aircraft active/passive microwave
data flight was made over the Ixtoc I well oil spill. Supportive photo-
graphic data was taken on these C-130 flights.

This paper will present an evaluation of the data gathered on these
flights with respect to how active and passi.e microwave sensors can best
be used in oil-spill detection and assessment. Radar backscatter curves
taken over oil spills will be presented and their effect on synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) imagery will be discussed. Pluts of microwave radiu-
metric brightness variations ever oil spills will be presented and dis-
cussed. Recommendationsas to how to _lect the best combination of
frequency, viewing angle, ana sensor type for evaluation of various as-
pects of oil spills will also be discussed.
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ABSTRACT 

During 1979, two maJor accidental oil spills occurred in the Gulf 
of Mexico. On June 3, 1979, the PEMEX well, Ixtoc I, suffered a blow
out and was not capped until the spring of 1980. On November 1,1979, 
the freighter Mimosa collided with the tanker Burma-Agate at the en
trance to the POI t of Galveston. Five to six of the Burma-Ag~te:s tanks 
were ruptured. Fire resulting from the collision prevented them from 
being sealed, and several thousand barrels of crude oil were subsequently 
spilled into the Gulf. These spills presented a major ecological threat 
to the Texas Gulf Coast, but off~red a unique opportunity to evaluate 
mu1tiple-frequ~ncy microwave sensor data for oil-spill detection and 
assessment. 

During the summer of 1979, the NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
was evaluating an X-band synthetic apertUl'e radar (X-SAR) system on a 
NASA ~JB-57 hlgh-altitude aircraft. Imagery of the Ixtoc I spill was ob
tained on June 3, 1979, in a fligh~ over the Gulf of Mexico, east of 
Harlingen, Texas. In November, the NASA Earth Survey #2 C-130 aircrQft 
was being made ready for a data-gathering mi~$1on. As part of the pre
~ission sensor evaluation, several runs were made over th~ Burma-Agate 
spill gathering active/passive microwave dnd multispectral scanner data. 
In January 1980, a" additional C-130 aircraft active/passive microwave 
data flight was made over the Ixtoc I well oil spill. Supportive photo
graphic data was taken on these C-1JO flights. 

T~is paper will present an evaluation of the data gathered on these 
flights with respect to how active and passi.e microwave sensors can best 
be used in oil-spill detection and assessment. Radar backscatter curves 
taken over oil spills will be presented and their effect on synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) imagery will be discussed. Pluts of microwave radi~· 
metric brightness variations ever oil spills will be presented and dis
cussed. Recommer.dations as to how to :clect the best combination of 
frequency, view'jng angle, and sensor type for evaluation of various as
pects of oil spills will also be discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies1-z_ have been conducted which have firmly established
the ability of remote sensors to define the presence of oil slicks, their
aerial coverage, temporal development and spectral reflectance and emission
characteristics.

The effect of oil spilled on the surface of the sea is to dampen the
very short capillary waves that dominate microwave radar backscatter. Con-
sequently, the use of radar for observing oil spills has been the subject
of considerable experimental effort over the last several years. The oil-
spill observation is ordinarily done with an aircraft-mounted imaging radar
capable of displaying signals from the sea-surface wave patterns. A drrk
area on the image indicates the absence of capillary waves, and consequently,
the presence of oil spills.

Since radar intrinsically possesses the all-weather, day/night capabil-
ity and the large swath widths required for timely continuous monitoring of
oil contamination of the ocean surface, an orbital radar system is a likely
candidate for worldwide monitoring of oil spills.

Unfortunately, quantitative research into the amount of radar back-
scatter suppression due to the phenomenon has been too little to adequately
predict performance of operational radar oil-spill monitoring systems.

Early studies14 conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory concluded
that viewing angles greater than 45 degrees off nadir should be used to
avoid specular returns and proviCe maximum swath widths for aircraft-
mounted imaging radars.

Contrasted to the aircraft situation where incidence angle ranges of
45 degrees or greater are usually required to obtain reasonable swaths, a
spacecraft incidence angle range of only a few degrees (Seasat case of five
degrees at a 22-degree incidence angle) provides swaths of lOOkm or greater.
This combined with allowable viewing angles and the ambiguity cunstraint_ of
a spacecraft synthetic aperture radar (SAR) results in a need to well define
the angular response of oilspill backscatter for _,ariouswavelengths to es-
tablish the system parameters for an orbital oilspill detection SAR.

K. KrishenIs presented the analysis of 13.3 GHz scatterometer data
gathered over a crude-oil spill off the MiC ssippi River Delta in the Gulf
OT Mexico. Krishen's res,'Itsfor a moderat: sea state (wind speed of 18
knots) demonstrated that scatterometer systems can be used to detect oil
spills at incidence angles less than 45 degrees off nadir and that the oil's
smouthing of the sea results in a predictable decrease in the radar scatter-
ing coefficient.

This paper will present the results of analysis of the data taken on
the previously mentioned aircraft flights. In analyzing the data, emphasis
was placed on determining the optimum frequency and sensor for a spaceborne
platform.

Before describing the results of this experiment, a brief review of the
instrumentation and processing will be given to assist in the interpretation
of the data presented in later sections of this paper.

INSTRUMENTATION

The NASA/JSC WB-57 and C-130 aircraft are operated as part of the Air-
borne Instrumentation Research Program (AIRP). They are used to gather
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INTRODUCTION 

Numerous studies 1- 1j have been conducted which have firmly es1ablished 
the ability of remote sensors to define the presence of oil slicks, their 
aerial coverage, temporal d~velopment and spectral reflectance and emission 
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The effect of oil spilled on the surface of the sea is to dampen the 
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sequently, the use of radar fOI' observing oil spills has been the subject 
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capable of displaying signals from the sea-surface wave patterns. A d?~k 
area on the image indicates the absence of capillary waves, and consequently, 
the presence of oil spills. 

Since radar intrinsically possesses the all-weather, day/night capabil
ity and the l~rge swath widths required for timely continuous monitoring of 
oil contamination of the ocean surface, an orbital radar syste~ is a likely 
candidate for worldwide monitoring of oil spills. 

Unfortunately, quantitative research into the amount of radar back
scatter suppression due to the phenomenon has been too little to adequately 
predict performance of operational radar oil-spill monitoring systems. 

Early studies 14 conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory r.oncluded 
that viewing angles greater than 45 degrees off nadir should be used to 
avoid specular returns and provice maximum swath widths for aircraft
mounted imaging radars. 

Contrasted to the aircraft situation where incidence angle ranges of 
45 degrees or greater are usually required to obtain reasonable swaths, a 
spacecraft incidence angle range of only a few degrees (Seasat case of five 
degrees at a 22-degree incidence angle) provides swaths of lOOkm or greater. 
This combined with allowable viewing angles and the ambiguity cvnstraint~ of 
a spacecraft synthetic aperture radar (SAR) results in a need to well define 
the angular response of oilspill ~ackscatter for various wavelengths to es
tablish the system parametet"s for an orbital oi1spil1 detection SAR. 

K. Krishen 1S pi"esented the ~nalysis of 13.3 GHz scatterometer data 
gB·hered over a crude-oil spill off the Mi< ssippi River Delta in the Gulf 
OT Mexico. Krishen's res"lts for a moderat~ sea state (wind speed of 18 
knots) demonstrated that scatterometer systems can be used to detect oil 
spills dt incidence angles less than 45 degrees off nadir and that the oll's 
smouthing of the sea results in a predictable decrease in the radar scatter
ing corfficient. 

This paper will present the results of analysis of the data taken on 
the previcusly mentioned aircraft flights. In analyzing the data, emphasis 
was plr.ced on determining the 0ptimum frequency and sensor for a spaceborne 
platform. 

Before describing the results of this experiment. a brief review of the 
instrumentation and processing will be given to assist in the interpretation 
of the data presented in later sections of this paper. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

T~e NASA/JSC W8-57 and C-130 aircraft are operated as part of the Air
borne Instrumentation Research Program (AIRP). They are used to gather 
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remote sensing data for Earth Resources Applications investigations. In addi-
tion to active microwave sensors, both aircraft carry Zeiss color and color-
infrared photographic equipment and multispectral scanners. The C-130 air-
craft is instrumentedwith passive microwave radiometer systems and four ac-
tive microwave sensors called scatterometers. These systems are continuous
wave radars that illuminate the surface in a fan beam from nadir to 50 degrees

_.ftof nadir along the flight path of the aircraft. The operating wavelengths
are 75cm (400 MHz}, !8.5cm (I.6 GHz), 6.3cm (4.75 GHz) and 2.3cm (13.3 GHz).
The spatial resolutions are approximately 75mm x 180m, 40m x 120m, 40m x 60m,
and 40m x 40m respectively. Tables I and II contain the system parameters of
the C-130 microwave radiometer and scatterometer system_.

The WB-57 aircraft carries an X-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sys-
tem. This system is a modified AN/APQ-IO2A military recom_aissance radar.
Table Ill contains the performance parameters for this system.

The unique feature of this radar system is the ability to position the
antenna to two different ranges of incidence angles. Figures I and 2 show
these two modes of system operations.

DATA ACQUISITION

To obtain the signature of oil-covered surface and non oil-covered sur-
face without changing the radar viewing direction with respect to the wind
direction the aircraft was flown orthogonal to the oil slick flow direction.
Two passes across each of the two oil slicks (Burma-Agate on 11/15/79 and
Ixtoc I on 1/29/80) were made to obtain a sufficient number of indc)endent
samples for statistical analyses. The aircraft flew at an altitude of 1500
feet over the Burma-Agate spill and 2000 feet over the Ixtoc I spill. Figure
3 is an aerlo, photograph obtained with a Zeiss nine-inch camera over the
Burma-Agate. Figure 4 is an aerial photograph obtained over the Ixtoc I well
site.

Of the microwave sensor data acquired, only the 13.3 GHz scatterometer
systems and the C-band radiometer acquired data over both spills. Additional
scatterom_ter data at 4.75, 1.6, and 0.4 GHz was obtained over the Burma-Agate
spill and additional radiometer data at 18 GHz, 22 GHz, and 37 GHz was obtain-
ed over the Ixtoc I spill.

Although no ground truth was taken at either site, onboard observations
indicate6 a calm sea with low surface-wind conditions. In addition, an esti-
:_ateof the sea state was made using the non oil-covered surface 13.3 GHz scat-
terometer backscatter coefficient measurements and data presented by Jones.16
This estimate indicated wind velocities of less than two meters per second for
the Burma-Agate flights and between four meters per second and six meters per
second for the Ixtoc I flights.

SCATTEROMETER DATA ANALYSIS

By obtaining radar data across the oil slick, time histories of back-
scatter coefficient for each incidence angle of both oil-free and oil-covered
surfaces provide measurements of the differences due to the presence of the
oil. Figure 5 is a time history of 13.3 GHz 20-degree incidence angle back-
scatter coefficient for Run 2 of the Burma-Agate spill. The mean value of
the non oil-covered surface is -8 dB while the mean value of the oil slick

surface is -24 dB. Figure 6 is a time history of 13.3 GHz 20-degree incipience
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remote sensing data for Earth Resources Applications investigations. In addi
tion to active microwave sensors, both aircraft carry Zeiss color and color
infrared photographic equipment and multispectral scanners. The C-130 air
craft is instrumented with passive microwdve radiometer systems and four ac
tive microwave sensors called scatterometers. These systems are continuous 
wave radars that illuminate the surface in a fan beam from nadir to 50 degrees 
loft of nadir along the flight path of the aircraft. The operating wavelengths 
are 75cm {400 MHz}, l8.5cm (1.6 GHz). 6.3cm (4.75 GHz) and 2.3cm (13.3 GHz). 
The spatial resolutions are approximately 75rrm x 180m, ',Om x 120m, 40m x 60m, 
and 40m x 40m respectively. Tables I and II contain th(~ system parameters of 
the C-130 microwave radiometer and scatterometer systemr. 

The W8-57 aircraft carries an X-band synthetic aper~ure radar (SAR) sys
tem. This system is a modified AN/APQ-102A mil itary reconll~issance radar. 
Table III contains the performance parameters for this system. 

The unique feature of this radar system is the ability to position the 
antenna to two different ranges of incidence angles. Figures 1 and 2 show 
these two modes of system operations. 

DATA ACQUISITION 
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face without changing the radar viewing direction with respect to the wind 
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feet over thp Burma-Agate spill and 2000 feet over the Ixtoc I spill. Figure 
3 is an aerla, photograph obtained with a Zeiss nine-inch camera over the 
Burma-Agate. Figure 4 is an aerial photograph obtained over the Ixtoc I well 
site. 

Of the microwave sensor data acquired, only the 13.3 GHz scatterometer 
systems and the C-band radiometer acquired data over both spills. Additional 
scatterometer data at 4.75, 1.6, and 0.4 GHz was obtained over the Burma-Agate 
spill and additional radiometer data at 18 GHz, 22 GHz, and 37 GHz was obtain
ed over the Ixtoc I spill. 

Although no ground truth was taken at either site, onboard observations 
;ndicate~ a calm sea with low surface-wind conditions. In addition, an esti
:ilate of the sea state was made using the non oil-covered surface 13.3 GHz scat
terometer backscatter coefficient measurements and data presented by Jones. 16 

This estimate indicated wind velocities of less than two meters per second for 
the Burma-Agate flight~ and between four meters per second and six meters per 
second for the Ixtoc I flights. 

SCATTEROMETER DATA ANALYSIS 

By obtaining radar data across the oil slick, time histories of back
scatter coefficient for each incidence angle of both oil-free and oil-covered 
surfaces provide me~surements of the differences due to the presence of the 
oil. Figure 5 is a time history of 13.3 GHz 20-degree incidence angle back
scatter coefficient for Run 2 of the Burma-Agate spill. The mean value of 
the non oil-covered surfa~e is -8 dB while the mean value of the oil slick 
surface is -24 dB. Figure 6 is a time history of 13.3 GHz 20-degrce incir:ence 
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angle backscatter coefficient for Run 3 of the Burma-Agate spill. The mean
value of the non oil-covered surfaceis -9 dB while the mean value of the oil- •
slick surface is again -24 dB.

In both Figures 5 and 6, the radar return at 20-degrees incidence angle
is decreased by about 16 dB due to the presence of the oil slick.

Figure 7 illustrates the angular and frequency dependence of this de-
crease in radar backscatter due to the presence of an oil slick on a smooth
sea surface. The P-band (75cm) data is not included since the change in _a_ar
backscatter at the incidence angles being considered was negligible. The sig-
nificant responses, greater than 6 dB due to the oil slick for 13.3 GHz and
4.75 GHz at 15- to 30-degrees incidence angles, are encouraging in that this
range of angles has previously not been considered for oil slick detection.

Figure 8 is a time history of the 20-degrees incidence angle backscatter
coefficient for the 13.3 GHz scatterometer and the microwave brightness tem-
perature for the 18 GHz and 37 GHz radiometers for Run 2 of the Ixtoc I spill.
Several significant features can be noted about the nature of this spill from
Figure 8.

The higher value (-6 dB) of the backscatter coefficient at ?0:55:20/27
is indicative of the return of non oil-covered surfaces with a surface wind

speed estimated at six meters per second.17 The decrease of the radar back-
scatter seen from 20:55:30 to 20:55:37 without a change in th_ radiometer
brightness temperature is indicative of t_ smoothing action of an oil sheen
(thickness of less than O.Imm).IB

The further decrease in the radar backscatter and the increase in

brightness temperature seen from 20:55:40 through 20:55:45 is indicative of
an oil slick (thickness approximately lmm).19,2°

Figure 9 is a compamson of 13.3 GHz radar backscatter coefficient versus
incidence angle for various wind speeds over open ocean and oil spills. The
decreases in backscatter for incidence angles less tnan 30 degrees is seen to
be less for higher wind speeds. The 2m/sec data is from the Burma-Agate spill,
the 6m/sec from the Ixtoc I spill and the 30m/sec data is from an earlier
spill reported by Krishen.Is

RADIOMETER DATA DISCUSSIO_

Four radiometer data lines were selected because they highlight signifi-
cant features of radio emission from an oil spill. Frequencies used i_ the
data presented are C-, Ku-, and Ka-band (4.995 GHz, 18 GHz, and 37 GHz). Un-
fortunately, the I0.69 GHz scanner (Passive Microwave Imaging System) failed
on the Ix_oc I mission and no data was obtained.

Figure lO is a time history of C- and Ka-band brightness temperature
from the Burma-Agate spill at incidence angles of 40 degrees. Bo_h horizon-
tal and vertical polarizations are shown. The Ka-band radiometer yielded the
largest change in temperature. Review of the photographs from this flight
line showed that the radiometers were turned on just as the aircraft started

to pass over the oil slick. Inmmdiately after the visible oil slick, there
was an apparent clear area, then a small ship. The K-band radiometers, how-
ever, indicate that oil, though not visibie to the camera was present, and
clear water was not present until after the ship.
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angle backscatter coefficient for Run 3 of the Burma-Agate spill. The mean 
value of the non oil-covered surface is -9 dB while the mean value of the oil
slick surface is again -24 dB. 

In both Figures 5 and 6. the radar return at 20-degrees incidence angle 
is decreased by about 16 dB due to the presence of the oil slick. 

Figure 7 illustrates the angular and frequency dependence of this de
crease in radar backscatter due to the presence of an oil slick on a smooth 
sea surface. The P-band (75cm) data is not included since the change in ra~ar 
backscatter at the incidence a~gles being considered was negligible. The sig
nificant responses. greater than 6 dB due to the oil slick for 13.3 GHz and 
4.75 GHz at 15- to 30-degrees incidence angles. are encouraging in that this 
range of angles has previously not been considered for oil slick detection. 

Figure 8 is a time history of the 20-degrees incidence angle backscatter 
coefficient for the 13.3 GHz scatterometer and the microwave brightness tem
perature for the 18 GHz and 37 GHz radiometers for Run 2 of the Ixtoc I spill. 
Several significant features can be noted about the nature of this spill from 
Figure 8. 

The higher value (-6 dB) of the backscatter coefficient at ,0:55:20/27 
is indicative of the return of non oil-covered surfaces with a surface wind 
speed estimated at six meters per second. 17 T~e decrease of the radar back
scatter se~n from 20:55:30 to 20:55:37 without a change in thf radionleter 
brightness temperature is indicative of tr.. smoothing action of an oil sheen 
(thickness of less than O.lmm).lS 

The further decrease in the radar backscatter and the increase in 
brightness temperature seen from 20:55:40 through 20:55:45 is indicative of 
an oil slick (thickness approximately lmm}.19.20 

Figure 9 is a comparlson of 13.3 GHz radar backscatter coefficient versus 
incidence angle for various wind speeds over open ocean and oil spills. The 
decreases in backscatter for incidence angles less than 30 degrees is seen to 
be less for higher wind speeds. The 2m/sec data is from the Burma-Agate spill. 
the 6m/sec from the Ixtoc I spill and the 30m/sec data is from an earlier 
spill reported by Krishen.lS 

RADIOMETER DATA DISCUSSI0~ 

Four radiometer data lines were selected because they highlight signifi
cant features of radio emission from an oil spill. Frequencies used ;~ the 
data presented are C-. Ku-. and Ka-band (4.995 GHz. 18 GHz. and 37 GHz). Un
fortunately, the 10.69 GHz scanner (Passive Microwave Imdging System) failed 
on the Ixtoc I mission and no data was obtained. 

Figure 10 is a time history of C- and Ka-band brightnes~ temperature 
from the Burma-Agate spill at incidence angles of 40 degrees. Bach horizon
tal and vertical polarizations are shown. The Ka-band radiometer yielded the 
largest change in temperature. Review of the photogr~phs from this flight 
lin~ showed that the radiometers were turned on just as the aircraft started 
to pass over the oil slick. Inlmediately after the visible oil slick. there 
was an apparent clear area. then a small $hip. The K-band radiometers. how
ever. indicate that oil. though not visible to the camera was present. and 
clear water was r.~t present until after the ship. 
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The next two Figures (II and 12) are plots of data from the Ixtoc I spill
with an incidence angle of 50 degrees. When looking at these figures, it
should be noted that the C-band system looks ahead of the aircraft while the
K-bands look behind the aircraft and thus a target appears in the K-bands
approximately 20 seconds after it appears in _he C-band. As in the Burma-
Agate case, Figure II shows Ka-band data in whic:_both the horizontal and
vertical channels increase in brightness temperature. Ku- and K-band data
(_ot shown) responded the same. Large quantities of oil were visible in a
photograph of this area. Figure 12 shows the C-band results for the same area.
At this incidence angle, the spill appears larger to the C-band radiometer's
vertical cilannel. Part of this is possibly due to a larger antenna footprint
for the C-band systeln.

However, the depression of the C-band horizontal channel is most inter-
esting. It is believed that this is a functimn of wind velocity and the thick-
ness of the oil on the surface.

Figure 13 is a plot of the data from three radiometers, C-, Ku-, and Ka-
band made in the same area as the previous two figures, but at an incidence
angle cf zero degrees. Large qbantities of oil were visible in a photograph
of this area. Notice the lack of a slgnificant return in the C-band data
while Ka-band rises almost ZO degrees Kelvin.

Although no attempt has been made to determine the thickness of the oil
from this data, thickness measurements have been made at other frequencies.2°
Perhaps this data will aid others in deciding the relative importance of radio-
metric data and what frequencies should be used.

RADAR IMAGERY ANALYSIS

As stated previously, the radar imagery of the Ixtoc I spill was gathered
as a part of the engineering evaluation of the system. Initial analysis of the
data was more concerned with the ability of the radar systems to clutter-lock
over water. The fact that the radar could image oil slicks was considered in-
teresting, but radars had imaged oil slicks previously.

After analysis of the Burma-Agate and Ixtoc I scatterometer data produced
the results shown in Figure 7, the radar imagery w_s agai.,examined. This ex-
amination attempted to determine if the large decrease in backscatter at 20
degrees could be seen on the imagery.

Figure 14 is a radar image of the Ixtoc I slick taken in August 1979.
This image was taken on a calm day. Winds in the area were five knots or less.

Plotted below the imagery are the quieting or decrease curves of Figure 7.
Although the radar imagery was taken at X-band and the scatterometer data was
taken at L-, C-, and K_-band, it can reasonably be assumed that an X-band
scatterometer would il,w produced a curve which would fall between the C-band
and Ku-band curves.

Nadir is to the left of the image. The image spans a range of incidence
angles from 14 degrees to 51 degrees. The brightness to the left of the image
is typical of what happens to radar backscatter as you approach nadir. More
aqd more energy is backscattered and less is forward scattered.

Note that the oil slicks still darken the image in this range, particu-
larly around 20 degrees as predicted by the associated curves. The fact that
the slicks are black indicates that the change is occurring over most of the
grey scale of the film which is nominally 15 dB to 20 dB. This corresponds to
the lO dB to 15 dB quieting effect shown on the curve.
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The next two Figures (11 and 12) are plots of data from the Ixtoc I spill 
with an incidence angle of 50 degrees. When looking at thes~ figures, it 
should be noted that the C-band system looks ahead of the aircraft while the 
K-bands look behind the aircraft and thus a ta~get appears in the K-bands 
approximately 20 seconds after it Jppears in che C-band. As in the Burma
Agate case, Figure 11 shows Ka-b~nd data in whic~ both the horizontal and 
vertical channels increase in brightness temperature. Ku- and K-band data 
(~0: sh0wn) responded the same. Large quantities of oil were visible in a 
photograph of this area. Figure 12 shOws the C-band results for the same area. 
At this incidence angle, t~e spill appears larger to the C-band radiometer's 
vertical channel. Part of this is possibly due to a larger an~enna footprint 
for tne C-band system. 

However, the depression of the C-band horizontal channel is most inter
esting. It is believed that this is a functinn of wind velocity and the thick
ness of the oil on the surface. 

Figure 13 is a plot of the data from three rddiometers, C-, Ku-, and Ka
band made in the same area as the previous two figures, but at an incidence 
angle cf zero degrees. Large q~antities of oil wp.re visible in a photograph 
of this area. Notice the lack of a slgnificant return in the C-band data 
while Ka-band rises almost 20 degrees Kelvin. 

Although no attempt has been made to determine the thickness of the oil 
from this data, thickness measurements ha'Je been made at other frequencies. 20 

Perhaps this data will aid others in deciding the relative importance of radio
metric data and what frequencies should be used. 

RADAR IMAGERY ANALYSIS 

As stated previously, the radar imagery of the Ixtoc I spill was gathered 
as a part of the engineering evaluation of the system. Initial analysis of the 
data was more concerned with the ability of the radar systems to clutter-lock 
over water. The fact that the radar could image oil sl icks was considered in
terestin9. but radars had imaged oil slicks previously. 

After analysis of the Burma-Agate and Ixtoc I scatterometer data produced 
the results shown in Figure 7, the radar imagery w~s aga-;., examined. This ex
amination attempted to determine if the large decrease in backscatter at 20 
degrees could be seen on the imagery. 

Figure 14 is a radar image of the !xtoc I slick taken in August 1979. 
This image was taken on a calm day. Winds in the area were five kno~s or 1es~. 

Plotted below the imagery are the quieting or decrease curves of Figure 7. 
Although the radar imagery was taken at X-band and the scatterometer data was 
taken at L-. C-. and KI. .. -band, it can reasonably be assumf'd that an X-band 
scattero~~ter would h~~~ produced a curve which would fall between the C-band 
and Ku-~and curves. 

Nadir is to the left of the image. The image spans a range of incidence 
angles from 14 degrees to 51 degrees. The brightness to the left of the image 
is typical of what happens to radar backscatter as you approach nadir. More 
a1d more energy is bac~scatteted and less is forward scattered. 

Note that the oil slicks still darken the image in this range, particu
larly around 20 degrees as predicted by the a~sociated curves. The fact thdt 
the slicks are black indicates that tile change is occurring over most of the 
grey scale of t~e film which is nominally 15 dB to 20 dB. This corresponds to 
the 10 dB to 15 dB quieting effect shown on the curve. 
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As noted previously, this imagery was taken on a relatively calm d_y.
In discussing this imagery, NOAArepresentatives were quite surprised to see
that the slicks could be seen on a calm sea. Their attempts to track the
slicks with the U.S. Coast Guard AOSSsystem 6,7,13 had shown that at wind
speeds less than five knots, slicks were not detectable.

This image and associated curves _learly show that the optimum range of
incidence angles for oil-spill detection is in the 15 degrees to 25 deqrees
range. In this range, the larger surface return would place a less sL, inger.t
power output requirement on the radar and the quieting effect of the oil is
greatest for lower wind speeds.

CONCLUSIONS

The data set used to prepare this paper was gathered under target of
opportunity circumstances, thus all ser,_ors were not available for all
flights. However some general conclusions can be drawn. These are as
follows:

(I) The presence of an oil spill nn a K_ter surface can be detected by
a microwave radar s)stem at incidence cngle_ less than 45 degrees. Higher
radar frequencies produce greater contrast c_tween surfaces with and without
oil on the surface. In the incideqce angle range of 15 degrees to 25 degrees,
there is greater surface return and maximum quieting due tu the oil, thus re-
ducing power output requirements on the radar.

(2) Windspeed over the surface affects the maqnitude of the difference
between oil-rovered and non oil-covered surfaces. ]'he usP of low (<20 ° ) in-
cidence angles at low microwave frequencies (L-band_ ?_cvides less detect-
ibility than highe _ microwave frequencies (Ku-band)

(3) An X- or Ku-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) operating at orbi-
tal altitudes and incidence angles similar to Seasat would provide an effec-
tive means for detecting, monitoring, and tracking large o11 spills.

(4) More study must be given to the effects of sea state on the active
microwave oil-spill signature at incidence angles less than 45 degrees.

(5) Radiometers, while net having the resolution capability that SAR
_ystel,s have, do have potential for determining oil thickness on the surface.
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As noted previously, this imagery was taken on a relatively :alm dlY. 
In discussing this imaQery, NOAA representatives were quite surpris~d to see 
that the slicks could be seen on a calm sea. Their attempts to tra~k the 
slicks with the U.S. Coast Guard AOSS system6 ,7,l3 had shown that a~ ~ind 
speeds less than five knots, slicks were not detectable. 

This image and associated curves ~learly show that the optimum range of 
incidence angles tor oil-spill detection is in the 15 degrees to 25 deqrees 
range. In this range, the larger surface return would place a less SL. inge~~ 
power output requirement on the radar ar.d the quieting effect of the oil is 
greatest for lower wind speeds. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The data set used to prepare this paper was gathered under target of 
opportunity circumstances, thus all sera~ors were not available for all 
flights. However some generdl conclusions can be d~awn. These are as 
fo 11 ows: 

(1) The presence of an oi 1 spi 11 ('In a \o':~ter surface can be detected by 
a microwave radar system at incidence C:llg1e'"; less than 45 degrees. Higher 
radar frequencies produce greater contras~ tetween surfaces with and without 
oil on the surface. In the incidp~ce angle range of 15 degrees to 25 degrees, 
there is greater surface return and maximum quieting due ~~ the oil, thus re
ducing power output requirements on the radar. 

(2) Windspeed over the surface affects the maqnitude of the difference 
between oil-rovered and non oil-covered surfaces. The usp of low «20°) in
cidence angles at low microwave frequencies (L-band~ rrcyides less detect
ibility than highe' microwave frequencies (Ku-band). 

(3) An X- or Ku-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) operating at orbi
tal altitudes and incidence angles similar to Seasat would provide an effec
tive means for detecting, monitoring, and tracki~g large 011 spills. 

(4) More study must be given to the effects of sea state on the active 
microwave Gil-spill signat~re at incidence angles less than 45 degrees. 

(5) Radiometers, while net having the resolution capability that SAR 
~y:,telll::i have, do hdve potential for determining oil thickness on the surface. 
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TABLE 1.- UASA/JSC C-12 AIRCRAFT mCROW_I\Vr RADIOMETER SYSTEMS PARA~1ETERS 

Pard~eter 

! Fr~q"ency (GHz) i.4~j5 
I Bandwidth (MHz) 27 

Bands -
,U K Ka C X(PMIS) 

8 22.05 37 4.995 10.69 

0 2'h) 500 50 EO 

K 

20 

1 
-I 

j Sensitivity tdpnrees) 
I - 1 1 1 1 1 

1 0.1 0.1 0.1 Variable 

n Horn Horn 3-foot Phased 
Dish Array (a) 

c 4.50 40 50 1.60 x 2.6 0 

ITI. 
('" Sim. SilTi. Sim . I .... lm. 

I 

V H & V H & V H & V H & V 

5C o - 50 o - 50 o - 50 49.5 (a) 

I I I "-
(a) Sca~s cons~ant incidence ang'~. 
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TABLE II.- NASA/JSC C-130 SCATTEROMETERSYSTEMSPARAMETERS

P_rameter Bands

Ku C L P
/

,.,

F_equency (GHz) 13.3 4.75 1.6 0.4

Solariza*,Jn VV VV or HH, VV or HH VV or HH
and and and
CROSS CROSS CROSS

Along-track Resolutio
(feet) 120 120 12b 240

Cross-track Beamwidth

(degrees) 2.5 4 8 16

Incidence Angles
(degrees) 5-50 5-50 5-50 5-50

Nominal Bandwidtil(Hz)
(@ = 30° Vei : 150 kts) 400 150 50 12

Nominal Integration
Time per Measurement

(seconds) 0.16 0.32 0.64 l.O

Number of Measurements

Averaged per Second 6 3 1.5 l.O

Precision of Measure-
ment per Second of +0.36 +0.57 +l.O +2.0
Spatial Data (dB)

(e : 30°) -0.38 -0.62 -I.I -2.6
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TABLE 11.- NASA/JSC C-130 SCATTEROMETER SYSTEMS PARAMETERS 

!13.rameter 

I 
Bands 

Ku C L P 

;"equency (5Hz) -13.3 4.75 1.6 0.4 

;:olarizat oJn VV VV or H~ , VV or HH VV or HH 
and and and 

CROSS CROSS CROSS 

Along-track Resolutio 
(feet) 120 120 12u 240 

Cross-track Beamwidth 
(degrees) 2.5 4 8 16 

Incidence Angles 
(degrees) 5-50 5-50 5- 50 5-50 

Nominal Bandwidth (Hz) 
(6 = 30° Vei = 150 kts) 400 150 50 12 

Nominal Integration 
Time per Measurement 

(seconds) 0.16 0.32 0.64 1.0 

Number of Measurements 
Averaged per Second 6 3 1.5 1.0 

Precision of Measure-
ment per Second of +0.36 +0.57 +1.0 +2.0 

l 
Spatial Data (dB) 

1-2.6 (6 = 30°) -0.38 -0.62 -1. 1 

\ 
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TABLE Ill.- X-BAND SIDE-LOOKING RADAR SYSTEtlPAR_IETERS

Transmit Frequency 9600 MHz

Transmit Output Power 50 KW
/

Transmit Polarization Selectable Horizontal
or Vertical

Pulse Width (half power) 0.90 tlicro-second

Pulse Repetition Frequency Variable with Ground Speed
(PRF) (at 400 Knots, PRF is 1352

PPS)

Pulse Spectrum Bandwidth 15 MHz

Antenna Stabilizatiop Limits Up 4.5°, Down 2.5°
Azimuth ±6.75°
Roll ±3°

Swath Coverage at 60,000 Feet Mode I - 2.5 to 12.5 Miles
Mode II - lO to 20 Miles

Range Resolution <50 Feet

Azimuth Resolution <50 Feet

Azimuth Beamwidth 1.45° one way - half power

Receivers One Vertical, One Horizontal
(Hardwired to Recorder)

Recording Mode Optical and Selected Digital
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TABLE II I. - X-BAND SIDE-LOOKING RADAR SYSTEt1 PAR~'ETERS 

Transmit Frequency 

Transmit Output Power 

Transmit Polarization 

Pulse Width (half power) 

Pulse Repetition Frequency 
(PRF) 

Pulse Spectrum Bandwidth 

Antenna Stabilizatiu~ Limits 

Swath Coverage at 60,000 Feet 

Range Resolution 

Azimuth Resolution 

Azimuth Beamwidth 

Receivers 

Recording Mode 

, I 

173 

9600 MHz 

50 KW 

Selectable Horizontal 
or Vertical 

0.90 Micro-second 

Variable with Ground Speed 
(at 400 ~nots, PRF is 1352 
PP5) 

15 MHz 

Up 4.5°, Down 2.5° 
Azimuth ±6.75° 
Roll ±3° 

Mode I - 2.5 to 12.5 Miles 
Mode II - 10 to 20 Miles 

<50 Feet 

<50 Feet 

1.45° one way - half power 

One Verticai, One Horizontal 
(Hardwired to Recorder) 

Optical and Selected Digital 
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Figure 1.- Mode It dual polarized X-SAP.. 
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Figure 2.- Mode II dual polarized X-SAR. 
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Figure 3.-. _rial photograph of the Burma..A_ate.
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Figure 4.- Aerial photograph of the Ixtoc I well.
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INTERACTIONS OF SURFACES WITilTHE SOLAR PLA,_tA*

D. McKeown and C.R. Claysmith
Faraday Laboratories, La Jolla, CA

/

ABSTRACT

The induced environment is the main source of contamination on a

spacecraft. The contamination of surfaces by Volatile Condensable Ma-
terial (VOW) present on spacecraft is being studied by many investigators
both in the laboratory and space. In addition to V(_q,the space environ-
ment can also be a contributing factor in the contamination of surfaces.
We have been investigating the effects of the interaction of the solar
plasma with surfaces. Plasma particles impact at energies in the multi-
kilovolt range and penetrate and become trapped in surfaces. Results
show that protons can penetrate up to 600 monolayers into surfaces and
reach saturation concentrations of 6%.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Many _nve}tigators a[ercgnducting fundamental studies both in the
laboratory1,_,a and space",_,° on VC_Icontamination of surfaces as a
function of temperature. Measurements are being made with the Tempera-
ture-ControlledQuartz Crystal _icrobalance (TQ(_) and include quali-
tative analysis of contaminant species, adsorption and desorption rates,
sticking coefficients and changes in optical properties of surfaces.
Tbe TqX_7 was developed in 1973 by Faraday i,aboratoriesfor NASA to
monitor contamination between -60 and +I00°C in space chambers. Re-
cently, we completed construction of an extended temperature range
TQCN system for space flight having higher mass sensitivity and ground
command of temperature. Operating temperatures are attained either with
radiative coolers or thermoelectric devices. The Air Force Materials

l,aboratory has a radiatively-cooled TQ_ in flight on SCATHA8 that was
latmched on January 30, 1979. JPL has a thermoelectrically controlIed
system ready for flight on a NOAAoperational environmental satellite 9.
MSFC has both radiatively and thermoelectrically controlled systems
awaiting flight on Shuttle 10. The SCATHAsystem is shown in Fig. i.
It consists of a controller and two radiatively cooled sensor heads.
The sensors are high mass sensitive 15-bItz optically-polished quartz
crystals plated with ah_ninum.

The Principal Investigator for the SCATHAexperiment is D.F. Hall.
He has reported important data 4 on the measurement of surface contamina-
tion enhanced by spacecraft charging in the multi_ilovolt range 11. In the

* _,_pported in part by ON_ Contract N00014-78-C-0373.
, For presentation at the 11th Space Simulation Conference, Johnson

Space C_nter, Houston, TX, 23-24 Sept. 1980.
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INTERACTIONS OF SURFACES WITH TIlE SOLAR PLA9-IA * 

D. McKeown and C.R. Claysmith 
Faraday Laboratories, La Jolla, CA 

ABSTRACT 

The induced environment is the main source of contamination on a 
spacecraft. The contamination of surfaces by Volatile Condensable Ma
terial (VCMQ present on spacecraft is being studied by many investigators 
both in the laboratory and space. In addition to VOM, the space environ
ment can also be a contributing factor in the contamination of surfaces. 
We have been ihvestigating the effects of the interaction of the solar 
plasma with surfaces. Plasma particles impact at energies in the multi
kilovolt range and penetrate and become trapped in surfaces. Results 
show that protons can penetrate up to 600 monolayers into surfaces and 
reach saturation concentrations of 6%. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Many investigators are conducting fundamental studies both in the 
laboratoryl,2,3 and space4,S,o on VGM contamination of surfaces as a 
function of temperature. Measurements are being made with the Tempera
ture-Controlled Qua~tz Crystal Microbalance (TQCM) and include quali
tative analysis of contaminant species, adsorption and desorption rates, 
sticking coefficients and changes in optical properties of surfaces. 
The TQCM7 was developed in 1973 by Faraday i,Clboratories for NASA to 
monitor contamination between -60 and +100 oC in space chambers. Re
cently, we completed constmction of an extended temperature range 
TQGf system for spar:e flight having higher mass sensitivity and ground 
command of temperature. Operating temperatures are attained either with 
radiative coolers or thermoelectric devices. The Air Force Materials 
Lahoratory has a radiative1y-cooled TQ01 in flight on SCATHA8 that was 
l3lUlched on January 30, 1979. JPt has a thermoelectrically controlled 
system ready for flight on a NOAA operational environmental satellite9 
MSFC has hoth radiatively and thermoelectrically controlled systems 
awaiting flight on Shuttle10 . The SCATHA system is shown in Fig. 1. 
It consists of a controller and two radiative1y cooled sensor heads. 
The sensors are high mass sensitive IS-MHz optically-polished quartz 
crystals plated with aluminum. 

The Principal Investigator for the SCATHA experiment is D.F. Hall. 
He has reported important data4 on the measurement of surface contamina
tion enhanced hy spacecraft charging in the multildlovolt rangell. In the 

* ~l!pported in part by Of\.TR Contract N00014-78-C-0373. 
For presentation at the 11th Space Simulation Conference, Johnson 

Space C-.:nter, Houston, TX, 23-24 Sept. 1980. 
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experiment, one TQCMviews space. The other periodically views space
and the sun at 1 rpm. Data from the sun viewing TQCMis significantly
different from the TQ(_pointed into space. The mass acct_mlation rate
of the sun viewing TQCMis relatively insensitive to sensor temperatures
betweer -34 and +58°C. The space viewing TQO4temperature showed mass
accl_ulation only for temperatures below -30°C and mass desorption at
higher temperatures. The most probable reason for the difference is

solar [IV radiation modifying the contamination and increasing its de- /
sorption energy 1. Another effect that is independent of temperature
and results in mass accumulation is the penetration and trapping of solar
plasma into the alumintun surface plated onto the TQ(_. We have been in-
vestigating in the laboratory the effects impacts of protons and alpha
particles present in the solar plasma have on surfaces.

2.0 LABORATORYMFAS_2CrS

A photograph of the plasma generator used for the measurements is
sho_ in Fig. 2. A plasma is generated by first creating a narrow-energy
ion beam. Gas is fed into a flat cylindrical chamber with circular aper-
tures on the axis. Electrons from a filament are made to spiral along
this axis by an axially directed magnetic field generated by a solenoid.
The spiraling electrons collide with the neutral atoms to produce ioniza-
tion. The ions are extracted from the chamber (anode), pass through the
focusing system, a series of metal tubes separated with ceramic insula-
tors, and accelerate towards the target (cathode). The target is an alu-
mint_plated 20MHz quartz crystal for measuring mass gain or loss during
bombardment. A 20 MHz crystal was used because of its high-mass sensi-
tivity of 8 78 x 10-10g/cm2Hz needed to facilitate the measurements. The
ion impact energy is controlled by varying the target potential.

Beam flt_es of about i014 ions per second per an 2 are easily ob-
tained with any gas using this beam generator. In our experiments, only
noble gas atoms were chosen as bombarding ions for the following reasons.
Monatomic beams of s_ngly charged ions of noble gases can readily be
formed without mass analysis. They are available in pure quantities.
The range of atomic number and weight of these gases is more than adequate
for these investigations. They are inert so that reactions with surfaces
are minimized. The generator is operated in a VacIon pumped chamber.

The effects of bombarding A1 with 0.55 mA He+ at 2.5 keV is shown
in Fig. 3. During the first 55 min of impact the target increases in
mass _ecause the mass of He+ trapped in the surface was greater than the
mass of A1 eroded by sputtering. For the next 15 min, the mass gained
and lost is about equal, and the net mass change is approximately zero.
After 50 min, the target became saturated with He. The mass loss rate
is then equal to the sputtering yield of at_inum in He+.

5.0 ION-S[_,FACE INTERACTIONS

3.1 Surface Nass Loading

The penetration and trapping of ions in a solid surface shown in
Fig. 3 can be described by thc mass rate of change per unit area,
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experllnent, one TQCM views space. The other periodically views space 
and the sun at 1 rpm. Data from th~ sun viewing TQCM is significantly 
different from the TQCM pointed into space. The mass accumulation rate 
of the sun viewing T~1 is relatively insensitive to sensor temperatures 
betweer -34 and +58°C. The space viewing TQOM temperature 3howed mass 
accl~ulation only for temperatures below -30°C and mass desorption at 
higher temperatures. The most probable reason for the difference is 
solar uv radiation modifying the contamination and increasing its de
sorption energy. Another effect that is independent of temperature 
and results in mass accumulation is the penetration and trapping of solar 
plasma into the aluminum surface plated onto the TQCM. We have been in
vestigating in the laboratory the effects llnpacts of protons and alpha 
particles present in the solar plasma have on surfaces. 

2.0 LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS 

A photograph of the plasma generator used for the measurements is 
sho~TI in Fig. 2. A plasma is generated by first creating a narrow-energy 
ion beam. Gas is fed into a flat cylindrical chamber with circular aper
tures on the axis. Electrons from a filament are made to spiral along 
this axis by an axially directed magnetic field generated by a solenoid. 
The spiraling electrons collide with the neutral atoms to produce ioniza
tion. The ions are extracted from the chamber (anode), pass through the 
focusing system, a series of metal tubes separated with ceramic insula
tors, and accelerate towards the target (cathode). The target is an alu
minum plated 20 MHz quartz crystal for measuring mass gain or loss during 
bombardment. A 20 MHz crystal was used because of its high-mass sensi
tivity of 8.78 x lO-10g/cm2Hz needed to facilitate the measurements. The 
ion impact energy is controlled by varying the target potential. 

Beam fluxes of about ~014 ions per second per cm2 are easily ob
tained with any gas using this beam generator. In our experllnents, only 
noble gas atoms were chosen as bombarding ions for the following reasons. 
Monatomic beams of s1.ngly charged ions of noble gases can readily be 
formf:d without mass analysis. They are available in pure quantities. 
The nmge of atomic number and weight of these gases is more than adequate 
for these investigations. They are inert so that reactions with surfaces 
are minllnized. The generator is operated in a VacIon pumped chamber. 

The effects of bombarding Al with 0.35 rnA He+ at 2.5 keY is shown 
il1 Fig. 3. Dur ing the fi rS$ 35 min vf llnpact the target increases in 
mass r,ecause the mass of He trapped in the surface was greater than the 
mass of Al eroded by sputtering. For the next 15 min, the mass gained 
and lost is about equal, and the net mass change is approxllnately zero. 
After SO min, the target became saturated with He. The mass loss rate 
is then equal to the sputtering yield of aluminum in He+. 

3.0 ION-SlrnFACE INTERACTIONS 

3.1 Surface ~lass Loading 

The penetration and trapping of ions in a solid surface shown in 
Fig. 3 can be described by the mass rate of change per unit area, 
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dN/dt, of a target under bombardment.

d_/dt = amli - _(t)mI - _mzi (i) /

The absorptioncoefficient,a, is the fractionof incidentparticles
thatpenetrateand becometrappedin the target. The beam flux is i in
ionslcm2-s.The mass of the bombardingion and of a targetatom are,
respectively,mI and m2. The re-emissioncoefficient,B(t) is the number
of trappedparticlesre-emittedas succeedinglayerso£ targetatoms are
sputtered. The sputteringyield,_, is the numberof targetatomse-
jectedper incidention. At t = 0, _(t) = 0, and as t becomeslarge,
B(t) --ai. Once _(t) =ai, the targetwill losemass at a constantrate
due to sputtering.

3.2 Ion Penetrationinto Surfaces

To penetratebeyondthe firstlayerof atoms of a solidthe inequality

an 2/5 _ 1 (2)

must hold, otherwise the particle will orobably be reflected. The atomic
nt_nber density of the solid is n, and n2/3 represents the area n_nber
densit7 seen by the incident particle with a total binary cross section,
a. Th_s inequality is satisfied for protons and alpha particles in the
solar plasma.

A_though _e cross sections at these low energies are not known ac-
curate:y, Bohr*_ has shown a reasonable cross section to be

Z
2naoER ZIZ2 ml + m2 i (3)

am _ (Z_]3 + Z_/3)1/2 m2 _11

which is replaced by

o = nR2 (4)

whenevera >>rra_/r_2/3+ 72/3__'1 ._ _. At the lowestenergiesthe binarycol-
lisioncross sectionapproachesthe gas kineticvalue. R is the distance
of closestapproachobtainedas the solutionof

R m2E/ (mI + m2) = 2ZIZ2ERaoexp [ -R(Z_/3+ Z_/3)I/2 /ao] (S)
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dM/dt, of a target mder bombardment. 

(1) 

The absorption coefficient, a, is the fraction of incident particles 
that penetrate and become trapped in the target. The beam flux is i in 
ions/cm2-s. The mass of the bombarding ion and of a target atom are, 
respectively, m1 and m2' The re-emission coefficient, ~(t) is the number 
of trapped particles re-emitted as succeeding layers of target atoms are 
sputtered. The sputtering yield, Il, is the number of target atoms e
jected per incident ion. At t = 0, ~(t) = 0, and as t becomes large, 
~(t) -ui. Once ~(t) =ui, the tar~et will lose mass at a constant rate 
due to sputtering. 

3.2 Ion Penetration into Surfaces 

To penetrate beyond the first layer of atoms of a solid the inequality 

anZ/3 ~ 1 (2) 

must hold, otherwise the particle will probably be ref1ectecl. The atomic 
number density of the solid is n, and n2/ 3 represents the area number 
density seen by the incident particle with a total binary cross section, 
a. lnls inequality is satisfied for protons and alpha particles in the 
solar plasma. 

A;though 12e cross sections at these low ener~ies are not known ac
curate:y, Bohr has shown a reasonable cross sectIon to be 

(3) 

which is replaced by 

a = TTR2 (4) 

whenever a >>rra2/(Z2/3 + z2/3). At the lowest energies the binary col
lision cross se8tioA appro~ches the gas kir.etic value. R is the distance 
of closest approach obtained as the solution of 
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Subscripts 1 and 2 designate incident and target particles, respectively,
with E the kinetic energy, m the mass, Z the atomic number, ao the Bohr
radius and FR the Tydberg energy.

To obtain the distribution of the penetrating ions it is necessary
to consider their motion in the solid. Although the ions are probably
neutralized upon entering the solid this is expected to be of no con-
sequency since hard sphere type collisions are assumed to occur. For
protons and alpha particles, mz/m1 > 1, large angle scattering occurs
at each collision giving an erratic rectilinear path which resembles a
diffusion process. In fact, the slowing down process is treated like
that of neutrons where the particle slowing down density for a plane
flux i is

2
-X

i -rg
- e (6)

q (4nR)l/2

where R is the "Fermi age." The density q represents the number of par-
ticles per cm3 per second that slow down past an energy £ at a given
depth x in the solid. If m2/m1 > 1 the angular deflection of the inci-
dent particle from its direct'on of travel is small and the particle
straggles about the penetration depth with an approximete Gaussian dis-
tribution.

Because the notion of range is complex, it is customary to define
a linear, a vector and a projected range. The linear ":'mge is the totp.i
rectilinear path traversed by the particle to the point of stopping while
the vector range is the vector distance from point of entry into the
solid to the end point. Projection of the vector distance along a :ine
normal to the surface gives the projected range. An approximate relation
between the average linear range [RL] and the average projected range
[R9] (or mean range) was developed by Linhard and Scharff13 as

m2

for an inverse square pote',tial. For m2/m1 _ 1, approximation (7) is
quite accurate but, for m2/m1 • 1 the approximation has application to
a portion of the low energy region only.

Scattering near the end point of the particle travel is probably
a many-My collision problm, and not the binary one asstmed to obtain
the distributions discussed in the previous section. If relation (2)
is used as a necessary criterion for halting the motion of the incident
particle, the cross section must be about the gas kinetic value,
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Subscripts I and 2 designate incident and target particles, respectively, 
with E the kinetic energy, m the mass, Z the atomic number, ao the Bohr 
radius and ER the Tydberg energy. 

To obtain the distribution of the penetrating ions it is necessary 
to consider their motion in the solid. Although the ions are probably 
neutralized upon entering the solid this is expected to be of no con
sequency since hard sphere type collisjons are assumed to occur. For 
protons and alpha particles, ml,'ml > I, large angle scattering occurs 
at each collision giving an erratIC rectilinear path which resembles a 
diffusion process. In fact, the slowing down process is treated like 
that of neutrons where the particle slowing down density for a plane 
flux i is 

-i 
q = _...,;i~~e 4R 

(4TTR)l/2 
(6) 

where R is the "Fermi age." The density q represents the m.unber of par
ticles per cm3 per second that slow down past an energy F at a given 
depth x in the solid. If m2/ml > I the anguJ..:tr deflection of the inci
dent particle from its direct ~on of tra'rel is small and the particle 
straggles about the penetration depth with an approximc~e Gaussian dis
tribution. 

Because the notion of range is complex, it is custl)mary to define 
a 1 inear, a vector and a proj ected range. The linear ','mge is the tot?l 
rectilinear path traversed by the particle to the point of stopping while 
the vector range is the vector distance from point of entry into the 
solid to the end point. Projection of the vector distance along a ~ine 
normal to the surface gives the projected range. An approximate re1~tion 
between the average linear range [RLl and the average projected range 
rRpJ (or mean range) was developed by Linhard and Scharff13 as 

m 
[RLl :=:,J [IL] (1 + 1 -1.) -v ! ml (7) 

for an inverse square potelltia1. For mz/ml :s: l, approximation (7) is 
quite accurate but, for m2/m1 > 1 the approximation has application to 
a portion of the low energy region only. 

Scattering near the end point of the particle travel is probably 
a mar.y-hody collision problem and not the binary one assumed to obtain 
the distributions di£cussed in the previous section. If relation (2) 
is used as a necessary criterion for halting the motion of the incident 
particle, the cross section must he about the gas kinetic value, 
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_ 5 x 10-16cm2; cross sections of these magnitudes correspond to en-
ergies the de Brolie wave length is comparable to the lattice separation
indicating that more than__ne target atom contributes to a collision.

Andersen and SigmundI have presented a model for non-binary scat-
tering _hich is of importance at much higher energies than indicated by
(2). It recognized the fact that, with such small mean free paths, cor-
relations between successive collisions cannot be neglected in the low
energy region. The model assumed involves a set of crystal lattice
rows which are resolved into stacked syn_etric rings of atoms. The in-
cident particle moves along the s.vmnetry axis of these rings with the
projectile-ring interaction as the basic event with the ring presenting
an effective potential field to the incident atom.

If the incident particle is aligned along the symmetry axis, close
collisions become improbable because the field keeps the particle near
the symmetry axis to produce channeling. For the interpretation of pene-
tration distributions kno_en in the literature as "supertails" it is
important to investigate the low energy collisions to determine the den-
sity of vacancies, interstitials and self-interstitials created. From
this, estimates of further projectile penetration by diffusion after
the slowing down process can be made. Using a Born-Mayer potential for
each lattice atom, a new reflecting (or stopping) energy replaces the
one determined through (2) and is found to be

Rrefl _ p Ae -L/a (8)

whenever ml >> m2., Constants. p and L define the nt_nber of particles in
the ring and radxous of the ring element; A and a are the potential
parameters. Reflection energies given by (8) are somewhat higher than
that fotmd through (2); for alpha partic!es in heavy materials, typical
estimates are 510 eV.

3.3 Diffusion of Trapped Particles

Channeling explains the penetration to ranges of a few microns for
particles in the keV range but "supertails" extend to depths of several
microns. A possible explanation to these deep penetrations is the steady
state diffusion approach of Sparks 15. He assumes the diffusion of vacan-
cies and self-interstitials created by the incident particles is unaf-
fected by the relatively small number of implanted ions. With the bom-
barding particles forming substitutionals through the annihilation of
vacancies two general forms of the integral penetration distributions,
ns(X), result Mlich may be expressed as

ns(X) m exp[-k(x-I)] ; x > 1 (9)
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cr ~ 5 x IO-16cm2; cross sections of these ma~nitudes correspond to en
ergies the de Brolie wave length is comparable to the lattice separation 
indicating that more thanl~ne target atom cOfitributes to a collision. 

Andersen and SigmunJ have present~d a model for non-binary scat
tering ~hich is of importance at much higher energies than indicated by 
(2). It recognized the fact that, with such small mean free paths, cor
relations between successive collisi~ns cannot be neglected in the low 
energy region. The model assumed involves a set of crystal lattice 
rows which are resolved into st~cked 3ymmetric rings of atoms. The in
cident particle moves along the symmetry axis of these rings with the 
projectile-ring interaction as the basic event with the ring presenting 
an effective potential field to the incident atom. 

If the incident particle is aligned along the symmetry axis, close 
collisions hecome improhable ber.ause the field keeps the particle near 
the symmetry axis to produce channeling. For the interpretation of pene
tration distributions known in the literature as "supertails" it is 
important to investigate the low energy collisions to determine the den
sity of vacancies, interstitials and se1f-interstitials created. From 
this, estimates of further projectile penetration by diffusion after 
the slowing down process can be made. lJsing a Born-Mayer potential for 
each lattice atom, a new reflecting (or stopping) energy replaces the 
one determined through (2) and is found to be 

-L/a Rrefl ~ p Ae (8) 

whenever ml »mZ' Constants p and L define the number of particles in 
the ring and radlous of the ring element; A and a are the potential 
parameters. Reflection energies given by (8) are somewhat higher than 
that fOlmd through (2); for alpha part.icles in heavy materials, typical 
estimates are 5·10 eVe 

3.3 Diffusion of Trapped Particles 

Channeling explains the penetration to ranges of a few microns for 
particles in the keV range hut "supertails" extend to depths of several 
microns. A possihle explanation tp these deep penetrations is the steady 
stat~ diffusion approach of Sparks S. He aSSl~es the diffusion of vacan
cies and self-interstitials created by the incident particles is unaf
fected by the relatively small m~her of implanted h.ms. With the bom
harding particles forming substitutionals through the annihilation of 
vacancies two general forms of the integral penetration distrihutions, 
ns(x) , result which may be expressed as 

ns(x) SI::l exp[-kex- 1)] ; x> 1 (9) 
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and

d2 �ns(X) _ (x - l + d)2 ; x> I . (10)

The constant d depends upon the vacancy density interstitial density
and the diffusion coefficient; l is located approximately at the edge
of the stopping region. Distribution (10) normally occurs if vacancies
and self-interstitials are created and annihilated in pairs. For dis-
tribution (9) to obtain the vacancies, the self-interstitials must be
created at different rates which means that most of the interstitials

must be of the bombarding particle type. /

4.0 ION-BOMBARI_NTOFALUMINI_

Laboratory measurements were made on alt_nintnn to determir,, the
effect the ions present in the solar plasma have on low atomic weight
surfaces. The main constituents of the plasma are proton and alpha
particlesl6 having energies in the multikilovolt range. Heavier ions,
such as iron, were not considered because their densities are too low
to produce measurable effects.

Once the protons penetrate the surface, little will diffuse out
because of the affinity of al_ninum for hydrogen 17. Any alpha particles
that penetrate the surface will readily diffuse out because of the inert
nature of helium. The principle effect of alpha impacts will be that
of sputte:'ing the surface.

To determine the saturation concentration of protons for aluminum,
the distribution function q given by (6) can be used. The distribution
is for the case m1 > m2. It has a maximum near the surface because of
large angle scattering that occurs for the case in which the incident
particle mass m1 is less than the target atom mass m2.

The mean penetration depth [RD] of the particles needed to scale
the distribution function can be fbund from the p - ¢ relationship of
Lindhard and Scharff,18 which relates the range-energy of particles
in solids:

A2 A1

+ 2 (11)

33 A2
= E1 (12)

ZIE2(Z_/3 + Z_/3) 1/2 A1 * A2
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and 

d2+r 
ns (x) RS ------::2~ 

(x 1 + d) +r 
x > 1 • (10) 

The constant d depends upon the vacancy density interstitial density 
and the diffusion coefficient; 1 is located approximately at the edge 
of the stopping regj~n. Distribution (10) normally occurs if vacancies 
and self-interstitials are created and annihilated in pairs. For dis
tribution (9) to obtain the vacancies, the self-interstitials must be 
created at different rates which ~eans that most of the interstitials 
must be of the bombarding particle type. 

4.0 !ON-BCMBARrnENf OF ALUMINlf.1 

Laboratory measurements were made on aluminum to determir •. the 
effect the ions present in the solar plasma have on low atomic weight 
surfaces. The main constituents of the plasma are proton and alpha 
particles16 having energies in the multikilovolt range. Heavier ions, 
such as iron, were not considered because their densities are too low 
to produce measurable effects. 

Once the protons penetrate the surface, little will diffuse out 
because of the affinity of al'uminum for hydrogenl/ . Any alpha particles 
that penetrate the surface will readily diffuse out because of tr.e inert 
nature of helium. The principle effect of alpha impacts will be that 
of sputte:-ing the surface. 

To determine the saturation concentration of protons for aluminum, 
the distribution function q given by (6) can be used. The distribution 
is for the case ml > mZ' It has a maximum near the surface because of 
large angle scattering that occurs for the case in which the incident 
particle mass ml is less than the target atom mass mZ' 

The mean penetration depth [Rn1 of the particles needed to scale 
the distribution function can be £bund from the p - ~ relationship of 
Lindhard and Scharff ,18 which relates the range-energy of particles 
in solids: 

A2 
p = ~(l - K) 

1 

e = 

166 

33 A2 

Z Z (Z2/3 + Z22/3)1/2 A A 1211+ 2 
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where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the incident ion and the target
atom, and E l is the energy of impact in keY.

Davie's group has sb_wn that the p - ¢ re!_tionship is accurate to
about 20% for ¢ < 10. Values for p, knowing ¢, have been plotted by
them for 0< ¢ < 10 and 0< p < 100.19

The absorption coefficient a was found, experimentally, to be about
0.01.

The velocity v at which the surface is sputtered was calculated
using a yield, for A1 in He+ is the same _s that for He++ (alpha par-
ticles). Fxperimentally, the yield for He+ at 8 keV was found to be

0.3. The average erosion velocity of AI using these yields for He + andHe++ is v _ 10- on/hr. By assuning that diffusion is zero, the satura-
tion concentration of trapped hydrogen in ahmintun was found.

The saturation distribution of hydrogen in air,ninths, in hydrogen

atoms per altunint_n atom NH/NA1, is sho_ in Fig. 4.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

A spacecraft traveling beyond the magnetosphere passes into the
tenuous upper atmosphere of the sun known as the solar plasma. The
plasma is composed mainly of electrons, protons, and alpha particles.
Protons and alpha particles will impact at energies ranging up to 10
keV during periods of a quiet run and approximately 20 keV during solar
activity.16

Low atomic _eight metal surfaces will be damaged by the penetration
and trapping of protons. Surface properties would be affected by the
formation of hydrides in concentrations approaching 6%. It will take
several vea,'s before surface properties would be significantly affected
because of the low density of protons in the solar plasma. Damage
would be accelerated during solar activity and for spacecraft passing
near the sun.

Effects on nonconducting materials such as plastics, which are
composed of large amounts of hydrogen, will be more pronounced because
most of the plasma will be absorbed. For these materials, changes
would become apparent in a few years. The protons and alpha particles
that penetrated these surfaces will displace surface atoms. It takes
about 25 eV to displace an atom from its lattice point20. In a year
the plasma will produce about 1017 atomic displacements. In surface
coatings, the displacements will produce discoloration through the
creation of color centers and effect the solar absorptance.
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where the subscripts 1 and ~ refer to the incident ion and the target 
atom, Jnci L1 is the energy of impact in K~V. 

Davie1s group has sh0'wn that the p - € r~l~tionship is accurate to 
:-!lJout 20% for € < 10. Values for p, knowing €, have been plotted by 
them for 0 < € < 10 and 0 < p < 100.19 

The absorption coefficient a was found, I~xperimentai.ly, !0 be about 
o.o!. 

The velocity v at which the surface is sputtered was calculated 
using a yield, for Al in He+ is the same 1S that for He++ (alpha par
ticles). Fxperimentally, the yield for !1e+ at 8 keY was found to be 
0.3 .. The average erosion veloci~y of AJ u~ing ~hes~ yields for He+ and 
He++ IS v~ 10-Bcm/hr. By assumIng that dIffusIon IS zero, the satura
tion concentration of trapped hydrogen in aluminum was found. 

The saturation distribution of hydrogen in aluminum, in hydrogen 
atoms per aluminum atom NH/NAl' is sho~n in Fig. 4. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

A spacecraft traveling beyond the magnetosphere passes into the 
tenuous upper atmosphere of the sun known as the s0lar plasma. The 
plasma is composed mainly of electrons, protons, and alpha particles. 
Protons and alpha particles will impact at energies ranging up to 10 
keY during periods 01 a quiet run and approximately 20 keY during solar 
activity.16 

Low atomic weight metal surfaces will be damaged by the pe-letration 
and trapping of protons. Surface properties would be affected by the 
formation of hydrides in concentrations approaching 6%. It will take 
several ye~:cs before surface properties would be significantly affected 
hec~~se of the low density of protons in the solar plasma. Damage 
would be accelernted during solar activity and for spacecraft passing 
near the sun. 

Effects on nonconducting materials such as plastics, which are 
composed of large amounts of hydrogen, 'viII be more pronounced because 
most of the plasma will he absorbed. For these materials, changes 
would hecom~ apparent in a few years. The protons and alpha particles 
that penetrated these surfaces will displace surface atoms. It takes 
about 2S eV to displace an atom from its latti~e point20 . In a year 
the plasma will produce about 1017 atomic displacements. In surface 
coatings, the displacements will produce discoloration through the 
creation of color centers and effect the solar absorptance. 
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STS-1 MISSION CONTAMINATION EVALUATION APPROACH

Stephen Jacobs,* Dr. Horst Ehlers,* and Edgar R. Miller**

ABSTRACT

The Space Transportation System I miszion will be the first opportu-

nity to assess the induced environment of the Orbiter payload bay region.

Two tools have been developed to aid in this assessment. The Shuttle

Payload Contamination Evaluation computer program has been developed to

provide an analytical tool for prediction of the induced molecular contam-

ination environment of the Space Shuttle Orbiter during its onorbit opera-
tions. An Induced Environment Contamination Mo_.itor has been constructed

and tested to measure the Space Shuttle Orbiter contamination environment

inside the payload bay during ascent an_ de-Qcent and inside and outside

the payload bay during the onorbit phase. Measurements will be performed

during the four Orbital FligI_t Test series, Measurements planned for th_

first flight have been described and predicted environmental data have

been discussed in detail. The results indicate that the expected data are

within the measurement range of the Induced Environment Contamination Moni-

tor instruments evaluated for this paper, and therefore it is expected that
useful contamination environmental d__ta will be available after the first

flight.

INTRODTTCTION

I

Several aspects of the upcoming Space Transportation System I (STS-I)

mission, _ich will be the initial launch, onorbit, and entry exposure of

the Space Shuttle Orbiter to the space environment, are important to con-

sider from a payload exposure standpoint. The Space Shuttle system was

" developed with the objective of providing a minimal contamination environ-

ment together with a versatile Earth-orbital payload delivery system and

experimentation base. Many payloads already d_termined and many being

considered for Shuttle-based operations ace very sensitive to spacecraft-

induced environmental contaminants. In addition, the multiple-reuse capa-

bility of tile Space Shuttle necessitates unique considerations for payloads.

The induced environment of the Orbiter payload bay will be assessed

for the STS-I mission. Specific plans developed for the STS-I mission are

based on a multiphase approach philosophy that consists of (I) development

of the contr:minat_on math model, (2) development of the contamination meas-

urement instrumentation, (3) prediction of contamination, (4) measurement

of co1_tamination, (5) correlation of predictions and measurements, (6) up-

date of the modeling process, and (7) application of the updated model to

predict the induced contamination environment of future missions.

*NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center_ Houston, Texas.

**NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
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STS-l MISSION C~NTAMINATION EVALUATION APPROACH 

Stephen Jacobs,* Dr. Horst Ehlers,* and Edgar R. Miller** 

ABSTRACT 

The Space Transportation System 1 mi~~ion will be the fir~t opportu
nity to assess the induced environment of the Orbiter payload bay region. 
T\-'O tools have been developed tu aid in this assessment. The Shuttle 
Payload Contamination Evaluation computer program has been developed to 
provide an analytical tool for prediction of the induced molecular contam
ination environment of the Spuce Shuttle Orbiter during its onorbit opera
tions. An Induced Environment Contamination Monitor has been constructed 
and tested to measure the Space Shuttle Orbiter contamination environment 
inside the payload bay during asc€~t ~~d de!~~"t and inside and outside 
the payload bay during the onorbit phase. Measurements will be performed 
during t~e four Orbital Flig'lt Test series, Measurements planned for tht' 
first flight have been described and predicted environmental data have 
been discussed in detail. The results indicate that the ex~ected data are 
within the measurement range of the Induced Environment Contamination Moni
tor instruments evaluated for this paper, and therefore it is expected that 
useful contamination environmental d~ta will be available after the first 
flight. 

INTRODIlCTION 

Se'leral aspects of the upcoming Space Transportation System 1 (STS-U 
mission, ,.Klich will he the initial launch, onorbit, and entry exposure of 
the Space Shuttle Orbiter to the space environment, .lre important to con
sider from a payload exposure standpoint. The Space Shuttle system was 
developed with the objective of providing a minimal contamiMtion environ
ment together with a versatile Earth-orbital payload delivery system and 
experimentation base. Many payloads already d~termined and many being 
considered for Shuttlp-based operations Rce very sensitive to spacecraft
induced environmental contaminants. In addition, the multiple-reuse capa
bility of the Space Sh~ttle necessitates unique considerations for payloads. 

The induced environment of the Orbiter payload bay wi.ll be .1ssessed 
for th~ STS-l mission. Specific plans developed fo~ the STS-l mission are 
based on a multiphase apprnach philosophy that consists of (1) development 
of the contr:mination math model, (2) development of the contamination meas
urelllent instrumentation, (3) prediction of contamination, (4) measurement 
of cOIHamination, (5) correlation of prediction:; and measurements, (6) up
date of the modeling pL0~ess, and (7) application of the updated model to 
predict the induced contamination environment of future missions. 

-----*-NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space C~nter, Houston, Texas. 
**NASA Marshall Spac~ Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. 
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This paper describes the contamination math model used in making pre-
flight predictions and discusses _redictions made for STS-I, describes the
inst:umentation that will be used in performing contamination measurements,
and outlines the method for correlating predictions and measurements to
assess overall mission contamination.

CONTAMINATION MODEL

/

Model Background

The Shuttle Payload Contamination Evaluation (SPACE) computer program
was developed to provide an analytical tool with which to predict the ex-
ternal induced molecular contaminant environment of the Space Shuttle
Orbiter during onorbit operations. It has been developed over a period of
several years at Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver Division, under contract

to the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC). The SPACE program mathe-
matically synthesizes the induced environment for the six major contaminant
sources: (I) nonmetallic maLerials outgassing (i.e., the long-term bulk
mass loss of material upon exposure to space vacuum), (2) early desorption
from external surfaces (i.e., the i:_tial high mass loss of absorbed and
adsorbed volatiles, gases, and liquids), (3) cabin atmosphere leakage from
pressurized crew compartments, (4) two supplemental flash evaporator vent
effluents, (5) thirty-eight 3.9-kilonewton (870-pound) reaction control
system (RCS) thrusters, and (6) six C.i-kJtonewton (25-pound) vernier con-
trol system (VCS) thrusters Other sources can be easily added to the
model.l, 2 The SPACE program predicts surface deposition and return flux
(RF) on surfaces with up co 2_-steradian field-of-view molecular densi-
ties, and molecular number column densities (NCD) (which is the integrated
density along a line of sight to infinity) for 17 lines of sight. Included
in the model are a definition of Orbiter geometry (approximately 300 nodes);
viewfactors between modeled surfaces and points along the 17 limes of sight;
Orbiter source characteristics such as mass loss/emission rates, time and
temperature dependence, and sticking coefficient; and effects such as sur-
face _eflection/re-emission, return flux/ambient scattering, return flux/
self-scattering and surface deposition.

Updatin_ and Modeling for STS-I

The SPACE program has been updated in several areas to increase its
capability for contsminatiGn assessment of STS-I. The first of these

changes has encompassed surface contamination exchange in the payload bay;

this update ultimately has taken the form of an "unlimited surface" multi-

reflection capability w_th an approximate step solution. The model has

also been updated to increase data handling and presentation; this update

includes additions to the number of lines of sight from 17 to 25 in the

far field as well as modification of the point matrix to include 50 lines

of sight with 1.0 meter resolution in the near vicinity (<16 meters) of

the Shuttle Orbiter. A special program has also been incorporated into
SPACE to provide a variety of plotting capabilities.
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This paper describes the contamination math model used in making pre
flight predictions and discusses predictions made for STS-I, describes the 
inst:umentation that will be used in performing contamination measurements, 
and outlines the method for correlating predictions and measurements to 
asses~ overall mission contamination. 

CONTAMINATION MODEL 

Model Background 

The Shuttle ~ayload Contamination Evaluation (SPACE) computer program 
was developed to provide an analytical tool with which to predict the ex
ternal induced molecular contaminant environment of the Space Shuttle 
Orbiter durin~ onorbit operations. It has been dev~loped over a period of 
several years at Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver Division, under ~ontract 
to the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC). The SPACE program mathe
matically synthesizes the induced environment for the six major contaminant 
sources: (1) nonmetallic maLcrials outgassing (i.e., the l~ng-term bulk 
mass loss of material upon exposure to space vacuum), (2) early desorption 
from external surfaces (i.e., the i~;tial high mass loss of absorbed and 
adsorbed volatiles, gases. and liquids), (3) cabin atmosphere leakage from 
pressurized crew compartments, (4) two supplemental flash evaporator vent 
effluenls, (5) thirty-eight 3.9-kilonewton (870-pound) reaction control 
system (RCS) thrusters, and (6) six C.~-kjlonewton (25-pound) vernier con
trol srstem (VCS) thrusters. Other sources ran be easily added to the 
m~del. ,2 The SPACE program predicts surface deposition and return flux 
(RF) on surfaces with up to 2n-steradian field-of-view molecular densi
ties, and molecular number column densities (NCD) (which is the j.ntegrated 
density along a line of sight to infinity) for 17 lines of sight. Included 
in the model are a definition of Orbiter geometry (approximately 300 nodes); 
viewfactors between modeled surfaces and points along the 17 ILles of sight; 
Orbiter source characteristics such as mass loss/emission rates, time and 
temperature dependence, and sticking coefficient; and effects such as sur
face reflection/re-emission, return flux/ambient scattering, return flux/ 
self-scattering and surface deposition. 

Updatinf, and Modeling for STS-I 

The SPACE program has been updated in several areas to increase its 
capability for contamination assessment of STS-I. The first of these 
changes has encompassed surtace contamination exchange in the payload bay; 
this update ultimately has taken the form of an "unlimited surface" multi
reflection capability with an approximate step solution. The model has 
also been updated to increase data handling and presentation; this update 
includes additions to the number of lines of sight from 17 to 25 in the 
far field as well as modification of the point matrix to include 50 lines 
of sight with 1.0 meter resolution in the near vicinity «16 meters) of 
the Shuttle Orbiter. A special program has also been incorporated into 
SPACE to provide a variety of plotting capabilities. 
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In addition, the SPACE computer program has encompassed the modeling
of the STS-1 configuration in the Orbiter payload bay, including the In-
duced Environment Contamination Monitor (IECM), the instrument package
used to measure the contamination environment. Figure I shows the geo-

metric modeling of the STS-1 payload configuration. This configuration
is made up of the three development flight instrumentation (DFI) packages
and the IECM package, which includes the quartz crystal mlcrobalances
(QCM's) and the mass spectrometer (MS) to be used for the STS-1 mission
analysis. These instruments and others on the IECM will be discussed in
more detail. /

CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

IECM System and Instruments

In this section, the IECM system and instruments are reviewed in out-

line f_rm and the associated STS-I operations are discussed. The IECM

(fig. 2) is a self-contained (with the exception of Orbiter power and one

astronaut-operated switch) minimum-interface payload. The instrument
weighs 360 kilograms and is 124 centimeters long, 190 centimeters wide,

and 79 centimeters high, corresponding to Orbiter X, Y, and Z axes, respec-
tively. The extruded aluminum framework houses I0 STS-I instruments, the

data system, the tape recorder, the power distributor, the voltage regula-

tor, and the batteries.

Thermal control of the IE(_iwill be accomplished through a combina-

tion of passive and active means. The surfaces of the IECM will be pas-

sively cooled through radiation exchange from the 3/8-inch-thick aluminum
baseplate and the aluminum side and bottom baffles. External panels are

coated with S-13g LO. Ten 28-V dc electrical heaters are used to maintain

thermal control during the cold case. Table I gives the physical and per-
formance characteristics of the IECM instruments. In addition to standard

instrument calibration, a special calibration using typical STS materials

is being performed for the mass spectrometer at the University of Michigan,

Space Physics Research Laboratories. The response of the IECM mass spec-

trometer to the outgasslng of these materials will be compared to that of

a laboratory mass spectrometer.

Each instrument and component was qua!; fled and tested under vacuum

conditions, individually and again with the sys==m in the final configura-

tion. The major system qualificat.ion tests consisted of temperature cy-

cling, vibration, electromagnetic interference, thermal vacuum, and out
gassing. Worst-ease thermal vacuum testing was performed d_ring September

1979 t_ confirm the thermal design. Included in these tests were hot-ease

onorbit, cold-case onorbit, and hot-c..se descent and postlanding. The

IECM performed well during these tests after initial minor problems _ere

corrected, without exceeding design temperature limits on critical compo-

nents (i.e., batteries, data acquisition and control system, voltage reg-

ulator, and power distributor) or on the scientific instruments.
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In addition, the SPACE computer program has encompassed the modeling 
of the STS-l configuration in the Orbiter payload bay, including the In
duced Environment Contamination Monitor (IEeM), the instrument package 
used to measure the contamination environment. Figure 1 shows the geo
metric modeling of the STS-l payload configuration. This configuration 
is made up of the three development flight instrumentation (DFI) packages 
and the IECH package, which includes the quartz crystal microbalances 
(QCH's) and the mass spectrometer (MS) to be used for the STS-l mission 
analysis. These instruments and others on the IECH will be discussed in 
more detail. 

CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS 

IECH System and Instruments 

In this section, the IEeM system and instruments are reviewed in out
line f~rm and the associated STS-l operations are discussed. The IECH 
(fig. 2) is a self-contained (with the exception of Orbiter power and one 
astronaut-operated switch) minimum-interface payload. The instrument 
weighs 360 kilograms and is 124 centimeters long, j:)O centimeters wide, 
and 79 centimeters high, corresponding to Orbiter X, Y, and Z axes, respec
tively. The extruded aluminum framework houses 10 STS-l instruments, the 
data system, the tape recorder, the power distributor, the voltage regula
tor, and the batteries. 

Thermal control of the IECH will be accomplished through a combina
tion of passive and active means. The surfaces of the IECM will be pas
sively cooled through radiation exchange from the 3/8-inch-thick aluminum 
baseplate and the aluminum sid~ and bottom baffles. External panels are 
coated with S-13g LO. Ten 28-V dc electrical heaters are used to maintain 
thermal control during the cold case. Table I gives the physical and per
formance characteristics of the IEeM instruments. In addition to standard 
instrument calibration, a special calibration using typical STS materials 
is being performed for the mass spectrometer at the University of Michigan, 
Space Physics Research Laboratories. The response of the IEeM mass spec
trometer to the outgassing of these materials will be compared to that of 
a laboratory mass spectrometer. 

Each instrument and component was qu~l;fied and tested under vacuum 
conditions, individually and again with the sys~~m in the final configura
tion. The major system qualificat·ion tests consistt:ti of temperature cy
cling, vibration, electromagnetic interference, thermal vacuum, and out
gassing. Worst-case thermal VAcuum testing was performed d~ring September 
1979 t> confirm the thermal design. Included in these tests ~re hot-case 
onorbit, cold-case onorbit, and hot-c .. se descent and postlanding. The 
IEeM performed well during these tests after initial minor problems were 
corrected, without exceeding design temperature limits on critical compo
nents (i.e., batteries, data acquisition and control system, voltage reg
ulator, and power distributor) or on the scientific instruments. 
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IECM Operat ions

The IECM was designed to monitor payload-bay contamination at its
location in the cargo bay during all phases of the STS-I mission, incl_,d-

ing ground operations. The IEO_ will be operational before the STS-I mis-

sion in the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) after final "cleanup" of the
payload bay and before payload bay door closure. At least two sets of

measurements will be _ade on the launch pad to obtain the integrated envi-
ronmental effects of the Orbiter transfer _.rom the OPF to the Vertical

Assembly Building (VAB) and to the launch pad as well as to obtain envl- /
ronmental data on the pad facility itself. Other useful data will be taken

by the IEC: during this time frame coincidental with other checkouts and
tests.

Ascent measurements begin with the IECM launch mode signal, which

turns on the cascade impactor, the dewpoint hygrometer, the humidity mon-
itor and the air sampler. Ascent measurements end with the onorbit signal

to the IECM, at which time the onorbit-phase measurements begin. For the
STS-I mission, the mass spectrometer will scan from I to 150 amu (atomic

mass units) iu 300 seconds and then remain for an equal time period
(300 seconds) on the water peak (18 amu). This operational mode was

selected because of the importance of water as a potential contaminant.

This cycle is repeated for the duration of the onorbit phase (more than
200 spectra). See figure 3.

The onorbit signal also begins the preprcgramed temperature-controlled
quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM) temperature cycling routine designed to

obtain information on mass condensation at temperatures of 303, 273, 243,

and 213 K (30°, 0°, -30°, and -60 ° C) for 90 minutes at each temperature
with a 353 K (80° C) 30-minute cleanup cycle between each successive set-

ting. At the end of the 213 K (-60° C) setting, the TQCM's are driven to
243, 273, and 303 K (-30°, 0°, and 30° C) at 30-minute intervals to meas-

ure discrete evaporation of condensed materials. The cycle is then re-

peated throughout the mission. Figure 4 shows one cycle of the TQCM tem-

perature sequence.

In preparation for descent be_re payload bay door closure, the astro-
naut actuates the mass spectrometer s_'itch, which turns the instrument off

and mechanically seals the unit against repressurization. Upon receipt of
the deorbit command, the IE{24 turns off tge _amera photometers and turns

on the cascade impactor, dewpoint hygrometer, humidity monitor, and air

sampler. The air pumps for the latter instr ments are turned on at about

an 18-kilometer altitude by timing from the deorbit signal.

This paper has, by design, been lir_ited to discussing primarily the
mass spectrometer and the QCM's. The other instrumentation is discussed

in more detail in references 3 and 4. In addition, the IECM instruments

previously mentioned and the operation of the IECM after landing are dis-

cussed. (The IECM continues to operate in the descent mode for about

I hour after landing to obtain data on the postlanding environment.) Ref-

erence 4 also contains a discussion of the IECM systems and thermal design.
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IECH Operations 

The IEeM was designed to monItor payload-bay contamination at its 
location in the cargo bay during ail phases of the STS-l mission, incl~d
ing ground operations. The lEeM will be operational before the STS-l mis
sion in the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) after final "cleanup" of the 
payload bay and before payload bay do~r cl~sure. At least two sets of 
measurements will be ~ade on the launch pad to obtain the integrated envi
ronmental effects of the Orbiter transfer ~rom the OPF to the Vertical 
Assembly Building (VAB) and to the launch pad as well as to obtain envi
ronmental data on the pad facility itRelf. Other useful data will be taken 
by the IE~: during this time frame coincidental with other checkouts and 
tests. 

Ascent measurements begin with the IECH launch mode signal, which 
turns on the cascade impactor, the dewpoint hygrometer, the humidity mon
itor and the air sampler. Ascent measurements end with the onorbit signal 
to the IECM, at which time the onorb it-phase measurements begin. For the 
STS-l mission, the mass spectrometer will scan from 1 to 150 amu (atomic 
mass units) ill 300 seconds and then remain for an equal time period 
(300 seconds) on the water peak (IS amu). This operational mode was 
selected because of the importance of water as a potential contaminant. 
This cycle is repeated for the duration of the onorbit phase (more than 
200 spectra). See figure 3. 

The onorbit signal ~lso begins the preprcgramed temperature-controlled 
quartz crystal microbalance (TQeM) temperature cycling routine designed to 
obtain information on mass condensati~n at temperatur~s of 303, 273, 243, 
and 213 K (30 0 , 00, -300 , and -60 0 C) for 90 minutes at each temperature 
with a 353 K (SOO C) 3D-minute cleanup cycle between each successive set
ting. At the end of the 213 K (-600 e) setting, the TQCH's are driven to 
243, 273, and 303 K (-30 0 , 00 , and 30 0 e) at 3D-minute intervals to meas
ure discrete evaporation of condensed materials. The cycle is then re
peated throughout the n.i ssion. Figure 4 shows one c~'c Ie of the TQCH tem
perature sequence. 

In preparation for descent bef~re payload bay door closure, the astro
naut actuates the mass spectrometer s ... ·itch, which turns the instrument off 
and mechanically seals the unit against repressurization. Upon receipt of 
the deorbit command, the IECH turns off t,e ramera photometers and turns 
on the cascade impactor, dewpoint hygrometer. humidity monitor, And air 
sampler. The air pumps for the latter instr'ments are turned on at about 
an IS-kilometer altitude by timing from the deorbit signal. 

This paper has, by design, b\~en limited to discussing primarily the 
mass spectrometer and the QCM's. The other instrumentation is discu~sed 
in more detail in references 3 and 4. In addition, the rEeM instruments 
previously mentioned and the operation of the IEeM after landing are dis
cussed. (The IEeM continues to operate in the descent mode for about 
1 hour after landing to obtain data on the postlanding environment.) Ref
erence 4 also contains a discussion of the IEeM systems and thermal design. 
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References 5 and 6 concern the TQCM, the cryogenic quartz crystal micro- I
balance (CQQ_), and the mass spectrometer, giving greater detail about
these instruments for which the onorbit modeling validation will heavily

depend.

CONTAMINATION ASSESSMENT /

The SPACE math model (the contamination predictive tool) and the IECM
instrumentation (the contamination measurement tool) have been described.

In this section, the use of these primary tools to assess the Sl_-I contam-
ination levels will be discussed.

STS-I Mission Conditions

There are various STS-I parameters and assumptions that have been

made for premission contamination predictions. The first series of these
can be classified as operational flight requirements 7 and include

I. A 280-kilometer (150-nautical-mile) circular-orbit altitude

2. A launch inclination of between 32° and 42 °

3. A 54-hour flight duration

4. A beta (Sun) angle not to exceed 60°

5. Payload bay to earth, which is referred to as Z local vertical

(ELV) and the main (X) axis perpendicular to the orbital plane (POP)

exccpt as required for operational or test activ_tles

The STS-I operational requirements lead to the establishment of -er-
rain conditions that have a significant influence on the amount of contami-

nation detected by the IE(_iinstruments.

I. The ambient atmospheric density is assumed to be the "meJivd" den-

sity at a 280-kilometer (150-nautical-mile) altitude. The return fJl_ is
due to collisions between induced contamination molecules and ambient envi-

ronment molecules and is devsity dependent.

2. During the relatively long periods of ZLV attitude9 the Orbiter

thermal protection system (TPS) temperatuzes tend to lev_l out, avoiding

temperature extremes. As a _sult9 outgassing rates for exterior surfaces
are nominal. Also, Orbiter surfaces do not reach temperatures low enough

for H20 condensation (ice buildup) for any significant period of time;

therefore_ H20 is readily reflected.

3. The ambient molecule -eiocity vecto_ (V) is perpendicular to the

Orbiter Z-axis during periods of Orbiter ELV attitude. This case is of
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References 5 and 6 concern the TQCM, the cryogenic quartz crystal micro
balance (CQCH) , and the mass spectrometer, giving greater detail about 
these instruments for which the onorhit modeling validation will heavily 
depend. 

CONTAMINATION ASSESSMENT 
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The SPACE math model (the contamination predictive tool) and the IECK 
instrumentation (the contamination measurement tool) have been described. 
In this section, the use of these primary tools to assess the Srs-l contam
ination levels will b~ discussed. 

STS-l Mis~ion Condit.ions 

Th2re are various STS-l parameters and assumptions that have been 
made for premission contamination predictions. The first series of these 
can be classified as operational flight requirements 7 and include 

1. A 280-kilometer (ISO-nautical-mile) circular-orbit altitude 

2. A launch inclination of bet~een 32 0 and 42 0 

3. A 54-hour flight duration 

4. A beta (Sun) angle not to exceed 60 0 

5. Payload bay to earth, which £s refprred to as Z local vertical 
(ZLV) and the main (X) axis perpendicular to the orbital plane (POP) 
except as required for operational or test activ~ties 

The STS-l operational requirements lead to the establiRhment of ~er

tain conditions that ha~e a significant influence on the amount of contami
nation detected by the lECK instruments. 

1. The ambient atmospheric dens! ty is assumed to be the "meHI' L1" den
sity at a 280-kilometer (ISO-nautical-mile) 31 titude. The return fJ Ille is 
due to collisions between induced contamination molecules and ambient envi
ronment molecules and is del~sity dependent:. 

2. D~~ing the relatively long periods of ZLV attitude, the Orbiter 
thermal prot~ction system (TPS) temperatures tend to lev~l out, avoiding 
temperature extremes. As ~ L~sult, outgassing rates for exterior surfaces 
are nomina'.. Also, Orbiter surfaces do not reach temperatL'.res low enough 
for H20 condensation (ice buildup) for any significant period of time; 
therefore, H20 is readily reflected. 

3. The ambient molecule ueio.:.ity vectol- (V) is perpendicular to the 
Orbiter Z-axis during pel'~ods of Orbiter ,;LV attitude. This case is of 
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special interest due to its relatively long duration during the flight.
The case of maximum return flux (V parallel to Orbiter Z-axis) is evaluated

for comparison (worst case).

In addition, there are other parameters that influence the measure-

ment and prediction of contamination levels. For example, IECM instrument

operation, performance, and output depend significantly on the position of

(I) payload bay doors and payload bay vent doors and (2) Orbiter elevon.

Open payload bay door conditions permit unrestri=Led onorbit instru-
/

ment operation. However, when the _ayload be7 doors are closed even for a

short period of time, the gas pressure within the bay can rise to an unac-

ceptable level at which the iECM mass spectrometer characteristics are

changed and, possibly, to the point at which the mass spectrometer is dam-

aged. Even though the vent doors will remain open, the mass spectrometer
is not scheduled to be operational until after the early door closings.

The payload bay door_ are open during the remainder of the onorbit period

except for the "de,:bit rehearsal" period (fig. 3), when they will be

closed preparatory to potential re-entry. Since the vent doors will be

closed during this period, the mass svectrometer will be turned off to

prevent damage. The other IECM instruments will continue to operate in
nominal or orbit mode during this time.

The e!evon, as a portion of the wing, contributes to the reflection

of molecules from the RCS/VCS engines and the flash evaporator plume. For

purposes of analytical prediction of the contamination environment for this

flight, the elevon is assumed to be in the nominal position ( 0° angle).

To complete the definition of the parameters necessary for contamina-

tion predictions, the specific Orbiter sources and contamination measure-
ment instrumentation sensors valid for the STS-I mission are discussed

briefly.

Table 3 lists the species, the effluent rate, the duration, and the

approximate time line for the major Orbiter contaminant sources of early

desorption, outgassing, cabin atmosphere leakage, the 3.9-kilonewton

(870-pound) RCS en$i_es, the l-kilonewton (25-pound) VCS engines, the

Orbiter maneuvering system (OMS) engines, and the primary water sources
(the flash evaporator vents, the potable (supply) water dump, and the
waste water dump).

The contamination measurement capability on the STS-1 consists of the
IECM mounted in the payload bay, as previously mentioned. The instruments
on the "top" surface of the iECM (fig. 2) are pointing in the Orbiter +Z
direction, which will be called lint of sight one (LOS1). Depending on
the field of view, these instruments (except for the two camera photom-
eters) receive little or no direct contamination from the Orbiter and,
because of their location, are only exposed to what is referred to as
return flux. This flux results from collisions with other contamination

molecules/particles (self-scattering) or collisions with ambient molecules
(ambient scattering). The mass spectrometer, with its limited field of
view (I0 ° optim,,ra), is operated at "low" bit rate and, as a result, cycles
through its mass range in about 10 minutes. The TQCN temperature varies
according to a lO-hour cycle (fig. 4). Therefore, the mass spectrometer
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special interest due to its relatively long duration during the flight. 
The case of maxim~ return flux (V parallel to Orbiter Z-axis) is evaluated 
for comparison (worse case). 

In addition, there are other parameters that influence the measure
ment and p~ediction of contamination levels. For example, lECM instrument 
operation, performance, and output depend significantly on the posicion of 
(1) payload bay doors and payload bay vent doors and (2) Orbiter elevon. 

Open payload bay door conditions p~r~it unrestTi~L£d onorbit instru
ment operation. However, when the payload b~J cioors are closed even for a 
short p~riod of time, the gGs ~r~ssure ~ithin the bay can rise to an unec
ceptable level at which thp lE~~ mass spectr~meter characteristics are 
changed and, possibly, to the point at which the mass spectrometer is dam
aged. Even though the vent doors will remain open, the mass spectrometer 
is not scheduled to be operational until after the early door closings. 
The payload bay door~ are open during the remainder of the onorbit period 
except for the "de.,;=~lt rehearsal" period (fig. 3), wnen they will be 
closed preparatory to potential re-entry. Since the vent doors will be 
closed during this period, the mass SDectrometer will be turned off ~o 
prevent damage. The oth~r lECK instruments will continue to operate in 
nominal or orbit mode during this time. 

The e~.e"on, as a portion of the wing, contributes to the reflection 
of molecules from the RCS/VCS engines and the flash evapoT~~~r plume. For 
purposes of analytical prediction of the contamination environm~nt for this 
flight, the elevon is assumed to be in the nominal position ( 00 angle). 

To complete the definition of the pararueters necessary [or contamina
tion predictions, the specific Orbiter sources and contamination measure
ment instrumentation sensorr. valid for the STS-l mission are discussed 
briefly. 

Table 3 lists the species, the effluent rate, the duration, and the 
approximate time line for the major Orbiter contaminant sour~e2 of early 
desorption, outg3ssing, cabin atmosphere leakage, the 3.9-kilonewton 
(870-pound) RCS en~i!les, the l-kilonewton (25-pound) VCS engines, the 
Orbiter maneuvering system (OKS) engines, and the primary water s~urces 
(the flash evaporator vents, the potable (supply) water dump, and the 
waste water du~p). 

The contamination measurement capability on the STS-l consists of the 
lECM mounted in the payload bay, as previously mentioned. The instruments 
on the "top" surface of the LECK (fig. 2) are pointing in the Orbiter +Z 
direction, which will be called line of sight one (LOSl). Depending on 
the field of view, these instruments (except for the two camera photom
eters) receive little or no direct contamination from the Orbiter and, 
because of their location, are only exposed to what is referred to as 
return flux. This flux results from collisions with other contamination 
molecules/particles (self-scattering) or collisions with ambient molecules 
(ambient scattering). The mass spectrometer, with its limited field of 
view (loo optimum), is oper.ated at "low" bit rate and, as a resul t, cycles 
through its mass range in about 10 minutes. The TQCM temperature varies 
according to a 10-hour cycle (fig. 4). Thp.refore, the mass spectrometer 
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as w_ll as the TQCM are sensitive to a particular contaminant species

only at certain limited time periods during the mission. These times

may not necessarily coincide with the brief conLam_nation dumps.

The CQO_ temperature depends on the Orbiter attitudes. C-qlculated

cool-down temperatures for the CQCM show that about I0 to 15 hours are

required in deep-space orientation to reach temperatures capable of

condensing water. The STS-I attitudes (primarily ZLV and short deep-space
orientations) will not allow the condensation of water.

/
The TQCM's mounted on the sides of the IECM will receive direc, con-

tamination flux from Orbiter surfaces, particularly payload bay surfaces.

Predictions of expected deposition rates are not yet available.

Predictions of the Induced Molecular Contamination Environment

The three standard indicators of the induced molecular contamination

environment are density, molecular number column density, and return flux,

as .4iscussed previously. The goal is to predict as well as to measure
th_se variables. Prediction is accomplisl,ed by math modeling using the

SPACE computer program. Measurements obtained during the STS-I mission by

various instruments of the IECM will be restricted mainly to the determina-

tion of recurn flux. In addition to the return flux values, predicted

values for number column density are provided. Some major induced molecu-

lar contamination environment contl [butors noted for duration of activity
or relative high rate, or both, and tot probability of detection are crew

cabin leakage, _itgassing/desorption, and the fla.ohevaporator. Predic-

tions for these sources have been summarized (table 4). In table 4, NCD
and RF are shown for the total number of molecules. The o_=gassing data
are based on a rate obtained after a lengthy period of 48 hours or more.

Rates measured early in the mission may be one to two decades higher. The
MS (RF) output is derived from RF (LOS1) data for two specific Orbiter at-

titudes (ELV (XPOP) and RAM condition). The ZLV is the primary stable at-
titude during this mission and RAM represents the case of maximum return

flux (i.e., with the payload bay pointing in the flight direction).

When the MS output is dis.assed, the specific expected spectra output
for outgassing is not known. Therefore, to calculate meaningful sensor

outputs, the highest mass peak in the predicted spectrum is assumed to cor-

respond to approximately I0 percent of the total output. Although this

percentage is somewhat arbitrary, the derived sensor outputs fall within

the instrument sensitivity range.

The TQCM (RF) outputs are de_.ved from RF (LOS1) data. The average

mass is assumed to equal i00 for outgassing and the condensation coeffi-

cient at a crystal temperature of 21.3K (-60° C) is equal to one. The dep-
osition rate decreases with increasing crystal temperature (decreasing con-

densation coefficient). The flash evaporator and cabin leakage do not con-
tribute to the deposition rate because aticking coefficients for the

species are zero for the entire TQCM temperature range. The values listed
in table 4 are within the norms[ measurement range of those instruments;

however, to accumulate enough contamination on tl_eTQCM sensing crystal to

be counted will take some time. Other sources, such as supply and waste
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as well as the TQCM are sensitive to a particular contaminant species 
only at certain limited time periods during the mission. These times 
may not necessarily coincide with the brief conlQ~ination dumps. 

The CQCH temperature depends on the Orbiter attitudes. C~lcu1ated 
cool-down temperatures for the CQCM show that about 10 to 15 hours ~re 

required in deep-space orientation to reach temperatures capable of 
condensing water. The STS-l attitudes (primarily ZLV and short deep-space 
orientations) will not allow the condensation of water. 

The TQCM's mounted on the sides of the IECM will receive dire~~ con
tamination flux from Orbiter surfaces, particularly payload bay surfaces. 
Predictions of expected deposition rates are not yet available. 

Predictions of the Induced Molecular Contamination Environment 

The three standard indicators of the induced molecular contamination 
environment are density, molecular number column density, and return flux, 
as :'iscussed previously. The goal is to pl'edict as well as to "lea3Ure 
th~se variables. Prediction is ac.complisl.ed by math modeling using the 
SPACE computer ~rogram. Measurements obtained during the ST5-1 mission by 
various instruments of the IEeM will be r~btricted mainly to the determina
tion of reL'lrn flux. In addition to the return flux values, predicted 
values for number column density are provided. Some major induced molecu
lar cont.aMination environment contltbutors noted for duration of activity 
or relative high rate, or both, and tor vrobability of detection are crew 
cabi.n leakage, ('ltgassing/desorption, and the fluh evaporator. Predic
tions for these sources have been summarized (table 4). In table 4, NCO 
and RF are shown for the total number of molecules. The ~cgassing data 
are based on a rate obtained after a lengthy period of 48 hours or more. 
Rates measured early in the mission may be one to two decades higher. Th~ 
MS (RF) output is derived from RF (LOSl) data for two specific Orbiter at
titudes (ZLV (XPOP) and RAM condition). The ZLV is the primary stable at
titude during this mission and RAM represents the case of maximum return 
flux (i.e., with the payloa~ bay pointing in the flight direction). 

When the MS outJut is dis'~ssed, the specific expected spectra output 
for outgassing is not known. Therefore, to calculate meaningful sensor 
outputs, the highest mass peak in the predicted spectrum is assumed to cor
respond to approximately 10 percent of the total output. Although this 
percentage is somewhat arbitr~ry, the derived sensor outputs fall within 
the instrument sensitivity range. 

The TQCM (RF) outputs are del- .. ved from RF (LOSl) data. The average 
mass is assumed to equal 100 for outgassing and the condensation coeffi
cient at a crystal temperature of 213 K (-600 C) is equal to one. The dep
osition rate decreases with increasing crystal temperature (decreasing con
densation coefficient). The flash evapo~8tor and cabin leakage ~o not con
tribute to the deposition rate because aticking coefficients for the 
species are zero for the entire TQCH temperature range. The values listed 
in table 4 are within the normal measurement range of those instruments; 
however, to accumulate enough contaminatinn on the TQCH senei ng crystal to 
be counted will take some time. Other sources, such as supply and waste 
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water tanks, also contribute to the instrument output. These tanks are

vented occasionally (table 3). The rates are high compared wi'h the flash

evaporator but are of relatively short duration. These H20 dumps will be
detected by the mass spectrometer, depending on the Orbiter attitude at

the time of the dump since their duration exceeds the mass spectrometer
cycle time.

A small fraction of the OMS_ RCS, and VCS eng{ne =xhausts (namely,
monomethyl hydrazlne - nitrogen tetroxlde) will _ccumulate on the TQCM dur-

ing the mission. A few of the 80-millisecond bursts of gas species from !

engine firings may be measured by the mass spectrometer when spectral scan
and exhaust time coincide. The same holds true for gases from sources

such as the fuel cells and the auxiliary power unit.

These predictions (table 4) cover only part of the mission. It is

expected that the instruments will show outputs during other portions of
the mission, but lack of definition of the event time line and the ran-

domness and short duration of the event preclude their prediction from

a practical point of view. Therefore, a detailed evaluation of such events
will be conducted postmission.

Infl ight Monitoring

To obtain a time line of mission events not predicted premission and

to take into account changes from premission to the actual time line, in-
flight monitoring is planned. The approach is as follows.

I. Significant Orbiter events are monitored real time during the mis-
sion to define the actual contamination event time line. This time line

forms the basis for the assessment of IECM instrument output. These data

are stored during flight on an onboard tape recorder. The parameters
monitored define (a) the Orbiter characterlati=_ and (b) the IECM status,

as expressed by the IECM switch position (table 2), and the IECM power

profile. The power profile provides indications of instrument operation
cycles. Actual individual instrument output cannot be monitored.

2. [ECM instrument outputs are surveyed to look for additional

unexplained significant output characteristlcs. Attempts will then be
r.ladeto correlate these outputs with any Orbiter-related events. All

values of measured Orbiter parameters are recorded on tapes for later
retrieval.

Postflight Data Reduction

Flight data concerning the contamination measurements will come from

two _ifferent sources: the Orbiter and the IECM. Orbiter-related parame-

ter data will be collected during the flight and reduced in detail after

the flight at the NA._ Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Orbiter/IECM

data analysis and assessment will be a joint JSC/MSFC effort, and the re-
sults will be published.
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'"ater tan1.s, also contribute to the instrument output. These tanks are 
vented o~casionally (table 3). The rates are high compared wi;h the flash 
evaporator but are of relatively short duration. These H20 dumps will be 
detected by the mass spectrometer, depending on the Orbiter attitude at 
the t~me of the dump since their duration exceeds the mass spectrometer 
cyc1~ time. 

A small fraction of the OMS, RCS, and VCS engine =Khausts (namely, 
monomethyl hydra?ine - nitrogen tetroxide) will iccumulate on the TQCM dur
ing the mission. A few of the SO-millisecond bursts of gas species from 
engine firings may be measured by the mass spectrometer when spectral scan 
and exhaust time coincide. The same holds true for gases from sources 
such as the fuel cells and the auxiliary power unit. 

These predictions (table 4) cover only part of the mission. It is 
expected that the instruments will show outputs during other portions of 
the mission, but lack of definition of the event time line and the ran
domness and short duration of the event preclude their prediction from 
a practical point of view. Therefore, a detailed evaluation of such events 
will be conducted postmission. 

Inflight Monitoring 

To obtain a time line of mission events not predicted premission and 
to take into account changes from premission to the actual time line, in
fli~ht monitoring is planned. The approach is as follows. 

1. Significant Orbiter events are monitored real time during the mis
flion to de fine the actual contamination event time line. Th is time line 
forms the basis for the assessment of IEeM instrumt'nt output. These data 
~re Rtorerl during flight on an onboard tape recorder. The parameters 
monitored define (a) the Orbiter characteriQt!=~ and (b) the IEeM status, 
~s expressed by the tEeM switch pOSition (table 2), and the IECH power 
profile. The power profile provides indications of instrument operation 
cycles. Actual individual instrument output cannot be monitored. 

2. IEeM instrument outputs are surveyed to look for additional 
unexplained significant output characteristics. Attempts will then be 
r.1ade to correlate these outputs with any Orbiter-related events. All 
values of me~sured Orbiter parameters are recorded on tapes for later 
retrif'val. 

Postflight Data Reduction 

Flight rlata concerning the contamination measurements will come from 
two different sources: the Orbiter and the li:CM. Orbiter-related parame
ter data will be collected during the flight and reduced in detail after 
the flight at the NA~A MarRhall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Orbiter/IECH 
data an~lysis and assessment will be a joint JSC/MSFC ~ffort, and the re
sults will be p~blished. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

An evaluation of the Orbiter-induced environment for the STS-I mis-

sion has been performed. The evaluation approach consisted of developing
a contamination model to predict the Orbiter-induced environment and

developing an instrumentation package to measure the contamination envi-

ronment. These tools will be applied for the first time on the $T$-I
mission.

Based on this evaluation the following p_iots can be made.

I. The STS-I time line indicates that, for most of the mission, the

Orbiter attitude varies frequently. Because the actual combination of at-

titude and source function for these periods is nknown, predictions of in-

strument output are impractical.

2. Two pericds of the mission have stable (ZLV) attitudes and permit
prcdictions of return _lu_ for various Orbiter sources. For these at-

titudes, the predicted Orbiter-source return flux falls within the IECM
instrument range and meaningful measured data are expected. For example,

predictions of outgassing, flash evaporator output, and cabin leakage have
been evaluated in deta_l.

3. For most periods of the mission, where attitude is variable_ in-
struments of the !ECM will continue to measure the contamination envi-

ronment from Orbi_.er sources. Because no premission predictions will

be available, these measured outputs will be correlated with the actual

flight .tme line on a postmission basis.

4. _ransient source events will, in some instances, be measured by

several of the IE_'M instruments, depending on the [nstcument f_eld of clew

and operating cycle. The evaluation of these data will also be perform..:d

p_,stmission.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

An evaluation of the Orbiter-induced envirOIment for the STS-I mis
sion has been performed. The evaluation approach consisted of developing 
a contamination model to predict the Orbiter-induced environment and 
developing an instrumentation package to measure the contamination envi
ronment. These tools will be applied for the first time on the STS-1 
mission. 

Based on this evaluation the following p~ints can be made. 

1. The ST5-1 time line indicates that, for most of the misston, the 
Orbiter attitude varies frequently. Because the actual combination of at
titude and source function for these periods is nknown, predictions of in
strument output are impractical. 

2. Two pericds of the mission have stable (ZLV) attitudes and permit 
predictions of return fluy. tor various Orbiter sources. For these at
titudes, the predicted Orbiter-source return flux falls within the IECM 
instrument ranee and meaningful measured data are expected. For example, 
predictions of o'Jtgassing, flash evaporator output, and ca~in leakage have 
been evaluated L1 deta i l. 

3. For most periods of the mission, where attitude is variable, in
struments of the IEa-t wi 11 continue to measure the contamination envi
ronment from Orbi~er sources. Because no premission predictions will 
be available, these measured outputs will be correlateu with the actual 
flight ":lme line on a postmission basis. 

4. Transient source events wi i 1, in some instances, be measured by 
several of the IECM instruments, depending on the instrument field of ~l~W 
anr. Op.H:lting cycle. The ev,'l1uation of these data will also be pt!rfonnd 
plJstmission. 
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TABU: 1.- 1£01 INSTRIIMENT alARACTERISTtCS AMD HEASIIR£HENTS SUMKARY 

"~"Iure.ent 

R~l.ti~ humidity, 
tempera':: re 

Oevpoi nt 

C.~eou. contaminants 

Particolate cont •• i
nation of nonvolatil~ 
res i due 

Opd ca 1 degr.dar ion 
due to accu.u 1 ated 
coneaaination 

Degradation of optics 
at 251.1>5 _ 

Condensed molecul~r 
contamination at 
213 to 303 K (-60 0 

to +)0 0 C) 

Conden.ed molecular 
evnta.ination at l3J 
K (-1~00 C) to 
.. bient: 

P.rticu~'::"e velocity, 
uire<:tion; photoaaetry 

'401eo:ular return nux 

Operation 
(b) 

CPL, A, r, PL 

CPL, A, D, PL. 

CPL, A, D, PL 

GPL, A, O. D, PL 

CPL, At 0, D. PL 

CPo , 0, Ot PI.. 

CPL, A, O. 0, PL 

CPL. A, 0, 0, PL 

o 

o 

Power 
Requirement., 

W 

Field of 
vit"V, del 

~_ph 

r.t~1 

4 W~n 

H?n ... l: 5,S II .. ", 
Max. (trans i ent) 
;.ode: 9 

Operat i ng IOOde: 28.6 
Standby: 11.6 

O~r.:!ting J80de: 
Aver.g~ standby: 

Operating .,de: 
Standby: 2S 

Oper3tlng raodf'! 
(Hax.) standby: 

Operat i ng I"IOde: 
(Hax. I .tandby: 

10 
3.0 

41 

73 
1.85 

3.08 
1.33 

Operating mode: 47.61 
ca.flra 
CMax.) standby: 14.01 
camera 

16 

cl20 

150 

120 

120 

120 

20 

~O 

1I.,i n CPL 
6/rfJin A, 0, 
PL 

(e) 

8 ) .inlcycle 

) ? /_; nJ lenlor 
A, 0, PL 
1 '.i nl IIenlor 
Gl'L, 0 

121 .. i n 
A, 0, PL 
I/"in GPl., 0 

FiI.,: ISO 
aec/exp 
Ch"p.er: II 
ape 
Photo .. ~ter: 
\ I •• c 

O. S II'" (,low 
.can) 
5/sec (fast 
.lcan) 

ke.oluti.on 

!0.5% 

to,5% 

(d) 

!1.; • 10-9 II 

ee) 

to.8% 

Accut'ac:y 

t4%, typical 
t2X, 273 to 
343 K <00 to 
700 C) 

tlZ, 166 to 
300 )( (_6.7 0 

to 26.7 0 C) 

(d) 

30 • 10-9 I 

(e). 

t 1% 

!1.56 • 10-9 II 1.5' 10-8 g 

tl.6~ • 10-9 II I.S ( 10-8 II 

20-~ .. 
partic\p at 
I "/s~c 

t I count 

J' tS Ill. 

0.2 t" 0,4% 
for countinl 
'atp >Sl2/nc 

.PSA 111 paslIllve aample array, OEM. optical effect ftY'dulp, TQCH • tpmperature-control1e-,f quartz: cryst .. a "IIicr")b.,J.tnc~. and CQCM .. cryogt nit qUoIIrt" 

crystal aicrobalance. 
~GPL • gfound prelaunch, A· ascent, O· onorblt, 0 • de~cenl, and PL • po!tl~ndi.ng. 

cNonvolatile residue stagp. 
dSee tab 1" TIl. 
eSamples for lab analy~J". 



TABLE II.- IE(_ SWITCH POSITION SEQUENCE

Event IECM switch Function

position

Launch configurat'.on 2 Mass spectrometer off:
valve I closed

valve 2 open (cas_ l)

I to 2 hr after payload bay door 1 Mass spectrometer on:
opening on revolutions 1 and 2 both valves open (case 2)

15 to 45 min before payload bay 2 Mass spectrometer off:
door closure on rehearsal day valves remain open (case 2)

30 to 90 min after payload bay 1 Mass spectrometer on:
door opening on rehearsal day valves remain open (case 2)

15 to 45 min before payload bay 2 Mass spectrometer off:

door closure on entry day valve 2 closed (case 3)
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TABLE II.- !EO{ SWITCtI POSITION SEQUENCE 

Event 

Launch configurat '.on 

1 to 2 br after payload bay door 
opening on revolutions 1 and 2 

15 to 45 min before payload bay 
door closure on rehearsal day 

30 to 90 min after payload bay 
door opening on rehearsal day 

15 to 45 min before payload bay 
door closure on entry day 

IECH switch 
position 

2 

1 

2 

I 

2 

212 

Function 

Mass spectrometer off: 
valve 1 closed 
valve 2 open (cas~ 1) 

Mass spectrometer on: 
both valves open (case 2) 

Mass spectrometer off: 
valves remain open (case 2) 

Mass spectrometer on: 
valves remain open (case 2) 

Mass spectrometer off: 
valve 2 closed (case 3) 
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TABLE Ill.- HAJOR ORBITER CONTAMINATIONSOURCESa

Source Species Effluent rate, g/set Duration Time

Early desorptlop H20, N2' CO2, 02 bI x IO-8 to 1 x 10-11 Continuous Continuous

Outgassing H20, N2 ' CO2t 02 bI x 10-9 to 1 x iO-12 Continuous Continuous

Cabin atmosphere leakage H20, N2, CO2, 02 1.84 x 10-2 Continuous Continuous

3.9-kH (_70-1b) RCS 1420/englne 80 ms to 150 s As required
H20, N2, CO2, 02

O.l-kN (25-Ib) VCS and 40.8/engine BO ms As required

IO411-N204c
OMS 979B/engine Variable As required

Flash evaporator vents H20 4.4 As required f(rad. Tint Tou t )

Potable (supply) water H20 d24.5 20 to 25 min I/day
dump

Waste water dump H20 d24. S 10 to 15 min l/day

tHinor Orbiter sources such as fuel cell vents (H2, 02 ) and auxiliary propulsion unit exhaust (Nil3) have
low effluent rates and are of short duration.

bUnits of S/cm2-sec; rate is a function of material and surface temperatures.
CHonomethyl hydrazine - hydrogen tetroxlde.
dDepends somevhat on fl_sh evaporator usage. Clearing times are about 30 min.

TABLE IV.- _.,ASUREHENTPREDICTIONS

Source NCDa (LOSI), RF (LOSl), MS (RF)t TQ_ (RF)t
molecules/cm 2 molecules/cm2.sec.O.l sr counts/sec Hz/sec.sr

ZLV Maximum ZLV Haximmu ZLV Haximum

Evaporator 6.6 × 1013 7 x 1012 6.3 x 1013 I x 105 1.3 x 106 - -

OuCgassing 1.0 x 10I0 1 x I09 2.5 x I010 b2 bso.o 2 x I0-2 8.0 x 10-2

Leak 2.0 x 1012 8 x I010 2.4 x 1012 Cl _ 103 c3.6 x I0a - -

aNCD = molecular number column density.
bMaximum peak, IOX Of total.
CN2, 76Z of total.
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TABLE II 1.- MAJOR ORBITER CONTAMINATION SOURCES a 

Source Species Effluent rate. g/sec Duration Tille 

Early desorptio~ H2O• N2' CO2' °2 
bl )( 10-8 to x 10-11 Continuous Continuous 

Outgauing H:zO, N2' CO2' °2 bl )( 10-9 to )( 10- 12 Continuous Continuous 

Cabin atmosphere leakage H2O, N2. .;02. °2 1.84 )( 10-2 Continuous Continuous 

3.9-kn (~70-1 b) RCS 1420/engine 80 ms to 150 s As required 
H2O• N2' CO2' °2 

O.I-kN (25-lb) VCS and 40.8/engine 80 ms As required c 

OMS 
MMH-N204 9798/engine Variable As required 

Flash evaporator vents H2O 4.4 As required f(rad. Tin. Tout> 

Putable (supply) water Hi> d24.5 20 to 25 lIin l/d.y 
clump 

Waste water dllllp H:zO d24.5 10 to 15 lIin l/day 

4Minor Orbiter sources such as fuel cell vents (H2' 02) and auxiliary propulsion unit exhaust (NH3> have 
I~ effluent rates and are of short duration. 

bunits ~f g/cIl2.sec; ratp. is a function of lIaterial and surface temperatures. 
CHonomethyl hydrazine - hydrogen tetroxide. 
dDepends somewhat on fl,sh evaporator usage. Clearing times are about )0 lIin. 

TABLE IV. - MEASUREMENT PREDICTIONS 

Source 

Evaporator 

Outganing 

Leak 

NCD a (LOS\). 
IIIolecules!cm 2 

6.6 )( lOll 

1.0 '( 10 1O 

2.0 '( 10 12 

RF (LOSI). 
~lecules!~m2.sec.0.1 sr 

ZLV Max ilium 

7 )( 10 12 6.3 '( lOll 

l( 109 2.> l( 10 1O 

8 l( 10 1O 2.4 l( 10 12 

AMCD • molecular number collllln density. 
~ax imUli peak. 10% of tota 1. 
cN2. 76% of total. 
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HS (RF) • 
counts/sec 

ZLV Haxilluw 

x 10 5 1.3 ~ 106 

b2 bSO.O 

c I l( 10 1 cl.6 l( 104 

---------
TQCM (RF). 
Hz/ sec. sr 

ZLV MaxiIDUIII 

2 l( 10-2 8.0 l( 10-2 
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Figure i.- The IECM and the DFI for the Orbital Flight Test i payload
(looking downward into the payload bay).
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Figure 2.- The IECM.
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VIEW - Z-AXIS 

IECM 

CQCM 

TaCM - TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROfiALANCE 
CQCM - CRYOGENIC QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE 

t'igure 1.- The IECM and the DFI for the Orbital Flight Test 1 payload 
(looking dovnward into the payload bay). 
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Figure 2.- The IECM. 
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10-MIM CYCLES 10-MIN CYCLES
MASS

SPECTROMETER

TQCM 1 2 3 4 5
CYCLE I , a , I I

Z LOCAL Z LOCAL
VERTICAL VERTICAL

ATTITUDE

PAYLOAD BAY
DOORS OPEN

MISSION-

ELAPSrD t I I J I I
TIME, HR 0 12 24 36 48 60

Figure 3.- The STS-I/IECM event %ime line.

353 353 353 353
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00_313(,40) 303 (*30° C)
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J CYCLE_: 273 J
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4( .JE

lUO.233 243 (-30 u I 243 (-30 ° C)
• (-40) IUd
I-- _" 213 (-60 ° C)

193 I I 1 l 1 I )
(40) 0 80 160 240 320 400 480 560
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Figure h.- The TQCM tem]erature sequence (one cycle).
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EFFECTS OF THE SHUTTLE ORBITER FUSELAGE AND ELEVON

ON THE MOLECULAR DISTRIBUTION OF WATER VAPOR FROM THE

FLASH EVAPORATOR SYSTEM

by

Robert G. Richmond and Robert M. Kelso

ABSTRACT

A concern has arisen regarding the emissive distribution of water
molecules from the Shuttle Orbiter Flash Evaporator System (FES). The role
of the Orbiter fuselage and elevon in affecting molecular scattering distribu-
tions was unclear. An experiment was conducted at NASA-Johnson Space Center
to evaluate the effect of these components. Molecular distributions of the
water-vapor effluents from the FES were measured. These data are compared
with analytically predicted values and the resulting implications are dis-
cussed.

INTRODUCTION

As spacecraft, payloads, and instrumentation have become more complex
and mission durations increased, contamination of spaceborne optical systems
has been shown to present significant problems (Ref. 1). With the emergence
of the Space Shuttle program, more stringent cleanliness requirements in
controlling contamination levels have been generated because: (1) the Shuttle
is reusable and (2) payload experiments, in general, are expected to be more
contamination-sensitiveand utilize larger optical systems than previous
spaceflights.

Recent investigations (Ref. 2) have identified several major Shuttle
Orbiter on-orbit sources of contamination: (1) outgassing, (2) offgassing,
(3) Shuttle Orbiter cabin atmosphere leakage_ (4) supplemental flash-evaporator
vents, (5) Vernier Control System (VCS) 25-Ib. vernier engines, and (6) return
flux (Figure 1). These sources, either steady state or transient in nature,
represent the largest contributers to contamination levels on the Shuttle.
Substances from these sources contribute to the on-orbit induced molecular and
particulate environment in which scientific payloads will be operated.
Exposure of payload experiments to this environment could result in the
degradation of performance, e.g., increases in background brightness frrm
scattering or emission of energy, or the condensation of reflect_ D,GI,::_s
on sensitive optical components and thermal-control coatings.

Experiments were conducted at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Johnson Space Center (NASA-JSC) to measure the distribution of
water expelled through _ specially-designed sonic nozzle into a thermal-vacuum
environment. The ,:ezzl_was connected to an engineering model of the flight
version of the flash evaporator system and the experiment was conducted in
Chamber A of the Space Environment Simulation Laboratory. Water vapor was
released into the chamber at various flow rates through the sonic nozzle and
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EFFECTS OF THE SHUTTLE ORBITER FUSELAGE AND ELEVON 

ON THE MOLECULAR DISTRIBUTION OF WATER VAPOR FROM THE 

FLASH EVAPORATOR SYSTEM 

by 

Robert G. Richmond and Robert M. Kelso 

ABSTRACT 

A concern has arisen regarding the emissive distribution of water 
molecules from the Shuttle Orbiter Flash Evaporator System (FES). The role 
of the Orbiter fuselage and elevon in affecting molecular scattering distribu
tions was unclear. An experiment was conducted at NASA-Johnson Space Center 
to eval~ate the effect of these components. Molecular distributions of the 
water-vapor effluents from the FES were measured. These data are compared 
with analytically predicted values and the resulting implications are dis
cussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

As spacecraft, payloads, and instrumentation have become more complex 
and mission durations increased, contamination of spaceborne optical systems 
has been shown to present significant prob1ems (Ref. 1). With the emergence 
of the Space Shuttle program, more stringent cleanliness requirements in 
controlling contamination levels have been generated because: (1) the Shuttle 
is reusable and (2) payload experiments, in general, are expected to bp. more 
contamination-sensitive and utilize larger optical systems than previous 
spacefl i ght s. 

Recent investigations (Ref. 2) have identified several major Shuttle 
Orbiter on-orbit sources of contamination: (1) outgassing, (2) offgassing, 
(3) Shuttle Orbiter cabin atmosphere leakage, (4) supplemental flash-evaporator 
vents, (5) Vernier Control System (VCS) 25-lb. vernier engines, and (6) return 
flux (Figure 1). These sources, either steady state or transient in nature, 
represent the largest contributers to contamination levels on the Shuttle. 
Substances from these sources contribute to the on-orbit induced molecular and 
particulate environment in which scientific payloads will be operated. 
Exposure of payload experiments to this environment could result in the 
degradation of performance, e.g., increases in background brightness fr~~ 
scattering or emission of energy, or the condensation of reflectr~ rllc~': >~s 
on sensitive optical components and thermal-control coating~. 

Experiments were conducted at the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, Johnson Space Center (NASA-JSC) to measure the distribution of 
water expelled through l specially-designed sonic nozzle into a thermal-vacuum 
environment. The ,:nzzl~ was connected to an engineering model of the flight 
version of the flash evaporator system and the experiment was conducted in 
Chamber A of the Space Environment Simulation Laboratory. Water vapor was 
released into the chamber at various flow rates through the sonic nozzle and 
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the molecularfluxesof the resultantwater-vaporplumewere measured.

The primaryobjectiveof this seriesof experimentswas to determinethe
directionalcharacteristicsof the nozzleas a functionof elevonpositionand
elevon/fuselageanticipatedsurfacetemperatureextremes. These data are
requiredto insurethat excessfuel-cellwaterejectedoverboardtravelsaway
from the Orbiterand does not reflectfrom spacecraftsurfacesto producean
environmentwhichcould contaminatethe payloadexperiments.

/

1ECHNICALBACKGROUND

The FlashEvaporatorSystem(FES),one of four heat-rejectionmechanisms
integratedintothe ShuttleOrbiterActiveThermalControlSystem(ATCS),is
activatedduringon-orbitoperationto providetwo primaryfunctions. The
firstfunctionprovidesfor ejectionof excessfuel-cellwater. The Shuttle
Orbiterfuel-cellcan generateover650 kg/dayof excesswaterduringnormal
on-orbitoperations.This excessfuel-cellwater is ejectedoverboardthe
Orbiterby the flashevaporatorthroughtwo non-propulsive,sonic nozzlesat
a variablefrequencybetween0-4 Hz (dependenton the Orbiterheat load)with
a pulse widthof lOOms. The secondfunctionof the flash evaporatoris to
providesupplementalheat rejectioncapabilityon an as-requiredbasiswhen
the Orbiterheat loadexceedsthe capabilityof the Shuttleradiatorsystem.
Whilethe FES is comprisedof two evaporatorduct assemblies,the main
evaporator,onlythe toppingevaporatoris used duringpayloadoperations
becauseof molecularcontaminationconsiderations(Ref.3).

Althoughthe FlashEvaporatorSystemassistsin the reductionof the
totalweightof the vehicleas a resultof evaporantdumpingof fuel-cell
water intospace,subsequentlyreducingthe size requirementof radiation
panels,a majorconcernof the processis the increasein the contamination
potentialto the spacecraftand its payloadexperiments.Reflectionof water
fromShuttlewing surfacesduringthe evaporatoroperationcould conceivably
increasethe particulateand moleculardensityof the inducedenvironmentof
the Shuttle. Thus, it is necessaryto determinethe molecularflux and line-
of-sightdirectionsof the water moleculesejectedby the flashevaporator.

THEORETICALCONSIDERATIONS

A source-flowtechniquefor modelingthe spacecraftcontaminationin an
on-orbitenvironmentwas developedfor the NASA-JohnsonSpace Center(Ref.4).
This techniquerepresenteda reasonableapproximationof the plumeflow-fields
and assistedin the final selectionof locationof plume sensorsfor the
experiments.

The ShuttleOrbiterFES was consideredas a p_int sourcein the model
becauseat largedistancesfrom the evaporatornozzlethe gas divergesradially
as thoughit originatedfrom a point source. The techniqueis primarily
dependenton geometricalrelationshipsbetweenthe angle (Q) as measuredfrom
the plume centerlineof the nozzleand the distance(r) as measuredfrom the
source.

Predictedvaluesfor the molecularflux from the sonicnozzlewere
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the molp.cular fluxes of the resultant water-vapor plume were measured. 

The primary objective of this series of experiments was to determine the 
directional characteristics of the nozzle as a function of elevon position and 
elevon/fuselage anticipated surface temperature extremes. These data are 
required to insure that excess fuel-cell water ejected overboard trave1s away 
from the Orbiter and does not reflect from spacecraft surfaces to produce an 
environment which could contaminate the payload experiments. 

lECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

The Flash Evaporator System (FES), one of four heat-rejection mechanisms 
integrated into the Shuttle Orbiter Active Thermal Control System (ATCS), is 
activated during on-orbit operation to provide two primary functions. The 
first function provides for ejection of excess fuel-cell water. The Shuttle 
Orbiter fu~l-cell can generate over 650 kg/day of excess water during normal 
on-orbit operations. This excess fuel-cell water is ejected overboard the 
Orbiter by the flash evaporator through two non-propulsive, sonic nozzles at 
a variable f,'equency between 0-4 Hz (dependent on the Orbiter heat load) with 
a pulse width of lOOms. The second function of the flash evaporator is to 
provide supplemental heat rejection capability on an as-required basis when 
the Orbiter heat load exceeds the capability of the Shuttle radiator system. 
While the FES is comprised of two evaporator duct assemblies, the main 
evaporator, only the topping evaporator is used during payload operations 
because of molecular contamination considerations (Ref. 3). 

Although the Flash Evaporator System assists in the reduction of the 
total weight of the vehicle as a result of evaporant dumping of fuel-cell 
water into space, subsequently reducing the size requirement of radiation 
panels, a major concern of the process is the increase in the contamination 
potential to the spacecraft and its payload experiments. Reflection of water 
from Shuttle wing surfaces during the evaporator operation could conceivably 
increase the particulate and molecular density of the induced environment of 
the Shuttle. Thus, it is necessary to determine the molecular flux and line
of-sight directions of the water molecules ejected by the flash evaporator. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A source-flow technique for modeling the spacecraft contamination in an 
on-orbit environment was developed for the NASA-Johnson Space Center (Ref. 4). 
This technique represented a reasonable approximation of the plume flow-fields 
and assisted in the final selection of location of plume sensors for the 
experiments. 

The Shuttle Orbiter FES was considered as a puint source in the model 
because at large distances from the evaporator nozzle the gas diverges radially 
as though it originated from a point source. The technique is primnrily 
dependent on geometrical relationships between the angle (9) as measured from 
the plume centerline of the nozzle and the distance (r) as measured from the 
source. 

Predicted values for the molecular flux from the sonic nozzle were 
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determined by the relationship:

oI = 1.93 c_s6 (0"608 g) g/cm2.sec eq (1)
r2

for 0" _ g _ 148°

and 02 = 0 g/cm2.sec eq. (2)

for 148° _ G _ 180° (g in radians) J

Total flow rates for this function are 13.3 kg/hr (nominal average) and _I.7
kg/hr (maximum instantaneous). This function i_ shown graphically for normal-
ized mass-flux in Figure 2.

Data from curves generated by equation (1), for variable evaporator flow
rates, were used to predict the mass-flux rates for various locations in the
plume flow field. These predictions were in turn used to determine where in
Chamber A the plume measurement sensors should be placed.

EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION

The general configuration for this series of experiments is shown
photographically in Figure 3 and schematically in Figure 4. The basic
configuration consists of four major elements: (I) the sonic nozzle, (2) Lhe
fuselage simulator, (3) the elevon simulator, and (4) the sc_sor and their
location.

The sonic nozzle, some pertinent characteristics of which were discussed
in Section iIi, was mounted 2.1 meters (7 feet) above the chamber floor and
positioned to operate in a horizontal plane. The nozzle was installed flush
with the front fact of a flat panel, 1.2m by 2.1m (4' x 7') which served as a
simulator of the side fuselage of the Shuttle Orbiter. The fuselage simulator
was equipped with heating elements to provide temperature control of the panel
between -100oc and +40oc during test conditions.

A rotatable panel, representing a simulation of the wing e1_von of the
Shuttle Orbiter, was mounted normal to the fuselage simulator. .he elevon
simulator angle'was varied with a motor drive assembly, thereby permitting
changes in the plume profile due to pertubaLions attributable to the elevon to
be assessed. All elevon angles were measured relative to the horizontal
component of the nozzle centerline. The elevon simulator was also equipped
with heaters to control temperatures between -100oc and +40oc. The nozzle,
fuselage simulator and elevon simulator are shown in Figure 5.

Cryogenically-cooledquartz crystal microb_lances were chosen for primary
measuremeat of the molecular plume profile. The quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM) has been a vital instrument in molecular flux mea: rements. The QCM has
been used for several years in this laboratory to measure quantities of
condensing contamination in a thermal-vacuum eD_vironment.

The QCM consists of a sensing crystal, reference _rystal and associated
electronics. With contamination condensing on the sensing crystd_, _ frequency
differe_ce, or beat frequency, is c_eated. This beat frequency is propm'tional
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detennined by the relati/Jnship: 

.1 = 1.93 c~s6 (0.608~ g/cm2.sec 
r2 

eq. (1) 

for 0') S Q ~ 1480 

and t2 .'" 0 9/cm2.sec eq. (2) 
for 1480 ~ ~ ~ 1800 (Q in radians) 

·-

Total flow rates for this function are 13.3 kg/hr (nominal average) and 31.7 
kg/hr (maximum instantaneous). This function i~ shown graphically for normai
ized rnass-flux in Figure 2. 

Data from curves generated by equation (1), for variable ev~porator flow 
rates, were used to predict the mass-flux rates for various lor,ations in the 
plume flow field. These predictions were in turn used to determine where ill 
Chamber A the plume me3surement sensors should be placed. 

eXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION 

The general configuration for this series of experiments is shown 
photographically in Figure 3 and schematically in figure 4. The basic 
configuration consists of four major elements: (1) the sonic nozzle, (2) the 
fuselage simulator, (3) the elevon simuldtor, and (4) the S(~SOr and their 
location. 

The sonic nozzle, some pertinent characteristics of which were discussed 
in Section ill, was mounted 2.1 meters (7 feet) above the chamber floor and 
positioned to operate in a horizontal plane. The nozzle was installed flush 
with the front fact of a flat panel, 1.2m by 2.1m (4' x 7') which served a~ a 
simulator of the side fuselage of the Shuttle Orbiter. The fuselage simulator 
was equipped with heating elements to provide temperatul~ control of the panel 
between -10UoC and +400C during test conditions. 

A rotatable panel, represe~ting a simulation of the wing el~von of the 
Shuttle Orbiter, was mounted normal to the fuselage simulator. .he elevon 
simulator angle"was varied wit~ a motor drive assembly, thereby permitting 
changes in the plume profile due to pertubations attributable to the elevon to 
be assessed. All elevon dngles were measured re1ative to the horizontal 
component of the nozzle centerline. The elevon simulator was also equipped 
with heaters to control temperatures between -1000C and +400C. The nozzle, 
fuselage simulator and elevon simulator are shown in Figure 5. 

Cryogenically-cooled quartz crystal microb~lances were chosen for primary 
measurement of the molecular p1ume profile. The quartz crystal microbalance 
(QCM) has been a vital instrument in molecular flux mea: rements. The QCM has 
been used for several years in this laboratory to measure quantities of 
condensing contamination in a thermal-vacuum ellvironment. 

The QCM consists of a sensing crystal, reference llystal and associated 
electroni~s. With contamination condensing on the sens'ing crystdl, ~ frequency 
difference, or beat frequency, is c~eated. This beat frequency is proportional 
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to mass loading on the sensing crystal. Molecular flux (mass-flux) values can
be esteblished from the QCM sensitivity of 3.5 x 10-9 g/cm2.Hz. Liquid nitro-
gen cooling adapters, Figure 6, were used in association with the QCM sensor
to permit the QCM crystals to operate near cryogenic temperatures. The senor
electronics were thermally isolated. Detailed operation of the QCM has been
previously reported (Ref. 5,6) ahd will not be discussed here. Secondary
(backup) measurements were provided by ionization gages, mass spectrometers
and capacitance manometers.

/

General sensor Ioc_tion is shown in Figures 4 and 6. Figure 7 gives a
closer view uf the instrument. Five cryogenically-cooledQCM's were installed
along the chamber wall at e distance of 10 ,_ters from the nozzle. These five
sensors,expected to measure molecular flux intensities in the range 10-6 to
10-8 g/cm2.sec1, were placed at angular locations of 0o, 200, 305, 400, and
60o relative to the centerline of the flash evaporator nozzle. Only the
primary QCM me lsurementswill be reported here.

All of the molecular plume sensors were installed in the horizontal plane
of the flash evaporator nozzle 2.1 meters above the chamber floor. This
decision was based on math modeling predictions that the flow field was
_ymmetrical around the plume centerline.

Durlng those test points where the QCM's were not used to acquire data,
specially constructed aluminized mylar curtains were lowered in front of the
QCM's located at 0°, 200, 300, and 400 relative to the centerline of the
nozzle. Shown photographically in Figure 6, the curtains prevented line-of-
sight transmission of water vapor From the evaporator to the cryogenically-
cooled crystals of the 9CM's during non-plume testing activities. At a
chamber pressure of i0-o torr the condensation coefficient for water at
temperatures below -140_C is approximately unity. This means that the
impingmentof water vapor molecules on surfaces of temperatures of lower value
(near LN2 temperatu_'es),viz., the QCM crystal, will result in adherence of
essentially all of the molecules. Thus, the mylar curtain prevcnted the QCM
from becop=ingsaturated by watRr vapor when they were not acquiring mass flux
rates high enough to cause saturation of the instrument.

EXPFRIM[NTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A typical mass-flux dittr_bution is show_ in Figure 8. The data
represent mass flux, g/cm2.sec, as a function of angle relative to the nozzle
centerline. These data are for the case where the elevon/fuselage assembly is
cold (-100oc), the elevon is positioned at the "nominal" OO :ocation, and a
flow rate of about 16.5 kg/hr through the nozzle. Tne measured values compare
quite well with those predicted by theory.

The effect of the elevon position on mass-flux distribution is shown in
Figure 9. These data, representing the cold (-100oc) elevon/fuselage, again
agree quite well with predicted values witi_one exception--when the elevon is
positioned in the "stowed" configuration. Considerably higher values of mass-
flux were measured _t the 300 and 400 angles than w_re anticipated, possibly

' indicating some scatter of the water-vapor molecules when the elevon is in the
stowed positien. Oata from the QCM located 200 off the centerline of the
nozzle was limited since the sensor became inoperative near the beginning of
the experiment.
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to mass loading on the sensing crystal. Molecular flux (mass-flux) values can 
be est~blished from t~e QCM sensitivity of 3.5 x 10-9 g/cm2.Hz• Liquid nitro
gen ~ooling adapters, Figure 6, were used in association with the QCM sensor 
to permit the QCM crystals to operate near cryogenic temperature~. The senor 
electronics were thermally isolated. Detailed operation of the QCM has been 
previously reported (Ref. 5,6) alld will not be discussed here. Secondary 
(bar.kup) measurements were provided by ionizati0n gages, mass spectrometers 
an'j capac itance manometers. 

General sepso( 1~:3tion is shown in Figures 4 and 6. Figure 7 gives a 
closer vi.;:w uf the instrulTh?nt. Five cryogenicc11y-coolE:d QCM's were installed 
along the chamber wall at c distance of 10 I~t~rs from the nozzle. These five 
sensors, ~xpected to measw'e molecular flux ir.tensities in the range 10-6 to 
10-8 g/cml.sec1, wer~ placed at angular locations of 00 , 200 , 30~, 400 , and 
600 relative to the centerline of the flash evaporator nozzle. Only the 
primary QCM meisurements wi 11 be reported her~. 

All of the molecular plume sensors were installed in the horizontal plane 
of the flash evaporator nozzle 2.1 meters above the chamber floor. This 
decision was ba5ed on math modeiing predictions that the flow field was 
syrrmetrical around the plume centerline. 

Durlng those test points where the QCMls were not used to acquire data, 
specially constructed aluminized mylar curtains were lowered in front of the 
QCMls located at 00 , 200 , 300 , and 400 relative to the centerline of the 
nozzle. Shown photographically in Figure 6, the curtains prevent~d line-of
sight transmission of water vapor from the evaporator to the cryogenically
cooled crystals of the OeMls dur~ng non-~lume testing activities. At a 
chamber pressure of 10-6 torr the condensation coefficient for water at 
temperatures below -14COC is approximately unity. This means that the 
impingment of water vapor molecules 'In surfaces of temperatures of lower value 
(near LN2 temperatures), viz., the QCM crystal, will result in adherence of 
eS5,~ntial1y all of the molecules. Thus, the mylar curtain prevc:1t~d the QCM 
f!"om becor':ing saturated by watP.(' vapor when they were not acrl~iri'lg :nass flux 
rates high enough to cause saturation of th~ i~strument. 

EXPFRIM[NTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A typical mass-flux di~trlbution is show~ in Figure 8. The data 
represent mass flux, g/cmt.sec, as a function of angle relative to the nozzle 
centerline. These data are for the case where the elevon/fuselage assembly is 
cold (-1000C), the elevon is positioned at the "nominal" 00 ~ocation. and a 
flow rate of about 16.5 kg/hr through the nozzle. Tne measured values compare 
quite well with those predicted by theory. 

The effect of the elevon position on mass-flux distribution is shown in 
Figure 9. These data, representing the cold (-1000C) elevon/fuselage, again 
agree qu~te well with predicted values with one exception--when the elevon is 
positiuned in the "stowed" configuration. Considerably higher values of mass
flux were measured lt the 300 and 400 angles than were anticipated, possibly 
indicating some scatter of the water-vapor molecules when the elevon is in the 
stoweJ position. Data from the QCM located 200 off the centerline of the 
n07.zle was limited since the sensor became inoperative near the beginning of 
the experiment. 
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The effect of temperature of the elevon/fuselage assembly on mass-flux
distribution was striking. Shown in graphical form in Figure 10, the "warm
case" data indicates a narrowing of the molecular distribution from the nozzle.
Although these data do not correlate well with the predicted values, they do
suggest a more efficient dismissal of effluent from the nozzle, i.e., more
molecules are directed away from the spacecraft. It is then apparent that the
cold case data or the molecular distribution predicted by theory probably
represent worst-case conditions of distribution of water-vapor molecules from
the FES. The reasons for the differences in distributicns directly
attributable to spacecraft surface temperatures are unclear.

Each data point consisted of a set of 10-20 individualmeasurements
utilizing nuclear instrumentationpulse-counting techniques. Each individual
measurement represented an integration (pulse counting) time of 10 seconds.
This approach permitted a precision or self-consistency of better than _2%
between measurements. Measurements were reproducible after major configuration
changes, e.g., elevon movement, elevon/fuselage temperature changes, and FES
flow rate, to better than _10% for most measurements.

CONCLUSIONS

The directional characteristicsof a specially designed, sonic nozzle for
the dismissal of water-vapor effluents from the Shuttle Orbiter Fl_sh
Evaporator System have been measured for two specific cases. The specific
cases include: (1) elevon position (simulated elevon) and (2) elevon/fuselage
assenlblysurface temperature extremes, viz., -100oc and 40oc.

Cryogenically-cooledquartz crystal microbalances have been showr to be
remarkably good sensors for measurement of water-vapor plume profiles in vacuo.

The theoretical source-flow technique for modeling the spacecraft
contamination in an on-orbit environment and the corallary analytical function
for molecular flow from a sonic nozzle are shown to agree closely with the
cold-case dat_ measured during this experiment.

Data from the warm (+40oc) elevon/fuselage simul_tor do not correlate well
with predicted values. The reasons for poor correlation are not clear. The
measured values from the warm case do suggest that the nozzle/_urfaces
combination is more efficient at directing the water molecules away from the
spacecraft. It follows, then, that the cold case data or the molecular
distributions predicted by theory probably represent worst-case distributions
of water-vapor molecules from the flash evaporator system.
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The effect of temperature of the elevon/fuselage assembly on mass-flux 
distribution was striking. Shown in graphical form in Figure 10, the "warm 
case" data indicates a narrowing of the molecular distribution from the nozzle. 
Although these data do not correlate well with the predicted values, they do 
suggest a more efficient dismissal of effluent from the nozzle, i.e., more 
molecules are directed away from the spacecraft. It is then apparent that the 
cold case data or the molecular distribution predicted by theory probably 
represent worst-case conditions of distributIon of water-vapor molecules from 
the FES. The reasons for the differences in distributicns directly 
attributable to spacecraft surface temperatures are unclear. 

Each data point consistpd of a set of 10-20 individual mpasurements 
utilizing nuclear instrumentation pulse-counting techniques. ta~h individual 
measurement represented an integration (pulse counting) time of 10 seconds. 
This approach permitted a precision or self-consistency of better th~n ±2% 
between measurements. Measurements were reproducible after major conf~guration 
changes, e.g., elevon movement, elevon/fuselage temperature changes, and FES 
flow rate, to better than !10% for most measurements. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The directional characteristics of a specially designed, sonic nozzle for 
the dismissal of water-vapor effluents from the Shuttle Orbiter F13sh 
Evaporator Sy~tem have been measured for two specifi~ cases. The specific 
cases include: (1) elevon position (simulated elevon) and (2) elevon/f~s~lage 
as~~mbly surface temperature extremes, viz., -lOOoC and 400C. 

Cryogenically-cooled quartz crystal microbalances have been showr to be 
r~markably good sensors for measurement of water-vapor plume orofiies in vacuo. 

The theoretical source-flow technique for modeling the spacecraft 
contamination in an on-orbit eniironment and the corallary analytical function 
for molecular flow from a sonic nozzl~ are shown to agree closely with the 
cold-case dat3 measur~d during this experiment. 

Oata from the warm (+4QoC) elevon/fuselage simul~tor do not correlate well 
with predicte~ value5. The reasons for poor correlation are not clear. The 
measured values from the warm case do suggest that the nozzle/~urfaces 
combination is more efficient at directing the water molecules away from the 
spacecraft. It follows, then, that the cold case data or the molecular 
distributions predicted by theory probably represent worst-case distributions 
of water-vapor molecules from the flash evaporator system. 
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Figure 7.- Cryogenically-cooled 
quartz crystal microbalance and 
tubulated ionization gage. 
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OUTGASSING TESTS ON IRAS SOLAR PANEL SAMPLES

G. Premat* A. Zwaal* N.H. Pennings**

I. INTRODUCTION
/

i.1 .Purpose

The IRAS satellite.(InfraPed :,_tronomical Satellite) is a joint venture

between the Netherlands, United States and the United Kingdom to inves-

t/gate the infrared sources in space by means of a telescope, which is

cooled to superfluid helium temperature (about + 2 - 10K).

Due to the low operation temperature the risks of contamination,

particularly of the optical com[_0nents, are high.
The efforts to diminish the contamination hazard to a minimum include

selection of low out_Tjassing materials, spr-cial treatment after manu-

facturing and speci;1 spacecraft handling procedures. All the consti-

tuting materials of the satell±te are potential sources of contamination.

Due to their location, their relatively high temperature and the many

organic materials contained, the solar panels require special considera-
tion.

At the request of Fokker, prime contractor for the IRAS project and

manufacturer of the solar panels, the Materials Section of ESTEC carried

out several outgassing tests on representative solar panel samples with

a view to determining the extent of contamination that could be

expected from this source.

1.2 Purpose of tests carried out in ESTEC

The materials for the construction of the sol_r panels have been
selected as a result of contamination obtained in "Micro VCM" tests.

This method is a "screenilg test" and gives only the "qualified" or

"non-qualified" results according to criteria used by NASA as well as

by ESA (1% TMI, and 0.1% CVCM).

This test method is intended to provide an accelerated means of deter-

mining the total mass loss of material_ and their contamination
attributes in exposure to vacuum (<10-Vtorr) at a temperature of 125°C.

This method might give misleadin_ results in case of those materials,
whose outgassing kinetics at 125 C are diffe_'ent from those at the

temperature of intended use.
• 0 0 . • O

The comparlson of materlals prop@rtles is only valld at 125 C. The
Q • • 0 • ° • .

measurement for collectors at 25 C wlth sLm_lar stlcklng coefflclents.

It is considered, however, that the method of using the defined

screening operation is a conservative one. The risk is that a few

matcrials which have acceptable p_ operties (at the intended temperature

of use) will be eli_t'%nated because their properties are not satisfactory

0t the test temperature of 125°C. It was, however, necessary to know

the kinetics of outgassing (i.e. total mass loss of mate_'ials and

•ESTEC Noor_ijk The Netherlands

•*Fokker S_ace Division Schiphol The Netherlands
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OurGASSING 'reSTS ON lRAS SOIAR PANEL SAMPLES 

G. Premat* A. Zwaal* N.H. Pennings** 

1. I N TRODUCT::: ON 

1.1 ?urEose 

The IRAS satellite.(InfraP~d :~tronomical Satellite} is a joint venture 
between the Netherlands, United States and the United Kingdom to inves
tigate the infrared sources in space by means of a telescope, which is 
cooled to superfluid helium temperature (about ~ 2 - 10K). 
Due to tile low operatioo temperature the risks of contamination, 
particularly of the optical components, are high. 
The efforts to diminish the contamination hazard to a minimum include 
selection of low outgassing materials, sp~cial treatment after manu
facturing and speci: 1 spacecraft handling procedures. All the consti
tuting materials of the satell~te are potential sources of contamination. 
Due to their location, their relatively high temperature and the many 
organic materials contained, the solar panels require special considera
tion. 
At the request of Fokker, prime contractor for the IRAS project and 
manufacturer of the solar panels, the Materials Section of ESTEC carried 
out several outgassing tests on representative solar panel samples with 
a view to determining the extent of contamination that could be 
expected from this source. 

1.2 Purpose of tests carried out in ESTEC 

The materials for the construction of the sol~r panels have been 
selected as a result of contaminati.on obtained in "Micro VCM" tests. 
This method is a "screeni'lg test" and gives only the "qUillified" or 
"non-qualified" results according to criteria used by NASA as well as 
by ESA (1' TH!o and 0.1\ CVCM) . 
This test method is intended to provide an acceleraterl means of deter
mining the total mass loss of materialg and their contamination 
attributes in exposure to vacuum « 10- torr) at a temperature of l2S

o
C. 

This method might give mi~leading results in case of those materials, 
whose outgassing kinetics at 125 Care diffeLent from thosP. at the 
temperature of intended use. 
The comparison of materials p~~rties is only valid at 12SoC. The 
measurement for collectors at 2SoC ~ith similar sticking coefficients. 
It is considered, however, that the method of using the defined 
screening operation is a conservative one. The risk is that a few 
materials which have acceptable p)operties (at the intended temperature 
of use) will be eli~\nated because their properties are not satisfactory o 
~t the test tem~rature of 125 C. It was, however, necessary to know 
th~ kinetics of outgassing (i.e. total mass loss of materials and 

*ESTEC ~0r~~ijk The Netherland~ 
**Fokker Space Division Schiphol Th~ Netherlands 
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ccndensable volatile materials coming from selected products versus

time, temperature of solar panels and different temperature configura-

tions of telescope) to determine the contamination risks during the
mission of the satellite.

2. DESCRIPTION OF SAMPL :S

The six test samples have been manufactured like solar panels of a

flight model (Figure i).

3. DESCRIPTION OF TEST EQUIPMENT

The equipment developed at

ESTEC to perform the out- vsoc-i OUTC_SS_NGSVSTEM

gassing measurements makes

use of the advantages offered

combining QCMs (Quartz _|_bu_,

Crystal Balance) with a con- _ _ . _----_,_s_,.ventional vacuum balance. ____This system (Figure 2) con-

sists of a Sartorius 4201 ,0____ %_._-,_smv_e,m
vacuum balance with magnet- s,s,,. _ Z TO_,Sat_IUQEically suspended sample

I

hangers. ! .--_--_vz _vsT_s

The balan__ has a sensitivity -- _ ! _=_D===-_,_
of 1 x 10--g but due to the' -----T-'-T-_
vibrations as well as temper- I u-r--coo_too,_._ _.ATE
ature and humidity variations

in laboratories, the__ccuracy _ _-_i_

is limited to 1 x i0 -g. The __
maximum load of the balance

is 25 g and the temperature

is controlled by an oven con-

taining the samples.

The three Celesco QCMs can

measure the amount of

materials cgndensed oll the Figure 2

exposed _rystal_down to a few

time 10--9g/cm-'2(sen_itivity given by the manufacturer:
8.9 x i0- g/cm" /mV-" output).

These QCMs can be cooled down from an ambient temperature to liquid

nitrogen temperature.

The condensor plate (with holes in front of QCMs) is also controlled

at the lowest QCM temperature and has a diameter of 146 mm (area + 175 cm 2'_

The contaminants trapped on the plate can be collected for analysis

(i.e. infrared spectroscopy).

The pumping system is a Varian VTI02 ion pump system, equipped with a

quadruple mass spectrometer permitting analysis cf outgassing products

" which do not condense on the condensor plate (i.e. mainl,, water,

solvents and atmosph,:ric gases). Also pressures down to at least 10 -9

tort can be obtained.
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ccndensab1e volatile materials coming from selected products versus 
time, tempet:'ature of solar panels and different temperature configura
tions of telescope) to detennine the contamination risks during the 
mission of the satellite. 
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The six test samples have been manufactured like solar panels of a 
flight model (Figure 1). 

3. DESCRIPTION OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
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4. SAMPLE PREPARATXON

Each sample has been conditioned for at least 24 hours at a standard

temperature of 20°C and a standard humidity of 65% before evacuating

the test chamber and starting the test. This is similar to the condi-

tioning used in the Micro VCM procedure (PSS-02T).

a. Clean the [X_Ms and cooled plate with a mixture of IPA and freon TF
(50%-50%).

b. Mount the sample on vacuum balance and switch on.
c. Close the oven.

d. Pump down.

e. Cool the QCMs and cooled _late to the intended temperature when
the pressure is about I0- torr.

f. When the QCMs and cooled plate temperatures are correct, start

heating the oven.

In the normal sequence of operations, there was a minimum time between

the actions; ho%_ver, in some cases the time between the actions

increased due to pumping failure, cooling failure, stabilization, etc.
(see Table i).

For the tests 1046/1047 and 1049 the cooling of the QCMs and heating

of the sample have been started together under dry nitrogen at

atmospheric pressures before pump down. The QCMs and the condensor

plate are maintained at temperature as described in Table 2. Through

the choice of these temperatures, a discrimination can be made between

outgassing products with respect to their vapor pressure. The composi-

tion of the lightest fractions has been analyzed using a mass

spectrometer in the pumping line.

5. MASS "PECTROMETER DATA

The analysis of gases coming out of samples has been carried out with a

quadruple spectrometer (see Table 3) This analysis has only been

carried out with the experiment 1042 (sample 3) because of failure

of the spectrometer.

5.1 Infrared anal_sis of contaminants trapped on cooled plate

After each test the composition of the organic products condensed on

the cooled plate have been analyzed by infrared spectrometry method.
The results are shown in Table 4.

6. METHODS OF CALCULATION

The different parameters were collected continuously on si,_ channels

recorder and the recordings were analyzed by hand to measure the

signal V.

a. In mV for the total mass loss versus time.

b. In mV for volatile condensable _, versus time,
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4. SAMPLE PREPARAT:t:ON 

Each sample has been conditioned for at lea$t 24 hours at a standard 
temperature of 200 C and a standard humidity of 65\ before evacuating 
the test chamber and starting the test. This is similar to the condi
tioning used in the Micro VCM procedure (PSS-02T). 

a. Clean the QCMs and cooled plate with a mixture of IPA and freon TF 
(50\-50\). 

b. Mount the sample on vacuum balance and switch on. 
c. Close the oven. 
d. Pump down. 
e. Cool the QCMs and cooled_ilate to the intended temperature when 

the pressure is about 10 torr. 
f. When the QCMs ancl cooled plate temperatures are correct, start 

heating the oven. 

In the normal sequence of operations, there was a minimum time between 
the actions; ho'tlr-aver, in some cases the time between the actions 
increased due to pumping failure, cooling failure, stabilization, etc. 
(see Table 1). 
For the tests 1046/1047 and 1049 the cooling of the QCMs and heating 
of the sample have been started together under dry nitrogen at 
atmospheric pressures before pump down. The QCMs and ~~e condensor 
plate are maintained at temperature as described in Table 2. Through 
the choice of these temperatures, a discrimination can be made between 
outgassing products with respect to their vapor pressure. The composi
tion of the lightest fractions has been analyzed using a mass 
spectrometer in the pumping line. 

5. MASS ~PECTRC'METER DATA 

The analysis of gases coming out of sampl~s has been carried out with a 
quadruple spectrometer (see Table 3). This analysis has only been 
carried out with the experiment 1042 (sample 3) because of failure 
of the spectrometer. 

5.1 Infrared analysis of contaminants trapped on cooled plate 

After each test the composition of the organic products condensed on 
the cooled plate have been analyzed by infrared spectrometry method. 
The results are shown in Table 4. 

6. METHODS OF CALCULATION 

The different parameters were collected continuously on si~ channels 
recorder and the recordings wer£ analyzed by hand to measure th~ 
signal V. 

a. In mV for the total mass loss versus time. 
b. In mV for volatile condensables versus time. 
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The TML is calculated acoording to the following formula:

% TML = V(atm + V buo_anc_ effect - Vt) x S x i00
Mo

whe re :

V atm = signal at atmospheric pressure

V = buoyancy effect

Vt = signal during test versus time

S = sensitivity lO-4g mV-1

Mo = initial weight before testing.

The CVCM is calculated according to the formula:

% CVCM = (Vt - Vo) x 8.86 x 10-9 x 175
x 100

Mo

where :

Vo = signal at time o

Vt = signal during test versus time

8.86 x i0 g/cm-2/mV -1 sensitivity of QCMs (given by manufacturer)

175cm 2 = _rea of condensor plate

Mo = initial weight of sample before test in grammes.

These data are listed and stored in the computer for calculations.

buoyancy effect=buoyancy of balance + buoyancy of sample

(not including the air contained in the sample).

z_ Vc=the lowest signal observed after heating the sample.

The time zero has been taken from the heating of the sample for the

first four tests and at pump down time for the other three tests.

The zero value of the total mass loss has been measured from the

initial signal of vacuum balance as soon as the sample was mounted

corrected from the buoyancy effect measured after each test.

Due to vibrations of the vacuum balance during the mounting of the

sample and the pump down, the measurement of buoyancy effect is very

difficult and an errur of a few mg can be done.

The zero value of the QCMs has been taken at the lowest value of

signal observed after cooling of the QCMs and heating of sample,

but this can be slightly overestimated because some contamination may

already have occurred during the cooling.
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The TML is calculated according to the following formula: 

, TML = V(atm + V buoyancy effect - Vt) x S x 100 
Me> 

where: 
V atm = signal at atmospheric pressure 

!t 
V = buoyancy effect 

Vt 

S 

ltk> 

= signal during test versus time 

't' 't 10-4 v-l = senS:l 1. Vl. Y g m 

= initial weight before testing. 

The CVCM is calculated according to the formula: 

-9 
\ CVCM = (Vt - Yo) x 8.86 x 10 x 175 x 100 

Me> 

where: 
!t:t 

Vo == signal at time 0 

Vt == sl1nal during test versus time 
-II -2-1 

8.86 x iO g/cm /mV = sensitivity of QCMs (given by manufacturer) 

l75cm2 = ~rea of condensor plate 

ltk> = initial weight of sample before test in grammes. 

These data are listed and stored in the computer for calculations. 

:t buoyancy effect=buoyancy of balance + buoya..lcy of sample 
(not including the air contained in the sample). 

:t!t Vc=the lowest signal observed after heating the sample. 

The time zero has been taken from the heating of the sample for the 
first four tests and at pump down time for the other three tests. 
The zero value of the total mass loss has been measured from the 
ini tial signal of vacuum balance as soon as the sample was mounted 
corrected from the uuoyancy effect measured after each test. 
Due to vibrations of the vacuum balance during the mounting of the 
sample and the pump down, the measurement of buoyancy effect is very 
difficult and an errur of a few mg can be done. 
The zero value of the QCMs has been taken at the lowest value of 
signal observed after cooling of the QCMs and heating of sample, 
but this can be slightly overestimated because some contamination may 
already have occurred during the cooling. 
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7. COMPUTER CALCULATION METHOD

The method =_ed is linear regression by equal incuements. It is

based on several tests of change_ of variable, lead'+ng to a linear

relation between the new variables and the necessary parameters by

least square fit.

The calculation program is written in ArL. It _onsists of a series

of sub-programs corresponding to different equations, which are

tested successively by comparison with experimental dat2_, p_ticularly
the power function Y = aT- and the exponent function y = ae ".

Both equations are given; the correlation with the power function

gives normally a better fit with experiment for _u;ations :K)t longer

than 120 h.

This is the case for the IRAS tests.

7.1 The results are given as computer listing (see example of TML listing

below)
............................................. ...

w -R.234420033G • Y 1'Q.0glIR?3"nM53d; (.s.)

_t05 s 10"_0 • 1

............................... o .............................

TIa_(H) M£S* ¢AL('. EIm.J. IMTE

S.O ;I.&611/'L "" 2.34431"1 ** T,1.5?4" -- _?.|400/'1
;I.0 t •?341-iE- J. 2. 4900it'lL o. 060%t ,d.|444E't
3.0 ;I.?907['| 1.592_'I 7,0991 -- ?.91193P'3
4.0 2.OdI'_N"L -- ;t.61il08"'i S.O?:lO G.Oe'.W+'II"3
5.0 a.b651E'1 3.?tlOA"t 5.1761 -- 4.9,'ao_"3
6,0 2 •O_JS4r"1 2. ?S21UF"1 *- 4.?_33 4. _ | IN_"3
?.0 _1.920°-J['1, 2.001 'JE-t 4.07_0 3.6G?_'3
0.0 2.939SE'1 -- 2. PJG3E't 3.50_ ;J.3,W ._'3
9.0 ;I. 04(_E'1 2.1_6?1E'1 R.??03 _.91_0E'3

I0,0 _.9bOIE'l R. f1940Lr" _. 10_0 ,", G_."GI "3
11.0 _.9501Z'1 ;I. 920,TJF"I. |.;1774 ,"..13_G -r'3
12.0 a,SSOli-I -" ;l. 9437J"1 0.4072 -. :%477E'3
!3.0 2.9G741"1 ;I.'_,154F'1 O.Of._ll-- ._.02011"3

14.+ '.9_40"t "" +:009044_.: "" "0.10A'0"014'..'" 1.03'331"01"J040''3L5.O _.0000,'|
1,.. 3, 00,3A"1 3. O+;13E'I "0.4337--1. ?30UE',
17.11 3.0232'1"1 3.03'9"J1" 1 "0.5:171 -- 1 •1_3011"3
liD.I) 3. 032_F01 3.0581E'1 "0.7449 -- I •5_4_1"3
19,0 3,r,4_,0['1 3.0703E'1 -- "0.935? -- t +UO&E'3
20,0 3.0_50E'1 *- 3.0040E't "0.94_1 -- 1.4132_"3
;ll.O 3.0604E'I 3.0g_E'| -- "l.2.tG3 -- I 35_10[-3
;12.0 3 •0f,S";a'" t 3.11,180"1 "t,3707 "- I •,'?.750L"3
23,0 3. O?')OE'I +- 3 • |34._1r'1 - _, 4?o4ji -- 1,2447E'3
24,1 3.00031"1 3,13671"t "l.s66s -- 1.19731"3
25,0 3,1065ur'1 "" 3,14031"1 "1,336, "* 1.1|3_1/'3
:'6.1 3. I IIK.31"I 3.151101"; " 1.3WFJ *- I. | 1361"3
i?.a 3.134glr'i 3,1?olur'l ' 1,1403 -- t.O?50E'3
_10,i) 3.1441L1"1 3. lllL3Jr'| -- "1.1011? -* 1. 041LE'3
,19,0 3.155L_ -t 3.19111"I "|. ;10,1,4,-- I. 0i)o41r'3
31,1 , 3.14411"I " 3.ti)lll'l -- "1.8143 -- 9.??Oalr'4

These listings g_ ve:

a. the power function from which the results %'e_e calculated.

b. the resvlts :

i. in column I: time in hours

2. in column 2: me@sured data (%)

3. in column 3: data calculated from the equation (_)

4. in column 4: difference between data calculated and measured

5. in column 5: the rate in %/h
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7. COMPUTER CALCULATION METHOD 

The method u.sed is linear regression by equa:' inc:::ements. It is 
based on several tests of change!? of vuriaLle, lead~,ng to a linf.:!ar 
relation betwe~n the new variables and the p.~cessary parameters by 
least square fit. 
The calculation program is written ~n ArL. It ~onsists of a se~ies 
of sub-programs corresponding to different equa~ians, which are 
tested successively by co~parison with experimental data, psf.ticu1arly 
the power function '{ = arr: and the exponent function y = ae '. 
Both equations are given; the correlation with ~h~ power function 
gives normally a better fit with experiment f~r ~~~ations l~t longer 
than 120 h. 
This is the case for the IRAS tests. 

7.1 The results are given as computer listing (see example of TML listing 
below) 

I~~' ,_ " NO/! 
liEF I lona,l 

II , JOCJJ:!I '4 , H:rIIItn 13 " 

I"Orp! I IO~O., 

TIICeHI "E5· OOII.r. '''''.~. IMr6 

1.0 a.oallE-' a.344U-, lI.a?1- 110 '"DII'-. 
a.' '.73.~-' 

nf!g~i 
e.G"\< •• 1.l-l-tU-. 

3.0 a.79a76-' 7.a"a .- 7.911)3"-;' 
•• 0 =::~:t '.072D •• 6.a'J·HE-3 , .. '.1?6' .. ~:~r=:~ 6.0 1.II!I9V-' 1.?i2Y-' •• 7233 •• 
?a 2.l2av-, a.OOI~E:' •• Qr.iD _. J.G.mn-3 
D.O 1.'3"E-' tf;~~~-~ 3.50'" •• ~:;i~in 9.0 a.9'Cl)'-' ~.?703 •• 

,a •• I.'~IIII-' 2.091"- ~.'3SO •• :'t.6::!GI -3 
11.0 I."IIIE-' 1.910;6-' ,.a7?4 •• ~ •• IJ~G~-3 
,a.o a.ISII"-' •• 9.311-' O"'O?a •• ~::~:iB !3.0 •. tII?'-' a."541'-' 0.0G09 •• , ... .: 1._.,-, t=-: 0.01.9 •• ::g~;::~ 
'5.' '.000"-' -0."11 •• 
11.0 tm~:: 3.02au-, -0 •• 33'1 •• :::~~B '?' 3.03911-' - •• Ila?! •• 
,".0 U!rn:: 3.0Ilal'-' -o.?.' •• ::~g:~:~ It.a 3.17'U-' -0.93" •• 
aa.' 3.0C'!0£-' 3.0010'-' :~ ::~~i :: 1.~'l:!E-l 
a'.a 3.06041-' 3.0!JCl~E-' , 3,30'-3 

22.' 3. 01971-' 3.11'11'-' -,.3?0? •• ::~~~~i':~ 23.' 3.I7'.lO'-' 3.,a.~r-' -1 •• ?6' •• 
a ••• 3.'003'-' 3.'367'-' -,.1116" •• U:i:i=: aa •• 3.,".-, 3.,1t1S1'-' -,.336. 
al •• 3.1113'-' 3.lStor-' ·'.3971·· 

:::!m:~ I?' 3.1~4"-' 3.'?lU-' . '.'4:1~ •• H.' 3.1 •• U-' 3.'"'36-' "'.'Da? •• 
at •• :s.'"''''-I :s.", .. -, ::::.~.:: ,.10041-3 
31.' i 3.'441'-' •• - 3.111"-' ".1'10:'-" :s, .• :s.'44U-' .. :s.,",,-, -'.':Sl? .. 9.41I1U-4 

These listings give: 

a. th~ power function from which the results ware calcu13tEd. 

b. the rest'lts: 

l. in column 1: time in hours 
2. in column 2: meClsured data (\) 

3. in column 3: data calculated from the equation (' ) 

4. in column 4: difference between data calculated and measured 
5. in column 5: the rate in Vh 
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k_
_! 7.2 The dlfferent equations calculated for six tests are given in Tables
_ 5 and _.

_. We can see from these tables the differences which occur between

: equations corresponding to tests carried out at the same temperature.

'_ These differences and in some cas_s the absence of equation are due

to technical incidents during test_ (i.e.f. ilure of oven, liquid

o nitrogen tank empty, high ncise on the QC24s or failure of LN 2 regula-

tion (LN2 valves still open).
these incidents are the cause of variations in the data recorded

(re-evaporation of contaminants from QCMs when the LN_ _s missing for

example) and consequently of me4ification in the calculated equations.
These incidents have been particularly f£cquent during the last three
test_.

7.3 The curves measured and calculated (Figure 3) for i_:."and CVCM for

each test indicate a fair correlation for the total mass loss, except

for test 1049 (instabilities due to ice-drift on the vacuum balance),

but are not conclusive in the case of CVCM.

8. PREDICTIONS

From the equations given in Tables 5 and £, we calculated _e % TI.J_,
% TML rate, % CVCM and % CVCM rate predictions from 1 to 10-hours.

These predictions are shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9.

9. CONCLUSION

The results obtained show large discrepancies between them. These are

mainly due to technical incidents during the tests and inaccurate

zero during the analysis of recordings.

T,esc differences influenced the equations used to carry out the cal-

culations fur _/]e predictions.

Concerning the form cf equation used to ca:ry out the calculation,

the power function is the best one that could be foun4 at the moment

to fit the experimental data, but it is not in agreement with any

theory that this casts a doubt on the far away extrapolation. To

validate a theory, a lot of long time duration tests (minimum three

hundred hours fo': each sample without incident) should have been run.
The predicted outgassing after I0 hours is, however, within a factor
around 2 for TML and I0 for CVCM.

Notwithstanding their lack of accuracy, the results g.ven in this

paper should be sufficient to assess the contamination risk of the

satellite with a reasonable confidence.
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r~ 7.2 The different equations calculated for six tests are given in Tables 

'". \ 5 and C;. 

We can see from these tables the differences which occur between 
equations corresponding to tests carried Out at the same temperature. 
These differences and in some caSJS the absence of equation are due 
to technical incidents during testG (i.e. f,ilure of oven, liquid 
nitrogen tank empty, high nctse on the QCMs or failure of LN2 regula
tion (L~2 valves still open). 
rhese incidents are the cause of variations in the data recorded 
(re-evaporation of contaminants fro~ QCMs when the LN., :',s missing for 
example) and consequently of ~~t'!ification in the calcU1.~1ted equations. 
These incidents have been particularly L:-~qllent C'uring the last three 
tests. 

7.3 The curves measured and calculated (Figure 3) for 'TI,~ ;u:d CVCM for 
each test indicate a fair correlatiou for the total mass 10s5, except 
for test 1049 (instabilities due to ice-drift on the varJurn balance), 
but are not conclusive in the case of CVCM. 

8. PREDICTIONS 

From the equations given in Tables 5 and E., we calculated :-ge \ ThL, 
\ TML rate, % CVCM and % CVCM rate predictions from 1 to 10 hours. 
These predictions are shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9. 

9. CONCLUSION 

The results obtained show large discrepancies between the~. These are 
mainly due to technical incidents durin0 the tests and inaccurate 
zero during th~ analysis of recordings. 
T.esc differences influenced the equations ased to carry out the cal
culations fu~ '~e predictions. 
Concerning the form ~f equation used to ca:ry out the calculation, 
the power function is the best one that could be foun~ at the moment 
to fit the experimental data, but it is not in agreement with any 
theory that this casts a doubt on the far away extrapolation. To 
validate a theory, a lot of long time duration tests (minimum three 
hundred hours fo': each sample witgout incident) should have been run. 
The predicted outgassing after 10 hours is, howev~r, within a factor 
a~ound 2 for TML and 10 for CVCM. 
Notwithstanding their lack of accuracy, the results g_ven in this 
paper should be sufficient to assess the contamination risk of the 
satellite with a reasonahle confidence. 
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c

1042 1043 104_ 1045 10_6 10_7 10_9

time time time time time time time

; Action/failure (h) " (h) (h) (h) (h) (h) (h) I'
Mounting samplp -6 -?7 -19 -5 -1 -1 -1

,,i 1Pump dow_ -5 -26 -17 -_ 0 O 0

/
_ Jling _,C;is -3 , -24 -15 -2 I C

Hea_ng sample 0 _ 0 0 0 i

! I ", LN2 failcre _?t;.to 105 c _

'{ tankempty i_
Oven failure _ 302 and | o,

I 30_ h
l

" I ?

390 and ' ,-

_' II _ sgsh : . '_
" I I

• Noiseeffects , . _No data on No data on _o _ata on [

_' (unknown origin, I i :QCMs. Too " QCMs. Too QCHs. Too t

probably . _ _i i [ ,'much noise much noise much nois_ [ __ielectrlcal) : _ _ : ._,

valves , ,Valves Valves Valves -i
i

Ifroze_ frozen [ frozenfrozen

i, I I ,"I i !

TABLE I.

0 : starting point of data

Test Sample TML CVCM CVCM CVCM I CVCM
Number Number T°C sample -25°C -V5°C -IO0°C -16n°C Observations .]I+ 125°C

X X X t cooling time
1042 3 _ 3h t 3h 2 3h

-- duration of

1043 l X t X _ X QCMs before "_c
24h 24h sample hearing

1044 2 X X 12

ISh _ 15h long duPa-

-- tic test i
lOU_ 4 X X :, (400 h;

2h _2h \
_ _I_ --

two tests
I0_ _6 X X X X

hav_ been

T sample carrlt,d cut.
+ 80°C Ist: C_h ,at

1047 l_S X X X X lO0°C

T sample 2nd: one week
; + 100-C at 125°C after

..... recovering at

4. 1049 5 X X X X 65% RH, 25°C

'_ _" samRle duping m ,-6 "

• 125_C than 48 h.
-F *

TABLE 2 _,

For the tests 3046 and 104V the cooling of the QCH and heating of the sample have _eea started together

under dry nitrogen at atmo_phezqc pressure before pump do_.,
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10"2 10"3 10 .... 1045 1046 10 .. 7 10"9 
time time time time time time time 

Action/failure (h) (h) (h) (h) (h) (h) (h) 

Mounting ~ampl .. -f, -17 -1~ -~ -1 -1 -1 

Pump dow I -5 -26 -17 -.. 0 (I (I 

r-----
::~ ,ling \,,''::;is -3 , -2" -15 -2 

f-
Htcd .. :ng sample 0 j () 0 0 
r--' ! ~ 

LN2 faih:re .. 7~i. to 105 -

I 
tank empty . 

Oven failure I 302 and 

I 304 h 

IT 
390 and . 
395 h 

--
Noise effects INo data on No data on !fo <lata on 
(unknown origin, i _ :QCHs. Too QCMs. Too QCMs. Too I probably I I 

I ,much noise much noisE' much nois~ 
electrical) I I . 

; 
i I ! .1 

LN2 valves 

I ! :Va~ves Valves Valves 
frozen I 

I I frozE;:I frozen I fro::en I I I L 

TABLE 

o starting point of data 

Test San.ple TML cveM eve,", I eveM cvc'"' 
NUIT.ber Number TOC sample -25°C -75°C -100°C -If-noe Ol-servations 

+ 125°C 

10112 3 X X X 
:I cooling time • 3h • 3h • 1h duration of 

101;3 1. X X 
:I 

X QeMs beforf' 
• 24h 21;h sample heating 

101;1; 2 X X •• • - • ISh • ISh. Ion" durd-
tic test 

101l~ II X X " 
(110(1 h~ 

• 2h 
1t 2h 

r- ··6 ••• two tests 
10~ X X X X hav: h,'en T sa~le . 

+ 80°C carrh'd cut. 
1st: S4h .It 

10117 ···s X X X X 100°C 
T salngle 2nd: onC' \~eek 

+ 100 C at 125°C ilft .. r 

10119 5 X X X X 
recovering at 
65\ RH, 2SoC 

T samgle during m ell , 125 C 
than 48 h. 

TABLE 2 

For the tests J046 and 1011" the cooling of the Q(,K and heating of the sample have teen started together 
under dry nitrogen .It Iltmo~:>htal'ic pressure before pump dow-,. 
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' r

P=5xi0-7 P=-_xlC-7 P=1.3xIO -'! P=1.5x10 -7 P=9x19 -8 P=?xl "-8 P=_,xl" "t
toPr toPr tOrP I:01_9 %orP tort t O._'r -_

T2 T3 T4 T5 "J'e T7
role (To+l) (To+15) (To+25) (T0 	à�l�(TO ˜	ä�d�(?o	à�l�(To_?7)

Amp _p Amp A_p Amp i. Amp Ao_ !
) 1 6 xlO-] 1 _ _ _ I _ _

2 9.6x10 -11 3.2x19 -12 2.9x10 -12 1.7x10 -12 1.9x10 -12 , 1.Ux]n -!2
, t _ 12 1.5xlO -11 2.5x10 -13 ....

i 13 .....1_ 6 xlO -11 2.3x10-12 2 x19 -12 1.qx10 -12 1.5x10 -12 t 1.3xl _-12 ,_ x]n "1"_

l 15 1.5x10-11 .... I _
16 9 xlO -11 2.7x10 -12 2 xlO -12 1.7x10 -12 1.5xlq -12 I 1.1xl P-12 5 xi _

._-13
| ......

17 3 xlO-10 7 xlq -11 6.2x10 -12 q.2x10 -12 3.5x10 -12 2.8xlp -12 1.3x10 -12

_1 _

18 1.3x10-9- 2.2x10 -10 1._xiO -10 1.1xlO -10 _8 xlt_ -11_ 8 xlO -11 a.9xlO "

28 6.9x10 -10 3._x10 -10 2.9x10 -10 2.3x10 -10 2.6x10 -10 1.7x10 -lq 1.6xlq -10

: 32 1.2x10 -10 6 xlO -11 8.9x10 -12 6.6x10 -12 8 xlO -12 _ xlO -12 3.5x10 -12_

_ _ _0 2.1x10 -11 2.5x10 -12 2. lx10 -12 1.9xlO -12 1.TxlO -12 1.1x10 -12 6.8x10 -13

_ 1.5x10 -10 6 xlO -11 _.2x10 -12 3 x10-12 2.2x10 -12 1.3x10 -12 9 xlO -13_ 55 _ x10 -12 - - ' - =

[ 57 q xlO -12 -

57 3 xlO -12 - "-
69 3 x10 _ - -

; _ 79 _ x10-12 - " : 'l

TABLE 3

Note: 1o is the time of measurement of the pl.essure after tn_ _n. h=u_ after pump dom, of the sample.

P is the p_ccsure at the time when the recording has\been carried ou_

! Test Sample! restI% 'SamplJ Rate TML
Number Number Resul_ No. [TML iTemp. !(%/h) _

i .lq_.2 3 HC : 5._ x 10-5 - 10_2| 0.036601125°C [ 1._567x10-2T -0"963_0,0.2980(T)

I E : 3.1 x 10-5 , ,
8.5 x l_--_JS--_ 1003 _ 0.029761 125°C ! 1.01_5xln-2T -0"9702_ :

i 10,3 1 HC : 2.5 x 10-5 I ! ,_io.,og,T,
E : 1.5 x 10 -5

•_ _ x 10-_ g 10_qi 0.02662 125°C 7._772x1C'3T-0"9733-8 '_
.- _ :0.280(T)
- _ ]_q 2 HC : 8._ _ 10-5

_ E : 2.6 x 10-5 1005 0.5523 1250C 1.0529X10"2T "0"90_77
L L 1.11 x 10-_" g ,0.3355(T) ; _

_ _ 10_|5 _ HC : 1.25 x i0 -_ 10_6 0.09162 80°C 2.1475xlO'2T "0"90838 ;
_ E : 0.70 x i0"_ ;-

_ 1.95 x 10"W g LO_7I 0.097_2 IooOc 1.76_8xlO'2T "0'90260

V 10_6 6 HC : 2.0q x 10-5 I0.1812(T) ;

_ E : 8.90 x 10-6 L0_9; 0.02330!125°C __.375 xlO'2T "0"97670
,.:- 2._3 X I0"_ g :

i 0'1873(T) ilOa7 5 HC:2.89x lO"5 1 _
_" E : 1.13 x 10 -5 TABLE 5 "

_. _. 02 x 10-r_ g _ ,

HC : hydrocarbon TABLE q 1" :. - _steP

"_. 7 _::e results have been obtained according to
document PSS-15/QRM-OST,
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P=5xlO -7 
P=-i!xl·~ 

-7 P=1.3xll) 
-'I 

P=1.5xl0 -7 
P=~xl~ 

-8 P=?xl"1 -" -~ - ],:7x1 "' 
torr torr torr torr torr torr torr 

T2 T3 T4 T5 '!'t ':7 
m/e (To+1) (To+15) (To+25 ) (To+38) (TO+4Q) ('1'n+71) (T~.)7) 

Amp Amp Amp A"IIp Amp ! Amp Ar.l~ 

1 6 Xll)-11 - - - - I - -
9.6xl0-11 3.2x10-12 2.9X10-12 1.7xI0-12 1.9xl0-12 

. 
-~., l\1..,-1~-2 t 1.4xlll " ~ 

12 1. 5x11)-11 2.SXl0-13 - - - - -
13 - - - - - - -
14 6 xlO-11 2.3x11)-12 2 xl()-12 1.4X10-12 I.SXl0- 12 I 1.3xl,,-12 '1 

-1::1 

I 
~:1 n ' 

15 I.Sx11)-11 - - - - - -
16 9 x1,,-11 2.7x10-12 2 x10-12 1.7xl0-12 1.5xl0-12 I 1.1xl,,-12 5 -13 xl" ___ ,-

xlO- lO xlO-ll 6.2Xl0-12 4.2xl0-12 
! 

3.5xl0-12 I 
2. 8xlC' -12 1.3xl('-12 17 3 7 

18 -9 1.3x10 "- 2.2xl0 -10 --10 
1.4xl0 1.1xl0-1O ,8 xlO-1! 8 xlO-ll 4.9xl0-12 

28 6.9X10-1O 3.4x10-1O 2.9X~0-10 2.3xl0-1O 2.6xl0-1O 1.7xl0-1O 1.6X1'1-1(\ 

1.2xl0-1O xlO-ll 8.9x10-12 6.6xl0-12 X10- 12 x10-12 ' -12 " 
32 6 8 4 

, 
3.5)(10 

40 2.1x10 -11 2.5xl0-12 - 2.1xl0-12 1.9x10-12 1.7xl0-12 1.1xl0-12 6.8xl0-13 

44 1.Sxl0-1O 6 x10-11 4.2x10-12 3 x10-12 2.2xlO-12 1.3x10-12 9 x10-13 

55 4 xll)-12 - - - - , -
57 4 x10-12 - - - - -
~7 3 x10-12 - - - - -

-"'> -' 

69 3 xl0 h - - - - -
79 4 xl0- 12 - - 0 , - - -• 

T"~!.t: 3 
Note: 10 is the time of measurement of the pressure after tn .. ~~.:! !'::::.;;- after pump doWi. of the sample. 

P is the 1>f't::;~lIre at the time when the recording has\been carried out 

r-4r------~r-~r_----------, 
Test Sitm}.Jl~ 

Number Numbel" 

1 rll~2 3 

1043 1 

In44 2 

10115 4 

1046 6 

1047 5 

HC : hy(lrOCarhon 
:, - ester 

ResuJ:t", 

He : 5.4 x 10.5 

E : 3.1 '\( 10-5 
s.s-x 10=5 g 

He : 2.5 x 10.5 

E : 1.5 x 10-5 

4 x 10.5 g 

He : 8.~ '" 10-5 

E : 2.6 x 10-5 

1.11 x 1O·"" g 

HC : 1.25 x 10.4 

E : 0.70 x 10-4 

1.95 X 10-4 g 

He : 2.04 x 10.5 

E : 8.90 x 10-6 

2.S3 x 10-5 g 

He : 2.89 x 10-5 

E : 1.13 x 10-5 

4.02 x 10 5 g 

TABLE 4 

: ,<~ Nsults have btlen obtained according to 
doeump.nt PSS-15/QRM-05T • 

~est , Tsamp1e! Rate TML 
~o. TML 'Temo. ! ('/h) 

101;2 O.036€oO'1250C 11.I;S67xl0·2T-Q·96340 
.0.2980(T) ! ; 

101;3i O.02976l1250C ! 1.0145xl0·2T·0.97024 
:0.3409(T) I 1 

I I' ! 1044: 0.02662 125°C I 7.4772xlC-3T·u.~73~~ 
;0.280(T) I' ! -
; i 

101;5' 0.5523 125°C i 1.0529xl0-2T-O.94477 
.0.3355(T) i 

1046' 0.09162 80°C 2.1475xlO·2T-0.9093d 
;0.2344(T) I 

I 

1047 i 0.09742!1000 C ! 1.7648xlO-2T-O.90260 
10.1812(T) : 

I 
1049: 0.02330! 125°C' 4.375 xl0-2r-0.97670 i 

10.1873(T) i ; 
TAllL£ 5 
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Test % CVCM TemP. I Rate CVCN
Number °/C (t/h)

.: 0.1916 -0.808_
1042 ....11.7T -25n nn n 2.1210X10-"T

' 10_2 0.2311 -75
0.0012,6T 2.8795xlO-gT -0.7689

0.3256 /
i0_3 O.00C_O_T -i00 2.9317x10-qT -n.67u_

0.3570 l
_ 10_3 0.001012T -160 4.0286x10-"T -0.6,30

0.2987
: _ lO_q -100 -0.7013

0.001161T .3._679x10-_T
_ 0.3276

I0_ 0.001232T -160 _.0360x10-_T -0.672_ •

_ 0.3513
_Y 10,5 0.000611T -25 2.1,6_x10-_T -0.6_87

0.3026 -75 -0.697_ !
_] i0_5 0.000899T 2.7203x10-_T :

_ lO.6 ND -TS .D )=

10_6 ND -75 ND = t :

i 1047 ND -25 ND

i 1047 ND -25 ND
?

!

IO_9 ND ND

i0_9 ND ND

TABLE 6

=

! Time test i0a2 test lOq3 test IOq4 test 1045 test ] test I_47 test 10v9

1 2.gSx10 -1 3.USx10 -1 2.80x10 "1 2.96x10 "1 2.3_x_ 1.81x10 -1 1.88x10 "1

i0 3.2_xi0 -1 3.65xi0 -I 2.98xi0 -I 3.81xi0 -I 2.89xi0 2.26x1_. "l 1.98x19 -I

102 3.52x10 -1 3.91x10 "1 3.17x10 -1 u,. 32x10 -1 3.57x10 "1 2.83x10 -1 2.09x10 -1

1,, 3: 3.83xi0 -I q. 18xlO -I 3.37xi0 -I 4.91xI0 -I _.13xlO -I 3.55x10 "I 2._IxlO -I

; 10_ u. 17x10"1 _._8x10 -1 3,58x10 "1 5.58x10 -1 5._5x10 -1 _,._qxlO -1 2.33xi0-I

I _5 _.5gx ._-1 _.SOxlO "I 3.81xi0 "I 6.33xl _'I 6.73xi0 "I 5.56xi0 -I 2.U6xlO "I

_ TABLE 7

Time i test I0_2 test ,C_3 test lO_q test I0_45 test IOq5 test IOw7 test 10_9

;_ I l I._56"×I(?"2 r.ol_x19 _ 7.q72xlo"3 1.853xi0 "2 2.147xi0 "2 1.76_x10-2 _.375xI0 "3

_ lt_ i 1.585 x10"3 !.086xI0"3 7.9hqxlO-q 2.103xi0 -3 2.651xi0 -3 2.208xi0 -3 q.£16xlO -q

102 i 1.72q xlo"g 1.163xI0"_ 8.44 xlO"5 2.38 xlO "_ 3.273xI0 "_ _2.76_x10"_ g.871xlC -5

.i i, I 1.875 xl0-5 1.296x10"5 8.981xi0"6 2.712xi0"5 _.0,2xi0 "5 3.q59x10 "5 5.1kOxlq"6

It" I 0_1 xlJ -6 1,33_x1c -6 9,53 xlo -7 3,08_x10 -6 4,992x10 -6 _.329x10 -6 9,lq.xlo -7=

2.22 xl0 -7 1,g3 xl0 -7 1.02 xl0 "8 /_.50 xl0" 7 6.16 xl0 "7 5.q2 xl0 "7 5.7 xl0 "8

TABLE 8 •

• Pooa

!l ! --24 0 "--

!

××××-004

,-. 

- \ 

, 
f 

-. 

------- ----_._----

Test \ CVCM Number 

1042 0.1916 
O.OO1107T 

1042 0.2311 
0.001246T -

1043 0.3256 
0.OO~~04T 

1043 0.3570 
0.001012T 

1044 0.2987 
0.001161T 

1044 0.3276 
0.001232T 

0.3513 1045 
0.000611T 

0.3026 1045 
0.000899T -

10116 NO 

1046 ND 

1047 N:l 

. 
10117 NO 

1049 NO 

, 
1049 ND 

Time tf.'st 10112- test 1('113 

1 2.QSx10 -1 3.115xl0 -1 

10 :;.~4x10-] 3.65xl0 -1 

102 3.52x10 -1 3.91xl0 -1 

1::-
3 3.83x10 -1 4.18x10 -1 

10 
4 

II. 17xl0 -1 1I.48xl0 -1 

1 ,~ 4.5I1x··- 1 1I.80x10 -1 

Time test 1042 test • 'ill 3 

1 1.456-XIO-2 -'> 
1'.Oll1x1(1 • 

I 1 t' 1, ~85 x10- 3 1.086Xl0- 3 

I 
J 

" xl0-4 -4 W' 1.724 1.163x10 

1.875 x10- 5 -c, 
1,. 1. 246x10 . 
1\,11 .'. (1111 xl,' -6 1.3311xlC -6 

",5 :>.22 x10- 7 
1.43 xl0 -7 

.. ... spr t~st conditions 

i 

.. 1 __ -

TeJllt). Rate CVCM 
0/c (\Ih) 

-25 2 • 1210xl0 -4T 

-75 2. 8795xl0-4T 

-100 2.9317xl0-4T 

-160 4.0286x10-4T 

-100 -4 .3.4679x10 T 

-160 4.0360x10-4T 

-
-25 -4 2.1464x10 T 

-75 2.7203xl0-4T 

-75 ND 

-75 ND 

-25 ND 

~ -25 ND 

ND 

ND 

TABLE 6 
- -

tpst 10114 test 1045 test I -
-1 -1 2.3I1x~ 

.1 
2.80xl0 2.96x10 

2.Q8x10- 1 -1 2.S9xl0 3.81xlO 

3.17xl0 -1 4.32xl0 -1 3.57x10- 1 ~ 

3.37xl0 -1 4.'11x10- 1 1I.13xl0 -1 

- -1 3.58xl0 5.58xl0 -I 5.45x10 -1 

3.81xl0 -1 6.3:'xl,,-1 6.73xl0 -1 

TABLE 7 

test 1044 test 1045 test 1046 

7.472x10 -3 - -2 
1.853xl0 2.147x10 -2 

7.944xl0 
-II 

2.103xl0 -3 2.651xl0 -3 

8.44 xl0 -5 2.38 xl0 -4 3.273xl0 -4 

~.981x10 
-6 2.712x10 -5 1I.042x10-5 

9.53 xl0-7 
3.080xl0 -6 ",.99:?xl0 -6 

1.02 xl0 -8 
_ ).5(1 

-7 xl0 . 6.16 Xl0-7 

TABLE 8 

-0.6084 

-0.7689 

J 
- -0.6744 

-0.6430 -

-0.7013 
L 
I 

-0.6724 

-1).61187 ,-

-" -; 

-0.6974 - -
. -::~ 

I 7 , 
I 

- I 
I 

. j 

I 
I 

I 
! 

test 1~47 test 101'9 

-1 -1 1.B1xl0 LB8x10 
-I :"1 

2.26xl~ 1. 98xl0 

i 

I 
2.83xl0 -1 2.09x10 -1 

3.55xl0 -1 2.21x10 -1 

4.114xl0 -1 2.33x10 -1 

S.56xl0 -1 2.46xl0 -1 

•• ••• 
test 1047 test 1049 

1. 764xl0 -2 1I.375xl0 -3 

2.208xl0 -3 4.£.16xl0 -4 

-4 1I.871xlC- 5 . 2. 764xl0 I 
-5 -6 3.459xl0 5.140xl0 

1I.329XI0-6 -7 9.14. xl0 
-7 Xl0-8 5.42 xl0 5.7 

1 

I 

----__ 1 
" . ~ , . 

~_"'~ .... ,..~~,if~~&~ • ..,..#_~~iL~-l::.. .!..-_ ........... ~l".'"'i'If;i,;;;jw 
I 
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F •

i
! Time test 1042 test 1042 test 1042 test log2 test 110_3 test I0_3' test log3! "test lOq3

|: (hrs) at -25 C at -25°C at -75°C at -75°C at -lO0°C at -lO0°C at -160°C at -160°C

. , % CVCM %/h % CVCM %lh %.CVCM %lh % CVCM %lh

i l,llxlO "3 2.12xI0 -4 1.25xi0 -3 2.87xI0 "_ 9.00xlO -_ 2.93xI0 -_ 1.01x10"3 _.02xlO -4

i0 1.72xi0 "3 3.29xi0 -5 2.12xi0 "3 _.9 xlO "5 1,9 xlO -3 6.2 xlO -5 2.30x10 "3 9.16XI0 "5

102 2.67xi0 -3 5.12xi0 -6 3.61xi0 "3 B.3_xlO -6 _,03x10 -3 1.3 xlO "5 5.23xi0 "3 2.08XI0 -5
103 _.16xlO "3 9.gbxlO "7 6.14xi0 -3 1.42x10 -6 8.53xi0 "3 2.77xi0 "6 1.19x10 °2 _.7_xlO -6

i 104 6._6x10 -3 1.23xI0 "_ 1.05x10 -2 2.41x10 -7 l.BOxlO -2 5.I$xi0 "7 2.71xi0 -_ 1.08xi0 "6

105 i xlO "2 1.92xi0 -8 1.78xi0 -2 4.11x10 -8 3.8_x10 -2 i.?4x10 "7 6.16xi0 "2 2.qSxlO -7

Time test I0_ test I0_ test i0_ test 1044 test i0_5 test 1045 test I0_5 test 10_b
(hrs at -IOOOC at -lO0°C at -160°C at -160°C at -25°C at -25°C at -75°C at -75°C

% CVCM %/h % CVCM %/h % CVCM %/h % CVCM %/h

i "i 1.16xlO -3 3.h6xlO -_ 1.23xi0 -3 u,O3xlO -4 6.11xlO -g 2.15xlO "g g xlO "_ 2,72xI0 -4 :

h) 2.31xi0 "3 6.9 xlO -5 2.62xi0 -3 B,5Bxl_ "5 1 37xi0 -3 g.81x10 " l.d xlO -3 l,l xlO "_ •
102 _.6 xlO "3 1.37xi0 -5 5.57xI0 -_ 1,82xi0 -5 3.08xln "3 l.O8xlO -3 3.62×I0 -3 I.i ×I0 -5

103 q.13xlO "3 2.73xi0 -6 I.IBxlO " 3.82xi0 -e 6.q xlO "5 ?.h3xlO -6 7.27x10 -3 2.2 xlO -b ""

-2 -'2 -7 -_ -7 -2 -7
I0 _ 1.91X]O 5._3x10 -7 2.51x10 8.2_XI0 l.bSxlO _ _._Sxl' l._oxlO _.t_IxlO

i n5 3.61xI0 -_ 1 08xlO -7 5 3_xlO -_ 1.75xi0 -} 3.gSxlO -_ 1.22x10 "7 2.93xI, " 8.Rbxlt -8

&

TABLE 9

Those _esu!ts a_e plotted on the following curves.

I
f

. !
•

• I 241

5 _
\ •

××××-005

f 
....... --------.-~ 

r, 
i 

Time test 10~2 test 1042 test 10~2 test 10~2 
(hrs) at -2S C at -2SoC at -75°C at -75°C 

\ CVCH \/h '$ CVCH Vh 

1 1. 11xl0 -3 2.12x10 
-4 

1.2!:.x10 -3 2.87x10 
-4 

10 1.72xl0 -3 3.29x10 
-5 

2.12x10 -3 
~.9 xl0 

-5 

10
2 

2.67xl0 -3 :'.12x10 -6 3.61XI0-3 
8.3~xl0 

-6 

10
3 

~ .16xl0 -3 ".:;tlxl0 
-7 

6.1~xl0 
-3 

1.~2xlO 
-6 

,,~ 
HI 6.46x10 

-3 
1.23xl0 

-7 
1.05)(10 -2 2 ... 1)(1('1 -7 

10
5 

1 x10-2 1.92x10 
-8 1.78)(10 -2 

".l1x10 
-9 

Time test 10~" test 10~~ test 10~~ test 10~4 
(hrs) at -l(l(1C'C at -ll)O°C; at -lS0oC at -160°C 

~ CVCH \/h '!. CVCM '!,/h 

1 1.16x10 -3 3.46x1(1 
-4 

1.23x10 
-3 

~.(l3x1() 
-~ 

ill :>.31x10-3 
6.9 x10 -5 2.62xl0 

-3 S.58x1(1 -~ 

1('2 4.6 x10 
-3 

1.37x10 -5 
'.57xl0 

-1 
1.82)(10 -5 

103 '1.13>:10 -3 :>.73)(10-6 1.18>:10 -2 3. 8~xlO -E, 

" 1\' 1.91x10 
-; 

~.43xhl 
-7 2.51x1(1 -~ R.:?4x10 

-7 

1~5 3. (1)( It) -2 1.08xlO 
-7 

5.3">:ll1 -2 1.7Sxl0 
-J 

TABLE '3 

Th(',;(' results are p10tted (Ill the following cllrv,"s. 
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test 1043 test 1043 
at -100°C at -100°C 
\ CVCH \/h 

9.00x10 
-4 

2.93x10 -~ 

1.9 xl0 
-3 

6.2 xl0 
-5 

~.03x10 
-3 

1.3 xl0 
-5 

8.53xl0 
-3 

2.77x10 -6 

1.80xl0 
-2 

5.19x10 
-7 

3.82x10 
-2 

1. :'~xl0 
-7 

test 10~~ test 1045 
at -:5':>C at -2SoC 
'l. eVCM ".,/h 

(, .11x10 
-4 

2.15::10 
-II 

-1 1.37xl0 • 
_r, 

".81xl0 ' 

3.08xl0 -3 1.08xl(1 -3 

1\. ,1 >:10-~ :' .113:-: 1 ,) -f> 

1. ~Sxl\' 
-:' ,>.1;5x1" -7 

3.48x10 -:' 1.:?2xl t)-7 

test 1043 
at -160°C 
\ CVCM 

-3 
1.01xl0 -

2.30xlO 
-3 

5.23xl0 
-3 

1.19x10-2 

2.71xl0-2 

6.16x10 
-2 

test 10~5 
at -7SoC 
~ CVCH 

g X10 
-4 

lod )(1<1 
-~l 

1.61x10 
-3 

7.:'7:-:10 -3 

1.4(,>:10 -2 

2.'13xll1 
-) 

--, ·--________ .101 .. 

test 1043 
at -160°C 
\/h 

~.02x10 
-4 

9.16x10 
-5 

2.08x10 
-5 

~.7~x10 
-6 

1.08x10 
-6 

2."5x10 
-7 

test 101l~ 

at _75°C 
'!./h 

2.72x10 
-II 

1.1 xl0-!' 

1.1 x10 
-5 

").:, x1f' 
-lJ 

1'.'llxHI 
-7 

8.R\'xlC 
-8 
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IUS SOLID ROCKETMOTORCONTAMINATION
PREDICTIONMETHODS

C. R. Mullen* and J. H. Kearnes*

ABSTRACT

The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) will provide transportation from low earth orbit
to synchronous orbit or for interplanetary missions for many future spacecraft.
The IUS Solid Rocket Motors represent a potential spacecraft contamination
source which must be considered by spacecraft designers. A series of computer
codes have been developed to predict solid rocket motor produced contamination
to spacecraft sensitive surfaces. Subscale and flight test data have confirmed
some of the analytical results. Application of the analysis tools to a typical
spacecraft has provided early identification of potential spacecraft
contamination problems and provided insight into their solution; e.g., flight
plan modifications, plume or outgassing shields and/or contamination covers.

I NTRODUCTION

A number of spacecraft with solid rocket motors (SRM's) have experienced
degradation of themal control with a resultant shortening of operational life,
apparently due to contamination. Others have flown with calorimeters,
reflectance gauges or quartz crystal microbalances and have measured various
levels of contamination. The amount of instrumentation and locations have been
limited on all spacecraft measurements, making it impossible to differentiate
between sources of the apparent contamination.

In 1978, the Boeing Aerospace Company proceeded to develop analytical tools
to predict contamination associated with the solid rocket motors of the Inertial
Upper Stage (YUS). This effort resulted in a series of computer codes that
defined the characteristics of exhaust flow fields, the chemical species
generated and the resulting contamination.

Table I summarizes all sources of contamination experienced by a spacecraft
from ground operations through the end of life (EOL) of tI,e spacecraft and the
currently-known mechanisms of transport of the contaminants from the source to
the receiver. This paper discusses the SRMsources and transport mechanisms.
It describes the analytical tools developed and the application of these tools
to a typical spacecraft.

ANALYSIS TOOLS

A number of analytical tools have been developed to define the
contamination from a solid rocket motor. The definition of the chemical
species, thermodynamic and flow field properties of the inotor exhaust were
accomplished using existing computer codes which were modified for contamination
prediction purposes. Figure i illustrates the analysis approach and shows the
various computer codes (in parentheses) used for the different parts of the flow
field. The following paragraphs describe in more detail each individual
computer code or analytical approach.

*The Boeing Aerospace Company, Seattle, Washington
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IUS SOLID ROCKET MOTOR CONT~~INATION 
PREDICTION METHODS 

C. R. Mu11en* and J. H. Kearnes* 

ABSTRACT 

The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) will provide transportation from low earth orbit 
to synchrono~s orbit or for interplanetary missions for many future spacecraft. 
The IUS Solid Rocket Motors represent a potential spacecraft contamindtion 
source which must be considered by spacecraft designers. A series of computer 
codes have been developed to predict solid rocket motor produced contamination 
to spacecraft sensitive surfaces. Subscale and flight tEst data have confirmed 
some of the analytical results. Application of the analysis tools to a typical 
spa~ecraft has provided early identification of potential spacecraft 
contamination problems and provided insight into their solution; e.g., flight 
plan modifications, plume or outgassing shields and/or contamination covers. 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

A nUinber of spa~ecraft with sol id rocket motors (SRM I s) have experienced 
degradation of thenna1 control with a resultant shortening of operational life, 
apparently due to contamination. Others have flown with calorimeters, 
reflectance gduges or quartz crystal Hlicroba1ances and have Ineasured various 
levels of contamination. The amount of instrumentation and locatior,s have been 
limited on all spacecraft measurements, making it impossible to differentiate 
between sources of the apparent contamination. 

In 1978, the Boeing Aerospace Company proceeded to develop analytical tools 
to pr~dict contamination associated with the solid rocket motors of the Inertial 
Upper Stage (IUS). This effort resulted in a series of computer codes that 
defined the characteristics of exhaust flow fields, the chemical species 
generated a~d the resulting contamination. 

Table I summarizes all sources of contamination experienced by a spacecraft 
from ground operat ions through the end of 1 ife (EOL) of tile spacecraft and the 
currently-known mechanisms of transport of the contaminants from the source to 
the receiver. This paper discusses the SRM sources and transport mechanisms. 
It describes the analytical tools developed and th~ application of these tools 
to a typical spacecraft. 

ANALYSIS TOOLS 

A number of analytical tools have been developed to define the 
contamination from a solid rocket motor. The definition of the chemical 
species, thermodynamic and flow field properties of the motor exhaust were 
accomplished using existing cl)[l1puter codes which were modified for contamination 
prediction purposes. Figure 1 illustrates the analysis approach and shows the 
various computer codes (in parentheses) used for the different parts of the flow 
field. The following paragraphs describe in more detail each individual 
c~nputer code or analytical approach. 

*The Boeing Aerospace Company, Seattle, Washington 
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Combustion Chamber

In the combustion chamber and during the nozzle expansion, the chemical
species and their thermodynamic properties were calculated using the CHEM
program from the Plume Interference Prediction (PIP) computer codes (Reference
I). The chamber calculations are performed initially with the condensed species
considered to obtain the proper combustion properties and to deterr4ine the
percentage of condensed species in the flow. All condensed species are the,,
removed from the list of possible products being cunsidered. The chamber
calculations and subsequent equilibrium chemist'y expansion are then made with a
gaseous-only composition. When the thermodynamic calculations are completed,
the transport properties are calculated. A matrix of thermodynamic and
transport properties are generated for various assumed levels of heat transfer
between condensed species and the gas. This matrix then provides the data
required in the nozzle expansion process to account for heat transfer and drag
between particles and gas. The code has the option of equilibrium chemistry to
the nozzle exit or chemistry can be frozen at a designated area ratio. The
thennochemical data are then used as an input to PIP to define the nozzle
exhaust flow field.

Nozzle Inviscid Flow Field

The nozzle inviscid flow field is calculated using the PIP computer code
which Jses a modified method of characteristics. The PIF computer program is
designed to give detailed flow field information in the supersonic region of a
reacting (nultiphasetwo-dimen_;onal or axisyn_etric flow field.

The flow of a gas/particle mixture is described by the equations for
conservation of hlass,molilentumand energy. The code is fully coupled in that it
considers the exchange of _nomentum and energy between the gas and partlcle
phases. The equilibrium thermochemistrydata were generated as described in the
previous paragraph. In the gaseous phase the state variables pressure, dersity
and temperature are related by the equation of state while fo_ the particulate
phase the equations are for the particle drag, particle heat bdlance and the
particle equation of state.

A particle size distribution is input in the combustion cha_J_berand the
interactions of the particles with the gas (drag and heat transfer) define a
radial mass distribution and limiting streamlines for the various size
particles.

From the PIP code the nozzle exit plane inviscid thermodynamic and flow
field properties are defined. T_e exit conditions must now be _nudifiedto
include boundary layer effects.

Nozzle Boundary Layer

Larlier studies (Reference 2, 3, 4 and 5) have shown that nozzle boundary
layers allow the fluw field to expand to much greater angles than an inviscid
solution. The Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure (BLIMP) computer code
computes nonsimilar chemically-reactinglaminar or turbule_t boundary layers for
ablating, transpiration cooled or non-ablating internal flows (_eference 6).
The program considers either local thermodynamic equilibrium or frozen
composition for a general propellant gas. The code calculates both the subsonic
and zupersonic parts of the boundary layer and defines the velocity and
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Combustion Chamber 

In the combustion chamber and during the nozzle expansion, the chemical 
species and their thennodynamic properties were calculated using the CHEM 
program from the Plume Interference Prediction (PIP) computer codes (Reference 
1). The chamber calculations are perfonned initially with the condensed species 
considered to obtain the proper combustion properties and to determine the 
percentage of condensed species in the flow. All condensed species are ttl..:;, 
removed from the list of possible products being cunsidered. The chrAmber 
calculations and subsequent equilibrium chemist,~ expansion are then made with a 
gaseous-only composition. When the thermodynamic calculations are completed, 
the transport properties are calculated. A matrix of thermodynamic and 
transport properties are generated for various assumed levels of heat transfer 
between condensed species and the gas. This matrix then provides the data 
required in the nozzle expansion process to acco~nt for heat transfer and drag 
between particles and gas. The code has the option of equilibrium chemistry to 
the nozzle exit or chemistry can be frozen at a designated area ratio. The 
thennochemical data are then used as an input to PIP to define the nozzle 
exhaust flow field. 

Nozzle Inviscid Flow Field 

The nozzle inviscid flow field is calculated using the PIP computer code 
which ~ses a modified method of characteristics. The PIP computer pro~ram is 
designed to give detailed flow field infonnation in the supersonic region of a 
reacting multiphase two-dimen~;onal or axisynlTletric flow field. 

The flow of a gas/particle mixture is described by the equations for 
conservation of fllass, 1Il0filentum and energy. The code is fully coupled in that it 
considers the exchange of momentum and energy between the gas and partlcl~ 
phases. The equi 1 i bri um thermochelni stry data were generated as descri bed in the 
previous paragraph. In the gaseous phase the state variables pressure, dersity 
and temperature are related by the equation of state while for the particulate 
phase the equations are for the particle drag, particle heat bdlance and the 
particle equation of state. 

A particle size distribution is input in the combustion chamber and th~ 
interactions of the particles with the gas (drag and heat transfer) define a 
radial mass distribution and limiting stream1ines for the various size 
particles. 

From the PIP code the nozzle exit plane inviscid thermodynamic and flow 
field properties are defined. T: ~ exit conditions rnust now be mudified to 
include boundary layer effects. 

Nozzle Boundary Layer 

lJrlier studies (Reference 2, 3, 4 and 5) have shown t.hC't nozzle boundary 
layers allow the fluw field to expand to much grEater an~lles than an inviscid 
solution. The Boundary Layer Inteyral Matrix Procedure (BLIMP) comp~ter code 
computes nonsimilar chemically-reacting laminar or tllrbule::t boundary layers for 
ablating, transpiration cooled or non-ablating internal flows (Reference 6). 
The prograrn considers either local thermodynamic er,iJilibrium or frozen 
composition for a general propellant gas. The code calculates both the subsonic 
and :upersonic parts of the boundJry layer and defines the velocity and 
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tBnperature profiles. It uses the axial pressure and velocity sradients along
the nozzle wall as defined by the inviscid flow field calculation. Wall
temperatures fr_n full scale development motor tests are used as input to
include heat transfer at the wail.

After calculating the boundary layer the PIP code exit plane conditions are
modified near the nozzle wall to account for the boundary layer thickness and
velocity profile.

Nozzle Exhaust Flow Field (Past Exit)

The exit plane conditions are modified to include boundary layer effects by
superimposing the profiles calculated in BLIMP. The subsonic layer is simulated
using the method of Cooper (Reference 5) where the subsonic portion is
i_entropically accelerated to conditions slightly above sonic conditions. With

: the nozzle exit properties _odified to include viscous effects, the PIP code is
restarted to calculate Lhe exhaust plume.

A free molecular flow calculation has been provided as an )ption which
pemiLs treatment of the ,'arlfiedregions of the plume, As the gas expands, the
translational,vibrational and rntational modes freeze based on a Knudsen number
of 10, 1.0 and 0.1 resi)ectively. At freezing, the oolution switches to an
effective source solution. The streamlines are consTdered straight and the
velocity constant. Conservation of mass then deter,r.nesthe density while other
properties are found from the equation of state.

Molecular Flow Field

The CONSIM (Contamination Simulation) cumputer code was developed to
predict the flux of molecules which have sufficient thermal energy to escape the
pluhlein the direction of a critical spacecraft surface.

Conceptually, the program is very simple. A spacecraft geometry is
constructed by building up simple shapes which can be defined mathematically;
i.e., cylinders, spheres etc. The exhaust plume is likewise defined as a cone,
which hereafter w_ll be referred to as the emitting surface. The position of
this emitting surface was chosen so that on one side the flow can be described
by a continuum model, which implies small mean free paths or high collision
frequencies, while on the other side of the surface the flow is in a free
molecular regi_aewith large n_an free paths and low collision frequencies. The
p-operties of mean flow velocity, Mach number, flow angle and gamma were
calculated using t_e PIP computer code and input to CONSIM as constants.
Density variations were also calculated externally and assumed to vary as I/r2
along the emitting surface.

After the geometry and properties of the emitting surface have been
defined, a Monte Carlo technique is employed to calculate the flux of molecules
hitting any surface of the spacecraft. The basic procedure is to look at the
percentage of molecules which have sufficient thermal energy to escape from a
random point on the emitting surface in a random direction. After a number of
points and directions have beeT_ investigated, a solution for the flux is
converged on.

The program calculates a characteristic thermal speed (U_) of the flow
defined as the bulk velocity of the flow divided by the most probable velocity.
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tenperature profiles. It uses the axial pressure and velocity ~radients along 
the nozzle wall as defined by the inviscid flow field calculation. Wall 
temperatures frOiIl full scale developmen~ motor tests are used as input to 
include heat transfer at the wall. 

Aft~r calcuhting the boundary layer the prp code exit plane conditions are 
Inodified ~ear the nozzle wall to account for the boundary layer thickness and 
velocity profile. 

~ozzl~ Exhaust Flow Field (Past Exit) 

The exit plane conditions dre modified to include buundary layer effects by 
superimposing the profiles calculated in BLIMP. The subsonic layer is simulated 
using the method of Cooper (Reference 5) where the subsonic portion is 
i~entropically accelerated to conditions sliyhtly above sonic conditions. With 
the nozzle exit properties mudified to include viscous effects, the PIP code is 
restarted to cal~ulate "he exhaust plume. 

A free molecular flow c(llculation has been provided as an Jption which 
pennits treatment of the "arlfied ,'egions of the plume. As the gas expands, the 
translational, vibrational and rotational modes freeze base~ on a Knudsen nun~er 
of 10, 1.0 and 0.1 reSi)ectively. At freezing, the .. olution switches to an 
effective source solution. The streamlines are con<dered straight and the 
velocity constant. Conservation of mass then deterll'.nes the density 'Ilhile other 
properties are found from the equation of state. 

Molecular Flow Field 

The CONSIM (Contamination Simulation) cumputer code was developed to 
predict the flux of molecules which have sufficient thermal energy to escap{~ the 
plulile in the direction of a critical spacecraft surface. 

Conceptua 11y, the progralll ; s very s impl e. A spacecraft geometry is 
constructed by ~uilding up simple shapes \'1hich can be defined mathematically; 
i.e., cylinders, spheres etc. The exhaust plun~ is likewise defined as a cone, 
which hereafter will be referred to as the emitting surfac~. The position of 
this emitting surfac~ was chosen so that on on~ side the flow can be described 
by d continuum model, which impli~s small mean free paths or high collision 
frequencie~, while on the other side of the surface the flow is in a free 
illolecular regil.le with large mean free paths and low collbion fr~quer1cies. The 
p"'opert i es of mean flow vel oc ity, Mach number, flow angle and gamma were 
calculated using t~e PIP computer code and input to CONSIM as constants. 
Density variations were also calculated exter'nally and assumed to vary as 1/r2 
a~ong the emitting surface. 

After the gernnetry and properties of the emitting surfdce have been 
Jefined, a Monte Carlo technique is employed to calculate the flux of molecules 
hitting any surface of the spacecraft. The basic procedure is to look at the 
percelltage of molecules which have sufficient thermal energy to escape from a 
random print on the emitting surface in a random direction. After a nWllber of 
points and directions have been investigated, a solution for the flux is 
converged on. 

The program calculates a characteristic thermal speed (U ) of the flow 
defined as the bulk velocity of the flow divided by the illOSt proba61e velocity. 
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The most probable velocity for several suecies is plotted in Figure 2. By
assuming the flow is in local thermodynamic equilibrium at the emission point
implies th_c the thermal velocity is given by a Maxwel!-Boltzmann di._tribl,tion

and that all directions of the velocity are equally probable. Figur=.3 is the
thermal velocity distribution for several species at a temperature of 2000 K.
_rom the equation in Figure 3 the shape of the curves are seen to be very
dependant on this characteristic velocity.

Random thermal directions and velocities are chosen whicn are then

vector-,]ly added to the _nean flow at the emission point. This resultant
direction is then weighted by the fraction of molecules with this velocity and
is then checked to see which, if any, spacecraft surfaces are hit. Tallies of
the hits and misses for each surface are kept and after sufficient mdom
directions and velocities are investigated, a converging solution for flux
impinging on each surface is obtained.

Ambient Scattering

During SRM burns near low earth orbit, the ambient atmosphere is dense
enough that exhaust products may be scattered by the oncoming ambient molecules
and contaminate parts of the payload surface.

Exhaust products from the _iotor are scattered by collisions with the

atmosphere which has a directed velocity VSC (Figure 4) equal to the velocity of
the spacecraft. Those exhaust particT_s in the voluzneele_nentdV which are
scattered into the solid angle _ subtended at the volume element by the payload

surface area Asr will strike the payload and are assumed to s_ ok. The model
does not include _elf-scattering of the exhaust gas nor are ,nult,vle collisions
with the ambient atmosphere considered. The amount of contamination in
moleclues per unit area striking the payload surfaces is given by:

C - fS-_' ) __ dV dt (1)
where: -J p2 ASC 4

S(t,_) is the source term which describes the density of exhaust-gas
p2 molecules as a function of time t, angle0, and radial distanceP.

p_(t,__ is a ten,_describing the collision frequency as a function of time and

ASC whicli also takes into account the angular ¢ dependence of the
collision cross section of the exhaust molecules with the ambient gas.

ASC is the area of the payload.

is a geometricdl term representing the ratio of the solid anule
4_ subtended by the payload to the total solid a_gle 4_.

dV dt represents integration over all appropriate volume and time.

Following burnout the exhaust flow field is assumed of the fon_'

p2 i:)2 _

where A(t) is function of time as the internal insulation cools ,.,_uo.t;, ,sing
sIows•
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The most prol>a!)le velocity fOI' several sfJec;es is plotted in FigL're 2. By 
assuming the flow is in local thermodynamic equilibrium at the em';ssion point 
implies th.:ic the thermal velocity i!, given by a Maxwel !-Boltzmann distribl'tion 
and that all directions of the velocity are equally probable. Figur~ 3 is the 
thermal velocity distribution for several species at a temperature of ;WOo K. 
rrom the equation in Figure 3 the shape of the curves are seen to Je very 
dependant on this chdracteristic velocity. 

Randolll thermal directions and velocities are chosen which are then 
vector.:iily added to the medn flow at the emission point. This resultant 
direction is then weighted by the fraction of molecules with this velocity and 
is then checked to see which, if any, spacecraft surfaces are hit. Tallies of 
the hits and m~sses for each surface are kept and after sufficient '~ndom 
directions and velocities are investigated, a converging solution for flux 
impinging on each surface is obtained. 

Ambient Scattering 

During SRM burns near low earth orbit, the ambient atmosphere is dense 
enough that exhaust products may be scattered by the oncoming ambient molecules 
and contaminate parts of the payload surface. 

Exhaust products from the motor are scattt!red by collisions with the 
atmosphere whic~ has a direct.ed velocity VSC (Figure 4) equal to the velocity of 
the spacecraft. Those exhaust particles in the volUine element dV which are 
scattered into the solid angle U subtended at the volume element by the payload 
surface area Asc will strike the payload and are assumed to st -:k. The model 
does not include Self-scattering of the exhaust gas nor are ~ult,~le collisions 
with the ambient atmosphere considered. The amount of contamination in 
Inoleclues per unit area striking the payload surfaces is given by: 

where: 

S(t,S) 
p2 

~~ 
ASC 

f2(p,61 
4n 

!dV dt 

(1) 

is the source term which describes the density of exhaust-gas 
molecules as a function of time t, angle e, and radial distance P. 

is a term describing the collision frequency as a function of time and 
which also takes into account the angular ~ dependence of the 
collision cross section of the exhaust molecules with the dmbient gas. 
ASC is the area of the payload. 

is a geometricdl terll1 representing the ratio of the solid anqle 
subtended by the payload to the total sol id a,lgle 4n. 

represents i ntegrat i on over all appropri ate volume and time. 

Following burnout the ex~aust flow field is assumed of the fQ~n~ 
S(t,S} = .e.t!)c:osS (?) 

(J2 (J2 

where A(t) is function of time as the internal insulation cools , ... ~ll I)'.~.:, .sing 
slows. 
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The ¢ollislon frequency term is given by (3)

v(t,¢) = N(t) o(¢) Vsc(t)

N(t) is the particle density of the ambient atmosphere and is a functi,,:1 of
time because the spacecraft is changing altitude.

V£C is the spacecraft velocity ando(_) is the cross section for collisions
between the exhaust gas and the ambient atmosphere, and

(4)
0 (¢) : 4 COS@Ocm

where o_m is the cross section measured in the center of mass frame of the
collidin_ particles.

By determining the solid angle subtended by the volume element and
substituting for the volume element, the integral can be rewritten. During
burnout when the vehicle may be pointing the outgassing nozzle into the wind,
the integral is

_posigrade J_/2 /
C : Kz A(t) Vsc(t)r_(t)dt f (Xcos8+.l) cosOsin2B X dXd8 (5)

J (X2+l+2Xcose) 2
tretroQrade O-- Re

where K = Z°cm and X : D/d ds_n
d

Similarly, durin_ ,,,ain motor burn, =n equivalent integral can be constructed by
nodifyinq the source term, geor,etry and integration limits.

He;t Soak Outgassing

During and after burnout of a solid rocket motor, heat from tile Cohlbustion
chamber conducts through the insulation to the motor case materials and heats
thBn to te_nperatures which can significantly increase the case unaterial
outgassing rates resulting in severe contamination to spacecraft. Tile analysis
approach is to use a one dimensional heat conduction equation to define
temperatures vs. time on the external surface of the case. Test data are
required to define the volatile condensible materials (VCM) which will emanate
fr_n the motor case at the predicted operational temperatures. Table II
summarizes the information required and the assumptions for this analysis.

TYPICAL SPACECRAFTCONTAMINATIONANALYSIS

rhe analytical tools described in the previous paragraphs were applied to
the IUS and a typical spacecraft as shown in Figure 5. Typical flight
operations which affect contamination are the III second SRMI burn, the 5 hour
I0 minute coast with the SRMI attached, SRMI-2 separation, SRM2burn of 77
seconds and the contamination/collision avoidance maneuver occuring 55 minutes

after SRM2 burnout. The following paragraphs describe the results of a steady
state and transient analysis of the inter-molecular scattering in the SRM
exhaust plume, ambient scattering during SRM operation in low earth orbit,
ambient scatter of internal insulation during a possible retrograde maneuver and
outgassing of the Kevlar epoxy motor case following SRMburnout and heat soak.
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Thp (ollis:on frequency term is given by 
v(t,~) = N(t) o(~) VSC{t) 

(3) 

N(t) is the particle density of the ambient atmosphere and is a fUllcth:l of 
time because the spacecraft is changing altitude • 

VSC is the spacecraft velocity and O(~) is the cross section for co11i~ions 
betweei"i the exhaust gas and the alnbi ent atmosphere, and 

o(~)::4eos~o (4) em 
where Oem is tile cross section measured in th'? center of mass frame of the 
collidiny particles. 

By determining the solid 
substituting for the volume 
burnout when the vehicle may be 
the integral is; 

angle subtended by the volume element and 
element, the integral can be rewritten. During 
pointing thp. outgassing nozzle into the wind, 

where 

tposigrade 
C = K f A(t) 

tretroqrade 
K = ,oem 

-d-

TI/2 00 

VSC(t)N(f:)dt / / 

o Ke 
a nd X:: IJ / d d sin 8 

(Xeos8+l) eosS sin] X dXd8 
(X 2+1+2XcosB)2 

(5 ) 

Similarly, durin:,; Ilia in motor burn, 
nodifyi nq th~ 50u"ce term, geofl-etry 

;n equivalent integral can be constructed by 
and inteyration limits. 

He!t Soak Outgassing 

Duri ng and after burnout of a sol id rocket motor, heat from tile cOlllbust ion 
chamber conducts through the insulat~on to the motor case materials Jnd heats 
them to telilperatur~s which can sig:1ificant1y increase the case material 
0~tg~s5ing rates resulting in severe contamination to spacecraft. The analysis 
approach is tJ use a Cine dimensional heat conduction equation to define 
temperatures vs. till1e on the external surface of the case. Test data are 
required to define the volatile condensible materials (VCM) which will emanate 
from the motor case at the predicted operational temperatures. Table II 
summarizes the information required and the assumptions for this analysis. 

TYPICAL SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION ANALYSIS 

rhe analytical tools described in the previous paragraphs were applied to 
the IUS and a typical spacecraft as shown in Figure 5. Typical flight 
operations which affect contamination are the III second SRMI burn, the 5 hour 
10 Ini nute coa~t wi th the SRMI attached ~ SRMI - 2 separdt i on, SRM2 burn of 77 
seconds and the contamination/collision avoidance maneuver occuring 55 minutes 
after SRM2 burnout. The following parayraphs describe the results of a steady 
state and transient analysis of the inter-molecular scattering in the SRM 
exhaust plume, ambient scattering during SRM operation in low edrth orbit, 
ambient scattp.r of internal insulation duriny a pos5ible retrogrdde maneuver and 
outgassing of the Kev1ar epoxy motor case following SRM burnout and heat soak. 
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Steady State

The steady state analysis was maae assumin_ the SRM operated at a constant
tOO psia chamber pressure. The exhaust flow field was defi;ledwitllard without
a boundary layer in the nozzle as shown in Figure 6. The boundary layer
thickness is approximately 0.1 inches thick. A boundary between free molecular
flow and continuum flow was defined in the exhaust flow where the Knudsen number
is ten. It was assumed that a majority of the molecules which would escape the
exhaust plume would eminate from this location, Using the properties of the
exhaust flo field along this surface and assuming an average gas molecular
weight, the deposition of contamination along the vehicle surface is shown in
Figure 5. This is equivalent to a molecular layer on approximately O.O00U5
percent of the surface area of the spacecraft. Since the exhaust flow field
contains a large number of different molecules of vdrious molecular weights,
(Table Ill), and thermal molecular velocities are exponentially dependant on
molecular weight, consideration was given to the effects of molecular weight on
inter-molecularscattering. Hydrogen gas has the lowest molecular weight of the
species and wobld (if the gas were to stick) put about 300 molecular layers of
hydrogen on 100 percent of the surface. Assuming molecular carbon with a
molecular weight of 12 is in the flow, an equivalent of one molecular layer over
0.005 percent of the surface area of the spacecraft results.

Transient Analysis

A simplified transient analysis was conducted because inter-m_ecular
scattering increases exponentially with decreasing fnean flow velocity during
ignition and burnout transients. Steady flow fields were defined for transient
chamber pressure conditions of 1, 30, 60, 100 and 200 psia. The ignition
transient duration is approximately 0.15 seconds. The burnout transie,_t,when
considering the insulation outgassing after motor burnout, will las: for four to
five minutes (see Figure 7). This decay rate is defined using a combination of
rubber insulation o tgassing test data and analytical procedures as ou'clinedin
Reference 7. Inter-molecularscattering wa_ defined for each of the chamber
pressure conditions as shown in Figure 8 for SRM1 _nd 2. As the chamber
pressure decreases a significant increase in molecular flux to the spacecraft is
noted which peaks and begins to decline as the flo,vapproaches a fre'- mclecular
condition. SRM2 flux is small beca_tseof the smaller ;_otor.

A summary _f the ignition and burnout transients and the steady state flow
Field contamination is shown in Figure 9. It is evident that tle transient
burnout is the largest contributor %o spacecraft contamination.

Ambient Scattering (Main Burn)

In the lower atmosphere (150-300 Km), the ambient environment is
sufficiently dense to scatter the exhaust gas molecules in the bdckflow region
during SRMI operation. The ambient scattering model described earlier was used.
Two atmospheric model.=were used, Reference 8, for the mean density abnosphere

and Reference 9, for th%max_mum density atmosphere. Using a collision cross
section of 5.0 x 10"" cm_, a molecular radius of two Angst[oresand a typical
trajectory, the ambient scattered molecules produce 1.51 x 10TM microgram/cm_ of
contamination on the spacecraft.
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Steady State 
The steady state analysis wa~ made assumin~ the SRM operated at a constant 

:00 psi a chamber pressure. The exhaust flow fiel d was defi ned \'1ith ar·j without 
a ':lcundary 1 ayer in the nozzl e as shown in Fi gure 6. The boundary 1 ayer 
thickness is approximately 0.1 inches thick. A boundary betwpen free molecular 
flow and continuum flow was defined in the exhaust flow where the Knudsen number 
is ten. It was assumed that a majority of the molecules which would escape the 
exhaust plume would eminate from this location, Using the properties of the 
exhaust flo', field along this sUi"face and assuming an average gas molecular 
weight, the deposition of contamination along ~he vehicle surface is shown in 
rigure 5. This is equivalent to a molecular layer on approximately 0.000U5 
percent of the surface area of the spacecraft. Si~ce the exhaust flow field 
conttlins a large number of different molecules of vdrious molecular weights, 
(Table III), and thermal molecular velocities are exponentially dependant on 
molecular weight, consideration wa~ given to the effects of molecular ~eight on 
inter-molecular scattering. Hydrogen gas has the lvwest mole~ular weight of the 
species and wOuld (if the gas were to stick) put about 300 molecular layers of 
hydrogen on 100 pe~cent of the surface. Assuming molecular carbon with a 
molecular weight of 12 is in the flow, an equivalent of one molecular layer over 
0.005 percent of the surface area of the spacecraft results. 

Transient Analysis 

A simplified transient analysis was conducted because inter-m·~leculJr 
scattering increases exponentially with decreasing mean flow velocity during 
ignition and burnout transiellts. Steady flow fields were defined for transient 
chamber p!'"essure conditions (;f 1, 30, 60, 100 and 200 psia. The ignition 
transient duration is approximately 0.15 seconds. The burnout transie,lt, when 
considering the insulation outgassing after motor burnout, will las: for four to 
five minutes (see Figure 7). This decay rate is defined using a combination of 
rubber insulation Ot tgassing test data and analytical procedures as outlined in 
Reference 7. Inter-molecular scattering wa5 defined for each of the chamber 
pressure condi t ions as shown in Fi gure 8 for SRM1 Jnd 2. As the chamber 
pressure decreases a s~gnificant increase in molecular flux to the spacecraft is 
noted which peaks and begins to decline as the f10~ approaches a frpa mclecular 
condition. SRM2 flux is small becallse of the smaller ;;>otor. 

A summary oJf the ignition dnd burnout trunsients and the steady state flow 
field conta~ination is shown in Figure 9. It is evident th~t tie transient 
burnout is the largest contributor ~o spacecraft contamination. 

Ambient Scattering (Main Burn) 

In the lower atmosphere (150-300 Km), the ambient environment is 
sufficiently dense to scatter the exhaust gas moleclJles in the backflow region 
during SRM1 op~ration. The ambient scattering model described earlier was used. 
Two atmospheri c mode I ~ were used, Reference 8, for the mean den~ ity atinosphere 
and Reference 9, for thf5I11ax~mur.l dens'ity atmosphere. Using a collision cross 
section of 5.0 x 10- em, a molecular radius of two Angstsoms and a typ~cal 
trajectory, th(! dll1bient scattered molecul es produce 1.51 x 10- mi crogram/cm of 
contamination on the spacecraft. 
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Ambient Scattering (Retro-Grade Maneuver)

From a Titan Launch, the SRMI boosts the IUS and typical spacecraft from
low earth orbit toward synchronc'_s orhit. Following SRMI i_oost, a velocity
vector correction may be required using the aft facing RCS pitch and yaw motors.
If a red_,ction in ,elocity is required, the IUS will be rotated 130 degrees to
point the RCS system to reduce spacecraft velocity. During th:s time, the SRMI
outgassing is decaying exponentially. The oncoming a_,,_ier,t mol._ules will
impinge upon the outgassing molecules and some will be scattered towa_] the
spacecraft. Tl.e afnount of deposition of co,_taminant is strongly a function of
both the motor outgassinq race and ambient density both of which are decaying
rapidly with time. Figure 4 shows the ambient scattered contamination occur_ng
during an SRM1 retrograde maneuver. It is evidert that a delay in the
retrograde maneuver can significantly reduce contamination. Currently a 180
second time delay is used -)r the IUS.

SRM Heat-Soak

1he e×_ernal su'faces of the Kevlar epoxy mctor cases of the IUS SRM's are
expected t_ reach temperatures of 500°F 25 to 30 minutes after motcr burnout
from heat being conducted from the inslde surfaces of the motor case. Tests
conducted on Kevlar epoxy materials heated to 400°F and 600°F have measured
volatile condensible material (VCM) of 0.03 percent and 1.4 percent
respectively. An interpolatedvalue of 0.8 percent ha=. been assumed for a 500°F
external wall temperature. Table II su_mnarizesthe results of the analysis and
the assumptions. Most of the outgassing will condense on cool internal surfaces
of the interstage and equipment support ring with very little be,ng vented
overboard. The only outga_.sing which could reach the spacecraft would be
through the interface connector bracke, ' "_ predicted to be 0.42 micrograms/
cn:_frqm the SRM2 motor case. SRY,I rein, , the paylJad until synchronous
orbit _s reached which is approxima_.,j five hours aft_.r SRM1 burnout.
Temperatures of the motor case at this time ere p_edicted to be approximately
350UF wbi=h will produce only minor outga_sing (VCM = 0.03%). Contamination
deposition to the spacecraf_ from the SRMI motor case following separation will
be negligible since the temperatures have dropped significantly and the time
between separation and SRM2 ignition is on]y three minutes.

Summary of Contamination Flux

Contamination to spacecraft results from grou,,C operations through
spacecraft end of life oprations. This report has addressed potential sources
of contamination From the IdS solid rocket motors during tran3fer orbit
operations. Table IV shows a summary of the levels of contaminaLion f_om the
various SRI_ sources. Note that the retrograde maneuver is delayed i_30 secunds
to reduce contamination ar,d the contamination/collision avoiIance maneuver
precludes contamination from the SRMoutgassing af._r sepdrctlon by not allowing
the SRMr_ozzle to point in the direction of the spacecraft.

ANALYSIS VrRIFICATION

The Imount uf ground or flight data useful for verification of analytical
tools is very limited and incomplete. The following paragraphs Jescribe
Lockheed and AEDC_round test data and GSFC flicht data which prov;o_s some
verification oF the analytical tools,
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Am~ient Scattering (Retro-Grade Maneuver) 

From a Titan Launch, the SRMI boosts the IUS and typical spacecraft from 
low earth orbit toward synchronc:ls oroit. Follm'ling SRMI hoost, a velocity 
vector correction may be required usirg the aft facing ReS pitch and ya'N motors. 
If a redllction in ',elocity is required, the IUS will be rotated 130 degrees to 
point the RCS system to reduce spacecraft velocity. During th's time, the ~RMI 
outgassing is decaying exponentially. The oncoming ar ...... ier,t moL _ules will 
impinge upon the outgassing lI1C'iecules and some will be scattered to\'Jal ~ the 
spacecraft. TI.e amount of deposition of co.ltaminant is strongly a function of 
both the motor outgassing rdce and ambient de~sity both of which are decay1ng 
rapidly with time. Figure 4 shows the ambient scattered contamination occur~ng 
during an SRMI retrograde maneuver. It is evidert that a delay in the 
retrograde maneuver can significantly reduce contaminatiun. Currently a 180 
sec.ond time delay is used -)r the IUS. 

SRM Heat-Soak 

The ex.l.~rnal su.~face5 of the Kevl ar epoxy mc-tor cases of the IUS SHM's are 
expected t reach temperatures of 5000F 25 to 30 minutes after lOoter burnout 
from heat being conducted from the inslde surfaces of thE: motor case. Tests 
conducted on Kev1 ar ~poxy materi a1 s heated to 400 0 F and 600 0F hiive measllred 
volatile condensible material (VCM) of 0.03 percent and 1.4 ~ercent 
respectively. An ;~terpolated value of 0.8 perc~nt ha! been assumed for a 500 0F 
external wall temperature. Table II sUlTunarizes the results of the an:l1ysis and 
the assumptions. Most of the outgassing will condense on cool interndl surfaces 
of the interstage and ~quipment support ring with very little be'lng vented 
overboard. The only outgassing which could reach the spacecraft would be 
th~ough the interface connector bracket J'~ predicted to be 0.42 micrograms/ 
cm fj'');n the SRM2 motor case. SR~l rem, . the payl Jad unt i 1 sy.lchronous 
orbit IS reached which is appr(,xima~_lj fiv~ hours aft~r SRMI burnout. 
Temgeratures of the motor case at this til'le .~'re predicted to be approximately 
350 F whi~h will produce only minor autg~~sing (V~M ~ 0.03%). Con~aminatio" 
de;:,os it i on to the spacecraft from the SRMI motor case fo 11 owi ng separat i on wi 11 
be negli3ible since the temperatures h~ve dro~ped significantly anJ the ~irne 
between separation and SRM2 ignition is only three minutes. 

Surnrniiry of Contdmination Flux 

Contamination to spacecraft results from ~rolir,<,: operations throuyh 
spacecraft end of life oprations. This report has addre~sed potential sources 
of contamination ~rom the IllS solid rocket Il1utors Juring trarl:;fer orbit 
opp.i"dtions. Table IV shows a SUlTlindry of th~ L::!vt~ls of contaillinalion from the 
variol'C) Sf{r~ sources. Note thdC the retrograde maneuver is dela)';>d 130 5eculilis 
to reduce contamination ar,,,: the contamination/collision avoi iJnce maneuver 
precludes contamination from the SRM outgassing af... .... ;- sepdt'.;!'..:on by not allowing 
the SRM ~ozzle to point in ,he direction of the spacecraft. 

ANALYSIS V~RIFICATION 

The lmount uf ground or flight data useful fer verification of analyticdl 
tools is 'I f: ry limit.ed and incomplete. The follo"ling paragraphs ;jescribe 
Lockheed dnd AEDC ~rounJ test data and GSFC fli~ht data which prov;o~s some 
verification of the analytical tool~. 
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LMSCTest Data

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company conducted subscale solid propellant
motor tests with aluminum loadings of 2, 10 and 15 percent at simulated
altitudes of 50,000, 100,000 and 112,000 feet for comparison with analytical
predictionsusing the PIP code. The tests were conducted in the High Reynolds
Number Wind Tunnel Test Facility at the Marshall Space Flight Center. The
details of the test and analyses are found in Reference 10 and an example of the
comparison is shown in Figure 10. This figure s',1owsthat the computer code
predicted a drop in the pitot pressure radial distribution with an increase .n
aluminum concentrationwhich correlated with a measured drop in pitot pressure
fr_,_ the test program. It would indicate that the computer code is correctly
accounting for the gas-particle interactionson total pressure loss.

AEDC Bi-Pr pellant Data

In March 1978, AEDC _=:orted data (Reference ii) taken un a 5-1bf
bi-propellant ,not_rfor g,, flJ, measurements in the plume backflow. The motor

used mono-methyl hydrazine I,:_H)and nitrogen tetroxide (N2om) as the fuel and
oxidizer, resDecti ',. Mary combinations of oxidizerTfuel ratio, nozzle
expansion ra'io, c,JmL._r pressure, chamber geometry and duty cycle were
investigated co det_nnin_ Lheir effects on the flux. A standard conf<guration
,vaschosen which had oxidizer/fuel = 1.6, expansion ratio - 1{]0, chamber
pressure - 100 psia, 2-inch cylindrical combustion chamber and one percent duty
cy:_e of 100 msec pulses. The baseline configurationwas placed in the AEDC 10
ft. diameter by 20 ft. long cryogenic test chamber and the backflow fluxes were
Lneasureqby eight quartz crystal microbalances (QCM's). The QCM's were cnoled
to 25°K and were placed 26 to 147 degrees from the thrust axis and 39.4 t_ 155
cm. from the ,:zleexit. Figure 11 shows the test data plotted against the
flux cal-ulat," using the gasdynamic codes described previously. Reasonable
co_rel-'_un is _Dtalned between the analysis a i test data to approximately 135
dr .;ceF

GSF_ Flight Data

The Anchore Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (AIMP-E) was launched in
1967 with a co.taminationmonitor on the fourth stage near the THIOKOL TE-M-458
re "o motor (Reference 12). The contaminationmoni.or consisted of a light
_o_rce, a reflectance plate and a solar cell sensor. The configuration is shown
in Figere I? along wi_h the measuremer_tsmade by the instrument. Approximately
three minutes after fourth stage burnout, the contaminationmonitor indicated a
_hange in the absorptivitywhich conti,_uedfor 15 minutes. The absorptivity of
the reflecting surface changed fro_;10.I to 0.25 during this time. The
decreasing absorptance at 9 hours and 30 minutes is n_t understood. The total
deposit is known to have remained approximately two hcurs before the data
recording was terr'inat_d.

A number of obse:'vationsshouIH be made: I) no contamlna_ion was noted
during solid rockct motor firing (25 seconds) which would indicate that the
contaminationwas not associated with intermolecular self scattering during
_,_otorfiring, 2) the motor case started to increase in temperature at about 3
w,inutes atter burnout and peaked at 21 minute_ after motor burnout, indicating
the apparent conta_:ff,,ationcould be from materials outgassing outside the motor
case (_ylar insulation cove_red motor area) , and 3) the contamination
accumulation 3 to 18 .qdnutes after motor burnout is consistent with the
trans_cnt analysis which predicts the :,_ajority of contamination fro_:
intermolecula, interactions occurs after Lnotorburr_out.
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LMSC Test Data 

Lockheed Missiles and Space C~npdny conducted subscale solid propellant 
motor tests with aluminum loadings of 2, 10 and 15 percent at simulat~d 
altitudes of 50,000, 100,000 and 112,000 feet for ~omparison with analytical 
predictions using the PIP code. The tests were conducted in the High Reynolds 
NUlrber Wind Tunnel Test Facility at the Marshall Space Fli~ht Center. Th~ 
details of the test and analyses are found in Reference 10 and an exam~le of the 
comparison is shown in Figure 10. This fig\Jre ~:,ows that the cOlr.puter code 
predicted d drop in the pitot pressure radial distribution with an increase ~~ 
aluminum concentration which correlated with a measure~ drop in pitut pressure 
fran the test program. It would indicate that the computer code is correctly 
accounting for the gas-particle inttractions on total pressure loss. 

AEDC Bi-Pr pellant Data 

In r~arch 1978, AEDC "':-:'>rted data (Reference 11) taken un a 5-1bf 
bi-propellant 'notvr for g,,' flJ; llJeaSUrel:1ents in the plume backflow. The motor 
used mono-methyl hydrazine l .... ~H) and nitrugen tetroxide (N204' as the fuel and 
oxidizer, resoecti ' I. Mal'y combinations of oxidizer/fuel ratio$ nozzle 
expansion ratiJ, c. Jm~~r pressure, chamber geometry and duty cycle were 
investigated [0 det~nnin~ their effects on the flux. A standard cnnf~9uration 
.'las chosen whi.:h had oxidizer/fuel = 1.6, expansion rat.io - leO, r.hdmber 
~ressure - 100 psia, 2-inch cylindr~cal combustion chamber and one percent duty 
cy:'e of 100 msec pulses. The baseline configuration was placed in the AEDC 10 
ft .• ,n ameter by 20 ft. long cryogeni c test chamber and the back fl ow fl uxes were 
lilea~uref1 by eight quartz crystal :nicrobalances (QCM's). The ljCWs were cooled 
to 2SoK and were placed 26 to 147 degrees frrnn the thrust axis and 39.4 tL 155 
\:m. from the ':zle exit. Figure:! 11 shows the test data plotted against the 
fluX cat"ulat.· using the gasdynamic codes descr;~ed previously. Reasonable 
c.orreL'ion is vntalned between the analysis a 1 test data to approximately 1.35 
dt ·.:·..:e~ 

GSF~ Flight Data 

The Anchore IntHplanetary Monitorin~ Platform (AIMP-E) w~s launched in 
1967 with a contamination monitor on the fourth stage near the THIOKOL TE-M-458 
re '0 motor (Reference 12). The contamination moni,or consi~ted of a light 
~0~rce. a reflectance plate and a solar cell sensor. The configuration is shown 
in Fi~L!re 1? along wi ~il the IIleasurements made by the instrument. Approximately 
three minute~ after fourth stage burnout, the contalnination monitor indicated a 
ci'1ang€: in the absorptivity which conti.'IJed for 15 minutes. The absorptivity of 
the reflectiny surface changed fr~n 0.1 to 0.25 during this time. The 
decreasing absorptanre at 9 ho~rs and 30 minutes is n~t understo0d. The total 
deposit is known to have remained approximately two hcurs before the data 
record; ny was teli"~ niitf'Q. 

A number o~ obse.'vations shoulrl be made 1) no contalll1na~ion was noted 
during solid rocket motor firi~g (25 seconds) which would indicate that the 
contamination was not iiss..,ciate.':; with intermo~ecular self sCdttering curing 
motor firing, 2) the motor case started to increase in temperature at about 3 
Illi nutes drter burnout and pe.l\l.e:d at 21 mi nute:. after motor burnout, i ndi cat i ng 
the apparent contam;oIai;,;on could be from materi~ls outgassing outside the motor 
ca~e (l1y1dr insulCltion cov:red motor area) , and 3) the contarnin!!tion 
accumulation 3 to 13 :ldnutes after motor burnout is consistent with the 
transIent anal~I;)is which predict~ the :~djority of contamination fron: 
i ntermo 1 ecul i! " i nt eract ions occurs a aer 1i10t or burnout. 
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CONCLUSIONS

I. Analytical tools have been developed to predict spacecraft contamination
fr_n solid rocket motors. Limited ground and flight data have confirmed
some of the analysis tool results. LMSCsubscale test pitot pressure data
shows a reduced total pressure with increasing aluminum particle
concentration wh]_h is confimed by the analytical tools. Analytical
predictions of mass flux in the p, ume back flow region correlate with AEDC
experimental measurements. AIMP-E flight data indicates significant
contamination on a contamination monitor after motor burnout which
correlates with the analytical predictions.

2. Application of the analysis tools to a typical sp,,cecrafton the IUS have
produced the following conclusions:

a. The outer surface of the IUS Kevlar epoxy motor case reaches 500°F 25 t_
30 minutes after motor burnout which allows 0.42 micrograms per cm_
direct flux to the spacecraft through the interface electrical connector
plate. The thermal blanket at the IUS/spacecraft interface prevents
significantlymore contamination to the spacecraft.

b. A delay in retro,jrade maneuver of 180 seconds following _RMI burn

reduces the 2spacecraft contamination from 2.6 microgram/cm_ co 0.015
micrograms/cm . This contamination results from aJ_ibient molecules
scattering SRMI outgassing products toward the spacecraft during a
r,egativevelocity correction maneuver. No delay is required in the
,etro _laneuver for SRM2 since the ambient density in synchronous orbit
produces negligible scattering.

c. Intermolecular (self) scattering of exhaust products toward tile
_pacecraft during or following SRM burns is _egligible. The burnoy_
outgas_ing phase produces I x 10-8 micrograms/cm_ compared to I x 10-_
micrograms/ch__ during steady state burn.
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Analytical tools have been developed to predict spacecraft contamination 
from solid rocket motors. Limited ground and flight data have confirmed 
some of the analysis tool results. LMSC subscale test pitot pressure data 
shows a reduced total pressure with increasing aluhlinum particle 
concentration whH.h is confinned by the analytical tools. Analytical 
predictions of mass flux in the p:ume back flow region correlate with AEDC 
experimental measurements. AIMP-E fl i ght data i ndi cates si gn i ficant 
contamination on a contaminati(lll monitor after motor burnout which 
correlates with the analytical predictions. 

2. Application of the analysis tools to a typical sp~cecraft on the IU~ have 
produced the following conclu~ions: 

a. 

b. 

The outer surface of the IUS Kevlar ~poxy motor case reaches 5000 F 25 t~ 
30 minutes after motor burnout which allows 0.42 microgr~ns per cm 
direct flux to the spacecraft through the interface electrical connector 
plate. The thermal blanket at the IUS/spacecraft interfd;.e prevents 
significantly more contamination to the spacecraft. 

A delay in ,'etro'Jrade maneuver of 180 seconds following ~RM1 burn 
reduces the spacecraft contamination from 2.6 microgram/cm co 0.015 
micrograllls/cm2• This contar.lination results from ambient molecules 
scattering SRM1 outgdssing products toward the spacecraft during a 
I'egative velocity correction maneuver. No delay is required in the 
"etro maneuver for SRM2 since the ambient density in synchronous orbit 
produces negligible scattering. 

c. Intermolecular (self) scattering of exhaust products toward the 
~pacpcraft during or following

8 
SRM burns is ~egligible. The burno~g 

outlJass i nOj ph~se produces 1 x 10- mi crograllls/cm compdred to 1 x 10-
micrograills/cill during steady state burn. 
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PERFORMANCE OF A PLIGHT QUALIFIED, THERMOELECTRICALLY
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED QCM SENSOR WITH POWER SUPPLY,
THERMAL CONTROLLER AND SIGNAL PROCESSOR,

Donald A. Wallace u

ABSTRACT

A thermoelectrically temperature controlled quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) system has been developed for the measure-
ment of ion thrustor g_nerated mercury contamination on space-
craft. Meaningful flux rate measurements dictated an accurately
held sensing crystal temperature despite spacecraft surface temp-
erature variations from -35°C to +60°C. A thermal control
system was developed which held the sensing crystal at 25°C ± l°C
over the flight temperature range.

An electronic control unit was developed with magnetic amp-
lifier transfcrmer secondary power supply, thermal control elec-
tronics, crystal temperature analog conditioning and a multiplexed
16 bit frequency encoder.

INTRODUCTION

Operation of Ion Thrlstors for spacecraft propulsion raises
the question of potential spacecraft surface contamination by
mercury from the thrustor beam. NASA Lewis Laboratories' lon
Thrustor exoeriment on the P80-1 Space Shuttle program is con-
tracted to Hughes Aircraft Company which plans to monitor contam-
ination usir,z QCN_ (quartz crystal microbalances). Two QCMs
(operated by a sinKle electronics control unit) will be placed at
righ_ an_les to the thrustor beam.

In order to make relatable contaminant flux rate measurements,
the collecting surface temperature, i.e. the QCM sensin_ crystal
temperature, must remain at a constant temperature. This temp-
erature was specified to be 25_C ± l°C. The orbitin_ spacecraft
QCM attachment surfaces however are expected to vary between -B5°C
and +60°C. This requirement led to a contract with Berkeley
Industries to develop a QCM sensor with an active thermal control
system which would accurately hold the 25"C set point temperature,
_ould have minimal frequency temperature coefficient in the two
degree temperature region around the set point, would be operated
by an electronics unit with single point _round system power
supply, and would have crystal analog temoerature outputs, a

l

m Berkeley Industries, La_.una Beach, California
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PERFORMANCE OF A FLIGHT QUALIFIED, THERMOELECTRICALLY 
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED QCM SENSOR WITH POWER SUPPLY, 
THERMAL CONTROLLER AND SIGNAL PROCESSOR, 

Donald A. Wallace. 

ABSTRAC'l' 

A thermoelectrically temperature controlled quartz crystal 
microba.lar.ce (QCM) system has been developed for the measure
ment of ion thrustor ~~nerated mercury contamination op space
craft. Meaningful flux rate measurements dictated an accurately 
held sensing crystal temperature despite spacecraft surface temp
erature variations from -35°C to +6o°c. A thermal control 
system was developed which held the sensing crystal at 25°C ± IOC 
over the flight temperature range. 

An electronic control unit was developed with ma~netic amp
lifier transfcrmer ~econdary power supply, thermal control elec
tronics, cr~'s ",al temperature analop: condi tionin~ and a multiplexed 
16 bit frequency encoder. 

INTRODUCTION 

Operation of Ion Thrlstors for spacecraft propulsion raises 
the question of potential spacecraft surface contamination by 
mercury from the thl~ustor beam. NASA Lewis Laboratories' Ion 
Thrustor exneriment on the P80-1 Space Shuttle pro~ram !s con
tracted to Hu~hes Aircraft Company which plans to monitor contam
ination usirl~ QCf/q (Quartz crystal microbalances). Two QCMs 
(operated by a sinv,le electronics control unit) will be placed at 
righ~ an~les to the thrustor beam. 

In order to make relataLle contaminant flux rate measurements, 
the collecting surface tempe~ature, i.e. the QCM sensin~ crystal 
temp~rature, must remain at a constant temperature. This temp
erature was specified to be 2SnC ± lOCo The orbitln~ spacecraft 
QCM attachrr.ent surfaces however are expected to vary between -3SoC 
and +6o°c. This requirement led to a contract with B~rkeley 
Industries to develop a QCM sensor with an active thermal control 
system which would accurately hold the 25"C set point temperature, 
would have minimal frequency temperature coefficient in the two 
degreA temperature region around the set point, would be operated 
by an ~lectroni~s unit with sin!Z:le pOint sz;round system po,-,'er 
supply, and would have crystal analo~ temperature outputs, a 
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multiplexed QCM 16 bit parallel frequency encoder and would not
consume over 5 watts of power. This QCM system was developed,
flight qualified and delivered to Hughes Aircraft Company in
March 1980.

This paper presents some of the unique design problems en-
countered in this new QCM system, their solution and the system
performance.

/

NOMENCLATURE

The following nomenclature is used in this paper:

T Temperature -°C.
T¢ Sensing Crystal Temperature
THs Heat Sink Temperature at QCM Attachment Point
I Current - Amps
V Voltage -Volta
PRT Platinum Resistance Thermometer
R Resistance - Ohms

RT PHT Resistance at Measuring Temperature
R o PRT Resistance at 0 °C
R,oo PRT Resistance at 100°C

_,fl,_ Coefficients of Callendar-Van Dusen equation
k Thermal Conductivity
L Length
A Area

f Beat Frequency - Hertz
r Time - Seconds
P Power - Watts
Q Heat Flux - Watts
m Mass - Grams
Cp Specific Heat -Joules/gram -°K
SC Solar Constant - 1353 w/m2
TE Thermoelectric £eltier Slemen_

SYSTEM DESIGN

The contamination system, termed the Berkeley Industries
MK i0 QCM System_ consists of two thermoelectrically temperature
controlled QCM vensors with a common electronics unit. The system
is shown in Figure 1 and the functional schematic in Figure 2.
The active elements of the QCM sensor include I0 MHz sensing and
reference crystals, a platinum resistance (PRT) temperature
sensing element, a thermoelectric heater/cooler and a 0_al _scilla-
for/mixer hybrid chip element. The electronics unit has a po_er
-upply unXt, a frequency encoder and a ther_,al control/t_mperature
readout section. These various elements will be dlsc_ssed _eparately.
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multiplexed QCM 16 bit parallel frequency encoder and would not 
consume over 5 watts of power. This QCM system was developed, 
flight qualified and delivered to Hughes Aircraft Company in 
March 1980. 

This paper presents some of the unique design problems en
countered in this new QCM system, their solution and the system 
performance. 

NOMENCLATURE 

The following nomenclature is used in this paper: 

T 
Tc 
THS 
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V 
tRT 
R 
Rr 
Ro 
R100 

Ct,f3, cS 
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L 
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P 
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m 
Cp 
SC 
TE 

Temperature _oC. 
Sensing Crystal Temperature 
Heat Sink Temperature at QCM Attachment Point 
Current - Amps 
Voltage - Volts 
Platinum Resistance Th~rmometer 
Resistance - Ohms 
PRT Resistance at Measuring Temperature 
PRT Resistance at O°C 
PRT Resistance at 100°C 
Coefficients of Callendar-Van Dusen equation 
Thermal ConductivIty 
Length 
Area 
Beat Frequency - Hertz 
Time - Seconds 
Power - Watts 
Heat Flux - Watts 
Mass - Grams 
Specific Heat -joules/gram _OK 
Solar Constant - 1353 w/m2 
Thermoelectric feltier ~lement 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

The contamination system, termed the Berkeley Industries 
MK 10 QCM System~ eonsists of two thermoelectrically temperature 
controlled QCM bel'~sors with a c\Jmmon electronics unit. The system 
is shown in Figure 1 and the functional schematic 1n Figure 2. 
The active elements of the QCM sensor tn~lude 10 r.fHz sensing and 
reference crystals, a platinum resistance CPR'l') temperature 
se-nsing element, a thermoelectric heater/cooler and a ~j.aal cscilla
tor/mixer hybrid chip element. The electronics unit has a ro_er 
~upply unit, a frequency encoder and a thermal control/t~mper~ture 
readout section. These various elements will be dlscusse-d separately. 
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Power Supply

The power supply is required to regulate the incoming 28
volt ±6 volt power, aDpl>ing the proper EMI line fiiterin_ and

1 to supply isolated secondary voltages for the QCM oscillator/
mixer, the thermoelectric heater/coolers and the various signal
processing electronic circuitry while using only 5 watt:, of
power.

A magnetic amplifier transformer type secondary power supply
wlth a 22 KHz oscillator was choser after computer optim_-ation
studies. The high conversion efficiency and isolated secondary
features were paramount factors in this choice. Thermoelectric
elements have high amperage, low voltage operating characteristics
which normally lead to very inefficient power c_n,,erters. However,
optimized mag-amplifier design can achieve 75 to 8u% efficiency.

The secondary power supplied is +-11.5 volts, +IOV and +-6 volts
for the thermoelectric elements.

Frequency Encoder

The QCM beat frequency Is di_it&lly encoded using 16 bit
counters and a quartz crystal clock to gate the frequency. The
encoded parallel output is TTL/CMOS compatable The QCM to be
interrogated is selected by external signal, with a select verify
signal returning. A count omplete signal terminates the fre-
quency output cycle.

T_,ermal Control/Temperature Readout

The purpose of the thermal control system is to hold the
absolute temperature of' both QCM's sensing crystai_ at 25°+- I°C.

Conceptually, a platinum resistance element (PRT), thermally
locked to the crystal, generates a voltage proportional to the
crystal temperature. This voltage can be compared to a set point
voltage (calculated for the desired 25°C) and either a positive
or negative voltage supplied to the thermoelectric element which
is thermally locked to the crystal and PRT. Thus the crystal
is _ither heated or cooled until th, setpoint is reached. The
block diagram in _ure 2 illustrates the conceot.

The dynamic thermal control elements in this system are the
QCM crystal package, consisting of the sensing and reference
crystals with the PRT sandwiched in between, the thermoelectric
heater/cooler to which the crystal package is attached, and the
electronic comparator circuit. Crucial to stable crystal temp-
erature operation is the matching of the thermal time constants
of the crystal package and the thermoelectric element and the
dynamic response of the mag-amplifier/comparator circuit. As
illustrated in Figure 3, the slope of the co_parator response curve
can be adjusted from a step change heating to uooling response
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Power Suprly 

The power supply is reQu1~~d to regulate the incoming 28 
volt ±6 volt power, applying the proper EMJ line filtering and 
to supply isolated. secondary voltages for the QCM oscillator/ 
mixer, the the~,oelectrlc heater/coolers and the various ~ignal 
processing el~ctronic cir~uitry while using only 5 watt; .. of 
power. 

A magnetic amplIfier transforme~ type secondary power supply 
wIth a 22 KHz oscillator was choser. after computer optim~~ation 
studies. The high conversion efficiency and isolated secondary 
features were paramount factors 1.n this choice. Thermoelectric 
elements have high amperage, low voltage operating characteristics 
which normally lealj to very inefficient power c""n'n?rters. However, 
optimized mag-amplifier design can achieve 75 to 8u% efficiency. 

The secondary power supplied is tll.5 volts, +lOV and ±6 volts 
for the thermoelectric elements. 

Frequency Encoder 

The QCM beat frequency is di~it~lly encoded using 16 bit 
counters and a quartz crystal clock to gate the frequency. The 
encoded parallel output is TTL/CMOS compatable. The QCM to be 
interrogated is selected by external signal, with a select verify 
signal returning. A count omplete s1.gnal terminates the fre
quency output r.ycle. 

T;lermal Control/Temperature Readout 

The ourpose of the thermal control system is to hold the 
absolute temperature ~t: both QCM's sensing crysta~tS at 25°t 1°C. 
Conceptually, a platinum resistance alement (PRT), thermally 
locked to the crystal, generates a voltage proportional to the 
crystal temperature. This voltage can be compared to a set point 
voltage (calculated for the desired 25°C) and either a positive 
or negat1ve voltage supplied to the thermoelectric element which 
is thermally locked to the crystal and PRT. Thus the crystal 
1s lCoith.::!" heated or ccoleu until th~ setpoint is reached. The 
block diagram in ~1~ure 2 illustrates the concept. 

The dynamic thermal control element~ in this system are the 
QCM crystal package, conSisting of the sensing and reference 
crystals with the FRT sandwiched in between, the thermoelectric 
heater/cooler to which the crystal package is attached, and the 
electronic comparator circuit. C~uc1al to stable crystal tentp
er&ture operation 1s the matchin~ of the thermal time constants 
of the crystal package and the thermoelectric element and the 
dynamic response of the mag-ampliTier/comparator circuit. As 
illustrated in Figure 3, the slope of the comparator response curve 
can be adjusted frC'lm a ste,;) c:hl\nge heating t~ (.;ooling l'~spon~e 
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for a detected temperature error" (the so called "b_ng-bang"
response) to a very "soft" re_;onse. This response must be
tailored to the thermal time constant of the crystal package.
This time constant involves the mass of the sense crystal,
reference crystal and PRT mount and the overall thermal conduct-
ivity (including Joint resistance) from the TE element to the
PRT and sense crystal.

If long time constants exist in the crystal package, temp-
erature overshoot may result at the crystal before the correcting
signal has time to respond. Uncontrolled temperature oscilla-
tions can then occur. Analysis and experiment determined stable
operation to exist for short crystal package time constar,t8 and
comparator response which delivered maximum current at the limits
of allowable temperature excursion, i.e. +_I°C.

From

A_..TT:.9._ (I)
Ar Cpm

short time constants result from minimum mess and maximum positive
_r negative heat flow. Additionally, transient and steady state
temperature gradients must be minimized if the PRT temperature is
to represent crystal temperature. From

AT = f (2)
kA

the thermal :_onductivity of the assemblage must be high and length
dimensions minimized for a low temperature gradient.

QCM Sensor Design

The QCM sensor assembly is shown schematically in Figure 4.

The thermoelectric heater/_ooler is a 72 element low aspect
ratio single stage unit designed for approximately 1/4 amp current
at _4 volts. The TE was soldered to the heat sink and the crystal
package with high temp_rature eutectic solder. The low aspect
ratio design gave the element greater shear strength for the
vibrational launch environment.

The crystals are !0 _{z, AT cut optically polished 12.4mm
diameter crystals with outward facing surfaces full_ aluminum
coated to reduce solar insolation effects. The crystal's aluminum
electrode is overcoated with a quarter wave length thickness of
magnesium fluride to avoid aluminum deteriostion due to mercury
yet at the same time optimize _he surface ret_ectivity.

All metal parts, with the exception of the TE, are machined
alundnum fqr high thermal conductivity. The aluminum is plated
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for a detected temperat.ure errOi' (the so called "b~_ng-bang" 
response) to a very "soft" reqJ:onse. This response must be 
tailored to the thermal time constant of the crystal package. 
This time constant involves the mass of the sense crysta1 9 

reference crystal and PRT mount &nd the overall thermal conduct
ivity (including joint reEistance) froIJI the TE element to the 
?RT and sense crystal. 

If long time cons~antB exist in the crystal package, temp
erature overshoot may result at the crystal before the correcting 
signal has time to respond. Uncontrolled temperature oscilla
tions can then occur. Analysis and experiment determined stahl~ 
operation to exist for short crystal package time constants and 
comparator resoonse which 1elivered maximum current at the limits 
of allowable temperature excursion, i.e. ±loC. 

Frem 

(1) 

short time constants result from minimum mass and maximum positive 
)r negative heat flow. Additionally, transl~nt and steady state 
temperature gr~dients must be cinimized if the PRT tempe~ature is 
to represent crystal temperature. From 

~T = ~ ~L 
k A 

(2) 

the thermal :!onductlvity of the assemblage must be high and. length 
d1Jr~nsions minimized for a low temperature gradient. 

QCM ~ensor Design 

The QCM sensor ass~mbly is shown schem~ttcally in Figure 4. 

The thermoelectric heater, ~ooler is a 72 element low aspect 
ratio single stage unit designe~ for approximately 1/4 amp current 
at ±4 volts. The TE was soldered to the heat sink and the c~ystal 
package with h1~h tempurature eutectir. solder. The low aspel:t 
rati~ design gave the element greater shear strength for the 
vibrational launch envlrvnment. 

The crystals are 10 ~{f., AT cut optically polished 12.4mm 
diameter crystals with outward facing surfaces ful19 aluminum 
coated tv reduce solar insolation effects. The crystal's aluminum 
electrode ia ~ve~coated with a quarter wave length thickness of 
magnesium fluride to avoid aluminum deterioation du~ to mercury 
yet at the same time optimize the aurface ret~ectivity. 

All metal parts, uith the exceptlon of the TE, are machined 
alun,lnum f'lr high thermal conduct1 vi ty. The aluminum is plated 
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with I _m of nickel eliminating mercury corrosional effects. The
crystals are spring loaded into moun_ing rings which are bolted

with high screw loadin_ to the PRT mounting ring thus minimizing

temperature gradients. The PRT unit is ,,_ountedin its mounting
rlng with bi_h thermal conductivity epoxy.

Lead wires to the crystals and PRT are #30 Teflon coated
Constantan wire for low heat leak to the TE.

i

The heat sink is designed for less than l°C temperature
gradient with maximum heat sink to crystal temperature differential.

QCM PERFORMANCE

Crystal Temperature Analog Output

The crystal temperature is determined from an analog voltage
which is scaled for approximately 0 to 5 volts corresponding to
-50°to +65°C. The crystal temperature is assumed to be identical
to the PRT temperature thus the emphasis in the sensor head design
on structural features which minimize temperature gradients. The
final accuracy of the temperature determination is actually a
matter of voltage resolution in the telemetry signal and the
linearity of the voltage-temperature cur_e. In tBis application,
the linearity was specified to be ±I_ of full scale or better.

The resistance-temperature characterls_ics of the PRTs was
accurately determined at the temperatures of boiling and freezing
points of dittilled water (100°C and 0°C) and at liquid nitrogen
boiling point (-196°C). Points in between were measured with
calibrated thermocouple. A bridge circuit was used to minimize
PRT selfheating. The reolst_nce ratio curve, RT/R o w_s found to
match very closely the NBS curve for pure, _train free platinum.
The PRTs were then tested with the heat dissipation produced by
the 0.973 ma circuit current and coefficients found fcr a best
fit of the Callendar-Va_ Dusen equation,

Rw=t4"'_IT-_(TRO +o--o-I)T,oo-' _(T,oo_I)(T,_oo)31 (3)

The coefficients are _= 0.003900, fl= 0.09997 and_ = 1.2031.
Minor differences are observed between these results and the values
reported by Olassford (Ref. i) for similar PRTs. These differences
are due to the current flow in the PRT a:'d evidently the availa-
bility of higher quality platin.,m.

U_ing Eqn 3, a re&dfng accuracy of -+0.01 £ PRT resistance
results in ±0.02 °C accuracy in inferred temperature.

A test to determine the llnearity of the analog voltage
output with crystal temperature was performed in vacuum ovsr a
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with 1 ~m of nickel eliminating mercu~y corrosional effects. The 
cryata!s are spring loaded into ~ount~ng rings which are bolt~d 
with high screw loadinp: f;:; the PRT mounting ring thus minimizing 
temperature gradi~nts. The PRT unit is I.:ounted in its mounting 
ring with h!gil thermal condl.l\;;t:!vt ty epoxy. 

Lead wires to the crysta1s and PRT are '30 'reflon coated 
Constantan wire for low heat leak to the TE. 

The heat sink is designed for less than 1°C temperature 
gradient with maximum heat sink to crystal temperature differential. 

QCM PERFORMANCE 

Crys~al Temperature Analog Output 

The crystal temperature is determined from an analog voltage 
which is scaled for approximately 0 to 5 volts correspondi~g to 
-50 0 to +65°C. The crystal temperature is assumed to he identical 
to the PRT temperature thl~s the emphasis in the sensor head design 
on structural features which minim:f,ze temperature gradients. The 
final accuracy of the temperature determination is actually a 
matter of voltage resolution in the telemetry signal and the 
linearity of the voltage-temperature curve. In this applic&tion, 
the linearity was specified to be tl% of full scale or better. 

The resistance-temperatul'e characteristics of the PRTs was 
accur:ltely determined at the temperatures of boiling and freezing 
points of di~ti11ed water (100°C and O~C) and at liquid ni~rogen 
boiling point (-196°C). Points in between l-;ere measllred with J. 
calibrated thermocouple. A bridge circuit was used to minimize 
PRT selfheatlng. " .. 'he reaist.lnce ratio curve, RTt"Ro WaS found to 
match very closel~' the NBS curve for pure J Rtrain free platinum. 
The PRTs were then tested with the heat dissipation produced by 
the 0.973 rna circuit current and coefficients found fer a best 
fit of the Ca1lendar-Van Dusen equatIon, 

R·( = 1 + 'X' [T -H T _ l)! _. {3 (T _ 1)( T )3 ] 
Ro 100 100 100 100 

(3) 

The coefficients are a. 0.003900, {J. 0.09997 and S· 1.2031. 
Minor differences are observ~d between these results and the values 
reported by Glassford (Ref. 1) for similar PRTs. These differences 
are due to the current flow in the PRT a:'d evidently the availa
bility of higher quality platin~m. 

lh ing Eqn 3, a reli.d~.ng accuracy of to. 01 n PRT resist'1llce 
r~sults in to.02°C accuracy in inferred temp~rature. 

A test to determine the linearity of the anal,'g voltage 
output with crystal temperature was performed in vacuum OV2!r a 
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temperature range of -45°C to 65°C. The analog voltage --_s
measured with an accuracy of _I mv and the temperature to 20.02 °O
using the PRT resistance. The resultant data is shown in £1_ure
5 for both QCM circuits. The data is seen to be weii withil: the
desired _I_ linearity requirement.

Crystal Temperature Control

The primary intent of this QCM system desl_ was ch_ mainten- /
ance of the crystal t_mperature at 25°C _ I_C while the neat sink
temperature varies from -@0°C to +50°C (survlve -3_°C to +C0°C).
A test in vacuum w _- performed on the complete system, 1.eo two
QCMs and the Electronics Unit, over the survlval temperature range,
using the an_log voltage output for crystal temperature indication
and a separate PRT thermally attached to the QCM heat sink mounting
plate for the heat sink temperature. The results shown in _igure
6 demonstrate the ability of the thermal control system to maintain
the crystal temperatures well within the desire_ _I°C range, fhe
voltage outputs of the two QCMs were ide,.tical withlr the 21 m'.
accuracy of the measuring instrument.

QCM Frequency Stability

The measurement of contaminant mass by a QCM assumes that
frequency changes occur only as a result of mass deposited on the
sensing crystal. In actuality, a sm_ll frequency shi_t m_y occur
as a result of t_perature gradients oetweert the sensing and
reference crystals. A crystallographic _,,t (35 ° 12') was chosen
for the crystals i_ this program to reduce the frequency tempera-
ture coefficient to near zero, A test was performed in a vacucm
bell-Ja_ to co_firm the clean crystal QCM stability with the
thermal control system maintaining the crystals at 25°C 2 I°C a_ in
Figure _. Yhe results, shown in Figure 7, indicate some minor
thermal gradients do exist _i the crystal pack_ge. However, consid-
ering th_ fact that a 80 Hz eh_ige in frequency is equivalent to
a single monoloayer of mercury molecules, the QCM frequency stability
is quince acceptable.

Solar Radiation F,ffect

During orbitinF fJig_t, _e QCMs will _t times be exoosed
directly to solar tnsolation which has bee_ shown earlier in
Reference 2 to have an effect on the sensi-_ or exposed cry_tal's
frequency. In the present QCM design, an effort was made to mini-
mizo this effect by lim_tin_ the radiant flux absorbed by the:
crystal and by using a zero temperature coefficient crystal unit_
Yhe results, shown in Fl_ure 8, indicate that these efforts were
only partially effecti,'_.. T._o heat absorbed by the crystal which
is not reradi&ted must eith_,' effect a r._c_ in the bulk tempers_ture
of the crystal or create a heat flow and resultant tempera,,ure
Fradiert in _he quartz plate. Either effect would result in a
frequency shift b_ for different reasons. The uniform bulk terno- "
erature rise _ould alter the frequency by 't_. quartz temperature
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temp~rature range of -45°C to 65°C. The analog voltage ··'1S 
measured with an accuracy of tl mv Vld the tempel'ature to :1:1).02 °c 
using the PRT resistance. The resultant data is JIIhown in l'1.gure 
5 for both QCM circuits. The data is seen to be well within the 
desired tIl linearity requirement. 

Crystal Temperature Control 

The primary intent of this QCM system design was ~~~ mainten
ance of the crystal t1rJmperature at 25°C t l"C while the ne~t sink 
temperature varies from -20°C to +50°C (survive -35°C to +(O°C). 
A test in vacuum w .... • ?Erformed on the co.nplete system, t.e. two 
Q~Ms and the Electronics Unit, over the survival te~peraturc ~ange, 
using the analog voltage output for crystal temperature indication 
and a separate PRT thermally attached to the QCM heat sink mounting 
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bell-jar to co~f1rm the clean crystal QCM stability with the 
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Pigure S. !he results, shown in Figure 7, in~1cate some minor 
thermal gradients do exist 11 the crystal packe.g~. However, consid
ering tha fact that a 90 Hz Ch&lge in frequency is equivalent to 
a single monoloayer of mercury molecules, the OC~ :r~quency stability 
is qui~e acceptable. 

Solar Radiation Effect 

During orb! tinp: f] ight, title QCMs will "t t1.nes be exposE!d 
uirectly to l'olar 1.nsolation which has beei1 shown earLier in 
Refer'!nce 2 to have an effect on the sensi- ~ or exposed crYl!,tal' s 
frequency. In the pres~nt QCM design, an effort was made to mini
mlzc this effect by lim1 tln~ the radiant flux absorbed by thE! 
nrystal and by using a zero temperature coefficient crystal unit. 
Th~ ~asults, show~ in Pigure 8, 1ndicate that these efforts we~e 
only partially effect1 ,.~. '!'!'lC heat ab30~bed by the crystal which 
is not re?'adi!.ted must ei thl!~' effect a r~;::,~ in the bulk temper£,ture 
of the crystal or create a heat flow and resultant temperar,ure 
~radiert in ~he quartz plate. Either effect would result in a 
~'requency shift bu,\' for different reasons. The unlform bulk temp
erature rise "ould alter the frequency by tl"~ quartz temperature 
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coefficient relationship depending upon the crystal cut, while
a temperature _radient in the plate produces physical stresses
which result in a change in frequency. In this present QCM
design, the thermal locking of the PRT and the sensing crystal for
temperature reading accuracy resulted in a crystal mount design
in which it would be anllkely for the crystal bulk temperature
to change because of the high conductivity crystal edge mount but
would result in temperature gradient induced stress. The frequency
shift is quite repeatable and can be removed in the data reduction.

System Power Requirement

Tests in vacuum w_re performed to determine the required
syste_ power which was specified to be less than 5 watts. The
pow_- curve, shown in Figure 9, indicates that although the
specified maximum power was exceeded when the heat sink was at
-20°C, the average po_:r usage was considerably less than 5 watts.

CONCLUSIONS

A QCM system with thermoelectrically temperature controlled
contaminant flux sensing crystals has been developed and success-
fully flight qualified. The thermal control system is capable
of holding the mass sensing crystals at a precise temperature
(± I°C) despite widely varying spacecraft temneratures.
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coefficient relationship depending upon the crystal cut, while 
a temperature ~radient in the plate produces physical stresses 
which result in a change in frequency. In this present QCM 
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WATER-DEUTERIUM OXIDE EXCHANGE IN POLYMERS

USED IN SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS

D. J. Carte

ABSTRACT

The replacement of water (H20) by deuterium oxide (D20) and the exchange

between atmospheric water and adsorbed or absorbed D20 were investigated fo_
the polymeric materials Kapton and Mylar using thermal gravimetric analysis

(TGA) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Replacement of H20 by D20 is easily

accomplished. However, exposure of D20 samples to the ambient atmosphere or

gases containing H20 results in rapid proton and deuteron exchange between H20

vapor and adsorbed D20. Replacement of H20 by D20 would not be a practical
solution to alleviate spectral interferences that would result from water

outgassing in spacecraft orbital environments. Maintaining the materials of

interest in a dehydrated state is a more reasonable approach.

INTRODUCTION

Water ice formation on satellite optical surfaces has been suggested as a

possible cause of decreased sensitivity of infrared sensing devices. For op-

tlmum performance, these devices rely on unattenuated signals in the infrared

wavelength region where H20 ice absorption occurs. It has been hypoth_ _zed

that the H20 collects on the cryocooled optical surfaces after outgassing from

materials in close proximity to the surfaces. The most likely sources of H20
are polymeric insulation, such as Kapton, multilayer insulation (MLI), and

aluminized Teflon. The suggestion has been _ade that replacement of asso-

ciated H20 with D20 in the materials of interest would alleviate the problem
by isotopically shifting the infrared ice absorption band out of the wave-

length region of interest.

In order for the H20 replacement to be considered a feasible solution to
the problem, the following questions should be answered:

I. Is the }120-D20 replacement accomplished easily, and what are the
best methods?

2. Once the replacement is accomplished, how difficult is it to

maintain the D20 level?

3. }low important are exchange processes between associated D20 and

ambient atmospheric }120?

The last question is the most critical. In the condensed phase, proton

exchange between 1190 and D20 occurs just below the dlffusion-controlled limit
and is, thus, very_rapid (Refs. I and 2). In addition, the following rapidly

established equilibrium is shifted toward the right at room temperature (Keq =
3.94 at 20°C) (Ref. 3):

}120 + D20 _ 2 ROD

Both i120 and ilOD absorb infrared radiation in the wavelength region of inte-
rest. Because of the rapidity of proton exchange, the mixing phenomenon is

expected to be limited by surface adsorption and bulk diffusion of water.

*The Aerospace Corporation, E1 Segundo, Califor,la
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The replacement of water (H20) by deuterium oxide (0 2°) and the eXl.:hange 
between atmospheric water and adsorbed or absorbed D20 were investigated fo:.. 
the polymeric materials Kapton and Mylar using thermal gravimetric analysis 
(TGA) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Replacement of H20 by O2° is easily 
accomplished. However, exposure of D20 samples to the ambient atmosphere or 
gases containing H20 results in rapid proton and deuteron exchange between H20 
vapor and adsorbed D20. Replal.:ement of H20 by D20 would not be a practical 
solution to alleviate spectral interferences that would result from water 
outgassing in spacecraft orbital environments. Haintaining the materials of 
interest in a dehydrat~d state is a more r~asonable approach. 

INTRODUCTION 

Water ice formation on satellite optical surfaces has been suggested as a 
possible cause of decreased sensitivity of infrared sensing devices. For op
timum performance, these devi!;es rely on unattenuated signals in the infrared 
wavelength region where H20 i!;e absorption occurs. It has been hypothl. ~ zed 
that the H20 collects on the cryocooled optical surfaces after outgassing from 
materials in close proximity to the surfaces. The most likely sources of H20 
are polymeric insulation, such as Kapton, multilayer insulation (MLI), and 
aluminized Teflon. The suggest ion has been r.nde that replacement of asso
ciat~d H20 with 020 in the materials of interest would alleviate the problem 
by isotopically shifting the inL"ared ice absorption band out of the wave
length region of interest. 

In order for the H20 replace~ent to be !;onsidered a feasible solution to 
the problem, the following questions should be answered: 

1. Is the H20-020 replacement 3!;!;omplished easily, and what are the 
hest methods? 

2. Once the replacement is accomplished, how diffi!;ult is it to 
maintain the 020 level? 

3. How important are exchange processes between associated 020 and 
amhient atmospheric H20? 

The last quest ion is the most critL;al. In thE' !;ondensed phase, proton 
ex!;hange between 1\20 and 020 oCCLIrs just below the diffusion-!;ontrolled limit 
<lnd is, thus, very rapid (Refs. 1 and 2). In addit ion, the following rapidly 
established equilihrium is shifted toward the right at room temperature (Keq :a 

3.94 at 2()Oe) (Ref. 3): 

H20 + 020 ~ 2 HOO 

Both H20 and 1100 absorh infrared radiation in the wavelength region of inte
rest. BE'!;ause of the rapidity of proton eXl..:hunge, the mixing phenomenon is 
expected to be linited by surfa!;e adsorption and bulk diffusion of water. 

*The Aerospace Corpordt ion, El Segundo, CalHor.lia 
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The D20-H20 replacement phenomenon was Investlgated for Kapton, and to a
lesser extent Mylar, by TGA and IR spectroscopy. In addition to atmospheric

exposure, N2 and Ar atmospheres were used to determine if gas adsorption would
affect the exchange process significantly.

EXPERIMENTAL

The materials in the investigation were 0.005--in. Kapton and O.003-in.

Mylar sheets examined by means of IR and TGA, and al,,mi_ized-Mylar MLI, exam-

ined by means of TGA.

The TGAs were performed on a Perkin Elmer TGS-I thermal balance in both

the temperature programmed and isothermal modes of operation. Because of the

restricted sample size, it was necessary to cut up the MLI into small pieces,

which were then plied in the therma] balance weighing pan. The cuttln_ dls-

turbed the layered nature of the MLI and, as a result, the equilibrium }120
content might be different from that in the layered configuration. The Kapton

and Mylar sheets were simply cot to the appropriate size. The sample weights

were generally on the order of 1 mg.

Infrared analyses weee performed on a Perkin Elmer Model 467 infrared

spectrophotometer. The IR spectra of Mylar and Kapton are shown in Figures 1

and 2. The spectra] features in the presence and absence of H20 and D20 are
included. The Mylar spectrum exhibits a rather small absorption because of

the H..O, and, as a result, only a limited number of experiments were per-

forme_. For Kapton, the amount of associated wate_ is larger and, thus, more

easily monitored. Despite the larger equilibrium water content, the spectrum

of Kapton is complex in tile wavelength regions of interest. In order to sim-

plify the spectra, the reference beam of the double-beam spectrophotometer was

passed through a sample of "dry" Kapton, which resulted in essentially the

spectral features of H20 and D20 without interference from tle spectral fea-
rdres of Kapton. Two approaches to obtaining these "difference" spectra were

employed. In the early stages of the investigation, the "d_y" reference sam-

pie was stored in an evacuated vacuum dessicator with phosphorous pentoxide as

the dessicant. When spectra were obtained, the "dry" sample was placed in the

reference beam. In the latter stages of the investigation, a more efficient

method was used. A Kapton sample was mounted in a spectrometer gas cell with

salt (NaCI) windows. The cell was ewlcuated to dehydrate the sample and was

maintained at low pressure. By means of this approach, the reference sample

could be kept in the "dry" state for long periods of time. Both approaches

resulted in comparable spectra. Typical spectra obtained by means of the

"difference" method are illustrated in Figure 3.

Two approaches were employed in examining the H20 and D20 contents of the
polymers. In the early experiments in which pre-equilibrium with DoO was re-

quired, the samples were first submerged in D20 , then mounted in a "_ilm" sam-
ple holder and exposed to the ambient atmosphere (relative humidity - 45 to

58%) for specified lengths of time. At the end of the exposure, IR spectra

were obtained. It was found that the heating of the samples by the IR beam

caused the samples to dehydrate. The rate of dehydration was measured, and

the process was determined to have a bali-life of approximately 7 mln. As a

result of this IR sttnulated 1120 loss, it was necessary to adjust the experi-
mental procedures to minimize errors. The length of time that th_ sample was

in the IR beam was limited to approximately 2 rain, and each data point fol-

lowed re-equilibratlon with D_O and exposure for specified times. By means of

this approach, the spectral intenslties were accurate to within 15%.
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The 020-H20 replacement phenomenon was investigated for Kapton, and to a 

lesser extent Mylar, by TGA and IR spectroscopy. In addition to atmospheric 
exposure, N2 and Ar atmospheres were used to determine if gas adsorption would 
affect the exchange process significantly. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The matt!rials in the investigation were 0.005--in. Kapton and 0.003-in. 
Hylar sheets examined by means of IR and TCA, and all1miT"ized-Mylar MI.I, exam-' 
ined by means of TCA. 

thE" TCAs were performed on a Perkin Ehler TCS-l thermal balance in bot~1 

the temperature pr~grammed and isothermal modes of operation. Because of the 
restricted sample size, it was necessary to cut up the MI.I into small pieces, 
which were then piled in the thermal balance weighing pan. The cuttin~ dis
turbed the layered nature of the !1LI and, as a result, the equilibrium H20 
content might be different from t.hat in the layered configuration. The Kapton 
and Mylar sheets were simply r~t to the appropriate size. The sample weights 
were generally on the order Jf 1 mg. 

Infrared analyses WPl'e performed on a Perkin Elmer t-kldel 467 infrared 
spectrophotometer. The IR spectra of Mylar and Kapton are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. The spectral features in the presence and dbsence of H20 and 020 are 
included. The Myl.clr spectnan exhibits a rather small absorption because of 
the H.O, and, a:; a result, only a limited number of experiments were per
formet. For Kclpton, the amount of associated watel is larger and, thus, more 
edsily monit.ored. Despite the larger equilibritan water content, the spectrum 
of Kapton is complex in the wavelength regions of interest. In order to sim
plify tl--,e spectra, the reference beam of the double-beam spectrophotometer was 
passe":: through a sample of "dry" Kapton, which resulted in essentially the 
spp.:tral features of H20 and 020 without interference from tl e spectral fea
tures of Kapton. Two approaches to obtaining these "difference" spectra were 
employed. In the early stages of the investigation, the "dry" reference sam
ple was stored in an evacuated vacutan dessicator with phosphorous pentoxide as 
the dessicant. When spectra were obtained. the "dry" sample was placed in the 
reference beam. In the latter stages of the investigation, a more efficient 
method was used. A Kapton sample was mounted in a spectrometer gas cell with 
s,llt (NaCl) windows. The cell was evacuated to dehydrate the sample and 'Nas 
maintained at low pressure. By means of this approach. the reference sample 
could be kept in the "dry" state for long periods of time. Both approaches 
resulted in comparalJle spectra. Typical spectra obtained by means of tht' 
"difference" method are illustrated in Figure 3. 

Two approaches were employed 1n examtning the H20 and 020 contents of the 
polymers. In the early experiments in which pre-equilibrium with 0.,0 was re
quired, the samples were first submerged in 020' then mounted in a "tUm" sam
ple holder dnd exposed to the ambient atmosphere (relative humidity - 45 to 
')8%) for specified lengths of time. At the end of the exposure, IR spectra 
were obtained. It was found that the heat :ng of the samples by the IR beam 
caused the samples to dehydrate. The rate of dehydration was measured, and 
the process was determined to have a half-life of approximately 7 min. As a 
result of this TR stil\.ulated lI.,O loss. it was necessary to adjust the experi
mental procedures to minimize errors. The length of time that tht.. sample was 
in the IR beam was limited to approximately :2 min, and each data point fol
lowed re-equi1ibrati0n with D,O and exposure for specified times. By means of 
this approach, the spectral intensities were accurate to within 15t. 
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In later experiments in which other than ambient atmospheric exposure was

required, the samples were mounted in a spectrometer cell with I_RS-5

windows. Appropriate gases were purged through the cell for measured time

intervals. The IR spectra were obtained by closing off the cell and plating

it in the spectrometer only long enough to obtain the appropriate spectrum, 2

to 4 mtn. Minimizing IR exposure time and sealing off the cell minimized

errors induced by IR stimulated water loss.

The gases used in the investigation were N 2 and At. They were both dried
by passage through a drying cartridge containing molecular sieves. After

drying, the gases were either admitted to the sample cell in the "dry" state

or passed over H20 or D20 liquid prior to passage through the sample cell.

The gas flow rates were approximately 30 ml/min for N2 and approximately 40

ml/mtn for At. The D20 was from Merck and Co. and had a deuterium content of
99.7 at% D.

RESULTS

Thermal Cravlmetrtc Analysis

Mylar, MLI, and Kapton were analyzed in both temperature-programmed and

isothermal modes of operation. The Lbcee materials exhibited two weight-loss

processes, the first occurring in the temperature range 300 to 400°K, and the

second at approximately 600°K. The first process is attributed to H20 loss,
whereas the second is consistent with sample thermal decomposition. The

weight losses resulting from H20 desorption were determined to be 0.93, 0.37,
and 0.24% for Kapton, _lylar, and _ILI, respectively.

Isothermal analysis was useful for the Kapton sample but not for Mylar

and ML[. For the latter two, instrumental limitations on sample size coupled

w_th low H20 _ontent resulted in isothermal-welght-loss profiles that did not
permit detailed analysis, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio was very low. For

Kapton, isothermal desorption of _ater at 370°K resulted in a weight versus

time profile (Figure 4) that could be analyzed. The curve is exponential with

a half-life of I|2 sec. The first order behavior is illustrated in Figure 5.
The observation of first-order kinetics is consistent with both bulk diffusion

limited and surface desorption limited processes (Ref. 4). In addition, expo-

nential behavior is consistent with jls_ one process; two concurrent processes

would give nonexponential remllt_ unless the two processes had identical

relaxation times.

Infrared Analysis

The [R absorption maxima for H_O associated with Kapton and Mylar occur
at 3550 to 3620 cm- (2.7b to 2.82 _m) (Ref. 5). The shift to higher energy

for the polymer samples implies that the H20 is absorbed into the polymer
matrix rather than being primarily present as physlsorbed layers on the sur-

face. Deuterium oxide exhibits a maximum absorption at 2bOO to 2700 cm

(3.70 tu ].85 _m) in Kapton.

The analysis of the 1120-[)20 exchange for _lylar was limited by the Iow-

eq,lilibrlum H20 content and, thus, small IR siRnal levels, floweret, some data

were obtained for atmospheric I120 exchange in a sample that was equilibrated

with D20. These data are given in Figure 6. _e IR absorption that results

from the O-H stretching of 1120 and HOD increases with time and reaches approx-
imately 95% of the maximum absorption in 60 min of exposure to the ambient

atmosphere.
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In later experiments in which other than ambient atmospheric exposure was 
required, the samples were mounted in a spectrometer cell with ~RS-5 

windows. Appropriate gases were purged through the cell for measured time 
intervals. The IR spectra were obtained by closing off the cell ::In(1 phd ng 
it in the spectrometer only long enough to obtain the appropriate spectrum, 2 
to 4 min. Minimizing IR exposcre time and sealing off the cell minimized 
errors induced by IR stimulated water loss. 

The gases used in the investigation were N2 and Ar. They were both dried 
by passage through a drying cartridge containir,g molecular sieves. After 
crying, the gases were either admitted to the sample cell in the "dry" state 
or passed over H20 or O2° liquid prior to passage through the sample cell. 
The gas flow rates were approximately 30 ml/min for N2 and approxitnately 40 
ml/min for Ar. The O2° was from Herck and Co. and had a deuterium content of 
99.7 at% O. 

RESULTS 

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis 

~1ylar, MLI, and Kapton were analyzed in both temperature-programmed and 
isothermal modes of operation. Th~ i.nfee materi.a1s exhibited two weight-loss 
processes, the first occurring in th~ temperature range 300 to 400oK, and the 
second at approximately 600 oK. The! first proc1.:!ss is attributed to H20 loss, 
whereas the second is consistent with sample- thermal del~omposition. The 
weight losses resulting from H20 desorption were determined to be 0.93, 0.37, 
and 0.24% for Kapton, ~1yldr, and HLI, respectively. 

Isothermal analysis was useful for the Kapton sample but not for Hy1ar 
and MLI. For the latter two, instrumental limitations on sample size coupled 
wi th low H20 .:ontent resulted in i sothermal-weight-loss profiles that did not 
permit detailed analysis, i.e., tt',e signal-to-noise ratio was very low. For 
Kapton, isothermal desorpt ion of \Iater at 370 0 K resulted in a weight versus 
time profile (Fig\lre 4) that could be analyzed. The curve is exponential with 
a half-life of 112 sec. TI1e first-,l1t'der behavior is illustrated in Figure 5. 
The observation of first-order kinetics is consistl~nt with both bulk d!ffusion 
limited and surface desorption limited processes (Ref. 4). In addition, expo
nent ia 1 behavior is consistent with j<lS( one process; two concurrent processes 
would give nonexponential re<;l\l ts unl pss the two processes had identical 
relaxation times. 

Infrared Analysis 

The IR absorpt.. \on maxima for H20 associated with Kapton and Mylar occur 
at 35,)() to 3h20 cM (2. 76 to 2.82 urn) (Ref. 5). The sh1 ft to higher en.!rgy 
for t:le polYf!ler samples implies that the H20 is absorbed into the polymer 
matrix rather than being primitrUy pre:,;ent as physisorbed layers on the sur-

,.1 
face. I)eutl'rium oxide l'xhibits a maximum absorption at 2bOO to 2700 cm -
(3.70 t:. 3.85 urn) in Kapton. 

~l'he analysis of the II Z0-D 2t) exchange for ~1ylar was limited by the low
eq,dl ibrium H20 content and, thus, small IR sign,\l levels. However, some data 
were obtained for atmospheric \120 exchange in a samplt:' that was equilibrated 
with O2°. These data are given in Figure 6. TI1e IR absorpti.on that results 
from the O-H st retching of "20 and HOD inc reases '<lith time and reaches approx·· 
imate1y 95% of the maximum absorpt ion in 60 min of exposure to the ambient 
atmosphere. 
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For Kapton, the larger equilibrium H20 content permitted more extensive
analysis. The change in the O-H and O-D vibration absorption amplitudes as a

function of time for a sample that was equilibrated in D20 and then exposed to
the ambient atmosphere is shoal in Figure 7. The shape of the O-H vihratlon

absorption band appears to change with time. In addition, there appears to be

a time-dependent shift in the absorption maximL_ wavelength. These changes

can be attributed to differing relative amounts of H20 and HOD as the D20 is
undergoing exchange. The O-H absorption reaches 75 to 80% of its maximum

value in approximately 50 min and 90% of the maximum in approximately 90 mln,

which is nearly the same as that for Mylar.

The elimination of D20 from a Kapton sample by "dry" N2 gas was investi-
gated. The spectral changes are shown in Figure 8. By purging the sample gas

cell with N2 gas, the D O is eliminated by means of an exponential process2
with a half-life of approximately 97 mln.

Equilibration of a sample with "dry" gas followed by purging with the

same gas passed over D20 was investigated. Th_ O-D absorption spectral

changes are shown in Figures 9 and 10 for N2 an_ At, respectively. The D20

band grows in faster in the N2case, implying that Ar is more difficult to

displace by D20 than is N2. The changes in optical density versus time for
the data _n Figures 8 through lO are illustrated in Figure II.

Equlttbratton of a Kapton sample in air followed by exposure to D20 in N2
gas resulted in isotopic exchange that occurred at essentially the same rate

as equilibration in D20 followed by air exposure.

DISCUSSION

The TGA and IR data indicate that H20 is easily removed from the materi-
als of interest by either heating or exposing to a "dry" atmosphere. In addi-

tion, once the material is dehydrated, D20 can be readily introduced. The

major oroblem that must be overcome is exchange between adsorbed D20 and H20
from the ambient atmosphere.

The exchange data indicate that exposure of D20 equilibrated material to

I{20 containing atmospheres must be strictly avoided. The reaction between D20

and H20 to yield HOD occurs rapidly and results in a mixture of H20 , D20 , and
HOD. There should not be a significant isotope effect on diffusion and de-

sorption. As a result, these three species would be expected to outgas with

essentially the same rate. Oxygen-hydrogen bonds in both H20 and IIOD con-
tribute to the interferences in the infrared region of interest. Thus, ice

formation with significant amounts of HOD would cause IR siBnal attenuation.

It would be necessary to keep a constant D20-saturated atmosphere to

maintain the D20 levels in the materials in the prelaunch environment. A more
reasonable approach would be to purge the materials with "dry" air or some

inert gas. At the latest possible time, the system could be flushed with D20

containing gas to equilibrate the materials with D20. Maintaining the materi-
als at elevated temperatures, i.e., 50°C, during prelaunch would dehydrate the

materials. As in the "dry" air purging, equilibration with D20 prior to
launch would be required.

CONCLUSION

Because of the rapidity of proton exchange reactions between R O and D O,2 2

it would be very difficult to maintain equilibrlum D20 levels in Kapton and
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For Kapton, the larger equilibrium ,H21l content permitted more ext.ensive 
analysis. The change in the O-H and 0-0 vibration absorption amptitudes as a 
function of time for a sample that was equilibrated ~~ D20 and then exposed to 
the ambient atmosphere is shown in Figure 7. The shapt:: of th", O-H vibration 
absorption band appears to change with time. In addition, there appears to be 
a time-dependent shift in the absorpt iO!1 maximllll wavelength. These changes 
can be attributed to differing relative amounts of H20 and HOO as the 020 is 
undergoing exchange. The O-H absorption reaches 75 ~o 80% of its maximum 
value in approximately SO min and 90% of the maximum in approximately 90 min, 
which is n~arly the same as that for Mylar. 

The elimination of 020 from a Kapton sample by "dry" N2 gas was investi
gated. The spectral changes are shown in Figure 8. By purgIng the sample gas 
cell with N2 gas, the 020 is eliminated by means of an exponential process 
with a half-life of approximately 97 min. 

Equilibration of a sample with "dry" gas followed by purging with the 
same gas passed over O2° was investigated. Tr~ 0-0 absorption spectral 
changes are shown in Figures 9 and 10 for N2 anu Ar. respectively. The 020 
bdnd grows in faster in the N case, implying that Ar is more difficull to 
displace by 020 than is N2 • ftte changes in (Jptical density versus time for 
the data ;n Figures 8 through 10 are illustrated in Figure 11. 

Equilibration of a Kapton sample in air followed by exposure to O2° in N2 
gas resulted in isotopic exchange that occurred at essentially the same rate 
as equilibration in 020 followed by air exposure. 

DISCUSSION 

The TGA and IR data indicate that H20 is easily removed from the materi
als of interest by either heating or exposing to a "dry" atmosphere. In addi
tion, once the material is dehydrated, 020 can be readily introduced. The 
major oroblem that must be overcome is exchange between adsorbed 020 and H20 
from the ambient atmosphere. 

The exchange data indicate that exposure of 020 equilibrated material to 
H20 containing atmospheres must be strictly avoided. The reaction belween 020 
and H20 to yield HOD occurs rapidly and results in a mixture of H20, O2°, and 
HOO. There should not be a significant isotope effect on diffusion and de
sorpt ion. As a result, these three 3pecies would be expected to outgas with 
essentially the !'lame rate. Oxygen-hydrogen bonds in both H20 and HOD con
tribute to the interferences in the infrared region of interest. Thus, ice 
formation with significant amounts of HOO would cause IR signal attenuation. 

It would be necessary to keep a constant 02o-saturated atmosphere to 
maint~in the 020 levels in the materials in the prelaunch environment. A more 
reasonable approach would be to purge the materials with "dry" air or some 
inert gas. At the latest possible time, the system could be flushed with O2° 
containing gas to equilibrate the materials with O2°. Maintaining the materi
als at elevated temperatures, i.e., SODC, during prelaunch would dehydrate the 
materials. As in the "dry" air purging, equilibration with 020 prior to 
launch w0uld be required. 

CONCLUSlON 

Because of the rapidity of proton exchange reactions between H20 and O2°, 
it would be very difficult to maintain equilibrhn 020 levels in Kapton and 
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_Ivlar without employing very stringent control_ pertaining to the exclusion of

1120 from the materials. The alternative methods of maintaining the materials
in a "dehydrated" state by mild heating or purging the system with "dry" air

would appear to be more feasible than maintaining D20 equilibrium ]evels.
These latter choices require either launching the system in a dehydrated slat,.

or equilibrating the material with D20 prior to launch. Water exclusion mea-
sures would also ,be important for these methods. Although these methods ap-

pear to be reasonable a priori, the vigorous exclusion of water from critical

space,raft surfaces would be extremely difficult, if not impossible.

The investigations discussed herein were performed on thln sheet materi-

als so that IR spectral analysis methods could be used.
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N81-14160
THE IDENTIFICATION OF TRENDS IN OUTGASSING TECHNOLOGY

Joe A. Colony

ABSTRACT

A large amount of chemical analysis data involving identification of

outgassing products from spacecraft, experiment modules, and support equip-

ment has been accumulated at the Goddard Space Flight Center over the past

ten years. In order to gain some insights into significant trends in the

occurrence of outgassing problems and to assist in the implementation of

meaningful materials selection policies, these data have been reduced to a

computer compatible format and subjected to a variety of relevant program

operations. From these data a list of the most troublesome outgassing

species has been compiled and several useful and interesting materials' cor-

relations have been developed.

INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized for a long time that outgassing of organic mater-

ials and subsequent condensation of the products on critical surfaces of

flight hardware can be a serious problem. Detrimental effects include atten-

uation of optical signals in instrument systems, alterations of alpha/epsilon

ratios of thermal control surfaces, corona discharge effects in high voltage

electronics, and various detector malfunctions.

In order to guard against the occurrence of such problems, Goddard main-

tains a system of surveillance of outgassing levels in its thermal vacuum

test facilities. This system involves operation of a liquid nitrogen-cooled

cold finger to trap outgassed species in each vacuum facility during hard-

ware testing. At the conclusion of each test, the condensed organic residues

are washed from the cold finger and taken to the analytical organic chemistry

laboratory for quantification and identification. These chemical analyses are

performed using advanced instrumental methods including infra-red spectro-

photometry and mass spectrometry. The results of these analyses are used

routinely to indicate the acceptability of flight hardware or to flag down

problem materials and track down outgassing sources.

In addition to this surveillance activity, an extensive materials' oat-

gassing evaluation program has been conducted through the years by the Ma-

terials Control and Applications Branch. Through this effort, polymeric ma-

terials are subjected to a standard test condition (24 hours at 125°C in

wlcuum with a room temperature (25°C) collector plate) resulting in determi-

nation of total weight loss and total volatile condensable material (CVCM).

This test has been accepted ss ASTM-E-595-77, and thousanas of materials have

been evaluated. This information is being used as a basis for recommending

materials for space flight use in order that the incidence of problems re-

lated to outgassing might be reduced. All spacecraft projects are required

to include in their design requirements, a materials review, which contains

an evaluation of outgassing potential. The effectiveness of this materials

engineering effort can be shown both by the degree of success of our flight

programs and by reductions in the occurrence of time and money-consumlng
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ABSTRACT 

A large amount of chemical analysis data involving ~dentification of 
outgassing products from spacecraft, experiment modules, and support equip
ment has been accumulated at the Goddard Space Flight Center over the past 
ten years. In order to gain some insights into significant trends in the 
occurrence of outgassing problems and to assist in the implementation of 
meaningful materials selection policies, these data have been reduced to a 
computer compatible format 3nd subjected to a variety of relevant program 
operations. From these data a list of the most troublesome outgassing 
species has been compiled and several useful and interesting materials' cor
relations have been developed. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been recognized for a long time that outgassing of organic mater
idls and subsequent condensation of the products on critical surfaces of 
flight hardware can be a serious problem. Detrimental effects include atten
uation of optical signals in i.nstrument systems, alterations of alpha/epsilon 
ratios of thermal control sur:aces, corona discharge effects in high voltage 
electronics, and various detector malfunctions. 

In order to guard against the occurrence of such problems, Goddard main
tains d system of surveillance of outgassing levels in its thermal vacuum 
test facilities. This system involves operation of a liquid nitrogen-cooled 
cold finger to trap outgassed species in each vacuum facility during hard
ware testing. At the conclusion of each test, the condensed organic residues 
are washed from the cold finger and taken to the analytical organic chemistry 
laboratory for quantification and identification. These chemical analyses are 
performed using advanced instrumental methods including infra-red spectro
photometry and mass spectrometry. The results of these analyses are used 
rOlltinely to indicate the acceptability of flight hardware or to flag down 
problem materials and track cown outgassing sources. 

In addition to this surveillance activity, an extensive materials' OJt
gassing evaluation program haE been conducted through the years by the Ma
terials Control and Applications Branch. Through this effort, polymeric ma
teri~ls are subjected to a standard test condition (24 hours at 125°C in 
vacuum wlth a room temperature (25°C) collector plate) resulting in determi
nation of total weight loss and total volatile condensable material (CVCM). 
This test has bt:en accepted as ASTM-E-S9S-77, and thousancts of materials have 
been evaluated. This information is being used as a basis for recommending 
nwterials for space flight use in order that the incidence of problems re
lated to outgassing might be reduced. All spacecraft projects are required 
to include in their design requirements, a materials review, which contains 
an evaluation of outgassing potential. The effectiveness of this materials 
l'ngineering eff0rt can be shown both by the degree of success of our flight 
programs and by reductions in the occurrence of time and money-consuming 
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problems during the test and integration phase of spacecraft preparation.

An effort has now been made to develop more specific and technical in-

formation concerning the effectiveness of our programs by computerizing all

of the analytical chemistry data accumulated over the last ten years of out-

gassing residue analysis. Pertinent data describing the test item, test

facility, and the amount and composition of each sample were entered in the

data bank. Computer operations were then developed and employed in order to

generate data which might show significant events and trends in the occur-

rence of outgassing problems through the years. By finding specific changes

in the frequency of occurrence of individual outgassed species and correlat-

ing them with known materials' usage practices, the impact of previous ma-

terials' decisions can be estimated. Also, an assist in making logical ma-

terials selections and establishing meaningful policies for future spacecraft

projects may be obtained.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS DATA

The scope of the analytical data used to form this study has been re-

stricted somewhat in the hope of keeping it consistent and ccmpatibie. Anal-

ytical results of cold finger residues from thermal vacuum facilities st God-
dard and some of its contractors have been included as well as witness mir-

ror residues and wipe sample_ from various flight hardware which either had

contamination problems or potential problems. However, analytical data from

known materials, suspected sources, micro-CVCM tests, and contamination prob-

lems not related to outgassing have been excluded. The total number of anal-

ytical reports dsed was 1294 and covered the time period from 1970 through
1979.

Procedures for obtaining good analytical samples of thermal vacuum out-

gassing products have been developed and remained essentially unchanged

throughout this period. The cold finger is a small cylindrical device (Fig-

ure i) installed in the thermal vacuum facility and cooled with liquid ni-

trogen during part or all of a thermal vacuum operation in order to condense

any volatile species which might be present. This scavenger process results

in accumulation of sufficient sample for chemical analysis. The cold finger

is warmed to room temperature during the back filling phase which results in

maximum retention of condensables while avoiding condensation of water vapor

from the air. The residue is then washed from the cold finger with spec-

trogr_de 2-propanol and the solution sent to the chemistry laboratory for

analysis.

LIQUID NITROGEN OUTLET

COLD COLLECTING SURFACE

DRAIN FOR COLLECTING SOLVENT WASH SOLUTION

LIQUID NITROGEN INLET

Figure I Diagram of Chamber Cold Finger
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problems during the test and integration phase of spacecraft preparation. 

An effort has HOW been made to develop more specific and technical in
formation concerning the effectiveness of our programs by computerizing all 
of the analytical chemistry data accumulated over the last ten years of out
gassing residue analysis. Pertinent data describing the test item, test 
facili:y, and the amount and composition of each sample were entered in the 
data bank. Computer operations were then developed and employed in order to 
generate data which might show significant events and trends in the occur
rence of outgassing problems through the years. By finding specific changes 
in the frequency of occurrence of individual outgassed species and correlat
ing them with known materials' usage practices, the impact of previous ma
terials' decisions can be estimated. Also, an assist in making logical ma
terials selections and establishing meaningful policies for future spacecraft 
projects may be obtained. 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS DATA 

The sco?e of the analytical data used to form this study has been re
stricted somewhat in the hope of keeping it consistent and ccmpatibie. Anal
ytical results of cold finger residues from thermal vacuum facilities B~ Gcd
dard and some of its contrar.tors have been included as well as witness mir
ror residues and wipe sample~ from various flight hardware which either had 
~ontamination problems or potential problems. However, analytical data from 
known materials, suspected sources, micro-CVCM tests, and contamination prob
lems not related to outgassing have been excluded. The total number of anal
ytical reports used was 1294 and covered the time period from 1970 through 
1979. 

Procedures for obtaining good analytical samples of thermal vacuum out
gassing products have been developed and remained essentially unchanged 
throughout this period. The cold finger is a small cylindriC'al device (Fig
ure 1) installed in the thermal v&cuum facility and cooled with liquid ni
trogen during part or all of a thermal vacuum operation in order to condense 
any volatile species which might be present. This scavenger process results 
in accumulation of sufficient sample for chemical analysis. The cold finger 
is warmed to room temperature during the back filling phase which results in 
maximum retention of condensables while avoiding condensation of water vapor 
from the air. The residue is tllen washed from the colrl finger with spec
trograje 2-propanol and the solution sent to the chemistry laboratory for 
~.nalysis . 
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The cleanliness profile of spacecraft surfaces can be de_ermined by tak-

• ing wipe samples. The procedure involves the use of precleaned cotton swabs

dampened with alcohol to wipe areas from 25 to 50 square inches. In order to

obtain sufficientiy clean cotton swabs, it is necessary to extract them in

a Soxhlet extractor for 24 hours with chloroform followed by 24 hours with

alcohol. This process removes all traces of wood resins, cotton seed oil,

and adhesive which would interfer with the analysis. It is also important

to make certain that the surfaces to be wiped are not affected by the alcohol

solvent, ie., metallic sufaces, Kapton, Teflou, anodized, etc.

Although there have been a number of significant advances in our analyt-

ical technique and capability through the years, the basic procedure has been

somewhat constant. The first step for a cold finger analysis is the gentle

removai of the solvent by warming on the steam bath. The residue is weighed

and is then ready for infra-red analysis. Wipe sample residues must be ex-

tracted from the swabs using hot alcohol and rinsing techniques and subse-

quent solvent removal on the steam bath.

The infra-red spectrum of one of these samples is most efficiently ob-

tained using the technique called "cating a film". The sample is dissolved

in a few drops of chloroform and applied to a polished potassium bromide

(KBr) disc. Evaporation of the chloroform leaves a thin film of the sample.

The fingerprint absorption spectrum is then obtained by scanning from 2!_

to 20 microns with a research grade IR spectrophotometer. Interpretation of

IR data can provide good identification of homogenous samples, the prominent

constituents of simple mixtures, and at least tile more significant functional

groups in complex mixtures.

_en required, more specific identifications can be obtained using ad-

wmced mass spectrometric techniques. With this method the sample is ionized

by electron bombardment in the mass spectrometer and the mass fragmentation

pattern of the resultanL positive ions is recorded. This pattern is very

specific for each chemical species and results in unique chemical identifi-

cation for each compound. Moreover, by the use of the combination gas

chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS) a complex mixture can be separated

and identification obtained for each of its components. Cold finger con-

densables are especially amenable to this technique since the very properties

which allow m6bil_ty in a vacuum system also make the material suitable for

chromatographic separation. If the GS/MS data does not account for all of

the features shown by the infra-red scan, then a batch-type mass spectrum

must be obtained using the direct insertion probe. Some of the materials

which require this treatment are organic acids, amines, and higher molecular

weight compounds.

A COMPUTER FORMAT FOR THF ANALYTICAL DATA

A computer format was developed to allow formation of a data bank con-

raining the maximum amount of self-consistent information from chemical anal-

ysis reports from log books spanning a ten year period. These reports repre-

sent the work of different chemists using an evolving analytical capability

and advancement in instrumentation and, therefore, contain some inherent

inconsistencies. In addition, there have been some variations in thermal
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• The cleanliness profile of spacecraft surfaces can be determined by tak
ing wipe sdmples. The procedure involves the use of pre~leaned cot tOll swabs 
dampened with alcohol to wipe areas from 25 to SO square inches. In order to 
obtain sufficientiY clean cotton swabs, it is necessary to extract them in 
a Soxhlet extractor for 24 hours with chloroform followed by 24 hours with 
alcohol. This process removes all traces of wood resins, cotton seed oil, 
and adhesive which would interfer with the analysis. It is also important 
to make certain that the surfaces to be wiped are not affected by the alcohol 
solvent, ie., metallic sufaces, Kapten. Teflo:l, anodized, etc. 

Although there have been a number of significant advances in our analyt
ical technique and capability through the years, the basic procedure has been 
somewhat constant. Tae f~rst step for a cold finger analysis is the gentle 
removal of the solvent by warming on the steam bath. The residue is weighed 
and is then ready for infra-red analysis. Wipe sample residues must be ex
tracted from the swabs using hot alcohol and rinsing techniques and subse
quent solvent removal on the steam bath. 

The infra-red spectrum of one of these samples is most efficiently ob
tained using the technique called "eating a film". The sample is dissolved 
in a few drops of chloroform and applied to a polished potassium bromide 
(KBr) disc. Evaporation of the chloroform leaves a thin film of the sample. 
The fingerprint absorption spectrum is then obtained by scanning from 2!!i 
to 20 microns with a research grade IR spectrophotometer. Interpretation of 
IR data can provide good identification of homogenous samples, the prominent 
constituents of simple mixtures, alld at least the more significant functional 
groups in complex mixtures. 

~lcn required, more specific identifications can be obtained using ad
vanced mass spectrometric techniques. With this method the sample is ionized 
by electron bombardment in the mass spectrometer and the mass fragmentation 
pattern of the resultanL positive ions is recorded. This pattern is very 
specific for each chemical species dnd results in unique chemical identifi
c3tion for each compound. Moreover, by the lise of the combination gas 
chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS) a complex mixture can be separated 
and identification obtained for each of its components. Cold finger con
dens~bles are especially amenable to this technique since the very properties 
which allow m6hil5ty in a vacuum system also make the material suitable for 
chromatographic separation. If the GS/MS data does not account for all of 
the features shown by the infra-red scan, then a batch-type mass spectrum 
must be obtained using the direct insertion probe. Some of the materials 
which require this treatment are organic acids, amines, and higher molecular 
weight compounds. 

A COMPUTER FORMAT FOR THF ANALYTICAL DATA 

A computer format was developed to allow formation of a data bank con
taining the maximum amount of self-consistent information from chemical anal
ysis reports from lo~ books spanning a ten year period. These reports repre
sent th~ work of different chemists using an evolving analytical capability 
and advancement in instrumentation and, therefore, contain some inherent 
inconsistencies. In addition, t~ere have been some variations in thermal 
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vacuum facilities' operating procedures and pollcies. In spite of these pos-

sible sources of inconsistencies and the fact that the reports were never in-

tended to be suitable for computerization, the data format shown below was

established. Eighty-entry Fortran coding card were used-one for each analyt-

ical report-with the following number assignments:

TABLE I. CODING CARD FORMAT

Column Numbers

Analysis rQportnumber 1-5
Analysisdate 6-11
Job order number 12-14
Project name 15-19
Test Item name 20-29
Type of test 30-31
Facility identification 32-34
Type of sample 35-36
Sample weight 37-39
Type of analysis 40
Materials identified 41-45, 46-50, 51.55,

56-60, 61-65, 66-70
Were there more? 71

Abbreviations and numbers were used where required in order to fit this

format. The "Type of test" refers to the hardware testing program being

monitored while the "Type of sample" refers to the method of sample col-

|ection, i.e., cold finger, wipe sample, etc. Facility identifications

are the chamber numbers for the Goddard units and arbitrarily asslgneu

numbers for contractor facilities as shown in TABLE II. Sample weights

are applicable only to cold fin_er samples and are listed in milligrams.

The "Types of analvsls" includes infra-red spectrophotometry, direct in-

sertion mass spectrometry, and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry and

combinations of these techniques which are number coded as shown in the
table (TABLE 1I).

TABLE II, CODE NUMBERS AND ABBREVIATIONS

I Type of Analys_s
Number

Intra.red only (IN) 1
Mass Spectromata_ - direct probe (MS) 1
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) 3
IR + MS 4
IR + GCJM$ 6
MS + GCIMS 7

Ii Fsohty Idantd,catlon
Number

Goddard Thermal Vacuum Chambers 236.245

Solar Environmental Simulator (GSFC) 290
Unlversdy College London (UCL) 300
RCA HIghtstown, N J 301
MSDS (England) 302
Jet Propulsion Laboratory tJPL). CA 303

Honeywell Radiation, Lax*ngton, MA 304
Ford Aerosp4K:a, CA 305
ITT, Fort Wayne, IN 306
Fairchild, MD 307
Lew*s Research Canter, OH 30e

_enerll Electric. Valley Forge. PA 30Q
Gulton Ind, CA 310
..ant==Barbara Re=march Cante,. CA 311

Ca_ Kennedy 312
RFI Clean Room {GSFC) 313
Wallops I_land Flight Center, VA 314
LockI_NKI MIssiles & SDace, CA 315

Sperry Fl,gl_t Systems, AZ 316
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vacuum facilities' operating procedures and policies. In spite of these pos
sible sources of inconsistencies and the fact that the reports were never in
tended to be suitable for computerization, the data format shown below was 
established. Eighty-entry Fortran coding card were used-one for each analyt
ical report-with the following number assignments: 

TABLE I. COOING CARD FORMAT 

Analysis report number 
Analysis date 
Job order number 
Project name 
Test Item name 
Type of test 
Facility Identification 
Type of sample 
Sample weight 
Type of analysis 
Materials identified 

Were there more? 

Column Numbers 
1-5 
6-11 

12-14 
15-19 
20-29 
30-11 
32-:W 
~36 
37-39 
40 

41-45.46-50.51-55. 
56-60.61-65.66-70 

71 

Abhreviations and numbers were used where required in order to fit this 
format. The "Type of test" refers to the hardware testing program being 
monitofed while the "Type of sample" refers to the method of sample col
lection, i.e., cold finger, wipe sample, etc. Facility identjfications 
dfe the chamber numbers for the Goddard units and arbitrarily assign~u 
numbers for contractor facilities as shown in TABLE II. Sample weights 
are applicable only to cold finger samples and are listed in milligrams. 
The "Tvpt.'s of analysis" includes infra-red spectrophotometry, direct in
sertil1ll mass spectrometry, and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry and 
cllmbinat inns of these tt.>chniques wh ieh are number coded as shown in the 
table (TABLE II). 

TABLE II. CODE ~UMBERS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

I Type of AnalYIIS 

Infra·red only (IR) 
MalS Spectromet.r . direct probe (MS) 
Gas Chromatography/MIIII Spectrometry (GC/MS) 
IR + MS 
IR + GClM~ 
MS + GC/MS 

II FaCility Identlltc.lton 

Godd.rd Them-.I Vacuum Ch.mbers 
Solar Environmental SllT'ul.tor (GSFC) 
Unlverllty COIIIQ4I London (UCL) 
RCA Hightstown, N J 
MSDS (England) 
Jet Propulsion Labor.tory (JPL), CA 
Honeywell Radl.tlon, LeXington, MA 
Ford Aerospece, CA 
In. Fort Wayne, IN 
Fairchild, MO 
leWIS R .... rch C.nter, OH 
"".ner.1 ElectriC. Valley Forge. PA 
Gul\on Ind , CA 
... nt. Barbera R .... rch Center. CA 
~epe .... nnldy 
RFI Cle.n Room (GSFC) 
Wallops 1~land Flight C.nter, VII, 
Loclllleld 1.411111 .. & Spec •. CA 
Sperry Flight SYltema, II.Z 
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Number 

1 
1 
3 
4 
8 
7 

Number 

238·245 
290 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
308 
307 
308 
3011 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
3t8 



Computer operations on this data bank were designed to list data,

sortlng according to different categories such as test item, project,

primary material, or frequency of occurrence of a material using various

control parameters. Attempts were then made to illustrate interestin_ and

informative materials' correlations, trends in types of occurrences, and

technology areas in which improvement has been made or in which further

study must be concentrated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to attempt to identify the kinds of materials which have

most often been responsible for the observed outgassing problems at Goddard

and significant trends in their rates of occurrence, programs for data

sorting were written with the following kinds of parameters:

-Count the number of times each material occurred as either the primary

or secondary material.

-List the count in quarter year increments.

-Limit data to include only samples with ten or more milligrams weight.

Identification of Materials

From this listing, which disregards all samples where the amount of out-

gassing was less than i0 milligrams and includes only the predominant two

species identified in each sample, a table of the most often reported problem

materials was generated (TABLE III). It should be pointed out that ma.y of

these names used for identification are for generic cla.,ses and include large

numbers of materials, for instance, aliphatic hydrocarbons, esters, and sill-

cones, while others are for specific individual compounds such as di(2-ethyl

hexyl)phthalate (DEHP or DOP), dibutyl phthalate (DBP), hydroxy methoxy ben-

zophenones (HMBZP), and "2,6 ditertiary butyl p-cresol (BHT). Thus, we have

shown that the most often found individual species is DEHP.

TABLE Ill. MATERIALS FOUND IN COLD FINGER RESIDUES

Samples v 10mg - April, 1970 Through December 1979)

Number of
Material Code Occurrences

I. ALHYD 196
2. MESIL 131
3. DEHP 118
4. ESTER 100
5. PHEST 29
6. DBP 27
7. ARMHY 23
8. MPHSI 19
9. HMBZP 19

10. UPETH 18
11. BH"r 16
12 DC704 16
13. RTV56 13
14. ORGAC 10
15. TCEPH 8
16. DEHAZ 6
17. TPP 6
18 DTAMQ 5
19. PCB 5
20 DEHAD 4
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Computer operations on this data bank were designed to list data, 
sortlng according to different categories such as test item, project, 
primary material, or frequency of occurrence of a material using various 
control parameters. Attempts were then made to illustrate interesting and 
intormative mate~ials' correlations, trends in types of occurrences, and 
technology areas in which improvement has been made or in which further 
study must be concentrat~d. 

RESULTS AND DI~SUSSlON 

In order to attempt to identify the !(inds of materials ~hich have 
most often been responsible for the observed outgassing problems at Goddard 
and significant trends in their rates of occurrence, programs for data 
sorting were written with the following kinds of parameters: 

-Count the number of times eacll material occurred as either the primary 
or secondary material. 

-List the count in quarter year increments. 
-Limit data to include only samples with ten or more milligrams weight. 

Identification of Materials 

From this listing, which disregards all samples where the amount of out
gassing was less than 10 milligrams and includes only the predominant two 
&pecles identified in each sample, a table of the most often reported problem 
materials was generated (TABLE II I) • It should be pointed out that mdllY of 
these names used for identificatlon are for generic cla~ses and include large 
numbers of materials, for instance, aliphatic hydrocarbons, esters, and sili
cones, while others are for specific individual compounds such as di(2-ethyl 
hexyl)phthalatc (DEHP or DOP). dibutyl phthalate (DBP), hydroxy rnethoxy ben
zophenones (HMBZP). and 2,6 ditertiary butyl p-cr~sol (BHT). Thus, we have 
shown that the most often found individual species is DEHP. 

TABLE III. MATERIALS FOUND IN COLD FINGER RESIDUES 

(Samples y 10 mg - April, 1970 Through December 1979) --
Number of 

Material Code Occurrences 

1. ALHYD 196 
2. MESIL 131 
3. DEHP 118 
... ESTER 100 
5. PHEST 29 
6.DBP 27 
7. ARMHY 23 
8. MPHSI 19 
9. HMBZP 19 

10. UPETH 18 
11. BHT 16 
12 DC704 HI 
13. RTV56 13 
1 •. ORGAC 10 
15. TCEPH 8 
16. DEHAZ 6 
17. TPP 6 
16 OTAMQ 5 
19. PCB 5 
20 DEHAD .. 
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Trends _n Occurrences of Generic Classes

In TABLE IV these individual materials have all been incorporated

into the appropriate generic classes and the uumber of occurrences and

their percentages calculated. This listing shows that esters (36%), '_a _.J.-

phatlc hydrocarbons (23%), and methyl silicones (16%) account for 75% of the

outgassing problems observed during the last ten years of thermal vacuum

testlng at Goddard.

TABLE IV. PRINCIPLE MATERIALS BY GENERIC CATEGORIES

Category Number of Occurrences Percentage

I. All Eaters 298 36
2. Aliphatic hydrocarbons 196 23
3. Methyl silicones 132 16
4. Aromatic Silicones 48 5.7
5. Antloxidants 40 4.7
6. Aromatic hydrocarbons 23 2.8
7. Polyuretaane derivatives 18 2.2
8. Organic acids 10 1 1
9. Other materials 73 9

An attempt was made to show possible trends in the rates of occurrence

of these classes of compounds by plotting the number of times they were

found in samples over ten milllgrams as a function of calendar year. Im-

mediately it was discovered that the large differences in the numbers of

reports issued from one year to the next resulted in discontinuities in

all frequency curves for certain years. This was corrected by calculating a

normalizing factor for each year (TABLE V) in order to weight results ac-

cording to the total amount of analytical activitv that year.

TABLE V. CALCULATION OF ANNUAL FREQUENCYNORMALIZATION
FACTORS

Year Total Number of Reports Fraction of Average Normalizing Factor

1970 29 129129 4.4
1971 59 129/59 2.2
1972 164 1291164 0.79
1973 190 129/190 0 68
1974 115 129/115 1.12
1975 81 129/61 2.1
1976 164 1291164 070
1977 215 129/215 0 60
1978 t02 129t102 13
1979 131 1291131 0 98

TOTAL 10 _ 1294

AVERAGE 129

Using these factors and the quarterly count data from the computer sorting,

rate curves were plotted for the three major classes of contaminants, namely,

esters, allphatic hydrocarbons, and methyl silicones (Figure 2). From the
curves it cain be seen that real progress in reducing the instances of ser-

ious outgass|ng was made between 1970 and 1975. This time period correlates

well with the initiation and a,'ceptar, ce of materials engineering practices

dictating the incorporation of low outgass|ng materials only, into flight

hardware, ttowever, from 1975 to the present, little additional improvement
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Trends tn Occurrences of Generic Classes 

In TABLE TV these individual mate rials have all been incorporated 
into the appropriate generic classes and lh~ IlunlL~r 0f occurrences and 
their percentages calculated. This listing shows that esters (36%), ali
phatic hydrocarbons (21%), and methyl silicones (16%) account for 75% of the 
outgassing problems observed during the last ten years of thermal vacuum 
testing at Goddard. 

TABLE IV. PRINCIPLE MATERIALS BY GENERIC CATEGORIES 
r---

Category Number of Occurrencl!~ Percentage 

1. All Esters 298 36 
2. Aliphatic hydrocarbons 196 23 
3. Meth~1 silicones 132 16 
4. Aromatic silicones 48 5.7 
5. Antioxidants 40 4.7 
6. AromatiC hydrocarbons 23 2.8 
7. Polyuret.'ane derivatives 18 2.2 
8. OrganIc acids 10 1 1 
9. Other materials 73 9 

An attempt was made to show possible trends in the rates of occurrence 
of these classes of compounds by plotting the number of times they were 
found in samples OVer ten mill igrams as a funct ion 0 f calendar year. Im
mediately it was discovered that the large differences in the numbers of 
reports iS3ued from one year to the next resulted in discontinuities in 
~ll frequency curves for certain years. This was corrected by calculating a 
normal izing factor for each y~~ar crABLE V) in ordt.>r to weight results ac
cording tu the total amount of analytical activity that vear. 

TABLE V. CALCULATION OF ANNUAL FREQUENCY NORMALIZATION 
FACTORS 

YfJar Total Number of Reports Fraction of Average NormaliZIng Factor 

1970 29 129/29 4.4 
1971 59 129/59 2.2 
1972 164 129/164 0.79 
1973 190 129/190 068 
1974 115 129/115 1.12 
1975 61 129161 2.1 
1976 184 129/184 0.70 
1977 215 1291215 oeo 
1978 102 1291102 13 
1979 131 129/131 098 

TOTAL 10 .., 1294 

AVERAGE 129 

Using these factlHs and tnt.> quarterlv ClHlnt d,lta from the computer sort ing, 
rate curves wcrt~ pil)tted fl'r the three major classes of cnnLl:ninants, namely, 
esters, allph3tic hyJrocarhons, and methyl silicones (Fi~urc 2). From the 
curves it can be s~en that r~al pr0~ress in reducing the instancPd of ser
h)us out~ils;;ing was madt.' betwet.'n 1970 and 1975. This time period correlates 
w~ll with the initiation and acceptance of materials engineering practices 
dictating ttll' Incorp~Hation of l,)w outgassing m,lterials only, into flight 
haruwdre. Ik)wt'vt'!', from 1975 t" the present, litti.e additional improvt.'ment 
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can be shown, and, in fact, the occurrence of serious outgasslng due to

aliphatlc hydrocarbons has risen significantly. These facts indicate that

increased research into possible sources and differentiation of outgassed

allphatlc hTdrocarbon species should be intltated and that schemes for

more effective materials control and cleanliness procedures should be

developed.

Outgasslng from Solar Panels

A dramatic correlation between materials seleclion and outgassing

was ._hown in the case of uolar panel bak,,.outs. Iltstorically, these have

been one of the largest sources of condensable outgasstng material and

have resulted in excessive expel,ditures of t tm_, and money to perform

repetitive thermal vacuum bakeouts in order to reduce the outgassing rates

to _cceptable levtls. Some _;_ the high outgasqing solar cell adhesives

used over the years have been Sylgard 182 and 184, RTV 511, and RTV 560/

RTV 580. TABLE VI shows the number of therrmll vacuum tests performed on

solar panels at (;oddard for various projects along with the z_umber of

TABLEVI OCCURRENCE OF SER_GUSOUTGASSING FROM SOLAR
PANELS

Project Tea1Year -NUmber Over 10 mg - Total TO81S

RAE.B 1970 4 55
IMP.I 1970-73 8 8
SSS.A 1970-71 2 2
OAO 1970-72 10 10
_MP.J 1973 1 9
IEU 1974.7'5 12 2
ISEE-A 1976-77 I 11
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can be shown, and, in fact, the occurrence of serious outgassing due to 
aliphatic hydrocarbons has risen significantly. These facts indicate that 
increased research into possible sources and differentiation of outgassed 
aliphatic !!ydrocarbon species should be intitated and that schemes for 
more effective materials control and cleanliness procedures should be 
cleve luped. 

Outgassing from Solar Panels 

A Jr<lm:ltic correlation between materials scleclion and outgaRsing 
W.1S !-'hown in the case of sl.llar panel bakl!outs. HistoricJ.l1y, these have 
been one of the lar~est sources of condensable outgassing material and 
havt' resul ted in excessive expl'[ldU:urt~s of t {mt' :llld money to perform 
repet it iv(' thermal vacuum bakeouts in order to reduce the outgassing rates 
to lcceptablt> levlls. Some (~r the high IHltgassing soLlr cell adhesives 
used over the years have been Sylgard 182 dnd 184, RTV 511, and RTV 560/ 
RTV ')80. TABLE VI shows the number of thprm..!l vacuum tests performed 011 

solar p<wels at Goddard fo!" variL}US projects along with the number of 

TABLE VI OCCURRENCE OF SERIOUS OUTGASSING FROM SOLAR 
PANELS 

-
Project Test Year Number Over 10 mg Total Te,t, 

RAE·S 1910 4 ~ 
IMP·I 191().13 8 8 
SSS·A 191()'11 2 2 
OAO 197().72 10 10 
IMP·J 1973 7 9 
lEU 1914·15 12 2 
ISEE·A 191&-71 1 11 
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these tests which resulted in cold finger residues <,_er ten milligrams.

The dramatic improvement for ISEE-C, indicating o_lly one bad outgasslng

event out of eleven tests (9%) as compared to 91% bad for all previous

projects, is a direct result of changing from RTV 511 to RTV 556 solar

cell adhesive. Inctdentl), the one occurrence was not due to the cell

adhesive but was shown to be caused by the use of an improperly cured

polyurethane material used elsewhere on the panel.

Outgassing from Thermal '_ankets

A similar improvement in outgasslng performance has been shown for

thermal blankets (TABLE 711). In 1972-1974 eight out of nine thermal

blanket bakeouts resulted in excessive outgas_ing, whereas, in 1977-1979,

only three of twenty were in the excessive range. In this case, however,

no clear-cut materials' correlation could be found and it is likely that

the improvement can best be explained as clue to the institution of better

cleanliness procedures during fabrication and handling.

TABLE VII OCCURRENCE OF SERIOUSOUTGASSING FROM THEP', .,.
BLANKETS

Proloct Test Year NumberOver 10mg Total Tests

SAS-B 1972 5 5
ERrS 1972-73 2 3
ATS-F 1974 1 1
AEM-A 1977-78 1 3
IUE 1977 1 4
MMS 1978 1 4
SMM 1978-79 0 9

Antioxidant from Wire Insulation

The appear,race of a unique n_iterial in many cold finger residues

since 197b has caused ,m interesting and e nli_,htening investigation. This

nLIter_al, known as hydroxy, methoxv benzophenones, has origin.tied from
",'rtatn electronics packages and a large number ot cable b,tkeouts. Eighteen

ot:t _,f twt.,ltv two samples where it wax found were [n tile excessive range,
i.e., over ten millt}:rams. A little research has shown that this substituted

benzophenone is the ant ioxidant/uv stabilizer ill Ray<hem "Spec 44" wiring

insulation. Our previous outgassinR test data of Spec 44, do_.e in 1976, showed

tills material to be acceptable .rod repeat tests this year also support this

COIICIUS[O',I. Howl'vet, it appears that the antioxidant is marginally c_,lldens,lble

And Call be expected to cause problems only on surfaces cooled below roont temp-
erature. The appe_.rance of large 4n_unt o! this material in cold finger

restdu,'s seems to be caused by the fact that there were very large al_tounts ,,f
wire used and the borderline condensable material was vollected on cold sur-

faces. For future space flight use, Raychem has agreed to produce their

"sp,,ce _'rade" St_ec 44 wire without tilts additive.

Hlsce l l aneous Mate r l a I S ' Out gassing 'I rends

Other attempts to correlate materials' usage with outgassing results

have ,lot been so unequivocal. For in"'ance, tracking of tile rate of occurrence
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these tests which resulted in cold finger residues ('ver ten milli~rams. 
The dramatic improvement for ISEE-C, indicating only one ~ad out 6assing 
event out of eleven tests (9%) as compared to 91% bad for all pr~vious 
projects, is a direct result of changing from RTV 511 to RTV 5~6 solar 
cell adhesive. Incidentl), the one occurrence was not due to the cell 
adhesive but was shown to ~e caused by the use of an improperly cured 
polyurethanp material used els~wherc on the panel. 

Outgassing from Thermal '-' aokets 

A similar improvement in outgassing performance has been shown for 
th~rmal blankets (TABLE :1I). In 1972-1974 eight out of nine thermal 
blanket bakeouts resulted in excessive out~as~ing, whereas, in 1977-1979, 
only three of twenty were in the excessive range. In this case, however, 
no clear-cut materials' correlation could be found and it is likely that 
the improvl'mcnt can best be explained as due to the institution of better 
cleanliness procedures during fabrication .lOd handling. 

TABLE VII OCCURRENCE OF SERIOUS OUTGASC;ING FROM THEP', _" 
BLANKETS 

PrOJIICI T8S1 Year Numt>er Over 10 mg Total Tesls 

SAS·B 1972 5 
I 

'5 
ERTS 1972-73 2 3 
ATS·F 1974 1 1 
AEM-A 1977-78 1 3 
IUE 1977 1 4 
MMS 1978 1 4 
SMM 1918-79 0 9 

Antioxid.mt from Wire TnslIlati,ln 

The ,IPPl',lr.It1Cl' of ,\ llniqlll' m.ltl'rLll in m.mv ,'old fingt'r rl'SiUlIl.'S 
sincl.' 1970 h.ls (';lused ,10 intt'rl'sting anu t~nlightl'l1ing investig.ltilll1. This 
Itt-Itl'rl,ll, known ,IS hydroxy, methoxy oenznphenones, has origin,lted frum 
','rL!in l'1l.,,'tr,1l\ics p.\ckages .lOd .1 largl' number ,11 C,lhl.., b,lk",llltS. Eighteen 

lH:t "f tl.',-ntv two s.lmp1l's wht·re it wa:3 fDund were in the l'xcessivt' range, 
i."" llv,'r tl'n mil1if:rams. A litt1l> n'se.lrch has slwwn that this substituted 
hl'nZ"l'ht'lh)l1l' is the .lnti"xidant!uv st.lbitizcr in Raydwm "Spc,- 44" wiring 
inslll,lti,'n. lhlr prevl"us llut~;.lssing tcst dat.} of SPl'C 44, dlllle in 1976, sh,)wl~d 

this lTl.lt,'rLll ttl ht' .Iccept.lhtl.' ,lI1d rl'pl'.lt tests this year .lisu suppurt this 
L,,'nclllsi,lll. H,lwl'vcr, it .I\}pl'.lrS th,lt ttl" .Illti"xid,mt is margin.llly ('('nut'ns,lhll.' 
,Inti ,',Ill he l'xpl.'l'ted tu C;)U!'H' pruhlems only on surf.l"cs cooled below rOlll'U tl'mp
t'r.lture. The .IPP" !r.H\Cl.' of larg\.' .lnl4.1unt ot this InaterLll in l'"ld finger 
rl'siuul's seems t" hl' caused bv the fact th,lt ttwrl.' Wt're very large <ll!lounls of 
wirl' lIsed ,lOd tht, bur.j..,rlinc cLlntiensablt' m.lterial was Lllllectec on cold slIr
f;\t't's. For fllture spal'e flight use, R.lychl'm h.ls .lgreeo to produL'e their 
"SP,Il'l.· ~:r.Hh,1I SI't" 44 wirl' without this additivt'. 

\)ther ,Ittempts tu ,'orrel.ltl' matl.'rLtls' usage with 0utgasslng rt'sults 
h.I-/l' not bel'n St' llnt>qllivth'.ll, J:or in"':lllce, rr;\t'king llf the ratt.! of uC(,lIrrenCt' 
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of four interesting specific compounds is shown in Figure 3.

o -BHT(2,6DI-T-BUTYLP-CRESOL)
,_=-TPP(TRIPHENYLPHOSPI4ATE)
D -TCEPH(TRIS(2CHLOROETHYL)PHOSPHATE)
C_-DEHAZ{D)(2ETHYLHEXYL)AZELATE)
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The appearance of the volatile antioxidant, BIIT(2,6 ditertiary butyl

p-cresol), ::as declined somewhat in recent years, pechaps as a result of

better materials screening practices, but has not yet been eliminated.

This material is commonly used in synthetic rubbers and plastics, but its

specific sources in aerospace hardware are still uncertain.

The compound triphcnyl phosphate, which is a fire retardant plasti-

cizer, was detected in 1972-1973 and then not again until 1977. Studies

of the hardware and projects associated with the appearance of this material

were inconclusive with the only correlation being that it appeared mostly

in samples which also contained significant amounts of aliphatic esters

such as azelates and 4dipates.

The _requency of occurrencf, of another fire retardant, tris(2-chloro-

ethyl) phosphate, seems to have been more well-behaved. Its occurrence,

which was associated with polyurethane foams, increased through 1976, and

_ince then has virtually disappeared from samples of collected outgassing
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of four interesting specific compounds is shown in Figure 3. 
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cizer, was detected in 1972-1973 and then not again until 1977. Studies 
of th2 hardware and projects associated with the ~lppearance of this material 
were inconclusive with the only correlation being that it appeared mostly 
in samples which also contained significant amounls of aliphatic esters 
such as azelates and ~jipates. 

The frequency of occurrenc~ of another fire retardant, tris(2-chloro
ethyl) phosphate, seems to have been more well-behaved. Its occurrence, 
which was associated with polyurethane foams, increased through 1976, and 
since then has virtually di~appeared from samples of collected outgassing 
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products, An even more dramatic shift ill frequency, but ag_lin not well.

explained, is tile case of dt(2-ethvl hexvl)azelate, ;1 plasticizer used

for Its low temper;_ture effectiveness. The rate of appearance of this
compound tncre;lsed radically In 1976 and 1977 and then, for no obvious

Thermal V-lcuum 'rests of Whole Spacecraft

Although there are not enou!',h data from ,qutvalent tests to provide any

accurate stnttstlc,ll trends, tile outgass[ng results from whole spacecraft

,ire never-the-less of considerable Interest and delllonstrate some [nlportant
r.tlteri,tls' correlations. Stune of the resul:s which t';lll reas,mablv be com-

pared are presented in TABIA'_ Vl II.

TABLE VIII. OUTGASSING FROM THERMALVACUUM TESTS OF WHOLE
SPACECRAFT

Facility Year Spacecraft Amount of Residue Primary Products

238 1971 IMP-H 20 mg Methyl silicones
238 1973 RAE-B 32 mg DEHP/RTV-560
238 1978 AEM.A 1 mg ALHYD
238 1978 AEM,A I mg ALHYD
290 1975 CTS 38 mg DBDAC

(Antl-oxldant)
290 1975 CTS 2 mg ALHYD
290 1975 NRL 9 mg RTV-560
290 1975 NRL 6 mg RTV-560
290 1977 ISEE-A 4 mg ALHYD
290 _977 IUE 4 mg ALHYD
290 1977 IUE 9 mg ALHYD
290 1977 IUE 3 mg ALHYD
290 1977 IUE 1 mg ALHYD
290 1979 SMM 12 mg ALHYD/DEHP
290 1979 SMM 1 mg ALHYD

From facility 2t8, a dran_', tc reduction in amount of outg.lssed residue
was tq_served between tile e,lrlv 70's and the AEH-A(IICHIH) tests which were

-- rtltl In 1_178 .lud resulted tn .rely one rail li_:r,un ot- col letted material. For

the IHP-II in 1_)71, tilt, large ,lhlOUtlt of out,_:assed l't, sidtle (20 I11_) _4,1S sh¢}wll

to consist of Inethvl sillcolles frolll tilt, s_lar cell ,tdhesive (Svl)_,lrd}. Ill

l')] _, excessive ,mt,,:,_ssin,_" from tilt, RAE-B( t2 m£) was ,lttributed to plast-

ici,'.ed vtnvl (pl'ol_,lblv wire fnsul,ltiol/ material) and to tile solar cell adhesive

SVS11'lll. R'l'V-ShO/qSO. Both of these Out_,,,lSSlllg sollrces h,lve flow beell elJln-

trilled ft'olll ,Ill flight h,|t'dw,lrc materials lists.

Tests conducted tn tilt, Solar l'nvlronment Simulator (SES) , taci 1 [Iv .'.qO

provide less dr,unat lc results because the col let'ted cold fin_,er residues

,Ire ,llw,l\'s smaller dtle to the extremely unf,lvor,lble _',eometrv (the tact litv

is ,v,i,_:,mtic conlpalred to tilt, cold finger surf,ice ,troll, ,llld to tilt' fact that

there is tret;|elldot|s puml_ing Cal_abtlitv , iN., hl,<h through-put p_'r unit w_l-
lime. However, there h,Ive !,fell SOllle not,lble oL, l'tlrrell_'os Sllch ;is ill till _ _.'glSe

Of the C'I'S tn lq]5. The first thermal v,wuum test r_.sulted in _8 mtlli-

,_,,r,uns of collected condens,lble residue which w,ls showll l'JV III,ISS spectrt.llletrv
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prodllL'tS. An l'Vl'n mnn' dramatic shil't in frl'qUl'IH'V, hut agnin not well 
l'xplairl'd, is thl.' case' of di(:2-l,thyl hl'xvl)azl'l;ltl', a plasticizl.'r llsl'd 
fl1r its Illw tl'llipl'r;H'ul"l' l'ffeet iVl'lll'88. Thl' rate nf appear,mel' of this 
compound incT"l':lsl'd radically in 1<}76 and 1977 ,ll1d tlwn, for no ohvious 
rl':l~"n. d,-'ll'l'l'd tIl .11ro,l<:r nnthin)' .. 

Al th'Hlgh thl'rl' arl' lwt l'lIotl)~h lbta f[",Ill! 'quivalent tl'stS tu provide any 
,IL'curatl' st:ltistical trl'nds, the 'Hltgassing rL'sults fnlm wlwll' sp;lcl'l'raft 
,Irl' l1l'Vl'r-thl'-ll'SS of (,(lllsldl'rahle Intl'rl'st and dl'lllOnstratl' s,'mp impl,rtant 
l1latl'ri.ils' ,',H-rl'1.lti,lns. Sonll' 'If till' rl'sul:s which call t"l'as<lnablv he l'om
lurl,d ,Ire prl'SL'lltl'd In TABLE VI rf. 

l 

TABLE VIII. OUTGASSING FROM THERMAL VACUUM TESTS OF WHOLE 
SPACECRAFT 

Facility Year Spacecraft Amount of Re&ldue Primary Produc::ts 
,--------

238 1971 IMP,H 20 mg Methyl silicones 
238 1973 RAE,B 32 mg DEHP/RTV-560 
238 1978 AEM,A , mg AlHYD 
238 '978 AEM,A 1 mg AlHYD 
~90 1975 CTS 38 mg DBDAC 

(Antl'oxldant) 
290 1975 CTS 2 mg AlHYD 
290 1975 NRl 9 mg RTV'560 
290 1975 NRl 

I 
6 mg RTV,560 

290 1977 ISEE,A 4 mg AlHYD 
290 ~977 IUE 4 mg AlHYD 
290 1977 IUE 9 mg AlHYD 
290 1977 IUE 3 mg AlHYD 
290 1977 IUE 1 mg AlHYD 
290 1979 SMM 12 mg AlHYD/DEHP 
290 1979 SMM 1 mg AlHYD 
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Fr,llll I,ll'ilit" !.IH, a dr.lnl.ltlL' rl'dlll'ti,lll in ,lm,lllnt ,If llllt)'"ISSl'd I-,'sidlll' 
W,IS ,lhsl'rvl'd bl'tWl'l'll till' l',lrl\' 70's .Illd tltl' :\HI-A(IlCNH) tl'StS whL,1t IVl'l"l' 
rlln in 1'l7H .Illd !"l'sliltl'd In 'lnl\, lllll' mi Iligr,llll ,'f ,',l! Il'ctl'd Ill,ltl'rlal. 1'\lr 
th,' 1~1l'-1l in 1l)71, till' I.lq~l' ,\!",lllllt 'If ,llltg,ISSl'd n'sldlll' (20 mg) .... ,IS sltllwn 
tll ",Insist ,.f ml'tlt" I sill,'PIll'S frll!ll tl\l' s"i;lr ,'L,II ,Idhl'slv,' (S\'lg,lrdL In 
I'll It l'X,'l'ssivl' ,11lt,;.Issln); fn'lll till' I{AE-I\( L' mg) \o'a~: ,Itt ributl'd ttl p1.ISt-
i,'IZl'd Vlll\'1 (pr"h,lblv wlrl' In~;u1.lt i,11l m,lt,'rioll) ,md tIl t I\l' spl.lr Cl,11 .Idhl'siVl' 
S\'Stl'I1l, !r\'\'-')tlO!')HO. B,'tlt "f thl'sl' ,11It~'"ISsln~; ",HlrCl'''; h,IVl' IlllW hl'l'n l'lim
Inltl'd fr'llll ,Ill flight 1t,lrdw,l!"l' 11\,ltl'l-ials lists. 

Tl'sts "'lldll,'t,'d in th,' S,ILlr Envlrllnlllt.'nt SllllllLlt,'r (SES), fadlitv ,~l)O 

pl',lvidl' I,'~:s dr.IIl\,lt iI' n'sliits lll'callsl' till' ,'plll'ctl'd l'llid ringl'\' rl'sldlil'S 
,lrl' ,lIw,I\'s sm,lIll'r .llIl' t" till' l'xtrl'llll'lv ItIlLI\"lr,lbh' f;l'llllwtr\' (till' Llcll it\' 
Is )',i);.tntil' ",lmpa1"l'd tIl tltl' enid fingl'r surf.h'l' ,lrl';I, ,Ill.! t" thl' Lll't that 
tlll'l'l' is trl'r,It.'lllhIUS pumpillg ,'ap,lbilitv, Ll'., hl)~h thr'lllgil-plIt p.'r lInlt v"l
lIl11l'. Il,lwl'vl'r, t Ill'rl' h,IVl' !'l'l'll SPllll' 11Il t,lb1l' ,1,','urt"l'nl'l'S slIdl as In thl' caSl' 
"f till' CTS In Ill!'). Till' first thl'rm,1I \',ICllllm tl'St t"l'Stt1tl'd in HI milli
),r,lIll8 III l'IIIll'ctl'd ,',lndl'lIs,lhll' rl'sldlll' which W,IS siI,lwll hv 1ll,ISS spl'ctr'l\lll'trv 
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to consist of a sLlgle chemical species with the ponderous chemical name of

ditertiary butyl dimethylamlno para-cresol. This material, also known as

"Ethyl Antioxidant 703", is comparatively volatile and was completely absent

from tile subsequent cold finger sample where the amount of residue was only

two milligrams.

Most of tile other spacecraft tested in this facility }lave produced only

moderate amounts of outgassing products. It has been demonstrated, especially

in the case of tile IUE, that continued thermal vacuum operation c,m be an

effective final clean-up technique. Thus, the last two cold finger amounts

were about one milllgram, which is the amount excected when tile chamber is

operated with no ?aylnad at all. The exact same sequence was observed with

tile SMM spacecraft in 1979.

CONCLUSIONS

Computerization of chemical analysis data has been used successfully to

identify several important trends in the occurrence of outgassing problems

in aerospace programs. Tile frequency of occurrence totals show that di

(2-ethyl hexyl) phthalate (DEHP) is the most often found individual species

in outgassing samples and that esters are tne leading generic class of com-

pounds. The effectivuness of this data bank has been demonstrated by the

good correlations between materials and their outgassing products for solar

panel bakeouts and cabl,: bakeouts. However, trends in frequency of occur-

rence of many compounds have been demonstrated where no correlation could be

established. [n the case of the class of compounds ca]led aliphatic hydro-

carbons, it was shown_ that the number of instances of significant outgassing

due to these materials is increas'ng. If this trend is to be reversed, more

knowledge concerning the sources ald chemistry of the compounds included in

this classification will have to bc derived by intensified research in this
area.
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N81-14161
THE USE OF THE PRINCIPLE OF SUPERPOSITION IN MEASURING AND PREDICTING

THE THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT OPERATED IN A
SPACE ENVIRONMENT

Dr. Earl H. Gale*

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the advantages and possible pitfalls of using a gener-
alized method of measuring and, based on these measurements, predicting the
transient or steady-state thermal response characteristics of an electronic

equipment designed to operate in a space environment. The method requires
generation of a set of thermal influence coefficients by test measurement in
vacuo. A simplified thermal mockup is used in this test. Once this data set
has been measured, temperatures resulting from arbitrary steady-state or time
varying power profiles can be economically calculated with the aid of a digi-
tal computer.

INTRODUCTION

The two most common methods of predicting the thermal performance of an
electronic equipment are to:

I) Make a thermal mathematical model and solve the resulting network

equations using finite difference or finite element _thods with the
aid of a computer

2) Build a thermal mockup of the equipment which approximates the geome-

try and the dissipation profile of the equipment under design and di-

rectly measure the thermal performance in a simulated environment.

This paper describes a middle road to the above methods utilizing both

measurements to initially thermally chqracterize an equipment and then a simple
computer program to accurately and economically predict either the transient

or steady-state thermal response of the equipment for any power versus time

or steady-state profiles of interest. The method is of great value when the

thermal performance with more than one power profile (duty cycle) is required.

The method requires the construction of a thermal mockup of similar con-

figuration to the equipment under design with a unit power resistor attached

within the equipment at each location of an electronic component having a sig-
nificant heat dissipation. The unit resistors may be all of the same wattage

rating and dissipation despite the fact they are located at positions where

varying amounts of heat are to be dissipated. A thermocouple is installed in
the vicinit) of each of the unit resistors as wel] as at all other locations

within the equipment at which temperature information is desired.

A single set of measurements in which each unit resistor is powered, one

at a time, and the resulting temperature-time profiles at all points of inter-

est are measured and recorded. This data bank allows the late_ prediction of

temperatures using any power profile accurately, quickly and economically uti-

lizing an easy to write computer program. This simple method is accurate only

*Ceneral Electric Company, Aircraft Equipment Division, Utica, New York.
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I
in systems whose characteristic underlying differential equations are linear

such as the equations describing the heat conduction within an equipment in a

space (no air) environment.

This paper describes how the method was legitimately and successiully

used to predict the steady-state thermal perfarmance of an electrenic equip-

ment having various duty cycles despite the fact that the equipment case-to-

surroundings heat transfer within a spacecraft was by thermal radiation, a

mode of heat transfer described by nonlinear equations. A discussion of when

it would be permissible to include such nonlinear surface heat transfer is

presented.

NOMENCLATURE

A radiating area of case

C thermal capacity of conducting material

E constapt which is function of emissivities of equipment case

finish and s_l'oud finish in temperature-vacuum chamber

k thermal conduct ivit _,

q" heat flu._ per unit area

q"' heat generation per u,it time per unit volume

T absolute temperature

w specific weight of conductivity material

x,y,;: spatial coordinates

o Stefan-Bol tzmann constant

Subscripts

c cold

h hot

i index number of test measurement of temperature field resulting

from single source

in mean

t total

THEORETICAl, JUSTIFICATION OF METHOD

Heat transfer in electronic equipments used in space takes place by con-
duction and radiation. It is usual that the method of heat transfer internal

to an equipment, that is, between heat dissipating components and the outer

case of the equipment, is by conduction through structural paths with radiative

heat transfer playing a negliglble role. This usually happens by design as

providing structural paths having high thermal conductances is necessary for

good thermal management. Heat transfer from the outer equipment case may be

by conduction through the equipment mounts, or thermal radiation from the case

to the surroundings or a combination of both of these transfer mechanisms.
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When heat transfer within the box is only by conduction, the resulting

temperature field must satisfy the general heat conduction equation:

_2T _2T _2T q"' i _T-- + -- + -- + = (t)
3x 2 _y2 3z 2 k c_ 20

k
= --- (2)

Cw

Since this governing equation is linear, the well-known principle of superpo-

sition can be used in the manner described in this report to predict the time

varying or steady-state temperature field within the equipment. Reference I

states: "The principle of superposition can be applied to all cases in which

the effect of simultaneous superposed actions is the sum of the effects of

each individual action. It can be applied, therefore, to linear system, i.e.,

te physica] systems governed by linear differential or integral equations."

Using this method to predict the thermal performance of a particular equipment
will now be described.

IMPLEMENTATION OF METHOD

The particular equipment for which the author successfully used the analy-

sis method described in this paper had the following characteristics:

I) In application, it was to be operated with a large number of differ-

ent "duty cycles". Each duty cycle was defined by the power versus

time history of each heat dissipating component within the equip-
ment.

2) The equ{pment was radiativelv cooled to its surroundings and, during

the operation, the outer case temperature was approximately uniform.

3) Paths of high thermal conductance between heat dissipating components

and the case were provided by design for heat management purposes;

that is, the unit was designed for efficient internal conduction

cooling.

TESTIN[; PROCEDURE

The electronic equipment chassis that was later used in the construction

of the engineering model was instrumented by the bonding of wire-wound resis-

tors at locations at which there would later be significant thermal dissipations

from Individual electronic components. The_.nocouples were attached at all com-

ponent 1ocatlons at which operating temperature information was required In

this particular test, a total of sixty thermocouples and forty resistor_ _ e

used to characterize the thermal proflle of the unit. A thermocouple was a,-

ways mounted on the chassis structure adjacent to each wlre-wound ¢esistor.

A high wlcuum, 10-5 Tort range, t,st chamber having a temperature con-

trolled shroud was used In the test. lhe temperature of the shroud was held

at that uniform temperature which had bt,cn specified for the design. Each re-

sistor was activated, one at a time, and the resultlng temperature-time history

at all thermocouple 1ocatlons was recorded.
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When heat transfer within the box is only by conduction, the resulting 
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that is, the unit was designed for efficient internal conduction 
cool ing. 

TESTIN(; PROCEDURE 

The electronic equipment chassis that was later used in the construction 
of the engineering model was instrumented by the bonding of wire-wound resis
tors at locat ions at which there would later be Significant thennal dissipations 
from individual electronic components. Thennocouples were attached at all com
ponent locations at which operating temperature information was requirefi o In 
this particular test, a total of sixty thermocouples and forty resistorb ,00 

used to characterize the tiH.'rmal prof 11e of the uni t. A thermocouple was a;
ways mounted on the chassis structure adjacent to each wire-wound (csistor. 

A high vacuum, 10-~ Torr range, l, st chamber having a temperature con
trl)llt.'d shroud was uSl,d in till' test. ihL' temperature of the shroud was held 
at that uniform tl'mpl'rature which had lWL'n spl'cified for the design. Each re
sistor was activated, one at a time, and the resulting temperature-time history 
at all therml)couple locat ions was n'cordl'd. 
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DATA PROCESSING

The data was processed in the following manner. The temperature rise

above shroud temperature for each location as a result of powering each re-
sistor was recorded in a matrix format at the end of each ten-minute interval.

Using the shroud temperature as the baseline or reference temperature meant

that the nonlinear radiative equipment-to-surroundings (shroud) thermal resist--

ance was included in the compilation of these thermal "influence coefficients".

The error resulting from the inclusion of tbese radiative resistances w_ll be
discussed below where it will be shown to be:

I) Small

2) On the safe side, i.e., resulting in higher than actual predicted

temperatures.

THE COMPUTER CODE

The concept for the computer code is obvious and simple. A program was

written which simply added the temperature rises at each thermocouple loca-

tion resulting from step infusions of heat at each resistor location at the

end of incremental units of time. The process is one of summation of effects

requiring the direct addition of temperature rises (a noniterative solution)

and the computer time (cost) needed to analyze various duty cycles (power vs

time) is very small.

Had the unit itself been conduction-cooled through its mounts, the above

method would have been completely theoret_cally correct and the following sec-

tion on estimating the upper bound of the error resulting from the nonlinearity

of the radiative heat transfer path between the equipment case and the surround-

ings would not need to be considered.

UPPER BOUND OF NONLINEARITY ERROR

The upper bound of the error resulting from treating the radiative con-

ductance from the case to the shroud as independent of temperature level will
now be dete1_nlned.

The basic equation describing radiative heat transfer from each region

(node) of the equipment case to the shroud may be written in the following form:

q" = EAG(Th 4 - T 4)c (3)

On factoring, equation (3) may be written:

q" = EA_(Th 3 + Th 2To + ThTc2 + Tc3)(Th - Tc ) (4)

References 2 and 3 show that if Th - T c is small compared to (T h - Tc)/2 = Tm,
equation (4) may be replaced by:

q" = 4EAOTm3(T h - Tc) (5)
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The data was processed in the following manner. The temperature rise 
above shroud temperature for each location as a result of powering each re
sistor was recorded in a matrix format at the end of each ten-minute interval. 
Using the shroud te~perature as the baseline or reference temperature meant 
that the nonlinear radiative equipment-to-surroundings (shroud) thermal r.esist-
ance was included in the compilation of these thermal "influence coefficients". 
The error resulting from the inclusion of these radiative resistances ~ill be 
discussed below where it will be shown to be: 

1) Small 

2) On the safe side, i.e., resulting in higher than actual predicted 
temperatures. 

THE COMPUTER CODE 

The concept for the computer code is obvious and simple. A program was 
written which simply added the temperature rises at each thermocouple loca
tion resulting from step infusions of heat at each resistor location at the 
end of incremental units of time. The process is one of summation of effects 
requiring the direct addition of temperature rises (a noniterative solution) 
and the computer time (cost) needeJ to analyze various duty cycles (power vs 
time) is very small. 

Had the unit itself been conduction-cooled through its mounts, the above 
method would have been completely theoret)cally correct and the following sec
tion on estimating the upper bound of the error resulting from the nonlinearity 
of the radiative heat transfer path between the equipment Lase and the surround
ings would not need to be considered. 

UPPER BOUND OF NONLINEARITY ERROR 

The upper bound of the error resulting from treating the radiative con
ductance from the case to the shroud as independent of temperature level wil~ 
now be cletel~ined. 

The basic equation describing radiative heat transfer from eactl r~gion 
(node) of the equipment case to the shroud may be written in the following form: 

(3) 

On factoring, equation (3) may be written: 

References 2 and 3 show that if Th 
equation (4) may be replaced by: 

q" = 4EMT J(T - T ) 
m h c 

(4) 

Tc is small compared to (Th - Tc )/2 = Tm. 

(5) 
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The criterion for the above approximation was always met when measurement

with the individual unit resistors was taking place.

The formula describing the total heat transfer from any case region (or

the entire case if the temperature is uniform) is of the same form as equation

(3):

,, = EAO(Tht 4qT - Tc4) (6)

Rewriting equation (6):

qT EA_(Tht2 + Tc2)(Tht + Tc )(Tht - Tc ) (7)

Solving for (Tnt - Tc ) yields:

I!

qT

(Tht - T ) = 2 2) (8)
c EAo (Tht + T +c (Tht Tc)

(Tht - Tc) found by summing (superposition) using equation (5) is:

_t t!

n n ql qt

(TNt - T ) = _ (rh - Tc) = _ 3 = 3 (9)
c i=l t=l 4EAL_T 4EAoT

m m

The ratio of Tht - Tc calculated by superposition using equation (9) to
the exact total equation (8) has been calculated for a wide range of sink tem-

peratures and temperature differences, and the results are presented in Figure I.

It should be emphasized that this figure does not indicate the actual

error but the upper bound of the actual error as during the unit resistor tests

Tm - T c for each individual test. It should also be realized that this radi-
ative resistance is never the total resistance between source and sink (i.e.,

compou_'nt mounting location and shroud) but m,_rely a series component. Thus,

a lO-percent error in ca]cula[ion of this quantity would result in a lesser
total error.

If the possible upper error bound as shown in Figure | were too large to

be acceptable, the absolute total error could be reduced by including in the

computational program a temperature level correction factor, after equati_ , (5),

to correct the measured ith case-to-shroud temperature difference to a ca_,e

temperature more indicative of the case temperature during operation.

The form of this correction factor would be:

3

Tml

3 (lO)
T

mt
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Th~ criterion for the above approximation was always met when measurement 
with the individual unit resistors was taki.ng place. 

The formula describing the total heat tra~sfer from any case region (or 
the entire case if the temperatur~ is uniform) is of the same form as equation 
(3) : 

q" = EAa(T 4 _ T 4) 
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Rewriting equation (6): 

q" 
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Solving for (Tnt - Tc) yields: 

q" 
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T ) 
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(T -
ht 

T ) 
c 

found by summing (superposition) using equation 

n n qll ct 
(T

ht 
- T ) == 2 (T - T ) 2 i t .. 

c i~l h c 
i= I 4EAoT 

3 
4EAaT 

3 
m m 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(5) is: 

(9) 

The ratio of Tht - Tc calculated by superposition using equation (9) to 
the exact total equation (8) has been calculated for a wide range of sink tem
peratures and temperature differences, and the results are presented in Figure I. 

It should he emphasized that this figure does not indicate the actual 
errJr but the tipper bound of the actual error as durieg the unit resistor tests 
Tn ~ T~ for each individual test. It should also be realized that this radi
ative resistdnce is never the total resistance between source and sink (i.e., 
compOlwnt ml'unting Il~catlon and shroud) but m'~rely a series component. Thus, 
a IO-percent error in calculation of this quantity would result in a lesser 
t(ltal crror. 

If tht.> possible upper error bound as shown in Figure 1 were too large to 
be acceptable, the abs(llute total error could he reduced by including in the 
computational program a temperature level correction factor, after equati, . (5). 
to correct the mcasured ittl case-to-shroud temperature difference to a C3he 
tt.'mperatUl:"l'mOre indicative of the case temperature during operation. 

The form l1f this correction factor would be: 

T .3 
mi 

T 3 
mt 
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where Tmi was the mean absolute temperature resulting from the averaging of

case and shroud temperature during the ith test and Tmt the temperature re-
sulting from the averaging of case and shroud temperatures with the case tem-

perature predicted using the total unit power.

CONCLUSION

The prediction method described in this paper can be an extremely useful

and economical tool for predicting either the steady-state or transient thermal

response. It is of particular value in each of the following situations:

I) Calculating the responses to equipment to be operated with many

different duty cycles, i.e., power time profiles, where it would

be impossible (due to time limitations) or uneconomical to run a

multitude of tests using the actual power profiles

2) The procedure is also a valuable tool for checking the accuracy

of finite element or finite difference programs in which internal

thermal conductances have been determined by calculation rather

than measurement and for which semi-empirlcal verification i_
desired.
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where Tmi was the mean absolute temperature resulting from th!> averaging of 
case nnd shroud temperature during the i th test and Tmt the temperature re
sulting from the averaging of case and shroud temperatures with the case tem
perature predicted using the total unit power. 

CONCLUSION 

The prediction method described in this paper can be an e~tremely useful 
and economical tool for predicting either the steady-state or transient tht'rmal 
response. It is of particular value in each of the following situations: 

1) Calculating the responses to equipment to be operated with many 
different duty cycles, i.e., power time profiles, where it would 
be impossible (due to time limitations) or uneconomical to run a 
multitude of tests using the actual power profiles 

2) The procedure is also a valuable tool for checking the accuracy 
of finite element or finite difference programs in which internal 
thermal conductances have been determined by c,llculation rather 
than measurement and for which semi-empirical verification i~ 

desired. 
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P78-2 (SCATHA) SATELLITE THERMAL BALANCE TEST

A LABORATORY TEST

Robert P. Parrish, Jr. _

ABSTRACT

Systems tests in Martin Marietta's Space Simulation Laboratory at

Denver are now conducted with greater confidence. Planning and early

systems checkout tend to preclude unpleasant surprises. Safety is

part of the design and operation; examples are over-temperature kills,

gimbal stops, and proven procedures and personnel. However, full-up

thermal balance tests using the solar simulator, temperature control

of infrared sources, the gimbal, a large number of thermocouples, and

other requirements for a high fidelity thermal balance are still a

challenge.

Add to this such things as several new members in the operating

crew, combining development, qualification and acceptance testing in

one test, exceeding the maximum deslgn intensity of the solar simulator,

an extremely tight test schedule impacting interface control and defini-

tion, a unique gimbal control requirement, and the test really becomes a

challenge. This was the P78-2 (SCATHA) Satellite thermal balance test.

The lessons we learned in meeting this challenge is the subject of

this paper.

The test was successfully conducted with minimal delays, and the

P_8-2 (SCATHA) Satellite was launched successfully.

I NTRODUC TION

Surely another typical spacecraft thermal vacuum test report is

repetitlou_! Yet, if it involves something new and different or is

significant in some other way, the story should be told. No one thing

about this test was new or particularly outstanding. HowCw'r, so many

things seemed to be working against a troub|efree, successful test that

weaknesses in our state of readiness and approach to the test became

highly visible. Many tests have been conducted before and after this

one. These involved few problerm_ which were readily resolved. The

high degree of se'_cess in conducting the subsequept tests has led us

to believe that although problems will always be with us and accidents

are not 'llways prevented, their probability has been greatl: reduced

by the lessons learned in testing tt_ P78-2 satellite. The satellite

in the Space Simulation Laboratery (SSL) 29'x65' thermal vacuum chamber

is shown in Figure I.

* ,_ktrtin Marietta Corporation, Ik.nver Division
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P78-2 (SCATHA) SATELLITE THERMAL BALANCE TEST 
A LABORATORY TEST 

Robert P. Parrish, Jr.* 

ABSTRACT 

Systems tests in Martin Marietta's Space Simulation Laboratory at 
Denver are now conducted with greater confidence. Planning and early 
systems checkout tend to preclude unpleasant surprises. Safety is 
part of the design and operation; examples are over-temperature kills, 
gimbal stops, and proven procedures and personnel. However, full-up 
thermal balance tests using the solar simulator, temperature control 
of infrared sources, the gimbal, a large number of thermocouples, and 
other requirements for a high fidelity thermal balance are still a 
challenge. 

Add to this such things as several new members in the operating 
crew, combining development, qualification and acceptance testing in 
one test, exceeding the maximum design intensity of the solar simulator, 
an extremely tight tt!st schedule impacting interface control and definf
tion, a unique gimbal control requirement, and the test really becomes a 
chal1eng(>. This was the P78-2 (SCATHA) Satellite thermal balance test. 

Tht! lessons we learned in meeting this challenge is the subject of 
this paper. 

The test was successfully conducted with minimal delays, and the 
P',8-2 (SCATllA) Satel1 ite was launched successfully. 

I NTRODUC Tl ON 

Surely another typical spalccraft thermal vacuum test report is 
repl'tit ioU'd Yet, if it involves something new and difr-e::'ent or is 
significant tn some other Wily, the story should be told. No one thing 
abollt this tcst WdS new or particularly outstanding. How(ver, so many 
things scemcd to be working against a troublefn'e, successful test that 
wl'akne~ses in our statc of readincss and approach to thc test becalllt.' 
highly visible. Many tests have bel'n '.:onductcd before .lnd aftt'r this 
one. These involved fl·w problems which were read! ly t',·!·wlved. The 
high dcgn·e of Sll'~CCSS in conducting tht.> subsequent tests has led us 
to bt'licvt.' that ,dthoug\1 problems will always be with us and uccidt>nts 
are not 'llways prevcntt'd. th~ir probability has beto'O greatl_, reduced 
by the lessons It'arned in ':esting tt~ 1'78-2 satl'llite. Tlte satellite 
in the Space Simulation Laboratc~ry (SSL) 29'x65' thermal vacuum chamber 
is shown in Figure 1. 

--------- --.--------------------
* ~t.lrtln Mariett.l Corpor,ltion, Dcnvt'r Division 
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THE LABORATORY'S STATE-OF-READINESS

About two years had elapsed since the last major systems thermal vacuum

test had been conducted. A skeleton staff had maintai" "d the facility during

this period, but not adequauely since most of their ti had been spent running

component and subsystem tests. Enough of the remaining member_ of the staff

were retalned by being placed on other assignments to keep the capability of

cmducting a systems test. However, we all became rusty, and although we went

through a retraining and recertification program, we still lacked the confidence

that only several recent tests could provide.

The other aspect of readiness was the faciliLy. It too did not have _he

advantage of recent use. Tc gel it ready, a refurbish plan was deceloped and

implemented. In fact, refurbishment of the solar simulator, which was known

to be critical regarding mairtenance and reliability, was started over a year

before the first t,_st requiring its use and about a year and a half before this

test. It is shown in Figure 2 with some of its capabilities. The original

performance characteristics of the system were attained, measured, and documented.

Thlrty-two kilowatt Xenon arc lamps were then obtained to replace the center

seven twenty kilowatt lamps to reach the required intensity of 1.4 solar con-

stants with a nominal fifteen p_rcent margin. We ran a thermal vacuum test on

an antenna and t_o brief development tests using the solar simulator a_,d the

chamber, and felt we were ready for the upcoming P78-2 tests, except for one

item. rh_s item was tile programmable c,mtrol system for tile two-axis gimbal

depicted in Figure 3. We etarted checking out the control system about a year
before it was needed on this test. Our mistake here was in not fully recognizing

the difficulty in repairing old one-of-a-kind digital control systems. With
the suppliers' support, we started troubleshooting and continued on our own

_,nce he was not able to maintain hls support due to other comm_ ments.

Bv this t fine we were to the point where other requirement:; pertaining

to the elmbal be_;,m co,,petin_ with the repair of the control systr_-, for use

of the :4imbal. These requirements were a take-un reel, a partia: glmbal st:rot, d,

and a safet:¢ .;top for the g{mbal, l,imited access to the gimbal caused the
these requirements and the control]or repair to be delayed to the cxtent that

their verification was -.or adequate due to schedule constraints, rlowever,

lack o,¢ rood int,,lface to establish its long-term reliability contvol was even
more of a problem.

INTERFACE PROBI,EMS

'I'hou_h we had era, loyed the established methods of interface control with

a te.-_t plan, test procedures, fixture drawin,_;s, det_'lled schedule_ and other
interface documents and meetings, we still fell far short of the needed inter-
face control.

One Interface problem that caused an overni-ht delay was :in interference

between the spacecraft and the partial shroud installed on the gtmbal t'hat
pre,".uded installati,m of the spacecraft on the tImbal. A dest_;n error caused

in part by ch.mgin._ desl<ners was not detected. Almost unbelievably, th-_'
identical dimensional error was made k.htn dimensional checks were .'nade to
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this period, but not adequ8Lcly since most of their ti had been ~pent running 
component and subsystem tests. Enough of Lhe remaining member Q of the ~ltaff 

were r~ta1ned by being plared un other assignments to keep the ~apability of 
clnducting a systems test. However, we all became rusty, and although we went 
thruugh a retraining and recertification program, we still lacked the confidence 
that only several recent tests could provide. 

The other aspect of readiness was the faciliLY. It too did not ~av~ ~he 
advantage of recent use. Te gel it ready, a refurbish pla~ was de1leloped and 
implemented. In fact, refurbishment of the solar simulator, which was known 
to be critical regarding mairtenance and reliability, was started over a year 
before the first t"st requiring its use and about a year and a half before this 
test. It is shown in Figure 2 with some of its capabilities. The ori~inal 
performance characteristics of the system were attained, measured, and documented. 
Thirty-two kilowatt Xenon arc lamps were then obtained to replace the centJr 
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chamber, and felt we were ready for the upcoming P78-~ tests, except for one 
item. This item was tht· programmable control system for the two-axis gimbal 
depicted in Fi~ure 1. We ~tarted checking out the co~trol system about a year 
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the difficulty in repairing old one-of-a-kind digital control systems. With 
the supp I iers' support, we st:uted troubleshoot ing and cont inued on our own 
(,nee he was not able to maintain hi~ suppurt Jue to other ~omm! menrH. 

By this time we were to the point where other requirements pertaining 
to tilt' ,.;imhal h"g,ln c()'1'peting with the repair of the control syS(('': for use 
of the gimhal. These requirements were a takc-u~ reel, a partial gimhal s~roud, 
,lIlt! a s,lfet:; ';top for the gf~lIbal. Limited acCt'ss t,) the ~imbal caused the 
tllt'st' requirt'ments ,llld t!ie controller repair to be delayed to the extent that 
tlll'ir vt'rificati('11 w;.\s !lot adequate due t(1 schedule constraints. However, 
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INTERFACE PROBLPIS 
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verify proper clearances. Once the problem was detected when installing the

spacecraft, the error was still difficult to find but could have been uncovered

earlier had the interface dimensions been checked specifically by both the

laboratory and the project as part of the design check

Reflections of the solsr beam from flat surfaces of multilayer insulation

(MLI) back up to the co]l_mating mirror and back down to th_ spacecraft and

monitoring radiometers were of much higher intensity than had been anticipated.

See Figure 2 This caused the electrical power to the solaz simulator to

be significantly less than normal for the intensities indicatpd by the _dio-

meters. In spite of the fact that temperatures and other parameters from the

spacecrsft also indicated the solar intensity was slightly low, the correct

decision to go with the radiometers was made. Flight data indicate the thermal

environment simulation was quite close.

These are just two of _he several interface problems encountered during

this space simulation test program. They are, however, representative cf two

types of interface problems, one mechanical and the other environmental. One

of the other interfaces we did not establish and work was the project to labo-

ratory interface, especially before the test. No one laboratory engineer nor

one program engineer was assifned as the primary one responsible for keeping

both parties completely informed and making sure all interfaces were addressed

and worked. The laboratory did have one person assigned but much was worked

around him which made his task extremely difficult. Had tile program and the

laboratory provided primary points of contact, problems would have been resolved
earlier.

The three aforementioned interface problems were those that were most

significant for the laboratory. Others that the laboratory was sensitive to
wore:

o Contamination monitoring
Instrumentation interfaces

o Aeceleratlon of satellite by gimbal

o Quality Control involvement in laboratory operations

& configuration

o Safety responsibility - satelllte and SSL
o Access control

o Lab schedule

o Customer/Lab interface

o Building humidity and temperature control requirements

This llst is an example of considerations a laboratory must address.

Up to this point in time, we had not had a formal intecface control docu-

ment (ICD) for test programs. However, previous tests were either much more

simple or like Viking, had much more extensive preparation including development

and thermal models in which the interfaces could be developed and verified. A

formal ICD will not el_minate all interface problems, but it will certainly
focus attention on the interfaces.
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verify proper clearances. Once the problem was detected when installing the 
spacecraft, the error was still difficult to find but could have been uncovered 
earlier had the interface dimensions been checked specifically by both the 
laboratory and the project as part of the 0esi~n check 

Reflections of the solA~ beam from flat surfaces of multilayer insulation 
(MLI) back up to the collimAting mirror .:lnd back down to the spacecraft and 
monitoring radiometers wpre of much higher intensity than had been anticjp.lted. 
See Figure 2. This caused the electrical power to the solar simulator to 
be sIgnificantly Jess than normal for the intensities indicatp~ by the ~"Jio
meters. In spite of the fact that temperatures and other parameters from the 
spacecraft also indicated the solar intensity was slightly low, the correct 
decision to go with the radiometers was made. Flight data indicate the thermal 
environment simulation was quite close. 

These are just two of Lhe several interface problems encountered during 
this space simulation test program. They are, however, representative l'f two 
types of interface problems, one mechanical and the other environmental. O,e 
of the other interfac~s we did not establish and work was the project to lab~
ratory interface, especially before the test. No one laboratory engineer nor 
one program engineer was assirned as the primary one responsible for keeping 
both parties completely informed and making sure all interfaces were addressed 
and worked. The laboratory did have one person assigned but much was worked 
around llirn which made his task extremely difficult. Had the lJrogram and the 
laboratory provide~ primary points of contact, problems would have been resolved 
earlier. 

The three aforementioned interface problems were those that were most 
significant for the laboratory. Others that the laboratory was sensitive to 
were: 

a Contamination monitoring 
n Instrumentation interfaces 
a Acceleration of satellite by gimbal 
o Quality Control involvement in laboratory operations 

& configuration 
o Safety responsibility - satellite and SSL 
o Access control 
o LaJ:. schedule 
o Customer/Lab interface 
o Building humidity and temperature control requirements 

This list is dn example of considerations a laboratory must address. 

Up to this point in time, we had not had <l forti.al intel'face control docu
ment (reD) for test proprams. However, previous tests were either much more 
simple or like Viking, had much more extensive preparation inclLding development 
and thermal models in which the interfaces could be developed and verified. A 
formal reD will not el~minate all interface problems, but it will certainly 
focus attentlon on the interfaces. 
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IA,;SSONS 1,EARNED

The len_:th of time ,rod intensity of trainin,.; to retrain or train ,m

t'.xt)t'rienccd tcchuic[,l_ t)I tql}_[tlk'L'l" [O I'C ,l competent metal)el _)( tilt' opet',tt[il)_

crew who can fill tilt' positions for which he is certified with confidence

has been underestimated. While no specific problems were attributed

to lack of personnel capabilities° ,m overwhelllling stress w;is placed oil the

l,,w experienced Inembers of the SS1, staff to meet the needs of the test.

A training program has been prepared and is bein:; implemented to augment the

on-the-job-trAining nor,nally employed.

Perhaps even more difficult than the maintenance of skills is the main-

tenance of the facility. Keeping a facility of this type up to meeting the

demands of teday's test requirements with the available skills, time, and budget
is indeed a challenge, ltere again we felt we were refurl;ishing tile facility

to a like-new condition, ttowever, a few months and tests later, a whole new

set of failure modes began to appear requiring the utmost from the operating

crews to keep tile facility on-line ,rod :,t_,,t[ng the test parameters. A lot of
statistical data is not available for these one- or few-of-a-kind system which

'hakes needed nlatntenance budget and replacement frequency hard to estimate.
The state-of-readiness of the laboratory must be maintained so programs come

to a safe, reliable facility for space simulation tents. Redundancy, reliability,

,i good spare parts inventory, ,rod ,i well maintained system are necessary to

assure minimum risk to the item being tested Anti to tile test program.

given the space simulation facility and its staff are capable of preparing
for and conducting successful tests, poor Interface control can still lead to

trouble. Even with the severai problems of our crew and facility, we could 1,ave

eliminated several problems in the P78-2 thermal balance test with better Inter-

face control, t4e certainly learnt, d tile need for a comprehensive ICl) for all

major svstenls test. We feel this is tile most significant lesson learned from
the 1'78-2 test.

A good commuIltcation interface both before ;lad during tile test is also

critical. We found that tile Interface during the test has been more than

sufficient but when the test requirements are being develuped And transmitted

to the laboratory, the interface can be quite inadequate. Subsequent test

pro£r,uns have gone very well due prim,lrilv to a stroll)', conmlunic,tt ion link.

CONCI,[] S I ON

,qp,lCC a. ,nulation test pl'oV, r,llllS C,ill be carried out wtlh a high i_robabil i tv

of heine, troublefree with a competel_t staff, ,i well-malnt,lined test facility
and attcnl ion to [llterfaces. The P78-2 (Sc,tth,I) satel 1 [te was successful lv

tested with one interrupt[ell and a four-day abbreviated rcte,qt to verify d
modificat ion. This WAS acconll_lishe-I Ill spite of the new tent crew, a facility

beset with sew, ral opL'ratiollal I_roblems, and marginal t.nterface control.
These prob lelllS h,ve been ,iddrcssed wt th very good result s. ,qul_sc(tuent test s
have been highly successful.
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LESSIH'JS LEARNED 

TIlt' ll'ngth of timl' ,lilt! intl'llsitv l)f tl-;lilling to rl'train l)l- trai.n ,m 
l'-'l'l'ril'lll'l'd ll'I';lllivLtll III l'll~~il\l:l'r tIl l'l' ,I 1'lllllPl'tL'lol 11IL'lllbL'r Ilf til,' 'll)l'r.ltll1~~ 

(Tl'W WIll) can fill till' "I)sition!" fnr w;dch hl' is l'l.'"tifil'd with cI)nfidence 
has bel'n llndL'rL'stimatl~d. \~hiJl~ 1111 spl'cific prl)hh'l11s Wl'l"l' attrihlltl~d 

tl) I:lck of persnnne1 l'apa;)i1itil'S, an nVL'I-wlwlming stH'SS was pI-Iced 011 the 
f.,w l'xpl'rh'Il'.'l'd 11l1,'llIlwrs of t Ill' SSt st.lrf tl) OIl'l't tIl(' nel'ds nf the test. 
A training prngram has been prep,lred and is hL'ill:~ imph'l11ented to augment the 
11n-the-jl)h-training normally employed. 

Pl'l'haps even 1110re difficul t than the maintenance of ski lIs is the main
tl'nanc(' of the facility. "('C'ping a facility of this type up to meeting the 
demands of teday's test requirements with the available skills, time, and budget 
is indeed n challengC'. Hen' again Wt' feLt we Here refurhishing til(' facility 
tn a like-new condItion. However, a few months and tests later, a whole new 
Sl't of failure modes bl'gan to appl'ar rt'quiring the utmost from the oper.:tting 
Crt'HS to keep tIll' facility on-linl' ,.ll1d ;"l",'tIllg the test parameters. A lot of 
sLltistical data is not availahle for these 1)'H'- or few-of-a-kind systP!1l which 
m,lkes nel't1l'd ma intl'n,ll1l'l' hudget ;111t1 l"l'placl'ment frl'quency hard tn estimate. 
The state-pf-rl';ldilll'SS I)f the labl1ratl)ry must hl' l'laintainl'd SL) programs CllIne 
tl' a safl', rt'liahh' facilitv fIll" space simulation tests. Rt.'dundancy, l"L'liabilitv. 
,I good SP,U'l' parts invl'lltllry. ,md ,I \vl'll maintained system are Ilt.'Cl'SSnrv tl) 
,lssure minimum r i8k to thl' ill'tn 11l'ing tl'stt.'d and to tl1l' test Pl"l)gr.ltn. 

r.ivt.'n thl' span:' simulation facility and its st,lff an' l'apahh' of IHl'paring 
fl)r :lnd I'l1l1ducting succl'ssful tests, pl)l)r intL'rfaCl' contr,ll can still ll'ad to 
trpuhle. Even with the several problems of our crew and facility, we could t,;\\'l' 
l'l iminatl'd sl'vl'ral prnhll'ms ill the 1'78-~ thermal balancp test with hl'ttl'r intl'r
f.ll'e control. \~e l'l'rtainly ll'anll'd thl' llN'd for ,I c('mpn'hl'nsiv(' TeO for all 
major systl'ms tl'St. \~(' fl'l'l this is tIll' mLlst significant h'sson learned from 
till' 1'78-2 tL'St. 

A gllt1d l'llmmUllicat il'1l intl'rfacc Iwth Iwft,rt, and during tIll' test is also 
critic,II. \~e [l)utlli tInt tIll' intl'rf.ll'l' during thl' test h,ls hl'l'll mnn' than 
sufficil'llt hut ,,11l'n tl1l' tl'St n'quirl'I1ll'l1ts an' Iwing dev('ll'pl'd and tram;mitted 
tl) tl1l' lahl)ratl)l"v. the intl'rLIl'l' l'an hl' quite inadl'qll:ltt'. SUhSl'qUl'llt test 
prll)~ral1lS h,lvl' glllll' \'l'I'\' wl'll dlll' pril1l,lri Iv t,l ;t stl'Pll); l'llmmllllic,ll {,lll I ink. 

CllNCLti S II)N 

SP,Il'l' " ,1l11l.ltil)1l tl'st pr")',t'.llllS Cdn Ill' I'.ln'il'd llllt \.dlh ,I high I'rl,habilltv 
l't l1L'il1)~ trl)llbll'fn'l' with ,I I'll11l1h'tl'llt SLlff, ,I \"l'll-l1laint,dlwd (l'St LIl'iI it\' 
,Illd ,Itll'nl il)1l tl) intl'l'fal'l's. Till' 1'7H-~ (SI',lth;l) s;ltl'll i.tl' W,IS SUl'l'l'ssfullv 
tl'stl'd \"ith l'lll' intl'l'l"uplillll and a fllur-d,lv abhrl'vLltl'd n'tt','" tl) vl'rifv.l 
mIld if lcat illll. This wa:~ ,I('cl)mpl islll'd in spit,' llf tIll' Ill'W tl'st 1'l'l'W, ;1 Lll'i I ity 
hl'Sl't with sl'vl'ral llPI'Llt il)nal I'rl 1bll'nls, ,lilt! margin,1i l,lltl'rLIl'l' I'I1ntrl1}. 
Thl'st' I'rllbll'l1lS h"vl' bt.'l'll ,Iddrl'ssl'd with Vl'r\' );lllld l'l'sults. Suhsl'qul'nl tl'StS 
havl' lll'l'll iti);hIv SlIl'l'l'Ssful. 
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THERMAL VACUIFA PERFOrmANCE TESTING OF THE

SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER RADIATOR SYSTEM

Albert F. Behrend, Jr.*

Gorden D. Chandler**

Harold R. Howell+

ABSTP.ACT

The Space Shuttle Orbiter radiator system therr_al vacuum performance test

was conducted at NASA-Johnson Space Center in Chamber A of the Space Environ-

ment Simulation Laboratory in January-February 1979. The test objective was

to verify the radiator system heat rejection performance capabiiity utilizing

two develepme_t and two flight radiator panels comprising one c_ the two

Orbiter Freon-21 coolant loops. Radiator performance over the range of expect-

ed flight conditions was as predicted, and there was no degradation of perform-

ance after extended vacuum exposure.

INTRODUCTION

During on-orbit operations of the Space Shuttle Orbiter, heat rejection

will be acco:_plished primarily by the space radiators. The radiators are

located o, the inside surface of the payload bay doors for protection during

launch and reentry. On-orbit deployment is accomplished by opening the pay-

load bay doors and exposing the radiators to the space environment. An

optimum thermal coating and high radiation fin effectiveness sre used to

maximize the radiator heat rejection. However, the limited door area results
in some vehicle attitude and heat load combinations which exceed the radiator

capacity and prevents adequate cooling of the heat transport fluid, Freon-21.

in those situations the topping flash evaporator is automatically activated

to provide the additional cooling needed by boiling available excess fuel cell
water. The Orbiter also will be constrained from those attitudes where the

vehicle heat load results in the combined radiator and topping flash evapora--

tot being unable to maintain the Freon-21 return temperature below the required

4.4°C (40°F).

To verify the Orbiter radiator system heat rejection performance capa-

bility for expected orbital attitudes a thermal vacuum performance test ,,as

conducted at NASA-Johnson Space Center on four radiator panels and tht_,_ "_

(Flow Control Assembly), representing one of the two Orbiter coolant leops.

The testing was performed in conjunction with the Orbiter integrated ATCS

(Active Thermal Control System) test in Chamber A of the Space Environment

Simulation Laboratory, A detailed description of the integrated system test-

ing is provided in References i and 2.

*NASA-Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

**Rockwell International Corporation, Houston, Texa_

+Vought Corporation, Dallas, Texas
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THERMAL VAClJltl PERFORl1ANCE TESTING OF THE 

SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER RADIATOR SYSTEM 

Albert F. Behrend. Jr.* 

Gorden D. Chandler** 

Harold R. Howell+ 

ABSTPACT 

The Space Shuttle Orbiter radiator system ther11al vacuum performance test 
was conducted at l1ASA··.;uhnson Space Center in Chamber A of the Space Environ
ment Simulation Laboratory in January-February 1979. The test objective was 
to verify the radiator system heat rejection performance capabi.ii_ty utilizing 
two develcpment and [\'10 flight radiator panels comprising one 0r the two 
Orbiter rreon-2l coolant loops. Radiator performance over the range of expect
~d flight conditions was as predicted, and there was no degradation ~f perform
ance after extended vacuum exposure. 

INTRODUCTIO~ 

During on-orbit operations of the Space Shuttle Orbiter, heat rejection 
will be a2co~~lished primarily by the space radiators. The radiators are 
located 0, the inside surface of the payload bay doors for protection during 
launch and n~c:ltry. On-orbit deployment is accomplished by opening the pay
load bay doors and ~xposing the radiators to the space environment. An 
optimum thermal coating and high radiation fin effectiveness Dre used to 
maximize the radiator heat rejection. However, the limited door area results 
in some vehicle attitude and heat lo~d combinations whicn exceed the radiator 
capdcity and prevents adequate cooling of the heat transport fluid, Freon-21. 
In those situations the topping flash evarorator is automatically activated 
to provide the additional cooling needed by boiling available excess fuel :.:ell 
water. The Orbiter also will be constrained from those attitudes where the 
vehicle heat load results in the combined radiator and topping flash evapora-· 
tor being unable to maintain the Freon-2l return temperature below the required 
4.4 0 c (400 F). 

To verify the Orbiter radiator system heat rejection performance capa
bility for expected orbital attitudes a thermal vacuum perforrllance test •. ,'!!.> 

conducted at NASA-Johnson Space Center on four radiator palleis and tb.\~. r '<\' 

(Flow Control Assembly), representing one of the two Or0itcr coolant l~'oi-s. 

The testin!; was performed in conjunction with the Orbiter il1tegratcd ATCS 
(Active Thermal Control System) test in Chamber A of the Spacl;;! Environment 
Simulation Laboratory. A detailed description of the integrated system test
ing is provided in References 1 and 2. 

*NASA-Johnson Spdce Center, Houston, Texas 
**Rockwell Internat ional Corporat iun, Houstl)n, Texas 

+Vought Corporatiun. Dallas, Texas 
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SYSTEM/FACILITY DESCRIPTION

Tile ATCS, containing two independent flow loops, collects, transports and

rejects waste heat from the Orbiter subsystems, equipment, and payloads from

prelaunch through post landing for each mission. On-orbit heat rejection is

accomplished by the use of space radiators. The baseline ATCS radiator system

(Figure i) has 6 radiator panels (3 in each flow loop) attached to the inside

of the payload bay doors. Two additional radiator panels (one for each flow

loop) can be mounted on the aft section of the payload bay doors for added heat

rejection capability. The 3.1 m x 4.6 m (I0 ft x 15 ft) panels which are con-

toured to the payload bay door to maximize the payload volume, consist of two

basic designs - forward panels, which are deployed away from the payload Day

door after the doors are opened ol,-orbit and reject heat from both sides of

the panel; and aft panels, which are attached to the aft section of the doors

and radiate from only the concave surface. The series-connected radiator

panels contain parallel flow tubes and are constructed of a low density aluminum

honeycomb bonded to thin aluminum face sheets and coated with a special silver

Teflon coating. The silver Teflon provides a low absorptance of solar flux and

a high thermal emittance. Coolant flow through each set of radiators is con-

trolled by its FCA (one In each loop). The FCA's can be operated manually or

automatically to control the radiator system outlet temperature to either 3.3°C

(38°F - normal) or 13.9°C (57°F). The 13.9°C (57°F) control temperature is

used to dtunp excess fuel cell generated water through the topping flash evapora-

tor. A more detailed description of the ATCS is presented in Reference 3.

The test was conducted in Chambor A of the Space Environment Simulation

Laboratory. Chamber A is the largest of the JSC thermal vacuum test facilities.

The working volume of the chamber is 16.8 m (55 ft) in diameter and 27.4 m

(90 ft) in height. The radiator system test article layout in conjunction with

other ATC e test hardware is shown in Figure 2. Special Lest support elements

supporting the test article were located on the first floor level outside the

el'amber. Cryoge_c and_diffusion pumping were used to obtain a chamber pressure

of 1.3 x i0-_ N/b1_ (I0 -D Tort). The chamber's entire liquid nitrogen shroud

including the floor was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures to obtain the

required environment for radiator system performance evaluation. Sublimation

repressurizatton, using dry nitrogen and heaters to minimize water condensation

on the radiator panels and insulated surfaces, was used to repressurize the

chamber to sea level conditions. During chamber repressurizatlon television and

high voltage equipmel_t (infrared simulators) operation was prohibited to prevent

corona damage.

Two development and two "flight" radiator panels were installed in the con-

flguration sho_ in Ftgurt, 2. To miaimize gravity effects the aft panels were

aligned with the plane formed by the panel edgL,s tilted at an angle of 0.15

radians (8.75 degrees) with rL,spect to horizontal with the outboard edge above

the inboard edge. The forward panels were Flaced behind the aft panels with

the plato,formed by the panel edg_,s in a horizontal position. A liquid nitrogen

shroud was installed between the forward and aft panels to prevent radiant inter-

change between the upward tilted aft panels and the forward panels. The radlator

paneis were suspended by cables attached to the support structure. Payload bay

door tht,rmal simulat_;rs wcrc installed below the two forward panels forming an

angle of 0._2 radians (35.5 dcgreL's) between the planes of the upper surface of

the paaels and doors, r_;pr_,scntiag the deployed position of the _anels during on-

orbit opt,ratioas. Heaters on tht, door simulators, simulating the infrared flux

originatln L, Iro:u the doors, were control[.,d from a power console located outside
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SYSTEM/FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The ATCS, containing two independent flow loops, collects, transports and 
rejects waste heat from the Orbiter subsystems, equipment, and payloads from 
prelaunch through post landing for each mission. On-orbit heat rejection ~s 
accomplished by the use of space rauiators. The baseline ATCS radiator system 
(Figure 1) has 6 radiator panels (3 in each flow loop) attached to the inside 
of the payload bay doors. Two additional radiator panels (one for each flow 
loop) can be mounted on the aft section of the payload bay doors for added heat 
rejection capability. The 3.1 m x 4.6 m (10 ft x 15 ft) panels which are con
toured to the payload bay door to maximize the payload volume, consist of two 
basic designs - forward pilllels, which are deployed away from the payload oay 
door after the doors are opened oIl-orbit and reject heat from both sides of 
the panel; and aft panels, which are attached to the aft section of the doors 
and radiate from only the concave surface. The series-connected radiator 
panels contain parallel flow tubes and are constructed of a low density aluminum 
honeycomb bonded to thin aluminum face sheets and ceated with a special silver 
Teflon coating. The silver Teflon provides a low absorptance of solar flux and 
a high thermal emittance. Coolant flow through each set of radiators is con
trolled by its FeA (one in ~ach loop). The FCA's can be operated manually or 
automatically to control the radiator system outlet temperature to either 3.30

C 
(JSoF - normal) or lJ.90C (S7oF). The lJ.90C (S7 0 F) control temperature is 
used to dLunp excess fuel cell generated water through !:he topping flash evapora
tor. A more detJiled description of the ArCS is presented in Reference 3. 

The test was conducted in Ch.lmbl'r A of the Space Environment Simulation 
Laboratury. Chamber A is the largest of the JSC thermal vacuum test facilities. 
The working volume of the chamber is 16.8 m (55 ft) in diameter and 27.4 m 
(90 ft) in height. The radiator system test article layout in conj unction with 
other ATCS test hardware is shown in Figure 2. Special lest support clements 
supporting the test article were located on the first floor level outside the 
cl:..lmbl'r. C~~ogl'n~c .ln~5diffusion pumping were used to obtain a chamber pressure 
of 1.3 x 10 N/N~ (18 Torr). The chamber's entire liquid nitrogen shroud 
including tilt.' iloLlr was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures to obtain the 
rl~qllired environment for radiator system performance evaluation. Sublimation 
repressurizdtion, using dry nitrogen and heaters to minimize water condensation 
on the rdJL.ltor pands and insulated surfaces, was u:icd to repressurize the 
chambl'r to sea h'vd conditions. During chamber repn.'ssurization television .md 
Il Lgb voltage ('4u ipIlll'nt (infrar('d simulators) opt'ration was prohibited to prevent 
corona u.lmage. 

Two dl'vcll)pmt.!nt and two "flight" radiator p .. 1Oels were installed in the con
figur,ltioll shm.rn in Figurl'~. To minimizt! gravity cfft.!cts the aft panels were 
.11 igned with the plane formed by the panl'1. l'dgl'S tilted 3t an angle of c).lS 
radians (S.lS dcgret!s) with respect to horizontal with the outboard edge above 
till' inboard edge. Till' forward panels were rlaced bl'llind the aft panels with 
tlw pl<ll1l'forllled by the p,lI1l'1 edgl's in a horizontal position. A liquid nitrogen 
shroud was installed betwccll th~' forw.lrd and aft pall<ols tu prevent radiant inter
change l1l'twcl'll thc upward tilted aft pancls and the forward p.mcls. The radiator 
,aoels werc suspended by cables attached to the support structure. Payload bay 
door thl'rm.ll simulator s were installed below the two forward panels forming an 
.Int:1t' \Jf J.b~ r.ldLlI1s OS.S dcgrl'L's) bl'twt'l'll the plalles of the upper surface of 
till' pallL'Is .. lllJ dours, rl~prL'SL'lltin~; the dl'ployt!d position of the I-..inels during on
orbit orl'r~tiL)ns. He,lters 011 tlw door simulators, simuldting the in(r,lred flux 
Llrigilhitilll.' frll:a tite JLloJrS, W,'t'L' controIl,:t! fro:n i.l power console located outside 
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the test chamber. The back side of the aft panela and the door s_mulators

were insulated with multilayer insulation to minimize heat leak from these

surfaces. Heaters also were installed under the back side insulation of

the aft radiator (panel 4) to prevent freezing during test points that

required isolation of panel 4 from the coolant loop.

Earth and solar environment simulation was provided by infrareu lamps

capable cf simulating both skewed and orbital cycle flux environments. Flux

from the lamps was input to the upper concave surface of the radiators by

an array of nine rows of lamps, each under separate computer control. Radio-

meters to measare heat flux were mounted flush with the upper surface of the

radiators in the plane of the radiator. Structure holding the environment

simulator and radiators was designed to minimize blockage thereby maximizing

radiator panel view to the chamber. Shutoff valves and a modified flight

type adapter tube to bypass the aft radiator panel were installed to allow

3-panel radiator system testing. Selection of either the 3- or 4-panel con-

figuration was made from a control panel in the facility control room.

Activation and mode selection for FCA operation was provided by a control

panel located in the facility control room.

TEST CONDITIONS/PROCEDURE

The tests for the Shuttle radiator subsystem were defined to provide

the performance envelope over a range of orbital environments and a range

of heat loads. A review of the expected Shuttle mission environments result-

ed in selection of 12 environments (Figure 3) for simulation in the test. The

heat load range tested was based on tlle ATCS coolant loop limits. The

selected radiator heat loads are indicated in Table I, which also gives the
environment used with each heat load. Tests were included to define radiator

performance for the 6 panel, baseline, configuration and the 8 panel, Sp_ce-o o
lab kit, configuration, as well as for both the normal 3.3 C (38°F) and high

o o •
13.9 C (57 F) radiator system outlet control temperatures.

Since analysis will be used to evaluate thermal perform' _ce in all

possible Shuttle attitudes, the test environments were selected to support

these future analyses. The test environments were based on both the range

of attitudes expected and the orbital transients. The attitude range includ-

ed both earth and solar orientations and extended from environment 4 (Figure

3), the coldest, to environment 3, the hottest. Environments i, 2, and 5

simulated earth oriented orbits with fluxes nearly equally spaced between the

coldest and ilottcst. Two environments, 7 and 8, were required to simuiate

the solar orientation, left side and right side, because only one side o[ the

radiator subsystem was used in the test. Correlation of the analytical models

to each of these euvironments will insure that future, analytical predictions

for any Shuttle attitude will not be far removed from a test condition. Tills

should result in accurate and r_,liable performance predictions.

To further enhance the Shuttle radiator analysis, a sol r attiLudc (6)

and an earth attitude (5) were each conducted tot both the orbital transient

environment and at the steady-state orbital average environm_,nt. Environment

5 provided a maximum peak-to-peak orbital flux change, and cnviron,ucnt 6 gave
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the test chamber. The back side of the aft panels. and the door simulators 
were insulated with multilayer insulation to minimize heat leak [rom these 
surfaces. Heaters also wer~ installed under the back side insulation of 
the aft radiator (panel 4) to prevent freezing during test points that 
required isolation of panel 4 from the coolant loop. 

Earth and solar environment simulation was provided by infrare~ lamps 
capable cf simulating both skewed and orbital cycle flux environments. Flux 
from the lamps was input to the upper concave surface of the radiators by 
an array of nine rows of lamps, each under separate computer control. Radio
meters to measure heat flux were mOWlt8d flush with the upper surface of the 
radiators in the plane of the radiator. Structure holding the environment 
9imul~tor and radiators was designed to minimize blockage thereby maximizing 
radiator panel vi~w to the chamber. Shutoff valves and a modified flight 
type adapter tube to bypass the aft radiator panel were installed to allow 
3-panel radiator system testing. Selection of either the 3- or 4-panel con
figuration was made from a control panel in the facility contrul room. 
Activation and mode selection for FCA operation was provided by a control 
panel located in the facility control room. 

TEST CONDITIONS/PROCEDURE 

The tests for the Shuttle radiator subsystem w~~re defined to provide 
the perfornancc envelope over a range of orbital environments and a range 
of heat loads. A review of the expected Shuttle mission environments result
ed in selection of 12 environments (Figure 3) for simulation in the test. The 
heat load range tested was based on the ATCS coolant loop limits. The 
selected radiator heat loads are indicated in Table I, which ~lso gives the 
environment usc~ with each heat load. Tests were included tu define radiator 
performance for the 6 panel, baseline, configuration and the 8 panel, Sp:lce
lab ~it, cgnfiguration, as well as for both th~ normal J.30C (3S

o
F) and high 

13.9 C (57 F) radiator system outlet control temperatures. 

Since analysis will be used to evaluate thermal perfoo' .lce in all 
possible Shuttle attitudes, the test environments were selected to support 
these future analysl.'s. The test environlllt.'nts w~'re based on both the range 
of Jttitudcs expected and the orbital transients. The attitude ranbe includ
ed both eartll and solar orientations and extended from environment 4 (Figure 
J), the coldest, to environment 3, the hottest. Environments 1,2, and 5 
simulated eartll oriented orbits with fluxes nearly equally spaced between the 
coldest and hottest. Two enviroiuaents, 7 and 8, were required to simulate 
till' solar orientation, left sid~' and right side, because only one side of the 
radiator subsystem was used in the test. Correlation of the analytical models 
to each of these l.'!1V ironments will insurt.' that futurl.' analytical predict ions 
(or any Shuttle attitude will not be (ar removed from o.l t~'st condition. Tilis 
should resul t in accurate and rt'liable performance pr~'d id ions. 

To further enh .. mce th~~ Shutth~ rOltiiator analysis, a so: r attitudl' (6) 
and .m earth att ituJe (5) Wl..'tl' ea.:h conducted tor both tht.' orbital transient 
t!llvironml'nt and at tht! steady-state orbi.tal av~'rabe environml.'nt. Environment 
5 pruvidl'd .l maximum pe .. lk-to-peak orbital flux change, and ~'nVirOnl1\l'nt 6 gave 
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a maxh, um flux change on the radiators at the earth's shadow penetration.

Comparison of the test results for the transient environments to the results

at the steady-state average environment provided a comparison that will

allow evaluation of orbital transients using steady-state predictions.

Environment g was included in the radiator test to define radiator

performance for the varying attitude of PTC (Passive Thermal Control). This

attitude, a slow roli about the Shuttle longitudinal axis, is expected to

be used frequently on most f11ghts. It is a thermally benign Orbiter environ-

ment and nearly mid-way between the hottest and coldest radiator conditions.

The remaining environments (i0, ii, and 12) were included in the test because

they were the reference conditions used in the radiator hardware design.

For each of the tests shown in Table I, the test procedure used was the

same. The radiator system configuration was established by positioning the

appropriate valves. The environment was controlled by adjusting the quartz

lamp and heater intensities. The heat load was controlled by adjusting the

supply Freon to the desired flow and temperature. Finally, the data was

recorded _len the radiator surface and fluid temperatures were stabilized.

Since the test chamber was maintained at vacuum (10 -5 Torr), the various

configurations were remotely controlled. A motor-drlven valve was used to

allow flow to all 4 panels or to bypass one panel for 3 panel testing. An-

other motor was used to remotely position the "mode valve" on the FCA to

either the 6 or the 8 panel position. On the Shuttle, this valve is posi-

tioned manually during ground operations when the Spacelab kit panels are

installed or removed. The high or normal radiator temperature control set

point was controlled by a switch, similar to the Orbiter crew control, in the

chamber control room. The motor-driven valves, and the set point switch has

indicator lights to confirm their respective positions.

The desired heat load for each test was established by adjusting the

ground coolant flow cart to supply the appropriate Freon flow and temperature

at the flow control assembly inlet. Since there are no modulating valves

except the radiator flow control valve in the ATCS coolant loop, the Shuttle

loop flow should remain constant. The flow control valve was designed to

,7 provide a nearly constant flow resistance in any position. Thus, with

relativel}' constant temperatures through the loop, the expected flow was pre-

determi_:ed and adjusted at the cart. With a fixed flow and controlled heat

sink outlet temperature, the radiator inlet temperature could also be pre-

determined for each heat load independent of the envi'onment. Therefore, the

heat load was established by setting a predetermined inlet temperature _nd

flow and holding the values constant for each test.

_e environment settings were based on pretest calibrations and the
radiometer and heater current indications. The total external radiator

panel absorbed heat was calculated for eacb environment and input to the

concave panel surface. External environmental flux normally incident on

the surface of the forward panels was inpJt on the concave surface during

the test. The payload bay door absorbed heat also was calculated and input

to the door simulator using electric heaters. From the known heater resist-

ance, the heater current for each of six zones on the door was defined for

each environment. For each test, the required heater current in each zone

was adjusted and maintained to produce the correct thermal flux on the door

s_ulator. The quartz lamps above the panels provided all the remaining

environmental heat to both forward and aft radiator panels. Again, analysis

was used to define the total panel absorbed heat, including earth emission,
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a maximum flux change on the radiators at the earth's Sh41dow penetration. 
Comparison of the test results for the transient environments to the results 
at the steady-state average environment provided a comparison that will 
allow evaluation of orbital transients using steady-state predictions. 

Envirorunent 9 was included in the radiator test to define :'adiator 
performance for the varying attitude of PTC (Passive Thermal Control). This 
attitude, a slow roll about tht> Shuttle longitudinal axis, is expl!dcd to 
be used frequently on most flights. It is a thermally benign Orbiter environ
ment and nearly mid~way between the hottest and coldest radiator conditions. 
The remaining environments (la, 11, and 12) were included in the test because 
they were the reference conditions used in the radiator hardware design. 

For each of the tests shown in Table I, the test procedure used was the 
same. The radiator system configuration was established by positioning the 
appropriate valves. The environment was controlled by adjusting the quartz 
lamp and heater in tcnsit ies. The heat load was controlled by adj usting the 
supply Freon to the desired flow and tempel'ature. Finally, the data was 
recorded when the radiator surface and fluid temperatures were stabilized. 

-5 Since the test chamber was nlaintained at vacuum (10 Torr), the various 
configurations were remotely controlled. A motor-driven valve was used to 
aliow flow to all 4 panels or to bypass one panel for 3 panel testing. An
other motor was used to remotely position the "mode valve" on the FCA to 
either the 6 or the 8 panel position. On the Shuttle, this valve is posi
tioned manually during ground operations when the SpaceJab kit panels are 
installed or removed. The high or normal radiator temperature control set 
point was controlled by a switch, similar to the Orbiter crew control, in the 
chamber control room. The motor-driven valves, and the set point switch haa 
Indicator lights to confirm their respective positicms. 

The desired heat load for each tcst was established by adjusting the 
ground coolant flow cart tc supply the appropriate F=eon flow and temperature 
at the flow control assembly inlet. Since there are no modulatIng valves 
except the radiator flow control valve in the ATCS coolant loop, the Shuttle 
loop flow should rt'main constant. Thf~ flow control valve was designed to 
provide a nearly ~onstant flow resistance in any position. Thus, with 
relatively constant temperatures throubh tht' loop, the l'xpected flow was pre
dl'termhed and adjustl'd at t:le cart. With a fixed flow and controlled heat 
sink outlet temperature, the radiator inlet lemperature could dlso be pre
Jetermined for each heat load independent of the cnvi·onment. Therefore, the 
heat load was established by setting :l predetermined inlet tl'mpcrature :md 
flow and holding the values constant for each test. 

The environment sl'ttings Were based on pretest Calibrations and the 
radiometer and heater current indications. The total external radiator 
panel absorbed heat was calculated for each environment and input to the 
concave panel surface. External environmental flux normally incident on 
the surfact~ of tIll' forward panels was inp.Jt on the concave surface during 
the test. The payload bay door absorbed heat also was calculated and input 
to the Joor simulator using electric heaters. From the known heater resist
ance, the heater curn'nt for each of six zones on the door was defined for 
each environment. For each test, the required heater current in each zone 
was adjusted and maintained to produce thl~ correct thermal flux on the door 
simulator. The quartz lamps above thl' panels provided all the remaining 
environmental hl'at to both forward and aft radiator panels. Again, analysis 
was used to define the total panel absorbed heat. includin~ earth emission, 
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albedo, and direct solar. Reflected solar energy from the door also was

included. To provide direct correlation with the computer models, the

calculated absozbed heats were defined for each of the five zones per panel
as used in the models.

The nine rows of quartz lamps located above the panels had adjustable

intensities in ! bit settings to a maximum of 64 bits. Pretest calibration

tests were made to define the affect of each row on the panel zones and

facilitate adjustment of the absorbed heat profile across the panel. Un-

like the other test settings, the quartz lamp intensities could not be pre-

determined. Radiometers located between the panels were used to define the

final quartz lamp settings. They were positioned to represent the five

computer model zones and coated with silver Teflon like the panels so as to

read the same absorbed heat as the paaels; one set for the forward panels

and one set for the aft panel_. This approach inherently adjusted for

structure re-radiation and any chamber background flux. The radiometers

recorded the total absorbed energy which, unfortunately, included that energy

radiated from other parts of the curved panel that should not be included

in the total external absorbed heat. To accurately represent the required

environment, the radiometer indications were adjusted according to the panel

temperature. The higher panel temperature required higher radiometer indi-

cations to represent the same external environment.

An approximation in the environment simulation that should be noted was

the application of all external flux on only the top side of the forward

panels. In actual Shuttle operation, a significant part of the absorbed heat

will be to the cavity, or bottom side, of the forward panels. A pretest

analysis confirmed evaluation of earlier test results and showed that the

affect on performance could be neglected. The thermal conductivity across

t!:- l-±nch thick forward radiator panel was so high that absorbed heat on

either surface had the same affect on the [luld outlet temperatures.

DATA ACQUISITION

A flexible data system using Hewlett-Packard 2112 and 2117 was the pri-

mary tea] time processor of the test data. Throughout the test, all data

was recorded continuously on computer tape for subsequent printing in tabu-

lar or plotted form. However, it also was possible to observe the data on

CRT's (cathode ray tube) in the control room and to activate a printer to

obtain an Lmmediate listing of selected data.

For steady-state test polnt_, the CRT observations wer_ use,/ to verify

the correct test article configuration, environrent, and heat load_. _le

CRT's were also monitored to determine whet, steady-state was achieved. A

printout of radiator data was obtained at stable conditions. To document

at_d verify that conditions were steady, a second printout was obtained 900

qeconds (15 minutes) later and compared to the first printout.

For the transient tests, the CRT's were monitored to verify initial con-

ditions and abbreviated data was printed at 60-second (one-minute) intervals

during the two-orbit environment transient. The radiometer readings were
included in the 60-second data to insure that the correct environmental

transient was applied.
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albedo, and direct solar. Reflected solar energy from the door also was 
included. To provide direct correlation with the computer models, the 
calcclated abso:bed heats were defined for each of the five zones per panel 
as used in the models. 

The nine rows of quartz lamps located above the panels had adjustable 
intensities in 1 bit settings to a maximum of 64 bits. Pretest calibration 
tests were made to define the affect of each row on the panel zones and 
facilitate aciju&tment of the absorbed heat profile across the panel. Un
like the other test settings, the quartz lamp intensities could not be pre
determined. Radiometers located between the panels were used to define the 
final quartz lamp settings. They were positioned to represent the five 
computer model zones and coated with silver Teflon like the panels so as to 
read the same absorbed heat as the pa~els; one set for the forward panels 
and one set for the aft panels. This approach inherently adjusted for 
structure re-radiation and any chamber background flux. The radiometers 
r~corded the total absorbed energy which, unfortunately, included that energy 
radiated from other parts of the curved panel that should not be included 
in the total external absorbed heat. To accurately represent the required 
environm~nt, the radiometer indications were adjusted according to the panel 
temperature. The higher panel temperature required higher radiometer indi
cations to represent t~e same external environment. 

An approximation in the environment simulation that should be noted was 
the application of all external flux on only the top side of the forward 
panels. In actual Shuttle operation, a significant part of the absorbed heat 
will be to the cavity, or bottom side, of the forward panels. A pretest 
analysis confirmed evaluation of earlier test r~sults and showed that the 
affect on performance could be neglected. The thermal conductivity across 
tl:' :-lnch thick forward radiator panel was so high that absorbed heat on 
either surface had tlw same aff~ct on the fluid outlet temperatures. 

DATA ACQUISITION 

A flexible data system using Hewlett-Packard 2112 and 2117 was the pri
mary real time processor of the test data. TIlr0ughout the test, all data 
was recorded continuously on computer tape for subsequent printing in tabu
lar or plotted form. However, it also was possible to oLserve the data on 
CRT's (cathode ray tube) in the control room and to activate a printer to 
obtain an immediate listing of selected data. 

For steady-state test pointb, the CRT observations wer~ use,l to verify 
th,~ correct test arti.cle configuration, environl".cnt, and heat lo<ad'3. TIle 
CnT's were also monitored to determine whet. steady-state was achieved. A 
printout of radiator data was obtained at stable conditions. To document 
and verify that conditions were steady, a second printout ~as obtained 900 
qeconds (15 minutes) later and compared to the first printout. 

For the transient teste, the CRT's were m~nitored to verify initial con
ditions and dbbrcviated data was printed at 60-second (one-minute) intervals 
during tht:' two-orbit environment transient. The radiometer reaJings lo1ere 
included in the 60-second data to insure that the correct environmental 
tral\sit~nt was appl ied. 
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TEST RESULTS

The radiator system teat included a total of 49 steady-state and 6 orbital
transient test points. Figures 4 and 5 summarize the complete three panel and

_our panel high load steady-state test results along with the analytical pre-
dictions. The test data and analysls results show good agreement. The small

differences can be attributed to temperature, flow and heat flux instrumentation

inaccuracies, and in some cases a true steady-state condition may not have been
obtained due to test time limitations. The test data confirmation of the analy-

sis provides a wide range of data for future radiator performance assessment.

Figures 4 and 5 can be used to obtain radiator heat rejection for the twelve

different orbit conditions. The highest orbital heat rejection was _btalned for
environment 4 which allows a radiator inlet temperature of 63-C (145-F) for a

o o
radiator return temperature of 3.3 C (38 F).

Six orbital transient test points were conducted to determine the effect of

the use of orbital average steady environments in the [erformance assessment.o o
Considerable peaking above the steady-state values (as much as 12 C (53.6 F) for

environment 5) occurs during the sunlight portion of the orbit. Thus, the use

of steady-state performance based on orbital average environments must be used

with caution. For example, the radiator outlet should not be allowed to peako
above approximately 15.6 C (60°F) to prevent overloading the flash evaporator.
Therefore, evaluation of radiator peak outlet temperatures can only be inferred

from the steady-state performance values.

The low load testing was couducted with environment 4 in which the aft

panels view only deep space and the door centerline edge of the forward panels
receive earth flux (convex side only). Analysis had indicated that the gravity

effects would cause flow reversal in panel 4 before the low temperature limit

of panel 1 was reached; i.e., the test low load limit would be dictated by

gravity, whereas the flight low load would be l_mlted by temperature. Reverse

flow was evident in p_..el _ in the lowest elevation tubes as expected. The
tubes with reverse flow had inlet temperatures colder than the outlet and much

colder temperatures than the other tube inlet temperatures. _,e coldest tem-

perature observed was -42.4°C (-44.3°F) on panel 1 which is considerably above

the freezing point of Freon-21, -135°C (-211°F). Extrapoi,_tlon of the test

data by analysis to the zero-gravlty flight condition indicates that an inlet

temperature of 5°C (41°F) is required to ubtain a tube outlet of -135°C (-211°F).
Thus a minimum heat load of approxi_1_tely 4.7 joules/see (4000 Btu/hr) could be

allowed before fluid freezing occurs.

Fin temperature profiles measured throughout the test were used to calcu-
late the radiator fin effectiveness. _e overall average of 0.979 for the
forward panels and 0.950 for the aft panels compared favorably witi_ values of
0.975 and 0.944, respectively, from previously run single panel development
tests with only cold wall environments.

The test was conducted over a 29 day period with seven chamber depres-

surizatton-pressurization cycles. During some re-pressurization sequences,
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TEST RESULTS 

The udiator system test included a total of 49 steady-state and 6 orbital 
transient test points. Figures 4 and 5 summarize the complete three panel and 
four panel high load steady-state test results along with the analytical pre
dictions. The test data and analysis results show good agreement. The small 
differences can be attributed to temperature, flow and heat flux instrumentation 
inaccuracies, and in some cases a true steady-state condition may not have been 
obtained due to test time limitations. The test data confirmation of the analy
sis provides a wide range of data for future radi~tor performance assessment. 
Figures 4 and 5 can be used to obtain radiator heat rejection for the twelve 
different orbit conditions. The highest orbital heat rejecti8n was 8btained for 
environment 4 which allows a radia50r in!et teruperature of 63 C (145 F) for a 
radiator return tempe~ature of 3.3 C (38 F). 

Six orbital transient test points were conducted to determine the effect of 
the use of orbital average steady environments in the rerformance assessmgnt. 
Considerable peaking above the steady-state values (as much as l2

0
C (53.6 F) for 

environm£nt 5) occurs during the sunlight portion of the orbit. Thus, the usc 
of steady-state performance based on orbital average environments must he used 
with caution. For example, the radiator outlet should not be ~llowed to peak 
above approximately IS.60 C (600 F) to prevent overloading the flash evaporator. 
Therefore, evaluation of radiator peak outlet temperatures can only be inferred 
from the steady-state performance values. 

The low load test ing was conducted with environment 4 in which the aft 
panels view only deep space and the dour centerline edge of the forward panels 
receive earth flux (convex side only). Analysis had indicated that the gravity 
effects would cause flow reversal in panel 4 before the low temperature limit 
of panel 1 was reached; Le., the test low load limit would be dj.:tat(·d by 
gravity, wherea!' the flight low load would be l.united by temperature. Reverse 
flow was evident in p" ,el " in the lowest clevut!on tubes as expected. The 
tubt.'s with reverse 1l0w had inlet temperatures colder than the outlet and much 
colder temperatures than the other tube inlet temp~ratures. TIle coldest tem
perature observed was -42.40 C (-44.30 F) on panel 1 which is considerably above 
thtO' freezing point of Freon-2l, _13S

o
C (-211

o
F). Extrapo~,;tion of the test 

data by nnalys,s to the zero-gravity [light condition indicates that an inlet 
temperature of SoC (41 0 F) is rcqllired to obtain a tube outlet of -lJSoC (-2l1oF). 
Thus .1 minimum twat load of .1pprOXinl.:ltely 4.7 joules/sec (40::}0 Btu/hr) could be 
allowed before fluid f~eczing occurs. 

Fin temperature profiles measured throughout the test were used to calcu
hte tilt.' radi.1tor fin efft.'ctiveness. TIle oVt~rall average of 0.979 for the 
forward pant'ls and 8.950 for the aft panels compared favorably with values of 
0.975 and ::}.944, respt.'ctively, from previously run single panel development 
tests with only cold wall environments. 

The test was I.'onducted oVt.'r a 29 d.lY period with seVl'n chamber deprt.'s
surization-pressuril.1tion cycles. During some re-pressurization sequences, 
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moisture condensation on the chamber cold walls caused "rain" in the chamber

and some acc_nulation of water on the panel concave surfaces. Dust accumu-

lation on the panels was also evident throughout the test. In order to

verify that tbe test conditions of vacuum and temperature as well as the

moisture and dust did not change the radiator performance, baseline perform-

ance data was taken throughout the test. The baseline data was taken with

the lamp arrays off and the radiator flow control valve deactivated to

obtain full Freon-21 flow through the panels. The following indicates that

the change in radiator performance throughout the test is within the e_peri-

mental accuracy.

TIME INLET TF_ OUTLET TEMP

DAY:HR:MIN:SEC °C _°F) °C (OF)

25:15:23:23 48.4 (119.0) -6.5 (20.4)

29:13:42:33 49.0 (120.I) -8.2 (17._)

54:06:04:54 48.8 (119.9) -4.6 (23.6)

The data taken on day 29 shows a 4.3% improvement over the initial data (day

25) and the data at the end of the test (day 54) shows a 2.3% decrease from
the initial values.

CONCLUSION

The testing verified the flight readiness ot the Orbiter radiator system

thermal performance. Radiator performance over the range of expected flight

conditions was as expected and there was not degradation of performance dur-

ing the te_t. Extrapolation of the single loop test data indicates that

Orbiter hea loads rangin_ ¢ n 17.46 joule/sec _15,000 Btu/hr) to 197.86O

joule/sec ([70,000 Btu/h,, Ion a controlled 3.3-C (38 F) return temperature

can be accommodated by the :_diator system using 8 panels.
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moisture condensation on the chamber cold walls caused "rain" in the chamber 
and some accwnulation of water on the panel concave surfaces. Dust a~cumu
lation on the panels was also evident throughout the test. In order to 
verify that the test conditions of vacuum and temperature as well as the 
moisture and dust did not change the radiator performance, baseline perform
ance data was taken throughout the test. The baseline data was taken with 
the lamp arrays off and the radiator flow control valve deactivated to 
obtain full Freon-Zl flow through the panels. The follow1ng indicates that 
the change in radiator performance throughout the test 1s within the ~'~eri
mental accuracy. 

TIME 
DAY:HR:MIN:SEC 

25:15:23:23 
29:13:42:33 
54:06:04:54 

INLET TFJolP 
°c (oF) 

48.4 (119.0) 
49.0 (120.1) 
48.8 (119.9) 

OUTLET TEMP 
0c (oF) 

-6.5 (20.4) 
-8.2 (17. J) 
-4.6 (23.6) 

The data taken on day 29 shows a 4.37. improvement over the initial data (day 
25) and the data at the end of the test (day 54) shows a 2.37. decrease from 
the initial values. 

CONCLUSION 

The testing verified the flight readiness 01 the Orbiter radiator system 
thermal performance. Radiator performance over the range of expected flight 
conditions was as expected and there was not degradation of perfornance dur
ing the te.t. Extrapolation of the single loop test data indicates that 
Orbiter hea loads rangin~ & , , 17.46 joule/sec blS,OOO Btu/hr) to 197.86 
joule/sec (Ln,ooo BtlJ/~ •• I . !cn a controlled 3.3 C (38

0
F) return temperature 

can be accCi.lIIl1odated by the :- 'diator system using 8 panels. 
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HEAT LOAD 

MINIMUM - WITH NO PANEL TEMP. 
BELOW -123.3°C (-190°F) 

MItlIMUM - WITH NO PANEL TEMP. 
BELOW -123.3°C (-190°F) 

NOMINAL OFT HEAT LOAD 

MAXIMUM FOR RFCA TO RETURN 
3.3°C (38°F) MIXED OUTLET 

MAXIM~M FROM ORBITAL AVERAGE 
CASE - RUN W/TRANSIENT ENVIR. 

MAXIMUM FOR FES TO RETURN 
3. g"C (,39 'F) 

MAXIMUM HEAT LOAD ALLO'!~LJ 
BY LOOP TEMPERATU~~ ~IMITS 

FIXED RFCA INLET 
4 PANEL 46°C (115 c'F) 
3 PANEL 40.4 c C (lOS'F) 

FIXE n RFCA I ~ILET 
4 PANEL 44.8°C f'13°~~ 
3 PANEL 39 4c C 103°F 

ACCEPTANCE T~ST INLET iO RFCA 
. 

*DENOTES 4 PANEL TEST ONLY 

TABLE I 
RADIATOR TEST POINT SUMMARY 

FCA ENVIRONHENT (REF .. IGURE 3) 
~t I! I I 

PO I NT I 1 . 2 I 3 4 5 6 7 1 8 9 10 ill T 12 -.- -
I I I l I 

I NORM I I X I I 

I I 
1 I I 
t 

HIGH X I I 

NORM 4* 4 

-l NORM X X X X X X X X X 

NORM X X X 
.-

NORM X X X X X X f.. 

NORM 4 4 
-- ~--- ---. 

NOR"1 X 

NORM X X 

NORM I X I I 
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RADIATOR SYSTEM FLOW SCHEMATIC 
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SOLAR PANEL THERMAL CYCLING TESTING
BY SOLAR SIMULATION AND INFRARED RADIATION METHODS

Hubert E. Nuss*

ABSTRACT

For the solar panels of the European Space Agency (ESA) sa-
tellites OTS/MAROTS and ECS/MARECS the thermal cycling tests
were performed by using solar simulation methods. The perform-
ance data of two different solar simulators used for these tests
and the thermal test results are described. The solar simul-
ation thermal cycling tests for the ECS/MARECS solar panels were
carried out with the aid of a rotatable multlpanel test rig by
which simultaneous testing of three solar panels was possible.
As an alternative thermal test method the capability of an in-
frared radiation method was studied and infrared simulation
tests for the ultralight panel (ULP) and the INTELSAT V solar
panels were performed. The setup and the characteristics of
the _nfrared radiation unit using a quartz lamp array of approx.
15 m_ and LN2-cooled shutter and the thermal test results are
presented. The irradiation uniformity, the solar panel temper-
ature distribution, temperature changing rates for both test
methods are compared. The results indicate the infrared simul-
ation is an effective solar panel thermal testing method.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal vacuum tests are required for qualification and ac-
ceptance of spacecraft subsystems. The purpose of qualification
tests is to prove the subsystem design by checking its perform-
ance capability under thermal vacuum conditivns more severe
than predicted for orbit. The aim of the more severe temper-
ature stress is to demonstrate design safety margin and to ac-
celerate failure in marginal design. The objective of the ac-
ceptance tests is to demonstrate the performance of the sub-
systems of proven design in the temperature range expected in
flight and to verify the workmanship according to flight stan-
dard quality. The cycling between temperature extremes is to
induce temperature gradients in the subsystem thereby permit-
tlng observation of operation at other than stabilized condit-
ions.

Thermal vacuum facilities are currently available with
four distinct types of energy control: temperature controlled
shrouds, solar simulators, infrared radiators, surface blanket
heaters.

*Industrieanlagen-Betr_ebsgesellschaft mbH (IABG), Space Divis-
ion, D 8012 0ttobrunn, West Germany.
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SOLAR PANEL THERMAL CYCLING TESTING 
BY SOLAR SIMULATION AND INFRARED RADIATION METHODS 

Hubert E. Nuss* 

ABSTRACT 

For the solar panels of the European Space Agency (ESA) sa
tellites OTS/MAROTS and ECS/MARECS the thermal cycling tests 
were performed by using solar simulation methods. The perform
ance data of two different solar simulators used for these tests 
and the thermal test results are described. The solar simul
ation thermal cycling tests for the ECS/MARECS solar panels were 
car~ied out with the aid of a rotatable multipanel test rig by 
which simultaneous testing of three solar panels was possible. 
As an alternative thermal test method the capability of an in
frared radiation method wa& studied and infrared simulation 
tests for the ultralight panel (ULP) and the INTELSAT V solar 
panels were performed. The setup and the characteristics of 
the ~nfrared radiation unit using a quartz lnmp array of approx. 
15 m and LN2-cooled shutter and the thermal test results are 
presented. The irradiation uniformity, the solar panel temper
ature distribution, temperature changing rates for both test 
methods are compared. The results indicate the infrared simul
ation is an effective solar panel thermal testing method. 

INTRODUCTION 

Thermal vacuum tests are required for qualificatlon and ac
ceptance of spacecraft SUbsystems. The purpose of qualification 
tests is to prove the subsystem design by checking its perform
ance capability under thermal vacuum conditi~~s more severe 
than predicted for orbit. The aim of the more severe temper
ature stress is to demonstrate design safety margin and to ac
celerate failure in marginal design. The objective of the ac
ceptance tests is to demonstrate the performance of the sub
systems of proven design in the temperature range expected in 
flight and to verify the workmanship according to flignt stan
darJ quality. The cycling between temperature extremes is to 
induce temperature gradients in the subsystem thereby permit
ting observation of operation at other than stabilized condit
ions. 

Thermal vacuum facilities are currently available with 
four distinct types of energy control: temperature controlled 
shrouds, solar Simulators, infrared radiators, surface blanket 
heaters. 

*Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH (IABG), Space Divis
ion, 0 8012 Ottobrunn, West Germany. 
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The development of infrared simulators with tungsten fila-
ment quartz lamps (refs. 1 to 4) and other methods for infrared
simulation (carbon cloth heat post, fluld controlled panels,
thermal canister, electrical heaters) were described in several
papers (refs. 5 to 8). The application of the different methods
for thermal balance testing was investigated in these studies
and the performance data, testing philosophy, and cost effect-
iveness were compared (refs. 9 to 14).

For satellite programmes thermal vacuum tests have to be
performed for a number of units according to the same specific-
ation. It is especially true for acceptance testin_ of the
different solar panels of communication satelllte's solar array.
The cost effectiveness of solar panel thermal testing can be im-
proved by testing simultaneously more than one panel. In this
paper the development of an infrared radiation unit for slmul-
taneous testing of three solar panels is described. The per-
formance data and operational conditions of the infrared radiat-
or setup were studied.

Thermal cycling test results and cost effectiveness for
infrared simulation, for solar simulation for one solar panel,
and for multl-panel solar simulation are compared in the follow-
ing.

1. TEST REQUIREMENTS AND FACILITIES

Thermal vacuum testing of solar panels can be performed
by irradiating the panel front side by a solar simulation or an
infrared simulation setup. By radiation to LN2-cooled shrouds
the temperature gradients through the panel and the temperature
changing rates during the transient phases are similar to the
expected orbit _ondltlons.

The main test requirements for solar panel thermal cycling
tests for different programmes are summarized in Table I. In
general the primary requirement for solar panel thermal testing
by solar simulation methods is the specification of the solar
irradlance to be simulated during test. For the ECS/MARECS
solar panel tests this Irradlance was defined equivalent to a
definite value of the open voltage readout during the sunphases
of the thermal cycling test. For the infrared radiation methods
the equilibrium temperatures were specified and therefore the
power of the infrared radiators had to be adjusted to values to
achieve the temperatures required.

i.i Solar Simulation Facility (Fig. 1 and 2)
The solar panel thermal cycling tests for the OTS/MA/%OTS

programme were performed in the 3m-space simulation facility of
IABG (ref. 16). The facillty Is equipped with an LN2-cooled
shroud of 3 m diameter and 7 m length. The solar simulator is
an off-axls system. The radiation is performed by four 25 kW
and five 6.5 kW Xenon Arc lamps. The light is collected in
elliptical mirrors, folded by a plane mirror system to a collim-
ation mirror dhlch directs the radiation into the reference
plane. By means of a light integrator the radiation of the dif-
ferent light sources is superimposed, hence Improving the unl-
formity in the reference plane.
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The development of infrared simulators with t~gsten fila
ment quartz lamps (refs. 1 to 4) and other methods for infrared 
simulation (carbon cloth heat post, fluid controlled panels, 
thermal canister, electrical heaters) were described in several 
papers (refs. 5 to 8). The application of the different methods 
for thermal balance testing was investigated in these studies 
and the performance data, testing philosophy, and cost effect
iveness were compared (refs. 9 to 14). 

For satellite programmes thermal vacuum tests have to be 
performed for a number of units according to the same specific
ation. It is especially true for acceptance testin~ of the 
different solar panels of communication satellite's solar array. 
The cost effectiveness of solar panel thermal testing can be im
proved by testing simultaneously more than one panel. In this 
paper the development of an infrared radiation unit for simul
taneous testinp, of three solar panels is described. The per
formance data and operational conditions of the infrared radiat
or setup were studied. 

Thermal cycling test results and cost effectiveness for 
infrared simulation, for solar simulation for one solar panel, 
and for multi-panel solar simulation are compared. in the follow
ing. 

1. TEST REQUIREMENTS AND FACILITIES 

Thermal vacuum testing of solar panels can be performed 
by irradiating the panel front side by a solar simulation or an 
infrared simulation setup. By radiation to LN2-cooled shrouds 
the temperature gradients through t~e phnel and the temperature 
changing rates during the transient phases are similar to the 
expected orbit ~onditions. 

The main test requirements for solar panel thermal cycling 
tests for different programmes are summari~ed in Table I. In 
general the primary requirement for solar panel thermal ~esting 
by solar simulation methods is the specification of the solar 
irradiance to be simulated during test. For the ECS/MARECS 
solar panel tests this irradiance was defined equivalent to a 
definite value of the open voltage readout during the sunphases 
of the thermal cycling test. For the infrared radiation methods 
the equilibrium temperatures were specified and therefore the 
power of the infrared radiators had to be adjusted to values to 
achieve the temperatures required. 

1.1 Solar Simulation Facility (Fig. 1 and 2) 
The solar panel thermal cycling tests for the OTS/MAROTS 

programme were performed in the 3m-space simulation facility of 
IABG (ref. 16). The facility l.s equipped with an LN2-cooled 
shroud of 3 m diameter and 7 m :ength. The solar simulRtor is 
an off-axis system. The radiation is performed by four 25 kW 
and five 6.5 kW Xenon Arc lamps. The light is collected in 
elliptical mirr~rs, folded by a plane mirror system to a collim
ation mirror "-'hieh directs the radiation into the referenc~ 
plane. By means of a light integrator the radiation of the dif
ferent l.1.ght sources is superimposed, hence imprcwlng the wli
formity in the reference plane. 
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_e collimation mirror consists of about I000 adjustable
mosaic elements anu was adjusted to irradiate a reference plane
of 1.9 m diameter, which was sufficient for the dimensions of
the solar panels with 1.31 m width and 1.45 m height. The uni-
formity measurements showed a maximum deviation from the mean
value of radiation intensity in the reference plane of _ 8 %.
For simulation of the cold phases an LN2-cooled shutter-between
collimation mirror and test article shielded the simulated solar
radiation.

The relatively low overall efficiency of the solar simulat-
or was due to the fact that the solar simulator was in a modif-
ication phase which was not completed when the tests had to be
performed.

The ECS/MARECS solar panel thermal cycling tests were car-
ried out in the 3m-space simulation facility with the complete
modified solar simulator implemented (Fig. 2). Compared to the
original design the folding mirror system for the modified sol-
ar simulator could be deleted. The solar simulator was equip-
ed with an integrator adjusted to the efficient operation of
five 25 kW Xenon Arc lamps. The mosaic mirror was exchanged
by a segment mirror consisting of 37 elements. Due to the optic-
al system modification a solar beam diameter of 2.4 m in the
reference plane and an overall efficiency of the solar simul-
ator of approximately I0 % could be achieved. For the ECS/
MARECS solar p_nel thermal cycling tests the facility was equip-
ed with a rotatable multipanel test rig of triangular shape
(ref. 2?.). By this additional device the cost effective simult-
aneouz testing of 3 solar panels was possible: one panel being
irradiatad by the solar simulator while for the other two a
coldphase was simulated.

1.2 Infrared Radiation Facility
(Fig. 3, 4, 5)

The thermal vacuum tests for the INTELSAT V solar panels
(dimensions 1.65 m width, 1.91 m height) were carried out in the
thermal vacuum facility 3.5 m-TVA of IABG (ref. 18). The facil-
ity is equipped with a GN2-cooled shroud of 3.5 m diameter and
6.3 m height. For the infrared simulation thermal cycling tests
the facility was furnished with an infrared radiation unit with
uartz-llne lamps and a liquid nitrogen-cooled, movable shutter
Fig. 3 and 4). The lamp array can be shielded during the cold-

phase by moving the LN2-cooled shutter in front of the lamp ra-
diators. The infrared radiation unit consists of three lam_
array modules with a total number of 300 quartz-line lamps (nom-
inal power 500 W each). Fig. 3 shows a schematic sketch of two
modules of the lamp array used for irradiating two solar panels.
For the third solar panel a third lamp array module on the rear
side of the two exhibited ones was used. In between the first
two and the third lamp array module an LN2-cooled shroud is
located to minimize the radiation of not LN2-cooled surfaces
to the panels during coldphase. By 150 electrical control units
and power supplies the 150 lamp pairs can be controlled sep-
arately.
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~fue collimation mirror consists of about 1000 adjustable 
mosaic elements an~ was adjusted to irradiate a reference plane 
of 1.9 m diameter, which was sufficient for the dim~nsions of 
the solar panels with 1.31 m width and 1.45 m height. The uni
formity measurements showed a maximum deviation from the mean 
value of radiation intensity in the reference plane of .~ 8 %. 
For simulation of the cold phases an LN2-coQled shutter-between 
collimation mirror and test article shielded the s~mulatej solar 
radiation. 

The relatively low overall efficiency of the solar simulat
or was due to the fact that the solar simulator was in a mOdif
ication phase which was not completed when the tests had to be 
performed. 

The ECS/MARECS solar panel thermal cycling tests were car
ried out in the 3m-space simulation facility with the ~omplete 
modified solar simulator implemented (Fig. 2). Compared to the 
original design the folding mirror system for the modified sol
ar simulator could be deleted. The solar simulator was equip
ed with an integrator adjusted to the efficient operation of 
five 25 kW Xenon Arc lamps. The mosaic mirror was exchanged 
by a segment mirror consisting of 37 elements. Due to the oPtic
al system modification a solar beam diameter of 2.4 m in the 
reference plane and an overall efficiency of the solar simul
ator of approximately 10 ~ could be achieved. For the ECS/ 
MARECS solar p~nel thermal cycling tests the facility was equip
ed with a rotatable multipanel test rig of triangular shape 
(ref. 2l). By this additional device the cost effective simult
aneoue testing of 3 solar panels was possible: one panel being 
irradiated by the solar simulator while for the other two a 
coldpha~e was simulated. 

1.2 Infrared Radiation Facility 
(Fig. 3, 4, 5) 

The thermal vacuum tests for th~ INTELSAT V solar panels 
(dimensions 1.65 m width, 1.91 m height) were carried out in t~e 
thermal vacuum facility 3.5 m-TVA of IABG (ref. 18). The facil
ity is equipped with a GN2-cooled shroud of 3.5 m diameter and 
6.3 m height. For the infrared simulation thermal cycling tests 
the facility was furnished with an infrared radiation un~t with 
~uartz-line lamps and a liquid nitrogen-cooled, movable shutter 
(Fig. 3 and 4). The lamp array can be shielded during the cold
phase by moving the LN2-cooled shutter in front ot the lamp ra
diators. The infrared radiation unit consists of three lam~ 
array modules with a total number of 300 quartz-line lamps (nom
inal power 500 W each). Fig. 3 shows a schematic sketch of two 
modules of the lamp array used for irradiating two solar panels. 
For the third solar panel a third lamp array module on the rear 
side of the two exhibited ones was used. In between the first 
two and the third lamp array module an LN2-cooled shroud 1s 
located to minimize the radiation ot not LN2-cooled 8urtaces 
to the panels during coldphase. By 150 electrical control units 
and power supplies the 1,0 lamp pairs can be controlled sep
arately. 
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For the thermal vacuum cycling tests of the ultrallght
panel (ULP, dimensions 1.1 m width and 3.22 m height) (ref. 19)
two lamp array modules as shown in Fig. 3 were used.

The primary requirements for an infrared radiator setup to
be applied for thermal cycling tests are optimum uniformity of
irradience in the test plane and minimum blockage of cold shroud
during the coldphases. The blockage of the shroud was reduced
by the LN2-cooled shutter as shown in Fig. 4. By measuring the
irradiance distribution before the test and adjusting tho dif-
ferent control units the irradiance uniformity was optimized.

To monitor the irradiance distribution ofg_he infrared
lamp array modules a solarcell sensor of 16 cm_ surface area
was moved vertically and horizontally in the testplane. A typ-
ical readout of the sensor measured by scanning along a distan-
ce of approximately 5000 mm is shown in Fig. 5. The result of
the evaluation of a total number of 765 measured extreme values

for the three infrared lamp array modules is given _n Table II.
This Table indicates that for the testplane of 15 m an irradi-
ance uniformity of & + i0 % could be achieved with approx. 75 %
of the measuring points within the range of _ + 5 %.

2. TEST RESULTS

The temperature Tp of a solar panel in a space simulation
facility is described _y the following equation:

mc =_FI - _ e_F (T - Tsh) (I)

mc : Thermal capacity of lest article

: Temperature change of test articlewith time

I, F : Irradiance and surface area, respectively

: Stefan-Boltzmann-Constant

e, Tsh : Viewfactor to shroud and shroud temperature,resp.

6, _ : Emissivity and absorptivity, respectively

The solar panel thermal equilibrium temperature TE can be
derived from equation i:

TE = + T4 (2)sh

From equation 2 the relative temperature change ATE/T E
due to a relative intensity variation aI/I can be
calculated (ref. 20):

ATE 1 AI
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For the thermal vacuum cycling tests of the ultralight 
panel (ULP, dimensions 1.1 m width and 3.22 m height) (ref. 19) 
two lamp array modules as shown in Fig. 3 were used. 

The primary requirements for an infrared r~diator setup to 
be applied for thermal cycling tests are optimum uniformity of 
irradience in the test plane and minimum blockage of cold shroud 
during the coldphases. The blockage of the shroud was reduced 
by the LN2-cooled shutter as shown in Fig. 4. By measuring the 
irradiance distribution before the test and adjusting thn dif
ferent control units the irradiance uniformity was optimized. 

To monitor the irradiance distribution of the infrared 
lamp array modules a solarcell sensor of 16 cm2 8urface area 
was moved vertically and horizontally in the testplane. A typ
ical readout of the sensor measured by scanning along a distan
ce of approximately 5000 mm is shown in Fig. 5. The result of 
the evaluation of a total number of 765 measured extreme values 
for the three infrared lamp array modules is given ~n Table II. 
This Table indicates that for the testplane of 15 m an irradi
ance uniformity of & + 10 % could be achieved with approx. 75 % 
of the measuring pOints within the range of ~ ± 5 %. 

2. TEST RESULTS 

The temperature Tp of a solar panel in a space simulation 
facility is described bY the following equation: 

~ 4 4 mc <rt = o:.FI - (f e (F (Tp - Tsh) 

mc 

~ 
I, 
(5 

F 

Thermal capacity ofiest article 

Temperature change of test article 
with time 
Irradlance and surface area, respectively 
Stefan-Boltzmann-Constant 

(1) 

Viewfactor to shroud and shroud temperature,resp. e, Tsh . . 
c, ~ Emissivity and absorptivity, respectively 

The solar panel thermal equili'brium temperature Tl4' can be 
derived from equation 1: · 

TE a V 2I fE. + T4
sh' (2) 

From equation 2 the relative temperature change ~TE/TE 
due to a relative intensity vari8tion~I/I can be 
calculated (ref. 20): 

ATE ... 1 AI 
'IE"'!;"l 
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Taking into account the irradiation uniformity and the
neat conductivity in the panel surface (characterized by the

expression AFt2) the following expression for the temperature
change ATE1 i_ found from equation l:

TEl = - _,,, , AI (4)
8 G £ TEl3 + AFI2

For the transition from warmphase to coldphase from equat-
ion 1 the ratio f of the slopes of the temperature - time -
plotts for solar simulation and infrared simulation can be de-
rived:

dT/atlsol ,"_%hI4
= 4 P .... (5)f

_Tp/dtllR'- Tp - Tsh24 - 21Fle I 4
T1

For the infrared radiation method surface parts of the
lamp array which are not completely covered by the LN2-cooled
shutter are taken into account by including an irradiance of an

emissivity E1 , of a viewing factor el, of an area F 1 and of s
temperature T1 .

2.1 Solar Panel equilibrium Temperature Distribution
In Fig. 6 a typical transient phase for solar simulation

thermal cycling is exhibited. The tempel _tures o_ the solar
panel frontside were measured in the range 61 + 4 CA According
to equation 2 an equilibrium temperature of T_-= 60vC can be
calculated. By using equation 3 and a value _f + 8 % for th_
irradlance uniformity a maximum temperature variitlon of + 7vC
is estimated. The measured temperature uniformity of + 4OC can
be interpreted by the effect of heat conductance in the panel
surface as described by equation 4.

A typical transient phase for infrared simulation cycling
tests with three solar panels is plotted in Fig. 7. The temper-
atures_on the three solar panels were measured in the range

85 + 5°C. The lamp array modules with 300 radiators were _per-
atea with a total power of 39 kW on a surface area of 15 m .
Using the given reflectivity of the lamp reflector and the view-

ing factor determined2bY geometry of the test setup an Irradi-
ance of I - 1.83 kW/m is calculated. From equation 2 an equll-
ibrlum temperature of T_ - 83oc is determined in good agreement
with the experimental r_sults.

The panel temperature distribution at the end of the cold
phases is measured in the range -158 + 5°C for solar simulation
cycling tests with one and with three'panels and for infrared
simulation tests with one and with three panels.
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Taking into account the irradiation uniformity and the 
lleat conductivity in the panel surface (characterized by the 
expression AF12) the following expression for the temperature 
change A TEl is found from equation 1: 

oc 
--------- 1:1. I (4) 

For the transition from warmphase to coldphase from equat
ion 1 the ratio f of the slopes of the temperature - time -
plotts for solar simulation and infrared simulation can be de
rived: 

( 5) 

T, 4 
.J. 

For the infrared radiation method surface parts of the 
lamp array which are not completely covered by the LN2-cooled 
shutter are taken into account by including an irradiance of an 
emissivity £1' of a viewing factor el , of an area Fl and of a 
temperature Tl • 

2.1 Solar Panel equilibrium Temperature Distribution 
In Fig. 6 a typical transient phase for solar simulation 

thermal cycling is exhibited. The temper ltures 08 the solar 
panel frontside were measured in the range 61 + 4 Co According 
to equation 2 an equilibrium temperature of TE-. 60 C can be 
calculated. By using equation 3 and a value of + 8 ~ for thS 
irradiance uniformity a maximum temperature variation of + 7 C 
is estimated. The measured temperature uniformity of + 40 C can 
be interpreted by the effect of heat conductance in the panel 
surface as described by equation 4. 

A typical transient phase for infrared simulation cycling 
tests with three solar panels is plotted in Fig. 7. The temper
aturesoon the three solar panels were measured in the range 
85 + 5 C. The lamp array modules with 300 radiators were !per
atea with a total power of 39 kW on a surface area of 15 m • 
Using the given reflectivity of the lamp reflector and the view
ing factor determined2by geometry of the test setup an irradi
ance of I • 1.83 kV/m is calculated. From equation 2 an equil
ibrium temperature of TE • 830 C is determined in good agreement 
with the experimental results. 

The panel temperature distribution at the end of the cold 
phases is measured in the range -158 + 50 C for solar simulation 
cycling tests with one and wj,th three-panels and for infrared 
simulation tests with one and with three panels. 
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2.2 Temperature Changing Rates
During transition from warmphase to coldphase the temper-

ature changing rates AT./At for solar simulation and for in-
frared simulation were Vmeasured as indicated in Table III.
There is no essential difference in the temperature chm.glng
rates of solar simulation and infrared simulation in the temper-
ature range T _ 50°C to T - -50°C. For a panel temperature
of T_ - -150oPc the tempe_ture changing rate for infrared slm-
ulaulon is by a factor of 2 lower than the rate for solar sim-
ulation. In this temperature range the influence of structure
parts of the lamp array modules which are not completely cover-
ed by the shutter has to be considered.

2.5 Cost effectiveness
Th_ primary test cost saving effect can be achieved by

simultaneous testing of three instead of one solar panel. Using
a solar simulation facility and a multipanel test rig for three
solar panels the operational test costs per panel amount to ap-
proximately 40 % of the costs for single pane], testing. With a
setup of infrared lamp array modules for three panels the oper-
ational test costs per panel are about 38 % of the operational
costs for single panel solar simulation testing.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The comparison of multipanel thermal testing data for sol-
ar simulation and infrared simulation with single panel test-
ing data indicate that the essential thermal cycling test re-
quirements can be fulfilled for the two multlpanel testing me-
thods.

During an operational tame of approximately !000 hours for
the infrared lamp array modules including an LN2-cooled shutter
no essential operationa] problems occurred and, therefore, the
reliability of the system is promising.

In cases where no spectral match and no low collimation
angle of the radiation are required infrared simulation thermal
cycling of solar panels is advantageous because of cost effect-
iveness of multiple panel testing, high efficiency of infrared
radiation setups and high llfe time of radiators.
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During transit len from warmphase to coldphase the temper

ature changing rates AT fAt for solar simulation and for in
frared simulation were Pmeasured as indicated in Table III. 
There is no essential difference in the temperature chm.ging 
rates of solar simulation and infrared simulation in the temper
ature range T ~ SOoC to T • -SOoC. For a panel temperature 
of T~ • -150oPC the temperiture changing rate for infrared sim
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parts of the lamp array modules which are not completely cover
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2.3 Cost effectiveness 
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simultaneous testing of three instead of one solar panel. Using 
a solar simulation facility and a multipanel test rig for three 
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ar simulation and infrared simulation with single panel test
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During an operational t~me of approximately J.JOO hours for 
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Table I: Teat Requ1rements for Solar Panel Thermal Cycling Tests 
(ref. 15, 17, 19, 22) , Protr ... TlSt P --L T T n t t n Addihonill - w c c ~ --£.- D Method .bar SC ~ ~ .in dn RequirtHnts 

OiS/MiOrs Equilibriu. 

Quali fica tioa Sobr 1'1(1-5 1 ! 0.03 50 93 117 1 criterion: 
A lAt~ l:/hour 

Acc.,bnct 
SillULation 1'10-5 1 ! 0.0) 10 93 117 , .. 

ECS/rwt£CS Adjust sOlar irradiance 

Qualification Solar 1.10-4 1.26 ! 0.04 appr.-17 ... 50 30 150 1 to a value I equivalent 
to an open voltage of 

I.J Acuphnce SillUlition 1.10-4 1.00 ! 0.04 appr.-170 10 30! 3 90! 3 3 c4.1 ! O.~ V N 
VI 

UlP Iolfrar.d 
Transition coldphase 

Do11 fi CI ti on SiioUhtion 1'10-5 ~O ! 10 -170 ! 10 20 80 250 
, to wanp:'ASI: 
.I. 

AT/At~ 10 Ct.in 

IIJ£L.SAI ~ £'qui:ibrilJ. 

QuditiCi bon Infrared 1'10-5 90 ! 5 -170 ! 5 35 100 li:l8 1 criterion for .11a 

value of I·thrence 
Acceptance 

Siallhtioft 1'10.5 85 ! 5 ·170 ! 5 7 100 188 3 th.NIOcoup!es 

p Chl8b.r pressure 

I Irradi.nc. of solar silu1.tor in t.stplan. 

J • T II C 
[quilibriu. t.lp.riture of pin,ls during waraphlse Ind col~phlse. respettivl1y 

t • t : 
III C 

Duration of III~hlSl Ind coicipnue. r,$O . 'Ylly 

II NYiO.r of cyc!., 
c 

/I lueber of pinel, p.r test 
p 
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Table II: 

NUlber of extrele values n which show 
deviations frol the Iban v:lue of 

Ii: local irradiance, 

I": lean value of irradianc9 

n 
II 

568 
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53 

+ 0 % to + 5 % 
+ >- 5 % to ! 7 J 

~! 7 J to ~ 10 J 
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Table III: Teaperature changint rates 

f: rati •• aalured • 
f: ratio calculated 

t (equation 5) 
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Fig.7: Typical Transient Phase of Infrared Si.ulatirn Cycling 
of Three Solarpanels. 
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THERMAL PROTECTION OF

REENTRY VEHICLES BY ACTIVELY COOLED NOSETIPS

R. E. Walker*

J. W. Hidahl**

ABSTRACT

This paper presents recent analytical modeling efforts and clear-air

ground test results of a transpiration-cooled nosetip (TCNT) design. The
discrete water injection platelet TCNT described was conceived and created

by the Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company to achieve the performance requirements
for severe reentry vehicle trajectories. Nosetip ground test data are pre-

sented from the Air Force Systems Command's Arnold Engineering Development

Center (AEDC) hyperballistic Track G test facility in varying clear-air
environments. Thermal performance computer modeling techniques, combining

both local heat blockage and boundary layer recovery enthalpy reduction
are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

During the last several years test programs and analyses have been con-

ducted to define the mechanisms and limits involved in using a liquid

coolant (water) to provide thermal protection for reentry vehicle nose cones.

Impetus for the work was the need to increase the reliability of the reentry
vehicle under conditions of high aeroheating and adverse weather encounter.

TI the last two years much progress has been made in understanding the

mecha,isms and defining operating limits involved in cooling nosetips. The

purpose of this paper is to document the current status of the work.

Although advancements have been made in both the aeroheating and weather

survivability areas, this paper deals with the aeroheating thermal protection

aspects of the work.

Although primarily related to reentry nose cones the aeroheating thermal

protection of reentry vehicles has application to many problems of current

interest, both for military and civilian use, such as:

i. Leading edge coolant for shuttle type reentries to increase reli-

ability and perhaps reduce weight.

2. Leading edge cooling of evader type powered aircraft.

3. Use in wake seeding and/or electronic attenuation/clarification

application.

* Senior Engineering Specialist, Aeroiet Liquid Rocket Company

**Senlor Engineer, Aerojet Services Company
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents recent analytical modeling efforts and clear-air 
ground test results of a transpiration-cooled nosetip (TCNT) design. The 
discrete water injection platelet TCNT described was conceived and created 
by the Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company to achieve the performance requirements 
for severe reentry vehicle trajectories. Nosetip ground test data are pre
sented from the Air Force Systems Command's Arnold Engineering Development 
Center (AEDC) hyperballistic 7rack G test facility in varying clear-air 
environments. Thermal performance computer modeling techniques, combining 
both local heat blockage and boundary layer recovery enthalpy reduction 
are outlined. 

I NT"KODUCT ION 

During the last several years test programs and analyses have been con
ducted to define the mechanisms and limits involved in using a liquid 
coolant (water) to provide thermal protection for reentry vehicle nose cones. 
Impetus for the work was the need to inc~ease the reliability of the reentry 
vehicle under conditions of high aeroheating and adverse weather encounter. 
T, the last t~o years much progress has been made in understanding the 
m~challisms and defining operating limits involved in cooling nosetips. The 
purpose of this paper is to document the current status of the work. 
Although advancements have been made in both the aeroheating and weather 
survivability areas, this paper deals with the aeroheating thermal protection 
aspects of the work. 

Although primarily related to reentry nose cones the aeroheating thermal 
protection of reentry vehicles has application to many problems of current 
interest, both for military and civilian use, such as: 

1. Leading edge coolant for shuttle type reentries to increase reli
ability and perhaps reduce weight. 

2. Leading edge cooling of evader type powered aircraft. 

3. Use in wake seeding and/or electronic attenuation/clarification 
application. 
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i
4. The use in high speed weapons intercept or attack systems.

Most of the recent pertlnent test data were from tests conducted in the

hypervelocity range at Air Force Systems Command's Arnold Engineering

Development Center (AEDC). From July 1978 through July 1979 twenty five

tests were conducted _n the i000 foot long test cell "G" with launch velo-

cities in the range of 16,000 to 18,000 feet per second and at cell pressures

of lO0 to 500 mm Hg, equivalent to altitudes of 47,000 to ll,O00 feet. Of

these 25 tests, i0 were in clear air and 15 were through varying ice field

densities. For the clear air tests considered, the nosetip coolant flow

rates and distributions over the nosetip surface were the primary variables.

Data acquisition consisted of inflight coolant flow rate and surface tempera
ture measurements and inflight laser photographs of the nosetip surface. In

addition, post test inspections of the test piece were used to define overall

nosetip surface conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

: hl/(G CpT)
hl/(K T)
_fffus_on coefficle_t

Drag Coefficient
Slot equivalent

BIowlnq ratlo, (_V_L/C,V)e
_._SS(low Pate

= I_quid s_de fllm coefficient1
Conductivity

" Math Number

,u Heat transfer Nussult Number
M_ss TransFer _uSsult Number

Pres;ure
Net heat flux to surface 3f fin'Et
Total heat to drop]et

" Mean droD]et radlus

". nroplet ReYnolds Nut,her, / : r _V_-Vc) ":.o
L,m}Id _._u..ber,,. in co'laSt s_ot, . 7

I. -A/Z * _Az./4 + _ c c o
_ch,'_dtNumber _¢

_. 5tanton Number
Temperature
T+i_e

= Velocity

, Vapo, tzatlon r_t_

Weber Number, Ve_ ,e/,p

Oenslty
_r'f_re Tefl_lorl

V_co_Ity

Coolant proger°v

Droplet proper'_
[dqP prooerty
qurt_ce rrorer*

(,a_property

_apor aroper t_
WI_hout blow_n,I
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4. The use in high speed weapons intercept or attack systems. 

Most of the recent pertinent test data were from tests conducted in the 
hypervelocity range at Air Force Systems Command's Arnold Engineering 
Development Center (AEDC). From July 1978 through July 1979 twenty five 
tests were conducted in the 1000 foot long test cell "G" with launch velo
cities in the range of 16,000 to 18,000 feet per second and at cell pressures 
of 100 to 500 mm Hg, equivalent to altitudes of 47,000 ~o 11.000 feet. Of 
these 25 tests. 10 were in clear air and 15 were through varying ice field 
densities. For the clear air tests considered, the nosetip coolant flow 
rates and distributions over the nose tip surface were the primary variahles. 
Data acquisition consisted of inflight coolant flow rate and surface tempera
ture measurements and inflight laser photographs of the nosetip surface. In 
addition. post test inspections of the test piece were used to define overall 
nosetip surface conditions. 
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NOSETIP CONFIGURATION

The ten clear air tests in the AEDC Track G hype_stnic facility were

conducted during performance of the Advanced Ballistic Reentry Program (ABRV)

(Reference (i)) using nosetips of one basic design; although internal coolant

flow metering differences were designed into the nosetips.

All the nosetips tested were hemispherical (RN = 0.65 inches), with base

half angles of approximately 17 ° (overall length = 0.5 inches) The nosetips

were fabricated fror0 thin sheets (.0007 to .002 inch) of 347 stainless steel

which were diffusion bonded to form a monolithic structure with the mechani-

cal properties of the parent material. The flow passages needed for flow

metering and surface distribution were chemically etched in the individual

sheets or platelets prior to diffusion bonding. Coolant flow distribution

over the nosetip surface was characterized by collecting and measuring the

flow rate from 15 independent hydraulic sections which were aligned axially

down the nosetip. The surface of the nosetips was cooled by approximately

4400 individual coolant exit slots which occupied approximately one half of

the nosetip surface area. Flow metering within the nosetip was tailored to

provide different coolant distributions for specific thermal protection

applications.

A photograph of the nosetlp external configuration is shown on Figure i.

Typical flow metering paths within the nosetip are shown on Figure 2. It is

this in-depth flow metering which allowed the surface coolant distribution to

be tailored to provide test data over a range of local coolant mass fluxes.

Coolant distributions for three of the tested nosetips are shown on Figure 3.

TRACK OPERATING CONDITIONS AND INSTRUV_NTATION

The independent track operating parameters were the nosetip launch

velocity, pressure and temperature within the i000 foot long cell. Detailed

descriptions of the Track G facility are contained in Reference (2). For

the series of clear air nosetip tests under consideration the launch velo--

cities were 17 to 17.5 KFPS while cell pressure produced altitudes equiva-

lent to 11,000 to 20,000 feet. These conditions provided excellent simulation

of actual reentry environments. The resulting heat flux distributions over

the nosetip for the range of test conditions are sho_n on Figure 4. Cell

temperature was near ambient, 539°R, for all tests and the resulting

enthalpy ranged from 6500 Btu/Ibm at range entrance to 3800 Btu/ibm at range

exit. The velocity degradation with flight distance accounts for most of
this variation.

A major factor in the _uccess of the test series was the data acquisition

available at the facility. The data consisted of coolant flow rate measure-

ments, nosetip surface temperature plots, and laser photographs. Coolant

total flow rates were calculated from x-ray photographs of the displacement

of the piston in the coolant cylinder. A drawing of the nosetip and model

holder containing the coolant system is shown on Figure 5. When coupled with

the nosetip hydraulic data and design computer code the total coolant flow

rate could be used to accurately determine the coolant mass flux distribution
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NOSETIP CONFIGURATION 

The ten clear air tests in the AEDC Track G hyper<;l'nic faciLity were 
conducted during performance of th~ Advanced Ballistic Reentry Program (ABRV) 
(Reference (1» using nosetips of one basic design; although internal coolant 
flow metering differences were ueHiglleu into the nosetips. 

All the nosetips tested were hemispherical (RN = 0.65 inches), with base 
half angles of approximately 17° (overall length = 0.5 inches) The nosetips 
were fabricated from thin sheets (.0007 to .002 inch) of 347 stainless steel 
which were diffusion bonded to form a monolithic structure with the mechani
cal properties of the parent material. The flow passages needed for flow 
metering and surface distribution were chemically etched in the individual 
sheets or platelets prior to diffusion bonding. Coolant flow distribution 
over the nosetip surface was characterized by collecting and measuring the 
flow rate from 15 independent hydraulic sections which were aligned axially 
down the nosetip. The surface of the nosetips was cooled by approximately 
4400 individual coolant exit slots which occupied approximately one half of 
the nosetip surface area. Flow metering within toe nose tip was tailored to 
provide different coolant distributions for specific thermal prctection 
applications. 

A photograph of the nosetip external configuration is shown on Figure 1. 
Typical flow metering paths within the nosetip are shown on Figure 2. It is 
this in-depth flow metering which allowed the surface coolant distribution to 
be tailored to provide test data over a range of local coolant mass fluxes. 
Coolant distributions for thrpe of the tested nose tips are shown on Figure 3. 

TRACK OPERATINC CONDITIONS AND lNSTRUHENTATION 

The independent track operating parameters w~re the nosetip launch 
velocity, pressure and temperature within the 1000 foot long cell. Detailed 
descriptions of the Track G facility are contained in Reference (2). For 
the series of clear air nosetip tests unrler consideration the launch velo
cities were 17 to 17.5 KFPS whilf~ cell pressure produced altitudes equiva
lent to 11,OOn to 20,000 feet. These conditions provided excellent simulation 
of actual reentry environments. The reSUlting heat flux distributions over 
the nosetip for the range of test conditions are sho ... n on Figure 4. Cell 
temperature was near ambient, 539°R, for all tests and the resulting 
enthalpy ranged from 6500 Btu/Ibm at ranRe entrance to 3800 Btu/Ibm at range 
exit. The velocity degradation with flight distance accounts for most of 
this variation. 

A major factor in the ~~ccess of the test spries was the data acquisition 
available at the facility. The data consisted of coolant flow rate measure
ments, nosetip surface temperature plots, and loser photographs. Coolant 
total flow rates were calculated from x-ray photographs of the displacement 
of the piston in the coolant cYlinder. A draw1ng of the nosetip and model 
holder containing the coolant system is shown on Figure 5. When coupled with 
the nosetip hydraulic data and design computer code the total coolant flow 
rate could be llsed to dccurately determine thE! coolant mass flux distribution 
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within approximately 5%. A photograph of the nose_ip in flight near the mid-

range location is shown on Figure 6. The coolant water droplets anJ nosetip

surface pattern may be seen on the photograph.

l_ermal mapping of the nosetip surface was accomplished through the use

ot image converter cameras. Two systems were used, one with a temperature

range of 2250°R to 8100°R and the other with a range of 2850°R to 8100°R.

Measurement uncertainty for both syqtems is approximately + 200°R. The

maximum measurable tempernture for either system in these tests was defined

by the nosetip material melt temperature (3000°R). Tl.e main limitation to

the otherwise excellent data system was the rather high lower limit on

temperature sensitivity. The nosetip design temperature was 2260°R, only

10°R higher than the lower sensitivity limit of the best IC camera. Con-

sequently, a large amount of valuable thermal information was not available

for analysis. Improvements in the temperature sensitivity range appear

possible in the near future.

NOSETIP OPERATING CONDITIONS AND DATA TRENDS

The data contained in Table I summarize the nosetip and track operating
conditions for the i0 clear-air tests. Thermal data from these tests were

available at up to 4 stations on each test. However, at some stations,

temperatures were below the IC camera sensing levels, and on some tests,

shock cap or after-body flare masked the data. There was sufficient data

from the first test series, however, to allow the data to be used to design

the coolant distribution flow profile for the second test series. A plot of

these data along with the design mass flux profiles is shown on Figure 7.

Although the data available from the two test series was not complete

enough to provide a solid basis for a comprehensive empirical model, it did

provide an excellent base from which to correlate the engineering analytical

model. ThJs basic model formulation was supported by both the thermal data

trends and the appearance of the liquid coolant mantle surrounding the nose-

tip which was observed from the Inflight laser photographs. Before pro-

ceeding to the description of the analytical model some additional comments

relating to the empirically observed nosetip behavior will be discussed.

The most interesting of these observations, and perhaps the most unex-

pected, is the apparent "self healing" aspect of the thermal protection

phenomena associated with stagnation F _nt blunting and "dimpling". The

blunting is caused by melting and/or erosion as the nosetip stagnation

region approached the material melt temperature.

The concave depression or "dimple" has been a characteristic of all

nosetip testing performed in the facility. The dimpling is slight, I0 to

30 mils deep and 30 to 50 mils in diameter. However, it appears that this

dimpling constitutes a significant self-healing aspect of the nosettp.

Since the stagnation point has generally been undercooled, either by design

or through fabrlcat|en anomalies, it has tended to get hot. This results

in melting and/or increased erosion. The formation of the dimple is a

natural protective cccurrence which reduces local heating and establishes

an equilibrium between dellvered and required coolant flow rates. The data
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within approximately 5%. A photograph of the noserip in flight near the mid
range location is shown on Figure 6. The coolant wat~r droplets and nosetip 
surface pattern may be seen on the photograph. 

1bermal mapping of the nosetip surface was accomplished through the use 
ot image converter cameras. Two systems were used, one with a temperature 
range of 22S0 oR to 8l0DoR and the other with a range of 2850 0R to 8l00oR. 
Measurement uncertainty for both sy~tems is approximately + 200oR. The 
maximum measurable temper~ture for either system in these tests was defined 
by the nosetip material melt temperature (30000R). T:.e main lim1tation to 
the otherwise excellent data system was the rather high lower limit on 
temperature sensitivity. The nosetip design temperature was 2260 oR, only 
100R higher than the lower sensitivity limit of the best IC camera. Con
sequently, a large amount of valuable thermal information was not available 
for analysis. Improvements in the temperature sensitivity range apppar 
possible in the near future. 

NOSETIP OPERATING CONDITIONS AND DATA TRENDS 

The data contained in Table I summarize the nosetip and track operating 
conditions for the 10 clear-air tests. Thermal data from t:.~se tests were 
available at up to 4 stations on each test. However, at some stations, 
temperatures wet'e below the Ie camera sensing levels, and on some tests, 
shock cap or after-body flare masked the data. There was sufficient data 
from the first test series, however, to allow the data to be used to design 
the coolant distribution flow profile for the second test series. A plot of 
these data along with the design mass flux profiles 1s shown on Figure 7. 

Although the data available from the two test series was not complete 
enough to provide a solid basis for a comprehensive empirical model, it did 
provide an excellent base from which to correlate the engineering analytical 
model. This basic model formulation was supported by both the thermal data 
trends and the appearance of the liquid coolant mantle surrounding the nose
tip which was observed from the inflight laser photographs. Before pro
ceeding to the description of the analytical model some additional comments 
relating to the empirically observed nosetip behavior will be discussed. 

The most interesting of these observations, and perhaps the most unex
pected, is the .1pparent "self healing" aspect of the thermal protection 
phenomena associated with starnation r" .. nt blunting and "dimpling". The 
blunting is caused by melting and/or erosion as the nosetip stagnation 
region approached the material melt temperature. 

The concave depression or "dimple" has been a characteristic of all 
nosetip testing performed in the facility. The dimpling i3 slight, 10 to 
30 mils deep and 30 to 50 mils in diameter. However, it appears that this 
dimpling constitutes a significant self-healing aspect of the nosetlp. 
Since the stagnation point has generally been undercooled, either by design 
or through fabricatfcn anomalies, it has tended to get hot. This resul~s 
in melting and/or in,.:reased erasion. 'The fornation of the dimple is a 
natural protective cccurrence which reduces local heating and establishes 
an equil ibrium bet"'·~en delivered and required cool ant flow rates. The data 
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presented on Figure 8 show the influence of stagnation point mass flux on
observed surface temperature. These data show a substantial decrease in

coolant required for a given surface temperature as dimpli_ occurs.

A second observation of significance is the apparent insensitivity
of coolant requirements to nosetip roughness. An untested nosetlp has an

effective surface roughness estimated to be approximately 5 mils. After

repeated tests, particularly in a weather environment, the roughness
approaches 25 to 30 mils. No differences have been found in the coolant

flow/surface temperature relationship for the two cases. It should be noted

that the smooth wall boundary layer momentum thickness at the base of the

nosetip is typically on the order of 1.5-2.0 mils.

A third observation, which led to the formulation of the coolant

vaporization modeling improvements, was the presence of a mantle of liquid

droplets surrounding the nosetlp during flight. Coupled with this observa-
tion is the fact that the nosetip cooling models which existed at the time

the test program was initiated considered only the influences of local

coolant injection and could not adequately predict the observed thermal

behavior (low surface temperature) in the downstream portions of the nose-

tip. These observations from the first test series led to the development
of the present downstream cooling model which uses coolant droplet atomiza-

tion, drag and vaporization to predict distributed thermal energy exchange

in the nosetip boundary layer.

NOSETIP MODELING TECHNIQUE

_le objective of this work was to establish analytical procedures for

predicting the performance of the AeroJet discrete injection cooled nosetip.
_lese procedures considered not only the local blockage and internal heat

transfer phenomena but also the influences of coolant carryover from upstream

injection slots. In addition to the development of the analytical model, an
initial calibration of the model using existing test data was accomplished.

The current Ae_ojet nosetip concept utilizes film cooling as a major

means of protection against reentry heating. The coolant, which is injected

from discrete slots as a mixture of liquid and vapor, provides protection
through two L_echanlsms. Some local heat transfer blockage, caused by local

injection, occurs iust downstream of each slot. Also, as the heated injected

liquid is entrained in the boundary laver and flows along the surface of the

body, it absorbs energy directly from the hot gases and vaporizes, thereby

cooling the downstream region. This process also alters the boundary :ayer

development compared to that for a non-blowing surface.

Analysis procedures which have been developed in the past have only
included local effects. No upstream injection cooling has been considered.

This overly conservative approach has resulted in unrealistically high pre-

dicted coolant requirements. Also, the previous model did not allow
accurate predictions of the coolant requirements in the downstream region
of the nosetip and, thus, was of little value in designing a flight experi-
ment where accurate predictions of surface temperatures over the entire tip
are desirable.
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presented on Figure 8 show the influence of stagnation point mass flux on 
observed surface temperature. These data show a substantial decrease in 
coolant required for a given surface temperature as dimpli~~ occurs. 

A second observation of significance is the apparent insensitivity 
of roo]Rnt requirements to nosetip roughness. An untested no~~tlp has an 
effpctive surface roughness estimated to be approximately ; ~ils. After 
repeated tests, particularly in a weather environm~nt, the roughness 
approaches 25 to 30 mils. No differences have been found in the coolant 
flow/surface temperature relationship for the two cases. It should be noted 
that the smooth wall boundary layer momentum thickness at the base of the 
nosetip is typically on the order of 1.5-2.0 mils. 

A third onservation, which led to the formulation of the coolant 
vaporization modeling improvements, was the presence of a mantle of liquid 
droplets surrounding the nosetip during flight. Coupled with this observa
tion is the fact that the nosetip cooling models which existed at the time 
the test program was initiated considered only the influences of local 
coolant injection and could not adequately predict the observed thermal 
behavior (low surface temperlture) in the downstream portions of the nose
tip. These observations from the first test series led to the development 
of the present downstream cooling model which uses coolant droplet atomiza
tion, drag and vaporization to predict distributed thermal energy exchange 
in the nosetip boundary layer. 

NOSETIP MODELING TECHNIQUE 

TIle objective of this work was to establish analytical procedures for 
predicting the performance of the Aerojet discrete injection cooled nosetip. 
TIlese procedures considered not only the local hlockage and internal heat 
transfer phenomena but also the influences of coolant carryover from upstream 
injection slots. In addition to the development of the analytical model, an 
initial calibration of the model using existing test data was accomplished. 

The current Ae~ojet nose tip concept utilizes film cooling as a major 
means of protection against reentry heating. The coolant, which is injected 
from discrete slots as a mixture of liquid and vapor, provides protection 
through two L,:echanisms. Some local heat transfer blockage. caused by local 
injection, occurs just downstream of each slot. Also, as the hE'ated injected 
liquid is entrained in the boundary layer and flows along the surface of the 
body, it absorbs energy directly from the hot gases and vaporizes, thereby 
cooling the downstream region. This process also alters the boundary :ayer 
development compared to that for a non-blowing surface. 

Analysis procedures which have been developed in the past have only 
included local effects. No upstream injection cooling has heen considered. 
This overly conservative approach has resulted in unrealistically high pre
dicted coolant requirements. Also, the previous model did not allow 
accurate predictions of the coolant requirements in the downstream region 
of the nosetip and, thus, was of little value in designing a flight experi
ment where accurate predictions of surface temperatures over the entire tip 
are desirable. 
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Considerable experimeutal data has been recently obtained on the ABRV

program. These data indicate that the downstream cooling effects are a

significant contributor to total nosetip coolant requirements, and may
reduce coolant requirements by as much as 50 percent. This data provided an

excellent base for the initial formulation of a downstream cooling model;
however more detailed dsta are desirable to better model the individual

downstream cooling and blockage phenomena.

ANALYTICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION

The nosetip aerodynamic environment is characterized using the ABRES

Shape Change Code (ASCC). Included in the code are the influences of sur-

face roughness ard heat flux augmentation at the stagnation point. This

code generates the baseline non-blowing heat flux and pressure distrlbuci_is
and the boundary l_yer thickness and edge properties. Relevant data are put

on mass storage data files for use by the downstream cooling and design

codes. Coolant atomization, vaporization and boundary layer enthalpy reduc-

tion are calculated within the downstream cooling program to provide a

reduced surface heat flux distribution. The program uses this reduced heat
flux together with the pressure and enthalpy distribution, the nosetip

hydraulic input and the particle environment (if any) to compute surface

heating and erosion.

The beat transfer mechanisms which influence nosetip performance predic-

tions and coolant requirements, i.e., the internal heat transfer, the

local boundary layer heat blockage, and the downstream cooling will be
discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

Internal Heat Transfer

A schematic diagram of the thermal model for the internal nosetip

cooling is shown below. The nosetlp surface is considered to be composed
of platelets which form fins which are "2t" thick and having coolant channels

between which are "D" deep. The coolant enters the channels at X=O at a

temperJture Tco and at a rate G per unit cooled wall surface area. At the
end of the platelets, X-L, the platelets are exposed to a hot gas st tempera-

ture Tg with a surface film coefficient hg.
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Considerable experimental data has been recently obtained on the ABRV 
program. These data indicate that the downstream cooling effects are a 
significant contributor to total nosetip coolant requirements, and may 
reduce coolant requirements by as much as SO percent. This data provided an 
excellent base for the initial formulation of a downstream cooling model; 
however more detailed data are desirable to better model the individual 
downstream cooling and blockage phenomena. 

ANALYTICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The nose tip aerodynamic environment is characterized using the ABRES 
Shape Change Code (ASCe). Included in the code are the influ~nces of sur
face roughness ard heat flux augmentation at the stagnation point. This 
code generates th\~ baseline non-blowing heat flux and pressure distribu':':vlls 
alld the boundary l~yer thickness and edge properties. Relevant data are put 
on mass storage data files for use by the downstream cooling and design 
codes. Coolant atomization, vaporization and boundary layer enthalpy reduc
tion are calculated within the downstream cooling program to provide a 
reduced surface heat flux distribution. The program uses this reduced heat 
flux together with the pressure and enthalpy distribution, the noset!p 
hydraulic input and the particle environment (if any) to compute surface 
heating and erosion. 

The I'eat transfer mechanisms which influence nosetip performance predic
tions and coolant requirements, i.e., the internal heat transfer, the 
local boundary layer heat blt)ckage, and the downstream cooling will be 
discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

Internal Heat Transfer 

A schematic diagram of the thermal model for the internal nosetip 
cooling is shown below. The nosetip surface is considered to be composed 
of platelets which form fins which are "2t" thick and having coolant channels 
between which are "D" deep. The coolant enters the channels at X=O at a 
temperJture Tco and at a rate G per unit cooled wall surface area. At the 
end of the platelets, X-L, the platelets are exposed to a hot gas at tempera
ture Tg wit~ a surface film coefficient hg • 
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It is assumed that the heat conduction in the platelets is one-

dimensional and that the platelet material and coolant propertles are not
tempezature dependent.

The resulting form of the fin equation as used in the internal coolin%
model (Rcfcrence (3)) is:

T = T + (t)
w co Qnet/(K rl)

Mass Transfer Blockage

Two mass transfer blockage models were examlned during the ABRV Program.
Originally, a correlation based on the work of Battle and Leadon, Reference 4,

was used. However, during the analyses of the ground test results, tile

model was found to yield much lower stagnation point temperatures than were
m_asured. A blockage correlation based on the work done on the Nosetip

Cooling Technology Program (NCT), Reference 5, was found to yield better
correlation with the test data.

A comparison of the blockage ratios, q/qo, predicted by the two models

is shown on Figure 9 as a function of the blowing parameter, B'. The forms
of tilewo correlations are similar. TLe Battle and Leadon model is based

on a correlation which relates the blockage ratio, q/qo, to the mainstream

specific heat ratios Cp*, the blowing ratio, F, and the unblown Staton
number, STo:

FC *
__P__
ST

= O

q/qo [ C*]3 (2)
l + V --p----- - I

3 ST°

The NCT model relates the blockage to these same parameters but takes
tileform

1/ (3)q/qo = C * 3
(l + FM _ F)

O

Where FM characterizes Lhe blockage as a function of land posttloa. FM
takes the form:

-2.8 X/L _,
FM = .03 + .14 e (4)

_ere X/L is the relative land position.

Downstream Cooling Model
'._

The analyses of the test data gathered on the ABRV Program, as well as

test data presented on prrvlous programs, have indicated the need to include
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It is assumed that the heat conduction in the platelets is one
dimensional and that the platelet material and coolant prope~tles are not 
temperature dependent. 

The resulting form of the fin equation as used in the internal coolin~ 
model (Reference (3)) is: 

T = T + Q /(K r
l

) 
w co net 

(1) 

Hass Transfer Blockage 

Two mass transfer blockage models were examlned during the ABRV Program. 
Originally, a co~relation based on the work of Bartle and Leadon, Reference 4, 
was used. However, du.:ing the analyses of the g:-ound test results, the 
model was found to yield much lower stagnation point temperatures than wel~ 
m£asured. A blockage correlation based on the work done on th~ Nosetip 
Cooling Technology Program (NCT), Reference 5, was found to yield better 
correlation with the test data. 

A comparison of the blockage ratios, q/qo, predicted by the two models 
is shown on Figure 9 as a function of the blowing parameter, BI. The forms 
of thewo correlations are similar. TI.~ Ba·tle and Leadon model is based 
on a correlation which relates the hlockage ratio, q/qo' to the mainstream 
specific heat ratios Cp*. the blowing ratio, F, and the unblown Staton 
number, STo: 

Fe * 
-L 
ST 

q/qo 
0 (2) 

[1 + C * 1 3 

F -fsr: - 1 

The NCT model relates the blockage to these same paramete~s but takes 
the form 

1 (]) 
c * 

(1 + FM s}- F) 3 

o 

Where FM characterizes the blockage as a function of land position. F:-1 
takes the form: 

FM .03 .... 14 

\o.There X/L is the relative land position. 

-2.8 X/L 
e 

Do...-nstream Cooling ~todel 

(4) 

The analyses of the test data gathered on the ABRV Program, as well as 
test data presented on prrvious programs, have indicated the need to include 
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downstream cooling effects in the nosetlp analytical model. Initial formula-

tion and development of this model was completed during th_ ABRV Program.

In addition some correlation of the model with the existing test data was

accc:iFllshed. As more of th_ recent te_t data are evaluateJ and the empirical

trends are identified, these data will be used to further refine the model.

The downstream cooling model was formulates based on boundary layer

energy balance considerations. The enthalpy in the boundary layer is reduced

as a result of vaporization of coolant injected upstream. The phenomena con-

sidered include _.roplet atomization, accelera+ion, heat transfer, mass trans-

fer and boundary layer thermal dilution. Equations relating to these pro-

cesses were based on the work of Ingebo (Reference (6)) and Priem (Reference

(7)) and may be found in the Appendix. These processes are shown sche-
matically on Figure 10. The coolant is atomized at the slot exit and enters

the gas stream as a series of droplets. The droplets are accelerated by the

gas stream and vaporized as they proceed downstream. The vaporizing dropl..ts

exchange energy with the boundary layer gases resulting in a reduced boundary

iayer enthalpy. In addition, the coolant injection changes the boundary

layer temperature and vo]oclty profiles compared to the non-blowing case.

COPRELATION OF MODEL WITH TEST DATA

Nosetlp surface temperature measurements resulting from the two test

series were used to correlate the engineering analytical model. Preliminary

correlation results of the new model are displayed in Figure ii as solid

lines for four tests. The measured tempera:ure data are indicated on the

plot. by the c_rcle-llne combination. The dashed lines demonstrate the pre-

vlous moJel (no downstream cooling influence) predictions for the same test

condltlons. As can be seen from the figures, the current revised model

result_ in an improved pr_dlctlve capability at body angles of greater than
20 ° .

improvements in the stagnation region modeling which wl]l include an

improved modeling cf stagnation region heat flux and i-cluslon of the

affects of blunting and dimpling are currently being evaluated.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the test program and subsequent analytical model development
sev t_l conclusions have been drawn. These include:

i. Excellent test data were obtained from I0 clear air teats at

flight environmental conditions during two test series. Data from the first

test series were used to design the coolant fl¢_ distribution for test series

2 and data from both series were used to develop and provide initial calibra-

tion for a nosettp cooling model.

2. The nosettp cooling model provides predictions of coolant require-

ments which significantly improved accuracy compared to prevlo,ts models.

The model Includes characteristics of the three cooling mechanisms.
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downstream cooling effects in the nosetip analytical model. Initial formula
tion and development of this model was completed during th, ABRV Program. 
In addition some correlation of the moc.el with the existing test data was 
ac:cc~lfJ1ished. As more of thp rp(,pnt tpc;t data are evaluatej and the empiri: al 
trends ~r~ identified, these data will be used to further refine the model. 

The downstream cooling model was formulatea based on boundary layer 
energy balance considerations. The enthalpy in th~ bo~ndary layer is reduced 
as a result of vaporization uf coolant injected upstrea~. The phenomena con
sidered include "roplet atomization, accelera~ton, heat transfer, mass trans
fer ar.:! Doundary layer thermal dilution. Equations relating to these pro
cesses were based on the work of Ingebo (Reference (6» and Priem (Reference 
(7» and may be found in the Appendix. These processes are shown sche
matically on Figure 10. The coolant is atomized at the slut exit and enters 
the gas stream as a se~ies of droplets. The droplet3 are accelerated by the 
gas stream and vaporized as they proceeti downstream. The vaporizing dropl,·ts 
exchange energy with the boundary layer gases resulting ~n a reduced boundary 
layer enthalpy. In a~dition, the coolant injection changes the houndary 
layer temperature and vn]ocity profiles compared to the non-blowing case. 

COP RELATION OF MODEL WITH TEST ~ATA 

Nosetip surface te~perature measurements resulting from the two test 
series were used to con:-elate the engineering analytical model. Preliminary 
correlation results of the new mod~l are displayed in figure 11 as solid 
lines for four tests. The measur~d temper~:ure data are indicated on the 
pInt .. by the circle-line combination. The dashed lines demonstrate the pre
Vi'1US muJL'l (no downstream cooling influence) predictions for the same test 
condltions. As can be seen from the figures, the current revised model 
result~ in an improved pr,Jictive capability at body angles of greater than 
20 0

• 

Improvements in the stdgnation region modeling which will include an 
improved modeling cf st.lgnation region heat flux and inclusion of the 
afft>cts Lit" hlunting and dimpling are cur~ently being evalu.:.t:ed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

B..lscd on the test program and subsequent analytical model development 
sev 1. .. 1 conclusion,; have been drawn. These include: 

1. Excellent test data were obtained from 10 clear air te3ts at 
flight ~nvironmental conditions during two test series. Data from the first 
test series were used to Jesign the coolant fl(N distrlbutio~ for test series 
~ and data from both series were \jsed to develop and provide initial calibra
tion for a nosetip cool1n~ mudtd. 

2. The nosetip cooling model provides preJictions of coolant requlre
m,4nts which s 19nif icant l.y improved accuracy c()mpared to prevlo'ls models. 
The medel includes characteristics of the three r:ool1ng mechanisms. 
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Internal coolin8 has been modeled usinS a fin equation wlth constan£ heat
transfer coefficient. Local bour-dary layer blockase Is couputed usins a
correlation derived from tests which were expressly desisned to provide
blockase data for discrete injection nosetlps. The dovnstreas coolin8
routine considers atomization of the injected coclant; acceleration of the
droplets; drop vaporization and sixin$ of the vapor vlth the boundary
layer Sas; and the. reduction in boundary layer enthJlpy _= heat transfer
which results froe this mixin$.

3. Good correlation to the clear alr track test data was obtained
usln8 the analytical nodel.

4. Further nodal developuent and verification testxn8 to better
define the various coolin$ mechanisms involved in downstream coolln8 18
Justified and recoumendel. These tests should include:

(a) Cold flow test_ to better characterize coolant penetration
and 8toulzetlou.

(b) Hot Sas tests (T _ 1500"F) to characterize coolant vaporiza-
tion •

(c) Aero.heatln8 tests vlth Instrunented nosetips In a plasnut
arc envXronnent to provide the necessary nonettp tenpereture
data for further node1 calibration.
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Internal cooling has boa 1IO·~eled udng a fin e~uat1on with conatant heat 
tran.fer coefficient. Loeal boucdary layer blocks,e i. computed u.in, a 
correlation derived fro. te.t. which were expre •• ly d .. igned to provide 
blocKa,e data for discrete injection nosetip.. The downstream coolin, 
routine con.iders atomization of the injected coolant; acceleration of the 
droplet.; drop vaporization and mixin, of the vapor with the boun1ary 
layer , .. ; and t~ r6duction in boundary layer enth~lpy ar~ heat tran.fer 
which re.ults from this mixing. 

3. Good correlation to the clear air track te.t data wa. obtained 
u.ina the analytical model. 

4. rurther .odel develo,.ant and verification teatlna to better 
define the various coolina mechani... involved in down.tream coolinl 1. 
ju.tified and rec~nde1. The.e te.t. should include: 

(a) Cold flow te.t~ to better characterize coolant penetration 
and atOllizetion. 

(b) Hot aa. te.t. (T ~ l5oo·F) to characterize coolant vaporiza
tion. 

(e) Aerobeatina te.t. with instrumented no.etip. in a pla ... 
arc environment to pr~id. the nece.,ary nosetip temperature 
data for further model calibration. 
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TABLE io AEDCTRACKG CLEARAIR TESTS i
+

R2_ge Hid- !
Entrance Range

Cell Launch Stagnation Stag. Flo_ Hax
Nosetip Teat Press. Vel. Point Heat Press, Rate Temp.

S/N No_..L (Tort) kFps FluxIBtu/ft2 _ Ratio __ Loc. Comments

]
Test Series No. 1:

_-1 5046 350 17.7 24,700 2180 .69 3000 30° P_ny Spots

G-1 5049 350 17.6 24,200 2160 .6a 3000 00-2 ° Stag PL Dlmpled

G-1 b057 350 16.9 21,100 1990 ,92 2_00 00-2 ° -

G-2 5058 350 17.6 24,200 2160 .54 3000 00-2 °, -
]00_]5 °

G-1 >060 350 17.6 24,200 2160 1.0/.2" 3000 0°-10 ° Flow Leak

Test Series No. 2:

C-4 5249 350 17.0 21,500 2010 .51 ? - -

G-7 _252 ,'. 1 9 21,100 1990 ._5 3000 0°-10 ° -

C-7 'ZS_ 35 15.9 23,200 1990 .}8 2800 00-5 ° -

G-7 5258 350 16.9 23,200 1990 .32 3000 15°-30 ° o

G-5 _259 500 16.9 23,200 2830 .62 <3000 00-90 ° 6

*kctual fl -ate through nosetip estxmated to be this low due to massive coolant leak.

Flgu,,e I, AEROJETNOSETIP
1
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TABLE I. AEDC TRACK G CLEAR AIR TESTS 

Rl!"Ige Hid-
Entrance Range 

Cell Launch Stagnation stag. now Max 
Nosetip Test Press. Vel. Point Heat Press. Rate T~. 

SLN ~ (Torr) Jill!!L flux a BtuLft2 (psis) Ratio ..L!!L Loc. Comments 

Test :Jeries No. 1: 

(i-I 5046 350 17.7 24,700 2180 .69 3000 30° Many Spots 
G-l 5049 350 17.6 24,200 2160 .64 3000 0°_2° Stag Pt Dimpled 

G-1 5057 350 16.9 21,100 1990 .92 2400 0°_2° 

G-2 5058 350 17.6 24,200 2160 .54 JOOO 0°_2°, -
30°_35° 

G-1 :..060 350 17.6 24,200 2160 1.0/.2* 3000 0°_100 now :.eak 

Test Serie.l No. .!: 
G-4 5249 350 17.0 21,500 2010 .51 ? 

G-7 ~Z52 ". 1 9 21,100 1990 .45 3000 0°_10° 

G-7 ' L5<4 35 16.9 23,200 1990 .38 2880 0°_5° 

G-7 5258 350 16.9 23,200 1990 .32 JOOO 15°_30° . 
G-5 <;259 500 16.9 23,200 2830 .62 <3000 0°_90° .. 

~kctual f1 ~~te through nos~tip estlmated lo be this low due to massive coolant leak. 
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TRACK_ HEATFLUX DISTRIBUTIONS (ASCC COD(,
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Figure 6, NOSETIP IN FLIGHT
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APPENDIX

EQUATIONS USED IN DOWMSTREAM COOLING MODEL

I. DROPLET ATOMIZATION (REFERENCE (6))

ril1 = 1.95 (WE * REY * Ve/Vc )-0"25 Do

/

II. DROPLET DRAG/ACCELERATION (REFEREECE (7))

AVd

A--_- = -0.375 CDOg [re _ Vc ] 2
0 r

c m

CD = 27 (R)-0,84 (M < 0.5)e _

cD = f (M)* (M - 0.5)

III. DROPLET HEAT TRANSFER

-QD = 2 P, rillK Nu (Tg - Tc ) Z
.33 .5

N = 2+.6P R
u r e

Z=--Y-
eY-I

c
v p

y=

2 Kr N
Ill u '_

IV. DROPLET MASS TRANSFER (REFERENCE (7))

W= 2 _C MW r N P a
g Ill uml v
RT

a = P /P £n (P /(P - P )
S V S S V

• 33 .5
N -2+0.6S R

uill c e

*From "Compressible Fluid Flow", by A. H. Shapiro, The Ronald Press Company,

New York, 1953
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DROPLET DRAG I ACCELERATION (REFERE~:CE (7» 

-0.375 CD [Ve - V c] 
2 

Pg 
p r 

c m 

C = 27 (R )-0.84 (M .5.. O.S) 0 e 

C = 
0 

f (M)* (M J 0.5) 

DROPLET HEAT TRANSFER 

Q = 2 r. r K N 
D m u 

N = 2 + .6 P .33 
u 

z = --L.. 
y-l e 

w C 
Y == v P 

2 K r N m u 

r 

(T - T ) Z 
g c 

R .5 
e 

DROPLET MASS TRANSFER (REFERENCE (7» 

W=27TC MW r N P a 
8 m um v 
RT 

ex • P IP tn (P I (P - P ) 
s v s s v' 

N • 2 + 0.6 S .33 R .C; 
um c e 

*From "Compressible Fluid Flow", by A. H. Shapiro, The Ronald Press Company, 
New York, 1953 
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METHODSTO DETECT PARTICLE VELOCITY
AND MASS FLUX IN ARC-HEATED ABLATION/EROSION FACILITIES

D. B. Brayton, B. W. Bomar, B. L. Selber, and P. D. F/rod

ARO, Inc., AEDC Division
A Sverdrup Corporation Company

Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee 37389
/

ABSTRACT

Arc-heated flow facilities with injected particles are used at the Arnold

Engineering Development Center (AEDC) to simulate the erosive and ablative/
erosive environments encountered by spacecraft re-entry through fog, clouds,
thermo-nuclear explosions, etc. Two newly developed particle diagnostic tech-
niques used to calibrate these facilities are discussed. One technique meas-
ures particle velocity and is based on the detection of thermal radiation
and/or chemilumtnescense from the hot seed particles in a model ablation/ero-
sion facility. The second technique measures a local particle rate, which is
proportional to local particle mass flux, in a dust erosion facility by photo-
detecting and counting the interruptions of a focused laser beam by individual
particles.

INTRODUCTION

Arc-heated partlcle-lnjected (seeded) flow facilities are used at Arnold

Engineering Development Center (AEDC) to test _ose cone materials and geom-

etries by simulating the erosive and ablatlve/eroslve environments of space-
craft re-entry. The two htgh-enthalpy, ablation testing (HEAT) facilities at
AEDC each employ a se=ded arc Jet exiting into a low-expansion-ratio nozzle
with relatively high static pressure (1 atm) to generate a high velocity (1500
msec'l), high temperature (2000 to 4000°K), and high number density (a few
particles per cm3) dust cloud entrained in hot (2000 to 5000°K) gas that pro-
duces both erosion and ablation of models. The Dust Erosion Tunnel (DET)

facility _ AEDC employs a seeded arc Jet exiting into a high-expansion-ratio
nozzle with low static pressure (much less than 1 atmosphere) to generate a
high velocity [1000 to 3000 msec-l), low temperature (a few hundced oK), and
low number density (1000 to 2000 per m3) dust cloud e_trained in a low-density,
cool exitus gas that causes model erosion.

It is zcquired that these facilities be calibrated regarding particle
field characteristics. To this end two newly developed calibration instru-
ments are described. One, the thermal emission veloctmeter (TEV) measures the

velocity of high-temperature particles in the HEAT facilities. Individual
particle velocities are measured by collecting and photodetecting light self-
radiated by a particle crossing two small, spatially separated, and separately
photodetected regions in the flow. The two photodetected pulses then gate an
electronic counter, thereby quantlzl,g the time interval between pulses and

providing the time versus distance measurement of velocity. Data is sequen-
ti_lly recorded, thereby providing a tlme-hlstory of particle velocity at a
point. The second instrument measures a local particle rate, which is propor-
tional to local particle mass flux, in the DET facility by photodetectlng
interruptions or blockages of a laser beam as individual particles pass
through the beam near its focus. Individual photodetected events are counted
over fixed time intervals and recorded, thereby monitoring partirle rate.
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NEW METHODS TO DETECT PARTICLE VELOCITY 
AND MASS FLUX IN ARC-HEATED ABLATION/EROSION FACILITIES 

D. B. Brayton, B. W. Bomar, B. L. Seiber, and P. D. Elrod 
Ala, Inc., AEDC Division 

A Sverdrup Corporation Company 
Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee 37389 

ABSTRACT 

Arc-heated flow facilities with injected particles are used at the Arnold 
Engineering Development Center (AEDC) to simulate the erosive and ablative/ 
erosive environments encountered by spacecraft re-entry through fog, clouds, 
thermo-nuclear explosions, etc. Two newly developed particle diagnostic tech
niques used to calibrate these facilities are discussed. One technique meas
ures particle velocity and is based on the detection of thermal radiation 
and/or chemiluminescense from the hot seed particles in a model ablation/ero
eion facility. The second technique measures a local particle rate, which is 
proportional to local particle mass flux, in a dust erosion facility by photo
detecting and counting the interruptions 'of a focused laser beam by individual 
particles. 

INTRODUCTION 

Arc-heated particle-injected (seeded) flow tacilities are used at J.rnold 
Engineering Development Center (AEDC) to test A~se cone materials and geom
etries by simulating the erosive and ablative/erosive environments of space
craft re-entry. The two high-enthalpy, ablation testing (HEAT) facilities at 
AEDC each employ a s~~ded arc jet exiting into a low-expansion-ratio nozzle 
with relatively high static pressure (1 atm) to generate a high velocity (1500 
msec- l ), higb temperatur£ (2000 to 40000K), and high number density (a few 
particles per cm3) duet cloud entrained in hot (2000 to 50000K) gas that pro
duces both erosion and ablation of models. The Dust Erosion Tunnel (DET) 
facility r~ AEDC employs a seeded arc jet exiting into a high-expansion-ratio 
nozzle with low static pressure (much less than 1 atmosphere) to generate a 
high velocity ! 1000 to 3000 msec-1), low temperature (a few hunda:ed OK), and 
low number density (1000 to 2000 per m3) dust cloud er.trained in a low-density, 
cool exitus gas that causes model erosion. 

It is l~quired that these facilities be calibrated regarding particle 
field characteristics. To this end two newly developed calibration instru
ments are described. One, the thermal emission velocimeter (TEV) measures the 
velocity of high-temperature particles in the HEAT facilities. Individual 
particle velocities are measured by collecting and photodetecting light self
radiated by a particle crossing two small, spatially leparated, and separately 
photodetected regions in the flow. The two photodet~cted pulses then gate an 
electronic counter, thereby quantizing the time interval between pulses and 
providing the time versus distance measurement of velocity. Data is sequen
til.lly recorded. thereby providing a time-history of particle velocity at a 
point. Tne second instrument measures a local particle rate. which is propor
tional to local particle mas. flux, in the DET facility by photodetecting 
interruptions or blockages of a laser beam as individual particles pass 
through the beam near its focus. Individual photodetected events are countad 
over fixed time intervals and rec~rded, thereby monitoring partirle rate. 
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Measurements of both particle velocity and rate using these electro-
optical techniques have been developed to the point that they are now effec-
tive, reliable dLagnostic tools.

The remainder of this paper is concerned with the design and application
of these instruments.

NOMENCLATURE
/

AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center

Cross-sectional area of particle; _D_/4 for a spherical particle
(m2)

Mean or average value of Ap (m2)

ARO Arnold Research Organization

ASA American Standard speed (or exposure index) of a photographic
emulslon(-)

Av Probe-volume virtual-aperture area or maximum cross-sectional
area of the high detectivity region of the probe volume (m2)

bit Binary number (0 or I) (-)

byte Eight bits (-)

CRT Cathode ray tube

DET Dust Erosion Tunnel

Df Diameter of fiber optic (m)

V_ Diameter of lens or lens system aperture (m)

Dp Diameter of particle (m)

Dv Diameter of the probe-volume virtual aperture or diameter of the
high-detectivity region of the probe volume (m)

Af Electronic bandwidth (Hz)

GPIB General purpose interface bus

HEAT High-enthalpy ablation testing

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electrouic Engineers

k Kilo or 1000

LV Laser velocimeter

Lv Effective probe volume length dimension (r_)

micron Micrometer or 10-6 meter

Np To_al nuLber of particles in the particle field (-)

_ph Average or mean photon arrival rate (Hz)

N_, NI(T) Spectral radiant intensity in the normal direction (W • m-3 • sr "1)

"+ N_LT) Val,ie of NI(T) averaged over the wavelength interval r,_ - _2 " Xl
(W • m-_ • sr)
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Measurements of both particle velocity and rate using these electro
optical techniques have been developed to the point that they are now effec
tive, reliable diagnostic tools. 

The remainder of this paper is concerned with the design and application 
of these instruments. 

AEDC 

Ap 
ARO 

ASA 

bit 

byte 

CRT 

DET 

Df 

Dt 

Dp 

Dy 

Af 

GPIB 

HEAT 

IEEE 

k 

LV 

Lv 
micron 

Np 
i ph 
NA• N).(T) 

iA~T) 

NOMENCLATURE 

Arnold Engineering Development Center 

Cross-sectional area of particle; WD~/4 for a spherical particle 
(m2) 

Mean or average value of Ap (m2) 

Arnold Research Organization 

American Standard speed (or exposure index) of a photographic 
emulsion (-) 

Probe-volume virtual-aperture area or maximum cross-sectional 
area of the high detectivity region of the probe volume (m2) 

Binary number (0 or 1) (-) 

Eight bits (-) 

Cathode ray tube 

Dust Erosion Tunnel 

Diameter of fiber optic (m) 

Diameter of lens or lens system aperture (m) 

Diameter of particle (m) 

Diameter of the probe-volume virtual aperture or diameter of the 
high-detectivity region of the probe volume (m) 

Electronic bandwidth (Hz) 

General purpose interface bus 

High-enthalpy ablation testing 

Institute of Electrical and Electrouic Engineers 

Kilo or 1000 

Laler velocimeter 

Effective probe volume length dimension (r,,) 

Micrometer or 10-6 meter 

Totdl n~ber of particlea in the particle field (-) 

A~erage or mean photon arrival rate (Hz) 

Spectral radiant intensity in the normal direction (W • m-3 • sr-1) 

VaL,e of 1'1). (T) averaged over the wavelength interval /\). • ).2 - A1 
(W • m-3 • ar) 
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i
N_ Spectral radiant intensity at an angle B relatlve to the surface

normal (W • m-3 • sr -I)

n Number of photons received over some time Interval; number of
(photocathode electron) events detected as one thermal pa=ticle
passes through one probe volume (-)

Average or mean value of n (-)

np Number of partlcles per 1,nlt volume (m-3)

PHT Photomultlpller tube

P(n,T) Probability of n events over a time period T with a Polsson dis-
tribution (-)

p Total cone beam power (U)

Pb Power radiated by the backdrop (background surface) in-line with
both the virtual aperture and the aperture of the c_llecttng
lens system (so as to be collected and detected) (W)

pp Power radiated by the particle that is Incident onto the de-
tector (W)

l_ Rate monitor

Sh_R Inherent slgnal-to-nolse ratio of the photoelectron signal burst
generated by a single particle _-)

SNRph Inherent signal-to-nolse ratio of th__ collected photon signal
burst from a single partlcle (-)

sf Distance of object (fiber optic) from inmgtng lens system (m)

s v Distance of probe volume f" >m imaging lens system (m)

T Absolute temperature (°K)

Propagating electromagnetic wave with transverse electric and
magnetic ('_£M) fields and Gausslan intensity distribution

TEV Thermal emission veloclmeter

VI, VI Upstream probe volume region

V2, V2 Downstream p:obe volume region

Vv Volume of the prlnclpal or high collection efficiency region of
the probe volume assuming s v >> D_ >> Dr; detection volume or
volume within which a partlcle must be to be detected (m3)

Vp Velocity of particle (_ • s -I)

xpf x-axls or depth dimension of particle field (m)

Xvb Distance between the probe volume and the backdrop surface (m)

x _" Normalized x-ax/s coordinate of a slngle probe-volume-reglon
coordinate system (-)

ZCV Zero-crossir_ detector

+ Az, Azv Particle dlsplacemcnt distance corresponding to duration of TEV
signal for one pzobe volume (m); z-axls probe-volume dimension (m)
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n 

n 

." 
PMT 

Pen,!) 

p 

Pb 

Pp 

RM 

SNR 

SN~h 

8f 

8 v 
T 

'rEMoo 

TEV 
VI, VI 
V2, V2 
V v 

vp 

"Pf 
Xvb -x 

zeD 
.. 6z, 6z 

v 

j. 

~----.. ----

Spectral radiant ~ntensity at an angle B relative to the surface 
normal (W • m-3 • sr- l ) 

Number of photons received ov~r some time interval; number of 
(photocathode electron) events detected as one thermal pa=ticle 
passes through one pro~e volume (-) 

Average or mean value of n (-) 

N\IIlber of particles per I'nit volume (m-3) 

Photomultiplier tube 

Probability of n events over a time period t with a Poisson di~
tribution (-) 

Total cone beam power (W) 

Power radiated by the backdrop (background surface) in-line with 
both the virtual aperture and the aperture of the cJllecting 
lens system (so as to be collected and detected) (W) 

Power radiated by the particle that is incident onto the de
tec tor (W) 

Rate monitor 

Inherent signal-to-noise ratio of tne photoelectron Signal burst 
generated by a single particle ~-) 

Inherent signal-to-noise ratio of th~ collected photon signal 
burst from a single particle (-) 

Distance of object (fiber optic) from imaging lens system (m) 

Distance of probe volume f· >m imaging lens system (m) 

Absolute temperature (OK) 

Propagating electromagnetic wave with transverse electric and 
magnetic (": flO fields and Gaussian intensity distribution 

Thermal emission velocimeter 

Upstream probe volume region 

Downstream plobe volume region 

Volume of the principal or high collection efficiency region of 
the probe volume assuming Sv » D1 » Dvt detection volume or 
volume within which a particle must be to be detected (m3) 

Velocity of particle (~ •• -1) 

x-axis or depth dimension of particle field (m) 

Distance between the probe volume and the b..,ckdrop surface (m) 

Normalized x-axis coordinate of a single probe-volume-region 
coordinate system (-) 

Zero-crossing dete~tor 

Particle displdcem~nt distance corresp~nding to duration of TEV 
signal fol.' one plobe volume (m); z-axis probe-volume diMnsion (II) 
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z" Normalized z-axle coordinate of a single probe-volume-reglon
coordinate system (-)

z12 z-axls distance between the upstream and the downstream probe ,
volume(m)

a b Emissivity of backdrop surface (-)

(I - ab) Diffuse reflection coefficient of backdrop surface (-)

ap Emlsalvity of p_rclcle (-)

_p Detectlon-interval (A_)-averaged ap (-)
B PHT cathode photoelectron yield per Joule of incident energy

(j-l)

¥ Relative va1,je of the beam power trigger level setting (of mexl-
mum value I) (-)

n Quantum efficiency (photoc_thode electrons per photon) (-)

0 Divergence angle of radiation cone o _ Fig. 13 (r)

01, 2 Angle between the probe volume axes (r)

0c Angle of radiation collectlon; same as Ov (r)

0v Angle of a probe volu_e hlgh-detectlvlty region; same as _c (r)

X Wavelength of thermal e_salon (m)

_ " _2 - _I Wavelength band for which detection efficiency Is 50 percent or
greater (,)

_I Lower wavelength limit for which detection efficiency is 50 per-
cent or greater (m)

_2 Upp,_r'_avelength limlt for which detectlo, efficiency is 50 per-
c_. t or greater (m)

XT-HAX _;avelength corresponding to the peak (saxlmm) value o_ N_(T) (m)

02h Variance in n (-)

r Signal period; tlae period (a)

_c Solid angle of radlation collection; w_2/_ (at)

_c Relative radlatlo., ,collection efficiency (of maxlsus value I) (-)

THERMkLD/ISSIO_ VELOCDIETER

As previously mentioned, the HEAT facilities produce both an ablative
and an erosive testing envlronnent. Gas temperature and velocity are nominally
2000 to 5000°K and 1000 to ?0OO uec "I, respectlvely, and the small injected
partlcles (of nomlnally IO0 to 200-um-dlaaeter carbon aaterial) are heated,
ablated, and accelerated in the nozzle to temperatures, sizes, and velocities
chat are generally unknown until measured.

Streak photoRrapby using a hlsh-speed camera, laser veloclmetry, pulsed
laser holngraphy( 1} and thermal emission velochmetry(2) _eve all been applied
to isuaurs the dust cloud perimeters. Photographin_ the hot particles wlth a
hlgh-soeed camera produced streak laa,_e recordlnga from which particle
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y 

n 

e 
e1,2 
ec 
Bv 
~ 

A), • ).2 - ~l 

Normalized z-axis coordinate of a single probe-volume-region 
coordinate system C-) 

z-axis distance between the upstream and the downstream probe 
volume Cm) 

Emissivity of backdrop surface C-) 

Diffuse reflection coefficient ~f ~ackdrop surface C-) 

Emissivity of parcicle C-) 

Detection-i4terval CA~)-averaged Qp C-) 

PHT cathode photoelectron yield per joule of incident energy 
Cj-l) 

Relative val~e of the beam power trigger level setting Cof maxi
mum value 1) (-) 

Quantum efficiency Cphotoc~thode electrons rer photon) (-) 

Divergence a~gle of radiation cone 0 ' Fig. 13 (r) 

Angle be (ween the probe volume axe. (r) 

Angle of radiation collection; same aa ev Cr) 

Angle of a probe vol~e high-detectivity region; same as Be er) 

Wavelength of thermal emia.ion Cm) 

Wavelength band for which detection efficiency ia 50 percent or 
greater (m) 

Lower wavelength limit for which detection efficiency ia 50 per
cent or greater (m) 

~pp~r '~avelength limit for which detection efficiency ia SO per
c,- ~ or grea ter (m) 

Uavelength corresponding to the peak (maximum) value of N~CT) em) 

Variance in n (-) 

Signal period; time period Ca) 

Solid angle of radiati~n collection; .9~/6 Car) 

Relative radiatiQ.1 -collection efficiency (of maxl.ua value 1) (-) 

THERMAL EMlSSIOl' VELOCIHETER 

As previoualy mentioned, the HEAT facilities produce both an ablative 
and an ero.ive testing environ.ent. Ga. te.perature and velocity are nominally 
2000 to SOOOOK and 1000 to 2000 maee-1, r ... pectively, and the ... 11 injected 
particlea (of nominally 100 to 200-um-diameter carbon .. terial) are heated, 
ablated, and accelerated in the nolzle to te.peraturea. aize., and velocities 
that are generally unknown until .... ured. 

Stre.k photogr.phy using a hiah-.peed camera, la.er veloci .. try. pul.ed 
la.er holngraphy(l) .nd ther.al emi.alon veloct.etry(2) ~ave all been applied 
to lIe ... ure the duat cl"ud para .. tera. J-hotographill8 the ht)t paY'ttcle. with .. 
hig'l-.~eed c.mera produced streak ima~e recording. from which particle 
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velocity could be measured with ±15 to ±20 percent accuracy; such 8 technique
has been used over the entire range of the fa llity operating conditions. A
laser velociaeter (LV) that utilized four interference fringes, s 30-des for-
ward scattering angle, a high-power argon-ion laser, and a n_rrow bandwidth
[I.0 nanometer (nm)] spectral fllter (to reject the thermally emitted signal),
produced good signals at iov working gas temperatures (up to 2;00°K). Bovever,
very little particle velocity data could be recorded -9 signal processing/re-
cording instrumentation applicable to lo_-cycle-:ount LV signals was not then
available. However, such an LV potentially can provide ±I0 percent accuracy
velocity data over all HEAT facility operating conditions if proper signal
processing sad narrower bandwidth spectral filtering are employed. The pulsed
laser holographic recording technlque,(I) using Lhe Hf.AT arc Jet as an optical
diffuser and recording hologram on the Jet far side, produced reconstructs4
particle images of margin_.quslity. More recentiy, the thereto1 enisslon ve-
locimeter (TEV) techniqueS') was employed cn measure _article velocity through
essentially the entire operating range of the HEAT facilities and with 25 per-
cent accuracy. The TEV was much simpler to buil<_, operate, and maintain in
comparison to the proposed LV system and produced similar results. It is now
thought that tl.e TEV technique can b__. expanded or a maltlple-laser-beam tech-
nique (similar in principle _ *.hat of the particle rate monitor dlscussed
herein) can be developed to permit total particle field parameter measurements
to be mad,.-, in the HEAT facility in the near future; such an effort is current-
ly underway at AEDC.

TEV OPERATINGPRINCIPLES

The thermal emlssive velocimeter measures the velocity of hot particles
by detectln& tho thermal radiation emitted by a particle when its trajectory
carries it through each of two spatially separated probe volumes.

The TEV dete<tion system shown in Figure I defines two regions or volumes
in space, Vl and V2, that (I) are regions of maximum light collection (_nd de-
tection) efficiency (Appendix A discusses tight collection efficiency) and
(2) are spatially separated by a known distance. That Is, the electro-optlcal
detection systems to the left In Figure I will detect a point source of light
with high relative collection 8fflclency only when it lles within on_ o! the
two de*ectlon regions Vl an#. V2. Thus a hot particle moving along the z axle
of Figure I through these regions while emitting thermal radiation wi_l gen-
erate photodetected slgr_l amplitudes versus particle spatial position as indi-
cated i_ Fio-ure 2. Knowledge of the spatial distance between the two detection
volumes and the transit tlue between the two sl3n_l maxima permits a calcula-
tion of particle _eloclty.

Throughout the remainder of thls article it wlXl be assume_, unless
otherwise stated, that the probe volunea and/or the particle number density
sT_ sufficiently small such that only one particle at a time is detected.

TEV OPTICALDESIGN

The most common TEV optical design employed at the AEDC is illustrated
in Figure I, with an exception that many tlmes only o:_e photoaultlplier tube
(PHT) detector _as _mployed to detect both optical signals (with both fiber-
optic couponent8 directed to the coumonPMT). Two achromatic collimating
lenaes were employed back-to-bac_ to first collect and collimate the radia,',ed
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velocity could be measured with tiS to t20 percent accuracy; such a technique 
has been used over the entire range of the fa llity operatina conditions. A 
laaer velocimeter (LV) that utilized four int~.ference fringes, a 30-deg for
ward scattering angle, a high-power argon-ion laser, and a nArrow bandwidth 
(1.0 nanometer (om)] spectral filter (to reject th. thermally emitted signal), 
produced good aignala at low working gaa temperaturas (up to 2;0001). Bowever, 
very little particle velocity data could be recorded ~. signal procesaing/re
cording instrUlDentation appUcab1e to lov-cycle-::ount LV signals was not then 
available. However, such an LV potentially can provide tlO percent accuracy 
velocity data over all HEAT facility operating conditions if proper signal 
procesaing and narrower bandwidth spectral fi1tedng are emp1t'yed. The pulsed 
laser holographic recording technique,(l) using ~he HIAT arc jet as an optical 
diffuser and recording hologra .. on the jet far side, produced reconatruct~~ 
particle images of .. rgiD4~ quality. More recen~ly, the thermal emlasion ve-
10cimeter (TEV) technique( ) vas employed t~ measure particle vel~city throulh 
essentially the entire operating range of the HIAT facilities and with tS per
cent accuracy. The TEV wa. much siapler to huil(1, operac., and maintain in 
comparison to the proposed LV systa and produced ai.ilor results. It is now 
thought that t1.e TEV technique can b~l expanded or a IlUIUple-laler-bea. tech
nique (similar in principle ~c that of the particle rate monitor discussed 
herein) can be developed to permit total particle field parameter measurements 
to be .. d~ in the HEAT facility in the near future; luch an effort i8 current
ly underway at AEDC. 

TEV OPERATING PRINCIPLES 

The thermal emis.ive veloc1meter measures the velocity of hot particlel 
by detecting the thermal radiation emitted by a particle vhe~ its trajectory 
carries it through each of two spatially sEparated probe volumes. 

The TEV detec tion system IIhown in Figure 1 defines two r"gions or vo1U1D~s 
in space. V1 and V2. that (1) are regions of maximum light collection (Rnd de
tection) efficiency (Appendix A di.cusscs light collection efficiency) and 
(2) are Ipatia11y eerarated by 3 known dietance. That is. the electro-optica1 
detection systema to the left in Figure 1 vi11 detect a point source of light 
with high relative collection !fficiency only when it lies within on~ of the 
two de·ection regiona V1 an~ V2. Thue a hot particle moving alonl the z axie 
of Figure 1 throulh theae regions while emitting thermal radiation will gen
erate Fhotodetected sigr.l amplitudes versus particle spatial poaition aa indi
cated i~ Fi3ure 2. Knowledge of the spatial diltance between the two detection 
volume. and the tranait time between the two ei;nAl maxima permit. a calcula
tion of particle \elocity. 

Throuahout the remainder of this article it will be assumed, unle •• 
otherwiae stated. that the probe volumes and/or the particle number density 
.~~ sufficiently ... 11 auch that only ~ne particle at a tiae 1. detected. 

TEV OPTICAL DES IGH 

The .o.t coaaon TEV optical d.sign .. ployed at the AEDC is illustrated 
in Figure 1, with an exception that many times only o:.e photoaul tipUer tube 
(PHI) d~tecto~ va. employed to detect both optical signals (with both fiber
optic component. directed to thr coaaon PMT). two achromatic colli .. tina 
lenae. vere employed baek-to-bac~ to fir.t coll~ct and colltm.te the radia~ed 
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slgnnls, and then to focus the colliewted sl3nala onto the ends of _ ontlcal
fibe:e. The fiber ends served as limiting apertures. The flbcr optlc_ c_i-
letted the signals and transmitted them to the control room, at which poln:
they were photodetected. ?lastlc fibers were used In the detector head wh_re
short radius bends were required, and 8less flbezs of hlgh txansmia_ion effi-
ciency were employed to Lranmmlt the elgnals [o the detector(e). All of the
fl_-optlc components were slngl-., continuous elements of 250-,m diameter.
Th. nlgh noise level of arc-current-lnduced electrosagnetlc radiation emlt:_ed
by the HEAT facilities euegeated that the photodetectors and other electronic /
Instrumentation be located in the shielded environment of the contro _. room,
located 30 m from the arc heater.

The wavelength selectivity of the optical system components caused *.he
overall system radtmtton detection efficiency to be very low, but, nevarthe-
lees, adequate for detection purposes. Even though th-,. transmission bandwidth
of the lenses and optical flt. , s (of nominally 400 to II00 nm) approx_tely
coincided with the peak of the spectral emission band of the theme1 radiation
(from the nomlMlly 2000 to 4000°K partlcles, see Appendix A), the thermal emis-
sion bandwidth was approximately a factor of 4 larger than the transmission
bandwidth of the optics. Furthemore, the bandwidth of the PHT detectors
ployed (which were existing detectors and no*. _pecially selected for the app_.i-
cation) was very narrow (320 to 530 nm) a._ further redc:ed the _p_Ical system
effective bandwidth by an additional factor of 8. glde bandwidth I_T _e-
rectors are generally available with 8alllma arsenlde photocathode _*.erl_d
that has hlgh rcsponslvlty over a 240- to 880-oR bandwidth.

TE_ ?ROBE VOLUMEClg3,'_T_

The three-dlmenslonal geometry of the prof.s volume ca_ be scaled up or
doun by rhanglng the diameter of the vlrcusl aperture, Dr, through the equation

= SvSf-ID f, where the quartltles In thls equatloL are deflne_ In _l_rea tDv
and II. _f conventlozml spherical surfsce lenses are ue_d vlth a clrcular
aperture In axi_l symmetry, for Iv >> Pt >> Dv (Figure I) the volume of the

'_al or hlgh-collectlon efflclency region of the probe volume (the shaded
region of Figure I) IB

Vv;r w_

A TEV optical deaLgn that provides both the semllest probe re8_o:, saxl-
sum (or length) dimension and minimal systematic meas,_rement error _s shown in
Figure 3. Note that the probe volua_s are not totally in line _lor,_ the flow
direction. Time periods would be measured as particle_ traversed between the
two probe volumes as with the normal TEV. However, et the signal ptriod

. DvVp. ! there would occu: an accumulatf of signal data above the baseline
d_ta because of parttcle_ lnter_:epttng both probe volumes, thereby generating
effective probe volume_ of m_-h semller maximumdimension. _h.e emxJJtm length
of the effective probe volumes Is g_ven by (see Figure 3)

13
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signals, and then to focus the collimated signal. onto the enda of two ontical 
fibe;:s. The fiber ends served as Uaiting apertures. The fiber optiu (:,.11-
lee ted the aignals and tran .. itted them to the control rooa, at which poin~ 
they were photodetected. Pl .. tic fibers w~re used in the detector head wL~re 
short radius bend. were required, and glass fiber. of high tlanaa1eF.i~n effi
ciency were eaployed to Lran .. it the sianals to the detector(s). All of the 
fi~~~-optic cOmp?nents were singl~, continuous elements of 250-pa diameter. 
na _ nigh noise level of arc-current-induced electro_anetic radiation eait;..ed 
by the HEAT facilities suggested that th. photodetectors and othe~ electronic 
instrumentation be located in the shielded environaent of the control roo., 
located 30 a froll the arc heater. 

The wavelength selectivity of the optical systea cOllponent. cau.ed the 
overall .yatea radistioD detection efficiency to be very low, but, nev.rthe
leaa, adequate for detection purpo.es. Even though th~ tran8lli •• ioD bandwidth 
of the hnsea and optical fil' '. (of nominally 400 to 1100 DIa) approxiNtely 
coincided with the peak o~ the spectral .. i.aion band of the thermal radiation 
(froa the nominally 2000 to 40000K particle., see Appendix A), the theraal eais
sion bandwidth was approximately a factor of 4 larger than thr. tran .. is.ion 
bandwidth of the optics. Furthermore, the bandwidth of the PMT detectora ~ 
ployed (which were existing detectors and not "peclally aelected (~r the appli
cation) waa very narro," (320 to 530 nil) an~ further red\::ed the c.ptical ayat_ 
effective bandwiJth by an additional factor of 8. Wide bandwidth ~ ~2-
tectore are generally available with gallium araenide photocathode materiG1 
thnt baa high rcaponsivity over a 240- to 880-na bar.dwi~th. 

TE\ PROBE VOLUME C!OMETJlY 

The three-dillenaional aeometry of the pro~e volume c.~ b~ acaled up or 
down by rhansing the diameter of the virtual aperture, ny, throulh the eq~t10n 
0v • a"af-10ft where the q\.!artities in thia equaUo •. are def1ne~ in P1£~n. \ 
and 11. 1f conventioi~l sphertcal Burface lenaea are ur.~d with a circular 
aperture in aX!3l .ymmetry. for By » ~1 » Dy (Fiaure 1) th~ volume of the 
. 'Jal or h1Ch-collertion efficiency r~,ion of the prob. volume (the ahaded 
reg10n of Fisur~ 1) 18 

0) 

I. TEV optical deaign that provides both the .aa1leat probe res':ot-. maxi
IDum (or icnath) dimenaion and 1D1ni .. 1 .y.tematic aeaa"tftl4tnt error 1& .hewn in 
Filure 3. Note that the probe vol~a a~e not totally in line .1or.~ the flGW 
direction. T1IIe perioda would be .... ured a. particle. tr.averaed between the 
two probe vo1umee aa with the normal TEV. However. ct the Rilnal p~riod 
T • 0vvp' \ there would occu~ an accumulat1 of al1na1 data a~oye the baaeline 

d~t. because of particle~ inter~eptinl both probe volume., thereby aener"tinl 
effective probe volUliei of Iilt.~h a.aller uxtmu. diaenaio". '".Ie .. x1llum !enlth 
of the effeLtive probe volu.ea i. a1ven by (aee Filurp. 3) 

" L a' v 
v dn [<01.2 + 9.,,)721 (2) 
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Note also that the probe re!u me centerllnes are both parallel to the x" - y

plane a_d therefore the normal (though usually smJll) systematic error asso-

ciated with a nonunlformdistance between the probe volumes is eliminated.

The concept that a relatively simple optical system (consisting of an

imaging lens system and the single opening of an aperture) will collect point

source cadiation ;ith high efficiency from only a small, definable region in

space i3 fundamental to the design of a TEV and is outlined in Appendix B.

Stateuv_,: (2) of 2pendix B, which identifies which rays will be collected,

can be ised to determine the probe volume geometry by way of collection effi-

ciency _':.(tours. For the case of a circular aperture stop at the fiber optic

and a cxrcular lens system aperture stop, the single-probe-volume collection

efficle_cy contours are x-ax_ symmetric as indicated in Figure 4a, which is a

two-dlmenslonal plot of contours of constant radlatlon-collectlon efficiency.

Two important probe volume geometries result when either one of the

slngle-probe-volume aperture stops is changed from a circle to a narrow sllt

as illustrated in Figures 4b and c. Both are importanu to TEV design since

they can be advantageously utilized as follows: (I) a reduction in the z-axls

width of the aperture of the imaging lens system reduces the slngle-probe-

volume signal duration for remote (or non-central) particle trajectories to

correspond to Az _ Dp + Dv particle displacement;* (see Figure 4b with par-
ticle trajectory pa_allel to the z-axls); (2) a reduction in the z-axls width

of the aperture of the fiber optic reduces the single-probe-volume signal dura-

tion fer central particle trajectories to correspond to Az _ Dp particle dis-

placement, assuming Azv << Dp.

Case (i) above, which can he used to reduce the z-axls widths of the re-

mote regions of the two TEV probe volumes, represents the TEV geometry that is

most often employed at AEDC. However, in one employment where much lower than

usual accelerating gas temperature (and particle temperature) was expected,

this sllt aperture was not used, allowing the full circular collecting lens

aperture to gather light and produce maximum signal amplitude. Signal broad-

ened data, from the remote probe volume -eglons, were minimized hy choosing

only the particular data samples that resulted from the employment of relative-

ly large trigger level settings on the electronic signal processor; (see the

subsection "Computer Controlled Counter Method" of the section "TEV SIGNAL

CONDITIONING AND DATA ACQUISITION" in this paper).

Case (2) above, which reduces the z-axls width of the central region of

the probe volume, has not been utilized to date. However, such an employment

can potentially be used in conjunction with a TEV to measure the z-axls dimen-

sion of a translating particle and may be used for this purpose some time in

the future at AEDC. It is not difficult to envision a TEV-based system that

simultaneously measures the ve)oclty and two orthogonal dimensions ,)f a trans-

lating particle.

*For very remote particle trajectories with finite (nonzero) lens aper-

ture slit width, the signal duration slowly increases so that Az _ D. + Dv is

not satisfied; in fact, Az >> Dp + Dv is satisfied. However, signal_ from

such very remote probe volume positions are relatively very weak and there-

fore are usually ignored by an electronic signal processor.

]98]005626-86]

Note also that the probe v~'ume centerlines are both parallel to the x - y 
plane arlli therefore the normal (though usually sm.ill) systematic error asso
ciated with a nonuniform distance between the probe volumes is eliminated. 

The concept that a relatively simple optical system (consisting of an 
imaging lens systp.m and the single opening of an aperture) will collect point 
source cadiation lith high efficiency from only a small, definable region in 
space :'3 fundamer.t al to the design of a TEV and is outlined in Appendix B. 
State:..t'il:. (2) of ;;pendix B, which identiiles which rays will be collected, 
can b~ jsed to determine the probe volume geometry by way of collection effi
ciency ,·;'.!tours. For the case of a circular aperture stop at the fiber optic 
and a c~rcular lens system aperture stop, the single-probe-volume c0llection 
efficienr.y contours are x-axj~ symmetric as indicated in Figure 4a, which is a 
two-dimensional plot of contours of constant radiation-collection efficiency. 

Two important probe volume geometries result when either one of the 
single-probe-volume aperture stops is changed from a circle to a narrow slit 
as illustrated in Figu~es 4b and c. Both are importan~ tv rEV design since 
they can be advantageously utilized as follows: (1) a reduction in the z-axis 
width of the aperture of the imaging lens system reduces the single-probe
volume signal duration for remote (or non-central) particle trajectories to 
c.orresp~nd to ~z ~ Dp + Dv particle displacement;* (see Figure 4b with par
ticle trajectory pa~allel to the z-axis); (2) a reduction in the z-axis width 
of the aperture of the fiber optic red~ces the single-probe-volume signal dura
tion fer central particle trajectories to correspond to ~z = Dp particle dis
placem~Qt, assuming ~zv « Dp. 

Case (1) above, which can be used to reduce the z-axis widths of the re
mote regions of the two TEV probe volumes, represents the TEV geometry that is 
most often employed at AEDC. However, in one employment where much lower than 
usual accelerating gas temperature (and particle temperature) was expected, 
this slit aperture was not used, allowing the full circular collecting lens 
aperture to gather light and produce maximum signal amplitude. Signal broad
ened data, from the remote probe volume ~egions, were mini~ized ~y choosing 
only the particular data samples that resulted from the employment of relative
ly large trigger level settings on the electronic signal processor; (see the 
subsection "Computer Controlled Counter Method" of the section "TEV SIGNAL 
CONDITIONING AND DATA ACQUISITION" in this paper). 

Case (2) above, which reduces the z-axis width of the central region of 
the probe volume, has not been utilized to date. However, such an employment 
can potentially be used in conjunction with a TEV to measure the z-axis dimen
sion of a translating particle and may be used for this purpose some time in 
the future at AEDC. H is not difficult to envision a ~EV-based system that 
simultaneously measures the veJ or.ity and two orthogonal dimensions ,)f a trans
lating particle. 

*For very remote p~rticle trajectories with finite (nonzero) lens aper
ture slit width, the si:~nal duration slowly increases so that ~z ~ Dp + Dv is 
not satisfied; in fact, ~z » Dp + Dv is satisfied. However, signals from 
such very remote probe volume positions are relatively very weak and there
fore are usually ignored by an electronic signal processor. 
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Cases (l) and (2) above can be effectively used in conjunction, i.e.,

deployed in the same single-probe-volume optical system, to simultaneously
achieve the benefits of both. However, it must bc remembered that both cases
contribute to a reduction of the total number of signal photons detected from
a translating particle.

TEV EXTRANEOUSRADIATION SOURCES

Extraneous, noise-contributing radiations not received from the hot sig-
nal particles in the TEV probe volumes can be categorized as either (1) direct,
line-of-sight radiation components from remote particles, from a radiating ac-
celerating gas, and from a hot radiating backdrop surface (via rays through
the detection volume virtual aperture in line with the collection aperture, see
Appendix 3), or (2) indirect radiation componentn (from particle field, ac-
celerating gas, cell lights, or whatever) scattered off the backdrop and then
through the same high-detectivity region of the probe volume in line with the
detector optics aperture. The direct component that results from particles
located in the remote, low-d_tectivity regions of the probe voll_ae can be sub-
stantial to the point of obscuring the signal. Substantial obscuration would
result, for example, if the particle field were dense enough such that because

of particle blockage the detector could not see through to the relatively low-
emtttance backdrop. 111is condition would frequently occur without a particle
being located in the high-detectivity region of the probe volume if

np_D_ (b0c)-l < 1 and exp (-XpfnpAp) <_ 1 where _ (60c)-1 is the assumed
app_'oximate volume of the high-detecttvity region of the probe volume and

(npAp) -1 is the mean free path of a light ray propagating through the particle
field.

The indirect components of detected radiation result from radiation be-
ing scattered off the (assumed) diffusely reflecting backdrop. These com-
ponents cannot usually be eliminated by reducing the diffuse scattering coeffi-
cient of the backdrop to a negligible value as (1) most low-scatter, high-
absorbing optical surfaces, such as flat black paint or black optical felt,
will diffusely scatter at least a few percent of the incident radiation and
(2) a high spectral reflect_vity or mirror surface, which will scatter typica. _-
ly a few tenths of one percent, only reflects or deviates the line of sight of
the detector package to another backdrop surface, and does not by itself pro-
vide a solution.

The relative detection of a particular extraneous radiation component is
governed, in part, by the position in space from which it originated; the col-
lection efficiency analysis of Appendix B can be used to determine the rela-
tive contribution versus spatial position of any component. For example, it
can be shown that if the number of particles that illuminate the oackdrop

originate from a relatively small (in comparison to Xvb) bounded region, then
the radiated particle field component that is diffusely reflected off the
backdrop is negligible (relative to signal) if(2)

X2b >> Av (l - _b) Npl_ (3)

In this equation, Xvb Is the distance between the probe volume and the back-

drop surface, Av is the probe-volume vlrtual-aperture area, (l - nb) Is the
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Cases (1) and (2) above can be effectively used in conjunction, i.e., 
deployed in the same single-probe-volume optical system, to simultaneously 
n~hieve the benefits of both. However, it must bc remembered that both cases 
contribute tv a reduction of the total number of signal photons detected from 
a translating particle. 

TEV EXTRANEOUS RADIATION SOURCES 

Extraneous, noise-contributing radiations not received from the hot Sig
nal particles in the TEV probe volumes can be categorized as either (1) direct, 
line-of-sight radiation components from remote particles, from a radiating ac
celerating gas, and from a hot radiating backdrop surface (via rays through 
the detection volume virtual aperture in line with the collection aperture, see 
Appendix :1), or (2) indirect rad:i.ation component;! (from particle field, ac
celerating gas, cl.'ll lights, or whatever) scattered off the backdrop and then 
through the same.! high-detectivity region of the probe volume in line with the 
detector optics aperture. The direct component that results from particles 
located in the remote, low-d~tectivity regions of the probe vollwe can be sub
stantial to the point of obscuring the signal. Substantial obscuration would 
result, for example, if the particle field were dense enough such that because 
of particle blockage the dt'tt!ctor could not see through to the relatively 10w
emittance backdrop. TIlis r.ondition would frequently occur without a particle 
being located in the high-detectivity region of the probe volume if 

npll~ (66..:)-1 < 1 and exp (-.'tpfnp-'p) " 1 where 1T~ (6Uc )-1 is the assumed 

apPI.·ox:lJnllte volume of the hiRh-detectivity region of the probe volume and 
(npAp)-l is the mean frN' p~lth of a light ray propagating through the particle 

fidd. 

The indirect components of detected radintlun result from r~Jiation be
ing scattered off the (assumed) diffusely reflecting backdrop. These com
ponlmts cannot usually be eliminated by reducing the diffuse scattering coeffi
d~nt of th~ backdrop to u negl igible value as (1) taOS t low-scat ter, high
absorbing optical surfac~s, such as flat black paint or black optical felt, 
will diffusely scatter at least a few percent of the incident radiation nnd 
(2) a high spectral reflect1vity or mirror surface, which will scatter typica~
ty a few tenths nf one percent. only reflects or deviates the line of sight of 
the dl'tL'I.'tor pdckllRc to another backdrop surface, and does not by itself pro
vide a !H)lut ion. 

The relative detection of a particular extrant'OUs radiation component is 
governed. in part, by the position in space from which it originated; the col
lection dficiency analysis of Appendix B can be used to determine the rela
tive contribution versus spatial position of any cnmponent. For example, it 
can be shown that if the number of particles that Uluminate the u8ckdrop 
originate from a rclativ~ly small (in comparison to xvb) bound~d region, then 
the radiated partil'le field component that is diffusely reflected off the 
backdrop is neRligible (relative to signal) if(2) 

(3) 

In this equation, xvh is the distance b~twcen the probe volume and the back
drop surface, Av is the probe-volume virtual-aperturE' area, (l - Ctb) is the 
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(assumed) diffuse reflection coefficient at the backdrop, and Np is the total
number of particles in the particle field (radiating at the backdrop).

Detection Conditions

For a TEV system employing a hlgh-responslvlty photomultlpller tube and a

tlme-lnterval counter type of slgnal processor to effectively extract data, the

followlng conditions must be met: (I) the detected thermal radiation quantum

number (photons) resulting from a single particle traversing the hlgh-detectlvlty

region of a probe volume, assuming no background radiations are present, must be

great enough to produce large inherent slgnal-to-nolse ratio (or SN'R, see Appen-
dix C); (2) the mean detected level of background radiation (photons/second),

_ssumlng no prlnclpal partlcle is present, must be slgnlflcantly less than the

detection level when a prlnclpal particle is present, and (3) the particle num-

ber density, np (assumed uniform over a depth Xpf), must be low enough such that

np << Vv-! + (Ap Xpf)-l, where Vv is the volume of detection _ of a single TEV-

probed region, _ is the mean particle cross-sectlonal area, and Xpf is the
x-dlmenslon or depth of the pa-tlcle field.

If the above detection conditions are not met, it is doubtful that a time-

Interval counter (signal processor) can be effectively employed; however, in

some cases, other signal-processlng means, more capable of extracting periodic

data from noisy environments, may possibly be used. For example, if condi-

tion I is not met but the inherent single particle SNR is low and of approxi-
mate value SNR _ l, then a correlation type of signal processor would provide

a good opportunity to extract data from the near side of a partlcle fleld, re-

gardless of conditions 2 and 3. For condition I with SNR _< I, conditions 2

and 3 must be approximately met for even a correlator type to extract data in a
reasonable time.

TEV SIGNAL CONDITIONING AND DATA ACQUISITION

Moving Pictures of Oscilloscope Hethod

The Initlal means of processing and acquiring TEV data was to take movie
pictures of the signal displayed on an oscilloscope. The optlcal signals from

the two probe volumes were detected on a common photomultlpller tube (PMT) de-

tector. A very sensitive movie film (ASA 400 color film, push processed to

ASA 800), a movie camera optimized for low tight level, and an oscilloscope

designed to record hlgh-speed, slnglL_swept events were used to record TEV

data. The scope was operated in a single horizontal (time) sweep mode with the

(normally manually controlled) horizontal sweep reset command signal being auto-

matically delivered by, and synchronized to, the movie camera. To accomplish
the latter, a circuit was developed that automatically rearmed the oscilloscope

horlzontat sweep immediately upon each opening of the movie camera shutter.

After each rearming, the first signal (if any) meeting the qualifications of

the oscilloscope trigger circuit would be displayed on the CRT and recorded on

film. Utilizing this method, individual TEV signal events were recorded at
the frame rate of the movie camera, nomlnally 15 to 75 frames per second.

•*The detection volume or probe volume is the volume within which a par-
ticle must be to be detected.
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(Assumed) diffuse reflection coefficient at the backdrop. and Np is the total 
number of particles in the particle field (radiating at the backdrop). 

Detection Conditions 

For a TEV system employing a high-responsivity photomultiplier tube and a 
time-interval counter type of signal processor to effectively extract data, the 
following conditions must be met: (1) the detected thermal radiation quantum 
number (photons) resulting from 3 single particle traversing the high-detectivity 
region of a probe volume. assuming no background radiations are present, must be 
great enough to produce large inherent signal-to-noise ratio (or SNR. see Appen
dix C); (2) the mean detected level of background radiation (photons/second). 
essuming no principal particle is present, must be significantly less than the 
detection level when a principal particle is present, and (3) the particle num
ber density, np (assumed uniform over a depth xpf)' must be low enough such that 
np « Vv- 1 + (Ap ~f)-I. where Vv is the volume of detection** of a single TEV-

probed region. ~ is the mean particle cross-sectional area. and xpf is the 
x-dimension or depth of the pa~ticle fi~ld. 

If the ubove detection conditions are not met, it is doubtful that a time
interval counter (signal processor) can be effectively employed; however. in 
some cases, other Signal-processing means. more capable of extracting periodic 
data from noisy environments, may possibly be used. For example. if condi
tion 1 is not met but the inherent single particle SNR is low and of approxi
mate value SN~ ~ I, then a correlation type of Signal processor would provide 
a good opportunity to extract data from the near side of a particle field. re
gardless of conditions 2 and 3. For cundition 1 with SNR « 1. conditions 2 
and 3 must be approximately met for even a correlator type to extract data in a 
reasonable timp. 

TEV SIGNAL CONDITIONING AND DATA ACQUISITION 

Moving Pictures of Oscilloscope Method 

The initial means of processing and acquiring TEV data was to take movie 
pictures of the signal displayed on an oscilloscope. The optical signals from 
the two probe v\)lumes were detected on a common photomultiplier tube (PMT) de
tector. A very sE'nsitive movie film (ASA 400 color fUm. push processed to 
ASA 800). II movie camera opt imized for low light level. and an oscilloscope 
designed to record high-speed. single-swept events were used to record TEV 
data. The scope was operated in a single hor~zontal (time) sweep mode with the 
(normally manually controlled) horizontal sweep reset command signal being auto
matically delivered by. and synchronized to. the movie- camera. To Ilccomplish 
the latter. a circuit was developed that automatically raarmed the oscilloscope 
horizontal sweep immediately upon each opening of the movie 'camera shutter. 
After each rearming. the first signal (if any) meeting the qualifications of 
the oscilloscope trigger circuit would be displayed on the CRT and rec~rded on 
film. Utilizing this method. individuAl TEV signal events were recorded at 
the frame rate of the movie camer3, nominally 15 to 75 frames per second. 

**The detection volume or probe volume is the volume within which a par
ticle must be to be detected. 
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Computer-Controlled Counter Method

l
The final choice of a TEV signal-processing and data-acqulsltlon system !

consisted basically of a 20-picosecond resolution programmable electronic
counter, a crystal-controlled general purpose lectronic timer, a flexible disk

t.agnetic storage device, and a graphics displa_ terminal, all interfaced to a
microcomputer. The counter was operated in =he time interval measurement

mode to process TEV signals and its start-stop channel trigger levels were pro-
grammed by the microcomputer. The timer was started at the beginning of a /

data run to correlate acquired data with time.

Such a system provided the major benefits of (I) automatic progression
during a run through a range of trigger level_ sufficient to obtain TEV data

under most tunnel conditions, (2) acquisition and storage of data at high rates,

and (3) automatic reduction and plotting of data following the run. The com-

puter was programmed to stop and acquire data at each trigger.level for a time

that was sufficient (e.g., 0.I sec) to obtain a large data sample. The typical

HEAT facility run time was only a few seconds. Without automatic, step-by-step
ranging of the trigger levels during a run, a few (unnecessary) preliminary

runs would be required to establish trigger levels for each new set of arc
heater conditions.

A microcomputer with 28k 16-bit words of memory was used to control the

counter trigger levels and to acquire, store, and display the counter and timer
data (Figure 5). TEV tlme-interval-counter data and timer data were stored on

the magnetic flexible disk for permanent retention and were later reduced, dis-

played, and copied in a velocity histogram format.

Figure 6 is a flow chart of the computer program used to control trigger

levels and acquire TEV data. A combination of Fortran and assembly language

programming was use_ to implement this flow chart. Trigger levels are changed

by factors of two (40 mV, 80 mV, 160 mV, etc.) every I00 msec during a run.

Each time a new trigger level is selected, information on the memory location
where data from the previous trigger level was stored is maintained so that

data can later be analyzed by trigger level. After seven levels have been pro-

grammed (700 msec), the sequence of trigger levels repeats. This sequencing
allows at least some data to be recorded throughout the run regardless of sig-

nal level variations. Following an initial data run to establish the range of

pulse heights, the number and range of trigger levels programmed may be
reduced.

Data from the TEV time-interval counter was rounded to the nearest nano-

second and stored in computer memory as a 16-bit unsigned integer in the range

0 to 65535 nsec. The value of run time from the general purpose timer was

stored to a resolution of I0 msec as another 16-blt integer. However, to con-

serve memory, run time was only stored with every tenth TEV reading. The aver-

age time required to read and store a single TEV reading was 600 _see, which
permitted in excess of I00 readings to be obtained at each programmed trigger

level provided the rate of TEV pulses was adequate. Data were stored in com-

puter memory until either the maximum run time programmed had elapsed or until

, 15,000 TEV readings (memory capacity) had been acquired. The TEV data were

then recorded onto flexible dlsk and, if desired, read back and processed for

display by trigger level. A typical TEV velocity histogram is shown in
Figure 7.
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Computer-Controlled Counter Method 

The final choice of a TEV signal-~rocessing and data-acquisition system 
consisted basically of a 20-picosecond resolution programmable electronic 
counter, a crystal-controlled general purpose lectronic timer, a flexible disk 
~gnetic storage device, and a graphics displa~ terminal, all interfaced to a 
microcomputer. The counter was operated in the time interval measurement 
mode to process TEV signals and its start-stop channel trigger levels were pro
grammed by the micro~omputer. The timer was started at the beginning of a 
data run to correlate acquired data with time. 

Such a system provided the major benefits of (I) automatic progression 
during a run through a range of trigger levela sufficient to obtain TEV data 
under most tunnel conditions, (2) acquisition and storage of data at high rates, 
and (3) automatic reduction and plotting of data following the run. The com
puter was programmed to stop and acquire data at each trigger.level for a time 
that was sufficient (e.g., 0.1 sec) to obtain a large data sample. The typical 
HEAT facility-run time was only a few seconds. Without automatic, step-by-step 
ranging of the trigger levels during a run, a few (unnecessary) preliminary 
runs would be required to establish trigger levels for each new set of arc 
heater conditions. 

A microcomputer with 28k 16-bit words of memory was used to control the 
counter trigger levels and to acquire, store, and display the counter and timer 
data (Figure 5). TEV time-interval-counter data and timer data were stored on 
the magnetic flexible disk for permanent retention and were later reduced, dis
played, and copied in a velocity histogram format. 

Figure 6 is a flow chart of the computer program used to control trigger 
levels and acquire TEV data. A combination of Fortran and assembly language 
programming was usel to implement this flow chart. Trigger levels are changed 
by factors of two (40 mV, 80 mV, 160 mV, etc.) every 100 msec during a run. 
Each time a new trigger level is selected, information on the memory location 
where data from the previous trigger level was stored is maintained so that 
data can later be analyzed by trigger level. After seven levels have been pro
grammed (700 msec), the sequence of trigger levels repeats. This sequencing 
allows at least some data to be recorded throughout the run regardless of sig
nal level variations. Following an initial data run to establish the range of 
pulse heights, the number and runge of trigger levels programmed may be 
reduced. 

Data from the TEV time-interval counter was rounded to the nearest nano
second and stored in computer memory as a 16-bit unsigned integer 1n the range 
o to 65535 nsec. The value of run time from the general purpose timer was 
stored to a resolution of 10 msec as another 16-bit integer. However, to con
serve memory, run time was only stored with every tenth TEV reading. The aver
age time required to read and store a single TEV reading was 600 ~sec, which 
permi~ted in excess of 100 readings to be obtained at each programmed trigger 
level provided the rate of TEV pulses was adequate. Data were stored in com
puter memory until either the maximum run time programmed had elapsed or until 
15,000 TEV readings (memory capacity) had been acquired. The TEV data were 
then recorded onto flexible disk and, if desired, read back and processed for 
display by trigger level. A typical TEV velocity histogram is shown in 
Figure 7. 
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PARTICLE RATE t_NITOR i

The Dust Erosion Tunnel (DET) generates a high-velocity (1000 to 3000

msec -l) dust cloud of large cross-section (O.1- to 0.4-m diameter) and low num-
ber density (resulting from 100 gm-sec -1 maximum, particle mass injection).
The mean particle size ranges from a few tenths of a millimeter to one milli-
meter average dimension (the particle shape is irregular, nonspherical). Opti-
cal access to the test section is provided by pairs of opposing windows viewing
transversely through the dust cloud Jet with one window on each side of the
test section.

Over the years, various optical instrumentation techniques have been used
to calibrate ;:le DET particle fields. A pulsed laser holographic technique (1,3)
was employed to measure particle size, velocity, and number density; a laser

velocimeter (4) measured particle velocity; and an optical fiber-optic tech-

nique(5) was used to measure particle size. Much of this data is sun,narized in
a report describing the DET facility and its calibration.(6) More recently, an
optical particle rgte (number/time) monitor (or RM) was employed that measured
the instantaneous local particle rate throughout a run by photodetecting and
counting the number of beam power reductions as particles intercepted a small
laser beam. This instrument provided data for a nominally 3:1 particle size
range, and it is believed that two of these instruments would provide data over
the full 10:1 range of mean particle size that is characteristic of the DET
facility operation. Furthermore, recent results indicate that by separately
photodetecting the interruptions of many closely spaced, small laser beams by
individual particles, size and velocity as well as relative contribution to
rate per unit area can be measured. The particle rate monitor instrumentation
will now be described.

RATE MONITOR OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The particle rate monitor employs a laser beam of special geometry that is
transmitted through the DET particle field. Individual particles of the low-
number-density particle field intercept the beam and produce transient reduc-

tions of beam power. These are detected and counted using a photomultlpller

tube (P_fr),a special pulse-discrimlnator circuit, and an electronic counter

operating in the event-counting mode, Individual particle interruptions are
counted over fixed intervals of time, and accumulated count data and time data

are periodically recorded on the magnetic tape of a mlcroprocessor-based

graphic display unit.

RATE MONITOR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The optical geometry of the particle rate monitor beam is shown in Fig-
ure 8. A truncated-cone-geometry laser beam (see Appendix D for particle rate

monitor optics) converges to a minimum diameter disk slightly smaller than the

smallest particle size to be detected. The beam then diverges symmetrically
about the minimum diameter. The point of minimum cone diameter is positioned

in front of a model being tested. The _tection cross section, or the _rea

through which a particle center must pass to be detected, is based on a par-
" ticle blocking a specific minimum fraction (50 percent or more, for example)

of the laser beam; the detection cross section of both a small and a large

spherical particle is indicated in the figure. For a particle to be detected,
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PARTICLE RATE l'<>NITOR 

The Dust Erosion Tunnel (DET) generates a high-velocity (1000 to 3000 
msec- I) dust cloud of large cross-section (u.l- to 0.4-m diameter) and low num
ber density (resulting from 100 gmosec-1 maximl!m, particle mass injection). 
The mean particle size ranges from a few tenths of a millimeter to one milli
meter average dimension (the particle shape is irregular, nonspherical). Opti
cal access to the test section is provided by pairs of opposing windows viewing 
transversely through the dust cloud jet with one window on each side of the 
test section. 

Over the years, various optical instrumentation techniques have been used 
to calibrate ~:le DET particle fields. A pulsed laser holographic technique(l,3) 
was employed to measure particle size, velocity, and number density; a laser 
velocimeter(4) measured particle velocity; and an optical fiber-optic tech
nique(S) was used to measure particle size. Much of this data is summarized in 
a report describing the DET facility and its calibration.(6) More recently, an 
optical particle rate (number/time) monitor (or RM) was employed that measured 
the instantaneous local particle rate thrcughout a run by photodetecting and 
counting the number of beam power reductions as particles intercepted a small 
laser beam. This instrument provided data for a nominally 3:1 particle size 
range, and it is believed that two of these instruments would provide data over 
the full 10:1 range of mean particle size that is characteristic of the DET 
facility operation. Furthermore, recent results indicate that by separately 
photodetecting the interruptions of many closely spaced, small laser beams by 
individual particles, size and velocity as well as relative contribution to 
rate per unit area can be measured. The particle rate monitor instrumentation 
will now be described. 

RATE MONITOR OPERATING PRINCIPLE 

The particle rate monitor employs a laser beam of special geometry that is 
transmitted through the DET particle field. Individual particles of the low
number-density particle field intercept the beam and produce transient reduc
tions of beam power. These are detected and counted using a photomultiplier 
tube (PMT), a special pulse-discriminator circuit, and an electronic counter 
oper.ating in the event-counting mode. Individual particle interruptions are 
counted over fixed intervals of time, and accumulated count data and time data 
are periodically recorded on the magnetic tape of a microprocessor-based 
graphic display unit. 

RATE MONITOR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

The optical geometry of the particle rate monitor beam is shown in Fig
ure 8. A truncated-cone-geometry laser beam (see Appendix D for particle rate 
monitor optics) converges to a minimum diameter disk slightly smallet' than the 
smallest particle size to be detected. The beam then diverges symmetrically 
about the minimum diameter. The point of minimum cone diameter is positioned 
in front of a model being tested. The etection cross section, or the Rrea 
through which a particle center must pass to be detected, is based on a par
ticle blocking a specific mini~um fraction (50 percent or more, for example) 
of the laser beam; the detection cross section of both a small and a large 
spherical particle is indicated in the figure. For a particle to be detected, 
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the center of the (assumed spherical) particle must intercept the detection

cross section or detecting area.

It is advantageous that the detection cross section increases as particle

size increases. This is because particles of larger (mass weighted) mean size

can be injected only at lower (number p_r second) rates and therefore require
a larger detection cross-sectlon to accumulate a large data sample in a given

time. Also, one beam geometry can be effectively employed for a range of par- /

ticle sizes. To date for the DET application a 500-_m, or micron, cone mini-

mum diameter has been used to detect chiefly in the 400- to 1000-micron range.

For design purposes it is necessary that the cone minimum diameter be an

appreciable fraction of the (mass-welghted) mean particle size so that the

many small particles usually present in a sample having a large mean particle
size will he discriminated out and not detected. Otherwise the possibility

would exist that the accumulated count data would not be representative of the

large particles that dominate the model erosion process.

The convergence-dlvergence angle of the cone beam is also important.

First it determines, in part, the detection cross section that must be large

enough to obtain a large number of particle counts per sampling interval. It

should be noted that the relative (reduction in beam power) trigger level also

determines the detection cross section. Secondly, a significant cone angle

limits the longitudinal dimension of the detection cross section, permitting

monitoring of particle rate in an area of flow more representative of an im-
mersed test model than the entire flow area.

Inherent Signal-to-Nolse Ratio

Assuming that the detected level of background radiation is negligible

relative to the RM beam power, then accurate RM count data are obtained if the

RM beam power at detection, TP, produces a high inherent slgnal-to-nolse ratio

(SNR >> i). The effective detection time interval is determined by the elec-

tronic bandwidth, Af, of the threshold trigger circuit of the electronic
counter. The intrinsic or inherent SNR is thus (see Appendix C)

sm_ = (vpS/_f) % (4)

where T is the beam power trigger level setting re!acive to the total cone beam
power p, and B is the FMT cathode photoelectron yield (photoelectrons per

Joule). For example, an SNR of 20 is generated with a 50-percent trigger level

(_ = 0.5) of a P = 10-5 watt beam with Af - 108 Hz and 8 " 1016 per Joule.

RATE MONITOR SIGNAL CONDITIONING AND DATA ACQUISITION

Initially, to acquire data with the particle rate monitor system, a zero-

crossing detector (ZCD) was used to compare the instantaneous PMT signal volt-

age to a flxed-reference voltage; the ZCD outputted a level change when the

two voltages became equal. ZCD output level changes were electronically
counted over fixed time intervals to produce rate monitor data. A commercially

available, IEEE-488 bus-compatlble, electronic counter operating in an event-

counting mode was employed. However this initial system was not satisfactory
as it produced inconsistent data.
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the center of the (assumed spherical) particle must inter~ept the detection 
cross section or detecting area. 

It is advantageous that the detection cross section increases as particle 
size increases. This is because particles of larger (mass weighted) mean size 
can be injected only at lower (number p~r second) rates and therefore require 
a larger detection cross-section to accumulate a large data sample in a given 
time. Also, one beam geometry can be effectively employed for a range of par- J 
ticle sizes. To date for the DET application a 500-pm, or micron, cone mini-
mum diameter has been used to detect chiefly in the 400- to 1000-micron range. 

For design purposes it is necessary that the cone minimum diameter be an 
appreciable fraction of the (mass-weighted) mean particle size so that the 
many small particles usually present in a sample having a large mean particle 
size will be discriminated out and not detected. Otherwise the possibility 
would exist that the accumulated count data would not be representative of the 
large particles that dominate the model erosion process. 

The convergence-divergence angle of the cone beam is also important. 
First it determines, in part, the detection cross section that must be large 
enough to obtain a large number of particle counts per sampling interval. It 
should be noted that the relative (reduction in beam power) trigger level also 
determines the detectiou cross section. Secondly, a Significant cone angle 
limits the longitudinal dimension of the detection cross section, permitting 
monitoring of particle rate in an area of flow more representative of an im
mersed test model than the entire flow area. 

Inherent Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

Assuming that the detected level of background radiation is negligible 
relative to the RM beam power, then accurate RM count data are obtained if the 
RM beam power at detection, yp, produces a high inherent signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR »1). The effective detection time interval 1s determined by the elec
tronic bandwidth, t:.f, of the threshold trigger circuit of the electronic 
counter. The intrinsic or inherent SNR is thus (see Appendix C) 

SNR - (ypa/L\f)~ (4) 

where y 1s the beam power trigger level setting relative to the total cone beam 
power p, and a is the PMT cathode photoelectron yield (photoelectrons per 
joule). For example, an SNR of 20 is generated with a 50-percent trigger level 

(y • 0.5) of a P • 10-5 watt beam with 6f • 108 Hz and B • 1016 per joule. 

RATE MONITOR SIGNAL CONDITIONING AND DATA ACQUISITION 

Initially, to acquire data with the particle rate monitor system, a zero
crossing detector (ZCD) was used to compare the instantaneous PMT Signal volt
age to a fixed-reference voltage; the ZCD outputted a level change when the 
two voltages became equal. ZCD output level changes were electronically 
counted over fixed time intervals to produce rate monitor data. A commercially 
available, IEEE-488 bus-compatible, electronic counter operating in an event
counting mode was employed. However this initial system was not satisfactory 
as it produced inconsistent data. 
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The cause of the data inconsistency was due to two undeslrabls character-
istics in the PEr detector output signal. These were (I) included broadband
electrical noise attributable in part to the moderate slgnal-to-nolse ratio of
the detected optical signal (quantum noise) and in part to the incZuded elec-
trlcal noise induced by the nearby 5-_ arc heater (generating the facility
flow) and (2) the problem of window contamination bulldup, which resulted in
attenuation of the slgnal beam and a slow decrease of the mean signal level de-
tected during a run. It was necessary that both problems be compensated for in
order to extract optimum usable information.

The tunnel windows, which provided optical access to the test cell, slowly
became contaminated during the run. The rate of this centamlvatlon was not
necessarily constant, restL1tlng in a detected beam power that contlnually de-
creased in an unpredictable manner, often to only 25 percent or so of the
original pre-run values. Since the events to be detected were also character-
ized by a partial beam blockage and a corresponding detection level change,
some means to discriminate between the two events had to be developed. A char-
acteristic of the events that differed significantly between the two was the
relative time duration of each, the drop in signal caused by a particle block-
age occurring over a much shorter time than the gradual attenuation of the sig-
nal attributable to window contamination. A circuit was therefore developed to
supply to the ZCD a varying threshold or reference voltage equal in amplitude
to a percentage (corresponding to beam blockage by a spherical particle of a
given size or larger) of the time-averaged, low-pass-filtered signal level.
This effectively caused the attenuation of the beam caused by window contamina-
tion to be invisible to the ZCD's.

The other undesirable characteristic, that of a moderate level of broad-
band noise on the signal attributable chiefly to the low optical power of thp
signal beam in the early prototype RM system, was dealt with by employing lens
LI of Figure 13 and by adding variable hysteresis to the ZCD circuitry. The
relative amount of hysteresis, again as a percentage of the variable low-pass-
filtered PMT signal level, was selectable by setting two 10-turn potentiom-
eters.

The data acquisition system for the particle rate monitor consisted of a
graphic microcomputer system and two electronic counters operated in an event-
counting mode, interconnected by an IEEE-488 bus. One counter was connected to
the signal-conditioning electronics and maintained a running total of valid
events (p3rt$cles blocking a predetermined percentage of the beam). The second
counter h_d as its input a 10-MHz clock and functioned as a time reference.
The microcomputer read the contents of both counters approximately four times
per second and stored the information on magnetic tape.

Typical rate monitor data is shown in Figure 9. Note that the dust was
turned on and off periodically during a run as different models were injected
into the test region. The RM data showing large fluctuations in dust rate from
model to model have correlated well with net model erosion measurements taken

after a run.
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The cause of the data inconsistency was due to two undesirable character
istics in the PH! detector output signal. These were (1) included broadband 
electrical noise attributable in part to the moderate signal-t~-noise ratio of 
the de~ected optical signal (quantum noise) and in part to the included elec
trical noise induced by the nearby 5-MW 8~C heater (generating the facility 
flow) and (2) the problem of window contamination buildup, which resulted in 
attenuation of the signal beam and a slow decrease of the mean signal level de
tected during a run. It was necessary that both problems be compensated for in 
order to extract optimum usable information. 

The tunnel windows, which provided optical access to the test cell, slowly 
became contaminated during the run. The rate of this contamination was not 
necessarily constant, resulting in a detected beam power that continually de
creased in an unpredictable manner, often to only 25 percent or so of the 
original pre-run values. Since the events to be detected were also character
ized by a partial beam blockage and ~ correspondIng detection level change, 
some means to discriminate betwe~n the two events had to be developed. A char
acteristic of the events that differed significantly between the two was the 
relative time duration of each, the drop in signal caused by a particle block
age occurring over a much shorter time than the gradual attenuation of the sig
nal attributable to window contamination. A circuit was therefore developed to 
supply to the ZCD a varying threshold or reference voltage equal in amplitude 
to a percentage (corresponding to beam blockage by a spheTical particle of a 
given size or larger) of the time-averaged, low-pass-filtered signal level. 
This effectively caused the attenuation of the beam caused by window contamina
tion to be invisihle to the ZCD's. 

The other undesirable characteristic, that of a moderate level of broad
band noise on the signal attributable chiefly to the low optical power of thp 
signal beam in the early prototype RM system, was dealt with by employing lenA 
Ll of Figure 13 and by adrling variable hysteresis to the ZeD circuitry. The 
relative amount of hystere~is, again a~ a percentage of the variable low-pass
filtered PH! signal level, was selectable by setting two lO-turn potentiom
eters. 

The data acquisition system for the particle rate monitor consisted of a 
graphic microcomputer system and two electronic counteys operated in an event
counting mode, interconnected by ~n lEEE-488 bus. One counter was connected to 
the signal-conditioning electronics and maintained a running total of valid 
events (p~rti.cles blocking a predetermined percentage of the beam). The second 
counter h~d as its input a lO-MHz clock and functioned as a time reference. 
The microcomputer read the contents of both counters approximately four times 
per second and stored the information on magnetic tape. 

Typical rate monitor data is shown in Figure 9. Note that the dust was 
turned on and off periodically during a run as different models were injected 
into the test region. The RH data showing large fluctuations in dust rate from 
model to model have correlated well with net model erosion measurements taken 
after a run. 
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APPENDICES

A. Thermal Emission and TEV Signal

The characteristics of the thermal radiation emitted by a blackbody will
be briefly outlined. The results will be applied in a subsequent section to

define the thermal signal and thermal noise components.
/

Thermally emitted blackbody radiation is characterized by a Lambertlan or
cosine distribution of power versus angle between the radiation dlrectlon and
the surface normal, i.e.,

S_ = N_ cos _ (5)

where B is the angle between the radiation N_ and the surface normal.

NI (power • area-1 • wavelength -I • solid angle -1, or W • m-3 • sr-1) is the

monochromatic thermal radiation intensity in the normal direction, given by
Planck's law

C2

N_ = CI _-5 (=_p - / (6)W

where T (OK) is the absolute temperature, _ (cm) the monochromatic wavelength,

CI = 1.190 x 10-12 watt • cm2, and C2 = 1.439 cm • OK. Equation (6) is plotted

in Figure 10.

With the aid of Eqtmtion (5) it can be shown that a small radiating ele-

mental area observed at .inoblique angle S is equivalent to a reduced (by a

factor cos B) projected area emitting along its surface normal. Therefore, for

example, a small spherical blackbody (for example, a TEV thermal particle) will
radiate as if it were a blackbody disk of the same diameter as the sphere and
with the norm_l-to-the-disk surface parallel to the observation direction.

For a particle in the high radlation-collection-efflciency region of a
probe volume (see Appendix B), the thermal signal power incident on the de-

tector is given by, assuming Dp _ Dv (see Figure 11),

® _2

Pp" fic_ (aP N_(Tp) d_ _ _cAp f N_(Tp) d_ _ ficAp_p N_(Tp_ (7)

where tic _ =e_/4is the solid collection angle of the detector optics, _ is

the cross-sectlon or projected area of radiation of the particle (_ = _D_/4r

for a spherical particle), Up is the particle emissivity, NA(Tp) is the par-

ticle monochromatic thermal radiation intensity in the normal direction, _I and

A2 (_2 > A1) are the wavelengths at which the overall detect'on efficiency (or

product of detector quantum efficiency and cptlcal system transmission coeffi-

cient) of the TEV drops below 50 percent, sA - A2 - Al, and the raised bar

notation denotes average value over the #_velength interval AA = A2 - AI'
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APPENDICES 

A. Thermal Emission and TEV Signal 

The characteristics of the thermal radiation emitted by a blackbody will 
be briefly outlined. The results will be applied in a subsequent section to 
define the thermal signal and thermal noise components. 

Thermally emitted blackbody radiation is characterized by a Lambertian or 
cosine distribution of power versus angle between the radiation direction and 
the surface normal, l.e., 

(5) 

where B is the angle between the radiation Ni and the surface normal. 

NA (power • area-I. wavelength-I. solid angle-I, or W • m-3 • sr-l ) is the 
monochromatic thermal radiation intensity in the normal direction, given by 
Planck's law 

(6) 

where T (OK) is the absolute temperature, A (cm) the monochromatic wavele~th, 
Cl = 1.190 x 10-12 watt· cm2, and C2 = 1.439 cm • oK. Equation (6) is plotted 
in Figure 10. 

With the aid of Eql~tion (5) it can be shown that a small radiating ele
mental area observed at ,m oblique angle B is equivalent to a reduced (by a 
factor cos B) projected area emitting along its surface normal. Therefore, for 
example, a small spherical blackbody (for example, a TEV thermal particle) will 
radiate as if it were a blackbody disk of the same diameter as the sphere and 
with the normbl-to-the-disk surface parallel to the observation direction. 

For a particle in the high radiation-collection-efficiency region of a 
probe volume (see Appendix B), the thermal signal power incident on the de
tector is given by, assuming Dp ~ Dv (see Figure 11), 

~ A2 

Pp • 0c-\ f Clp N\ (Tp) dA ~ 0cAp f Cl p N;\.(Tp) dA ;r 0cApap NA (Tp)6A (7) 
o Al 

where 0c ~ ne~/4 is the solid collection angle of the detector optics, ~ is 
the cross-section or projected area of radiation of the particle (~ • nD~/4 
for a spherical particl6), ~ is the particle emissivity~ NA{Tp) is the par
ticle monochromatic thermal radiation intensity in the normal direction, Al and 
A2 (A2 ~ AI) are the wavelengths at which the overall detect'on ~fficiency (or 
product of detector quantum efficiency and cptical system transmission coeffi
cient) uf the TEV drops below 50 percent, llA • A2 - A}, and the I'aised bar 
notation denotes average value over the ~~velength interval 6A • A2 - AI. 
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B. Radiation Collection Efficiency

The purpose of thls appendix is to review, very briefly, the radiation-
collection efficiency of an imaging lens pair followed by a circular transmis-

sion aperture such as a fiber-optic component. More thorough reviews can be
found elsewhere.

The optical system to be discussed is shown in Figure II. A pair of posi-
tive lenses, of the achromatic point source collimating type, will be used to

represent a simple form of a general type of high spatial resolution, achro-

matlc, imaging system. Assume that points 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the right of the

imaging lenses are point sources of light; these will image then to points

i', 2", 3", and 4" to the left of the lenses such that all (of the infinity of)

rays from point 2, for example, that intercept the aperture of lens L1 wlll be

directed by the lenses to pass through point 2". Ray traces such as these can

be employed to show the following: (1) that points within the shaded region

I, 2, 3, 4 image to points within the shaded region I', 2", 3", 4" such that

the former region is a region of high (point source) radiation-collectlon effi-

ciency, so high In fact that all rays from a point within thls region that also
intercept the aperture of lens LI, will pass through aperture A" and be col-

lected; (2) any ray, directed from right to left, that is in-llne with the

(virtual hole in the) virtual aperture A and the aperture of lens LI, will he

redirected by the lenses to pass through the real aperture A" and be collected;

any right-to-left ray that does not meet these criterion will intercept the

opaque (non-hole) portion of aperture A" and therefore wlll not he collected.

A thorough comprehension of these statements, in conjunction wlth elemen-
tary ray-tracing techniques, wlll permit one to compute surfaces of constant

radiatlon-collection efficiency for the region to the right of the lenses. A

quadrant of such a contour diagram is illustrated in Figure 12 for the case of

circular (x-axls symmetric) optical components and assuming sv >> D_ >> Dr,

which Is typical of many geometries. For sv >> D_ >> Dv the contour plot is

sym_etrlc also about the z-axls, and therefore all four quadrants would plot

identically. The coordlrmtes of Figure 12 are normalized such that

D_ 2
X_ = -_ x and z"_=- z (8)

DvSv Dv

The relative radiation collection efficiency, R_, plotted in Figure 12 is re-

lated to the actual effective radiation-collectlon solid angle, £c, by

4s___,2

again assuming s v >> D_ >> Dv.

C. Inherent Slgnal-to-Nolse Ratio (SNR)

Because of the statistical nature of the number of photons detected durlng

the passage of a thermal particle through a TEV probe volume, for example, the
TEV signal amplitude Is inherently uncertain and noisy. The relative magnitude
of such inherent noise will now be discussed.
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B. Radiation Collection Efficiency 

The purpose of this appendix is to review, very briefly, the radiation
collection efficiency of an imaging lens pair followed by a circ~lar transmis
sion aperture such as a fiber-optic component. MOre thorough reviews can be 
found elsewhere. 

The optical system to be discussed is shown in Figure 11. A pair of posi
tive lenses, of the achromatic point source collimating type, will be used to 
represent a simple form of a general type of high spatial resolution, achro
matic, imaging system. Assume that points 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the right of thL 
imaging lenses are point sources of light; these will image then to points 
1', 2', 3', and 4' to the left of the lenses such that all (of the infinity of) 
rays from point 2, for example, that intercept the aperture of lens L1 will be 
directed by the lenses to pass through point 2'. Ray traces such as these can 
be employed to show the following: (1) that points within the shaded region 
1, 2, 3,4 image to points within the shaded region 1', 2', 3',4' such that 
the former region is a region of high (point source) radiation-collection effi
ciency, so high in fact that all T.dYS from a point within this reg~on that also 
intercept ~he aperture of lens Ll, will pass through aperture A' and be col
lected; (2) any ray, directed from right to left, that is in-line with the 
(virtual hole in the) virtual aperture A and the aperture of lens Ll, will be 
redirected by the lenses to pass through the real aperture A' and be collected; 
any right-to-left ray that does not meet these criterion will intercept the 
opaque (non-hole) portion of aperture A' and therefore will not be collected. 

A thorough comprehension of these statements, in conjunction with elemen
tary ray-tracing techniques, will permit one to compute surfaces of constant 
radiation-collection efficiency for the region to the right of the lenses. A 
quadrant of such a contour diagram is illustrated in Figure 12 for the case of 
circular (x-axis symmetric) optical components and assuming sv » D~ » Dy, 
which is typical of many geometries. For sv » D~ » Dv the contour plot is 
symmetric also about the z-axis, and therefore all four quadrants would plot 
identically. The coordir~tes of Figure 12 are normalized such that 

Dl d ~ 2 
• - - x an z • - z Dvsv Dv 

(8) 

The relative radiation collection efficiency, g~, plotted in Figure 12 is re
lated to the actual effective radiation-collection solid angle, nc ' by 

again assuming Sv » Dt » Dv' 

4 s2 n'" • __ Vg 
c 2 c 

'!I'Dt 

C. Inherent Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 

(9) 

Because of the statistical nature of the number of photons dete~ted during 
the passage of a thermal particle through a TEV probe volume, for example, the 
TEV Signal amplitude is inher~nt1y uncertain and noisy. The relative magnitude 
of such inherent noise will now be discussed. 
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For the TEV, the photon flux impinging on the PMT photocathode originates
from a thermal broadband source and the photons can be assumed to be emitted

at random time intervals. Under such conditions the probability that n photons

will strike the photocathode in a time interval _ is given by a Poisson distri-
bution as follows: (7)

O

(Nph z)n o

P(n,z) = n! exp (-Nph _) (I0) /

O

where Nph is the average photon-arrival rate. The average value for n and the
2

variance in n, Oph, can be obtained directly from P(n,z) as: (7)

o

= Nph z (II)

02 o
ph = Nph T = _ (12)

The inherent photon flux signal-to-noise ratio, -6/O:_h,is given by

O

Sph = (NphT) (t3)

and the inherent cathode photoelectron SNR for a single TEV particle pulse is
given by

. o [ - ] (14)

where q (dimensionless) is the photocathode quantum efficiency, NA(Tp)
(W • m-3 • sr-I) is the monochromatic blackbody radiation intenaity discussed

in Appendix A, Ap (m-2) is the particle cross-sectlon or projected area of

radiation (Ap = _D2/4 for a spherical particle), _c (sr) is the solid collec-

tlon angle, AX(m) is the spectral detection bandwidth of the optics and de-

tector, and T = (Dp + Dv) Vp-I is the time duration of the TEV _ignal pulse

foc a particle of diameter Dp and velocity Vp passing through a high detectlvlty

probe volume region of diameter Dv.
,=

The smpliflcatlon or multiplication of the cathode photoelectron current

in the PMT dynode chain is essentially noise-free. The use of high-gain PHT in

conjunction with a low-pass filter of bandwidth T-I = (Dp + Dr)-1 Vp and a low-

noise amplifier (if necessary)' ensures that the cathode photoelectron $NR is

preserved to within a factor of two at the filter (or amplifier) output.(7)

During the occurrence of the slgna I pulse (with the particle approximately

centered in the probe volume for SNR >> I) the filter (or amplifier) output

voltage level will achieve a mean peak value and an average variance of the
peak that provide a voltage ratio SNR that is within a factor of two of the

_A signal ampllfier is usually necessary with low photoelectron SNR (SNR <

I0) depending on the input voltage level requirements of the signal processor.
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For the TEV, the photon flux impinging on the PM! photocathode originates 
from a thermal broadband source and the photons can be assumed tn be emitted 
at random time intervals. Under such conditions the probability that n photons 
will strike the photocathode in a time interval T is given by a Poisson distri
bution as follows:(7) 

o 

o n 
(Nph T) 0 

P (n,T) .. ---'~-- exp (-Nph T) 
n! 

(10) 

wherp. Nph is the average photon-arrival rate. The average value for n and the 
variance in n, a~h' can be obtained directly from P(n,T) as:(7) 

o 
n .. Nph '{ (11) 

a~h - ~Ph '{ = Ii (12) 

The inherent photon flux signal-to-noise ratio, n/t';)h' is given by 

(13) 

and the inherent cathode photoelectron SNR for a single TEV particle pulse is 
given by 

where n (dimensionless) is the photocathode quantum efficiency, NA(Tp) 
(W • m-3 • sr-1) is the monochromatic blackbody radiation intensity discussed 
in Appendix A, Ap (m-2) is the part~cle cross-section or projected area of 
radiation (Ap - nD~/4 for a spherical particle), 0c (sr) is the solid collec

tion angle. 6X(m) is the spectral detection bandwidth of the optics and de
tect~r, and T • (Dp + Dv) vp- 1 is the time duration of the TEV ~ignal pulse 
foe a particle of diameter Dp and velocity vp passing through a high detectivity 
l>l'obe vC',lume region of diameter Dv' 

The amplification or multiptication of the cathode photoelectron current 
in the PM! dynode chain is essentially noise-free. The use of high-gain PM! in 
conjunction with a low-pass filter of bandwidth T-1 • (Op + Dv)-l vp and a low~ 
noise amplifier (if necessary)t ensures that the cathode photoelectron SNR is 
preserved to within a factor of two at the filter (or amplifier) output.(7) 
During the occurrence of the signal pulse (with the particle approximately 
centered in the probe volume for SNR » 1) the filter (or amplifier) output 
voltage level will achieve a mean peak value and an average variance of the 
peak that provide a voltage ratio SNR that is within a factor of two of the 

tA signal amplifier is usually necessary with low photoelectron SNR (SNR < 
10) depending on the input voltage level requirements of the signal processor. 
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charge ratio SNR that appeared i_._ the PHT cathode and plate electron currents.
Thus, the quantum nature of the photon flux from a detected TEV particle
causes an inherent photon flux SNR; this SNR is then reduced by a factor n v_on
photod_tection and then approximately preserved through the electron multipli-
cation, electronic amplification, and low-pass-filtering processes.

D. Particle Rate Monitor Optics /

The particle rate monitor optical system that generated and detected the

cone beam is shown in Figure 13. A O.005-w hellum-neon laser source (S) of

0.632B-_m wavelength, emitted a TEMoo, approxlm" ely collimated, continuous-

wave laser beam of nominally 0.6-nnn dlameLer. The i_er illuminated, by way of

lens L1, a piece of llght-dlffuslng tape, D. The diffusing tape was Scotch®_
tape No. 810, the commonly- used office type that could be written upon. The

tape scattered and absorbed all of the incident light with approximately 0.4

percent (20 _w) scattered into a principal low-dlvergence, forward-scatter cone

of approximately 8 = 0.2-radlan divergence angle. This then intercepted a
100-_m diameter, centered circular ap_._rtureA1. It should be noted that the

lens LI focused the gausslan laser beam to a spot diameter that was smaller

than the aperture AI (to the focus point 2 of Figure 13), and that the distance

between L1 and the dlffuser-aperture (D-At) combination was varied so that the

aperture diameter was fully illuminated with approximately 40 percent of the

power scattered forward in the principal lobe intercepting the aperture AI.

The aperture AI, in conjunction with the very closely located diffuser tape D,

effectively created a disk of point sources that was imaged by way of _ens L2

and aperture A2 (which controlled the cone convergence-dlvergence angle), out
into the test section to a 500-mlcron disk (of focused or i:naged point sources).

Lens L3 reimaged the cone beam onto a photomultiplier tube. Aperture A3 and

the laser line (spectral) filter LLF were employed to reject radiation from

test cell camera lights.
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charge ratio SNR that appeared in the PM! cathode and plate electron currents. 
Thus, the quantum nature of the photon flux from a detected TEV particle 
causes an inherent photon flux SNR; this SNR is then reduced by a factor n o,va 
photod~tection and then approximately preserved through the electron multipli
cation, electronic amplification, and low-pass-filtering processes. 

D. Particle Rate Monitor Optics 

The particle rate monitor optical system that generated and detected the 
cone beam is shown in Figure 13. A O.OOS-w helium-neon laser source (S) of 
0.6328-)Jm wavelength, emitted a 'fEMoo" approxim' 'ely collimated, continuous
wave laser beam of nominally 0.6~ diam~L~r. The :~er illuminated, by way of 
lens Ll. a piece of light-diffusing tape, D. The diffusing tape was Scotch®+ 
tape No. 810, the commonly used office type that could be written upon. The 
tape scattered and absorbed all of the incident light with approximately 0.4 
percent (20 \Jlit) scattered into a principal low-divergence, forward-scatter cone 
of approximately a = 0.2-radian divergence angle. This then intercepted a 
100-)Jm diameter, centered circular apl!rture AI. It should be noted that the 
lens Ll focused the gaussian laser beam to a spot diameter that was smaller 
than the aperture Al (to the focus point 2 of Figure 13), and that the distance 
between Ll and the diffuser-aperture (D-Al) combination was varied so that the 
aperture diameter was fully illuminated with approximat~y 40 percent of the 
power scattered forward in the principal lobe intercepting the aperture AI. 
The aperture AI, in conjunction with the very closely located diffuser tape D, 
effectively created a disk of point sources that was imaged by way of lens L2 
and aperture A2 (which controlled the cone convergence-divergence angle), out 
into the test section to a 500-micron disk (of focused or baged point sources). 
Lens L3 reimaged the cone beam onto a photomultiplier tube. Aperture A3 and 
the laser line (spectral) filter LLF were employed to reject radiation from 
test cell camera lights. 
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THERMALSTRES_RESPONSEOF GENERALPURPOSE

HEAT SOURCE(GPHS)AEROSHELLMATERIAL

I. M. Grinberg*,L. E. Hulbert*,
and R. G. Luce*

ABSTRACT

A thermalstresstestwas conductedto determinethe abilityof the GPHS
aeroshell3-D FWPFmaterialto maintainphysicalintegritywhen exposedto a
severeheat fluxsuch as would occur frompromptreentryof GPHSmodules. The
testwas performedin the Giant PlanetaryFacilityat NASA'sAmes Research
Center. Good agreementwas obtainedbetweenthe theor, cal and experimental
resultsfor both temperatureand straintime histories. No physicaldamage
was observedin the testspecimen. These resultsprovideinitialcorroboration
both of the analysistechniquesused and that the GPHS reentrymemberwill
survivethe reentrythermalstresslevelsexpectr_.

INTRODUCTION

The GeneralPurposeHeat Source(GPHS)is a radioisotope-fueledheat
sourceto be usedto provideelectricpower for the InternationalSolar Polar
Mission(!SPM)- RadioisotopeThermoelectricGenerator(RTG). Modularin design,
the GPHSconsistsof a seriesof modulesstackedin sufficientquantityto meet
the converterpower requirements.Each heat sourcemodulecontainsfour62.5 W
_thermal)Pu02 fuel pelletsand is rectangularparallelepipedin shape_as
shown in the FigureI schematic.

The generatoris designedto breakapart duringreentryintothe earth's
atmosphere,eitherfollowingend-of-lifeor from a launchabort,exposingthe
stackedheat sourcemodulesto the environment. In turn,the stackedmodules
will separatedue to aerodynamicforcessuchthat the individualheat source
moduleswill reenterthe earth'senvironment.Releaseof the fuel during
reentryand at earth impactis preventedby a combinationof metal post-impact
shell,carbon-basedimpactshell,and 3-D fineweave piercedfabric (FWPF)
carbon-carbonaeroshell,and specificdesigncharacteristicsselectedon the
basisof testsand analyses.

An accuratepredictionof the thermalstressresponseof the GPHSmodule
aeroshellis an importantaspectof the overallheat sourcedesign. Many fac-
torsmust be accuratelyaccountedfor in the analysisof materialresponsc.
includingmaterialproperties,heat flux distribution,and desig_lfeatures.
Unfortunately,there is no adequatecriterior;availableto predictthe thermal
stressfailureof 3-D carbon-cart n, and relativelylittleexperienceand data
base have beendevalopedfor the thermalstressresistanceof the FWPFC/b

*Battelle, ColumbusLabo,atories,Columbus,Ohio.
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ThERMAL STRESS RESPONSE OF GENERAL PURPOSE 

HEAT SOURCE (GPHS) AEROSHEll MATERIAL 

1. M. Grinbel'g*, L. E. Hulbert*, 
and R. G. luce* 

ABSTRACT 

A thermal stress test was conducted to determine the ability of the GPHS 
aeroshell 3-D FWPF material to maintain physical integrity when exposed to a 
severe heat flux such as would occur from prompt reentry of GPHS modules. Th~ 
test was performed in the Giant Planetary Facility at NASA's Ames Research 
Center. Good agreement was obtained between the theor. ocal and experimental 
results for both temperature and strain time histories. No physical damage 
was observed in the test specimen. These results provide initial corroboration 
both of the analysis techniques used and that the GPHS reentry member will 
survive the reentry thermal stres~ levels expectrj. 

INTRODUCTION 

The General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) is a radioisotope-fueled heat 
source to be used to provide electric power for the International Solar Polar 
Mission (!SPM) - Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG). Modular in design, 
the GPHS consists of a series of modules stacked in sufficiGnt quantity to meet 
the converter power requirements. Each heat source module contains four 62.5 W 
(thermal) Pu02 fuel pellets and is rectangular parallelepiped in shape~ as 
shown in the Figure 1 schematic. 

The generator is designed to break apart during reentry into the earth's 
atmosphere, either following end-of-life or from a la~nch abort, exposing the 
stacked heat sourc~ modules to the environment. In turn, the stacked modulfs 
will separate due to aerodynamic forces such that the individual heat source 
modules will reenter the earth's environment. Release of the fuel during 
reentry and at earth im~act is prevented by a combination of metal post-impact 
shell, carbon-based impact shell, and 3~D fine weave pierced fabric (FWpr) 
carbon-carbon aeroshell, and specific design characteristics selected on the 
basis of tests and analyses. 

An accurate predittion of the thermal stress response of the GPHS module 
aeroshell is an import.ant aspect of the overall heat source design. Many fac
tors must be accurateOlyo accounted for in the analysis of material response. 
including material pl'operties, heat flux distribution, and desigd features. 
Unfortunately, tI-Jerf: is no adequate criterior; available to predict the thermal 
stress failure of 3-D carbon-car' on, and relatively little experience and data 
base have been dev~loped for the thermal stress resistance of the FWPF C/~ 

* Battelle, C01umbus labo,dtories, Columbus, Ohio. 
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materialin accidentenvironmentsthatcould resultfrom applicationsof the
GPHS. Thus,a meaningfulcomparisonof thermalstresspredictionswith experi-
mentaldata cannotbe madewithoutthe generationof new data for the specific
materialof nterest.

To overcomethislack of experience,a thermalstresstestwas designed
and conductedon 3-D FWPFC/C to determinethe abilityof the aeroshellmate-
rialto maintainphysicaland mechanicalintegritywhen exposedto a severeheat
fluxenvironmentsuchas wouldoccur from prompt(steepangle)reentryof GPHS
modules. Thermaland thermalstressanalyseswere performedto designthe test
model,selectinstrumentation,and determinethe requiredenvironmentaltest
conditions.The thermalstresstestwas conductedin the Giant Planetary
Facility(GPF)at NASA'sAmes ResearchCenter (ARC).

ENVIRONMENTALCONDITIONS

ReentryEnvironment

Testconditionswere selectedbasedon duplicatingthe peak tensilestress
and strainlevelsin the GPHSmoduleaeroshellthatwould resultfromprompt
reentryof the GPHSmodules. Inifialconditionsfor this trajectoryare reentry
angle °89.9degreesat an altitudeof 121.9km (400kft)with a corresponding
velocityof I0.97kmps (36 kfps). Breakupof the generatorand separationof
the heat sourcemodulesareassumedto occur at 61 km (200kft),an altitude
sufficientlyhighto providethe peakaeroheatingthatwould occur on this
trajectory.

i

Ree,tryheatingand pressurehistories,along with freestreamReynolds
numberand Mach numberhistories,are shown in Figure2 as a functionof altitude.
The stagnationpointheatingrate has been normalizedto a 2.54 cm (l in.)radius
hemisphere.Reentryparametersfor broadface stableand sideface stablehyper-
sonicmodes are shownin Figure2. The maximumaeroheatingrateexpe£tedfor
the heat sourcemodulefor this trajectoryis approximately47.7 MW/mL (4200
Btu/ft2-sec)for the side on stablereentrymode.

Test FacilitySelection

The NASAAmes 70 MW GiantPlanetaryFacility(GPF)was selectedfor the
,ermalstresstestbecausethis facilitycan providethe desiredheatingrates

and can readilyaccommodatethe testmodel configurationand sizeanticipated.

The arc heaterin the GPF is capableof operatingat a maximumelectrical
power inputof 70 MW. A mixtureof hydrogenand heliumor hydrogenand nitrogen
is used as the testgas. The nozzleused has a circularcross-sectiongeometry
and an exitdiameterof 6.99cm (2-3/4in.). Basedon previousthermalstress
test experiencewith this nozzle,a flat faced,rightcircularcylindrical
geometrytestspecimenwas designed,withmaximummodeldimensions_ot to
exceed4.128cm (!-5/8in.)diameterand 8.57 cm (3-3/8in.) length. With this
testmodel geometryand size,an electricalpower inputof approximately25 to
30 MW is requiredto achievea stagnationpoint heat transferr_te on the test
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material in accident environments that could result from applications of the 
GPHS. Thus, a meaningful comparison of thermal stress predictions with experi
mental data cannot be made without the generation of new data for the specific 
material of ··nterest. 

To overcome this lack of experienr.c, a thermal stress test was designed 
and conducted on 3-D FWPF C/C to determine the ability of the aeroshell mate
rial to maintain physical and mechanical integrity when exposed to a s~v~re heat 
flux environment such as would occur from prompt (steep angle) reentry of GPHS 
modules. Thermal and thermal stress analyses were performed to design the test 
model, select instrumentation, and determine the required environmental test 
conditions. The thermal stress test was conducted in the Giant Planetary 
Facility (GPF) at NASA's Ames Research Center (ARC). 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

Reentry Environment 

Test conditions were selected based on duplicating the peak tensile stress 
and strain levels in the GPHS module aeroshe11 that would result from prompt 
reentry of the GPHS modules. Initial conditions for this trajectory are reentry 
angle -89.9 degrees at an altitude of 121.9 km (400 kft) with a corresponding 
velocity of 10.97 kmps (36 kfps). Breakup of the generator and separation of 
the heat source modules are assumed to occur at 61 km (200 kft), an altitude 
sufficiently high to provide the peak aeroheating that would occur on this 
trajectory. 

Reentry heating and pressure histories, along with freestream Reynolds 
number and Mach number histories, are shown in Figure 2 as a function of altitude. 
The stagnation point heating rate has been normalized to a 2.54 em (1 in.) radius 
hemisphere. Reentry parameters for broad face stable and ~ide face stable hyper-
30nic modes are shown in Figure 2. The maximum aeroheating rate expected for 
the heat source module for this trajectory is approximately 47.7 MW/mz (4200 
Btu/ft2-sec) for the side on stable reentry mode. 

Test Facility Selection 

The NASA Ames 70 MW Giant Planetary Facility (GPF) was selected for the 
,erma1 stress test because this facility can provide the desired heating rates 

and can readily accommodate the test model configuration and size anticipated. 

The arc heater in the GPF is cap:Jble of operating at a maximum electrical 
power input of 70 MW. A mixture of hydrogen and helium or hydrogen and nitrogen 
is used as the test gas. The nozzle used has a circular cross-section geometry 
and an exit diameter of 6.99 em (:-3/4 in.). Based on previous thermal stress 
test experience with this nozzle, a flat faced, right circular cylindrical 
geometry test specimen was designed. with maximum model dimensions not to 
exceed 4.128 cm (1-5/8 in.) diameter and 8.57 em (3-3/8 in.) length. With this 
test model geometry and size, an electrical power input of approximately 25 to 
30 MW is required to achieve a stagnation point heat transfer rdte on the test 
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model corresponding to peak heating conditions for the GPHS module during prompt
reentry (side on stable hyperso,licmode).

THERMAL STRESS TEST MODEL DESIGN

The tilermalstress test model design is shown in Figure 3. This design is
based on analyses conducted to determine the heat transfer rate for selected
test facility operating conditions and the thermal and thermal stress response
of the material. The flat face cylinder-flare configuration is consistent with
thermal stress test experience at NASA Ames, and the overall size of the test
specimen can be easily accommodated within the GPF facility. The axisymmetric
configuration provides for symmetric external and internal boundary conditions
and facilitates the thermal and thermal stress analyses. The specific wall
thickness, 0.51cm (0.2 in.), was selected to yield .peaktensile stress and
strain levels on the inside flat face surface of the FWPF C/C identical to the
peak values expected during prompt reentry of the heat source module for the
side on stable mode.

The flat inner surface of the front face allows for the application of both
a thermocouple and an extensometer for measuring the back face temperature and
strain history of the specimen.

The cylindrical portion and the integral tapered skirt were machined from
a single block of Avco FWPF C/C material with the Z-fiber direction parallel
to the axis of symmetry as shown in Figure 3. From the nominal diameter of
4.128 cm (I-5/8 in.), a Teflon flare is used to increase the overall diameter
of the model assembly to 7.62 cm (3 in.) in a total assembled length of 8.57 cm
(3-3/8 in.). The size of the aft-cone flare was selected so that the instrumen-
tation package could be fit into the model assembly. Teflon was used for the
cone-flare section in order to electrically insulate the C/C test model from
the model sting. Threaded phenolic pieces are usod to join the Teflon flare
section to the C/C test model and the model assembly to the steel sting. The
phenolic also serves to electrically insulate the model assembly from the sting.
A 1.27 cm (l/2-in.) diameter hole is provided through the phenolic pieces to
house components of the strain measuring instrumentationand to serve as a
passage for electrical instrumentationwires.

Figure 4 shows the major components of the thermal stress test model.
Showh in Figure 4 is the FWPF flat-faced cylinder flare, the Teflon flare with
the forward phenolic connector, and other components which are identified and
discussed in the following paragraphs.

The extensometer and back face thermocouple instrumentationassemblies for
the thermal stress test models were specially developed and built to fit in the
test specimen. Figure 5 is a schematic of the instrumentation package which
fits into the 1.27 cm diameter hole in the pheonlic threaded pieces previously
shown in Figure 3.

The main support bar is approximately 1.27 cm diameter and 4.45 cm (l-3/4-
in.) long. Holes were drilled into t,_ main support bar to (1) attach the 0.32
cm (1/8-in.) diameter tungsten forks (center-line distance between forks is
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model corresponding to peak heating conditions for the GPHS module during prompt 
reentry (side on stable hyparsollic mode). 

THERMAL STRESS TEST MODEL DESIGN 

The tilermal stress test model design is shown in Figure 3. This design is 
based on analyses conducted to determin~ the heat transfer rate for selected 
test facility operating conditions and the thermal and thermal stress response 
of the material. The flat face cylinder-flare configuration is consistent with 
thermal stress test exparience at NASA Ames, and the overall size of the test 
specimen can be easily accommodated within the GPF facility. The axisymmetric 
configuration provides for sYJll11etric external and internal boundary conditions 
and facilitates the thermal and thermal stress analyses. The specific wall 
thickness, 0.51 cm (0.2 in.), was selected to yield .peak tensile stress and 
strain levels on the inside flat face surface of the FWPF C/C identical to the 
peak values expected during prompt reentry of the heat source module for the 
side on stable mode. 

The flat inner surface of the front face allows for the application of both 
a thermocouple and an extensometer for measuring the back face temperature and 
strain history of the specimen. 

The cylindrical portion and the integral t~pered skirt were machined from 
a single block of Avco FWPF C/C material with the Z-fiber direction parallel 
to the axis of symmetry as shown in Figure 3. From the nominal diameter of 
4.128 em (1-5/8 in.). a Teflon flare is used to increase the overall diameter 
of the model assembly to 7.62 cm (3 in.) in a total ~ssembled length of 8.57 em 
(3-3/8 in.). The size of the aft-cone flare was selected so that the instrumen
tation package could be fit into the model assembly. Teflon was used for the 
cone-flare section in order to electrically insulate the CIC test model from 
the model sting. Threaded phenolic pieces are used to join the Teflon flare 
section to the C/C test model and the model assembly to the steel sting. The 
phenolic also ~erves to electric~l1y insulate the model assembly from the sting. 
A 1.27 cm (1/2-in.) diameter hole is provided through the phenolic pieces to 
house components of the strain measuring instrumentation and to serve as a 
passage for electrical instrumentation wires. 

Figure 4 shows the major components of the thermal stress test model. 
Showr, in Figure 4 is the FWPF flat-faced cyl inder flare, the Teflon flare with 
the forward phenolic connector, and other components which are identified dnd 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The extensorneter and back face thermocouple instrumentation assemblies for 
the thermal stress test models were specially developed and built to fit in the 
test specin~n. Figure 5 is a schematic of the instrumentation package which 
fits into the 1.27 cm diameter hole in the pheonlic threaded pieces previously 
shown in Figure 3. 

The main support bar is approximately 1.27 crn diameter and '1.45 cm (1-3/4-
in.) long. Hol~s were drilled into til.,; main support bar to (1) attach the 0.32 
elll (l/8-in.) diameter tungsten forks (center-line distance between forks is 
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0.64 cm [I/4 in.]), (2) accom_date the thermocouple spring and alumina tube
(approximately0.32 cm diameter hole), (3) run the thermocouple leads through I

the main support (0.16 cm [I/16-in.) diameter hole), and (4) run the strain
gage leads through the ll_ainsupport bar (0.32 cm-diameter hole). An electrical

terminal was fastened to the face of the main support bar using epoxy cement
in order to make the strain gage connections. The main support assembly is
held in position using d spring which maintains the forks and thermocouple in
contact with the back face uf the C/C model.

Flat spots were gound on the tungsten forks where the four strain gages
(Micro-MeasurementCompany, Model No. WK-O6-O628P-350) were bonded to the forks
using BR-GIO high temperature (260 C [500 F]) cement. The strain gages were
used to measure bending strains in the forks. The ends of the forks were
ground to a point with a total included cone angle of 60 degrees.

A 30 gage Pt-Pt/lO percent Rh thermocouple _ds used to measure the back
face temperature of the C/C specimen. The thermocouple bead was ground to
maximize its surface contact area with the back face of the C/C mode] (see
detail, Figure 5). The bead was left rounded where it contacts the alumina
tube in order to maintain a snell contact area at this material interface.
This bead geometry is commonly used to increase measuring accuracy. The contact
area between the thermocouple bead and the C/C model was estimated to be
approximately 400 times greate_ than the contact area at the alumina oxide
tube interface.

SUPPORTING DESIGN ANALYSES

Thermal and thermal stress analyses were performed to determin_ the
response of the FWPF C/C material to ensure that reentry stress levels would
be achieved in the test model at arc heater conditions within the GPF operating
envelope.

Thermal Analyses

Thermal analyses were perforw_edto predict transient temperature distribu-
tions through the 3-D C/C test specimen as a function of specimen dimensions and
GPF test conditions. A two-dimensional, transient heat-transfer computer pro-
gram used to perform the reentry thermal and ablation analyses were used to per-
form the thermal analyses.

Table I shows the GPF operating conditions used in deter_ainingthe thermal
response of the 3-D C/C test model, corresponding to peak heating associated
with a prompt GPHS reentry. At this arc heater operating condition, the stag-
nation point colA wall heat fl_x to the thermal stress test model is approxi-
mately 51.9 MW/m_ (4570 Btu/ftZ-sec).

The nodal temperature-timehistory obtained from the thermal analysis was
used as input for the thermal stress analysis.
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0.64 em [1/4 in.]), (2) accommodate the thermocouple spring and alumina tube 
(approximately 0.32 em diameter hole), (3) run the thermocouple leads through 
the main support (0.16 em [1/16-in.) diameter hole), and (4) run the strain 
gage leads through the main support bar (0.32 cm-diameter hole). An electrical 
terminal was fastened to the face of the main support bar using epoxy cement 
in order to make the strain gage connections. The main support assembly is 
held in position uSing d spring which maintains the forks and thermocouple in 
contact with the back fac~ of the CIC model. 

Flat spots were 90und on the tungsten forks where the four strain gages 
(t4icro-Measurement Company, Model No. WK-06-0628P-350) were bonded to the forks 
using BR-G10 high temperature (260 C [500 F]) cement. The strain gages were 
used to measure bending strains in the forks. The ends of the forks were 
ground to a point with a total included cone angle of 60 degrees. 

A 30 gage Pt-Pt/lO percent Rh thermocouple "':dS u.sed to measure the back 
face temperature of the e/c specimen. The thermocouple bead was ground to 
maximize its surface contact area with the back face of the CIC. model (see 
detail, Figure 5). The bead was left rounded where it contacts the alumina 
tube in order to maintain a s~~11 contact area at this material interface. 
This bead geometry is commonly used to increase measuring accuracy. The contact 
area between the thermocouple bead and the CIC model was estimated to be 
approximately 400 times greater than the contact area at the alumina oxide 
tube interface. 

SUPPORTING DESIGN ANALYSES 

Thermal and thermal stress analyses were performed to determin~ the 
response of the FWPF CIC material to ensure that reentry stress levels would 
be achieved in the test model at arc heater conditions within the GPF operating 
envelope. 

Thermal Analyses 

Thermal analyses were performed to predict transient temperature distr'ibu
tions through the 3-D CIC test specimen as a function of specimen dimensions and 
GPF test conditions. A two-dimensional, transient heat-transfer cOlr.puter pro
gram used to perform the reentry thermJl and ablation analyses were used to per
form the thennal analyses. 

Table I shows the GPF operating conditions used in deterioining the thermal 
response of the 3-~ CIC test model, corresponding to peak heating associated 
with a prompt GPHS reentry. At this arc heater operating condition, the stag
nation point cold wall heat flyx to the thermal stress test model is approxi
mately 51.9 MW/m2 (4570 Btu/ft2-sec). 

The nodal temperature-time history obtained from the thermal analysis was 
used as input for the thermal strtss analysis. 
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ThermalStressAnalysis

Developmentof an axisymmetricthermalstressn_del allowedthe applica-
tionof computerprogramDOASISto calculatethe thermalstressesand strains
for the testmodel configuration.This programhas beenwell testedboth
for elasticand elastic-plasticstrains.

A finiteelementmodelwas developedfor the test specimenusing the
two-dimensionalmodel generationcapabilityof the INGENprogramdevelopedby
LASL.I This finiteelementmodel is shown in Figure6. Temperatureswere
obtainedfor input intothe DOASISprogramby interpolationfrom the tempera-
turespreviouslycalculatedusing the finitedifferencecode.

Elasticand elastic-plasticstressanalyseswere conductedto determine
the suitabilityof the testmodel geometryand wall thicknessusingavailable
elastic-plasticmaterialpropertydata. These analyseswere made at various
time intervalsby inputtingthe specimentemperaturedistributioninto the
DOASIScomputerprogramand _teratingto obtainthe elastic-plasticstresses.
Althoughthis procedur_does not accountfor the time-dependenttemperature
history,the analysesare believedto be sufficientlyaccurateto demonstrate
the stressreliefobtainedwhen the C/C compositeundergoescompressiveplastic
flowat the frontface surface.

Table II shows the res:altsof the DOASISanalysesat variousspecimen
exposuretimes. The DOASIS-calcuiatedpeak reentrytensilestresscalculated
usingelastic-plasticpropertydata is I03.4Mi nz (15 ksi). FromTable II,
it can be seen that this stresslevel is predictedto occur at approximately
I sec intothe test.

Deformationsof the test specimenwere also predictedas partof the
thermalstressanalyses. Radialdeformationscomputedat the forwardinner
cavitysurfaceere comparedwith the measureddefnrmationslater in thispaper.

INSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATION
AND IEST PROCEDURES

Instrumentationused to measurethe back facestrainwas calibratedprior
_o the conductof the thermalstresstest in the PanesGPF. Alsn a thermal
analysiswas conductedto determinethe error in the back face temperaturedue
to contactresistanceat the FWPFC/C-thermocoupleinterface. Resultsof these
activitiesare summarizedas follows.

The straingageextensometerused co measurethe C/C specimenstrainwas
calibratedafter the straingagesand leadwires were attached. The sensitiv-
ity of the straingage beam systemwas found to be 4184 _/MV/volt excitation.

Effectsof temperatureon the extensometertransducer'selectricaloutput
were checkedby exposingthe transducerto varioustemperaturelevelsusing
a constanttemperatureoven.
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Thermal Stress Analysis 

Uev~lopment of an axisymmetric thermal stress model allowed the applica
tion of c0mputer program OOASIS to calculate the thermal stresses and strains 
for the te.r;t model configuration. This program has been well tested both 
for elastic and elastic-plastic strains. 

A finite element model was developed for the test specimen using the 
two-dimensional model generation capability of the INGEN program developed by 
LASL.l This f';nite element model is shown in Figure 6. Temperatures were 
obtained for in~ut into the DOASIS program by interpolation from the tempera
tures previously calculated using the finite difference code. 

Elastic and elastic-plastic stress analyses wetOe conducted to determine 
the suitability of the test model geometry and wall thickness using available 
elastic-plastic material property data. These analyses were made at various 
time intervals by in~utting the specimen temperature distribution into the 
OOASIS computer program and iterating to obtain the elastic-plastic stresses. 
Although this procedurl does not account for the time-dependent temperature 
history, the analyses are believed to be sufficiently accurate to demonstrate 
the stress relief obtain~d when the CIC composite undergoes compressive plastic 
flow at the front face sUl'face. 

Table II shows the res:ll ts of the DOASIS tlnalyses at various specimen 
exposure times. The DOASIS-.':alculated peak reentry tensile stress calculated 
using elastic-plastic property data is 103.4 Mi .. 02 (15 ksi). From Table II, 
it can be seen that this stress level is predicted to occur at approximately 
1 sec into the test. 

Deformations of the test specimen were also predicted as part of the 
thermal stress analyses. Radial deformations computed at the forward inner 
cavity surface ere compared with the measured deformations later in this paper. 

INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION 
A~D TE~T PROCEDURES 

In;.trumentation used to measure the back face strain was calibrated prior 
~o the conduct of the thermal stress test in the Ames GPF. Also a thermal 
ana lys i s was conduc ted to determi ne the err:)r in the back face tempera ture due 
to contact resistance at the FWPF C/C-thermo~ouple interface. Results of these 
activities are summarized as follows. 

The strain gage extensometer used to measure the CIC specimen strain was 
calibrated after the strain gages and lead wires were attached. The sensitiv
ity of the strain gage beam system was found to be 4184 ~e/MV/volt excitation. 

Effects of temperature on the extensometer transducer's electrical output 
were checked by exposing the transducer to various temperature levels using 
a constant temperature oven. 
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Thermalanalyseswere conductedto determinethe potentialerror in the
temperaturemeasurementthat could resultfrom poor contactbetweenthe thermo-
couplebead and the back face of the C/C test model. Althoughpositivecontact
betweenthe thermocouplebead and the C/C testmodel back facewas maintained
usinga spring,there existeda thermalcontactresistanceat this interface.
Basedon informationavailablefor the contactconductancebetweentungsten
and graphite2 and a contactpressureof approximately2.1MN/m2 (300psi)at
the thermocouple-C/Cinterface(coldpretriaIAmeasurement),a room temperature
contactconductanceof approximately5674 W/mZK (lO00Btu/hr-ftZ-F)was pre-
dictedbetweenthe thermocouplebeadand the C/C material. Duringthe test,
there is a decreasein thisconductancedue to stressrelaxationof the spring.

Resultsof thisthermalanalysisare presentedin Figure7 for the nominal
heatingrate conditions.The indicatedthermocoupletemperaturereadingis
presentedas a functionof the actualback face temperatureand contactcon-
ductance. For a contactconductanceof 5674W/mZK (1000Btu/hr-ftLF),_he
maximumdifferencebetweenthe indicatedand actualback facetemperaturesis
estimatedto be approximately121 to 149 C (250to 300 F) over the test duration.
Also shown in Figure7 are the correctionsthat shouldbe made to the indicated
thermocouplereadingfor lower (1418,2837W/m2K)and higher (28372W/m2K)
contactconductances.For the lattervalue,there is practicallyno difference
betweenthe indicatedand actual3ackface C/C temperature.

The effectof mechanicalinjectionloadson the extensometerwas evalu-
ated by installingthe testmodel in the holderand operatingthe stingwhich
insertsthe testmodel into the gas stream. The model was installedwith the
tungstenforksof the extensometerorientedin a directionperpendicularto
the traversingdirectionof the sting. Placingthe forks in this orientation
minimizesthe decelerationloads on the forks in the directionin which the
strainwould be measured.

Calibrationtestswere performedpriorto testingof the FWPF testsample
in order to determinethe heateroperatingconditionsrequiredto achievethe
desirednominalheatingrate. A calorimetermodel was used to measurethe
stagnationpoint heatingrate.

Prior to insertingthe FWPF testmodel intothe arc-heatedgas, the
calorimetermodelwas insertedto ensurethat the arc heaterw_s functioning
properlyand the nominalheatingrateof approximately51MW/m_ was achieved.

The testmodelwas insertedinto the gas streamfor approximately3
seconds. Duringinsertion,the model was protectedby a nylon sabotwhich
coveredthe cylindricalnose portionof the test sample. The two piecesabot
was held in placearoundthe testspecimenusing finewires. The wires
usuallymelt in approximately200 to 500 msec, dependingon the arc heater
operatingconditions,and the sabot is forcedaway fromthe model by the high
dynamicpressuresassociatedwith the gas stream. The elapsedtimeassociated ,
with the removalof the sabotafter the retainerwires are meltedis of the
order of a millisecond.Thus, the test model is subjectedto a step-like
changein environment.

An opticalpyrometer_as used to measurethe front facestagnationpoint
temperaturehistory.
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Thermal analyses were conducted to determine the potential error in the 
temperature measurement that CQuld result from poor contact b~tween the thermo
couple bead and the back face of the CIC test model. Although positive contact 
between the thermocouple bead and the CIC test model back face was maintained 
uSing a spring, there existed a thermal contact resistance at this interface. 
Based on information available for the contact conductance between tungsten 
and graphite2 and a contact pressure of approximately 2.1 MN/m2 (300 psi) at 
the thermocouple-C/C interface (cold pretrial measurement), a room temperature 
contact conductance of approximately 5674 W/m2K (1000 Btu/hr-ft2-F) was pre
dicted between the thermocouple bead and the CIC material. During the test, 
there is a decrease in this conductance due to stress relaxation of the spring. 

Results of this thermal analysis are presented in Figure? for the nominal 
heating rate conditions. The indicated thermocouple temperature reading is 
presented as a function of the actual back face temperature and contact con
ductance. For a contact conductance of 5674 W/m2K (1000 Btu/hr-ft2-F), the 
maximum difference between the indicated and actual ~ack face temperatures is 
estimated to be approximately 121 to 149 C (250 to 300 F) over the test duration. 
Also shown in Figure 7 are the corrections that should be made to the indicated 
thermocouple reading for lower (1418, 2837 W/m2K) and higher (28372 W/m2K) 
contact conductances. For the latter value, there is practically no difference 
between the indicated and actual ~ack face C/C temperature. 

The effect of mechanical injection loads on the extensometer was evalu
ated by installing the test model 1n the holder and operating the sting which 
inserts the test model into the gas stream. The model was installed with the 
tungsten forks of the extensometer oriented in a direction perpendicular to 
the traversing direction of the sting. Placing the forks in this or~entation 
minimizes the deceleration loads on the forks in the direction in which the 
strain would be measured. 

Calibration tests were performed prior to testing of the FWPF test sample 
in order to determine the heater operating co~ditions required to achieve the 
desired nominal heating rate. A caloriw~ter model was used to measure the 
stagnation point heating rate. 

Prior to insarting the FWPF test model into the arc-heated gas, the 
calorinleter model was inserted to ensure that the arc heater w~s functioning 
properly and the nominal heating rate of approximately 51 MW/m was achieved. 

The test model was inserted into the gas stream for approximately 3 
seconds. During insertion, the model was protected by a nylon sabot which 
covered the cylindrical nose portion of the test sample. The two piece sabot 
was held in place around the test specimen using fine wires. The wires 
usually melt in approximately 200 to 500 msec, depending on the arc heater 
operating conditions, and the sabot is forced away from the model by the high 
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dynamic pressures associated with the gas stream. The elapsed time associated , 
with the removal of the sabot after the retainer wires are melted is of the 
order of a millisecond. Thus, the test model is subjected to a step-like 
change in environment. 

An optical pyrometer ~~as used to measure the front face stagnation point 
temperature history. 
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TEST RESULTS

The oscillographmeasurementof back face temperatureand strainare
shown in Figure8 alongwith the predictedback facetemperatureand strain
histories. A correctedback facetemperaturehistoryis also shown in Figure
8 usingthe measuredtemperaturesand a FWPF C/C-thermocouplecontactcon-
ductanceof 2837W/m2K.

It can be seen that there is good agreementbetweenthe predictedand
measuredtemperat,Jrehistory(basedon contactconductanceof 2837 W/m2K),
and that the predictedstrainlevelsare in goodagreementwith the measured
values. The slopesof the predictedand measuredstrainhistoriesare prac-
ticallyidenticalto eachotherwith a differencein strainof approximately
200 _m/m. The predictedstrainvaluesare basedon the back facetemperature
historyusinga contactconductanceof 2837W/m2K.

No cracksor otherphysicaldamagewas observedin the test specimen
even thoughthe tensilestressesand strainsreachedthoselevelsexpected
duringreentryof the GPHSmodule. This providesinitialcorroborationthat
the GPHS reentrymemberwill survivereentrythermalstresses.

CONCLUSIONS

The thermalstresstest conductedin the NASAAmes Giant Planetary
Facility(GPF)demonstratedthat the Avco FWPF C/C compositecan wlthstand
GPHS promptreentryheat flux, stress,and strainlevelswithoutsuffering
noticeabledamageor loss of physicalintegrity.

The predictivetechniquesused to calculatethe thermaland thermal
stressresponseof the FWPFC/C aeroshellmateri_lwere found to be in good
agreementwith the measuredvaluesfollowingappropriatecorrectionsfor
contactresistancebetweenthe specimenback faceand the thermocouplebead.
Althoughthiscomparisonis based onlyon one test, the agreementlends
credenceto the theoreticalmethodsbeing used in predictingtemperaturesand
strainsof FWPFC/C.

Itwas demonstratedthat the strain/deformationdevelopedby FWPF C/C,
when subjectedto severereentryenvironmentheat fluxlevels,could be
successfullymeasuredthroughproperdesignand calibrationof a newly-
conceivedinstrumentedsystem.

For furthercorroborationof the theoreticalmethods,as well as obtaining
furtherproofof the durabilityof the C/C composite,additionalFWPF C/C
specimentestsare neededat variousheat flux levelscharacteristicof GPHS
promptreentryconditionssuch that the failurestress/strainlevelscan be
determinedand associatedwith specificinitialreentrytrajectoryconditions.
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TEST RESULTS 

The oscillograph measurement of back face temperature and strain are 
shown in Figure 8 along with the predicted back face temperature and strain 
histories. A corrected back face temperature history is also shown in Figure 
8 using the measured temperatures and a FWPF CIC-thermocouple contact con
ductance of 2837 W/m2K. 

It can be seen that there is good agreement between the predicted and 
measured temperat1lre history (based on contact conductance of 2837 W/m2K), 
and that the predicted strain levels are in good agreement with the measured 
values. The slopes of the predicted and measured strain histories are prac
tically identical to each other with a difference in strain of approximately 
200 ~m/m. The predicted strain values are based on the back face temperature 
history using a contact conductance of 2837 W/m2K. 

No cracks or other physi:al damage was observed in the test specimen 
even though the tensile stresses and strains reached those levels expected 
during reentry of the GPHS module. This provi~es initial corroboration that 
the GPHS reentry member will survive reentry thermal stresses. 

CONCLUS IONS 

The thermal stress test conducted in the NASA Ames Giant Planetary 
Facility (GPF) demonstrated that the Avco FWPF C/C composite can wlthstand 
GPHS prompt reentry heat flux, stress, and stl~ain levels without suffering 
noticeable damage or loss of physical integrity. 

The predictive techniques used to calculate the thermal and thermal 
stress response of the FWPF CIC aeroshell materi~l were found to be in good 
agreement with the measured values following appropriate corrections for 
contact resistance between the specimen back face and the thermocouple bead. 
Although this comparison is based only on one test, the agreement lends 
credence to the theoretical methods being used in predicting temperatures and 
strains of FWPF C/C. 

It was demonstrated that the strain/deformation developed by FWPF C/C, 
when subjected to severe reentry environment heat flux levels, could be 
successfully measured through proper design and calibration of a newly
conceived instrumented system. 

For further corroboration of the theoretical methods, as well as obtaining 
further proof of the durability of the C/C composite, additional FWPF CIC 
specimen tests are needed at various heat flux levels characteristic of GPHS 
prompt reentry conditions such that the failure stress/strain levels can be 
deterolined and associated with specific initial reentry trajectory conditions. 
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TABLES

TABLE I. INPUTVALUESFOR THERMALANALYSIS
OF THERMALSTRESSMODEL

Cold Wall

StagnationValues StagnationPoint
GPHS Free-Stream HeatingRateto

Model Impact HeatingRate Conditions 2.54cm Radius
Enthalpy Pressure, (ColdWall), Mach Velocity, HemisphRre,
MJ/kg N/m2 MW/m2 Number m/sec MW/mL

81.4 1.5 x 105 51.9 1.7 2,591 79.2

TABLE II. ELASTICAND ELASTIC-PLA_,TICTHERMALSTRESSES

Time, Maximum_TensileStress,MN/m2 MaximumCompressiveStress,MN/m2
Sec Elastic Elastic-PTastic Elastic Elastic-Plastic

Nomina]Heatin9 Rate
0.25 69 55 -200 -145

0.51 97 76 -159 -124

0.75 llO 90 -138 -124 '

0.94 117 103 -131 -_17

1.28 Ill If7 -ll7 -ll7
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TABLES 

TABLE I. INPUT VALUES FOR THERMAL ANALYSIS 
OF THERMAL STRESS MODEL 

Stagnation Values 
GPHS 

Model Impact Heating Rate 
Free-Stream 
Conditions 

Enthalpy Pressure, (Cold Wall), 
MJ/kg N/m2 MW/m2 

Mach Velocity, 

Cold Wall 
Stagnation Point 
Heating Rate to 
2.54 cm Radius 

Hemisphere, 
r~W/m2 Number m/sec 

81.4 1. 5 x 105 51.9 1.7 2,591 79.2 

TABLE 11. ELASTI C AND F.LASTI C -PLA~,TI C THERMAL STRESSES 

Time, Maximum Tensile Stress, MN/m2 Maximum ComEressive Stress, MN/m2 
Sec Elastic Elastic-Plastic Elastic El as ti c-Plas ti c 

Nominai Heating Rate 
0.25 69 55 -200 -145 
0.51 97 76 -159 -124 
0.75 110 90 -138 -124 
0.94 117 103 -131 - 'j 17 

1. 28 117 117 -117 -117 
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SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER NOSE CAP AND WING LEADING EDGE
CERTIFICATION TEST PROGRAM

Murray J. Suppanz*
John E. Grlmavd**

ABSTRACT

A reinforced carbon-carbon thermal protection system is used on the Space
Shuttle orbiter vehicle's nose cap and wing leading edge regions where tempera-
tures reach 1538°C (2800"F). To verify the analyses used to certify reinforced
carbon-carbon for the first flight and operational missions, a unique multi-
environment incremental test program was developed and implemented through the
combined efforts of Rockwell International and the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration. Three separate facilities at the Johnson Space Center
were used to subject full-scale nose cap and wing leading edge test articles
to simulated critical launch, on-orbit, and atmospheric entry environments.

INTRODUCTION

During atmospheric entry, the Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle's external
surfaces will reach temperatures up to 1538"C (28000F) in regions of highest
aerodynamic heating. Unlike the Apollo spacecraft, which was designed for a
single-mission life and employed a nonreusable charring ablator thermal protec-
tion system (TPS) to protect the structure from aerod)namic heating during
entry, the orbiter was designed to be reusable for up to 100 missions with
minimal refurbishment between flights. Therefore, the orbiter TPS must be able
to withstand fatigue loading.

The orbiter TPS consists of four different material configurations
(Figure 1), each optimized for a specific maximum temperature range of operation.
The vehicle surfaces that will encounter the highest temperatures are protected
by reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC), which can withstdnd thermal and structural
loads generated by the flight environment of the orbiter. The remainder of
the vehicle's surface is covered with various forms of reusable surface insula-

tion (RSI). The RCC components (including their internal insulation, supporting
structure, support links, and attachment fittings), and the tiles and seals at
the interface of the RCC and RSI make up the orbiter's leading edge structural

subsystem (LESS). The LESS components, consisting of the nose cap and wing
leading edges, were designed on the basis of thermal and structural analysis

*Space Systems Group, Rockwell International, Downey, California
**Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, National Aeronautics and Space

Administratipn, Houston, Texas
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SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER NOSE CAP AND WING LEADING EDGE 
CERTIFICATION TEST PROGRAM 

Murray J. Suppanz* 
John E. Grimavd** 

ABSTRACT 

A reinforced carbon-carbon thermal protection system is used on the Space 
Shuttle orbiter vehicle's nose cap and wing leading edg~ regions where tempera
tures reach 1538°C (28000 F). To verify the analyses uRed to certify reinforced 
carbon-carbon for the first flight and operational missicns, a unique multi
environment incremental test program was developed and implemented through the 
combined efforts of Rockwell International and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration. Three separate facilities at the Johnson Space Center 
were used to subject full-scale nose cap and wing leading edge test articles 
to simulated critical launch, on-orbit, and atmospheric entry environments. 

INTRODUCTION 

During atmospheric entry, the Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle's external 
surfaces will reach temperaturbs up to 1538°C (2800°F) in regions of highest 
aerodynamic heating. Unlike the Apollo spacecraft, which was designed for a 
single-mission life and employed a nonreusable charring ablator thermal protec
tion system (TPS) to protect the structure from aerod)namic heating during 
entry, the orbiter was designed to be reusable for up to 100 missions with 
minimal refurbishment between flights. Therefore. the orbiter TPS must be able 
to withstand fatigue loading. 

The orbiter TPS consists of four different material configurations 
(Figure 1), each optimi:!:ed for 8 specific maximum temperature range of operation. 
The vehicle surfaces that will encounter the highest temperatures are protected 
by reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC), which can withstdOd thermal and structural 
loads generated by the flight environment of the orbiter. The remainder of 
the vehicle's surface is covered with various forms of reusable surface insula
tion (RSI). The RCC components (including their internal insulation. supporting 
structure. support links, and attachment fittings). dnd the tiles and seals at 
the interface of the RCC and RSI make up the orbiter's leading edge structural 
subsystem (LESS). The LESS components. consisting of the nose cap and wing 
leading edges, were designed on the basis of thermal and structural analysis 

*Space Systems Group, Rockwell International. Downey. California 
**Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. National Aeronautics and Space 

AdministratiQn, Houston. Texas 
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programs that predicted the reaction of these components , theoretlcel flight

environments. However, because of the complexity of the LESS deafen, the types
of materials involved, and the rznge of envlronmental conditions the LESS must

withstand, extensive testing was required to lerlfy these analyses.

The required testing involved a unique test program and facilities that

could simulate the critical environments uf launch, earth orbit, and entry into
the earth's atmosphere. Through the combined efforts of Rockwell International

and the Natlonal Aeronautics alxd Space Administration (NASA), a cc_prehenslve

test program was developed in three facilities at the Johnson Space Center
(JSC), where the nose cap (NC) and wlnL leadlng edge (WLE) test artlcles were

sequentlally exposed to _imulated crltlcal portions of flight.

These test artlcles (Figure 2)--deslgned to duplicate the thermal, dynamic,

and structural qualities of the orblter--were manufactured according to prodt2-

tlon procedures. The NC test article consisted of RCC components, structural
attachments, internal hlgh-temperature thermal insulation blankets_ a portion

of the forward fuselage interface containing HRSI TPS tiles, thermal barriers,
and related thermal control system (TCS) multilayer insulatlon blankets. The

WLE test article consisted of a 7-foot section of the wing box and front spar,
two RCC panels with a T-seal interface and structural attachments, high-

temperature spar insulation blankets, interface and wing HRSI and LRSI TPS

tiles, and related thermal barriers. These articles, with their hundreds of

instrumentation sensors, were exposed sequentially to acoustic excltatlon_

structural ai_loads, on-orblt cold soak, and atmospheric entr_ th_ cmal condi-
tions to slmuZate the critical flight environments of a typical mlsslo_.

The goal of this test program was to support certification of r_:eLESS for

100 missions by experimental verification of the design analyses. Tnls paper
provides an o_ervlew of the orbiter TPS and describes in detail the LESS NC and

WLE test articles, test program philosophy, test envlronments_ facili=y con-

sideratlons, and results of completed tests that support certification of the

orbiter LESS for the first orbital flight.

TPS REQUIREMENTS

The TPS associated _ith the Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle must attenuate

aerothermal heating, which results in temperatures up _o 1538°C (2800°F) on

the vehlcle_s external surfaces, to protect the aluminum structure from exceeding

its design limit temperature of 1760C (350°F) during any phase of the Shuttle
mission. The TPS must also sustain acoustic and structural loads and deflec-

tions, as well as natural environments such as sal_ spray, fog_ and rain. In

addition, the system must provide an accep%_bly smooth aerodynamic surface, be

reusable with minimal refurbishment over a .Jg-mlss_on llfe_ and be weight

efficient without imposing unrealistic manu_acturings installation, or flight
constraints. The TPS must also perform e£flclently as an element of the thermal

control system, whose purpose is to keep the temperature of the structure and

vehicle subsystems within limits during earth orbit.
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programs that predicted the r~action of thesa components , , theorelicel flight 
environments. However, beca~Be of the complexity of the LESS des~gn, the types 
of materials involved, and the range of environmental conditions the LESS must 
withstand, extensive testing was required to ',erify these analyses. 

The required testing involved a unique test program and facilities that 
could simulate the critical environments uf launch, earth orbit, and entry into 
the earth's atmosphere. Through the combined efforts of Rockwell Internati~n3l 
and the National Aeronautics aud Space Administration (NASA), a c(''1Ilprehensive 
test program was developed in three facilities at the Johnson S~ace Center 
(JSC), where the nose cap (NC) and win£ leading edge (WLE) test articles were 
sequentially exposed to simulated critical portions of flight. 

\ 

These test articles (Figure 2)--designed to duplicate the thermal, dynamic, 
and structural qualities of the orbiter--were manufactured according to prod~~
tion procedures. The NC test article consisted of RCe components, structural 
attachments, internal high-tempera~ure thermal insulation blankets. a portion 
of the forward fuselage interfa~e containing HRSI TPS tiles, thermal barr!ers, 
and related thermal control system (TCS) multilayer insulation blankets. The 
WLE test article consisted of a 7-foot section of the wing box and front spar, 
two RCC panels with a T-seal interface and structural attachments, high
temperature spar insulation blankets, interface and wing HRSI and LRSI TPS 
tiles, and related thermal barriers. These articles, with their hundreds of 
instrumentation sensors, were expc.sed sequentially to acoustic eX('.itation, 
structural airJoads, on-orbit cold soak, and atmos~heric entry th. emal condi
tions to simulate the critical flight environments of a typical missior. 

The goal of this test program was to support certification of r::C! LESS for 
100 missions by experimental verification of the design analyses. Ihis paper 
provides an overview of the orbiter TPS and describes in detail the LESS NC and 
WLE test articles, test program philosophy, test environments, facili:y con
Eiderations, and results of completed tests that support certification of the 
orbiter LESS for the first orbital flith~. 

TPS REQUIREMENTS 

The TPS associated ~ith the Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle must attenuate 
aerothermal heating, which results in temperatures up ~o lS38°C (2800°F) on 
the vehicle's external surfaces, to p~otect the aluminum structure from exceeding 
its design limit temperature of l76°C (3S0°F) du~ing any phase of the Shuttle 
mission. The TPS must also sustain acoustic and structural loads and deflec
tions, as well as natural environments ~uch as sal~ spray, fogs and rain. In 
addition, the system must provide an accep~~bly smooth aerodynamic surface, be 
reusable with minimal refurbishment over a .J'-miss~on life, and be weight 
effteient without imposing unrealistic manu~acturing, installation, or flithe 
constraints. The TPS must also perform efficiently as an element of the thermal 
control system, whose purposp. is to keep the temperature of the structure and 
vehicle subsystems within limits during earth orbit. 
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TPS DESIGN

The TPS consists of both active and passive elements. Active elements

include movablc seals and flow barriers associated with the aerodynz.;Ic contr_

surfaces (i.e., elevons, rudder, and body flap). Passive element_ comprise the
different TPS materials covering the entire external surface of the vehi,:le.

The passive TPS consists of four different material configurations

(Figure I), each optimized for a specific operational temperature range. One,

fabricated RCC, is used in the areas of highest heating on the vehicle--the NC

and the WLE--where temperatures generally exceed 1260@C (2300"F). The material
construction is a multilayer graphite laminate with an oxidation-reslstan_

coating, molded to the desired shape, and mechanically attached by Intone1

fittings to a forward bulkhead or wing spar. The RCC is also designed to with-

stand aerodynamic loads and serves as an extension of the aluminum primary
structure. Because RCC is not a good insulator, the adjacent aluminum structure

and Inconel attachment fittings must be protected from exceeding design
temperature limits by internal insulation.

The remalning three material configurations are broadly characterized as

- reusable surface insulation. Only two are used on the WLE and NC test articles,
but a description of each follows to provide an overview of the entire orbiter

/ TPS.

_igh-temp_rature reusable surface insulation (HRSI) tiles are used in

areas where temperatures are generally below 1260°C (2300°F) and above

_, 648°C (1200°F). These tiles are nominally squares 15.24 by 15.24 centimeters

:., (6 by 6 inches) made from low-density, high-purlty silica fibers. The top an_

! sides are covered with a tetrasilicide-borosilicate glass coating that provides
J

a surface emittance of 0.85 and a solar absorptance of 0.85. In addition, the

tiles are waterproofed with a silicone resin. HRSI tiles weigh either 144 or
352 kilograms per cubic meter (9 to 22 pounds per cubic foot) depending on the
area of application, and they vary in thickness from 2.54 to 12 centimeters

: (I to 5 inches). Approximately 20,000 HRSI tiles are used on th_ orbiter
vehicle.

:

Low-temperature reusable surface insulation (LRSI) tiles are used in areas
where temperatures are generally below 648° (1200=F) and above 371°C (7000F).

LRSI is of the same material construction ss HRSI except that the tiles are

20 by 20 centimeters (8 by 8 inches) squave and contain a white moisture-reslstant

coating with a surfece e aittance of 0.8 and a solar absorptance of 0.32. LRSI
tiles range in thickness from 0.5 Co 3.5 centimeters (0.2 to I. _ :nches),

Approximately 7000 LRSI tiles are used on _he orbiter vehicle.

,_ Coated Nomex felt reusable surface insulation (FRSI) is used in areas

where temperatures are lower than 371"C (700°F) during entry and 398"C
(750"F) during ascent. FRSI, which is constructed of basic Nomex (Aramid)

fiber, varies in thickness from 0.4 to 1.0 centimeter (0.15 to 0.4 inch) and

.. _s applied in 0.9- by 1.2-meter (3- by 4-foot) sheets that are coated with a

_ silicone elastomer, providing an emittance of 0.8 and a solar absorptance of

_ 0.32, FRSI covers approximately 50 percent of the orbiter's upper surface.
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IPS DESIGN 

The IPS consists of both active and passive elements. Active elements 
include movable seals and flow barriers associated with the aerodyn3 .;ic contr(J~ 
$urfaces (i.e., e1evons, rudder, and body flap). Passive e1ement~ comprise the 
different IPS materials covering the entire external surface of the vehi,~le. 

Ihe passive TPS consists of r~ur different material co~iigurations 
(Figure 1), each optimized for a specific operational temrerature range. One, 
fabricated RC~, is used in the areas of highest heating vn the vehicle--the NC 
and the WLE--where temperatures generally exceed 1260o~ (2300°1). The materi~l 
construction io a multilayer graphite laminate with an oxidation-resistant 
coating, molded to the desired sllape, and mechanically attached by Inconel 
fittings to a forward bulkhead or wing spar. The RCC is also designed to with
stand aerodynamic loads and serves as an extension of the aluminum primary 
structure. Because RCC is not a good insulator, the adjacent aluminum scructure 
and Inconel attachment fittings must be protected from exceeding design 
temperature limits by internal insulation. 

The rema~ning three material configurations are broadly characterized as 
reusable surface insulation. Only two are used on the WLE and NC test articles, 
but a description of each follows to provide an overview of the entire orbiter 
IPS. 

Figh-temp~rature reusable surface insulation (HRSI) tiles are used in 
areas where temperatures are generally below l260°C (2300 0 F) and above 
648°C (1200 0 f). These tiles are nominally squares 15.24 by 15.24 centimeters 
(6 by 6 inches) made from low-density, high-purity silica fibers. The top anl 
sides are covered with a tetrasilicide-borosilicate glass coating that provides 
a surface emittance of 0.85 and a solar absorptance of 0.85. In addition, the 
tiles are waterproofed with a silicone resin. HRSI tiles weigh either 144 or 
352 ki1~grams per cubic meter (9 to 22 pounds per cubic foot) depending on the 
area of application, and they vary in thickness from 2.54 to 12 centimeters 
(1 to 5 inches). Approximately 20,000 HRSI tiles are used on thl! orbiter 
vehicle. 

Low-temperature reusable surface insulation (LRSI) tiles are used in areas 
where temperatures are generally below 648° (1200°F) a~d above 371°C (700°F). 
LRSI is of the same material construction ~& HRSI except that the tiles are 
20 by 20 centimeters (8 by 8 inches) squa':e and contain a white moisture-resistant 
coating with a surface £·.tittance of 0.8 and a solar absorptance of 0.32. LRSI 
tiles range in thickness from 0.5 to 3.5 centimeters (0.2 to l.~ :nches). 
Approximately 7000 LRSI tiles are used on ~he orbiter vehicle. 

Coated Nomex felt reusable surface insulation (FRSI) is used in areas 
where temperatures are lower than 371°C (700°F) during entry and 398°C 
(750°F) during ascent. FRSI, which is constructed of basic Nomex (Aramid) 
fiber, varies in thickness from 0.4 to 1.0 centimeter (0.16 to 0.4 inch) and 
is applied in 0.9- by 1.2-meter (3- by 4-foot) sheets that are coated with a 
silicone elastomer, providing an emittance of 0.8 and a solar absorptance of 
0.32. FRSI covers approximately 50 percent of the orb1ter's upper surface. 
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REINFORCED CARBON-CARBON -_

RCC for use on the orbiter NC and WLE is currently manufactured by the :_
Vought Corporation. Fabrication begins with s rayon cloth that is treated

with graphite and impregnated with a phenolic resin. This impregnated cloth
is layed up as a laminate of 19 to 38 plies and cured in an autoclave. After

cure, the laminate is pyrolized at high temperature to convert the resin to

carbon. The part is then impregnated with furfuryl alcohol in a vacuum chamber,

cured, and again pyrolized to convert the furfuryl alcohol to carbon. To obtain

an oxidation-reslstant coating, the material is packed in a retort with a mixture

of alumina, silicon, and silicon-carbide, and placed in a furnace with an

argon atmosphere at a temperature of 1760°C (3200°F). A diffusion reaction
occurs that converts the outer carbon-carbon layers to sillcon-carblde with

no thickness increase. Oxidation resistance is then enhanced by impregnating

the coated RCC part with tetraethyl-orthosililste (TEOS). Together, the

silicon-carbide and TEOS protect the intern_) layers of carbon-carbon from
oxidation during entry into the eazth's atmosphere.

The advantages of RCC are its good hlgh-temperature mechanical properties

and high resistance to fatigue loading. The primary disadvantage of RCC is

associated with loss of strength due to subsurface oxidation, which is greatest

at intermediate operating temperatures around 870°C (1600"F).

The maximum size of individual RCC components is limited, from a practical

sense, by the deflections of the structure and the linear growth that can

be accommodated convenlentlyln the design as the material expands at high

temperature. The NLE is made up of 44 RCC panels (22 for each wing) whereas

the nose cap is one piece. The RCC panels are mechanically attached to the

wing with a series of floating Joints to reduce loading on the panels caused

by wing deflections and differential thermal expansion. The seals between

wlng leading edge panels, referred to as "T-seals," are made of RCC. They
allow lateral motion for thermal expansion betweekL the RCC and wing structure,

and prevent the direct flow of hot boundary-layer gases into the WLE cavity

during entry.

Inconel 718, A-286, and titanium fittings are bolt,_d to flanges on the

RCC components and attached to the aluminum wing spars and nose bulkhead.

Inconel-covered Dynaflex insulation protects the metallic attach fittings

and spar from t_e heat emitted by the inside surface of the RCC wing panels.
Tn_Ide the NC is a blanket made from ceramic fibers and filled with silica

fibers and HRSI tiles to protect the forward fuselage from the heat emitted

by the hot inside surface of the RCC,

In both the NC and NLE, internal heat is transferred primarily through
radiation from the backside of the RCC components. Peak aerodynamic limit

loading is on the order of 34.5 kilopascals (5 pounds per square inch) on the
NC and 23.4 kilopascals (3,4 pounds per square inch) for the wing.
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REINFORCED CARBON-CARBON 

RCC for use on the orbiter NC and WLE is currently manufactured by the 
Vought Corporation. Fabrication begins with a rayon cloth that is treated 
with graphite and impregnated with a phenolic resin. This impregnated cloth 
is layed up as a laminate of 19 to 38 plies and cured in an autoclave. After 
cure, the laminate is pyrolized at high temperature to convert the resin to 
carbon. The part is then impregnated with furfuryl alcohol in a vacuum chamber, 
cured, and again pyrolized to convert the furfuryl alcohol to carbon. To obtain 
an oxidation-resistant coating, the material is packed in a retort with a mixture 
of alumina, silicon, and silicon-carbide, and placed in a furnace with an 
argon atmosphere at a temperature of 1760°C (3200°F). A diffusion reaction 
occurs that converts the outer carbon-carbon layers to silicon-carbide with 
no thickness increase. Oxidation resistance is then enhanced by impregnating 
the coated RCC part with tetraethyl-orthosilit'ste (TEOS). Together, the 
silicon-carbide and TEOS protect the interr.~~ layers of carbon-carbon from 
oxidation during entry into the eatth's atmosphere. 

The advantages of RCC are its good high-temperature mechanical properties 
and high resistance to fatigue loading. The primary disadvantage of Ree is 
associated with loss of strength due to subsurface oxidation, which is greatest 
at intermediate operating temperatures around 870 0 e (1600°F). 

The maxi~am size of individual RCC components is limited, from a practical 
sense, by the deflections of the structure and the linear growth that can 
be accommodated conveniently. in the design as the material expands at high 
temperature. The WLE is made up of 44 Ree panels (22 for each wing) whereas 
che nose cap is one piece. The RCC panels are mechanically attached to the 
wing with a series of floating joints to reduce loading on the panels caused 
by wing deflections and differential thermal expansion. The seals between 
wing leading edge panels, referred to as "T-seals," are made of RCC. They 
allow lateral motion for thermal expansion betwee\l the RCC and wing structure, 
and prevent the direct flow of hot boundary-layer gases into the WLE cavity 
during entry. 

Inconel 718, A-286, and titanium fittings are bolt\~d to flanges on the 
RCC components and attached to the aluminum wing spars and nose bulkhead. 
Inconel-covered Dynaflex insulation protects the metallic attach fittings 
and spar from t~e heat emitted by the inside surface of the RCC wing panels. 
In~iue the NC is a blanket made from ceramic fibers and filled with silica 
fibers and HRSI tiles to protect the forward fuselage from the heat emitted 
by the hot inside surface of the RCC. 

In both the NC and WLE, internal heat is transferred primarily through 
radiation from the backside of the RCC components. Pf.ak aerodynamic limit 
loading is on the order of 3~.5 kilopascals (5 pounds per square inch) on the 
NC and 23.4 kilopascals (3.4 pounds per square inch) for the wing. 
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TEST PHILOSOPHY

Testing required to develop the RCC system can be categorized in three
general areas: (1) materials characterization tests, (2) design evaluation
tests, and (3) system design verification tests. Material characterization
tests were conducted to develop basic thermal physical property data, optimize
mechanical strength, and study degradation processes. Design evaluation tests
were performed on full-scale RCC components to verify analytical strength
predictions, thermal performance, and design methods. System design verifica-
tion tests were performed to verify not only RCC components but all of the
elements and components that compose the total NC and NLE edge portions of the
vehicle. Material characterization and design evaluation tests were primarily
the responsibility of the RCC manufacturer, Vought Corporation, which was
under contract to Rockwell. Rockwell was responsible for defining the system

design verification tests.

The LESS test objectives to support flight certification fall into four

principal categories: (I) to validate analytlcal modeling techniques, (2) to

verify the mission llfe of hardware elements, (3) to verify structural integrity,
and (4) to demonstrate the ability of floating mechanical Joints to allow for

expansion and contraction of RCC components.

VERIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS

In fulfilli,tg the design and development responsibilities for the Shuttle

orbiter, Rockwell is responsible for defining the various environmental condi-

tions to which the orbiter will be exposed during its mission cycle. The

s_mu!atlon parameters of interest for the verification of the NC and WLE include
critical environments of ascent, earth orbit, and atmospheric entry. The

various environmental conditions and their respective mission time lines were

studied to determine the critical factors and their principal degrading effects.

These studies indicated that three different environmental tests were required
to simulate the most critical flight mission exposure: acoustic excitation,

structural alrloads, and thermal conditions of earth orbit and atmospheric entry.

No single facility can produce all of the desired environmental conditions.
However, it was considered technically Justifiable and experimentally expedient

to expose the system components to the three environments sequentially in
different test facilities to accumulate valid damage effects

Basically, the requirement was to apply the three environments in their
order of occurrence during the missionmi.e., launch acoustics, orbit and entry

temperatures, followed by landing airloads. Upon development of the detailed
test plans, however, it was considered prudent to perform all atrload tests
before the orbit and entry thermal exposure to minimize instrumentation refur-

bishment requirements during the three environmental exposures. In addition
to instrumentation considerations, it was desirable to certify the hardware

systems incrementally on a fllght-by-flight basis. This approach, in addition
to its overall schedule advantages, was more conservative and able to accommo-

date anomalies that might develop during the test program. The final decision
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TEST PHILOSOPHY 

Testing required to develop the RCC system can be categorized in three 
general areas: (1) materials characterization tests, (2) design evaluation 
tests, and (3) system design verification tests. Material characterization 
tests were conducted to develop basic thermal physical property data, optimize 
mechanical strength, and stuoy degradation processes. Design evaluation tests 
were performed on full-scale RCC components to verify analytical strength 
predictions, thermal performance, and design methods. System design verifica
tion tests were performed to verify not only RCC co~ponents but all of the 
elements and components that compose the total NC and WLE edge portions of the 
vehicle. Material characterization and design evaluation tests were primarily 
the responsibility of the RCC manufacturer, Vought Corporation, which was 
under contract to Rockwell. Rockwell was responsible for defining the system 
design verification tests. 

The LESS test objectives to support flight certification fall into four 
principal categories: (1) to validate analytical modeling techniques, (2) to 
verify the mission life of hardware elements, (3) to ve~ify structural integrity, 
and (4) to demonstrate the ability of floating mechanical joints to allow for 
expansion and contraction of RCC components. 

VERIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS 

In fulfilli,lg the design and development responsibilities for the Shuttle 
orbiter, Rockwell is responsible for def~uing the various environmental condi
tions to which the orbiter will be exposed during its mission cycle. The 
simulation pararJeters of interest for the v~rificatlon of the NC and WLE include 
critical environments of ascent, earth orbit, and atmospheric entry. The 
various environmental conditions and their respective mission time lines were 
studied to determine the critical factors and their principal degrading effects. 
These studies indicated that three different environmental tests were required 
to simulate the most critical flight mission exposure: aco'1stic excitation, 
structural airloads, and thermal conditions of earth orbit and atmospheric entry. 
No single facility can produce all of the desired environmental conditions. 
However, it was considered technically justifiable and experimentally expedient 
to expose the system components to the three environments sequentially in 
different tes~ facilities to accumulate valid damage effects. 

Basically, the requirement was to apply the three environments in their 
order of occurrence during the mission--i.e., launch acoustics, orbit and entry 
temperatures, followed by landing airloads. Upon development of the detailed 
test plans, however, it was considered prudent to perform all airload tests 
before the orbit and entry thermal exposure to minimize instrumentation refur
bishment requirements during the three environmental exposures. In addition 
to instrumentation considerations, it was desirable to certify the hardware 
sy~tems incrementally on a flight-by-flight basis. This approach, in addition 
to its overall schedule advantages, was more conservative and able to accommo
date anomalies that might develop during the test progr.am. The final deci~ion 
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was to expose each article incrementally to simulated acoustic, alrload, and
therm_l environments in four test phases--Phase A being equivalent to 8 missions, i

B to 16, C to 24, and D to an additional 52 mission cycles (Table I).

TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION
/

The NC and WLE certification test artlcles (Figures 3 and 4) were designed
to encompass all structural, mechanical, and thermal boundaries essential to

proper evaluation of the related RCC components. The NC article consisted of
the complete RCC nose cap assembly: forward shell, T-seal, expansion seal,

internal insulation blankets, and fuselage closeout system, plus a section of

the forward fuselage structure, closeout HRSI tile, and acreage tile. The WLE

test artlcle consisted of two RCC panels (No. 16 and 17) of the rlght-hand
wing and interconnecting T-seal, all RCC attach fittings, wing front spar ther-

mal insulation, attach fitting insulation, and a section of wlng structure.

The NC and WLE were the selected test article configurations because they

comprise the fewest component parts yet represent all of the mechanical,

structural, and thermal boundaries required to evaluate the system's performance.
Addltional simulated or RCC panels were required on both sides of RCC Panels 16

and 17 to provide realistic structural closeout during acoustic testing.

There are some differences between the test article configurations and
the actual NC and WLE of the orbiter vehicle scheduled for the first orbital

flight as a result of ongoing design changes that were Judged to have minimal
effect on the system evaluation and could be accounted for by analytical

procedures. The NC test article has a modified RCC T-seal on the lower side

whereas the current design is segmented with a designed aerodynamic overlapping

Joggle. The test strip was simply cut before coating to allow for the equiva-

lent expansion freedom. Acreage tile was obtained from production rejects.

The aft sections of the WLE upper and lower surfaces were also covered with

rejected riles for structural protection in the thermal test and for dynamic
influence on the structure in the acoustic tests. The WLE test article was

fabricated from a dedicated test article identified as WA-19, originally

built for the.acoustic fatigue test program. The NC test article was designed

and fabricated uniquely for the RCC verification program and required only

instrumentation changes for different environments. The thermal configuration

of the WLE employed insulating closeout panels at each end of RCC Panels 16
and 17, plus additional insulation on the remaining portions of the front spar.

The acoustic configuration, as noted earlier, used a fiberglass panel (No. 18)

plus supplemental fiberglass closeouts at the ends of Panels 16 and 18. The

airload test configuration was the least complex, not requiring any special
structural closeouts a_ the ends of the RCC panels.

FACILITIES AND TESTING

Facility considerations and test methodology were based on meeting Shuttle

acoustic, airload, and thermal requirements.
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was to expose eaci, article incrementally to simulated acoustic, airload, and 
therm~l environmentg in four test phases--Phase A being equivalent to 8 missions, 
B to 16, C to 24, and D to an additional 52 mission cycles (table 1). 

TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION 

The NC and WLE certification test articles (Figures 3 and 4) were designed 
to encompass all structural, mechanical, and thermal boundaries essential to 
proper evaluation of the related RCC components. The NC article consisted of 
the complete RCC nose cap assembly: forward shell, T-seal, expansion seal, 
:f.ntemal insulation blankets, and fuselage closeout system, plus a section of 
the forward fuselage structure, closeout HRSI tile, and acreage tile. The WLE 
test article consisted of two RCC panels (No. 16 and 17) of the right-hand 
wing and interconnecting T-seal, all RCC attach fittings, wing front spar ther
mal insulation, attacr fitting insulation, and a section of wing structure. 

The NC and WLE were the selected test article configurations because they 
comprise the fewest component parts yet represent all of the mechanical, 
structural, and thermal boundaries required to evaluate the system's performance. 
Additional simulated or RCC panels were required on both sides of RCC Panels 16 
and 17 to provide realistic structural closeout during acoustic testing. 

There are some differences between the test article configurations and 
the actual NC and WLE of the orbiter vehicle scheduled for the first orbital 
flight as a result of ongoing design changes that were judged to have minimal 
effect on the system evaluation and could be accounted for by analytical 
procedures. The NC test article has a modified RCC T-seal on the lower side 
whereas the current design is segmented with a designed aerodynamic overlapping 
joggle. The test strip was simply cut before c~ating to allow for the equiva
lent expansion freedom. Acreage tile was obtained from production rejects. 
The aft sections of the WLE upper and lower surfaces were also covered with 
rejected tiles for structural protection in the thermal test and for dynamic 
influence on the structure in the acoustic tests. The WLE test article was 
fabricated from a dedicated test article identified as WA-19, originally 
built for the-acoustic fatigue test program. The NC test article was designed 
and fabricated uniquely for the RCC verification program and required only 
instrumentation changes for different environments. The thermal configuration 
of the WLE employed insulating closeout panels at each end of RCC Panels 16 
and 17, plus additional insulation on the remaining portions of the front spar. 
The acoustic configuration, as noted earlier, used a fiberglass panel (No. 18) 
plus supplemental fiberglass closeouts at the ends of Panels 16 and 18. The 
air load test configuration was the least complex, not requiring any special 
structural closeouts at the ends of the RCC panels. 

FACILITIES AND TESTING 

Facility considerations and test methodology were based on meeting Shuttle 
acoustic, airload, and thermal requirements. 
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Acoustics

An acoustic facility capable of meeting the NC and WLE test requirements
was nonexistent at the inception of the Shuttle program. However, the vibra-
tion and acoustic test facillty (VATF) at NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC),

originally constructed to support the Apollo program, was upgraded early in
the Shuttle program to develop the high acoustic levels needed to simulate the
orblter's flight regime. For the acoustic tests, the NC and WLE articles were
placed in acoustic reverberation rooms. The setup for the NC test is shown in
Figure 5. The acoustic test levels and spectra are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Before the NC and WLE were acoustically excited, structural modal tests
were performed. A small shaker was used to excite the structure dynamically
while accelerometers mounted at preselected locations on the outer surface
of the RCC were monitored. Results of the modal tests were used to determine

areas most responsive to acoustic excitation so that Instrumentation locations
could be optimized. Appropriate acoustic closeouts were provided to prevent
direct test-level sound impingement upon internal areas of the test article.
The average of ten surface-mounted microphones was used to establish the
acoustic test environments. Additional microphones were used to measure the
sound field at locations inside the test articles.

The test article responses were sensed by accelerometers and strain gages.
The _everberant rooms were large enough--12,2 by 5.8 by 4.9 meters and 14.3 by
ll.6 by 9,8 meters (40 by 19 by 16 feet and 47 by 38 by 32 feet)--to provide
many resonance frequencies and good sound-field quality in all one-third octave
bands at and above 50 hertz. In addition to the reverberant environment,

a lO0-hertz "hot-spot" horn was placed 10 centimeters (4 inches) from the
surface of the NC to generate an 88- to 112-hertz sine-sweep acoustic field
simultaneously with the application of the aerodynamic field.

Airloads

Special simulated air_oad structural test systems were required to meet
the RCC test objectives. Limited airload simulation as well as acoustic and
thermal testing techniques had been developed at the Vought Corporation during
early RCC shell development tests. Even though the specific Vought testing

techniques were not used for th_ NC and NLE system test programs, the Vought

experience served as the basis £or many of the final systems and facilities
that were developed for the system test program.

The alrloads tests were conducted in the JSC structures test laboratory

(STL). The test setups and loading systems (Figure 8) were designed especially

to fit the specific size and test requirements of the NC and WLE articles. The

basic structural test system design a[,pcoacb was to surround each article

completely with a self-contalned reactio_ loading fixture. Each fixture con-

tained hydraulic load application Jacks, strategically located to apply loads
normal to the test surface. Because of the varying pressure distribution,

54 load pads and 39 load Jacks were __qulred on the NC test article; 61 load

pads and 22 load Jacks were required on the NLE test article. Metal pads

applied loads uniformly through 2.5-centlmeter (1-1uch) foam pads, as shown in

Figures 9 and lO.
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Acoustics 

An acoustic facility capable of meeting the NC and WLE test requirements 
was nonexistent at the inception of the Shuttle program. However. the vibra
tion and acoustic test facility (VATF) at NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC). 
originally constructed to support the Apollo program, was upgraded early in 
the Shuttle program to develop the high acoustic levels needed to simulate the 
orbiter's flight regim~. For the acoustic tests, the NC and WLE articles were 
placed in acoustic reverberation rooms. The setup for the NC test is shown in 
Figure 5. The acoustic test levels and spectra are shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

Before the NC and WLE were acoustically excited, structural modal tests 
were performed. A small shaker was used to excite the structure dynamically 
while accelerometers mounted at preselected locations on the outer surface 
of the RCC were monitored. Results of the modal tests were used to determine 
areas most responsive to acoustic excitation so that !nstrumentation locations 
could be optimized. Appropriate acoustic closeouts were provided to prevent 
direct test-level sound impingement upon internal areas of the test article. 
The average of ten surface-mounted microphones was used to establish the 
acoustic test environments. Additional microphones were used to measure the 
sound field at locations inside the test articles. 

The test article responses were sensed by accelerometers and strain gages. 
The reverberant rooms were large enough--12.2 by 5.8 by 4.9 meters and 14.3 by 
11.6 by 9.8 meters (40 by 19 by 16 feet and 47 by 38 by 32 feet)--to provide 
many resonance frequencies and good sound-field quality in all one-third octave 
bands at and above 50 hertz. In additi~n to the reverberant environment, 
s 100-hertz "hot-spot" horn was placed 10 centimeters (4 inches) from the 
surface of the NC to generate an 88- to ll2-hertz sine-sweep acoustic field 
simultaneously with the application of the aerodynamic field. 

Airloads 

S?ecial simulated air~oad structural test systems were required to meet 
the RCC test objectives. Limited airload simulation as well as acoustic and 
thermal testing techniques had been developed at the Vought Corporation during 
early RCC shell development tests. Even though the specific Vought testing 
techniques were not used for the NC and WLE system test programs, the Vought 
experience served as the basis for many of the final systems and facilities 
that were developed for the system test program. 

The air loads tests were conducted in the JSC structures test laboratory 
(STL). The test setups and loading systems (Figure 8) were designed especially 
to fit the specific size and test requirements of the NC and WLE articles. The 
basic structural test system design al'p~oach was to surround each article 
completely with a self-contained reactio:l loading fixture. Each fixture con
tained hydraulic load application jacks, strategically located to apply loads 
normal to the test surface. Because of the varying pressure distribution, 
54 load pads and 39 load jacks were 4_quired on the NC test article; 61 load 
pads and 22 load jacks were required on the WLE test article. MetAl pads 
applied loads uniformly through 2.S-centimeter (l-inch) foam pade, as shown in 
Figures 9 and 10. 
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The test conditions for the NC were relatively simple: all loads were

compressive with the design limit and fatigue load levels of the same sign

and magnitude (Figure ii). The design limit loading for the WLE, however,

included both compression and tension loads, and required different and

complex loading for the fatigue test series. The WLE fatigue load spectrum

consisted of three different up loads and three differe_t down loads, all of

varying sign and magnitude, as showr in Figure 12.
/

Initially, the NC appeared to have a buckling instability condition,
which resulted in a special requirement to design an NC load application

system that allowed buckling freedom. The system design used 54 compartment

air bags that corresponded to the load pad geometry and separate free-standing

support frames to isolate movement of the deflection transducers from that of
the reaction frame.

The hydraulic load application system presented another special and

unique design issue. Although the requirements could have been met through
the use of a servocontrolled load system, the relatively large quantity of

load channels rendered such a system cost and schedule prohibitive. From

several conventional hydraulic load maintainers available from earlier test

programs, a system of automatic valves and timers was used to design and
fabricate the desired test mechanism. Mechanical load limiters were combined

with an automatic load abort capability from the computerized data _cquisition
• systems to provide test article safety from inadvertent overload or underload

conditions.

Temperature

During the thermal tests, the NC and WLE articles had to be subjected

simultaneously to the local temperature distributions and the temperatures

and pressures to be expelienced by the orbiter during atmospheric entry to
simulate the thermally induced TPS and structural deflections and stresses,

as well as the degradation of RCC components due to subsurface oxidation.

The facility requirements to fulfill these objectives included

(i) multichannel radiant heating systems capab!c of accommodating the NC and

WLE te_t article geometries, providing the required temperature distributions

and h_stories, and operating in an oxidizing atmo,;here (e.g., air),

(2) cooling systems for cold-soaking the test art._les to on-orbit temperatures

before initiation of the entry heating, (3) systems to alternate the test

articles between the radiant heaters and cooling shrouds, (4) a vacuum chamber

large enough to accommodate the test articles, radiant heaters, cooling shrouds,

and translation hardware, (5) a vacuum pumping system of sufficient capacity
to provide altitude simulation, and (6) a computer system for data acquisition,

real-time data display, annunciation, abort of out-of-llmlt test or control

parameters, and feedback control of individual heater zones to achieve prescribed

temperature profiles by monitoring local test article surface temperatures.
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The test conditions for the NC were relatively simple: all loads were 
compressive with the design limit and fatigue load levels of the same sign 
and magnitude (Figure 11). The design limit loading for the WLE, however, 
included both compression and tension loads, and required different and 
complex loading for the fatigue test series. The WLE fatigue load spectrum 
consisted of three different up loads and three differel:t down loads, all of 
varying sign and magnitude, as showr in Figure 12. 

Initially, the NC appeared to have a buckling instability condition, 
which resulted in a special requirement to design an NC load application 
system that allowed buckling freedom. The system design used 54 ~ompartment 
air bags that corresponded tc the load vad geometry and separate free-standing 
support frames to isolate movem~nt of the deflection transducers from that of 
the reaction frame. 

The hydraulic load application system presented another special and 
unique design issue. Although the requirements could have been met through 
the use of a servocontrolled load system, the relatively large quantity of 
load channels rendered such a system cost and schedule prohibitive. From 
several conventional hydraulic load maintaine~s available from earlier test 
programs, a system of automatic valves and timers was used to design and 
fabricate the desired test mechanism. Mechanical load limiters were combined 
with an automatic load abort capability from the computerized data icquisition 
systems to provide test article safety from inadvertent overload or underload 
conditions. 

Temperature 

During the thermal tests, the NC and WLE articles had to be subjected 
simultaneously to the local temperature distributions and the temperatures 
and pressures to be expelienced by the orbiter during atmospheric entry to 
simulate the thermally induced TPS and structural deflections and stresses, 
as well as the degradation of RCC components due to subsurface oxidation. 

The facility requirements to fulfill these uL~ectives included 
(1) multichannel radiant heating systems ca?3blc or accommodating the NC and 
WLE te~t article geometries, providing the required temperature distributions 
and h.&.stories, and operating in an oxidizing atml'·,:here (e.g., air), 
(2) cooling systems for cold-soaking the test art~~les to on-orbit temperatures 
before initiation of the entry heating, (3) systems to 3lternate the test 
articles between the radiant heaters and cooling shrouds, (4) a vacuum chamber 
large enough to accommodate the test articles, radiant heaters, cooling shrouds, 
and translation hardware, (5) a vacuum pumping system of sufficient capacity 
to provide altitude simulation, and (6) a computer system for data acquisition, 
real-time data display, annunciation, abort of out-of-limit test or control 
parameters, and feedback control of individual heater zones to achieve prescribed 
temperature profil~s by monitoring local test article surface temperatures. 
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Because no NASA or industrial facility could meet all of these requirements,
a capability was established at NASA 2SC where the other sequential environ-
mental simulation tests (acoustic and airloads) were to be conducted on the

NC and WLE to minimize problems associated wlth test artic]_ logistics, handling
damage, inspections, and instrumentation refurbishment.

The thermal facllity (Figure 13), known as the 2SC 5-megawatt radiant
heating test facility (RHTF), consists of a vacuum chamber 3.3 meters (i0 feet) /

In diameter and 6 meters (20 feet) long; a vacuum pumping system that can simulate

altitude pressure within _i tort over a range of 0.07 to 760 tort; cryogenic
shrouds cooled with liquid nitrogen, glycol, or methanol refrigerants that can

cool the test articles to a temperature of -129°C (-200°F); test article

translation and rotation systems; a 256-channel data acquisition and feedback

control system wlth annunciation and abort limit checking of all channels;
and modular heater systems tailored to the NC and WLE test articles.

The radiant heater systems developed for the NC and WLE thermal certifica-

tion tests are unique. The NC heater (Figure 14) consists of 96 triangular

and trapezoidal graphite elements configured to the NC geometry and grouped

into 22 individual control zones to simulate the temperature distributions to

be experienced by the NC during entry. The WLE heater (Figure 15) consists of

nine heater modules, each containing four 1.8-meter (72-1nch) graphite elements.

The modules are configured to the WLE geometry and are individually controlled

to simulate the temperature distributions experienced on the WLE during entry.
The heater and overall test system are shown In Figures 15 and 16.

The initial tests (Phase A) required to certify the orbiter for its first
flight wlll use uncoated graphite heater elements In an inert (nitrogen) atmos-

phere. Subsequent tests (Phases B, C, and D) wlll use slllcon-carbide-ceated

graphite heater elements, developed to operate In an oxidizing (air) atmosphere.

A silicon-carblde coating is required on the heater elements for the same

reason it is used on the RCC--to inhibit oxidation and prolong element llfe.

In addition, sillcon-carblde elements must be used with a prescribed air bleed

rate to ensure that the partial pressure of oxygen is representative of flight.
If the misslon-life certification tests (Phases B, C, and D) were conducted

wlth uncoated heater elements, the test objectives could not be attained because

the altitude control system's vacuum unlt can handle only limited air flows

and the available oxygen would react much more readily wlth the bare elements

than with the test articles, resulting In an inadequate simulation of RCC
subsurface oxidation.

Because of the poor reliability of thermocouples at tho peak temperatures

required for these tests, flber-optlc infrared pyrometers were purchased for

noncontact monitoring of test article surface temperatures and providing a

signal for feedback computer control of each heater control zone. The fiber-

optic lens system views the test article surface through a hole in the heater
reflector and between heater elements.
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Because no NASA or industrial facility could meet all of these requirements, 
a capability was established at NASA JSC where the other sequential environ
mental simulation tests (acoustic and airloads) were to be conducted on the 
NC and WLE to minimize problems associated with test articl~ logistics, handling 
damage, inspections, and instrumentation refurbishment. 

The thermal facility (Figure 13), known as the JSC 5-megawatt radiant 
heating test facility (RHTF), consists of a vacuum chamber 3.3 meters (10 feet) 
in diameter and 6 meters (20 feet) long; a vacuum pumping system that can simulate 
altitude pressure within ±l torr over a range of 0.07 to 760 torr; cryogenic 
shrouds cooled with liquid nitrogen, glycol. or methanol refrigerants that can 
cool the test articles to a temperature of -129°C (-200°F); test article 
translation and rotation systems; a 256-channel data acquisition and feedback 
control system with annunciation and abort limit checking of all channels; 
and modular heater systems tailored to the NC and WLE test articles. 

The radiant heater systems developed for the NC and WLE thermal certifica
tion tests are unique. The NC heater (Figure 14) consists of 96 triangular 
and trapezoidal graphite elements configured to the NC ge~etry and grouped 
into 22 individual control zones to simulate the temperature distributions to 
be experienced by the NC during entry. The WLE heater (Figure 15) consists of 
nine heater modules, each containing four 1.S-meter (72-inch) graphite elements. 
The modules are configured to the WLE geometry and are individually controlled 
to simulate the te~Ferature distributions experienced on the WLE during entry. 
The heater and overall test system are shown in Figures 15 and 16. 

The initial tests (Phase A) required to certify the orbiter for its first 
flight will use uncoated graphite heater elements in an inert (nitrogen) atmos
phere. Subsequent tests (Phases B, C, and D) will use silicon-carbide-c.ated 
graphite heater elements, developed to operate in an oxidizing (air) atmosphere. 
A silicon-carbide coating is required on the heater elements for the same 
reason it is used on the RCC--to inhibit oxidation and prolong element life. 
In addition, silicon-carbide elements must be used with a prescribed air bleed 
rate to ensure that the partial pressure of oxygen is representative of flight. 
If the mission-life certification tests (Phases B, C, and D) were conducted 
with uncoated heater elements, the test objectives could not be attained because 
the altitude control system's vacuum unit can handle only limited air flows 
and the available oxygen would react much more readily with the bare elements 
than with the test articles, resulting in an inadequate simulation of RCC 
subsurface oxidation. 

Because of the poor reliability of thermocouples at tr.t' peak temperatures 
required for these tests, fiber-optic infrared pyrometers were purchased for 
noncontact monitoring of test article surface temperatures and providing a 
signal for feedback computer control of each heater control zone. The fiber
optic lens system views the test article surface through a hole in the heater 
reflector and between heater elements. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phase A WLE acoustic fatigue testing was completed in May 1978 as part of

the acoustic fatigue test program, which used the WA-19 _LE test article

configuration. The W-LEWA-19 test article was then returned to Rockwell for

refurbishment and upgrading to the latest design conflguration; it was returned
to JSC in December 1979. The Phase A HE airload test_ were completed in

March 1980, whereupon the test article was disassembled, inspected, and

equipped with thermal instrumentation in preparation for the Phase A thermal

tests scheduled for July and August 1980.

The NC test article was delivered to the JSC vibration and acoustic test

facility, where Phase A acoustic tests were completed in January 1979. The

Phase A NC airload tests were completed in February 1980. However, inspection,
disassembly, and refurbishment in preparation for the Phase A thermal tests

revealed that the internal hlgh-temperature Insulation blankets required
J

redesign and replacement. This necessitates repeating the acoustic exposure
before the thermal tests are conducted. The retest of the Phase A NC acoustic

test is scheduled for June 1980, and the Phase A NC thermal tests are planned

for August and September 1980.

Completion of the Phase A NC and WLE testing, presently scheduled for

September 1980, will support certification of the orbiter LESS for the first

orbital flight. The Phase B, C, and D testing will then continue until the

NC and WLE test articles undergo I00 mission exposures to each environment--

sometime in February 1982.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A unique multienvironment, incremental test program was developed and

implemented through the combined efforts of Rockwell and NASA JSC to support
certification of the orbiter LESS for a 100-misslon llf¢. Three facilities

at JSC (VATF, STL, and RHTF) were used to expose full-scale NC and WLE test

articles sequentially to acoustic excitation, structural alrloads, and on-orbit
cold soak and entry temperatures to slmulate critical flight environments.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Phase A WLE acoustic fatigue testing was completed in May 1978 as part of 
the acoustic fatigue test program, which used the WA-19 WLE test article 
configuration. The WLE WA-19 test article was then returned to Rockwell fDr 
refurbishment and upgrading to the latest design config'!ration; it was returned 
to JSC in December 1979. The Phase A WLE airload test~ were completed in 
March 1980, whereupon the test article was disassembled, inspected, and 
equipped with thermal instrumentation in preparation for the Phase A thermal 
tests scheduled for July and August 1980. 

The NC test article was delivered to the JSC vibration and acoustic test 
facility, where Phase A acoustic tests were completed in January 1979. The 
Phase A NC airload tests were completed in February 1980. Ho,.rever, inspection, 
disassembly, and refurbishment in preparation for the Phase A thermal tests 
revealed that the internal high-temperature insulation blankets required 
redesign and replacement. This necessitates repeating the acoustic exposure 
before the thermal tests are conducted. The retest of the Phase A NC acoustic 
test is scheduled for June 1980, and the Phase A NC thermal tests are planned 
for August and September 1980. 

Completion of the Phase A NC snd WLE testing, presently schedu~ed for 
September 1980, will support ~ertification of the orbiter LESS for the first 
orbital flight. The Phase B, C, and D testing will then continue until the 
NC and WLE test articles undergo 100 mission exposures to each environment-
sometime in February 1982. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A unique multienvironment, incremental test program was developed and 
implemented through the combined efforts of Rockwell and NASA JSC to support 
certification of the orbiter LESS for a lOa-mission lif£. Three facilities 
at JSC (VATF,'STL, and RHTF) were used to expose full-scale NC and WLE test 
articles sequentially to acoustic excitation, structural airloads, and on-orbit 
cold soak and entry temperatures to simu'ate critical flight environments. 
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BLE I, TEST SEQUENCE

Test Duration Supports

Test Equivalent Certification

Phase Sequence Tests Missions for Flights
, =

/

A 1 Acoustics 32 i - 2

A 2 Airloads (design limit) 1

(fatigue spectrum) 32 I - 2

A 3 Thermal (nonoxidizing) 8
- i

B 4 Thermal (oxidizing) 16

B 5 Airloads 64 3 - 6

(fatigue spectrum)

B 6 Acoustics 64

C 7 Thermal (oxidizing) 24

C 8 Airloads 96 7 - 12

(fatigue spectrum)

C 9 Acoustics 96

"' I

D i0 Thermal (oxidizing) 52 I

D ii Airloads 208 13 - i00

(fatigue spectrum)

D 12 Acoustics 208

D 13 Ai_loads (ultimate loads) 1
,. |
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.. BLE I. TEST SEQUENCE 

Test Duration Supports 
Test EquivAlent Certification 

Phase Sequence Tests Missions for Flights 

A 1 Acoustics 32 1 - 2 

A 2 Airloads (design limit) 1 
(fatigue spectrum) 32 1 - 2 

A 3 Thermal (nonoxidizing) 8 

B '+ Thermal ( oxidizing) 16 

B 5 Air10ads 64 3 - 6 
(fatigue spectrum) 

B 6 Acoustics 64 

C 7 Thermal (oxidizing) 24 

C 8 Airloads 96 7 - 12 
(fatigue spectrum) 

C 9 Acoustics 96 

D 10 Thermal (oxidizing) 52 I 
D I 11 Airloads 208 13 - 100 

(fatigue spectrum) 

D 12 Acoustics 208 

D 13 Air\oads (ultimate loads) 1 
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Figure 8. Airloads Test Setup
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:j BODY PRESSURE (PSIA)
•" STATION
' (IN.) _ = 0O _ = 20o ¢' = 40o _ = 55° _ = 70° _ = 90o

-_ 23G.00 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190

_' 236.55 11.045 11.032 11.019 11.005 10.999 10.985

-'_ 246.32 8.898 8.688 8.477 8.307 8.158 7.947

265.67 6.035 6.177 6.787 7.074 7.183 7.274
_ '

_; _ =105o _ =120o _= 135o _s= 15oo _ = 165° _ = 18oo

236.00 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190

236.65 11.020 11.054 11.098 11.'_122 11.156 11.190
Ni[_

_" 246.32 7.990 8.032 8.075 3.118 8._.60 8.203

.; 265.67 7.327 7.358 7.333 7.283 7.208 7.132

=
: • LOADS ARE SYMMETRICAL ABOUT VERTICAL AXIS.
, • INTERMEDIATE VALUES DETERMINED BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION

RELATIVE TO BODY STATION AND _.

TOP 236,00

_ 180° 246.32 265.67

,,, 90o- - Zo_-270 °

_; 236.65
., 4,
2,

Figure Ii. Nose Cap Design Limit Loads
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BODY PRESSURE (PSIA) 
STATION 

(IN.) 

~.OO 

236.66 

246.32 

266.67 

236.00 

236.65 

246.32 

265.67 

fj>= 00 tp = 2f)O ,,=4(10 t/J = 550 t/J .. 700 ¢,=9()0 

11.190 11.190 11.190 11.100 11.190 11.190 

11.045 11.032 11.019 11.008 10.999 10.985 

8.898 8.688 8.477 8.307 8.158 7.947 

6.035 6.177 6.787 7.074 7.183 7.274 

~= 1050 ~ = 12f)O ~= 1350 ~= 15()0 ; = 1660 tp = 1800 

11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190 11.190 

11.020 11.054 11.098 11.1j22 11.156 11.190 

7.990 8.032 8.075 1.118 8.~60 8.203 

7.327 7.358 7.333 7.283 7.208 7.132 

- LOADS ARE SYMMETRICAL ABOUT VERTICAL AXIS. 
-INTERMEDIATE VALUES DETERMINED BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION 

RELATIVE TO BODY STATION AND ~ 

TOP 
1800 

236.00 
246.32 265.67 

2700+----- ------+- 900- - Zo ----3:+--r----;H-t-""""-~-- - -

236.65 

Figure 11. Nose Cap DeSign Limit Loads 
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HEATSHIE£D MATERIAL SELECTION FOR ADVANCED BALLISTIC REENTRY VEHICLES

°

P. J. Legendre,* T. Holtz* and J. C. Sikra**

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a review of the available ground test data obtained /

in support of the Air Force Systems Command Space and Missile Systems

Organization (presently Ballistic Missile Office) efforts to evaluate the roll
torque and thermodynamic performance of recently flown, tape-wrapped carbon

phenolic heatshleld materials in order to select a material for future flight

rests. These efforts evaluated the performance of staple rayon fiber and
AVTEX contlnuovs rayon fiber as precursor materials for heatshlelds. The
materials studied were referenced to the IRC FMSO55A heatshleld materials

flown during the past decade. Three different arc Jet facilities were used to

simulate portions of the reentry environment in this study.

The paper specifically addresses the comparison of the IRC FM5055A and the

AVTEX FM5055G, both continuous rayon fiber woven materials having the phenolic
impregnant filled with carbon particles. The AVTEX continuous fiber, unfilled
material FM5822A was also examined to a limited extent. Test results showed

that the AVTEX FM5055G material provided a close substitute for the IRC

FM5055A material both in terms of thermal protection and roll torque

performance.

INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, a number of heatshleld materials were developed

to replace the InternatioLml Rayon Corporation (IRC) rayon-based FMS055A

carbon phenolic heatshield material for reentry vehicles. This replacement
was necessitated when IRC stopped the productlon of continuous fiber rayon.

The carbon phenolic heatshlelds based on this material have performed

satisfactorily with respect to roll torque and thermal protection. Current" ,
che continuous fiber rayon cloth is being produced by AVTEX, Inc. For a

while, however, the supply of continuous fiber rayon cloth was non-exlstent or
in doubt, so that the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO)

developed carbon phenolic heatshleld materials manufactured from rayon cloth

woven from staple rayon fibers.

In the discussions to follow, the flight heatshlelds and ground test heat-

shield specimens using the continuous fiber cloth manufactured by IRC will be
referred to as IRC. This cloth is impregnated with phenolic resin filled with

carbon particles and is designated FM5055A. Similarly, the same items manu-

factured from the AVTEX continuous rayon fiber cloth will be referred to as

AVTEX. The AVTEX carbon phenolic heatshields come in two variations. In one,

the phenolic with which the rayon cloth is impregnated is loaded with carbon

particles. This combination is called AVTEX filled [AVTEX(F)] with the

The Aerospace Corporation, E1 Segundo, CA.
* USAF Ballistic Missile Office, Norton AFB, CA.
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•• •• P. J. Legendre, T. Holtz and J. C. Sikra 

ABSTRACT 

This paper present~ a review of the available ground test data obtained 
in support of the Air Force Systems Command Space and Missile Systems 
Organization (presently Ballistic Missile Office) efforts to evaluate the roll 
torque and thermodynamic performance of recently flown, tape-wrapped carbon 
phenolic heatshie1d materials in order to select a material for future flight 
rests. These efforts evaluated the performance of staple rayon fiber and 
AVTEX continuous rayon fiber as precursor materials for heatshie1ds. The 
Uk~teria1s studied were referenced to the IRC FMSOSSA heatshie1d materials 
flown during the past decade. Three different arc jet facilities were used to 
simulate portions of the reentry environment in this study. 

The paper specifically addresses the comparison of the IRC FMSOSSA and the 
AVTEX FMSOSSG, both continuous rayon fiber woven materials having the phenolic 
impregnant filled with carbon particles. The AVTEX continuous fiber, unfilled 
material FMS822A was also examined to a limited extent. Test results showed 
that the AVTEX FMSOSSG material provided a close substitute for the IRC 
FMSOSSA mat~rial both in terms of thermal protection and roll torque 
performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past few YElrs, a number of heat shield materials were developed 
to replace the Internatiollal Rayon Corporation (IRC) rayon-based FMSOSSA 
carbon phenolic heat shield material for reentry vehicles. This replacement 
was necessitated when IRC stopped the productl~n of continuous fiber rayon. 
The carbon phenolic heatshie1ds based on this material have performed 
satisfactorily with respect to roll torque and thermal protection. Current' , 
(he continuous fiber rayon cloth is being produced by AVTEX, Inc. For a 
while, however, the supply of continuous fiber rayon cloth was non-existent or 
in doubt, so that the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) 
developed carbon phenolic heatshield materials manufactured from rayon cloth 
woven from staple rayon fibers. 

In the discussions to follow, the flight heatshields and ground test heat
shield specimens using the continuous ~iber cloth manufactured by IRC will be 
referred to as tRC. This cloth is impregnated with phenolic resin filled with 
carbon particles and is designated FMSOS5A. Similarly, the same items manu
factured from the AVTEX continuous rayon fiber cloth will be referred to as 
AVTEX. The AVTEX carbon phenolic heatshields come in two variations. In one, 
the phenolic with which the rayon cloth is impregnated is loaded with carbon 
particles. This combination is called AVTEX filled [AVTEX(F)] with the 

• •• The Aerospace Corporation, E1 Segundo, CA. 
USAF Ballistic Missile Office, Norton AFR, CA. 
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designation _i5055G. The other is AVTEX rayon cloth impregnated with phenolic
resin wJthout carbon particles. This is called AVTEX unfilled [AVTEX(U)] with

the designation _i5822A. Similarly, heatshlelds fabricated from staple rayon ,_
cloth and impregnated with resin with and without carbon particles are known

as filled staple, _15829A, and unfilled staple, _i5832A, respectively.

Finally, there are three manufacturers who are qualified to manufacture
reentry heatshields to Air Forcc specifications: NITCO, Raveg-Reinhold, Inc.,
and Kaiser Industries. Table I summarizes the known differences in the

manufacturing techniques of the three heatshield manufacturers. If, for

example, a test specimen is referred to as an AVTEX(F)/NITCO, then the
heatshield is made from continuous rayon cloth produced by AVTEK, the

impregnating phenolic is loaded with carbon particles, and the heatshield

was processed per the HITCO process outlined in Table I.

A number of the heatshields flown during the past two years were produced

from new heatshield materials. Unfortunately, some vehicles with heatshield

mld-sections fabricated from the unfilled staple rayon cloth and manufactured
by the HITCO process (FM5832A, Process A) exhibited unacceptable levels of

roll torque on recent fltght tests. Vehicles with mid-sections fabricated

from the unfilled staple rayon cloth and manufactured by the Kaiser process

(FM5832A, Process B) exhibited satisfactory roll torque characteristics.

Finally, a vehicle with a filled staple heatshield manufactured by the

HITCO process (FM5829A, Process A) a13o exhibited unsatisfactory roll torque
characteristics.

In a continuation of the program described here, the Air Force Systems
Command Ballistic Missile Office is currently evaluating heatshield maLerial

and fabrication options to make a heatshield which will produce more desirable

vehicle roll behavior. The leading candidate is a carbon phenolic made from

the AVTEX continuous rayon fiber carbonized cloth and impregnated with the
carbon filled resin (FI|5055G). The process selection in this evaluation was

open.

It was the prime objective of the study reported herein to review the
available g=ound test data and based on these results make an interim recom-

mendation for a candidate material and process for future heatshields. The

present study thus encompasses principally the comparison of IRC FM5055A

material to the AVTEX(F) F_i5055G and the processes by which both have been
manufactured.

NOMENCLATURE

Me Edge Mach Number

He Edge Enthalpy, Btu/Ib

Pe Edge Pressure, arm

qcw Cold Nail Heat Flux at the edge, Btu/sq ft
sec

Tw Boundary Layer Shear at the wall, Ibs/sq ft (psf)

QA Quality Assurat_ce
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designation ~tSOSSG. The other is AVTEX rayon cloth impregnated with phenolic 
resin w1.thout carbon particles. This is called AVTEX unfilled [AVTEX(U)] with 
the designation ~tS822A. Similarly, heatshields fabricated from staple rayon 
cloth and impregnated with resin with and without carbon particles are known 
as filled staple, ~tS829A, and unfilled staple, ~tS832A, respectively. 

Finally, there are three manufacturers who are qualified to manufacture 
reentry heatshields to Air Force specifications: HITCO, Haveg-Reinhold, Inc., 
and Kaiser Industries. Table I summarizes the known differences in the 
manufacturing techniques of the three heatshield ~nufacturers. If, for 
example, a test specimen is referred to as an AVTEX(F)/HITCO, then the 
heatshield is made from continuous rayon cloth produced by AVTEX, the 
impregnating phenolic is loaded with carbon particles, and the heatshield 
was pro-:essed per the HITCO process outlined in Table I. 

A number of the heatshields flown during the past two years were produced 
from new heatshield materials. Unfortunately, some vehicles with heatshield 
mid-sections fabricated from the unfilled staple rayon cloth and manufactured 
by the HITCO process (FHS832A, Process A) exhibited unecceptable levels of 
roll torque on recent fltght tests. Vehicles with mid-sections fabricated 
from the unfilled staple rayon cloth and manufactured by the Kaiser process 
(FHS832A, Process B) exhibited satisfactory roll torque characteristics. 
Finally, a vehicle with a filled staple heatshield manufactured by the 
HITCO process (FHS829A, Process A) abo exhibited unsatisfactory roll torque 
characteristics. 

In a continuation of the program described here, the Air Force Systems 
Command Ballistic ~tissile Office is currently evaluating heatshield maLerial 
and fabrication options to make a heatshield which will produce more rlesirable 
vehicle roll behavior. The leading candidate is a carbon phenolic made from 
the AVTEX continuous rayon fiber carbonized cloth and impregnated with the 
carbon filled resin (Ftt50SSG). The process selection in this evaluation was 
open. 

It was thE' prime objective of the study reported herein to review the 
available gcollnd test data and based on these results make an interim recom
mendation for a candidate material and process for future heatshields. The 
present study thus encompasses principally the comparison of IRC FHS055A 
material to the AVTEX(F) FH5055G and the processes by which both have been 
manufactured. 

NOMENCLATURE 

He Edge Hach Number 

He Edge Enthalpy, Btu/lb 

Pe Edge Pressure, atm 

qcw Cold \lall Heat Flux at the edge, Btu/sq ft sec 

t Boundary Layer Shear at the wall, lbs/sq ft (psf) w 

QA Quality Assur.ltlce 
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HT Height

I inch = 2.54 cm

1 _tl = 0.00254 cm

I foot = 30.5 cm

I pound (ib) = 0.454 kg

I atm = 760 m Hg

3413 Btu = I kw-hr

I Btu = I054 joules

°R = 0.555°K

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

A general test matrix of all of the ground tests reported in this paper is

presented in Table II. Note in this table that heatshleld specimens were

tested other than those made from FM5055A, FM5055G and FM5822A. These other

specimens, from material designated FM5832A, were made from staple rayon cloth

which was found to contribute to unsatisfactory heatshield roll torque

performance in these and previous tests. Therefore, this study focused on (I)
comparing the performance of FMSO55G and FM5822A materials with the old

FMSO55A, and (2) investigating the reasons for the poor performance of the
FM5832A materials.

As shown in Table II, three different arc jet facilities were used to

obtain the ground test data: the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL)
50-megawatt arc jet, the General Electric Company (GE) Hy-Arc facility, and

the Avco Corporation lO-megawatt arc jet. Each facility accommodated a

different test specimen configuration, had different instrumentation, and pro-

vided a somewhat different test environment. Thus the tests supplemented each
other in the information obtained. Table III summarizes the test environ-

ments.

AFFDL 50 MW Tests

SAMSO sponsored a series of roll torque manufacturing comparison tests in

the AFFDL arc Jet facility. Prototype Development Associates (PDA), Inc. was

the test conductor. Of a total of 25 heatshleld specimens tested, five were

AVTEX(F) FM5055G models, three fabricated with rlght-hand (RH) splices and two

fabricated with left-hand (LH) splices. There were eight IRC FM5055A models,

five with right-hand splices and three with left-hand splices. Haveg was th_
fabricator of all 25 models and simulat_,d the constructions of the oilier

manufacturers, as required. A detailed test matrix is presented IllTable IV

(Reference l), and the test technique is described in References 2 and 3.

The results from these tests were very interesting. As own in Figure l,

all of FM5055G LH and RH spliced models rolled in the same _negattve)
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HT Height 

1 inch - 2.54 cm 

1 mil - 0.00254 cm 

1 foot - 30.5 em 

1 pound (lb) - 0.454 kg 

atm • 760 IIl'Il Hg 

3413 Btu - 1 kw-hr 

1 Btu ~ 1054 joules 

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 

A general test matrix of ~!l of the ground tests report~d in this paper is 
presented in Table II. Note in this table thAt heatshield specimens were 
tested other than those made from FM5055A, FM5055G and FM5822A. These other 
specimens, from material designated FMS832A, were made from staple rayon cloth 
which was found to contribute to unsatisfactory heatshield roll torque 
performance in these and previous tests. Therefore, this study focused on (1) 
comparing the performance of FMSOSSG and FM5822A materials with the old 
FMS055A, and (2) investigating the reasons for the poor performance of the 
FM5832A materials. 

As shown In Table II, three different arc jet facilities were used to 
obtain the ground tesc data: the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) 
50-megawatt arc jet, the General Electric Company (GE) Hy-Arc facility, and 
the Avco Corporation la-megawatt arc jet. Each facility accommodated a 
different test specimen configuration, had different instrumentation, and pro
vided a somewhat different test environment. Thus the tests supplement~d each 
other in the information obtained. Table III summarizes the test environ
ments. 

AFFDL 50 MW Tests 

SAMSO spons~red a series of roll torq1le manufacturing comparison tests in 
the AFFDL arc jet facility. Prototype Development Associates (PDA), Inc. was 
the test conductor. Of a total of 25 heatshield specimens tested, five were 
AVTEX(F) FHSOSSG models, three fabricated with right-hand (RH) splices and two 
fabricated with left-hand (LH) splices. There were eight IRC FM5055A models, 
five with right-hand splices and three with left-hand splices. Haveg was th~ 
fabricator of all 25 models and s1mulatt'd the constructions of thp oth.?r 
manufacturers, as required. A detailed test I"\8trix is presentell in Table IV 
(Reference 1), and the test technique is described in Referen~'~ 2 and 3. 

The results from these test~ were very interesting. As 
all of FM5055G LH and RH spliced models rolled in the same 
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direction. This indicated that the ra_,ewrap helix angle, which was left-

handed for all the models, was a sigl_ficant parameter in producing roll

torque and, in fact, dominated here over the splice direction. The rate of

change of roll rate for the RH splice model, AF-4, was greater than either •
(AL-I and AL-2) U! splice models_ Two of the RH splice models, AF-I and AF-5,

did not start rolling for 3 and 4 _econds, respectively.

A review of the test films showed that models AL-I aI_d-2 spun smoothly in
the predicted direction.

When AF-4 was reviewed, it was noted that minor lands formed on the heat-

shield along wlth minor pock marks. Cross hatching was not noted until later
in the test. On the other hand, AF-5 exhibited minute pits at first. No

lands were observed. The surface was noted as being mottled in appearance

with a uniform distribution of pocks. It is not known if the delay in the

spin for AF-5 was due to a bearing problem or to the absence of lands on the
m_del early in the test.

All three of the AVTEX(U) _15822A RH splice models (AU-I, -3 and -4)

hardly rotated. Their surfaces in the 50 MW tests tended to degrade late in

the tests with some char peeling noted.

Several of the SA_ISO IRC FMSO55A baseline models exhibited a somewhat

random roll behavJor (Figure I), with even some roll reversals experienced by
the FB-3 and FB-I models.

In conclusion, the two _15055G LH splice models produced the most con-

sistent roll torque performance. The FM5055G RH splice models were consistent

in roll direction only, and the reasons for the del_yed roll onset of AF-I and
-5 are not known. The observations from the test films indicate that develop-

ment of local surface features, such as lands, during the ablation process may

be related to the roll torque performance.

Prior to these roll torque manufacturing comparison tests, SAMSO sponsored

a development roll torque screening test series in October 1978. Over 30

models were tested and some of the test results are applicable to this
study. A summary of results is presented in Table V.

A total of 12 data points were obtained from the screening tests and the

roll torque manufacturing comparison tests for the IRC FM5055A model, with a

left-hand helix, left-hand splice, and externally cured. It has been desig-

nated B-, SB- and RB- in the two test series. Eleven of the 12 FM5055A models

gave regular, repeatable roll performance. (The fabrication of the twelfth,
?1odel B-2, is in question.)

In the October 1978 test series (Table V), three FMSO55A models (Frl-l, -2

and -3) were fabricated similarly to the RB Reference models listed in

Table IV, except for the cure. These three models were cured in a female mold

(internal bag). As shc_ in Table V, these internally bagged models (FM
serial nos.) performed comparably to the externally bagged models (B serial

nos.). Thus, type of cure did not appear to be a principal variable affecting

perf mnce.
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direction. This indicated that the r:,j1c:!wrap helix angl~, which was left
handed for ail the Models, was a sigll~ficant parameter in producing roll 
torque and, in fact, dominated here over the splice direction. The rate of 
change of roll rate for the RH splice model, AF-4, was greater than either 
(AL-l and AL-2) UI splice models. Two of the RH splice models, AF-l and AF-5, 
did not start rolling for 3 and 4 ~;.econds, respectively. 

A revie\o1 of the test films showed that models AL-l alld -2 spun smoothly in 
the predicted direction. 

When AF-4 was reviewed, it was noted that minor lands formed on the heat
shield along wlth minor pock marks. Cross hatching was not noted until later 
in the test. On the other hand, AF-5 exhibited qinute pits at first. No 
lands were observed. The surface was noted as being mottled in appearance 
with a uniform distribution of pocks. It is not known if the delay in the 
spin for AF-5 was due to a bearing problem or to the absence of lands on the 
mv~el early in the test. 

All three of the AVTEX(U) ~15822A RH splice models (AU-I, -3 and -4) 
hardly rotated. Their surfaces in the 50 MW tests tended to degrade late in 
the tests with som~ char peeling noted. 

Several of the SAUSO IRe F~t5055A baseline models exhibited a somewhat 
random roll behavjor (Figure 1), with even some roll reversals experienced by 
tre FB-3 and FB-l 'Rodels. 

In conclusion, the two B15055G LH splice models produced the most con
sistent roll torque performance. The FM5055G RH spli~e models were consistent 
in roll direction only, and the reasons for the del~yeJ roll onset of AF-I and 
-5 are not known. The observations from the test films indicate that develop
ment of local surface features, such as lands, during the ablation process may 
be related to the roll torque performance. 

Pri~e to these roll torque manufacturing comparison tests, SM1S0 sponsored 
a development roll torque screening test series in October 1978. Over 30 
models were tested and some of the test results are applicable to this 
study. A summary of results is presented in Table V. 

A total of 12 data points were obtained from the screening tests and the 
roll turque manufacturing comparison tests for the IRC FH50S5A model, with a 
left-hand helix, left-hand splice, and externally cured. It has been desig
nated B-, SB- and RB- in the two test series. Eleven of the 12 ntSOS5A models 
gave regular, repeatable roll performance. (The fabrication of the twelfth, 
Hodel B-2, is in question.) 

In the October 1978 test series (Table V), three FM5055A models (Ftt-l, -2 
and -3) were fabricated similarly to the RB Reference models listed in 
Table IV, except for the cure. These three models were cured in a female mold 
(internal bag). As sho~l in Table V, these internally bagged models (FM 
serial nos.) performed comparably to the externally bagg~d models (B serial 
nos.). Thus, type of cure did not appeal to be a principal variable affecting 
perf, 'ldnce. 
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GE HY-ARC Tests

From Table II, 35 models were tested in the GE HY-ARC facillty. Of these,
five were fabricated of AVTEX(F) _15055G and six of IRC FMb055A. _ny of

these models were instrumented with thermocouples, and as indicated by

Table II, several had other special thermal and ablation instrumentation.

Both the _15055A and the FMbO55G materials exhibited similar recession

rates, 0.0085 and 0.0089 inch per second, respectively. As shown by Figure 2,

their temperature histories follow the prediction identically. The thermo-

couple response times for the materials are tabulated in Table VI. The fore-

going data are taken from Refecence 4.

The post-test examinations showed considerable differences between the

char profiles for the FMbO55A and _15055G materials. A sample of FMbO55A

exhibited a narrow, densified region near the model surface with large
interior voids. This interior structure has heretofore not been modeled in

thermal analyses. The _lbCb_g maximum surface roughness was much smaller than

the FMbO55A (Table VII, Reference 4). In fact, the FM5055G material had a

0.70 mil maximum roughness height whereas the D15055A and the _15822A had

maximum roughness helghts of I.I0 and 1.30 mils, respectively. Since the mean
or not_tnal roughness data are all comparable (Table VII), the differences in
maxima indicate that FMbO55G has the most uniform surface characteristics.

The problem was noted that thermal expansion of carbon phenolics is not

adequately predicted. This expansion could be facility or material peculiar,

or could be a real phenomenon; further study is required. In either or both

cases, this expansion will have to be factored into the reeltry vehicle

charring ablator computer programs.

Sufficient testing was not performed in this series to differentiate

between most of the process variables, e_g., bagging effects, splice effects,
etc.

Avco I0 _ Tests

A series of tests was performed in the Avco I0 MW arc Jet facility

(Table II) to obtain a detailed evaluation of the ablative response of

candidate staple-flber materials. Twenty-nine models were tested in this

series, including three AVTEX(F) DI5055G specimens.

The ablative performance of the heatshield materials is summarized in
Table VIII, taken from Reference 5. The recession rates for the three DI5055G

models varied from 0.00209 to 0.00252 inch per second, whereas the _5055A
recession rates varied from 0.00211 to 0.00624 inch per second. The thermo-

• dynamic test conditions were within 2.5% for all parameters for the five valid
FMbO55G and FMbO55A test runs.

The I0 MW arc Jet test conductor, Avco, presented a very detailed post-
test description of the models. Two uf the FMSOS_t models exhibited h_rd

black charred surfaces, with stepped regions of material removal and
Interl_mlnar separation. Surface char appeared to be susceptible to fabric

layer sevaratlon. From the movies, it was noted that a small surface a_omaly

was present at the beginning of the high heat pulse with little effect on
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GE HY-ARC Tests 

From Tahle II, 3S models were tt·sted in the GE HY-ARC faci1J.ty. Of these, 
five were fabricated of AVTEX(F) fllS05SG and six of IRC FMS055A. tmny of 
these models were inst:rumentE'.d with thermocouples, and as indicated by 
Table 11, several had other special thermal and ablation instrumentation. 

Both the FHS05SA and the FH50SSG t:lateria1s exhibited similar recession 
rates, 0.0085 and 0.0089 inch per second, respectively. As shown by Figure 2, 
their temperature histories follow the prediction identically. The thermo
couple response times for the materials are tabulated in Table VI. The fore
going data are taken from Reference 4. 

The post-test eX8min,<\ti0ns sbowed considerable differences between the 
char profiles for the FHSOSSA and FUSOSSG materials. A sample of FMSOSSA 
exhibited a narrow, densified region near the model surface with large 
interior voids. This interior structure has heretofore not been modeled in 
thermal analyses. The FrtSC5~;; maximum surface roughness was much smaller than 
the i-HSOSSA (Table VII, Reference 4). In fact, the FUSOSSG material had a 
0.7('1 mil oaximum roughness height whereas the FH5055A and the FH5822A had 
maxir.lUm roughness height3 of 1.10 and 1.30 mils, respectively. Since the mean 
or nominal roughness data are all comparable (Table VII), the differences in 
maxima indicate that FHS055G has the most uniform surface characteristics. 

The problem was noted that thermal expansion of carbon phenolics is not 
adequately predicted. This expansion could be facility or material peculiar, 
or could be a real phenomenon; further study is required. In either or both 
cases, this expansion will have to be factored into the reeltry vehicle 
charring ablator computer programs. 

Sufficient testing was not performed in this series to differentiate 
between most of the process variables, e.g., bagging effects, splice effects, 
etc. 

Avco 10 HW Tests 

A series of tests vas performed in the Avco 10 MW arc jet facility 
(Table 11) tv obtain a detailed evaluation of the ablative response of 
candidate staple-fiber materials. Twenty-nine models were tested in this 
series, including tllree AVTEX(F) FH5055G specimens. 

The ablative perfornance of the heatshield materials is summarized in 
Table VIII, taken from Reference 5. The recession rates for the three ~t50S5G 
models varied from 0.00209 to 0.00252 inch per second, whereas the flt5055A 
recession rates varied from 0.00211 to 0.00624 inch per second. The thermo
dynamic test conditions were within 2.5% for all parameters for the five valid 
FU5055G and FM5055A tes t runs. 

The 10 MW arc jet test conductor, Avco, presented a very detailed post
test description of the models. !we' \Jf the FHS055A models exhibited hE.rd 
black charred surfaces, with stepped regions of material removal and 
interl~minar separation. Surface char appeared to be susceptible to fabric 
layer separation. From the movies, it was noted that a small surface anomaly 
was present at the beginning of the high heat pulse with little effect on 
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total ablation. Erosion patterns started near the leading edge. Interlaminar

separations began about ll.l sec into the test. Material progressive delami-

nation was evident. One _15055A test was compromised due to overexposure of
the film. However, surface expansion of 0.029 inch was noted in one area of

the test sample.

The three _15055G models exhibited o hard black charred surface with a

stepped transition region 0.8 inch from the leading edge. The film review

showed some small surface "spots" at the start of the high heat flux cycle,
and the surface had some brightness variations over its entirety. An

ablation/eroslon pattern developed near the leading edge and progressed slowly

downstream. Limited ply delaminatlon occurred. The FMbO55G material had a
lesser tendency to delamlnate than _15055A.

The FM5055A and FMbO55G centerllne surface recession profiles are
presented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively (Reference 5). As these figures

show, the profiles for both materials are fairly consistent.

The lO ,_ temperature history data f_r _15055A, _15055G, _15832A and

FM5822A were approximately equivalent. This means that all of the candidate

heatshleld materials may give equal thermal protection, including the staple
fiber materials.

Some overall general observations noted in Reference 5 follow:

I. All models except the FM5832A material manufactured by Kaiser
exhibited poor interlaminar integrity, resulting in ply lifting and

loss of material en masse when exposed to a high heating environment.

The FtI5055G rated the best of the materials with respect to inter-

laminar integrity except, of course, the FM5832A Kaiser staple fiber.

This _Iterial exhibited relatively smooth ablation for all three test
models.

2. The FM5832A Kaiser staple material temperature gradient was different

from the other materials tested, but the reason is not known at this

time.. This material exhibited a pure linear temperature distribution
through the test sample.

3. Reversal of the cloth lay-up angle to the flow had no obvious effect

in suppressing the ply separation.

4. Again, as in the 50 t_J tests, no clear correlation with bagging

effects was noted. An additional data point relative to bagging
effects on F,15055A was obtained from detailed photographic time

histories of two specimens cut from heatshtelds made by the standard

HITCO process. However, one was internally bagged and the other

externally bagged. No clear performance difference were observed
here.
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total ablation. Erosion patterns started near the leading edge. Interlaminar 
separations began about 11.1 sec into the test. Material progressive delami
nation was evident. One Bt5055A test was compromised due to overexposure of 
the film. However, surface expansion of 0.029 inch was noted in one area of 
the test sample. 

The three fltS055G models exhibited ~ hard black charred surface with a 
stepped transition region 0.8 inch from the leading edge. The film review 
showed some small surface "spots" at the start of the high heat flux cycle, 
and the surface had some brightness variations over its entirety. An 
ablation/erosion pattern developed near the leading edge and progressed slowly 
downstream. Limited ply delamination occurred. The FHS055G material had a 
lesser tendency to delaminate than fltS05SA. 

The FHS05SA and FHS055G centerline surface recession profiles are 
presented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively (Reference 5). As these figures 
show, the profiles for both materials are fairly consistent. 

The 10 ttw temperature history data Lr BtSOSSA, FUSOSSG, BtS832A and 
FH5822A were approximately equivalent. This means that all of the candidate 
heatshield materials may give equal thermal protection, including the staple 
fiber materials. 

Some overall general observations noted in Reference 5 follow: 

1. All models except the FH5832A material manufactur~J by Kaiser 
exhibited poor interlaminar integrity, reSUlting in ply lifting and 
loss of material en masse when exposed to a high heating environment. 
The FttS055G rated the best of the materials with respect to inter
laminar integrity except, of course, the FHS832A Kaiser staple fiber. 
This ~~terial exhibited relatively smooth ablation for all three test 
models. 

2. The FHS832A Kaiser staple material temperature gradient was different 
from the other materials tested, but the reason is not known at this 
time., This material exhibited a pure linear temperature distribution 
through the test sample. 

3. Reversal of the cloth lay-up angle to the flow had no obvious effect 
in suppressing the ply separation. 

4. Again, as in the 50 !t\l tests, no clear correlation with bagging 
effects was noted. An arlditional data point relative to bagging 
effects on Frt5055A was obtained frol'l detailed photographic tine 
histories of two specimens cut from heatshields made by the standard 
HITCO process. However, one was internally bagged and the other 
externally bagged. No clear performance difference were observed 
here. 
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Results

The results of this study show:

I. The FMSO55A an_ the AVTEX FMSO55G materials have comparable thermo-
dynamic performance in the three facilities utilized by SAMSO for

testing. Mass loss and recession rates are virtually the same.

In-depth density and temperature profiles exhibit some minor differ-

ences, believed to be of little operational significance. The FM5822A
unfilled material shows greater mass loss and recession than either
the _|5055A or the FMSO55G filled materials.

2. The FM5055G material generally exhibits a smoother, more regular

appearance with less evidence of local delamlnatlon after ablation

tests than does the FM5055A material. Consistent with this, the maxi-
mum measured surface micro-roughness of _15055G is less than that of

the FMSO55A, although the nominal roughness heights are the same. The
FM5822A material has a more irregular gross appearance, more evidence

of delaminatlon, and both a larger maximum and larger nominal surface

mlcro-roughness than either of the filled materials.

3. The roll performance of the 50 _ test specimens from the 1978-79
tests can be summarized as follows:

a. Eleven out of 12 IRC FM5055A models with left-hand splices and

left-hand helices, externally bagged, gave regular, repeatable

roll performance. (The construction of the remaining model is in
question.)

b. Two out of three IRC FMSO55A models with left-hand splices,

internally bagged, performed comparably to the externally bagged

models. The third model has a smooth roll history but about one-

half the torque of the others.

c. Two out of two AVTEX F_15055C models with left-hand splices and

left-hand helices, internally bagged, exhibited smooth torque
production at r',elower level of the singular model described in
h above.

d. Out of five IRC FM5055A models with right-hand splices and left-

band helices, internally bagged, two showed _mooth torque
comparable to the higher level of previously described models, one

had smooth torque comparable to the lower level of previous

models, but in the opposite direction, and two showed somewhat

irregular torque production.

e. Out of three AVTEX F_t5055G models with rlght-hand splices,
internally bagged, one exhibited smooth torque of high mag,ltude,

and the remaining two showed apparently smooth torq,e but of un-

certain magnitud,_ because of delayed roll initiation.

f. Three AVTEX FH5822A models with right-hand splices and internally

bagged exhibited very low, almost neutral, torques.
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Results 

The results of this study show: 

1. The FMSOSSA an1 the AVTEX FMSOSSG materials have comparable thermo
dynamic performance in the three facilities utilized by SMtSO for 
testing. Hass loss and recession rates are virtually the same. 
In-depth density and temperature profiles exhibit some minor differ
ences, believed to be of little operational significance. The FMS822A 
unfilled material shows greater mass loss and recession than either 
the FHSOSSA or the FHSOSSG filled materials. 

2. The Frt50S5G material generally exhibits a smoother, more regular 
appearance with less evidence of local delamination afte: ablation 
tests than does the FHS05SA material. Consistent with this, the maxi
mum measured surface micro-roughness of ~ISOS5G is ~ess than that of 
the FMSOSSA, although the nominal roughness heights are the same. The 
FHS822A material has a more irregular gross appearance, more evidence 
of delamination, and both a larger maximum and larger nominal surface 
micro-roughness than either of the filled materials. 

3. The roll performance of the 50 rM test specimens from the 1978-79 
tests can be summarized as follows: 

a. Eleven out of 12 IRC FH50S5A models with left-hand !;plices and 
left-hand helices, externally bagged, gave regular, repeatable 
roll performance. (The construction of the remaining model is in 
question.) 

b. Two out of three IRC FHS05SA models with left-hand splices, 
internally bagged, performed comparably to the externally bagged 
models. The third model has a smooth roll history but about one
half the torque of the others. 

c. Two out of two AVTEX Ht'>05SG models with left-hand splices and 
left-hand helices, internally bagged, exhlhlted smooth torque 
prcduction at t'le lower level of the singular model described in 
b, above • 

• 1. Out of f lve IRe FHSOSSA models with right-hand splices and left
hand helices, internally bagged, two showed ~"1()()th torque 
comparable to the higher level of previously described models, one 
had smooth torque comparable to the lower level of previous 
models, but in the opposite direction, and two showed somewhat 
irregular torque production. 

e. Out of three Avn:x Frl50S5G r.IOdels with right-hand splices, 
internally bagged, one exhibited smooth torque of high maguitude, 
and the remaining two showed apparently smooth torque but of un
certain magnitudt! because of delayed roll initiation. 

f. Three AVTEX FtlS822A models with rif-ht-hand splices and internally 
bagged exhibited very low, almost neutral, torques. 
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4. The only data available at tiletime of this study for comparison of

bagging effects is on FMS055A. In general, the 50 _ arc jet in-situ

ablation movies show that the externally bagged specimens have a

slightly more regular surface with fewer local spots of delamlnation

than the internally bagged specimens. These differences are subtly
qualitative and hence subjective. As enumerated in 3. above there are

no clear differences in 50 _ roll performance due to bagging. In-

sltu close,lp _tLli pictures of one pair of [0 _ runs giving a bagging

comparison show no surface feature differences. /

CONCLUSIONS

The AVTEX filled _15055G material provides a close substitute for t11eIRC

filled FM5055A in terms of both thermal protection and roll torque perfor-

Pure bagging effects, isolated from tapelap and tapewrap dlffereace_, are

dl_flcult to discern from the ground tests, where bagging appears to be a

secondary parameter at most. If unifor_;ity in surface appearance during

ablation is indicative of predictable roll performance, as was indicated by
the ground test experience with staple rayon, then external bagging may be

preferable to internal bagging.

In all 50 _; arc jet tests and in some staple rayon flight tests, the

tapewrap helix angle appears to dominate roll torque behavior. Although other

mechanisms may dominate on cont[n,o,ls fLber heatshields in most flight
regimes, the wrap helix mechanism [_ sL[ll present. It was recommended that a

right-hand wrap helix be selected for fut,,re flight test vehicles to preclude

the possibility of hellx-lnduced negative (left-hand) torque in any flight
interval.
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4. The on';'y data available at the time of this study for comparison of 
bagging effects is on FHSOSSA. In geneo1, the 50 Hw arc jet in-situ 
ablation movies show that the externally bagged specimens have a 
slightly more regular surface with fewer local spots of delamination 
than the internally bagged specinens. These differences are suhtly 
qualitative and hence subjective. As enumerat~d in 3. above there are 
no clear differences in 50 HW roll performance rille to bagging. In
situ clo')e'lp ~t i li. pictures of one pair of 10 HW runs giving a bagp,ing 
comparison show no surface feature differences. 

C,)NCLIJS IONS 

The AVTEX filled FH50S5G material provides a clo&e substitute for the IRC 
fi lled F~15055A in terms of both thermal protection and roll torque perfor
lI\an,:.~. 

Pure bagging effects, isolated from tape1ap and tapewrap differ'~llel~"', are 
difficult to discern from the ground tests, where bagging appears to be a 
setondary parameter at rnost. If un!forl:ity in surface appearance during 
ablation is indicative of predi~tab1e roll performance, as was indicated by 
the ground test experience with staple rayon, then external bagging may be 
preferable to internal bag~ing. 

In all 50 PRI arc jet tests and in some staple rayon flight tests, the 
tapewrap helix angle appears to dominate roll torque behavior. Although other 
mechanisrns may dOl'linate on cont in1l0118 ftber heatshields in nost flight 
regimes, the wrap helix mechanism t·.; ~;L ill pre5ent. It was recomnended that a 
right-hand wrap helix be selectl~d for fllt..lre flight test vehicles to preclude 
the possibility of helix-induced negative (left-hand) torque in any flight 
interval. 
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TABLE I. ALTERNATE FABRICATION PROCESSES

Supplier Process A HITCO Process g Kaiser Process C HAVEG

Tape orientation Fill side in Fill side in Fill side in

Bias cut Parallel to warp Parallel to w, Parallel to worpI
Direction of winding a LH Helix RI: Helix LH Helix

Tape splice orientation RH RH RH

Splice facing direction FWD facing AFT facing FWD facing

Cure Internal bag External bag External bag

Finish _achine Grind Grind Single - point

Debulk cycles b Two max. None None

Cure cycle Per GE spec. Per GE spec. Per GE spec.

aA left-hand (LH) wrap is def_" , by feeding the tape onto the mandrel from the right side
(looking ronsard). A rlght-ha.d (RH) wrap is defined by feeding the tape from the left side
(looklng forward).

bStaple rayon only

TABLE II. ARC .JETTEST MATRIX ":

AFFDL 50 HW GE HY-ARC AVCO I0 MW

FM 5055A (5) FM 5055A (4) FM 5055A
Calibration (l)

FM 5055A F_ 5055A F_ 5055A

LH, Sptlce (ext) (3) Speclal instnus. (2) (HITCO) (3)

FM 58_2A FM 5832A F_ 5832A

Lot C0186 (3) Lot 00186 (6) Lot C0166 (3)

FH 5832A (HITCO) FM 5832A FH 5832A
Lot 00422 (3) Lot 00422 (6) Lot 00186 (3)

(No pre-heat)

FH 5832A (Kaiser) _ 5832A FH 5832A (_ITC0)
Lot 00422 (3) Lot COO79 (3) Lot CO422 (3)

FH 5g22A (3) FH 58_2A FH 5832A _NITCO)

Special conflg, (3) Lot C0422 (3)
(No pre-hest)

FH 5055C (3) FH 5832A I.'H 5832A {K.iser)
Special inatrum. (3) L_t CO422 (3)

S05_ _ 5822^ (3) _ 5832A

LH Splice (2) Lot 00079 (3)•
5ossG_4) _ 5829A'

Calibration (l)

505_ '_ _ 58ZZA(3)
Special instrum. (I)

FH 5055G (3)
a

25 models 35 models 29 mo_sis
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TABLE I. ALTERNATE FABRICATION PROCESS~S 

Supplier Process A HITeO Process B Kaiser Process C HAVEC 

Tape orientation F11l side in Fill side in Flll side in 

Bias cut Parallel to warp Parallel to w-
I 

Parallel LO worp 

Direction of windingS LH Helix Rl: Helix LH Hellx 

Tape splice orientatIon RH RH RH 

Spllce fscing direction FWD facing AIT facing FWD facing 

Cure Internal bag External bag External bag 

Finish lllaet.ine Crind Crind Single - point 

Oebulk cyc1esb Two max. None None 

Cure cycle Per CE spec. Per GE spec. Per GE spec. I 
aA left-hand (LH) wrap is defl- • by fepding the tape onto the mandrel from the right side 

(looking forward). A right-ha .. d (RH) wrap is defined by feeding the tape froID the left side 
(looking forward). 

bStaple rayon only 

TABLE II. ARC JET TEST MATRIX 

AHOL 50 HW GE HY-ARC AVOO 10 HW 

FM 50551. (5) FM 50551. (4 ) FM 50551. 

r--- _Ca~~b~at1on (I) 

FM 50551. FM 50551. FM 50551. 

~l1c" (ext) (3) Special inetrull. (2) (HITOO) (3) 

FM 58J2A FM 58321. FI\ 58321. 
Lot C0186 (3) Lot 00186 (6) Lot 00166 (3) --
FM 58321. (HITC0) FM 58321. FM 5832A 
Lot C0422 (3) Lot 01422 (6) Lot 01186 (3) 

(No pre-heat) 

FM 58321. (Kaiser) FM 58321. FM 58321. (~ITCO) 
I l.ot 00422 (3) Lot 00079 (3) :.ot C0422 (3) 

I FM Sel2A 0) FM 58 1 21. FM 583}.A ~HITCO) 
Special config. m Lot 01422 (3) 

(No pre-heat) 

FM SOS5G (3) FM S8321. 1'l1 58321. (Kulaer) 
Special inetru.. ()) :., t 00422 (3) 

FM sosse FM 58221. (3) FK S8J2A 
LH Splice (2) Lot 00079 (3) 

FK S055G (4) FK 58291. 
Calibration Cl) 

FK 5"55G FK 58221. ( 3) 
Special in.tru •• (I) 

FH 50S5C (3) 

" lIOdell 35 .ad.f. 29 IIIOC.U 

- ~------
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_ TABLE III. COHPARISON OF GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST ENVIRONMENTS

He He Pe qcw Tw

Flight All. (ft) R I000 BTU/Ib ATH I0_O BTU/ PSFft -sec.

/

60K 8.: 9.0 1.3 2.5 | 150

30K 5.8 4.5 2.9 2.1 _ 170
Ground

i

._. Facilities

AFFI)I-501_ 2.2 2.,, 4.5 2,4 120

AVCO IOH_ 1.5 7.O 1 5 l.l 47

'_ GE-HYARC 0.8 9.7 6.0 1. I 17

I

TABLE IV. 50 M'W ,0LL TORQUE MANUFACTURING COMPARISON TEST MATRIX

50 HW lode1S/N Heatshleld Part No. Reltonale/
Ru_ No. Strut (Exp. Ref,) Variation SK43173- Remarks

1 RB-I FMSOS5A(IRC)LH splices -29 Reference Baseline
2 FB-I FM5055A(IRC) RH splices -35 Female Baseline

RTN 109-I 3 S16-1 FM5832A, Lot COI8G -31 STH 16 t;aterial
4 S17-1 FH5832A, Lot 0)422 -31 STM 17 Hatertal
5 PV-I FHS832A, Process B -31 Process Variation-

Alternate Fabricator

l F3-2 FM5055A, RH splices -35 Female Baseline
2 PV-2 FM5832A, Process B -31 Replicate

RTN 109-2 3 S16-2 FH5832A, Lot O}186 -31 Repllc_te
4 $17-2 FM583ZA, Lot CO422 -31 Replicate
5 RB-2 FH5055A, LH splices -29 Refe,ence Baseline

I FB-3 FM5055A, RH splices -35 Female Baseline
2 _-3 FM5055A, LH splices -29 Reference Baseline

RTN 109-3 3 S11-3 F'"g32A, Lot 0)422 -31 Replicate
$16-3 }MSo32A, Lot C0186 -31 Rep:_cate

5 PV-3 FM5832A, Process B -31 Replicate

I AF-I FHS055G, (Avtex Filled) -35 AlternateMaterial
2 FB-5 FMS055A, RH splices -34R Female Baseline

RTN 109-4 3 AU-3 FM5822A, (Avtex Unfilled) -33 Alternate Materlal
4 AL-I FMS055G, LH splices -34L Splice/Wrap Effects

;. 5 AL-2 FMSO55G, LH splices -34L Replicate

1 FB-6 FMSO55A, RH apllce¢ -35 Female Baseline
"" 2 AF-4 FM5055G, (Avtex Filled) -34R Replicate

RTN 109-5 3 AO-I FM5822A, (Avtex Unfi!led) -33 Replicate
• 4 AF-5 FMSO55G, (Avtex Filled) -34R Replicate

5 AU-4 FM582ZA, (Avtex Unfilled) -33 Replicate
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TABLE III. r.OMPARISON OF GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST ENVIRONMENTS 

He He I PO! qcw T 
W 

! Flight ... It. (ft) - 1000 BTU/lb ... TM lOr BTUI PSF 
ft -sec. 

bOK 8.: 9.0 1.3 2.5 ISO 

3CoK 5.8 4.> 2.9 2.1 170 

------- - ._---,.- --1---- - r--- -

Ground 
Facilities 

... rFD!. 50KW 2.2 2." 4.5 2.4 120 

... veo IOMW 1.5 7.0 I 5 1.1 47 

GE-HYARC 0.8 9.7 b.t) 1.1 17 
i 

TABLE IV. 50 ~w ,JLL TORQUE ~NUFACTURING COMPARISON TEST MATRIX 

SO I1W lode1 SIN Heatshleld Part No. R~ ~ ~onalel 

Rur. !-jn • Strut (Exp. Ref.) Variation SK43173- Remarks 

I RB-I FH50~5"'(lRC) LH splices -29 Reference Baseline 
2 FB-I FH50SS ... (IRC) RH splices -35 Fema~e Baseline 

RTN 109-1 3 516-1 FH5832 .... Lot COl8G -31 5TH 16 l:aterial 
4 517-1 FM5832A. Lot 0)422 -31 5TH 17 Material 
5 PV-I FI15832 .... Process B -31 Process Variation-

Alternate Fabricator 

1 FJ-2 FH5055 .... RH splices -35 Female Baseline 
2 PV-2 FH5832A. Process B -31 Replicate 

RTN 109-2 3 51&-2 FH5832 .... Lot C0186 -31 RepllclOte 
4 517-2 FH5832A. Lot C0422 -)1 Repl ir'te 
5 RB-~ FH5055 .... LH splices -29 Refe."nce Baseline 

I FB-3 FH5055 .... RH splices -35 Felllllie Base!ine 
2 !\!-) FH5055 .... LH splices -29 Reference Baseline 

RTN 109-) ) I 511-) F'" R32A. Lot C0422 -31 Replicate 
4 516-3 ! H5,,32 .... Lot COl86 -31 Rep: {cate 
S PV-3 FH58)2A. Process B -)1 Repl icate 

I "'F-I I FH5055G. ("'vtex Filled) -15 "'lternate Haterial 
2 FB-5 FH50SS .... RH splices -34R Female Baseline 

RTN 109-4 3 "'U-) FM5822 .... ("'vtex Unfill.d) -33 "'lternate Material 
I, AL-I FH5055C. LH splices -34L Splice/Wrap Effects 
5 "'L-2 FM50SSG. LH spl ices -34L Replicate - -.--
I FB-6 FM5055 .... RH splicec -35 Female Baseline 
2 "'F-4 FHS055G. ("'vtex Filled) -34R Replicate 

RTN 109-5 j "'U-I FH5822A. (Avtex Unfilled) -13 RepliCAte 
4 "'F-S FM5055G. ("'vtex Filled) -34R Replicate 
5 "'U-4 FMS822A. ("'vtex Unfilled) -33 ReplIcate 
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TABLE V. SUMMf>~Y OF SO MW ROLL TORQUE MEASUREMENTS. ABRES TESTS 

lIodel Slt43173 Lot Manuf. Run Air 
SIN PIN Heat.hleld No. Oat., Condition No. Strut llearlnl 

SIN 

I-I -10 Standard Ia~ellne C0295 3/23/78 103-8 I 5 
B-2 -10 (LH .pllce. _Ie C029S 4/07/78 7 1 4 
1-3 -ID cure) C0295 3/23/78 6 I 2 
I-.. -IE 

1 
C0295 6/15/78 8 3 3 

I-S -IE C0295 fo/15/78 9 I 5 
1-6 -IC C0295 8/25/18 HI ae.ldual Volatile. 12 5 S 
1-7 -IC C0295 8/25/7e PIoderat .. buncl.1nll Il 5 5 
B-~ -IC C0295 8/25/78 5.,. bunchl nl 14 I I 

I-I -20 III .plic .... _Ie C0295 3/23/78 Hea",. bunchlnll 6 3 4 
1-2 -20 cure C0295 3/23/78 Heavy bunch I nl 8 4 4 
1-3 -2E ... C0295 6/15/78 Hea",. bunch I", 9 3 3 

~I -3D I.otroplc Dlxlecup C029S 3/23/78 8 2 I 
~2 -3D 

1 
C0295 3/23/78 7 4 , 

~3 -3D C0295 3123/78 6 2 3 
~" -1D C0295 3/2317", 6 I, , 
~5 -3~ 0-180 OIx1ecup C0325 6 16/78 9 2 I 
0-6 -3r; ... COl25 6,15/78 9 4 4 
~7 -lC I.otroplc Olxlecup COlo 210 91! 5/78 13 2 2 
0-8 -lC ... C0424 9/. '/78 14 ) 3 

"'J-1 -19C lJI .pllce.. Aft Cf)295 8/25/78 103-10 3 5 
"'J-2 -19C Faclnl Jolnl • C0295 8/25/78 10 I, 4 
AFJ-3 -19(; • C0295 8/25/78 12 4 4 

51-I -29(; Short conHgura- C0295 3/25/78 II 3 5 
51-2 -29(; tlon la.ellne C0295 8/25/78 12 I 1 

FM-I -7C LH .pl1cea, C0295 8/2S/78 Aa .,lded II 10 " ",-2 I -7C ' .... le .,ld, C0295 8/25/78 Aa _Ided 12 2 2 
F!f-3 I -7C Short Conf 19ura- C0295 8/2S/18 Aa .,Ided 12 3 3 

tion 

LRS-I -28C Unfilled Staple, C0422 9115{78 Plod ""nchln, 13 4 4 
LRS-2 -28C "' 58l2A, lJI C0422 9/15/78 Plod bunch1". 14 2 2 
LRS-3 -28C ... C0422 9/29/78 Little bunch!n. 14 4 4 

lJIF-1 -lOG Fill direction C0407 9/15/78 Il I I 
LHF-2 -3OG .plice., lJI C0407 9/1~/78 13 3 3 

-
aA11 heat.hleld. [IC ",SOSSA, External ball cured, with LH forward faclna .pllce joint. except where ~ ted. 
bAt end of noalnal 5 ... cond expo.ure (exc .. p~ a. not~d). 
c, aecond expo.ure. 

-, , 

FI~l He •• "l'ed 
Rp. Torque 

In-lb 

-6000 -.35 
+1600- +.1) 

Ja_d --
-10,000 -.65 
-11.500 -.55 

-)200 -.24 
-2900 -.29 
-7500 -.58 

J_d -
-600 I -0 

-4500 -.Ion 

(/ I a 
..... rotati". 

J_d 
lion rotaUna 

+28().) +.2 
+20<.' -0 

0 0 
+1.00 +.12 

-
-600c, -.375 
-6801) -.48 
-UO'l -.12 --
-nrc -,32 
-75'0 -.75 

-loS )0 ".28 
-ll 00 -.18 
-4:.00 -.28 

(20 a 
(20 0 
(20 0 

-30,000 -1.7 
-30,(\()() -1.9 

Torque Corr .. ~t .. d 
For Roll O''''l'lng , 

In-lb 

-.475 I 

+.13 
--

-.85 
-.75 
-.34 I 

-.38 I 

-.72 I 

-
-.06 
-.5 

I 

- , 

- I 

- I -- I 
+.18 

I -
I --

+.10 I 

-.52 
-.63 
-.14 

-.41 
-.90 

-.39 
-.26 
-.36 

-.05 
-.05 
-.OS 

-2.1 
-2.4 



TABLE VI. THERMOCOUPLE RESPONSE TIMES, HY-ARC TESTS

T - 2000*F

Run Time to Depthp
No. Matertal 2000"F, sec in.

40 F_ISO55A 16.7 0.113

41 _ 15.3 0.105

42 _ 12.6 0.093

43 FH5832A, Lot C0186 (19.8)P 0.250I
44 17.0 0.141

45 i _ _
I

_6 I - _

71 FM5055C (14.6)F 0.045
!

72 _ (15.8)P 0,093

84 FM5832A. L:: C0422 (17.0)P 0.139I

85 I 15.0 0.134

86 1 15.1 0.138

87 FM5832A-QA 12.1 0.108

88 FHS055A 15.0 0.098

89 FM583_A-QA 15.1 0.106

90 _ (14.0)P 0.118

96 FH583_A, Lot C0186 13.4 0.120

97 | 14.4 0,131

98 FH582_A 13.9 0.IIO

99 1 12.7 0.110
] 100 13.7 O. 125

I01 FM5055A 14.2 0.103

102 FMSOS_G 13.2 0.IO5

103 l 13.3 0.106105 13.5 0.112

P - Projected intercept value

TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS, HY-ARC CHANNEL FLOW

Frequency,

Hax HT, Fraction of Nominal HT t
Haterial mils Sample Length mils

[RC FHSU55A

IIITCO l.lO 0.09 0.35

IIAVEC l,ln N.07 0.30

FH5832A

Lot C0'86 0.85 0.03 0.25

Lot C0422 o.qo 0.05 0.35

QA SIIIELD 0.95 0.13 0.25

AVTEX

FMS055G 0.70 0.06 0.30

FH5822A 1.30 0.02 0.40
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TABLE VI. THERMOCOUPLE RESPONSE TIMES, HY-ARC TESTS 

T • 2000 0 Y 

Run TiIlH! to Depth, 
No. Hater131 2000·F, sec in. 

40 Ftt5055A 14.7 0.113 

41 

I 
15.3 0.105 

42 12.6 0.093 

43 

'"'''j'''' 
Lot e0186 (l9.8)P 0.250 

44 17.0 0.141 

45 - -
46 - -
71 FH5055C (l4.6)P 0.045 

72 l (l5.8)P 0.093 

84 FH5832A. t::: e0422 (l7.0)P 0.139 

85 
, 

15.0 0.134 

I 
86 

, 
15.1 0.138 

87 FH5832A-QA 12.1 0.108 

88 YH5055A 15.0 0.098 

89 FH583t"-QA 15.1 0.106 

90 (l4.0)P 0.118 

I 96 FIIS8)f'" Lnt e0186 13.4 0.120 

I 
97 14.4 0.131 

98 fHS82l" 13.9 0.110 

99 12.7 0.1l0 

100 13.7 0.125 

101 fHS055A 14.2 0.103 

102 nl50Sr 13.2 O.IOS 
10) 13.3 0.106 

l(1S 13. S 0.112 
---

P • Projected intercept value 

TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS, HY-ARC CHANNEL FLOW 

Frequency. 
:Iax HT. Frllct ion of Nominal HT. 

~Iat"rial mlls Sample Length ells 
--

1RC P:juSSA 

IHTCO 1.10 0.09 0.35 

IIAVF.G 1.10 n.07 0.30 

I FH~1l12A 
Lot eO'~6 0.1l5 0.03 0.25 

Lot e0422 O.qO 0.05 0.35 

QA SlIn:LD 0.95 0.13 0.~5 

Avn:x 

F'M5055G 0.70 0.06 0.30 

Ftt5822A 1.30 0.02 0.40 
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TABLE Vlll. SUtR[ARY OF ABLATIVE PERFOR/[ANCE OF IIEATSHIELD _IATERIALS,

10 _ ARC JET TESTS

Welght a Thickness b Peak Surface Brlgh;ness c Recession
Grams Inches Temperature, °R Rate"

Run. Sample S, In/sec
No. Description* Pre Post Loss Pre Post Loss Tb

11,848 FHSO55A 35.2 29.2 6.0 0.600 0.574 0.026 2710-6120 f

11,849 F_I5829A 24.4 17.3 7.1 0.420 0.398 0.O22 3040-6210 , 0.00330

11,850 IH5832A 29.9 22.8 7.I 0.500 0.410 0.090 6340 f
Lot C0186
(No pre-heat)

11,851 FH5832A 29.7 22.6 7.1 0.500 0.407 0.093 6270 i fLot C0186
(No pre-heat)

11,852 t Fld5832A 29.8 22.8 7.0 0.499 0.408 0.091 6382 O.O0160g

i Lotco186 I
,{No pre-heat) I

II,355 i FM5832A 29.3 21.3 8.0 0.500 0.417 0.083 2970-6250 0.020948
Lot C0186

11,856 Ft_5832A 29.6 22.1 7.5 0.499 0.412 0.087 3030-6060 O.O0666g
Lot C0186

11,857 FM5832A 29.7 22.5 7.2 0.500 0.422 0.078 3100-6110 0.00323
Lot C0186

11,858 1_5832A 28.5 21.8 6.7 0.500 0.468 0.032 , 5970 0.00252
Lot C0422
(No pre-heat)

11,859 FM5832A 28.4 21.3 7.1 0.500 0.425 0.075 6370 0.00242
Lot C0422

I (No pre-heat)
11,860 FH5832A 28.3 21.1 7.2 0.500 0.410 0.090 6300 0.00209

Lot C0422

(No pre-heat)

11,86_ FM5832A 28.6 21.4 7.2 0.500 0.450 0.050 _3200 e -6070 0.00367
Lot C0422

i-

!1,862 FM5832A .... b 21.1 7.5 O.501 0.444 0.057 3180-6170 6.00360
Lot C0422

il,863 FM5832A 28.4 21.1 *.3 0.500 0.441 0.059 3160-6100 0.00411
Lot C0422

11,864 FM5055A 30.5 23.9 6.6 --0_4--_-- 0.463 0.028 2890-6150 0.00264

11,865 FMS055A 31.0 24.5 6.5 0.501 0.479 0.022 2800-6190 0.00297
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TABLE VIII. SUUHARY OF ABLATIVE PERFORlIANCE OF HEATSHIELD HATERIALS, 
10 HW ARC JET T25T5 

Welghta Thicknessb Peak Surface Brigh.nessc 
Recess~on 

Crams Inches Temperature, oR Rate 
Run. Sample 5, in/sec 
No. Description* Pre Post Loss Pre Post Loss Tb 

--t-
I 

11,848 FM5055A I 35.2 29.2 6.0 0.600 0.574 0.026 2710-6120 f 

11,849 I FM5829A 24.4 17.3 7.1 0.420 0.398 0.022 3040-6210 , 0.00330 

11,850 : IM5832A 29.9 22.8 7.1 0.500 0.410 0.090 6340 

I 
f 

I Lot C0186 
I (No pre-heat) 
I 

11,851 I FM5832A 29.7 22.6 7.1 0.500 0.407 0.093 6270 i f 
Lot C0186 

(No pre-heat) 

11,852 I FM5832A 29.8 22.8 7.0 0.499 0.408 0.0';11 6382 0.0016011 

i Lot C0186 I I ' (:'0 pre-heat) i I 
-~--

21.3 ! I 0.02094g ll,:i5s I FM5832A I 29.3 8.0 0.500 0.417 0.083 2970-6250 
Lot C0186 

I l I 
11.856 FM5832A 29.6 22.1 

I 7.5 0.499 0.412 0.087 3030-6060 I 0.00666g 

Lot C0186 

11,857 FK5832A 29.7 22.5 7.2 0.500 0.422 0.078 3100-6110 i 0.00323 
Lot C0186 i 

11,858 FM5832A 28.5 21.8 6.7 

I 
0.500 0.468 0.032 , 5970 I 0.00252 

Lot C0422 
(No pre-heat) I 

-
11,859 FM5832A 28.4 21.3 7.1 0.500 0.425 0.075 6370 0.00242 

Lot C0422 
(No pre-heat) 

11,860 FM5832A 28.3 21.1 7.2 0.500 0.410 0.090 6300 0.00209 
Lot C0422 
(No pre-heat) 

- f-. .-
11,86\ FK5832A 28.6 21.4 7.2 0.500 0.450 0.050 -3200e -6070 0.00367 

Lot C0422 
---

11,862 FM5832A .... l.b 21.1 7.5 0.501 0.444 0.057 3180-6170 0.00360 
Lot C0422 

11,863 FMs832A 28.4 21.1 ~.3 0.500 0.441 0.059 3160-6100 0.00411 
Lot C0422 

"--- --- --- ---c-. 
11,864 FM50ssA lO.S 

t-.

B
• ~-f.:~--

0.491 0.463 0.028 2890-6150 0.00264 
.. - - ---- ----

11 ,865 FM505sA 31.0 24.5 6.5 0.501 0.479 0.022 2800-6190 0.00297 
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TABLE Vlll. SU_La_RY OF ABLA_tlVE PERFORMANCE OF HEATSHIELD MATERIALS

I0 MW ARC JET TESTS (Continued)

Weight a Thickness b Peak Surface Brlghtness c Recession
Crams Inches Temperature, "R Rate _

Run. Sample S, In/set /

No. Description* Pre Post Loss Pre Post Loss Tb

11,866 FMSO55A 31.0 24.8 6.2 0.500 0.475 0.025 2730-6220 0.00211

11,867 FM5832A 27.4 20.3 7.1 0.466 0.419 0.047 3020-5930 0.00306
(Kaiser)
Lot C0422

11,868 FH5832A 27.5 20.2 7.3 0.468 0.468 0.048 3030-5930 0.00333
(Kaiser)
Lot C0422

11,869 FM5832A 27.5 20.2 7.3 0.469 0.416 0.053 _ 31lO+e-5930 0.00232
(Kaiser)
Lot C0422

11,870 FM5055G 25.5 18.9 6.6 0._O6 0.377 0.029 2840-6070 0.00252

11,871 FMSO55G 25.5 19.0 6.5 0.406 0.379 0.027 2790-6000 0.00216

11,872 F_I5055G 25.5 19.2 6.3 0.406 0.384 0.022 2770-6010 0.00209

11,873 FM5822A 24.4 [7.2 7.2 0.402 0.375 0.027 32.00+e-6460 0.001068

11,874 Ft15822A 24.4 17.4 7.0 0.402 0.355 0.047 3310-6180 0.00287

11,875 FM5822A 24.4 17.4 7.0 0.402 0.367 0.035 3280-6240 0.00260

11,876 FM5832A 30.0 22.2 7.8 0.501 0.441 0.060 5310-6320 0.00353
Lot COO79

11,877 _15032A 30.0 22.3 7.7 0.500 0.427 0.073 3270-6620 0.00193
Lot C0079

FH5832A 30.0 22.5 7.5 I 0.500 0.456 0.044 3260-6270 0.0022811,878
Lot C0079 1

I

tAll specimens are HITCO process unless otherwise noted.

aTotal weight including thermocouple wires and adhesive.

bcenterltne location 1.125 inches from test surface leading edge.

C_leasurement taken by a high resolution Thermodot Recording Pyrometer sensitive to radiation at
0.8 microns. This unit was focused 1.125 inches from the specimen's leading edge, along the centerline
and covered a 0.176 inch spot dlamet, r.

dEstlmate from Nikon film profile camera.

eScale change, reading did not peak,

fNO ESTI>_TE. Considerable data scatter as a result of surface expansion.

gQuestlonable esclmates.
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TABLE VIII. SUtftfARY OF ABLAll\'E PERFORNANCE OF HEATSHIELD MATERIALS 
10 ~~ ARC JET TESTS (Continued) 

lIelghta Thlcknessb 
Grams Inches 

Run. Sample 
No. Description* Pre Post Loss Pre Post Loss 

11,866 FH~055A 31.0 24.8 6.2 0.500 0.475 0.025 

11,867 FH5832A 27.4 20.3 7.1 0.466 0.419 0.047 
(Kaiser) 
Lot C0422 

11,868 FH5S32A 27.5 20.2 7.3 0.468 0.468 0.048 
(Kaiser) 
Lot C0422 

11,869 FH5832A 27.~ 20.2 7.3 0.469 0.416 0.053 
(Kaiser) 
Lot C0422 

11,870 FH505~C 25.5 18.9 6.6 0.406 0.377 0.029 

11,871 FI15055G 25.5 19.0 6.5 0.406 0.379 0.027 

11,872 FII5055G 25.5 19.2 6.3 0.406 0.384 0.022 

11,873 FH~822A 24.4 17.2 7.2 0.402 0.375 0.027 

11,874 FH5822A 24.4 17.4 7.0 0.402 0.355 0.047 

11,875 FM5822A 24.4 17.4 7.0 0.402 0.367 0.035 

11,876 FM5832A 30.0 22.2 7.8 0.501 0.441 0.060 
Lot C0079 -. 

11,877 m5032A 30.0 22.3 7.7 0.500 0.427 0.073 
Lot C0079 

11,878 FH5832A 30.0 22.5 7.5 0.500 0.456 0.044 
Lot C0079 

I 

*AII specimens are KITCO process unless otherwise noted. 

aTotal weight including thermocouple wires and adhesive. 

bCenterline location 1.125 inches from test surface leading edge. 

Peak Surface Brlghtne8sc Recel!ls~on 
Temperature, oR Rate 

S, in/sec 
Tb 

2730-6220 0.00211 

3020-5930 0.00306 

3030-5930 0.00333 

-3110+e-5930 G.00232 

2840-6070 0.00252 

2790-6000 0.00216 

2770-6010 0.00209 

32.00-i"e-6460 0.00106g 

3310-6180 0.00287 

3280-6240 0.00260 

3310-6320 0.00353 

3270-6/,20 0.00193 

3260-6270 0.00228 

-

clleasurement taken by a high resolution Thermodot Recording Pyrometer sensitive to radiation at 
O.~ microns. This unit was focused 1.125 inches from the specimen's leadin8 edge, along the centerline 
and covered a 0.176 inch spot diametf r. 

dEst imate from ll1kon film prof 11e camera. 

eScale change, reading did not peak. 

f NO ESTI~L\TE. Considerable data scatter as a result of surface expansion. 

~Questionable estimates. 
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Fig. 3. Centerllne Surface Recession Profiles - Preheat Cycle, IRC FMSO55A
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Fig. 4. C_nterllne Surface Recession Profiles - Preheat Cycle, AVTEX (F) FMS055G
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Fig. 3. Centerline Surface Recession rrofiles - Preheat Cycle, IRC FMSOSSA 
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